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Preface
Welcome to the Proteus Administration Guide. This documentation describes how to configure, 
manage, and deploy Domain Name Services (DNS), Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP), and Internet 
Protocol (IP) space data to Proteus-managed servers.

Who should read this guide?
This book is intended for a technical audience. This audience may include network planners, IPAM 
administrators, and DNS and DHCP administrators. Readers of this book should have some background 
in DNS and DHCP as well as general network concepts. This book is useful to anyone involved in 
planning or implementing an IPAM installation for a network.

Release support policy
BlueCat Networks (BCN) is continuously developing enhancements and new functionality for its 
software solutions. As a result, BCN regularly releases major, minor and maintenance updates that 
incorporate all of the latest changes to its products. As long as the customer's BCN products are under 
an active Maintenance Services contract with BlueCat Customer Care, the customer will be entitled to 
receive and download these releases.

Testing and applying recommended software updates
It is the responsibility of the customer to apply software patches as necessary in order to maintain the 
stability and security of their IP environments. BlueCat Networks strongly recommends a stand-alone 
lab environment for testing in order to minimize the risk to a production operation. Within the test 
environment, you can check resolutions, updates and upgrades to isolate a specific problem, confirm a 
fix, or test an update.

For more information on release support policy and change management, contact BlueCat Networks 
Customer Care: https://care.bluecatnetworks.com
Proteus Administration Guide 19
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Getting Started With Proteus
Follow these steps to get up and running with Proteus:

1 Install the appliance: Follow the installation instructions in the installation poster that came 
with the appliance.

2 Network Setup: Configure the network in which Proteus operates. Refer to Address Manager 
in the network on page 860.

3 Proteus Administration: Perform the initial Proteus setup and administrative tasks. Refer to  
Using the Administration Console on page 664.

4 Network Settings: Set up the Proteus network interface. Refer to  Network settings on page 
686.

5 Database: Configure the Proteus database. Refer to  About Proteus Database on page 841.

6 Disaster Recovery Setup: If you are using more than one Proteus unit, configure the Disaster 
Recovery services. Refer to  Database maintenance on page 852.

When these steps are complete, the Proteus appliance is ready to use.

How do I contact BlueCat Customer Care?
For 24/7/365 support, visit the BlueCat Networks CARE Portal.

Typographic Convention
This guide uses the following conventions:  

Bold Command line options and user input to be typed.

Bold blue Button names, fields, tabs, and icons in the user interface.

Bold blue italic Cross references and hypertext links within the document.

Blue underline Hypertext links to external URLs.

Monospace Source code examples and terminal output.

Monospace italic Variables in code examples.

Normal italic New terms being defined.

Emphasis within a concept description.

Dialog box, window, and screen names.

This icon appears alongside a Caution. Cautions usually appear where 
performing an action may be dangerous to the user or to the equipment, or 
where data may be corrupted or incomplete if the caution is not observed.

This icon appears alongside a Note. Notes give additional detail about the 
material presented in concepts and procedures.

This icon appears alongside a Tip. Tips are similar to Notes and suggest 
alternative ways to accomplish a task or provide ideas for using the product in 
the most effective way.
Proteus Administration Guide Version 4.0.6
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BlueCat Documentation
Click on a link to download Adobe Acrobat versions of the Proteus and Adonis documentation.

 Proteus Administration Guide

 Proteus API Guide

 Adonis Reference Guide

 Administration Console Quick Start Guide

 Virtual Machines Installation Guide

 Open Source License Statements v7.0.0

 Open Source License Statements v4.0.0

 Proteus v4.0.6 Release Notes

 Adonis v7.0.6 Release Notes

Proteus Evaluation Guides
For links to Proteus and Adonis Evaluation Guides, visit the BlueCat Networks CARE Portal at http://
www.bluecatnetworks.com/support/support_portal.

External Reference Material
• Working with an IPAM system requires in-depth knowledge of many subject areas, including DNS, 

DHCP, IP Inventory Management and General Networking. The following references are provided for 
readers who require more background knowledge before working with Proteus.The DHCP Handbook, 
Second Edition by Ralph Droms and Ted Lemon, SAMS Publishing, ISBN 0-672-32327-3 

• Pro DNS and BIND by Ron Aitchison, Apress, ISBN 1-59059-494-0

• The Internet System Consortium: www.isc.org

• The BIND FAQ: https://www.isc.org/software/bind/documentation

• The DHCP FAQ: https://www.isc.org/software/dhcp/documentation

Release Notes require login credentials for BlueCat Customer Care.
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Version 4.0.6
What’s New
The following features and functionality are new in Proteus v4.0.6:

BlueCat Threat Protection
BlueCat Threat Protection leverages data from multiple sources to provide protection against 
malicious domains and sites that employ malware, botnet, exploit and spam. Conventional tools and 
software focus on securing the end device or the communication layer. BlueCat Threat Protection 
leverages the pervasiveness of DNS to provide another layer of protection by controlling or preventing 
access to known malicious sites.

BlueCat Threat Protection uses DNS Response Policies to allow administrators to define hosts and zones 
that they wish to block. BlueCat Threat Protection can be configured by manually defining local DNS 
Response Policies and/or BlueCat Security Feed which provides automatic updates to receive threat 
data in real time.

Audit
Auditing has been improved to capture greater transaction details, contrasting views for updates, and 
searching of the Proteus Transaction History. You can search the Transaction History by a category, 
search string, action type, user name, or date range.

DNS Access Control Lists
Proteus v4.0.6 adds the ability to create DNS Access Control lists (ACLs) in the Proteus user interface 
instead of creating them as DNS Raw Options. DNS ACLS define a match list to restrict or allow access 
to DNS and can be used in conjunction with IP and TSIG matches. Pre-defined DNS ACLs are included to 
match common scenarios.

Anycast BGP
Proteus v4.0.6 adds Broadcast Gateway Protocol (BGP) to its Anycast service. In addition, support has 
been added for multiple IP addresses for customers running Anycast BGP DNS. Anycast BGP supports 
both IPv4 and IPv6.

For details on obtaining a license for BlueCat Security Feed, contact BlueCat Customer Care: 
https://care.bluecatnetworks.com
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Split Network Enhancements
• Split IPv4 networks into multiple smaller networks

Previously, Proteus allowed users to split an IPv4 network into two parts. With Proteus 4.0.6, a 
split network can be further divided into multiple smaller networks. In addition, existing 
network templates can be applied to the smaller networks where possible.

• Maintain existing network name when splitting networks

When splitting an IPv4 network or further dividing a network into multiple smaller networks, 
you can assign the existing network name to the smaller networks.

DHCP Range enhancements
Proteus v4.0.6 simplifies DHCP range creation by allowing you to create DHCP ranges by Offsets and 
Offset and percentage, in addition to start and end addresses. These DHCP Range enhancements also 
apply to Templates, for easy DHCP range creation across networks of different sizes.

Access Rights
Access Rights for all device settings, including Device Types and Device Subtypes, can now be found at 
the system level (Default Access Rights).

Deployment status
With Proteus v4.0.6, customers can now track deployment progress immediately after performing a 
manual deployment.

▪ Old behavior—previously, after performing a manual deployment Proteus would return you 
to the Servers page. To view the status of the deployment you then needed to go to 
Administration>Tracking>Deployment Status.

▪ New behavior—currently, after performing a manual deployment (including a forced full 
deployment), Proteus immediately sends you to the Deployment Status page to track the 
progress of the deployment.

In addition, customers can now monitor the Deployment Queue and view servers with active 
deployments and servers that have deployments currently queued.

Does not apply to Quick Deployment or Scheduled Deployment.
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Proteus API
Proteus API v4.0.6 includes a number of new API methods and improvements to the existing API:

New Methods

• Add an Access Control List (ACL) to a DNS view

• Add an IPv4 DHCP Range by size

• Modified behavior for user-defined fields in the update() method

Changes to Proteus API

• Modified behavior for user-defined fields in the update() method

• Added assignDefaultGateway and overwriteConflicts options to the splitIP4Network() method

• Added several options to the replaceServer() method, including servicesIPv4Address, 
servicesIPv4Netmask, and servicesIPv6Address.

For complete details on the new methods and parameters found in Proteus API v4.0.6, 
refer to the Proteus API Guide available through Proteus Online Help, or from the 
BlueCat Customer Care Support Portal.
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Chapter 2
First Steps
Learn how to get started with BlueCat Networks Proteus software.

Depending on your roles and goals, you can start with different areas of the product:

Get started with the user interface

Actions and concepts Description

Logging in and Logging Out For security reasons you must log on to the Proteus server 
and log off when you stop using it. The Proteus user 
interface is WEB-based. It can be accessed by entering 
http://hostname/admin where hostname is the fully 
qualified domain name of the Proteus server.

Changing your Password Follow the instructions in this section to change the 
password for your Proteus user ID.

My IPAM tabs The “My IPAM” page is your customizable home page. You 
can add and organize widgets that provide short cuts to 
frequently performed actions.

Using Widgets You can drag and drop many kinds of widgets to your My 
IPAM page and customize those widget to provide shortcuts 
to tasks and configurations you use frequently. Customizing 
these short cuts will save you time on your day-to-day 
tasks.

Sorting Tables Proteus data is presented in tables. You can customize 
tables to show or hide information columns and to change 
the order in which columns appear.

Customizing Tables You can customize tables to add or remove information, 
and to change the order of the columns in the table.

Exporting Table Data You can export the data from most Proteus tables to a 
comma-separated value (CSV) file, and then download the 
CSV file to your local workstation.

Viewing Data You can view IP Blocks, Networks, Views, Zones, Tags, and 
Devices in an expanding tree structure (Tree View) on many 
Proteus pages.
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Get started with IPAM

Scenario Description

Working with IPv4 blocks Learn about:

• Adding and editing IPv4 blocks

• Creating parent blocks

• Merging blocks

Working with IPv4 networks Learn about:

• Adding and editing IPv4 networks

• Creating and assigning IPv4 network templates

• Merging networks

Assigning IPv4 addresses Learn about:

• IPv4 address allocation

• IPv4 address allocation types

• Assigning process

Working with IPv6 Learn about:

• Creating and editing IPv6 blocks and networks

• Creating the Global ID in the Local Address Space

• Creating and editing IPv6 addresses

• Moving IPv6 address assignment

Assigning IPv6 addresses Learn about:

• IPv6 address allocation

• IPv6 address allocation types

• Assigning process

Adding DHCPv4 ranges Learn about:

• Adding, merging, and resizing ranges

• DHCPv4 basics

Adding DHCPv6 Ranges Learn about:

• Adding, and editing ranges

• DHCPv6 basics
Proteus Administration Guide Version 4.0.6
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Get started with DNS Management

Get started with Servers

Scenario Description

Managing Resource Records Learn about:

• Type of resource records
• Adding and editing resource records

Managing DNS Views Learn about:

• Configuring DNS views
• Creating internal root zones

Managing DNS Zones Learn about:

• Configuring DNS zones
• Moving DNS zones
• Zone templates

DNS Deployment Options Learn about:

• Types of DNS deployment options
• Configuring deployment options

Scenario Description

Adonis Servers Learn about:

• Configuring Adonis servers
• Enabling dedicated management on multi-interface 

Adonis servers
• Configuring Adonis monitoring services

Proteus Cloud Services—DNS Servers Learn about:

• Configuring PCS DNS servers
• Resetting the PCS hosting service account password

Other DNS Servers Learn about:

• Managing external DNS servers (non-Adonis)
• Changing the server profile of Other DNS servers

Working with Servers Learn about:

• Viewing and configuring deployment options
• Connecting to servers
• Controlling servers
• Viewing server logs

Server Maintenance Learn about:

• Disabling and replacing servers
• Viewing performance metrics for Adonis and Proteus
rsion 4.0.6 Proteus Administration Guide 29
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Get started with Deployment

Get started with XHA

Scenario Description

Manual Deployment Learn about:

• Performing full deployment
• Performing quick deployment
• Setting Scheduled deployment

Validating deployment Learn about:

• Setting deployment validation options
• Tracking deployment

Types of deployment Learn about:

• Difference between full and quick deployment
• Deployment order

Scenario Description

How Adonis XHA works Learn about:

• Requirements for creating an XHA pair
• Using the XHA Backbone connection

Managing XHA Learn about:

• Creating an XHA pair in Proteus
• Viewing XHA status
• Deploying to an XHA pair
• Adding and removing the XHA Backbone connection
• Updating servers in an XHA pair

Repairing XHA Learn about:

• Rules for XHA repair
• Breaking XHA

XHA Failover Learn about:

• Performing a manual XHA failover
Proteus Administration Guide Version 4.0.6
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Get started with Proteus HSM

Scenario Description

How Proteus manages Windows 
servers

Learn about:

• Proteus DDW concepts
• Server modes
• DDW system requirements

Creating a Proteus DDW server Learn about:

• Installing Proteus DDW software on your Windows server
• Adding a DDW server to Proteus

Working with Proteus DDW servers Learn about:

• Connecting to Proteus DDW servers
• Disabling, replacing, and enabling Proteus DDW servers
• Editing and deleting Proteus DDW servers
• Repairing Proteus DDW servers
• Viewing DDW server logs

Managed Windows Servers Learn about:

• Adding managed Windows servers
• Changing a Managed Windows server to Read/Write 

mode
• Deploying data from Proteus to managed Windows 

servers

Managing Windows DHCP Learn about:

• Importing Windows DHCP data into Proteus
• Windows scopes, split-scopes, and superscopes
• Managing Windows DHCP ranges

Managing Windows DNS Learn about:

• Importing DNS data into Proteus
• Working with DNS zones
• Working with Active Directory

Scenario Description

Overview: DNSSEC vs DNSSEC-HSM Learn about:

• Differences between standard DNSSEC and DNSSEC with 
HSM

• Requirements
• Prerequisites
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Configuring HSM Learn about:

• Adding an HSM configuration to Proteus
• Adding HSM servers
• Configuring the HSM Security World and joining Proteus 

to the Security World
• Enabling HSM on Adonis 1925/BlueCat High Security DNS 

500 appliances
• Creating and assigning a DNSSEC-HSM singing policy

Working with HSM Learn about:

• Managing HSM servers
• Managing Adonis HSM servers
• Managing DNSSEC-HSM keys
• Performing dynamic updates with DNSSEC-HSM
• Troubleshooting

Scenario Description
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Learning the Proteus Interface
This chapter describes how to work with the Proteus web interface. There are two main pages you will 
use:

• The My IPAM page acts as your home page. It is your primary starting point for most non-
administrative tasks performed in Proteus. 

• The Administration page collects most management functions and controls into a convenient 
collection of links, providing easy access to administrative tasks.

The Basics
The Proteus web interface presents all of your IPAM and DNS data in an easy-to-use and intuitive 
browser-based interface. There are eight primary tabs at the top of the Proteus web interface: My 
IPAM, IP Space, DNS, Devices, TFTP, Servers, Groups, and Administration.

Tab navigation
The primary tabs in the Proteus web interface remember the last page on which you worked — this is a 
feature to improve efficiency when performing multiple tasks. When navigating between various tabs, 
select the tab twice to ensure you are working on the proper page.

Logging in and Logging Out
For increased security, you must log on to the Proteus server and log off when you stop using it.

To log in to Proteus:

1 From a web browser, go to http://hostname/admin where hostname is the fully qualified 
domain name of the Proteus server. On a local network, you can simply enter the local IP address 
of the Proteus server.

2 Enter the username and password (by default, admin / admin) and click Login.

Note

When first starting with Proteus, only the My IPAM, Groups, and Administration tabs are 
selectable. You must create at least one configuration in Proteus in order to access the remaining 
tabs. For details, refer to Configurations on page 112.

• The Proteus user interface is officially supported on Internet Explorer® 8/7, Firefox® 15 or 
later and Chrome 20 or later.

• In order for Proteus to run properly, your browser should allow pop-ups and have cookies and 
Javascript enabled.
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To log out of Proteus:

• Click Log out in the top-right corner of the page.

Proteus Session Timeout
By default, the Proteus session timeout is 20 minutes. If a user’s session is inactive for the specified 
period of time, Proteus closes that session. The user must log in again to continue working with 
Proteus. However, when the user’s session is left inactive on either the main page of the My IPAM tab 
or the main page of the Servers tab within the Proteus interface, the session will not timeout and 
close after 20 minutes. Any other pages within the My IPAM tab or Servers tab will timeout normally. 
This is the intended behavior of both the MY IPAM and Servers tab providing the ability to view live 
information about the Proteus, its surrounding network environment and related other appliances.

Changing your Password
The My Profile page displays information about your user account. From this page, you can change 
your Proteus password.

To change your password:

1 Click the user name link in the top-right of the Proteus page (for example, admin). The My 
Profile page opens.

2 Click the user name and select Change Password. The Change Password page opens.

3 In the Old Password field, enter your current password.

4 In the New Password field, enter your new password.

5 In the Confirm New Password field, re-enter your new password.

6 Click Yes.
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Getting Help
Click the Help button on any page to display online help for the page you are working on.

Printer Friendly Formatting
Proteus can reformat most pages to serve as a printable report. The Printer Friendly link that appears 
on these pages reformats the page layout. The Printer Friendly layout hides many of the Proteus 
control elements in order to focus on the most important details on a given page.

Searching for Objects
Proteus provides two search tools to locate network and DNS objects:

• Performing Quick Searches on page 37

• Performing Advanced Searches on page 35

About Search
The Quick Search field provides access to the search function from almost any Proteus page. The 
quick search is also optimized to make searching for and navigating to IP addresses, IP blocks, 
MAC addresses and domain names faster and easier: when you search for one of these items, 
Proteus automatically recognizes the type of object you are looking for and focuses the search 
and the results list on that object type.

When the search finds an exact match for your search criteria, the details page for the matching 
object appears, automatically taking you to the object.

When multiple matches or no exact match is found, the Search page appears with a results list or a 
message indicating that no matches were found.

When wildcard characters, such as ^ (carat), $ (dollar sign), or * (asterisk), are used in the quick search 
field, the Search page appears with a results list or a message indicating that no matches were found.

In the results list, click on an item in the results list to view details for the object.

Performing Advanced Searches
The Search tool locates objects within Proteus. The search returns a list of all matching items to which 
you have access. To perform the search, you specify search criteria and select the type of object for 
which you want to search.

To search for objects:

Searches performed by non-administrative users are limited by their user permissions. You will 
only see objects to which you are granted access.

Searches performed by non-administrative users are limited by their user permissions. You will 
only see objects to which you are granted access.
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1 Click Advanced Search. The Search page opens.

2 From the Category drop-down menu, select an object category to limit your search to 
specific types of Proteus objects. For a list of objet categories and items within those 
categories, refer to Reference: Object Search Categories on page 38.

3 From the Object drop-down menu, select a specific object item to further limit your search 
result. Object items appearing in this field will vary depending on the object category that 
you select in the Category drop-down menu.

4 From the Search Type drop-down menu, select the search type:

▪ Common Fields—search by matching names and IP data such as IP addresses, DHCP ranges, 
blocks, and networks.

▪ All Fields—search all fields including user-defined fields through the user interface.

▪ Custom Search—search objects based on combinations of various properties (system-
defined and/or user-defined) that you can specify as search criteria. The search will return 
only the objects matching all the criteria specified.

5 In the Search field, type the text for which you want to search. You can use the following 
wildcards in the search:

^ —matches the beginning of a string. For example: ^ex matches example but not text.

$ —matches the end of string. For example: ple$ matches example but not please.

* —matches zero or more characters within a string. For example: ex*t matches exit and 
excellent.

You cannot use the following characters in the search string:

• , (comma)
• ‘ (single quotation mark)
• ( ) (parentheses)
• [ ] (square brackets)
• { } (braces)
• % (percent)
• ? (question mark)
• + (addition/plus sign)
Proteus Administration Guide Version 4.0.6
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6 In the Maximum Results field, type the maximum number of search results you want to 
display, up to 1000.

7 Click Search. The search results appear.

8 Click the name of an object in the results list to display the object.

Performing Quick Searches
The quick search field provides access to the search function from almost any Proteus page. The 
quick search is also optimized to make searching for and navigating to IP addresses, IP blocks, 
MAC addresses and domain names faster and easier.

To perform a quick search:

• Type your search criteria in the quick search field and press Enter.

The quick search field determines what type of object you are searching for the format of your 
search text. The quick search field recognizes these patterns:

When the type of object is not recognized from your search text, an advanced search is 
performed.

Object Pattern Description

IPv4 Addresses nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn nnn is a value from 0 to 255.

IPv4 Blocks and 
Networks using CIDR 
notation

nnn[.nnn][.nnn][.nnn]/mm nnn is a value from 0 to 255; mm is a 
value from 0 to 32.

Elements in [square braces] are optional.

IPv6 Addresses nnnn:[nnnn:][nnnn:][nnnn:]
[nnnn:][nnnn:][nnnn:][nnnn]

nnnn is a hexadecimal value from 0000 
to FFFF.

Elements in [square braces] are optional.

IPv6 Blocks and 
Networks using CIDR 
notation

nnnn:[nnnn:][nnnn:][nnnn:]
[nnnn:][nnnn:][nnnn:][nnnn]/mm

nnnn is a hexadecimal value from 0000 
to FFFF; mm is a value from 3 to 63 when 
searching for blocks, or 64 when 
searching for networks.

Elements in [square braces] are optional.

MAC Addresses nn:nn:nn:nn:nn:nn or 
nn-nn-nn-nn-nn-nn or 
nnnnnnnnnnnn

nn is a hexadecimal value from 00 to FF. 
MAC addresses can be entered with 
: colons, - dashes, or no separators.

Fully-Qualified Domain 
Names

[label.]label.tld label is a zone or subzone name. There 
can be multiple subzones in the domain 
name. tld is the top level domain, such 
as .com or .org.

Elements in [square braces] are optional.
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Reference: Object Search Categories

Object Category Searches for these items

All All Proteus objects. On a large database, this search may take a 
long time.

Admin Authenticator

HSM Server

Report

Notification Groups

HSM Configuration

Named User

User Group

Report Schedule

Radius Authenticator

TACACS+ Authenticator

LDAP Authenticator

Kerberos Authenticator

Category Groups Device Type

Devices

Device Subtype

Configuration Proteus Configurations

Deployment Options DHCP Vendor Client Option

DNS Raw Option

Default V6 DHCP Service Option

DHCP Custom Option Definition

Default v6 DHCP Client Option

DHCPv4 Raw Option

Start of Authority

Default v4 DHCP Client Option

Generic DNS Option

Default V4 DHCP Service Option

DHCPv6 Raw Option

Deployment Roles DHCP Deployment Role

TFTP Deployment Role

DNS Deployment Role

Deployment Scheduler Deployment Scheduler

DHCP Class Objects Match Class Value

DHCP Match Class

DHCP Zones Reverse DHCP Zone

Forward DHCP Zone

DHCO Zone Group
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DNSSEC Key Signing Key

DNSSEC Signing Policy

Thales Key Singing Key

Zone Signing Key

Thales Zone Signing Key

GSS Kerberos Realms and 
Principals

KDC

Kerberos Realm

Service Principal

IPv4 Objects IPv4 Block

IPv4 Network

IPv4 DHCP Range

IPv4 Network Template

IPv4 Address

IPv4 Reconciliation Policy

IPv6 Objects DUID

IPv6 Reconciliation Policy

IPv6 Network

IPv6 DHCP Range

IPv6 Address

IPv6 Block

MAC Pool Objects Global Deny Pool

MAC Pool

MAC Address

Naming Policy Objects Naming Policy

Naming Restriction

Resource Records Mail Exchanger Record

Alias Record

Text Record

Service Record

Naming Authority Pointer

Host Info Record

Host Record

External Host

Generic Records

Servers Single Server

Published Interface

Network Interface

Default Interface

Virtual Interface

Tags Tag

Tag Group

Object Category Searches for these items
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My IPAM tabs
The My IPAM page is your starting point for working with Proteus. You can create tabs to sort and 
organize your Proteus links and functions. For example, you can create tabs to represent the structure 
of your organization, or to group and organize network management tasks and functions.

The My IPAM page features customizable tabs and widgets:

• Tabs are customizable panels that organize widgets. 

▪ You can create and sort your tabs to organize and group together your IPAM information and 
links. By default, the My IPAM page contains a Home tab. 

▪ You can add and delete tabs, rename tabs, set the number of columns each tab contains, and 
change the order of tabs on the page. Each time you visit the My IPAM page, the page displays 
the first tab in your list.

▪ You can customize the widgets on this tab, but you cannot delete or rename it. 

▪ Users can add and manage their own set of tabs. 

For more information about working with My IPAM tabs, refer to Customizing My IPAM tabs on 
page 42.

• Widgets are containers that provide access to Proteus functions, including Favorites links, Tag 
Groups, Tasks, Workflow Requests, Server Statistics and Quick Actions. 

▪ You add widgets to tabs and position them by dragging-and-dropping them into place. 

▪ You can also tab through the widget templates and press Enter to automatically add it to 
the dashboard. 

Tasks Task

TFTP Objects TFTP Group

TFTP File

TFTP Folder

TSIG Keys TSIG Key

Vendor Profiles DHCP Vendor Option Definition

DHCP Vendor Profile

Views and Zones Response Policy

Zone Template

ENUM Zone

Zone

View

Internal Root Zone

Tabs display widgets in a set number of columns. The default setting is three columns, which 
works well on typical workstation-sized monitors. The maximum setting is ten columns, which lets 
you take advantage of wide screen monitors and data centre display walls. You can set the number 
of widget columns for each of your tabs.

Object Category Searches for these items
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▪ New widgets are added at the top of the first column. 

For more information about working with widgets, refer to Using Widgets on page 44.

Accessing the My IPAM tab
The My IPAM page can be used to group your most commonly used tasks, configurations or Quick 
Action widgets.

To access the My IPAM page:

• Select the My IPAM tab. The My IPAM page displays the Home tab and widgets.

By default, the Home tab displays the following widgets:

▪ Favorites

▪ Tag Groups

▪ Workflow Requests

▪ Tasks

Proteus also includes a Server Statistics and a Quick Action widget that you can add to your 
tabs.

For information about working with widgets, refer to Using Widgets on page 44.
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Customizing My IPAM tabs
The tasks below allow you to manage your My IPAM tabs, customizing them to suit your needs.

To add a tab:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. The My IPAM page displays the Home tab and widgets.

2 Click the Add button in the top left corner of the My IPAM page. The Add Tab dialog box 
opens.

3 In the Tab Name field, type a name for the tab. Each tab must have a unique name.

4 From the Number of columns list, select the number of widget columns.

5 Click Add.
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To rename a tab and change the number of widget columns:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. The My IPAM page displays the Home tab and widgets.

2 Select a tab and click the down-arrow button, then select Rename / Edit. The Edit Tab dialog 
box opens.

3 In the Tab Name field, edit the name of the tab.

4 From the Number of columns list, select the new number of widget columns.

5 Click Save.

To change the order of a tab:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. The My IPAM page displays the Home tab and widgets.

2 Select a tab and click the down-arrow button, then select Move Up or Move Down. The tab 
moves up or down in the list.

To delete a tab:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. The My IPAM page displays the Home tab and widgets.

2 Select a tab and click the down-arrow button, then select Delete. A confirmation message 
opens.

3 Click Yes.
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Using Widgets
Widgets are containers that provide access to Proteus functions including Favorites links, Tag Groups, 
Tasks, Workflow Requests, Server Statistics and Quick Actions. You can add any number of widgets to 
any of the tabs on your My IPAM page. You add widgets and position them on the page by dragging and 
dropping them into place. Proteus helps you arrange your widgets by providing columns and placement 
guides on the tab.

List of Widgets
There are a number of widgets you can use to track tasks, work flows and commonly used objects.

Favorites Widget

Favorites are bookmarks that you can use to navigate to commonly-used objects in the Proteus 
interface. Every Proteus object that can be added to your list of favorites has an Add to 
Favorites link near the top-right corner of the page. Clicking this link adds the object to your 
favorites list.

To view your favorites and get to the Favorites page, you need to have the Favorites widget on 
one of your My IPAM page tabs. 

To go directly to an object, click a link. To view all of your favorites, click More…

Tag Groups Widget

The Tag Groups widget shows links to your tag groups. Use tag groups and tags to structure 
IPAM and DNS objects to match structures in your organization.

To view the details for a tag group, click a link. To view all of your tag groups, click More…

For more information about working with Tag Groups, refer to Tag Groups and Tags on page 80.

Administrators can also use favorites to allow users who have limited access rights to navigate to 
and work with objects. For more information, refer to Setting Default Access Rights and 
Overrides for Users and Groups on page 156.
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Workflow Requests Widget

The Workflow Requests widget shows workflow change requests. Depending on your workflow 
role, the widget shows change requests that you have made or change requests that you can 
approve.

To view change request details, click a link. To view all of your change requests, click More...

For more information about working with Workflow Change Requests, refer to Workflow change 
requests on page 113.

Tasks Widget

The Tasks widget shows tasks that are assigned to you. Use tasks as a to-do list to remind you 
of work that needs to be done in Proteus.

To view task details, click a link. To view all of your tasks, click More...

For more information about working with Tasks, refer to Adding Tasks on page 118.
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Server Statistics Widget

The Server Statistics widget displays activity and performance information for a managed 
Adonis server. The widget displays the following information about a managed Adonis server:

▪ status of the DNS service and the number of successful DNS queries per second

▪ status of the DHCP service and the number of DHCP leases per second

▪ amount of inbound network traffic

▪ amount of outbound network traffic

▪ percentage of CPU used

▪ percentage of memory used

Server status is indicated with these icons:

 The monitoring service is attempting to contact the server.

 (green) Monitored services are running.

 (red flashing) One or more monitored services are not running.

 (yellow) Proteus cannot connect to the SNMP service on the server.

 (white) The Proteus Monitoring Service is disabled.

 (blue) The server is disabled.

▪ To view the details page for the server, click the server name.

Quick Actions Widget

The Quick Actions widget display a list of commonly performed tasks including Add Host 
Record and Add IP. Instead of requiring you to navigate through a hierarchical object tree to 
perform a task, you can quickly perform any of these tasks from the My IPAM page.

To perform a Quick Action:

1 Add the Quick Action widget to the My IPAM page.

2 At the prompt, select a configuration and DNS View and click Save.

For more information, refer to Viewing Server Status on page 578.
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3 Click any of the links in the Quick Actions widget to perform a Quick Action.

For more information about configuring the Quick Actions widget, refer to Configuring the Quick 
Actions Widget on page 49.

Adding and Managing Widgets
The basic tasks for managing all types of widgets are described below.

To add widgets to a tab:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. The My IPAM page displays the Home tab and widgets.

2 Select the tab to which you want to add a widget.

3 Click the Add Widget button in the top left corner of the My IPAM page. The widget selectors 
appear.
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4 Click on a widget selector and drag and drop it into the main tab area. A blue outline appears 
to help you position the widget in one of the columns on the tab. If no outline appears, hover 
over an existing widget on the tab and the placement outline appears.

5 Repeat Step 4 to add more widgets to the page.

6 To return to your list of tabs, click the Add Widget button again.

To change the position of a widget:

• Click a widget’s title bar and drag and drop the widget to the new location. A blue outline 
appears to help you position the widget in one of the columns on the tab.

To collapse a widget to its title bar:

• In a widget’s title bar, click the Collapse button. The widget shrinks to show only its title bar. 
You can drag and drop the title bar to reposition the widget.

To expand a collapsed widget:

• In a collapsed widget’s title bar, click the Expand button. The widget expands to its full size.

To close a widget:

• In a widget’s title bar, click the Close button. Proteus removes the widget from the tab.

Configuring the Server Statistics Widget
After you add a Server Statistics widget, you need to configure the widget to assign it to a server. You 
can assign the widget to any Adonis appliance in any configuration. Adonis monitoring also needs to be 
configured and enabled to display server statistics. For information about configuring and enabling 
Adonis monitoring, refer to Monitoring Adonis servers on page 575.

To configure a Server Statistics widget:

1 Add a Server Statistics widget to a tab. When you add the widget, it indicates that the widget 
is not yet configured and the configuration panel opens by default. If you want to change the 
configuration, click the Configure button. The configuration panel appears.

After you add a Server Statistics widget, you need to configure the widget to assign it to a server. 
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2 From the Configuration list, select the configuration containing the server you want to 
monitor.

3 From the Server list, select the Adonis server you want to monitor.

4 Click the Configure button.The widget begins to display information about your server.

Configuring the Quick Actions Widget
After you add a Quick Actions widget, you need to select a configuration and view. Once the widget is 
configured the configuration name and view name appears at the top of the widget. All actions 
performed in this widget will inherit this configuration and view. You can configure additional Quick 
Actions widgets with different configurations and views. 

To configure a Quick Actions widget:

1 Add a Quick Actions widget to a tab. When you add the widget, it indicates that the widget is 
not yet configured and the configuration panel opens by default. If you want to change the 
configuration, click the Configure button in the top-right corner. The configuration panel 
appears.

2 From the Configuration list, select the configuration on which you will be performing Quick 
Actions. You must have created configuration before you are able to select a configuration 
from this list.

3 From the View list, select the View on which you will be performing the Quick Actions.

4 Click Save. All tasks launched from this widget will inherit the configuration and view you 
have selected.

Users will be able to view and select all Configurations and Views in the drop-down menus, 
whether or not they have been granted access to the objects. However, they will only be allowed 
to perform Quick Actions on Configurations and Views to which they have the appropriate access 
permissions.
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Adding Favorites

Favorites are bookmarks that you can use to navigate the Proteus interface. Every Proteus object that 
can be added to your list of favorites has an Add to Favorites link near the top-right corner of the 
page. Clicking this link adds the object to your favorites list.

To view your favorites and get to the Favorites page, you need to have the Favorites widget on one of 
your My IPAM page tabs. For information about working with My IPAM tabs and widgets, refer to My 
IPAM tabs on page 40.

To add Favorites:

1 Navigate to the Proteus object that you want to add to your Favorites list.

2 At the top-right corner of the page, click Add to Favorites. The object is added to your 
Favorites list.

3 To confirm that the object is added to your Favorites, click the My IPAM tab. The favorite you 
just created appears in the Favorites widget.

4 To navigate to an object, click a link in the Favorites widget.

5 To view a list of all of your favorites, click the More... link. The Favorites page opens.

Adding Host Records: Widget
The Add Host Record widget allows you to quickly add host records to a specific configuration and 
view. This reduces the number of page clicks required if you frequently add host records to the same 
configuration.

To add host records:

1 From the Quick Actions widget that has the appropriate configuration and view configured, 
click Add Host Records. The Add Host Records panel appears.

2 In the Zone field, type or choose the zone to which you want to add the host record. You will 
only be allowed to select zones to which you have been granted access.

3 In the Host name field, type the host name you wish to add.

4 In the Network field, type or choose the name of the network to which the host will belong.

5 In the IP address field, type or choose the corresponding IP address.

6 If there are any mandatory user-defined fields (UDFs), fill in the required information.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.
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8 Click Add to save the host record and add another record. Click Cancel to exit the Quick 
Action.

Adding a Static IPv4 Address: Widget
The Add Static IPv4 Address widget allows you to quickly add IP addresses to a specific network. You 
can configure a widget for each network to which you will be adding IPv4 address.

To add a static IPv4 address:

1 From the Quick Actions widget that has the appropriate configuration and view configured, 
click Add Static IPv4 address. The Add Static IPv4 address panel appears.

2 In the Network field, type or choose the network to which you want to add an IP address.

3 In the IP address field, type or choose the IP address. The menu will display the next ten 
available addresses. IP addresses which are part of a pending workflow request are not 
displayed.

4 In the Zone field, type or choose the zone to which the IPv4 address belongs.

5 In the Host Name field, type the host name you wish to add.

6 In the Mac Address field, enter the MAC address of the device to which the IPv4 address 
belongs.

7 In the Name (Description) field, enter the name of the device to which the IPv4 address 
belongs.

8 If there are any mandatory user-defined fields (UDFs), fill in the required information.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add to save and add the IP address to the network. Click Cancel to exit the Quick 
Action.

Adding a DHCP Reserved IPv4 Address: Widget
The Add DHCP Reserved IPv4 Address widget allows you to quickly add DHCP reserved IP addresses 
to a specific network. 

To add a DHCP Reserved IPv4 address:

1 From the Quick Actions widget that has the appropriate configuration and view configured, 
click Add DHCP Reserved IPv4 address. The Add DHCP Reserved IPv4 address panel appears.

2 In the Network field, type or choose the network to which you want to add an IP address.

3 In the IP address field, type or choose the IP address. The menu will display the next ten 
available addresses. IP addresses which are part of a pending workflow request are not 
displayed.

4 In the Zone field, type or choose the zone to which the DHCP Reserved address belongs.

5 In the Host Name field, type the host name you wish to add.

6 In the Mac Address field, enter the MAC address of the device to which the IPv4 address 
belongs.
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7 In the Name (Description) field, enter the name of the device to which the IPv4 address 
belongs.

8 If there are any mandatory user-defined fields (UDFs), fill in the required information.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add to save and add the IP address to the network. Click Cancel to exit the Quick 
Action.

Adding an Alias Record (CNAME) Using the Quick Action Widget
The Add Alias Record (CNAME) widget allows you to quickly add alias records to a specific 
configuration and view. This reduces the number of page clicks required if you frequently add alias 
records to the same configuration.

To add alias records:

1 From the Quick Actions widget that has the appropriate configuration and view configured, 
click Add Alias Record (CNAME). The Add Alias Record (CNAME) panel appears.

2 In the Zone field, type or choose the zone to which you want to add the alias record. You will 
only be allowed to select zones to which you have been granted access.

3 In the Name field, type the name for the alias record.

4 In the Host Record field, type or choose a host record from the drop-down list.

5 If there are any mandatory user-defined fields (UDFs), fill in the required information.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add to save the alias record and add another record. Click Cancel to exit the Quick 
Action.

Adding a Text Record (TXT) Using the Quick Action Widget
The Add Text Record (TXT) widget allows you to quickly add text records to a specific configuration 
and view. This reduces the number of page clicks required if you frequently add text records to the 
same configuration.

To add text records:

1 From the Quick Actions widget that has the appropriate configuration and view configured, 
click Add Text Record (TXT). The Add Text Record (TXT) panel appears.

2 In the Zone field, type or choose the zone to which you want to add the text record. You will 
only be allowed to select zones to which you have been granted access.

3 In the Name field, type the name for the text record.

4 In the Text field, type the text for the record.

5 If there are any mandatory user-defined fields (UDFs), fill in the required information.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.
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7 Click Add to save the text record and add another record. Click Cancel to exit the Quick 
Action.

How information is displayed
Most Proteus data is presented in tables. You can customize many tables to show or hide information 
columns and to change the order in which columns appear. You can also export table data to a comma-
separated value (CSV) file that you can download to your local workstation. Tables containing 
hierarchical information, such as DNS views and zones or IP blocks and networks, can be switched to 
Tree View where you can view and navigate objects in an expanding tree structure.

Sorting Tables
You can sort most of the tables on Proteus pages. 

• To sort a table, click any column heading that appears in black text. 

• To switch between ascending and descending order, click the heading again. A descending  or 
ascending  button shows the column used to sort the table. In this example, the table is 
sorted in descending order by the Login Time column.

Customizing Tables
You can customize tables to add or remove information, and to change the order of the columns in the 
table. Tables contain an Anchor Column and Customizable Columns. 

• The Anchor Column is the main source of information for the table. You cannot remove the 
anchor column or change its position in the table.

• Customizable Columns represent additional information in the table. You can add or remove 
customizable columns and can change the order in which they appear in the table. You can also 
add user-defined fields to a table.

After you customize a table, it keeps its new arrangement until you re-arrange it or restore its default 
settings.

To customize a table:

1 Navigate to the page that contains the table that you want to customize.
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2 Click Settings, and select Customize Table. The Customize Table Columns For: page opens.

3 The Anchor Columns section lists the primary columns for the table. You cannot remove or 
change the order of anchor columns.

4 In the Customizable Columns section, adjust the column you want to display:

▪ To add a column to the table, click the column name in the Available list and click Select 

. The column appears in the Selected list. You can also double-click on a column name to 
move it from the Available list.

▪ To position a column in the table, click the column name in the Selected list and click Move 

Up  and Move Down .

▪ To remove a column from the table, click the column name in the Selected list and click 

Deselect . The column is removed from the Selected list and appears in the Available 
list. You can also double-click on a column name to move it from the Selected list.

▪ To restore a table to its default settings, click the Restore Defaults link.

5 Click Update. The table shows your new settings.

Exporting Table Data
You can export the data from most Proteus tables to a comma-separated value (CSV) file, and then 
download the CSV file to your local workstation. You can use this function to copy Proteus data into 
another application, such as word processor or e-mail client, or to manipulate data outside of Proteus.

Tables supporting this function have an Export Table Data item in their Data menu.

To export table data:

1 Navigate to a table containing a list of information.
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2 From the Data menu, select Export Table Data. The Export Table Preferences page opens.

3 Under Rows Export Preferences, determine how many pages you want to export:

▪ Current page size—displays the page size for the table.

▪ From Page—type a value to select the starting page for the export.

▪ To Page—type a value to select the end page for the export.

▪ All pages—select this option to export all of the data in the table.

4 Under Columns Export Preferences, select the columns you want to export:

▪ To add a column to the table, click the column name in the Available list and click Select 

. The column appears in the Selected list. You can also double-click on a column name to 
move it from the Available list.

▪ To position a column in the table, click the column name in the Selected list and click Move 

Up  and Move Down .

▪ To remove a column from the table, click the column name in the Selected list and click 

Deselect . The column is removed from the Selected list and appears in the Available 
list. You can also double-click on a column name to move it from the Selected list.
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5 Click Confirm. The Export CSV File Download page opens in a new browser window or tab.

6 Follow the prompts from your browser to save the file.

7 After downloading the file, close the browser window or tab containing the Export CSV File 
Download page.

Viewing Data

You can view IP Blocks, Networks, Views, Zones, Tags, and Devices in an expanding tree structure on 
many Proteus pages. The Tree View function appears in the Settings menu in page sections where 
objects can be represented in a tree structure. Selecting Tree View shows the objects in an 
expandable tree:

You can use the tree view to navigate through objects quickly. Click on an object to view its details 
page. When using tree view, some functions are removed from the Action menu. For example, when 
viewing Blocks and Networks in the tree view, the Add Parent Block, Merge Selected, Merge with 
Parent, Tag, and Delete Selected functions do not appear in the Action menu, while the Find First 
Available IPv4 Network and Find First Unassigned IPv4 Address functions are still available for use. 
Click Settings and select Table View to return to the table view to manipulate objects in the page 
section.

When the tree contains a large number of items, Proteus automatically groups items together to make 
the tree shorter and easier to navigate. For more information, refer to Grouping Data on page 58.

Microsoft Internet Explorer may display a message in the Internet Explorer Information bar (a 
yellow bar that appears at the top of the web page). Click the bar and select Download File... to 
open or save the file.
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Viewing objects in Tree View

To view objects in Tree View:

1 Navigate to a table showing IP Blocks, Networks, Views, Zones, Tags, or Devices.

2 Click Settings, and select Tree View. The objects appear in a collapsed tree.

3 Click the expand  icon to expand the tree. The selected branch of the tree expands.

The page section changes size automatically to accommodate the expanded or collapsed tree.

4 To lock the page section to a fixed height, click Settings, and then select Fixed Window 
Height. 
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The page section appears at a fixed height. It includes a scroll bar so you can scroll through 
the list of items.

5 To navigate to an object in the tree, click the object name.

6 To return to table view, click Settings and select Table View. 

The page section returns to the table view.

Grouping Data

When the tree contains a very large number of items, Proteus automatically groups items together to 
make the tree more compact. This reduces the number of objects you must scroll through, so the tree 
becomes easier to use.

In this example, a /16 block is divided into 256 /24 networks. The networks appear in groups of 50.

Proteus groups items in the tree view according to the page size you select in the section of the page. 
The default page size is 50. When the number of items in the tree view exceeds the default or selected 
page size, Proteus groups the items together.

By default, large numbers of items are always grouped. You can ungroup the items and you can set the 
size of the groups.
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To group data in the tree view:

1 Click Settings and select Group Data. This refreshes the tree view and collapses the tree.

2 Click an expand  icon to expand the tree. Items are grouped together by either the default 
page size or the page size selected in the table view. This example shows part of a /16 block 
divided into 256 /24 networks.

Setting the Page Size

Depending on the number of branches in your tree view, you may wish to change the page size setting.

To set the group size:

1 Click Settings and select Table View. The page section switches to table view.

2 From the Page Size drop-down list, select a page size.

3 Click Settings and select Tree View. This refreshes the tree view and collapses the tree.

4 Click an expand  icon to expand the tree. Items are shown in groups of the size you 
selected in the Page Size list.

Ungrouping Data
Depending on the number of branches in your tree view, you may wish to change the page size setting.

To ungroup data in the tree view:

1 Click Settings and select Ungroup Data. This refreshes the tree view and collapses the tree.

2 Click an expand  icon to expand the tree. The items are no longer grouped together. This 
image shows part of a /16 block divided into 256 /24 networks.

Note.

If the Page Size list is not available in the page section when you switch to table view, you cannot 
set the size of the tree groups at that level. For example: for a single IP block divided into many 
networks, the Page Size field does not appear when viewing the single IP block in the table view.
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Chapter 4
Administering Proteus
This chapter explains how to administer your Proteus appliance. It describes tasks and features that 
control the basic function of Proteus, including configuring system settings, viewing system 
information, and managing system software.

The Basics
The Administration page provides links to Proteus system controls and settings. Only administrators or 
users with the Administrator security privilege can access this page. Changes you make here are global 
in nature; they apply to the entire Proteus system and to all configurations in the system. For example, 
adding a user at the global level makes the same user available to all configurations.

To view the Administration page:

• Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.
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Configuring Global Settings
The Global Settings page provides controls for the following functions:

• Making comments mandatory for Object edits on page 62

• Setting user session time out values on page 63

• Adding a disclaimer to the login page on page 63

Making comments mandatory for Object edits
For audit purposes, your organization’s guidelines may require that all users provide documentation for 
each edit made to an object. You must specifically enable mandatory comments, by default the 
comment field is optional. 

To make comments mandatory when editing objects:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Global Settings. The Global Settings page opens.

3 Under Change Control Comments, select the Make adding comments mandatory check box 
to make the Change Control section of the editing pages mandatory. If selected, user must 
provide a comment in the Change Control section of the editing pages before they save new 
objects and edits. If this option is not selected, change control comments are optional.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this is optional, 
but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Update.
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Setting user session time out values

For security reasons, it is recommended that you set the user session time out values, to log out users 
after a minimum period of user inactivity. Users will be forced to log in to Proteus again after their 
session expires.

To change the user session timeout values:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Global Settings. The Global Settings page opens.

3 Under Session Timeout, select a timeout value from the drop-down list. If a user’s session is 
inactive for the specified period of time, Proteus closes that session. The user must log in 
again to continue working with Proteus. The default setting is 20 minutes.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Update.

Adding a disclaimer to the login page

Add a disclaimer to the main Proteus login page either in plain text or HTML. A common disclaimer is a 
Terms of Use message.

To add a disclaimer to the Proteus login page:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.
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2 Under General, click Global Settings. The Global Settings page opens.

3 Under Disclaimer (Text or HTML), set the disclaimer message option to provide a Disclaimer 
link on the login page to display a disclaimer or other text to advise users of conditions of use or 
other requirements.

▪ Select the Disclaimer Required check box.

▪ In the Disclaimer (Text or Html) field, type or paste in the disclaimer text. The text can be 
plain text or formatted with HTML elements.

4 Click the Preview link to see how Proteus will render the text on the disclaimer page. On the 
preview page, click the  button to close the preview and return to the Configure Global 
Settings page.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Update.

Displaying object names in breadcrumbs

Enable this option to show object names in breadcrumbs for IP Space objects, if a name is available.

To display object names in breadcrumbs:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

To insert line breaks in the text, use the HTML <br> tag.
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2 Under General, click Global Settings. The Global Settings page opens.

3 Under Breadcrumbs, select the Show Name in Breadcrumbs option to display object names 
in breadcrumbs. 

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Update.

Setting Quick Action behavior

Enable this option to show the next subsequent IPv4 address from the last selected IPv4 address when 
adding host records using the Quick Action widget.

To show the next IPv4 address from the last selected IPv4 address:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Global Settings. The Global Settings page opens.

3 Under Quick Action, select the Continue from last selected IP option to display the next 
subsequent IPv4 address from the last selected IPv4 address when adding host records using 
the Quick Action widget.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Update.

This options is ONLY applicable to IP Space objects, such as IP blocks, Networks, Addresses and 
DHCP ranges.
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Managing the Monitoring Service
The Monitoring Service monitors the status of essential services running on Proteus and managed 
Adonis servers.

You can monitor the following Proteus and Adonis functions.

The Monitoring Service Management page displays information about the Proteus and Adonis 
monitoring settings. From this page, you can set and edit the monitoring service parameters, and 
enable or disable the service.

Monitoring Proteus
Monitoring the Proteus system can be configured and enabled on the Monitoring Service Management 
page. The service monitors the following Proteus functions:

• CPU utilization

• memory utilization

• network card interface utilization

• disk space utilization

After the monitoring service is enabled, you can review performance statistics for Proteus in the 
Metrics tab of the System Information page. For more information, refer to Viewing system metrics 
on page 71.

To enable the Proteus monitoring service:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Network, click Monitoring Service Management. The Monitoring Service Management 
page opens.

Proteus functions Adonis functions

• CPU utilization
• Memory utilization
• Network card interface utilization
• Disk space utilization

• Adonis service (the service that accepts 
deployments from Proteus)

• DNS queries per second
• DHCP leases per second
• CPU utilization
• Memory utilization
• Network card interface utilization
• Disk space utilization

• Monitoring is not supported for the TFTP and DHCPv6 services.
• In a Crossover High Availability (XHA) pair, only the active node of the pair is monitored.

You MUST be an administrator to enable the monitoring service.
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3 Under Proteus Monitoring Service, click Edit Monitoring Parameters. The Edit Monitoring 
Parameters page opens.

4 Under Polling Interval Time, set the interval time:

▪ Interval Time—the interval at which Proteus polls the managed servers. Type a value in the 
field and select Seconds, Minutes, Hours, or Days from the drop-down list.

5 Under SNMP Parameters, set the SNMP parameters:

▪ Host—type the IP address of the Proteus appliance.

▪ Version—select the SNMP version for the monitored Proteus.

▪ Port Number—indicates the SNMP port Proteus uses to communicate with the monitored 
appliance. The default port is 161. You cannot change the port.

▪ Community String—type the SNMP Community String used for authentication and click Add. 
The Community String appears in the list. You can add up to 100 Community Strings to the 
list. Strings are used in the order presented in the list. To remove a string, select it from 
the list and click Remove. To change the order of items in the list, select an item in the list 
and click Move up or Move down.

▪ Username—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3. Type the SNMP user name 
and click Add. The user name appears in the list. Names are used in the order presented in 
the list. To remove a name, select it from the list and click Remove. To change the order of 
items in the list, select an item in the list and click Move up or Move down.

▪ Security Level—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3. Select an SNMP security 
level from the list:

Option Description

No Auth, No Priv No Authentication, No Privacy. The SNMP service does not require user 
authentication and does not encrypt the data it returns.
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▪ Authentication Type—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3 and when 
authNoPriv or authPriv is selected in the Security Level field. Select the type of 
authentication to use with SNMP version 3.

▪ Auth Passphrase—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3 and when authNoPriv 
or authPriv is selected in the Security Level field. Type the user authentication password.

▪ Privacy Passphrase—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3 and when authPriv 
is selected in the Security Level field. Type the privacy authentication password.

6 Click Update to save and return to the Monitoring Service Management page.

Monitoring Adonis
Monitoring the Adonis system can be configured and enabled on the Monitoring Service Management 
page. The service monitors the following Adonis functions:

▪ Adonis service (the service that accepts deployments from Proteus)

▪ DNS queries per second

▪ DHCP leases per second

▪ CPU utilization

▪ Memory utilization

▪ Network card interface utilization

▪ Disk space utilization

After the monitoring service is enabled, you can review performance statistics for Adonis in the 
Metrics tab on the server details page. For more information, refer to Viewing Server Performance 
Metrics for Adonis and Proteus on page 579.

To enable the Adonis monitoring service:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Network, click Monitoring Service Management. The Monitoring Service Management 
page opens.

Auth, No Priv Authentication, No Privacy. The SNMP service requires user authentication but does 
not encrypt the data it returns.

Auth, Priv Authentication, Privacy. The SNMP service requires user authentication and encrypts 
the data it returns.

You MUST be an administrator to enable the monitoring service.

Option Description
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3 Under Proteus Monitoring Service, click Edit Monitoring Parameters. The Edit Monitoring 
Parameters page opens.

4 Under Polling Interval Time, set the polling interval:

▪ Interval Time—the interval at which Proteus polls the managed servers. Type a value in the 
field and select Seconds, Minutes, Hours, or Days from the drop-down list. The minimum 
interval is 30 seconds.

5 Under Failure Detection Count, set the failure detection count:

▪ Failure Detection Count—the number of consecutive failures permitted before a problem 
affects the monitoring statistics. When set to 1, every interruption in a service affects the 
monitoring statistics. When set to a higher value, temporary service fluctuations do not 
affect the monitoring statistics; in effect, the temporary failures are ignored. Type a value 
in the field between 1 and 2,147,483,647. The default value is 2.

6 Under Server Status Refresh Time, set the refresh time:

▪ Refresh Time—the interval at which Proteus updates monitoring information in the web 
interface. Type a value in the field and select Seconds, Minutes, Hours, or Days from the 
drop-down list.

7 Click Update to save and return to the Monitoring Service Management page.
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System Configuration
The System Configuration page displays general system information about Proteus. When you enable 
the Monitoring Service, this page displays the system performance statistics. You can also enable 
network interface redundancy from the System Configuration page.

Viewing general system information
The General tab displays general system information, including the server host name, software 
version, IP address, replication role and status, database statistics, and the number of logged-in users.

To view the general system information:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click System Configuration. The System Configuration page opens.

• The General section displays the following information:

▪ Host Name—the host name for the Proteus server

▪ Product Version—the current software version

▪ IPv4 Address—the IPv4 address of the Proteus server

▪ Cluster Role—the role of this server in a Proteus cluster

▪ Replication Role—the role of this server in your Replication configuration

▪ Replication Status—the status of the Replication service.

• The Database section displays the following information:

▪ Entity Count—the number of entities in the database

▪ Database Size—the size of the database

▪ Last Database Backup—the date and time of the last database backup

▪ Number of Logged in Users—the number of users logged in to Proteus
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Viewing system metrics
The Metrics tab provides a dashboard view of Proteus central processor unit, memory, network 
interface card, and disk usage. The Metrics tab is not available until you enable the Monitoring 
Service. For instructions about monitoring, refer to Configuring Proteus Monitoring on page 443.

To view the System Information page

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click System Configuration. The System Information page opens.
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3 Click the Metrics tab to see Proteus performance statistics.

• The CPU Utilization Percentage section shows CPU processes as a percentage of CPU activity:

▪ System CPU—the time spent executing system kernel code.

▪ User CPU—the time spent executing application code.

▪ Nice CPU—the time spent executing processes that have had their processing priority 
altered.

▪ Idle CPU—the time spent not performing any activity.

• The Memory Utilization Percentage section shows memory usage as a percentage of available 
real and swap (or disk) memory:

▪ Real Memory—shows the percentage of physical memory used.

▪ Swap Memory—shows the percentage of swap or disk memory used.

Memory usage is calculated by taking total physical memory, free memory, cached memory, 
and buffer memory into account. The memory usage percentage is calculated as follows:

TotalUsagePercentage = (Physical-(Free + Cached + Buffers))/(Physical)

• The Network Utilization section shows the amount of network traffic through the eth0 
interface in kilobytes per second:

▪ Outbound Traffic—shows traffic outbound from Proteus.

▪ Inbound Traffic—shows traffic inbound to Proteus.

• The Disk Utilization Percentage section shows the amount of disk space used for the following 
directories:

▪ Disk - /—shows the percentage of disk space used in the root directory.

▪ Disk - /var—shows the percentage of disk space used in the /var directory.
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▪ Disk - /boot—shows the percentage of disk space used in the /boot directory.

▪ Disk - /data—shows the percentage of disk space used in the /data directory.

The Start Time and End Time fields describe the time range for each graph. You can adjust the time 
range to show greater detail or to monitor trends over a longer period of time. For more information, 
refer to Adjusting the time scale: Metrics Graph on page 66.

Adjusting the time scale: Metrics Graph

You can adjust the time scale of each graph on the Metrics tab. Adjusting the time allows you to zoom 
in to see a time period to see greater detail, or to zoom out to monitor a longer-term trend in the 
performance data.

To change the time scale on a graph:

1 From the System Information page, click the Metrics tab.

2 Under CPU Utilization Percentage, complete the following:

▪ In the Tracking back time field, enter a value for the number of hours, days, or weeks you 
want the graph to show. The value must be a whole number.

▪ Set the unit of time for the graph:

▪ Hourly—the time scale for the graph is set in hours.

▪ Daily—the time scale for the graph is set in days.

▪ Weekly—the time scale for the graph is set in weeks.

3 Click Refresh. The graph is updated to show data for the selected time period. The Start Time 
and End Time fields describe the time range shown in the graph.

Enabling network redundancy on Proteus
Proteus v4.0.0 or greater supports network redundancy through Active/Backup port bonding on the 
Proteus appliance. The Active/Backup bonding mode provides fault tolerance when the primary 
interface (eth0) fails. If the primary interface fails due to physical hardware failure or network outage, 
the secondary interface (eth1) will take over transparently.

Proteus collects data for the monitored items at the interval you set on the Edit Monitoring 
Parameters page. The graphs on the Metrics tab are updated at five minute intervals: you 
cannot change this interval. For more information about configuring monitoring settings, 
refer to Monitoring Adonis servers on page 467. 

Enabling/disabling redundancy may require re-wiring of your network switch. BlueCat strongly 
recommends scheduling a maintenance window for any changes to network redundancy/port 
bonding.

Proteus network redundancy requires that the eth0 and eth1 interfaces be physically connected to 
the same subnet.
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To enable/disable network redundancy on Proteus:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click System Configuration. The System Configuration page opens. Click 
Network. 

3 Under Interface Redundancy, select the Enable Interface Redundancy check box to enable 
the network redundancy; deselect the check box to disable. The supported bonding mode is 
Active/Backup.

4 Click Update.

Version Management

The Version Management page has links to allow you to upgrade the Proteus software.

• The Software Update link opens a page from which you can apply software updates to Proteus. 
You can upload an update file from your workstation to Proteus, or you can check the BlueCat 
Networks update server for updates.

• The Version History link opens a page from which you can review the history of software 
updates applied to your appliance.

Proteus network redundancy is supported on Proteus appliances only. For customers running 
Proteus virtual machines, BlueCat Networks recommends using the virtual server’s infrastructure 
redundancy mechanism for physical interfaces.

For more information on Proteus network redundancy, refer to Network redundancy on page 690.

As part of the upgrade to Proteus v4.0.6, Proteus will perform a system check to verify the state 
of MAC authentication, database replication, and database size. For details, refer to System 
check on page 77.
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To view the Version Management page:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Version Management. The Version Management page opens.

• To update Proteus, click Software Update. For more information, refer to Proteus software 
updates on page 76.

• To view the software version history, click Version History. For more information, refer to 
Viewing version history on page 80.

Dual Boot Partitions
The dual boot feature allows you to revert to the previously-installed software release by performing a 
single reboot operation. This feature allows you to test a new software release while maintaining the 
previous release with its full configuration intact, simplifying the roll back process. During the upgrade 
process, Proteus migrates the existing configuration to the new version, so that the new release is 
functionally equivalent to the previous release.

When you update to a new version, one partition retains your current version, and the other partition 
holds the new version. After you restart the appliance, you can boot from either partition.

Subsequent upgrade operations always install software into the non-running partition. This means that 
the currently-running software and its associated partition set remain intact, while Proteus installs the 
new release into the other partition. This behavior allows you to test several software upgrades 
without losing your base running release.

Proteus does not migrate local backup files from the earlier version of Proteus to the updated 
version. Local backup files from the earlier version of Proteus remain in the previous release’s 
partition. We recommend that you configure database backups to send backup files to a remote 
location, or that you move your local backup files before updating your system.

You must remember to boot into the base running release before you install another upgrade.
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Proteus Disk Partitions
The Proteus hard disk partition layout is modified to support the dual boot feature. The re-partitioning 
operation takes a noticeable amount of time, because it must maintain the existing software release 
while changes are made to the hard disk. After it starts, the entire upgrade process is autonomous and 
does not rely on any off-platform resources or services.

It is critical that the upgrade process completes without interruption; otherwise the appliance may be 
left in a non-bootable state. A power interruption while disk partitioning is in progress will disable the 
platform. In the unlikely event that the upgrade process fails, contact BlueCat Customer Care for help 
recovering your Proteus system.

Proteus software updates

Use the Software Update page to  apply updates to the Proteus server.

Proteus updates are delivered as two components:

• A tar.gz file containing the software patch

• A bcn-public.key file that verifies the integrity of the patch file

If you have received an update file and public security key file from BlueCat Client Care, you can apply 
the update by uploading the files to Proteus from your workstation. The public security key verifies the 
validity of the update file and must be provided when uploading and update file.

When you apply an update, Proteus migrates the configuration data from your earlier version of 
Proteus to the updated version, so that the new release is functionally equivalent to the previous 
release.

As part of the upgrade to Proteus v4.0.6, Proteus will run a system check to verify the size of data 
partitions. If any available partition is less than 5GB, the upgrade to Proteus v4.0.6 will fail.

Proteus will run a system check to verify the size of available partitions during any subsequent 
upgrade operations from Proteus 4.0.6 and above.

You must disable MAC authentication prior to upgrading Proteus to version 4.0.6. After a 
successful upgrade, legacy objects and/or logs related to MAC authentication might remain in 
areas of the Proteus web interface, such as Transaction History and Event List.

Proteus does not migrate local backup files from the earlier version of Proteus to the updated 
version. We recommend that you configure database backups to send backup files to a remote 
location, or that you move your local backup files before updating your system.

Standalone servers behind NAT
BlueCat has introduced a change in the way that NAT IP addresses are displayed in Proteus v4.0.0. 
As such, Adonis v6.7.x servers behind NAT that are under control of Proteus v4.0.0 or greater will 
not display NAT IP addresses properly. The outside NAT IP address will be shown instead of the 
inside NAT/Published IP address. To resolve this issue, upgrade your Adonis servers behind NAT to 
Adonis v7.0.0 or greater. For details, refer to Updating Adonis Software on page 582.
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System check
Proteus v4.0.6 introduces a system check when upgrading to Proteus v4.0.6 from a previous software 
version. As part of the upgrade process, Proteus will conduct a check of the following system 
components. If any one of these requirements is not met, the upgrade fail.

• Database replication—database replication must be disabled

• Disk partitions—available data partitions must be at least 5GB or larger

• MAC authentication—MAC authentication must be disabled

• Proteus database—size of the Proteus database must not exceed 20GB

Ensure these requirements are met before applying the software upgrade. After applying the update, 
if the Proteus version number is not version 4.0.6, then the software upgrade has failed. For complete 
details, refer to Resolving upgrade failures on page 78.

Applying updates
Upload Proteus update files obtained from BlueCat Customer Care to upgrade to the latest version of 
Proteus.

To apply software updates to Proteus:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Version Management. The Version Management page opens.

3 Click the Software Update link. The Software Update page opens.

BlueCat Networks strongly recommends that you configure Proteus to meet the following 
requirements BEFORE upgrading to Proteus v4.0.6.

After successfully upgrading to Proteus v4.0.6, Proteus will not check the status of MAC 
authentication for subsequent system updates and upgrades higher than software version 4.0.6.
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4 Under Available Software Updates, complete the following: 

▪ Upload a Proteus update—click Browse to upload a Proteus update file from your 
workstation to Proteus. A dialog box opens in which you can navigate to and select the 
update file. Select a tar.gz file and click Open. The path and filename for the selected file 
appears in the text field.

▪ BCN Public Key Security File—click Browse to upload a private security file to verify the 
update file. A dialog box opens in which you can navigate to and select the security key 
file. Select a bcn-public.key file and click Open. The path and filename for the selected 
file appears in the text field.

5 Click Submit. The selected update files are uploaded to Proteus. The Available Updates 
section refreshes to list available updates by product name and version number.

6 Click Apply. The Confirm Apply page opens.

7 Click Yes.

• If you require any assistance when applying Proteus software updates, visit BlueCat Networks 
Customer Care at: https://care.bluecatnetworks.com.

To delete an update file:

• Under Available Software Updates, choose a software update and click Delete. The update is 
removed from the list.

Resolving upgrade failures
After applying the upgrade, the Proteus server automatically restarts. The Proteus user interface will 
indicate that the update has completed and prompts you to return to the login screen. If the Proteus 
version number is 3.7.x, then the upgrade to Proteus v4.0.6 has failed. 

To determine what caused the upgrade failure, you must log in to Proteus and look for an error 
message in the /var/log/install_detail.log file.

To view install detail log from the Proteus user interface:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click Log Management.

3 Click the System Logs tab.

4 Select the install_detail.log check box. Click Action and select Download Selected.

5 At the prompt, Open or Save the log file. Scan the log to determine the reason the upgrade 
failed.

Before upgrading, ensure you have completed any necessary upgrade requirements described in 
the accompanying Knowledge Base article for the respective software update.

After the update is applied, the Proteus server will restart and the user interface will be 
temporarily inaccessible for a few minutes. 
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Example:

Once the cause of the upgrade failure has been identified, complete any of the following to remediate 
the issue:

• Database replication—disable database replication

• MAC authentication—disable MAC authentication

• Proteus database—reduce the size of the Proteus database to less than 20GB

• Disk partitions—set the size of any data partitions to a minimum of 5GB

Reverting to the previous software version
Proteus uses the dual hard disk partitions to maintain your current software version alongside the new 
release. When you reboot Proteus, the GRUB boot loader menu shows two entries: the most recently 
installed release (the default boot choice) and the previously installed release.

To boot into the previous software version:

1 Connect an external computer monitor and keyboard to Proteus. For more information, refer 
to Connecting to the Administration Console on page 556.

2 Log in to the Proteus Administration Console as the administrator.

SUCCESS: Check Install Version >= Current Version 

  Time: Tue Jan 15 17:02:13 UTC 2013

  Command: dpkg --compare-versions 4.0.0 ge 3.7.1.GA 

FAILED: Checks MAC Authentication Disabled 

  Failure:1 

  Time: Tue Jan 15 17:02:13 UTC 2013 

  Command: check_mac_authentication_disabled 

  Output:

MAC authentication must be disabled before software upgrade

If you require any assistance performing this upgrade, contact BlueCat Customer Care at http://
care.bluecatnetworks.com.
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3 At the Proteus> prompt (Main Session mode), type reboot and press ENTER. The Proteus 
server restarts.

4 When the GRUB menu screen appears, press Space bar.

5 From the menu, press the UP or DOWN arrow keys to select the previously-installed release, 
and then press ENTER.

Proteus boots the previously-installed software release. Subsequent reboot operations always 
boot this release until you select the other partition from the GRUB menu.

Viewing version history
On the Version History page, you can review the version and update history for your appliance.

To review the version history:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Version Management. The Version Management page opens.

3 Click  Version History. The Version History page opens.

• Version history information appears in three columns:

▪ Update Date—shows the date and time on which the update was applied.

▪ From Version—shows the Proteus version at the time of update.

▪ To Version—shows the version to which Proteus was updated.

Tag Groups and Tags
Tags help you apply existing business practices and organizational structures to your network design. 
By tagging objects, you can identify and organize items within your network.

Pressing Space bar at the GRUB menu pauses the reboot process, giving you time to review the 
menu options and select the version you want to use.
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Proteus tags are arranged in a hierarchical tree structure. Any number of elements are supported at 
each level of the hierarchy below a top-level or root tag known as a tag group. The system supports 
more than one hundred levels of tags, allowing you to design complex nested tag structures.

Tag structures are intended to represent the real world structure of the network, rather than the 
underlying IP structure. For example, tag groups can represent geographical regions and tags can 
represent specific areas within those regions. As another example, top-level tag groups can represent 
business units, tags can represent divisions, and sub-tags can represent departments and other 
functional groups.

Tag groups and tags become a model of your organization or process. By applying tags to objects within 
Proteus, such as DNS zones and networks, you can effectively map your network resources to your 
organization. You can apply tags to almost all objects within Proteus. Tag groups are used to organize 
tags and cannot be assigned to objects. You can view your tag groups with the Tag Groups widget on 
the My IPAM page.

For information about working with My IPAM tabs and widgets, refer to My IPAM Page on page 23.

Creating a tag group
Proteus tags are arranged in a hierarchical tree structure. Any number of elements are supported at 
each level of the hierarchy below a top-level or root tag known as a tag group. The system supports 
more than one hundred levels of tags, allowing you to design complex nested tag structures.

To add a tag group:

1 Select the Groups tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select the 
Groups tab again to ensure you are working on the Groups page.

2 Under Tag Groups, click New. The Add Tag Group page opens.

3 Under Tag Group, enter the name for the tag group in the Name field.
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4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Add to create the tag group and return to the Groups page, or click Add Next to add 
another tag group.

Creating a tag
You can apply tags to almost all objects within Proteus. By applying tags to objects within Proteus, 
such as DNS zones and networks, you can effectively map your network resources to your organization.

To create a tag in a tag group:

1 Select the Groups tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select the 
Groups tab again to ensure you are working on the Groups page.

2 Under Tag Groups, click a tag group. The Tag Group page opens with the Tags tab selected.

3 Under Tags, click New. The Add Tag page opens.

4 Under Tag, enter the name of the tag in the Name field. 

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Add to create the tag, or click Add Next to add another tag.

Device Types
Device Types and Subtypes are specialized tags that identify hardware components in your network.

• A Device Type is a general category of device, such as a router or switch. 

• A Device Subtype is a more specific device, such as a particular model of router.

You manage Device Types and Subtypes on the Groups tab. Define your device types and subtypes here 
before using them in a configuration.
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Devices can be created and associated with IP addresses in a configuration in two ways:

• From the Devices tab in a configuration, where you create the device, and then add IP 
addresses to it.

• From the Assign Selected IP Addresses page, where you select an existing device or create a new 
device while setting the IP address assignment.

Creating device types
You must define your device types and subtypes here before using them in a configuration.

To create a device type:

1 Select the Groups tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select the 
Groups tab again to ensure you are working on the Groups page.

2 Click  to expand the Device Types section, then click New. The Add a Device Type page 
opens.

3 Under Device Type, enter a descriptive name for the device type in the Name field.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Add.

Creating a device subtype
You must define your device types and subtypes here before using them in a configuration.

To create a device subtype:

1 Select the Groups tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select the 
Groups tab again to ensure you are working on the Groups page.

2 Under Device Types, click the name of a device type. The Device Subtypes tab for the 
selected device type opens.
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3 Under Device Subtypes, click New. The Add a Device Subtype page opens.

4 Under Device Subtype, enter a descriptive name for the device subtype in the Name field.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Add or click Add Next to add another device subtype.

Viewing device type details
You can click on an individual device to view full details about that device including its object ID, tags 
associated with it, access rights, and audit trail information.

To view device type details:

1 Click the Groups tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so click the Groups 
tab again to ensure you are working on the Groups page.

2 Under Device Types, click a device type. The Device Subtypes tab for the device type 
appears.

The Device Type page contains the following tabs:

▪ Details—provides information about a device type, including object ID and associated tags 
and access rights.

▪ Device Subtype—lists subtypes associated with the current device and lets you add new 
device subtypes or delete existing device subtypes.

▪ Linked Devices—lists network devices to which the device type, or any device subtypes.

Managing Devices
The Devices feature allows you to organize and track network devices in your organization. It is 
especially useful for keeping track of multi-homed devices such as routers, or systems that use 
multiple, virtual IP addresses. You create device objects in Proteus and assign them one or more IP 
addresses. Using a specific type of tag similar to object tags, you can then group the devices into 
categories and sub-categories, and then track them in Proteus.
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The Devices tab lists devices used in the configuration.

• The Devices section shows information about the devices in the configuration:

▪ Use the Device Type and Device Subtype drop-down lists to filter the list of devices by 
type and subtype.

▪ In the Name column, click a device to view its details. The Details tab appears.

▪ In the IP Addresses column, click an address to view its details. The IPv4 Address page 
Details tab appears.

▪ In the Device Type and Device Subtype columns, click a device or device subtype name to 
view its details.

Assigning a device type using the Devices tab

To use the Devices tab to assign a device type:

1 Select the Devices tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked. Click the Devices 
tab again to ensure you are working on the configuration information page.
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2 Under Devices, click New. The Add Device page opens.

3 Under General, complete the following:

▪ Device Name—enter a descriptive name for the device.

▪ Device Type—from the drop-down list, select a device type. Device subtypes are listed by 
the device subtype name followed by the device type name in [square brackets]. Device 
type names are listed at the bottom of the drop-down list.

4 Under IP Addresses, enter an IPv4 address in the Address field, and then click Add Another.

▪ The IP address appears in a list beneath the Address field. Repeat this step to add more IP 
addresses to the device. 

▪ To remove an IP address, click Remove beside an address.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Add.

Assigning a device type using the Assign Selected IP Addresses page

To use the Assign Selected IP Addresses page to assign a device type:

1 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select the IP 
Space tab again to ensure you are working on the configuration information page.

2 Under IPv4 Blocks, navigate to the network containing the IP address or addresses to which 
you want to assign a device.

3 Select the check box for one or more IP addresses.

4 Click Action and select Assign. The Assign Selected IP Addresses page opens.
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5 Under Device, specify the device for the selected addresses:

Specify Device—select this option if you have already defined devices on the configuration’s 
Devices tab. Select a device from the drop-down menu. The drop-down menu contains 
devices that you have defined on the configuration’s Devices tab.

OR

New Device—select this option to create a new device. When selected, Name and Type fields 
appear on the page. In the Name field, enter a descriptive name for the device. From the 
Type drop-down menu, select a device. Specific devices are listed by the device subtype 
name followed by the device type name in [square brackets].

6 Click Assign.

Removing a device
Remove a device from Proteus. Device Type and Device Subtype are not affected upon device removal.

To remove a device:

1 Select the Devices tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select the 
Devices tab again to ensure you are working on the configuration information page.

2 Under Devices, select the check box for one or more devices you wish to remove.

3 Click Action, then select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Yes.

Naming Policies
A Naming Policy is a collection of rules that controls the names that may be assigned to DNS resource 
records. Naming policies can be used to enforce a naming convention and to prevent restricted words 
from being used in resource record names.

A Naming Policy Value is an individual part of a resource record name, such as a specific character, an 
incremental number, a number or text entered by the user, or a value selected from the predefined 
list.

A Naming Restriction is a list of words that cannot be used as part of a resource record name. Use 
naming restrictions to prevent reserved or undesirable words from being used in a resource record 
name.

Creating Naming Policy Values
A Naming Policy Value is an individual part of a resource record name, such as a specific character, an 
incremented number, a number or text entered by the user, or a value selected from the predefined 
list. You use one or more naming policy values to create a naming policy. 

You must create Naming Policy Values before you can create a Naming Policy.
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To create a Naming Policy Value:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Naming Policy Management. The Naming Policy Management page opens.

3 Click the Naming Policy Values tab.

4 Under Naming Policy Value, click New. The Add Naming Policy Value page opens.

5 Under General, enter a descriptive name for the policy value in the Name field.

6 From the drop-down menu, select a value type. New fields appear depending on the type of 
value. The following types are available:

▪ Connector—a character used to separate elements in a filename; typically, - (hyphen) or 
_ (underscore) are used. When selected, this field appears:

▪ Connector—type one or more characters in the Connector field.

▪ Incremental—an automatically incremented numeric value. You can use incremental 
values to number names sequentially or to generate unique values to ensure that names 
are unique. When selected, these fields appear:

▪ Incremental Role—select Counter to make the value a sequential counter, or select 
Unique Name to use the value to ensure that names are unique. When you select 
Counter, the value starts at a specified value and increments each time the naming 
policy creates a name. When you select Unique Name, the value increments only to 
ensure that generated names are unique.

▪ When you select Unique Name, a Reuse missing values checkbox appears. When the 
checkbox is selected, the naming policy re-uses numeric values if they are available. 
For example, a value may be used to create a name for a host record; when the host 
record is deleted, the value is again available for use. When not selected, the Unique 
Name value always creates a new numeric value, and values that have been deleted 
are not re-used.

▪ Increment Type—select a number system for the incremental value: Decimal or 
Hexadecimal.

▪ Start—type the starting value for the incremental value.

▪ Increment—type the amount by which to increment the value each time it is used.

▪ Padding Type—select Simple to pad the incremental value with a fixed number of 
leading zeros, or select Global to pad the incremental value with leading zeros to 
make the entire name generated by the policy a specific length. For example, Simple 
padding with a Length of 4 produces a four-digit number padded with leading zeros. 
Global padding with a length of 30 produces an overall name length of 30 characters 
with the incremental value padded out with as many zeros as needed to make the 
name total length 30 characters.

▪ Length—appears when you select a Padding Type. For Simple padding, type a 
value to determine how many digits are used for the incremental value. For Global 
padding, type a value to determine the overall length of the name generated by the 
naming policy.

▪ Integer—a numeric value. You can limit the number to a range. When selected, these 
fields appear:

▪ Range Start—type the start value for the numeric range.

When editing a naming policy value, you can change the value but cannot change the name of the 
value.
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▪ Range End—type the end value for the numeric range. When set to 0 (zero), the 
range is unbounded.

▪ Required—a list of predefined values presented to the user as a drop-down list. You can 
create the list with user-friendly display names and separate values, and you can order 
the items in the list. When selected, these fields and buttons appear:

▪ Display Name same as Value—when selected, the display name and value for items in 
the list will be the same. When not selected, you can specify display names and 
values. Select this option when the values in the list are self-explanatory. For 
example, if you want to list the proper names of cities and insert the proper name 
into the naming policy, select this option to create a list of proper names. What the 
user sees in the naming policy drop-down list is what will be inserted into the 
generated name. Clear this option when you need a descriptive name for abstract 
values. For example, if you want to list the proper names of cities, but insert an 
abbreviation of the names into the naming policy, create a list of proper display 
names and abbreviated values. The user is presented with a list of proper names, but 
the abbreviation of the name is inserted into the generated name.

▪ Display Name—a descriptive name for the value in a list. This text appears to users 
when creating a name with the naming policy. Type a descriptive name for the value.

▪ Value—the value to be inserted into the name created by the naming policy. Type the 
value.

▪ Click Add to add the item to the value list. Select an item in the list and click Move 
Up or Move Down to move the item up or down in the list. Click Remove to remove 
an item from the list.

▪ Text—a string of text. You can set minimum and maximum length requirements for the 
string or can enforce content with a regular expression.

▪ Minimum Length—type a value to determine the shortest string allowed in the name. 
When set to 0 (zero), the text string is optional.

▪ Maximum Length—type a value to determine the longest string allowed in the name. 
When set to 0 (zero), the range is unbounded.

▪ Regular Expression—type a regular expression to restrict the text string.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.

Creating Naming Restrictions
A Naming Restriction is a list of words that cannot be used as part of a resource record name. Use 
naming restrictions to prevent reserved or undesirable words from being used in resource record 
names. You can add naming restrictions to a naming policy at any time; you do not need to create 
naming restrictions before you create a naming policy.

To create a Naming Restriction:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Naming Policy Management. The Naming Policy Management page opens.

3 Click the Naming Restrictions tab.

4 Under Naming Restriction, click New. The Add Naming Restriction page opens.
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5 Under General, complete the following:

▪ Name—enter a descriptive name for the naming restriction.

▪ Restriction List From File—click browse to import restricted values from a text file. A 
dialog box opens. Select a file and click Open.

▪ Enter Restriction List Manually—select to add restricted values manually. Create the values 
using these fields:

▪ Value—enter a word you want to restrict.

▪ Match Type—select a matching option:

▪ Any—any words containing the specified value are restricted. For example, for the 
value arm, the words arm, armed, and disarm are all restricted by the naming policy.

▪ Exact—only exact matches of the specified value are restricted. For example, for the 
restricted word arm, only arm is restricted by the naming policy. The naming policy 
allows the use of armed and disarm. 

6 Click Add to add the item to the value list. 

7 Select an item in the list, and then click Move Up or Move Down to move the item up or down 
in the list.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Add.

Creating Naming Policies
A Naming Policy is a collection of rules that controls the names that may be assigned to DNS resource 
records. Naming policies can be used to enforce a naming convention and to prevent restricted words 
from being used in resource record names. A naming policy is defined by assembling one or more 
Naming Policy Values into the required name structure.

To create a Naming Policy:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Naming Policy Management. The Naming Policy Management page opens.

3 Click the Naming Policies tab.

4 Under Naming Policy section, click New. The Add Naming Policy page opens.

5 Under General, complete the following:

▪ Name—enter a descriptive name for the policy.

▪ Policy Value—select a policy value and click Add. The item is added to the list. Repeat this 
step to add more items to the naming policy.

▪ To adjust the position of an item in the list, select the item and click the Move Up and 
Move Down buttons to move the item up or down in the list.

OR

▪ Click and drag the item in the list.

Importing a restricted values text file overwrites any existing values in the restriction list.
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▪ To remove a policy value from the list, select the item and click Remove.

6 If you have defined naming restrictions, they appear in the Naming Restriction list. Click the 

 and  arrows to add and remove naming restrictions from the Selected list.

7 Click Add.

Reference: Regular Expressions
A regular expression is a way of defining a pattern in a text string. In a text string naming policy value, 
you can use a regular expression to control how users enter a text string. For example, you can require 
the string to be in all uppercase or lower case letters, to only included letters and not numbers, or to 
be only of a certain length.

Shown here are regular expression operators you can use the Regular Expression field on the Add 
Naming Policy Value and Add Naming Policy Value pages.

To match Operator Matches

A specific case-
sensitive string

string Matches only string, where string is a value typed into the 
Regular Expression field. The string must not contain spaces.

For example: Proteus matches Proteus but not proteus

One case sensitive 
string or another case 
sensitive string

string1|string2 Matches either string1 OR string2. string1 and string2 must not 
contain spaces.

For example: Proteus|Adonis matches Proteus or Adonis but 
not proteus or adonis

A single character from 
a range of characters

[x-y] Matches a range of characters or numbers, where x and y specify 
the first and last characters in the range.

For example:

• [a-z] matches a single lowercase letter from a to z.
• [A-Z] matches a single uppercase letter from A to Z.
• [0-9] matches a single number from 0 to 9.

A specific number of 
characters

{n} Matches the specified number of characters, where n is a 
number.

For example: [a-z]{4} matches abcd but not abc or ABCD

A variable number of 
characters

{min,max} Matches the specified number of characters, where min is the 
minimum number of characters and max is the maximum 
number of characters.

For example: [a-z]{4,6} matches abcd and abcdef, but not abc 
or abcdefg.

One or zero characters ? Matches one or zero occurrences of a character.

For example: [0-9]? matches none or one number from 0 to 9.
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To include a character that is normally part of a regular expression operator, precede the character 
with \ (backslash).

Reference: Restricted Values Text File
When you need to create many restricted values, you can save time by importing the values from a 
text file. The following show the syntax for the text file:

In the file, value is the restricted word and 0, 1, any, or exact indicate the Match Type:

Each entry should be on its own line. Save the file as an ANSI text file with the extension TXT.

Object Types and User-Defined Fields
Information and settings in Proteus are handled as individual objects. An object contains information 
that describes the options and parameters defined for a setting or a managed IP or DNS item.

Object types contain individual fields. Fields contain information about an object, such as display 
names, data values, and other attributes. Objects are arranged as a hierarchy or tree structure that 

Anything other than the 
specified characters

[^string] Excludes any of the characters in string; string cannot contain 
spaces.

For example:

• [^a] matches any single character other than a.
• [^abc] matches any single character other and a, b, or c.
• [^abc]{4} matches a string of any four characters, excluding 

strings that contain a, b, or c.

Any single character . Type a “.” period in the Regular Expression field. Matches any 
single character.

For example:

• . matches any single character.
• .{10} matches a 10-character long string made up of any 

characters.
• .{4,6} matches a string of at least four and at most six 

characters made up of any characters.

value, 0|1|any|exact

value, 0|1|any|exact

...

Match Type Option in CSV File Match Type

0 Any

1 Exact

any Any

exact Exact

To match Operator Matches
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defines their parent-child relationships. Child objects usually inherit attributes from their parent 
object, such as user-defined fields and Access Rights.

Administrators can review and work with object types and fields on the Object Types page. For more 
information, refer to Viewing Object Types on page 93. For an illustration of the Proteus Object Tree, 
refer to Reference: Object Tree on page 98. 

Administrators can add user-defined fields to each of the Proteus object types. Use these custom fields 
to capture and track information associated with objects when the information for each object is 
unique. 

These are some examples of custom fields:

• A Serial Number field to track equipment serial numbers for Device objects.

• A Cubicle Number field to associate with IP address objects to indicate the physical location of 
a host.

• A Rack Number field to associate with Server objects to indicate the physical location of a 
managed server.

Viewing Object Types
Objects are arranged as a hierarchy or tree structure that defines their parent-child relationships.

To view Object Types:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click Object Types. The Object Types page opens.

User-defined fields are used only within Proteus and are not deployed to managed servers. For 
more information, refer to Adding a user-defined field (UDF) on page 96.
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3 Use the Object Categories drop-down menu to filter the list of object types, or click on the 
object types to open and close the object categories. The object types for the selected 
category appear.

4 To view details for an object type, click the name of the object type. The Object type 
information page opens.

▪ The General section displays the following information:

▪ Nestable—shows whether the object can be nested to build a hierarchical structure with 
objects of the same type as a parent or child.

▪ Parent—shows the possible parent objects, or None if the object does not have a parent. 
Click the name of a parent object to view the details page for the parent object.

▪ Inherits Parent Fields—shows if the object inherits information from its parent object.
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▪ The Fields section displays the following information:

▪ Display Name—the user-friendly name for the field. This is the name that appears to 
users.

▪ Field Name—the internal database name for the information field. This name does not 
normally appear to users.

▪ Type—the data type for the field, such as text string or integer.

▪ Editable—shows whether the field can be edited by users. Typically, standard system 
fields are not editable, while user-defined fields are editable.

▪ Required—shows whether the field is required or optional information for the object.

▪ Inherited—shows whether information in the field is inherited from parent objects.

▪ Default Value—shows the default content for the field.

▪ The Child Object section lists object types that may be children of the current object type. 
Click the name of a child object to view its details page.

5 Under Fields, perform the following:

▪ Click New to add a user-defined field to the object. For more information, refer to Object 
Types and User-Defined Fields on page 92.

▪ To view details for an object type field, click the name of the field. The Field information 
page appears.

▪ The General section may contain the following details:

▪ Field Name—the internal database name for the field. This name does not normally 
appear to users.

▪ Display Name—the user-friendly name for the field. This is the name that appears to 
users.

▪ Default Value—shows the default value for the field.

▪ Type—the data type for the field, such as text string or integer.

▪ Editable—shows if the field can be edited by users. Normally, standard system fields 
are not editable. User-defined fields are usually editable.

▪ Required—shows if the field is required or optional information for the object.

▪ Hide from Search—shows if the information in the field is available to the Search 
function.

▪ Predefined Values—lists predefined values that can be selected from the field.

▪ Validator Properties—shows validation rules assigned to the field.
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Adding a user-defined field (UDF)
You can add an unlimited number of user-defined tags to an object. Fields can be required or optional, 
can be made searchable, and can be validated through simple data-checking rules. Supported data 
types include text, date, Boolean, integer, long integer, email address, and URL.

To add a new user-defined field:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click Object Types. The Object Types page opens.

3 Click on an object category, and then click an object type. The Object type information page 
opens.

4 Under Fields, click New. The Add User-Defined Field page opens.

5 Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Name—type a name to be used by the Proteus database. This name cannot contain spaces.

▪ Display Name—type a user-friendly name. This name appears to users in the Proteus 
interface.
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▪ Type—select a data type: Text, Date, Boolean, Integer, Long (integer), Email Address, or 
URL.

▪ Hide From Search—when selected, the Search function will not search the information in 
this field.

▪ Require Value—when selected, users must enter data in the field when creating or editing 
the object to which the field applies. When this option is selected, the Default Value field 
appears.

▪ Default Value—this field appears when Require Value is selected. Type a value in the field. 
When using preset values, the default value must be one of the items from the list in the 
Pre-Defined Values section.

6 Under Pre-Defined Values, create preset values:

▪ Value—type a value and click Add. The value is added to the list.

▪ Remove—select a value from the list and click Remove. The item is removed from the list.

▪ Move up and Move down—select a value from the list and click Move up or Move down to 
move the value higher or lower in the list. When using the field, values are presented in 
the order in which you set them in the list.

▪ Render As Radio Button (Max 3 Items)—select this option to render the list as a set of 
 option buttons. A maximum of three items may be displayed. Users can select only one 

option.

7 Under Advanced, set the validation properties. The validation properties help ensure that 
users enter valid data into the field. For object types that can take multiple properties, 
separate each property with a “,” comma.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes.

9 Click Add.

This section will not be available for the Boolean object type.

Object Type Validation Properties

Text Minimum and maximum length. For example: minLength=0, maxLength=10

Date Any standard ISO date pattern can be specified and all UDF values must match the 
specified date pattern. For example: pattern=yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss

Integer Minimum and maximum values. For example: min=3, max=1000

Long Minimum and maximum values. For example: min=3, max=1000

Email Address Minimum and maximum length and format. For example: 
minLength=0, maxLength=10, pattern=*@b.co*

NOTE: The wildcard characters supported are * and ?.

URL Minimum and maximum length. For example: minLength=0, maxLength=10
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Reference: Object Tree
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Reference: Object Types
The following tables list the Proteus object types.

Admin

Category Groups

Object Type Description

Authenticator The parent for the Kerberos, Radius, and LDAP authenticator objects. 
Modifications are inherited by child objects.

Kerberos Authenticator Represents an external authenticator using the Kerberos authentication 
scheme. Inherits user-defined fields created for the Authenticator object.

LDAP Authenticator Represents an external authenticator using the LDAP authentication 
scheme. Inherits user-defined fields created for the Authenticator object.

Named User Represents an individual Proteus user.

Notification Group Represents a notification group defined to alert users to system events. 
Contains the events that trigger notification and the type of notification.

Radius Authenticator Represents an external authenticator using the Radius authentication 
scheme. Inherits user-defined fields created for the Authenticator object.

Report Represents a Proteus report. Contains the report criteria and parameters.

Report Schedule Represents a Proteus report schedule defined to generate reports and send 
them to specified recipients via email.

Contains the report(s), recipient(s), execution schedule and parameters.

TACACS+ Authenticator Represents an external authenticator using the TACACS+ authentication 
scheme. Inherits user-defined fields created for the Authenticator object.

User Group Represents a Proteus user group. Contains the group name and a Boolean 
value to indicate if the group is an LDAP Group.

Object Type Description

Device Represents an individual device in a configuration. Devices are child 
objects of the Configuration.

Device Subtype Represents a sub-type within the Device Type category. Device Subtypes are 
child objects of a Device Type object.

Device Type Represents a category of devices. Device Types do not have parent objects.
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Configuration

Deployment Options

Deployment Roles

Object Type Description

Configuration Contains monitoring and SNMP settings for a configuration. User-defined 
fields set here are not inherited by child objects.

Object Type Description

Default DHCP Service Option Represents DHCP service options.

Default v4 DHCP Client Option Represents DHCP IPv4 client options.

Default v6 DHCP Client Option Represents DHCP IPv6 client options.

DHCP Custom Option Definition Represents custom DHCP options.

Default Client Option The parent for Default IPv4 DHCP Client Option and Default IPv6 DHCP 
Client Option objects. Changes made here are inherited by child objects.

DHCP Vendor Client Option Represents a DHCP vendor client option. DHCP vendor client options are 
specific to DHCP vendor profiles.

DHCPv4 Raw Option Represents custom-defined DHCP options that are not supported as client 
or service options within the Proteus interface.

DNS Raw Option Represents custom-defined DNS options that are not supported as client or 
service options within the Proteus interface.

Generic DNS Option Represents a generic DNS option other than the DNS Raw Option.

Service Option Represents a generic object related to deployment options. Changes made 
here are inherited by Default DHCP Service Option, DHCP Default Client 
Option, DHCP Raw Option, DHCP Vendor Client Option, Generic DNS Option, 
and Start of Authority objects.

Start of Authority Represents a DNS Start of Authority record.

Object Type Description

Deployment Role The parent for DHCP Deployment Role, DNS Deployment Role, and TFTP 
Deployment Role objects. Use this object to set user-defined fields 
common to all of the deployment role objects.
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Deployment Scheduler

DHCP Class Objects

DHCP Zones

DHCP Deployment Role Represents the role of a DHCP server in a configuration. The only available 
role is Master.

DNS Deployment Role Represents the role of a DNS server in a configuration. Available roles are 
Master, Hidden Master, Slave, Stealth Slave, Forwarder, Stub, Recursion, AD 
Integrated Master, and None. This role inherits user-defined fields set at 
the deployment role object. 

TFTP Deployment Role Represents the role of a TFTP server in a configuration. The only available 
role is Master.

Object Type Description

Deployment Scheduler Represents a deployment schedule for deploying configuration data to a 
managed server.

Object Type Description

DHCP Match Class Represents DHCP match class parameters to match DHCP objects based on 
on information sent by the client.

Match Class Value Represents a value used by a DHCP match class against which a client is 
matched.

Object Type Description

DHCP Zone The parent object for Forward DHCP Zones and Reverse DHCP Zones. Use 
this object to set user-defined fields common to Forward DHCP Zone and 
Reverse DHCP Zone objects.

DHCP Zone Group Represents a DHCP zone group.

Forward DHCP Zone Represents a forward DHCP zone.

Reverse DHCP Zone Represents a reverse DHCP zone.

Object Type Description
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DNSSEC

GSS Kerberos Realms and Principles

IPv4 Objects

Object Type Description

DNSSEC Signing Policy Represents a DNSSEC signing policy.

Key Signing Key Represents a DNSSEC Key Signing Key (KSK).

Signing Key The parent object for Key Signing Key and Zone Signing Key objects. Use 
this object to set user-defined fields common to all Key Signing Key and 
Zone Signing Key objects.

Zone Signing Key Represents a DNSSEC Zone Signing Key (ZSK).

Object Type Description

Kerberos Realm Represents the realm for a Kerberos authenticator. A Kerberos realm is the 
domain for which the Key Distribution Center (KDC) may authenticate 
principals.

Service Principal Represents a Kerberos principal. A Kerberos principal is a user or server for 
which a key is stored in the Key Distribution Center (KDC).

Object Type Description

IPv4 Address Represents a single IPv4 address. IPv4 Addresses are child objects of an IPv4 
Network.

IPv4 Address Range Represents a generic object related to IPv4 Blocks and IPv4 Networks. Use 
this object to set user-defined fields common to IPv4 Block and IPv4 
Network objects.

IPv4 Block Represents a block of unallocated IPv4 addresses. IPv4 Block objects are 
nestable in that a block may contain other blocks. IPv4 Block is the parent 
for IPv4 Network.

IPv4 DHCP Range Represents a range of IPv4 addresses from which a DHCP server allocates 
addresses to DHCP clients. This object does not inherit user-defined fields 
from its parent IPv4 Network object.

IPv4 IP Group Represents a range of IPv4 addresses that can be assigned to specific users 
or user groups.
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IPv6 Objects

MAC Pool Objects

IPv4 Network Represents a group of IPv4 addresses that can be assigned to IP hosts. The 
parent object is always an IPv4 Block. Child objects are IPv4 Addresses and 
IPv4 DHCP Ranges.

IPv4 Network Template Represents a template used to apply standard settings to an IPv4 network, 
such as the gateway address and DHCP ranges.

IPv4 Reconciliation Policy Represents the parameters for network discovery through the IPv4 
Reconciliation function. Includes the parameters for connecting to the 
router, a list of overridden IPv4 addresses, and the state time and 
frequency of the policy.

Object Type Description

IPv6 Address Represents a single IPv6 address.

IPv6 Address Range Represents a generic object related to IPv6 Blocks and IPv6 Networks. Use 
this object to set user-defined fields common to IPv4 Block and IPv4 
Network objects.

IPv6 Block Represents a block of unallocated IPv6 addresses. IPv6 Block objects are 
nestable; a block may contain other blocks. An IPv6 Block is the parent for 
IPv6 Network.

IPv6 Network Represents a group of IPv6 addresses that can be assigned to IP hosts. The 
parent object is always an IPv6 Block. Child objects are IPv4 Addresses.

IPv6 Reconciliation Policy Represents the parameters for network discovery through the IPv6 
Reconciliation function. Includes the parameters for connecting to the 
router, a list of overridden IPv6 addresses, and the state time and 
frequency of the policy.

Object Type Description

MAC Address Represents a 48-bit hardware address and unique identifier assigned to 
Ethernet network adaptors. Proteus can track a host by its MAC address.

MAC Pool A collection of MAC addresses. A MAC pool can be used to control DHCP 
address allocation.

Object Type Description
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Naming Policy Objects

Resource Records

Servers

Object Type Description

Naming Policy Represents a naming policy used to set requirements for the names of 
resource records.

Naming Restriction Represents a list of restricted words that may not be used in the names of 
resource records.

Object Type Description

Alias Record Represents a CNAME record with the canonical name for a DNS object.

External Host Represents an external host outside of those managed by Proteus. Used 
when an alias or mail exchanger resource record needs to point to an 
external host.

Generic Record Represents a generic record to provide support for customized record type.

Host Info Record Represents an HINFO record with extended information about a host.

Host Record Represents a HOST record used to resolve a fully qualified domain name to 
either an IPv4 or an IPv6 address.

Mail Exchanger Record Represents an MX record used to identify a mail exchanger.

Naming Authority Pointer Represents an NAPTR record used to provide DNS services to devices.

Resource Record The parent object for all resource record objects. Use this object to set 
user-defined fields common to all resource record objects.

Service Record Represents an SRV record used to specify the location of a server or servers 
for a specific protocol or domain. Microsoft Active Directory uses Service 
records to publish the location of many of its services.

Text Record Represents a TXT record used to embed comments in a zone. While TXT 
records can be used to create customized record types, customized record 
types should be created by extending the Generic Record object.

Object Type Description

Default Interface Represents the default IP address for a server’s physical network interface.
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Tags

Tasks

IP Server Interface The parent objects for Network Interface and Published Interface objects. 
Use this object to set user-defined fields common to all Network Interface 
and Published Interface objects.

Network Interface Represents the IP address for a server’s physical network interface.

Published Interface Represents a virtual IPv4 address used in a NAT environment when a 
server’s RFC 1918 private IPv4 address must appear in a zone as a public 
IPv4 address.

Server The parent object for Server Interface and Single Server objects. Use this 
object to set user-defined fields common to all Server Interface and Single 
Server objects.

Server Interface Represents a generic server interface object. Changes made to this object 
are inherited by all server interface objects.

Single Server Represents a single server within a configuration.

Virtual Interface This object type is reserved for future use.

Object Type Description

Tag Represents an individual user-defined object tag. Tags are nestable; a tag 
can contain child tags.

Tag Group Represents a user-defined collection of tags. The Tag Group is the top level 
in a hierarchy of tags.

Object Type Description

Task Represents a user-defined task or work assignment.

Object Type Description
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TFTP Objects

TSIG Keys

Vendor Profiles

Views and Zones

Object Type Description

TFTP File Represents a file uploaded to a managed server running the TFTP service. 
TFTP Folder and TFTP Node objects are parent objects for the TFTP File 
object.

TFTP Folder Represents a folder that groups TFTP File and TFTP Folder objects. TFTP 
folders are nestable; a TFTP folder may contain other TFTP folders.

TFTP Group Represents on object containing TFTP folders, files, and deployment roles.

TFTP Node The parent object for TFTP Folder and TFTP File objects. Use this object to 
set user-defined fields common to all TFTP Folder and TFTP File objects.

Object Type Description

TSIG Key Represents a transaction signature (TSIG) key.

Object Type Description

DHCP Vendor Option Definition Represents a DHCP vendor option definition. Use vendor options to 
configure DHCP services for particular types of devices.

DHCP Vendor Profile Represents a collection of DHCP Vendor Option Definitions.

Object Type Description

ENUM Zone Represents an Electronic Numbering (ENUM) protocol zones.

Internal Root Zone Represents the top of an internal DNS namespace.

View Represents a DNS view.
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Data Migration
You can use one or more XML files to migrate data from other systems into Proteus. After structuring 
the data in the XML file, you import the files to Proteus and queue them for migration. You can use the 
migration function to migrate data from another system into Proteus, or to add large amounts of new 
data.

To migrate configuration data from other types of servers, contact BlueCat Networks Professional 
Services for assistance. For more information, visit https://care.bluecatnetworks.com.

The Document Type Definition (DTD) file that defines the structure of the XML file used for 
migration is available on your Proteus appliance. Launch a web browser and navigate to the 
following file:

protocol://proteus-host/dtd/migration.dtd

where protocol is http or https, and proteus-host is the IP address or host name for your Proteus 
appliance. Use this address to view and download the DTD file. You can also add this address to 
the header of your migration XML file to validate the file before you perform the migration.

On the Migration Service page, you upload XML files and queue them for migration on the Service tab. 
On the Logs tab, you can download migration logs to you workstation and delete logs from the server.

Proteus no longer auto-creates parent blocks during data migration
In Proteus version 4.0.0 or earlier, Proteus would auto-create blocks during data migration. From 
Proteus v4.0.0 P1 or newer, Proteus no longer auto-creates a block and nor tries to search for the best 
suited parent block for the networks. If a block is not found, it will skip the network node from the 
XML.

• Old behavior—in Proteus v4.0.0 or earlier, when importing networks without a defined parent 
block in the migration XML, Proteus would automatically create a /8 parent block that would 
logically allow the import of the networks into a Proteus configuration. However, when there is 
a block of the same first octet range (first 8 bits) defined as a sibling of the network in the XML, 
importing this block will fail because of the incorrect parent in the XML.

Zone Represents a DNS zone.

Zone Template Represents a template used to apply standard settings to a DNS Zone, such 
as resource records and deployment options.

Most browsers can display the DTD file. Microsoft Internet Explorer cannot display the DTD file in 
the browser window, but you can download and save the file from Internet Explorer. To save the 
file from Internet Explorer, navigate to the DTD file address. After the error page appears, click 
the File menu and then select Save As. Save the file to your workstation as migration.dtd.

Object Type Description
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Example:

So for network '10/25' Proteus will create a new block of range 10/8. Now, while processing the 
next node (Block '10.0/16', it will try to create it under configuration which will conflict with 
'10/8' created for the network, resulting in the failure of import of the block and its children 
elements.

• New behavior—from Proteus v4.0.0 P1 or newer, when importing networks without a defined 
parent block in the migration XML, Proteus will perform the following:

▪ If a suitable parent block exists in Proteus, the network will be added to that block.

▪ If no parent block exists, Proteus will not create the network and will instead log an error 
and skip the element.

Migrating Data
You can use the migration function to migrate data from another system into Proteus, or to add large 
amounts of new data. After structuring the data in an XML file, you import the files to Proteus and 
queue them for migration. 

To perform a migration:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

 <configuration name="example"> 
 <ip4-network range="10/25" name="Network11"/> 
 <ip4-block range="10.0/16" name="Block2"> 
 <ip4-network range="10.0.1/24" name="Network21"/> 
 <ip4-network range="10.0.2/24" name="Network22"/> 
 </ip4-block> 
 </configuration>
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2 Under Data Management, click Migration. The Migration Service page opens.

3 Under Upload Files, click Choose File. From the Open dialogue box, select a migration file 
from your workstation and click Open.

4 Click Upload. The uploaded file appears in the Uploaded Files section.

5 Under Uploaded Files, click Queue beside a migration file. The file is added to the Queued 
Files section and its data is imported into Proteus. During migration, you can stop the 
migration process and remove files from the Queued Files list:

▪ A Stop button appears beside the migration file in the Queued Files section while its data 
is being migrated. If necessary, click Stop to terminate the migration.

▪ A Remove button appears beside the migration file in the Queued Files section while the 
file is awaiting migration. If necessary, click Remove to delete the file from the Queued 
Files list.

6 As data is migrating, click the Refresh button to view an updated Queued Files list.

Downloading migration log files
After you have completed a migration, you may want to view the migration log file.

To download migration logs:

1 Click the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so click the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 In the Data Management section, click Migration. The Migration Service page appears.
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3 Click the Logs tab. A list of migration logs appears.

4 In the Migration Logs section, select the checkbox for one or more migration logs.

5 Click Action and select Download Selected. Follow the instructions from your web browser to 
download and save the selected files.

Deleting migration logs
To conserve disk space, delete migration log files after all data has been successfully migrated.

To delete migration logs:

1 Click the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so click the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 In the Data Management section, click Migration. The Migration Service page appears.

3 Click the Logs tab. A list of migration logs appears.

4 In the Migration Logs section, select the checkbox for one or more migration logs.

5 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page appears.

6 The Confirm Delete section lists the items you selected to delete.

7 Click Yes to delete the selected migration logs.
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Configuring DHCP Alert settings
DHCP Alerts notify an administrator when dynamic address usage within a DHCP Range or Shared 
Network is unusually low or exceptionally high. When the ratio of free to allocated addresses falls 
below or rises above administrator-defined watermarks, Proteus will send an alert in the form of an 
email message and/or an SNMP trap.

You can configure DHCP Alert settings globally at the configuration level. These global settings are 
inherited by all DHCP ranges, IP blocks, and networks in any configuration. You can also configure 
object-specific DHCP Alert settings to override the global settings at the block, network, or DHCPv4 
range level.

• DHCP alerts can be viewed in the Event List, filtering for the "DHCP Alert Service" event type. 
For details, refer to Viewing DHCP Alert notifications on page 256.

• For DHCP alerts to be forwarded to users, you must configure the Event Notification Service. 
For more information, refer to Notification Groups on page 479.

To configure DHCP Alert settings:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Network, click DHCP Alert Settings. The DHCP Alert Settings page opens.

3 Under Watermarks, set the Host Density watermark values:

▪ HD-Ratio Low Watermark—triggers an alert when DHCP usage falls below this value (when too 
few addresses are being used).

If you are using a Shared Network in DHCP, a DHCP Alert notification for all networks inside the 
Shared Network will be sent as a single entity notification using the DHCP Alert set at the 
configuration level. DHCP Alerts for each individual network within any Shared Network will also 
be sent only if object-specific DHCP Alerts are set at the network or DHCPv4 range level.
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▪ HD-Ratio High Watermark—triggers an alert when a DHCP usage rises above this value (when 
too many addresses are being used).

4 Under Frequency, determine the frequency at which the alert service should poll DHCP usage 
levels:

▪ In the Frequency Time Value fields, type a value and select a time interval (Seconds, 
Minutes, Hours, or Days) from the drop-down menu.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Update.

Viewing DHCP Alert notifications
DHCP alerts can be viewed in the Event List as DHCP Alert Service events, or they can be caught by a 
Trap server or sent to an e-mail address if necessary.

To view DHCP Alert notifications:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click Event List. The Event List page opens.

3 Under Events, select DHCP Alert Service from the Event Types drop-down menu.

4 Under Event ID, click on any item to view details on that event. The Event Summary page 
opens.

For more details on system events, refer to Managing Events on page 627.

HD-Ratio is calculated per RFC 3194, the Host-Density Ratio for Address Assignment Efficiency. 
For more information, refer to http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3194.

DHCP Alert notifications
• DHCP alert notifications are triggered only by a change in DHCP usage. If DHCP pool usage 

remains in the same position relative to the low/high watermarks of the last execution, a DHCP 
alert notification will not be sent.

• First execution (that is, the first DHCP alert notification sent out) occurs after a delay of the 
configured frequency (which is at least 1 hour). As such, any changes to DHCP usage during this 
time frame will go unnoticed.

• If you set the polling frequency and later change it to a new value, the new value will not take 
effect until the original polling frequency runs to completion. For example, if you set the 
polling frequency to 6 hours, and later change it 1 hour, the 1 hour value will not take effect 
until the first frequency value (6 hours) runs to completion. To circumvent this, you can restart 
the Proteus server.
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Workflow change requests
You can use change requests to manage the creation of network, resource records, zones, and IP 
address assignments. Workflow permissions are assigned to users along with access rights. Users with a 
default access right of Change, Add, or Full Access can be assigned one of these workflow levels:

• None—the user is not affected by the change request process and can create networks, 
resource records, zones, and IP address assignments. Users with the None level cannot access 
or work with workflow change requests.

• Recommend—when the user creates, edits, or deletes a network, resource record, zone, or IP 
address assignment, Proteus creates a change request for the object. The change request must 
be approved before the object is actually created, edited, or deleted. Users with the 
Recommend level can review their change requests.

• Approve—the user can approve change requests made by other users. Users with the Approve 
level can create, edit, or delete networks, resource records, zones, and IP address 
assignments.

For information about assigning access rights and Workflow Levels, refer to Access Rights on page 154. 
Users who are assigned the workflow level of Recommend create a change request each time they 
add, edit, or delete a network, resource record, zone, or IP address.

Change requests are unique to a configuration. Change Requests sections appear on the Details tabs 
for the following objects:

• Configurations

• DNS views

• DNS zones

• Resource records 

• External host records

• IPv4 blocks

• IPv4 networks

• IPv4 addresses

When the administrator or a user with the Approve workflow level approves a request, the requested 
object is created in Proteus. When a request is denied, the object is not created. Users can view 
approved and denied requests, and they can be notified of workflow events through Notification 
Groups. For instructions about configuring Notification Groups, refer to Managing Notification 
Groups on page 647.

Viewing Workflow Change Requests
The Change Requests section lists the change requests made for objects within the configuration, 
block, network, view, or zone and provides a link to the Workflow — Change Requests page where you 
can approve and deny the requests.
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You can also view change requests with the Workflow Requests widget on the My IPAM page.

Depending on your workflow role, the widget shows change requests that you have made or change 
requests that you can approve.

For information about working with My IPAM tabs and widgets, refer to My IPAM Page on page 23.

To view all workflow change requests within a configuration:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the My IPAM 
tab again to ensure you are working with the User Home Page.

2 From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

3 The Change Requests section on the My IPAM page shows the beginning of the list of list of 
change requests made within the configuration.

4 Click More to view all change requests in the list. The Workflow — Change Requests page 
opens.
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▪ When displayed from the Change Requests section on the My IPAM tab, the page lists all 
the change requests within the configuration.

▪ When displayed from the Change Requests section on the Details tab of an object (a DNS 
view, DNS zone, resource record, external host record, IPv4 block, IPv4 network, or IPv4 
address), the page lists all change requests made within or for the object.

Users with different workflow permissions see different change request items:

▪ Users with the Approve workflow permission see change requests from all users.

▪ Users with the Recommend workflow permission see only their own change requests.

▪ Users with the None workflow permission do not see any change request information.

The Change Request section lists the following change request information:

▪ Action—the action requested by a user, such as the creation or deletion of an object.

▪ Entity—the object for which the change request is made, such as an IPv4 network, IPv4 
address, DNS zone, or resource record.

▪ Creator—the user who has made the change request.

▪ Create Time—the date and time the change request was made.

▪ State—an icon indicating the current state of the change request: Pending, Approved, or 
Denied.

▪ Modifier—the user who approved the change request. This information appears only after a 
change request is approved or denied.

▪ Modify Time—the date and time the change request was approved. This information 
appears only after a change request is approved.

▪ Has Dependency—shows if another change request must be approved before this change 
request can be approved. For example, an IP address assignment may be dependent upon a 
network creation request being approved.

▪ Has Error—if the change request cannot be approved, the reason for the problem appears 
here.

5 Use the drop-down menu to filter the list of change requests:

▪ Show All—shows all change requests in the list.

▪ My Pending Requests—shows only the change requests that you have made and that are in 
the Waiting for Approval state.
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▪ Requests I Can Approve—shows only the change requests that you may approve.

From here you can view change request details, delete change requests, and delete approved and 
denied change requests. To approve or deny change requests, view the change request details.

To view change request details:

• Click the name of a change request in the Action column. The Change Request Details page 
opens. For more information, refer to Working with Workflow Change Requests on page 116.

To delete change requests

1 Select the check box for one or more change requests from the list.

2 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

3 Click Yes.

To delete approved and denied change requests:

1 Click Action and select Delete all Approved and Denied. The Confirm Delete page opens.

2 Click Yes.

Working with Workflow Change Requests
The Change Request Details page shows the details of a workflow change request.

• The Summary section lists information about the change request itself:

▪ Workflow ID—the system identification number for the change request.

▪ Action—the action requested by a user, such as the creation or deletion of an object.

▪ State—the current status of the workflow, such as Waiting For Approval or Approved.

▪ Creator—the user who submitted the change request.
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▪ Create Time—the date and time the change request was made.

▪ Modifier—the user who approved the change request. This information appears only after a 
change request is approved or denied.

▪ Modify Time—the date and time the change request was approved. This information 
appears only after a change request is approved.

▪ Comment—text from the object’s Change Control field added when the user created the 
change request.

▪ Status—if the change request cannot be approved, the reason for the problem appears 
here.

• The Request Info section displays information about the object affected by the change 
request.

• The Additional Information section appears only for administrators and only when IP Overlap 
Detection is enabled. When the IP Overlap Detection function shows that the requested object 
conflicts with an existing block or network in another configuration, administrators can select 
the Override IP overlap detection checkbox to override the warning and create the object.

The actions you can perform from here depend on your workflow permissions and the state of the 
change request:

• Users with Recommend permission can delete the change request regardless of the state of the 
request.

• Users with Approve permission can approve, deny, or delete the change request if it is in the 
Waiting for approval state. Change requests in the Approved or Denied state can only be 
deleted.

To approve the change request:

• Click Approve. The change request is approved and the Workflow — Change Requests page 
opens. The Status column shows that the change request is Approved.

If IP Override Detection detects a conflict between the requested object and an existing 
object in another configuration, a warning message appears.

▪ For non-administrator users, the warning message appears in the Summary section of the 
page. Non-administrator users cannot override the IP Override Detection warning. Non-
administrator users should contact a system administrator to have the object created on 
their behalf.

▪ For administrator users, the warning appears in the Additional Information section of the 
page. Administrators can override the warning and approve the object. To do so, select the 
Override IP overlap detection check box and click Approve.

To deny the change request:

• Click Deny. The change request is denied and the Workflow — Change Requests page opens. The 
Status column shows that the change request is Denied.

To delete the change request:

1 Click Delete. The Confirm Delete page opens.

2 Click Yes. The change request is deleted and the Workflow — Change Requests page opens. 
The change request is removed from the list of requests.
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Adding Tasks
Tasks help you document and track the progress of assignments and projects in Proteus. On the Tasks 
page, you can add, edit, and delete tasks. To view your tasks and get to the Tasks page, you need to 
have the Tasks widget open on your My IPAM page.

For information about working with My IPAM tabs and widgets, refer to My IPAM Page on page 23.

To add a Task:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. In the Tasks widget, click More... The Tasks page opens.

2 Under Tasks, click New. The Add Task page opens.

3 Define or edit the task in these fields:

▪ Description—type a name for the task. The description appears in the Tasks section of the 
My IPAM page. This field is required.

▪ Priority—select a priority level for the task. The priority level indicates the importance of 
the task.

▪ State—select a state for the task. The state describes the progress and status of the tasks.

▪ Comments—type a description of the task.

▪ Percent Completed—type a number to indicate how much of the task is complete.

▪ Start Date and Due Date—type a date in the format DD MMM YYYY or click the calendar  
button to select a date.

4 Click Add to add the task and return to the Tasks page, or click Add Next to add another task.
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Data Checker
Proteus includes a data checking feature to help ensure that configuration data is consistent and 
correct. The Data Checker validates configuration data as it is entered into the system from the web 
interface, the migration engine, or using the Proteus Application Programming Interface (API). Use the 
Data Checker to review issues and potential problems with your configuration before you deploy it to 
your managed servers.

You can run the Data Checker on demand, or set it to run at a periodic interval. The results of the data 
checking operation are visible to all users who have at least the view access right for the specific data 
objects that have identified issues.

When the Data Checker discovers a problem, a Data Check Issues link appears on the page.

To view the Data Checker issues, click Data Check Issues. For more information, refer to Viewing 
Data Checker Issues on page 121.

Configuring the Data Checker
You configure the Data Checker service by specifying the configurations you want to check, and then 
enabling the service from the Administration page. 

To add a configuration to the Data Checker service:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click Data Checker. The Data Checker page opens.
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3 Click Data Checker Settings. The Configure Data Checker Settings page opens.

4 Click Add More Configurations for Data Check. The Select Configurations dialog box opens 
with a list of configurations.

5 Select one or more configurations from the list and click Select.

6 In the Interval Time fields, type a value and select a unit of time from the drop-down menu. 
These settings determine how frequently the Data Checker checks the selected 
configurations.Click Update.

After adding the configuration and setting the time interval, you must enable the service.

Enabling the Data Checker Service
After you have specified which configurations you want to check, you must then enable the Data 
Checker service.

To enable the Data Checker service:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click Data Checker. The Data Checker page opens.
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3 Click Data Checker Service Manager. The Manage Data Checker Service page opens.

4 Click Enable, and then click Refresh. The Operation Status section appears on the page and 
lists the configurations to be checked by the service.

5 To view the status of configurations being checked, click the Refresh button. The Operation 
Status section is updated and shows the status of the Data Checker in each configuration:

▪ Running—shows that the Data Checker is currently checking the configuration

▪ Checked—shows that the Data Checker has completed checking the configuration.

Viewing Data Checker Issues
You can view a list of issues discovered by the Data Checker and you can view detailed information 
about each issue. For details on Data Checker rules which will trigger error, warning, or information 
events, refer to Proteus Data Checker Rules on page 621.

To view Data Checker issues:

1 When the Data Checker finds an issue with the data in your configuration, a Data Check 
Issues link appears on the page.
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2 Click Data Check Issues. The Data Check Issues page appears.

3 The Data Check Results section lists potential problems in the configuration. The seriousness 
of each issue is indicated with an icon and a note in the Severity column:

 Info—these are items that are incomplete or that are missing dependencies in the 
configuration. They do not prevent you from deploying your configuration.

 Warning—these are more serious items that are incomplete, missing dependencies, or that 
go against typical DNS and DHCP best practices. They do not prevent you from deploying your 
configuration, but they may cause problems after you deployment.

 Error—these items are set up incorrectly or will not work properly when deployed to your 
network. These items prevent you from deploying your configuration. You can override these 
issues to proceed with deployment, but correcting the problems before deploying the 
configuration is recommended.

4 To view the details for an issue, click an item in the Rule Name column. The Data Checker 
Summary Page appears.
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Overriding Data Checker Issues
You can override any issue that the Data Checker identifies. Overriding an issue allows you to deploy 
the data. You may want to override a non-critical issue if it is preventing deployment. The issue still 
appears in the Data Check Results list, but it displays Yes in the Overridden column.

To override an issue:

1 Click Data Check Issues. The Data Check Issues page opens.

2 To override one or more issues, select the check box for one or more issues. 

3 Click Action, and select Override.

The Overridden column shows that the selected items are overridden.

4 To clear the override for one or more issues, select the check box for one or more issues. 

5 Click Action, and select Remove Override.

The Overridden column shows that the item is not overridden.

Configurations
A configuration is a collection of settings representing a specific network implementation. A 
configuration includes DNS zones, IP address space, servers, and all of the settings used to control and 
manage the network. In the Proteus object structure, the configuration is the parent IPAM object, 
encompassing all other objects in the network. Settings such as DNS and DHCP options and access 
rights made at the configuration level are inherited by all objects within the configuration.

You can create multiple configurations to maintain different networks and to perform testing in an 
isolated environment without interfering with production servers.

The Configurations page lists all the available configurations. You can use this page to add new 
configurations and quickly jump to any configuration in Proteus.

Proteus sorts the list of configurations alphabetically. When you log in to Proteus, you see the first 
configuration in the alphabetical list. You can switch configurations from the Configurations page or by 
selecting a configuration from the configurations drop-down list at the top-right of most Proteus 
pages. Each user can also set a preferred or default configuration that appears automatically when the 
user logs in.

For an overview of a configuration, refer to Reference: Object Tree on page 98.

Viewing the Configurations Page
After an administrator has set up specific configurations, you can view the list of configurations on the 
Configuration page. You are only able to view configurations to which you have been granted the 
appropriate access rights.

To display the Configurations page:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

You can also override Data Checker issues from the Data Checker Summary Page. Click the Data 
Checker Summary Page page title, and then select Override.
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2 Under General, click Configurations. The Configurations page opens.

Adding a configuration to Proteus

To add a configuration:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Configurations. The Configurations page opens.

3 Click New Configuration. The Add Configuration page opens.

4 In the Name field, type the name for the configuration.

5 If you are setting up a Shared Network, click the Associate Shared Network Tag Group link. 
The Select Shared Network dialog box appears. Select a tag from the list and click Select.

For more information about shared networks, refer to TFTP Service on page 276.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add. The Details tab for the new configuration opens. 
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Editing a configuration

To edit a configuration:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Configurations. The Configurations page opens.

3 Click the name of the configuration that you want to edit. The Configuration information page 
opens.

4 Click the configuration name menu and select Edit. The Edit Configuration page opens.

5 Under Configuration, edit the name of the configuration in the Name field. 

6 If you are setting up a Shared Network, click Associate Shared Network Tag Group. The 
Select Shared Network dialog box appears. 

7 Select a tag from the list, and then click Select.

For more information about shared networks, refer to TFTP Service on page 276.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Update. The Details tab for the new configuration opens. 

Deleting a configuration
Deleting a configuration deletes all children objects.

To delete a configuration:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Configurations. The Configurations page opens.
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3 Click the name of the configuration that you want to edit. The Configuration information page 
opens.

4 Click the configuration name menu and select Delete. The Confirm Delete page opens.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Yes to delete the configuration. The configuration is deleted.

Setting a default configuration
You can configure a default configuration with which to work. 

To select a default configuration:

1 Select the IP Space, DNS, Device, TFTP, or Servers tab. Tabs remember the page on which 
you last worked, so select the tab again to ensure you are working on the Configuration 
information page.

2 Click the configuration name menu and select Set as default Configuration. The configuration 
is set as your default configuration. When you next log in to Proteus, this configuration is 
selected automatically.

Viewing configuration details
The Details page for a configuration provides access to information such as whether monitoring is 
enabled, SNMP details, deployment details, DNSSEC, tags, access right details and much more.

To view details for a configuration:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Configurations. The Configurations page opens.
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3 Click the name of a configuration. The Details tab for the configuration opens.

• The General section shows the following information for the configuration:

▪ Object ID—the system identification number for the configuration.

▪ Monitoring Enabled—shows if the monitoring service is enabled for the configuration.

▪ Name—the name of the configuration.

▪ SNMP Port—when the monitoring service is enabled, shows the SNMP port Proteus uses to 
communicate with the router or switch. For more information, refer to Monitoring 
Service on page 437.

▪ SNMP Version—when the monitoring service is enabled, shows the SNMP version for the 
router or switch. For more information, refer to Monitoring Service on page 437.

▪ Shared Network—if networks in the configuration are part of a shared network, shows 
the name of the shared network. Click on the link to view details for the shared network. 
The Shared Network List page appears. For more information about shared networks, 
refer to TFTP Service on page 276.
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▪ My default Configuration—indicates if the current configuration is set as your default 
configuration; either Yes or No.

• The Configuration Settings section provides links to define the monitoring service and 
deployment validation settings for the configuration.

▪ The Define monitoring settings link appears when monitoring is enabled. For instructions 
on how to enable monitoring, refer to Monitoring Service on page 437.

▪ The Define deployment validation settings link displays the Deployment Validation 
Settings page where you can set DHCP and DNS configuration and zone validation options 
at the configuration level. For more information, refer to Deployment Validation on page 
463.

▪ The Define DNSSEC Auto Generate Key settings link displays the DNSSEC Key Auto 
Generate Settings page where you can enable and disable automatic DNSSEC key 
generation. Click the Define DNSSEC Key Expiration settings link to enable automatic 
generation of DNSSEC Zone Signing Keys (ZSKs) and Key Signing Keys (KSKs) according to 
the key parameters set in your DNSSEC signing policies. For more information, refer to 
Managing DNSSEC Key Rollover and Generation on page 305.

▪ The Define IP Overlap Detection settings link displays the IP Overlap Detection page 
where you can set up the IP Overlap Detection function. When IP Overlap Detection is 
enabled, Proteus checks other configurations for overlapping IPv4 blocks and networks 
when you add or move a block or network, or when you use the Find First Available IPv4 
Network function. For more information, refer to Overlapping IP space on page 153.

• The IPv4 Reconciliation Policies section allows you to add or delete IPv4 reconciliation 
policies at the configuration level; it also lists IPv4 reconciliation policies created at the 
network level.

▪ To create a new IPv4 reconciliation policy, click New. The Add IPv4 Reconciliation Page 
opens. For more information, refer to Adding and Editing IPv4 Reconciliation Policies on 
page 212.

▪ To delete an IPv4 reconciliation policy, select the check box for one or more policies. Click 
Action and select Delete.

• The Change Request section shows change requests that have been made by workflow users. 
Click an entry in the Action column to view and work with an individual change request. For 
more information, refer to Workflow Change Requests on page 102. Click More... to view all 
change requests. For more information, refer to Viewing Workflow Change Requests on page 
103.

• The Tags section shows tags applied to the configuration. Click Tags to manage tags for the 
configuration. For more information, refer to Tag Groups and Tags on page 71. Click an entry 
in the Tags section to view tag information.

• The Access Rights section shows access rights assigned to the tag. Click New Access Right... 
to add a new access right. For more information, refer to Access Rights on page 132.

• The Audit Trail section shows the transaction history for the configuration. Click an entry in 
the Operation column to view details about the transaction. 

From here you can edit the configuration name and delete the configuration. For more information, 
refer to Configurations on page 123.
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Service Configurations
Configure the following Proteus services from the Proteus System page of the Proteus user interface 
(Administration > General > Service Configuration):

• Network Time Protocol (NTP)

• Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

• Secure Shell (SSH)

• Syslog

BlueCat Services Manager

Introduced in Proteus v4.0.0, Bluecat Services Manager provides improved management and control of 

Proteus and Adonis services. Anycast (Adonis only), Firewall (Adonis only), NTP, SNMP, SSH, and Syslog 
redirection are now configured directly in the Proteus user interface, not from the Proteus/Adonis 
Administration Console. BlueCat recognizes that existing customers may have customized service 
configurations that may be affected by BlueCat Services Manager, so a Service Configuration Override 
has been added to preserve existing service configurations for customers upgrading from Proteus 
v3.7.x/Adonis v6.7.x to Proteus v4.0.0 or greater/Adonis v7.0.0 or greater.

Service Configuration Override
Upon upgrade to Proteus v4.0.6, the Service Configuration Override is enabled by default. This means 
all existing configuration settings in the Proteus v3.7.x/Adonis v6.7.x .conf files will be preserved 
after the upgrade.

Modifying preserved service configurations
If you modify Proteus or Adonis services preserved during the upgrade to Proteus v4.0.0 or greater/
Adonis v7.0.0 or greater from the Proteus user interface, you will receive a prompt alerting you that 
the specified service has been set to Override:

• This service has been set to Override. Any update to the service will overwrite the existing service 
configuration with the settings added in the user interface.

Service Configuration Override is disabled for new installations of Proteus v4.0.6.
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At this point, you have the option to cancel (preserving your existing service configuration and leaving 
the Service Configuration Override enabled) or you can save your changes and update the service 
configuration.

Updating the service will disable the Service Configuration Override. Your existing .conf files will be 
overwritten and a backup file will be created (servicetype.conf.bak).

Backup files

BlueCat Services Manager will create a backup file of existing service configurations when the Service 
Override is disabled and the service configuration has been modified from the Proteus user interface. 
This process occurs when modifying the service for the first time since the upgrade. Backup file 
locations for each type of service are as follows:

Proteus

Adonis

Modifying settings for a service will permanently disable the Service Configuration Override for 
that service. You will no longer receive the warning prompt from the Proteus user interface when 
modifying service settings.

Backup files are for reference only and cannot be used to revert back to the earlier service 
configuration.

Service Backup file location

NTP /etc/ntp.conf.bak

SNMP /etc/snmp/snmp.conf.bak

Syslog Redirection /etc/syslog-ng/syslog-ng.conf.bak

Service Backup file location

Anycast • /etc/quagga/ospfd.conf.bak
• /etc/quagga/ripd.conf.bak
• /etc/quagga/daemons.bak
• /etc/quagga/zebra.conf.bak

NTP /etc/ntp.conf.bak

SNMP /etc/snmp/snmp.conf.bak

Syslog Redirection /etc/syslog-ng/syslog-ng.conf.bak

Configuration changes made from the Proteus user interface will override any changes made 
locally to the Adonis server by an administrator. Users that require local modifications to Adonis 
services should contact BlueCat Networks Customer Care for assistance:
https://care.bluecatnetworks.com
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Configuring NTP on Proteus
Network time protocol (NTP) service is essential to some of the more complex Proteus functions, such 
as XHA and DHCP failover, and differential deployment. A specific external time reference is also 
essential to some organizations for reports and compliance tracking. The NTP services on Proteus act 
as both a source of NTP synchronization for clients and as clients themselves to another NTP service 
that synchronizes the clock reference they provide.

To configure NTP on Proteus server:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Service Configuration. The Configure Proteus Services page opens.

3 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Network Time Protocol (NTP).

4 Under General Settings, set the following parameters:

▪ Enable NTP Service—select this check box to enable the NTP service; deselect this check 
box to disable the NTP service.

If you have upgraded from Proteus v3.7.x, you will receive the following warning message:

• This service has been set to Override. Any update to the service will overwrite the existing 
service configuration with the settings added in the user interface.

Modifying the current service configuration will disable the Service Configuration Override and 
overwrite the existing .conf file with the new values and settings.

Click Cancel to preserve the service configuration files maintained during the upgrade from 
Proteus v3.7.x.
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▪ NTP Server—enter the fully-qualified domain name or IP address for a remote NTP server 
from which Proteus or Adonis will reference the time.

▪ Stratum—select a stratum value for the NTP server being added. This value will be 
associated to an individual NTP server specified in the NTP Server field. Select Default to 
use the stratum value set on the remote NTP server.

5 Click Add to associate a stratum value to a server and add them to the list. To remove a 
server, select it from the list and click Remove. The top-most NTP server will be queried 
first, then the second, and so on down the list. To change the order of servers in the list, 
select a server in the list and click Move up or Move down.

6 Click Update.

Configuring SNMP on Proteus
The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) allows a polling workstation or trap server to obtain 
data about devices on the network. This may include the almost real-time status of services, server 
functionality, and the security and service settings on the device. Proteus appliances can behave as 
managed devices on an SNMP-enabled network. Proteus includes SNMP for both the appliance itself 
and for the onboard application server.

Proteus includes support for SNMP versions 1, 2c, and 3. Versions 1 and 2c do not include any 
authentication or remote administration capabilities. This means that you only need to enable SNMP 
and set the appropriate SNMP username (or community string) for it to function correctly. You can also 
set the polling period to control how often SNMP values are refreshed on the appliance. SNMPv3 
includes authentication and access control. To set up SNMPv3, you must also set the SNMP password 
and the Trap Server username, password, and address. Version 3 has the ability to send information as 
SNMP traps.

Stratum values indicate the hierarchy level for the NTP server, which is the number of servers to a 
reference clock. This is used by the NTP client to avoid synchronization loops by preferring servers 
with a lower stratum. 

By default, the NTP Server list contains at least the following IP addresses:

• For Adonis NTP server list:
▪ the IP address for the Proteus appliance managing the Adonis

• For Proteus NTP server list:
▪ the Local Reference Clock (127.127.1.0) on the connected server.

If you are using a Proteus IPAM appliance to manage your Adonis servers, you must set 
the same versions of SNMP on the Proteus monitoring service and on the managed 
Adonis servers. Mismatched SNMP versions cause a Failed to connect status message to 
appear in Proteus.

New Adonis and Proteus appliances both default to SNMP v2c. You need to take this into 
consideration when you add or replace an appliance, or if you install a software 
update.
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When you first install a Proteusor appliance, the SNMP service is not configured. You need to configure the SNMP 
parameters before you enable the SNMP service. 

BlueCat appliances support all of the MIB-II SNMP standard objects. BlueCat also provides MIB files for 
Proteus and Adonis objects. For more information on the BlueCat MIB files, refer to BlueCat MIB Files 
on page 971.SNMP must be configured and enabled to use the Proteus Monitoring Service. For 
information on configuring the Proteus Monitoring Service, refer to Monitoring and updating Adonis 
servers on page 575. For information on viewing Proteus server metrics, refer to Viewing general 
system information on page 70.

Enabling SNMP Service
Log in to the Proteus user interface as the administrator to enable SNMP service and configure 
parameters. You can also enable and configure SNMP Trap service. For details, refer to Enabling SNMP 
Trap Service on page 135.

To enable and configure SNMP service on the Proteus server:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Service Configuration. The Configure Proteus Services page opens.

3 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). 
Proteus queries the server and returns the current values for the service settings.

Quotation marks ("") and back-slashes (\) are not supported in SNMP community strings, user 
names, and pass-phrases.

If you have upgraded from Proteus v3.7.x, you will receive the following warning message:

• This service has been set to Override. Any update to the service will overwrite the existing 
service configuration with the settings added in the user interface.

Modifying the current service configuration will disable the Service Configuration Override and 
overwrite the existing .conf file with the new values and settings.

Click Cancel to preserve the service configuration files maintained during the upgrade from 
Proteus v3.7.x.
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4 Under General Settings, select the Enable SNMP Service check box. When SNMP service is 
enabled, network management systems may poll the server to receive SNMP information. 
Deselect this check box to disable SNMP service.

5 Configure the following SNMP Service parameters:

▪ System Name—enter the system name to be reported through SNMP (by default, Bluecat).

▪ System Location—enter a description of the system’s location to be reported through SNMP.

▪ System Contact—enter an e-mail address for the system contact to be reported through 
SNMP.

▪ System Description—enter a brief description of the system to be reported through SNMP.

▪ Polling Period—specify the SNMP polling period in seconds. This value determines the 
frequency with which the SNMP daemon polls the DHCP service for updates to DHCP lease 
information.

▪ SNMP Version v1—select the check box to enable SNMP v1 protocol. When selecting v1, the 
following additional parameter appears:

▪ Community String—type the SNMP community string. This string is used to authenticate 
the polling request.

▪ SNMP Version v2c—select the check box to enable SNMP v2c protocol. When selecting v2c, 
the following additional parameter appears:

▪ Community String—type the SNMP community string. This string is used to authenticate 
the polling request.

▪ SNMP Version v3—select the check box to enable SNMP v3 protocol. When selecting v3, the 
following additional parameters appear:
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▪ Security Level—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3. Select an SNMP 
security level from the drop-down list:

▪ Username—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3. Type the SNMP user name.

▪ Authentication Type—this drop-down menu appears only when using SNMP version 3 and 
when Auth, No Priv, or Auth, Priv is selected in the Security Level field. Select either 
MD5 or SHA authentication.

▪ Auth Passphrase—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3 and when Auth, No 
Priv, or Auth, Priv is selected in the Security Level field. Enter the user authentication 
password.

▪ Privacy Type—this drop-down menu appears only when using SNMP version 3 and when 
Auth, Priv is selected in the Security Level field. By default, DES is the default 
encryption. Currently, no other privacy types are supported.

▪ Privacy Passphrase—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3 and when Auth, 
Priv is selected in the Security Level field. Enter the privacy authentication password.

6 Click Update.

Enabling SNMP Trap Service
Configure the Proteus server to send SNMP Trap notifications to a specified trap server. The trap server 
is the server to which Proteus communicates specified changes in its status by sending SNMP traps. The 
trap server can be configured to use SNMP version 1, 2c, or 3. This may be a different address from the 
SNMP polling server or manager address that is set up when enabling the service. In SNMPv3, trap 
messages must be authenticated with a trap server username and password.

To enable and configure SNMP Trap service on the Proteus server:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Service Configuration. The Configure Proteus Services page opens.

3 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). 
Proteus queries the server and returns the current values for the service settings.

Option Description

No Auth, No Priv No Authentication, No Privacy. The SNMP service does not 
require user authentication and does not encrypt the data it 
returns.

Auth, No Priv Authentication, No Privacy. The SNMP service requires user 
authentication but does not encrypt the data it returns.

Auth, Priv Authentication, Privacy. The SNMP service requires user 
authentication and encrypts the data it returns.

Quotation marks ("") and back-slashes (\) are not supported in SNMP Trap community strings, user 
names, and pass-phrases.
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4 Under SNMP Trap Settings, select the Enable SNMP Trap Service check box. When enabled, 
the server sends SNMP trap notifications to a specified trap server. Deselect this check box to 
disable SNMP Trap service.

5 Configure the following SNMP Trap Service parameters:

▪ Trap Server—enter the IP address or fully-qualified domain name for the trap server.

▪ Trap Server Port—specify the value of the SNMP trap server port. 

▪ Trap Version—select the SNMP version for the trap server from the drop-down menu: v1, 
v2c, or v3.

When selecting v3 in the Trap Version field, the following additional parameters appear:

▪ Security Level—select an SNMP security level from the drop-down menu:

▪ Username—enter the SNMP user name. This field only appears when using SNMP trap 
version 3.

Option Description

No Auth, No Priv No Authentication, No Privacy. The SNMP service does not 
require user authentication and does not encrypt the data it 
returns.

Auth, No Priv Authentication, No Privacy. The SNMP service requires user 
authentication but does not encrypt the data it returns.

Auth, Priv Authentication, Privacy. The SNMP service requires user 
authentication and encrypts the data it returns.

NOTE: DES is the default privacy type for the Auth, Priv 
security level; it cannot be modified from the Proteus user 
interface.
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▪ Authentication Type—select either MD5, or SHA. This field appears only when using SNMP 
trap version 3 and when you select either Auth, No Priv, or Auth, Priv from the Security 
Level field.

▪ Auth Passphrase—enter the user authentication password. This field appears only when 
using SNMP trap version 3 and when you select either Auth, No Priv, or Auth, Priv from 
the Security Level field.

▪ Privacy Passphrase—enter the privacy authentication password. This field appears only 
when using SNMP trap version 3 and when you select Auth, Priv from the Security Level 
field.

▪ Community String—enter the SNMP community string. This string is used to validate the trap 
server registering to receive traps.

6 Click Update.

Configuring SSH on Proteus
Enable or disable Secure Shell (SSH) Version 2 from the Proteus user interface. With SSH enabled, you 
can use an SSH client to access the Proteus Administration Console via the physical IPv4 address of the 
Proteus appliance.

To configure SSH on Proteus server:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Service Configuration. The Configure Proteus Services page opens.

3 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Secure Shell (SSH).

4 Under General Settings, set the following parameters:

▪ Enable SSH Service—select this check box to enable SSH service; deselect this check box 
to disable SSH service.

5 Click Update.

By default, SNMP Trap version 3 uses the DES privacy type for the Auth, Priv security level; it 
cannot be modified from the Proteus user interface. Currently, no other privacy types are 
supported for this security level.
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Configuring Syslog Redirection on Proteus
Proteus allows you to set syslog (system log) redirection from the Proteus user interface by adding an 
IPv4 or IPv6 address for one or more syslog redirection servers. The top-most server will be queried 
first.

To configure syslog redirection on the Proteus server:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Service Configuration. The Configure Proteus Services page opens.

3 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Syslog.

4 Under General Settings, set the following parameters:

▪ Syslog Server—enter the IPv4 address for a syslog server and click Add. The syslog server 
appears in the list. To remove a server, select it from the list and click Remove. The top-
most syslog server will be queried first, then the second, and so on down the list.

5 Click Update.

The syslog server must be configured to listen on UDP port 514.

If you have upgraded from Proteus v3.7.x, you will receive the following warning message:

• This service has been set to Override. Any update to the service will overwrite the existing 
service configuration with the settings added in the user interface.

Modifying the current service configuration will disable the Service Configuration Override and 
overwrite the existing .conf file with the new values and settings.

Click Cancel to preserve the service configuration files maintained during the upgrade from 
Proteus v3.7.x.
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Restoring Deleted Objects
You can view lists of items that you have deleted and may be able to restore deleted objects in 
Proteus. The Data Restore feature allows you to track the objects that have been deleted and its 
transaction details before it gets deleted. 

To view deleted objects:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click Data Restore. The Data Restore page opens.

3 In the Data Restore section, use the navigation tools to sort and navigate through the events:

▪ Column names—click a column name to sort the table by entries in the column.

▪ Page Size drop-down list—select the number of transactions to view on each page.

▪ Page number and arrow buttons—use these controls to navigate through the transactions.

4 In the Operation column, click the name of an item to view details about that item.

To restore a deleted item:

1 Click Restore for an item. The Data Restore Confirmation page opens.

If the item can be restored, you are prompted to confirm that you want to restore the item.

2 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

3 Click Yes. The item is restored and the Data Restore page opens. The restored item no longer 
appears in the Data Restore list.

• You cannot restore dynamic records.
• For multiple deleted objects, you cannot perform a partial restoration. If you delete multiple 

objects at the same time, such as multiple zones or multiple IP addresses, you can only 
perform a data restore operation on the same group of objects.

• Restoring a deleted user does not restore any access rights that had been assigned to the user.
• Restoring a deleted server returns the server in the unmanaged and unmonitored state. 

Reconnect to the server to return it to the managed and monitored state.
• In databases larger than 10 megabytes, you may not be able restore deleted configurations, 

DNS views, and top-level IPv4 blocks.

If the item cannot be restored, the dependencies preventing the item from being restored 
appear. Review the information in the Mandatory Relationships Broken section and make 
note of the listed transactions. Click No. You will need to restore the noted dependencies 
before the selected item can be restored.
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Chapter 5
Users, Groups and Access Rights
This chapter discusses user management, user groups, access rights, and external authenticators.

The Basics
Proteus has a robust user account and authentication system to help manage user accounts. You can 
define users with different levels of access, including multiple administrative users. Multiple users 
located anywhere in your organization can log in concurrently to Proteus.

User Types and Access Types
User types determine the functions to which a Proteus user has access. Use the Non-Administrator type 
for typical Proteus users who manage only DNS and IPAM data. Use the Administrator type for 
administrators or users who need unlimited access to all Proteus functions.

Access types determine how the Proteus user can access Proteus.

User Type Features

Non-Administrator • No access to the Administration tab: these users cannot view or change 
Proteus system settings.

• Controlled access to Proteus objects: you define access rights for these 
users to determine which objects they can view, add, edit, or delete.

• Security Privileges: you determine if this user can view, change, add, or 
delete their own and other users’ Access Rights.

• History Privilege: you determine if the user can view the audit trail for 
Proteus objects.

• Locking: you can lock these users to temporarily prevent them from 
logging in to Proteus. Use the Lock User function to lock out users when 
you need to perform resource-intensive processes, such as database 
maintenance or a large data migration. You can also use this function to 
lock out users who no longer need access to Proteus.

Administrator • Access to the Administration tab: these users can view and change 
Proteus system settings.

• Unlimited access to all Proteus functions.

Access Type Features

GUI • These users can access the system only through the web interface: they 
cannot log in to the API (Application Programming Interface).
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The following examples show situations in which you might use the four user type and access type 
combinations to address particular needs.

User Authentication
Proteus includes its own user authentication service. You can also use external authenticators, such as 
Kerberos, LDAP, Microsoft Active Directory, and RADIUS. For more information about external 
authenticators, refer to Adding external Authenticators on page 163.

You can also allow users from Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) systems, such as Microsoft 
Active Directory or OpenLDAP, to log in to Proteus. Such users are added to Proteus through the LDAP 
Group function. For more information on LDAP Groups, refer to Adding LDAP User Groups on page 
151.

User Groups
You can add users to user groups. User groups help you organize and manage users, and make it easy to 
assign common access rights to many users at once. For more information on user groups, refer to 
Proteus User Groups on page 148.

API • These users can access the system only through the API: they cannot log in 
to the web interface.

GUI and API • These users can access the system either through the web 
interface or the API

When you update from earlier versions of Proteus, Proteus assigns existing users the following User 
Type and Access Type attributes:

• Existing Administrator users become Administrator users with the GUI access type.
• Existing Non-Administrator users become Non-Administrator users with the GUI access type.
• Existing API users become Administrator users with the API access type.

User and Access Type Application

Non-Administrator + GUI Use for typical Proteus users who work with the web interface.

Non-Administrator + API Use for API-based applications that are limited to just DNS and IPAM tasks.

Non-Administrator + GUI and 
API

Use for Proteus users who work with the web interface and API-based 
applications that are limited to just DNS and IPAM tasks.

Administrator + GUI Use for Proteus administrators or users who work with the web interface.

Administrator + API Use for API-based applications that require full access to Proteus.

Administrator + GUI and API Use for Proteus administrators or users who work with the web interface and 
API-based application that require full access to Proteus.

Non-Administrator + API users do not have API access to administrative functions. To prevent such 
access, Proteus does not allow you to set Default Access Rights for Non-Administrator +API users. 
Access rights for this user and access type combination must be set at the configuration level or 
lower.

Access Type Features
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Security and History Privileges
The Security Privilege and History Privilege options control how Non-Administrator users work with 
access rights and object transaction histories: 

• Security Privilege controls users’ ability to view, add, change, and select access rights for 
themselves and for other users. Only a Non-Administrator user can be assigned a Security 
Privilege. Administrator users can always view, add, change, and delete access rights.

• History Privilege controls users’ ability to view the Audit Trail for Proteus objects. Only a Non-
Administrator user can be assigned a History Privilege. Administrator users can always view an 
object’s audit trail and transaction details.

For more information about security and history privileges, refer to Security Privilege on page 155 
and History Privilege on page 155.

Lock and Unlock Users
You can temporarily lock Non-Administrator users out of Proteus. When users are locked out, they 
cannot log in to the Proteus web interface. If a user is locked while logged in to Proteus, the user’s 
session is closed.

Use the Lock Users function when you need to perform a resource-intensive procedure on Proteus, 
such as database maintenance or a large data migration, or whenever you want to suspend a user’s 
access to Proteus without deleting the user’s account. You can also use this function to lock out users 
who no longer need access to Proteus or those who have left your organization.

Managing Proteus Users
Administrators can manage users through the Users and Groups section of the Administration page. 
You can create, edit, view details for, lock, unlock, and delete users from the Users and Groups page.

Adding a new user
You can create, edit, view details for, lock, unlock, and delete users from the Users and Groups page.

To add a new user:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under User Management, click Users and Groups. The Users and Groups page opens.

3 Under Users, click New. The Add User page opens.
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4 Under User, enter the name of the user in the Username field.

5 Under Authentication, enter and confirm the user’s Proteus password in the Password and 
Confirm Password fields. This password is used by the Proteus authentication service when 
no other authenticator is selected, or when the Proteus authentication service is selected as 
the secondary authenticator.

If you have defined authenticators, an Other check box and a drop-down menu appear. To 
select an external authenticator, select Other and select an authenticator from the list.

6 Under Extra Information, set the user’s contact information:

▪ E-mail Address—the email address for the user. This field is required.

▪ Phone Number—the phone number for the user.

7 Under User Access, define the user type, security and history privileges, and access type:

▪ Type of User—select the type of user, either Non-Administrator or Administrator. Non-
Administrator users have access only to DNS and IPAM management functions. Administrator 
users have unlimited access to all Proteus functions.

▪ Security Privilege—select a security privilege type from the drop-down list. This field is 
available only for Non-Administrator users with GUI, API, or GUI and API access.

If an external authenticator is used, the name in the Username field must match the username on 
the remote authentication system.
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▪ History Privilege—select a history privilege type from the drop-down list. This field is 
available only for Non-Administrator users with GUI, or GUI and API access.

▪ Access Type—select the type of access; GUI, API, or GUI and API. GUI (Graphical User 
Interface) users can access Proteus only through the Proteus web interface. API 
(Application Programming Interface) users can access Proteus only through the API. GUI and 
API users can access Proteus either through the Proteus web interface or the API.

8 Under Assign to Group, you can assign the user to one or more existing user groups. In the 
text field, type the name of a user group. As you type, a list of user groups matching your 
text appears. Select a name from the list and click Add.

Repeat this step to add multiple user groups.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add to create the user and return to the Users and Groups page, or click Add Next to 
add another user. 

Editing a user
You can create, edit, view details for, lock, unlock, and delete users from the Users and Groups page.

To edit a user:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under User Management, click Users and Groups. The Users and Groups page opens.

3 Under Users, click a user name. The user’s Details tab opens.

• For information about security privileges, refer to Security Privilege on page 155.
• For information about history privileges, refer to History Privilege on page 155.
• For information about adding authenticators, refer to Adding external Authenticators on 

page 163.
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4 Click the user name and select Edit. The Edit User page opens.

5 Under Authentication, type and confirm the user’s Proteus password in the Password and 
Confirm Password fields. This password is used by the Proteus authentication service when 
no other authenticator is selected, or when the Proteus authentication service is selected as 
the secondary authenticator.

If you have defined authenticators, an Other check box and a drop-down list appear. To select 
an external authenticator, click Other and select an authenticator from the list.

For information about adding authenticators, refer to Authenticators on page 885.

6 Under Extra Information, set the following:

E-mail Address—the user’s e-mail address. This field is required.

Phone Number—the user’s phone number.

7 Under Lock Mode, select the Lock Mode check box to lock the user, or clear it to unlock the 
user. Locked users cannot log in to Proteus. If the user is logged in when they are locked, they 
are logged out of Proteus.

If an external authenticator is used, the name in the Username field must match the user name 
on the remote authentication system.

The Lock Mode section appears only when you are editing a Non-Administrator user.
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8 Under User Access, define the user type, security and history privileges, and access type:

▪ Type of User—select the type of user, either Non-Administrator or Administrator. Non-
Administrator users have access only to DNS and IPAM management functions. Administrator 
users have unlimited access to all Proteus functions. For more information, refer to User 
Types and Access Types on page 141.

▪ Security Privilege—select a security privilege type from the drop-down list. This field is 
available only for Non-Administrator users with GUI, API, or GUI and API access. For more 
information, refer to Security and History Privileges on page 143.

▪ History Privilege—select a history privilege type from the drop-down list. This field is 
available only for Non-Administrator users with GUI, or GUI and API access. For more 
information, refer to Security and History Privileges on page 143.

▪ Access Type—select the type of access, either GUI or API. GUI (Graphical User Interface) 
users can access Proteus only through the Proteus web interface. API (Application 
Programming Interface) users can access Proteus only through the API. GUI and API users 
can access Proteus either through the Proteus web interface or the API. For more 
information, refer to User Types and Access Types on page 141.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Update.

Locking a user
You can create, edit, view details for, lock, unlock, and delete users from the Users and Groups page.

To lock users:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under User Management, click the Users and Groups link. The Users and Groups page opens.

3 Under Users, select the check box for one or more Non-Administrator users.

4 Click Action and select Lock Users. The Lock Users page opens.

The Applicable Users section lists the users you have selected to lock out.
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5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Yes.

The locked users cannot log in to the Proteus web interface. If a user is logged in when you apply 
the lock, the user’s session is closed.

Unlocking a user
You can create, edit, view details for, lock, unlock, and delete users from the Users and Groups page.

To unlock users:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under User Management, click Users and Groups. The Users and Groups page opens.

3 Under Users, select the check box for one or more locked users.

4 Click Action and select Unlock Users. The Unlock Users page opens.

The Applicable Users section lists the users you have selected to unlock.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Yes.

The unlocked users can now log in to the Proteus user interface.

Proteus User Groups
You can use Proteus User Groups to organize Proteus users and to assign and control access rights. For 
example, you can create user groups that describe an organizational structure by categorizing users 
based on the tasks they perform in Proteus. Access rights you assign to the user group apply to all users 
in that group. You can also assign access rights to users individually, if needed.
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If you already have users defined in a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) system, such as 
Microsoft Active Directory, you can add LDAP user groups from your existing system to Proteus. This 
makes it easy to manage all of your users in a single place and eliminates the need to create and 
maintain users in Proteus. For more information on using LDAP user groups in Proteus, refer to Adding 
LDAP User Groups on page 151.

Groups are managed through the Users and Groups section of the Administration page. You can 
create, delete, and manage groups from the Users and Groups page.

Creating a new User Group
Groups are managed through the Users and Groups section of the Administration page. You can 
create, delete, and manage groups from the Users and Groups page.

To add a Proteus user group:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under User Management, click Users and Groups. The Users and Groups page opens.

3 Click the Groups tab.

4 Under Groups, click New, and then select User Group. The Add Group page opens.

5 Under Group, type the name of the group in the Name field.

6 Under Assign Users, add one or more users to the group. In the text field, type the name of 
a user. As you type, a list of users matching your text appears. Select a name from the list 
and click Add. Repeat this step to add multiple users.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to create the new group and return to the Users and Groups page, or click Add Next 
to add another group.
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Adding users to a Proteus user group

After you have created users and user groups, you can begin to add users to specific user groups.

To add users to an existing Proteus user group:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under User Management, click Users and Groups. The Users and Groups page opens.

3 Under the Users tab, select the check box for one or more users.

4 Click Action, and then select Add to Group. The Add to Group page opens.

5 Under Applicable User Groups, select one or more user groups. In the text field, type the 
name of a user group. As you type, a list of user groups matching your text appears. Select a 
name from the list and click Add. Repeat this step to add the users to multiple user groups.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add. The selected users are added to the groups and the Users and Groups page appears.

You cannot assign LDAP Users to a Proteus user group.
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Removing users from a Proteus user group
If a user no longer requires access to a user group, you can remove that user from the group.

To remove users from a Proteus user group:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under User Management, click Users and Groups. The Users and Groups page opens.

3 Click the Groups tab, and then click the name of a group; the Group Details page opens.

4 Select the check box for one or more users. Click Action and select Remove from Group. The 
Confirm User Removal page appears.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Yes. The selected users are removed from the group and the Group Details page 
appears.

Adding LDAP User Groups
Proteus LDAP Groups allow users from Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) systems, such as 
Microsoft Active Directory or OpenLDAP, to log in to Proteus. Use LDAP Groups when you already have 
users defined in another system and you do not want to re-create and maintain those users in Proteus.

When users from an LDAP group log in to Proteus, they are automatically added to the Users list, and 
the LDAP User column indicates that the users are LDAP users. Unlike normal Proteus users, you do 
not need to create the user in Proteus before the user can log in. Any users you add to the LDAP group 
on your LDAP server can log in to Proteus.

You can assign access rights to the LDAP group, and you can assign access rights to individual LDAP 
users. If you have several LDAP groups with differing access rights, and a user belongs to multiple 
groups, or if you apply access rights to a user in addition to those that the user inherits from the LDAP 
group, the user receives the most permissive access rights.

To create LDAP groups, you must set up one or more LDAP authenticators. For information on adding 
authenticators, refer to Adding external Authenticators on page 163.

To add an LDAP Group:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

You cannot assign LDAP users to normal Proteus user groups.

You cannot edit an LDAP Group after you create it. To make a change to an LDAP group, delete the 
group and then re-create it.
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2 In the User Management section, click the Users and Groups link. The Users and Groups page 
appears.

3 Click the Groups tab.

4 Under Groups, click New, and then select LDAP Group. The Add LDAP Group page opens.

5 Under LDAP Group, define the following parameters:

▪ LDAP Server—select and LDAP authenticator from the drop-down list.

▪ Search Base—displays the search base distinguished name defined for the LDAP 
authenticator.

▪ Object Class—select the type of LDAP object to search for users. Selecting an option here 
changes the default setting in the Name Filter field. These options are defined when you 
add Authenticators to Proteus.

▪ Name Filter—select a name filter option from the drop-down list. A default value appears 
here depending on the object you selected in the Object Class field:

▪ group sets the Name Filter as cn (common name).

▪ organizationalUnit sets the Name Filter as ou (organizational unit).

▪ container sets the Name Filter as cn (common name).

In the Name Filter text field, type a string to search for and match LDAP objects. The string 
is not case sensitive, and you can use the * (asterisk) wildcard. If you do not use a wildcard, 
Proteus tries to find an exact match for your string.

6 Click Refresh. The LDAP Group field presents a list of LDAP groups matching your Object 
Class and Name Filter settings.

▪ LDAP Group—select an LDAP group from the drop-down list.

Examples:

• The string Pro* finds the LDAP common names Proteus Users and Professional Services.
• The string pro* also finds the LDAP common names Proteus Users and Professional Services. 

The Name Filter is not case sensitive.
• The string *Users* finds the LDAP common names Proteus Users, DHCP Users, and Domain 

Users. The * wildcard can be used multiple times in the Name Filter.
• The string Proteus does not find the LDAP common name Proteus Users. When there is no 

wildcard, LDAP common names must be an exact match for the Name Filter.
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If the needed group does not appear in the list, modify your Object Class and Name Filter 
settings and click Refresh to update the list.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.

Adding TACACS+ User Groups
Proteus TACACS+ Groups allow users from TACACS+ systems to log in to Proteus. Use TACACS+ Groups 
when you already have users defined in another TACACS+ system and you do not want to re-create and 
maintain those users in Proteus.

When users from a TACACS+ group log in to Proteus, they are automatically added to the Users list, 
and the TACACS+ User column indicates that the users are TACACS+ users. Unlike normal Proteus 
users, you do not need to create the user in Proteus before the user can log in. After manually creating 
a TACACS+ user group, any users you add to the TACACS+ group on your TACACS+ server can log in to 
Proteus.

You can assign access rights to the TACACS+ group, and you can assign access rights to individual 
TACACS+ users. If you have several TACACS+ groups with differing access rights, and a user belongs to 
multiple groups, or if you apply access rights to a user in addition to those that the user inherits from 
the TACACS+ group, the user receives the most permissive access rights.

To add a TACACS+ Group:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 In the User Management section, click the Users and Groups link. The Users and Groups page 
appears.

3 Click the Groups tab.

Customers using LDAP authentication who might be experiencing LDAP login issues have the option 
to configure the Global Catalogue port to improve login performance. For complete details, refer 
to Knowledge Base article 5982 on BlueCat Customer Care.

You cannot assign TACACS+ users to normal Proteus user groups.

• Before creating TACACS+ groups, you must set up one or more TACACS+ authenticators. For 
information on adding authenticators, refer to Adding external Authenticators on page 163.

• You can only edit a TACACS+ Group name after you create it. To make changes to other 
parameters of a TACACS+ group, delete the group and then re-create it.
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4 Under Groups, click New, and then select TACACS+ Group. The Add TACACS+ Group page 
opens.

5 Under TACACS+ Group, define the following parameters:

TACACS+ Authenticator—select the TACACS+ authenticator from the drop-down list.

TACACS+ Group Name—type a descriptive name for the TACACS+ authenticator group.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. This step is optional but may 
be set to be required.

Access Rights
Proteus uses access rights, overrides, and privileges to control how users see and work with objects 
and information. Access rights and overrides control access to Proteus objects. Privileges control how 
users see and work with user access rights and object transaction histories.

• Default Access Rights are global access rights for a user or user group. Use default access rights 
to set the general access policy for a user or group. You can set overrides within the access 
right to fine tune access to different types of objects.

• Object Access Rights are local access rights for a particular Proteus object. Use object access 
rights to control access to a specific object and any child objects it contains. For objects that 
contain child objects, you can set overrides within the access right to control access to the 
child objects. For example, an access right granting access to an IPv4 Block may have an 
override that prevents access to IPv4 Networks within the block.

• Overrides are part of a default access right or an object access right n access right that control 
access to child objects within an object. For example, an access right granting access to a DNS 
zone may have overrides that prevent access to resource records within that zone.
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You can apply the following access right and override levels to users and groups:

Security Privilege

The security privilege controls users’ ability to view and set access rights. The most restrictive security 
privilege is No Access, and Administrator is the most permissive. All privileges are cumulative, meaning 
that each more permissive privilege includes the abilities of the less permissive levels.

History Privilege

All transactions in Proteus, including authentication requests and all data changes, are written to an 
auditing system that tracks them using a unique identifier. The system also tracks the user who 
initiated the transaction, the time the transaction occurred and everything that occurred as a result of 
the transaction. Transaction history information is available for all system objects through the History 
page.

Right Description

Hide Users cannot see objects of this type.

View Users can see objects of this type, but cannot make changes.

Change Users can see objects of this type, and can make changes.

Add Users can see objects of this type, and can make changes. Users can also add objects of this 
type or copy this object.

Full Access Users have all available rights. This includes all of the rights below this level, and also the 
ability to delete objects.

If you do not select access rights for a user, the user is assigned the default right of Hide.

Security Privileges Description

No Access Users cannot view or change access rights or overrides.

View My Access Rights Users can view only their own access rights and overrides.

View Other’s Access Rights Users can view all access rights and overrides.

Change Access Rights Users can modify existing access rights and overrides within the scope 
of their own access rights.

Add Access Rights Users can add new access rights and overrides.

Delete Access Rights Users can delete access rights and overrides.

Administrator Users can perform any security privilege action, including adding and 
deleting users, as well as changing security privileges and audit trail 
privileges. Administrators are the only users that can view the 
Administration page.
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The history privilege is separate from the security privilege because organizations may not want the 
person managing the transaction history and audit trail system to be the person who is performing the 
transactions. The history privilege includes two permissions:

Proteus Object Hierarchy and Access Right Rules

DNS and network information in Proteus are arranged as a hierarchy of objects, beginning with the 
Proteus server itself at the highest level. If an object contains child objects, those objects inherit the 
access rights and overrides set on their parent. For example, access rights set on an IPv4 Network are 
inherited by the IPv4 DHCP Ranges and IPv4 Addresses within the network.

Proteus access rights can be assigned to both users and groups, and multiple rights can exist for the 
same object. A single user may have both an access right and multiple overrides on an object, while 
multiple users could also have access rights and overrides on the same object. Three rules determine a 
user’s access rights for any object within Proteus:

• Administrators always have full control over any system object.

• The most local access right takes precedence over any other rights assigned higher in the 
object hierarchy.

• In the case of conflicting access rights for an object, the most permissive access right always 
takes precedence.

Setting Default Access Rights and Overrides for Users and Groups
When you create a user account, its default access right is Hide. A user account with this access right 
cannot view any objects in Proteus. You need to grant the proper level of access rights for users or 
groups so that they can view and manage the objects.

To set the access rights and overrides for users or groups:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under User Management, click the Access Right Settings link. The Access Right Settings page 
opens.

3 Click Default Access Rights. The Default Access Rights page opens.

Permission Description

Hide Users cannot see the audit trail information.

View History List Users can see the audit trail information.

History privileges are applied globally within Proteus. A user with history privileges has those 
privileges for any transactions on the system.

Proteus does not allow you to set Default Access Rights for Non-Administrator +API users. Access 
rights for this user and access type combination must be set at the configuration level or lower. 
For more information, refer to User Types and Access Types on page 141.
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4 Under Access Rights, click New. The Add Access Right page opens.

5 Under Users and Groups, select a user name from the drop-down menu and click Add. The 
user is added to a list below the drop-down menu. Repeat this step to add the access right to 
multiple users or groups.

6 To remove a user, select a user from the list and click Remove.

7 Under Access Right, define the type of access right. From the Default Access list, select an 
option:

▪ View—users can view objects, but cannot add, delete, or change objects.

▪ Change—users can view and change objects, but cannot add or delete objects.

▪ Add—users can view, add, and change objects, but cannot delete objects.

▪ Full Access—users can view, add, change, and delete objects.

8 When you select Change, Add, or Full Access, a Workflow Level field appears. Workflow 
options apply to zones, resource records, networks, and IP addresses. Select a workflow 
option:

▪ None—changes made by the user or group take effect immediately.

▪ Recommend—changes made by the user or group are saved as change requests and must be 
reviewed and approved before they take effect.

▪ Approve—changes made by the user or group take effect immediately and the user or group 
can approve change requests from other users or groups.

9 Under Access Right, select either the Deployment or Quick Deployment check box (or both):

▪ Deployment—When selected, the user or group can perform a full deployment of data from 
the configuration to a managed server. When not selected, the user or group cannot 

To find a user name quickly, click the text field and type the name of a user. As you type, a list of 
users matching your text appears.
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perform a full deployment. Only administrators or users with deployment permission can 
deploy data.

▪ Quick Deployment—When selected, the user or group can instantly deploy changed DNS 
resource records with the Quick Deploy function. When not selected, the Quick Deploy 
function does not appear for the user or group.

10 Under Overrides, set the permissions for Proteus objects: ACLs, Configuration, Deployment 
Options, Deployment Scheduler, DHCP Zones, Category Groups, GSS kerberos Realms and 
Principals, IPv4 Objects, IPv6 Objects, MAC Pool Objects, Resource Records, Servers, Tags, 
TFTP Objects, TSIG Objects, TSIG Keys, Views and Zones. When you select the check box for 
an item, a drop-down menu appears. Select a permission from the list:

▪ Hide—users have no access to the object and objects are hidden from the user.

▪ View—users can view objects but cannot add, delete, or change objects.

▪ Change—users can view and change objects, but cannot add or delete objects.

▪ Add—users can view, add, and change objects, but cannot delete objects.

▪ Full Access—users can view, add, change, and delete objects.

11 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

12 Click Add.

Viewing and editing access rights and overrides
If user access rights change, follow the steps below to view and edit access rights or overrides.

To view and edit access rights and overrides:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under User Management, click the Access Right Settings link. The Access Right Settings page 
opens.

3 Click Default Access Rights. The Default Access Rights page opens.

4 Click the name of the user or group. The Access Right Information for that user or group 
opens.

You do not have to select Deployment to allow the user or group to use the Quick Deploy 
function.

If access override for an IPv4 IP Group is selected when setting access rights on any parent objects 
of IP group, the override setting will only be applied to IPv4 IP group objects but not to IPv4 
addresses under the IP group objects.
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5 Click Edit. The Edit Access Rights page opens.

6 Under Users and Groups, select a user name from the drop-down menu and click Add. The 
user is added to a list below the drop-down menu. Repeat this step to add the access right to 
multiple users or groups.

7 To remove a user, select a user from the list and click Remove.

8 Under Access Right, define the type of access right. From the Default Access list, select an 
option:

▪ View—users can view objects, but cannot add, delete, or change objects.

▪ Change—users can view and change objects, but cannot add or delete objects.

▪ Add—users can view, add, and change objects, but cannot delete objects.

▪ Full Access—users can view, add, change, and delete objects.

9 When you select Change, Add, or Full Access, a Workflow Level field appears. Workflow 
options apply to zones, resource records, networks, and IP addresses. Select a workflow 
option:

▪ None—changes made by the user or group take effect immediately.

▪ Recommend—changes made by the user or group are saved as change requests and must be 
reviewed and approved before they take effect.

▪ Approve—changes made by the user or group take effect immediately and the user or group 
can approve change requests from other users or groups.

10 Under Access Right, select either the Deployment or Quick Deployment check box (or both):

▪ Deployment—When selected, the user or group can perform a full deployment of data from 
the configuration to a managed server. When not selected, the user or group cannot 
perform a full deployment. Only administrators or users with deployment permission can 
deploy data.

To find a user name quickly, click the text field and type the name of a user. As you type, a list of 
users matching your text appears.
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▪ Quick Deployment—When selected, the user or group can instantly deploy changed DNS 
resource records with the Quick Deploy function. When not selected, the Quick Deploy 
function does not appear for the user or group.

11 Under Overrides, set the permissions for Proteus objects: ACLs, Configuration, Deployment 
Options, Deployment Scheduler, DHCP Zones, Category Groups, GSS kerberos Realms and 
Principals, IPv4 Objects, IPv6 Objects, MAC Pool Objects, Resource Records, Servers, Tags, 
TFTP Objects, TSIG Objects, TSIG Keys, Views and Zones. When you select the check box for 
an item, a drop-down menu appears. Select a permission from the list:

▪ Hide—users have no access to the object and objects are hidden from the user.

▪ View—users can view objects but cannot add, delete, or change objects.

▪ Change—users can view and change objects, but cannot add or delete objects.

▪ Add—users can view, add, and change objects, but cannot delete objects.

▪ Full Access—users can view, add, change, and delete objects.

12 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

13 Click Update.

Setting local object access rights
You can set Local access rights for a particular Proteus object in the Details tab of each object. Setting 
access rights at the local object level overrides the global access rights. Therefore, you can control 
user access to a particular object level regardless the settings in the default access rights.

To set the object access rights:

1 Click the object that you have created.

2 Select the Details tab for the object.

3 Under Access Rights, click New Access Right. The Add Access Right page opens.

4 Under Users and Groups, select a user name from the drop-down menu and click Add. The 
user is added to a list below the drop-down menu. Repeat this step to add the access right to 
multiple users or groups.

5 To remove a user, select a user from the list and click Remove.

6 Under Access Right, define the type of access right. From the Default Access list, select an 
option:

▪ View—users can view objects, but cannot add, delete, or change objects.

You do not have to select Deployment to allow the user or group to use the Quick Deploy 
function.

If access override for an IPv4 IP Group is selected when setting access rights on any parent objects 
of IP group, the override setting will only be applied to IPv4 IP group objects but not to IPv4 
addresses under the IP group objects.

To find a user name quickly, click the text field and type the name of a user. As you type, a list of 
users matching your text appears.
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▪ Change—users can view and change objects, but cannot add or delete objects.

▪ Add—users can view, add, and change objects, but cannot delete objects.

▪ Full Access—users can view, add, change, and delete objects.

7 When you select Change, Add, or Full Access, a Workflow Level field appears. Workflow 
options apply to zones, resource records, networks, and IP addresses. Select a workflow 
option:

▪ None—changes made by the user or group take effect immediately.

▪ Recommend—changes made by the user or group are saved as change requests and must be 
reviewed and approved before they take effect.

▪ Approve—changes made by the user or group take effect immediately and the user or group 
can approve change requests from other users or groups.

8 Under Access Right, select either the Deployment or Quick Deployment check box (or both):

▪ Deployment—When selected, the user or group can perform a full deployment of data from 
the configuration to a managed server. When not selected, the user or group cannot 
perform a full deployment. Only administrators or users with deployment permission can 
deploy data.

▪ Quick Deployment—When selected, the user or group can instantly deploy changed DNS 
resource records with the Quick Deploy function. When not selected, the Quick Deploy 
function does not appear for the user or group.

9 Under Overrides, set the permissions for Proteus objects: ACLs, Configuration, Deployment 
Options, Deployment Scheduler, DHCP Zones, Category Groups, GSS kerberos Realms and 
Principals, IPv4 Objects, IPv6 Objects, MAC Pool Objects, Resource Records, Servers, Tags, 
TFTP Objects, TSIG Objects, TSIG Keys, Views and Zones. When you select the check box for 
an item, a drop-down menu appears. Select a permission from the list:

▪ Hide—users have no access to the object and objects are hidden from the user.

▪ View—users can view objects but cannot add, delete, or change objects.

▪ Change—users can view and change objects, but cannot add or delete objects.

▪ Add—users can view, add, and change objects, but cannot delete objects.

▪ Full Access—users can view, add, change, and delete objects.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Add.

Viewing all access rights in the system
The Access Right Settings page allows you to view all access rights registered in Proteus.

You do not have to select Deployment to allow the user or group to use the Quick Deploy 
function.

If access override for an IPv4 IP Group is selected when setting access rights on any parent objects 
of IP group, the override setting will only be applied to IPv4 IP group objects but not to IPv4 
addresses under the IP group objects.
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To view all access rights in the system:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under User Management, click Access Right Settings. The Access Right Settings page opens.

3 Click Access Rights List. The Access Right List page opens.

Deleting access rights and overrides
The Default Access Rights page allows you to delete access rights registered in Proteus.

To delete access rights and overrides:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under User Management, click Access Right Settings. The Access Right Settings page opens.

3 Click Default Access Rights. The Default Access Rights page opens.

4 Select the check box for one or more access rights. Click Action and select Delete Selected. 
The Confirm Delete page opens.

5 Click Yes. The access rights are deleted and the Default Access Rights page opens.

Viewing user session details
The User Sessions page displays a list of recent and current user sessions, including user’s names, their 
IP address, the log in and log out times for the session, and the current session state. Clicking the 
name of a user in the sessions list displays details about a session.

To view user sessions:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under User Management, click User Sessions. The User Sessions page opens.

3 Click on the columns and use the page size controls to view the session information:

▪ Name—click to sort by the user name.

▪ Machine IP—click to sort by the IP address of the machine from which the user logged in.

▪ Login Time—click to sort by the session login time.

▪ Logout Time—click to sort by the session logout time.

▪ State—click to sort by the current session state (logged in, logged out, expired).

▪ Authenticator—click to sort by the authenticator that authenticated the user.

▪ Response—displays the reason for an unsuccessful login attempt.

▪ Page Size—select the number of user sessions to view from the drop-down list.

▪ Page Numbers and Arrows—Use these controls to navigate through the user sessions.

4 Click a user name to view details about the user session; the User History Details page 
appears.User session information appears in three sections:
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▪ General—includes the same information that appears in the User Sessions list.

▪ Statistics—shows the running time for the session.

▪ Transactions Performed—lists all of the transactions performed by the user during the 
session.

Adding external Authenticators
Proteus includes a fully featured authentication subsystem, and it supports mixed-mode 
authentication through Kerberos, LDAP, Microsoft Active Directory, or RADIUS. Support for RSA Secure 
ID is accomplished through the RADIUS authentication module.

Before Proteus can exchange authentication information with a remote system, the authenticator must 
be defined and associated with a Proteus user. For instructions on how to assign an authenticator to a 
user, refer to User Groups on page 142.

Authenticators are a type of system object that represent a connection to an external authentication 
system. That system’s native safeguards apply for communications between it and Proteus. Proteus 
acts as a proxy client for the authentication system, validating the identity of a Proteus user without 
managing or validating the user’s password or credentials. After the external authenticator validates 
the user, Proteus considers the user valid until the session closes or times out.

You can add more than one authenticator to a user, so that a secondary authenticator can be used if 
the primary authenticator is not available. Authenticators can be tested to confirm that Proteus can 
communicator with the external service.

The Authenticators page lets you add external authenticators to the Proteus system. Depending on the 
type of authenticator you choose, the Authenticators interface displays different text fields.

To add an external authenticator:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under User Management, click Authenticators. The Authenticators page opens.

Clicking a link in the Operation column displays the Transaction Details page for that 
transaction. For more information about the Transaction Details page, refer to 
Transaction History on page 472. 

Viewing the transactions performed during a user session is useful for auditing the 
work performed by users.

External authentication is not a substitute for Proteus user management. Authenticators merely 
shift the responsibility of validating credentials to another system.
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3 Under Authenticators, click New. The Add Authenticator page opens.

4 Under Authenticator, select the type of authenticator and assign it a name:

▪ Type—select the type of authenticator from this list: Kerberos, LDAP, Radius, or TACACS+. 
When setting up a Microsoft Active Directory authenticator, select Kerberos. When setting 
up an RSA SecurID authenticator, select Radius.

▪ Name—type a name for the authenticator.

▪ Host—type the Fully Qualified Domain Name or IP address for the authenticator.

▪ Host (KDC)—appears when Kerberos is selected as the type of authenticator. Type the fully 
qualified domain name (FQDN) or IP address for the authenticator.

5 Under Additional Properties, set the authenticator properties. The fields available in this 
section will vary depending on the type of authenticator you have selected.

6 In the Secondary Authenticator section, set the secondary authenticator option:

None—select if a secondary authenticator is not needed.

Specific Authenticator—select an authenticator from the list to specify it as a secondary 
authenticator. If authentication cannot be completed by the primary authenticator, the 
secondary authenticator will be used. Select Proteus Authenticator from the list to use 
Proteus as the secondary authenticator.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add. The new authenticator is added and the Authenticators page appears.

You can enter either a FQDN or an IP address in the Host field. The information typed in the 
Realm field must be upper case (capital letters). Ensure that the time on the Kerberos server and 
on Proteus is synchronized to be within one minute of each other.
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LDAP

For Light Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) authenticators, set the following values in the Additional 
Properties section:

Field Description

LDAP Schema The type of LDAP schema: Active Directory, OpenLDAP, or Other LDAP. 
Selecting an option here changes the default settings in the User Prefix, Email 
Profile, MemberOf Prefix, Group Object Class, and LDAP Referral fields.

Enable SSL Select to enable Secure Socket Layer (SSL) communication between Proteus 
and the LDAP server. If you select this option to enable SSL communication, you 
must import a certificate from the LDAP server to Proteus as described in 
Enabling SSL on LDAP.

Port Number The TCP port number used for communication between Proteus and the LDAP 
default server.

Search Base The Search Base Distinguished Name is the location from which the search for 
users on the LDAP server begins. For example:

• cn=users,dc=example,dc=com represents the users container at 
example.com.

• ou=sales,dc=example,dc=com represents the sales organizational unit at 
example.com.

User Object Class This field is mandatory and editable. The user object class locates a LDAP user. 
The default value appears depending on the type of server selected in the 
LDAP Schema field:

• Active Directory sets the User Object Class as a person
• OpenLDAP sets the User Object Class as a person
• Other LDAP sets the User Object Class as a person

User Prefix The user attribute for user accounts in the LDAP tree. A default value appears 
here depending on the type of server selected in the LDAP Schema field:

• Active Directory sets the User Prefix as sAMAccountName
• OpenLDAP sets the User Prefix as uid
• Other LDAP sets the User Prefix as cn

You may also replace the default with a custom value if your LDAP 
configuration uses a value other than one of the defaults listed above.

If your LDAP structure uses multiple user prefixes (for example, both cn and 
sAMAccountName), you need to create one LDAP authenticator for cn and a 
second LDAP authenticator for sAMAccountName.

Email Prefix This field is optional. Specify the variable to be used for the email prefix. A 
default value appears here depending on the type of server selected in the 
LDAP Schema field:

• Active Directory sets the Email Prefix as userPrincipalName
• OpenLDAP sets the Email Prefix as mail
• Other LDAP sets the Email Prefix as mail
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Enabling SSL on LDAP

If you selected the Enable SSL option, there are additional steps that must be performed to enable 
SSL communication between the LDAP server and Proteus. For a full description of the necessary steps 
and commands, refer to your LDAP documentation on copying and importing certificates. The 
information below provides the high-level steps you must perform.

To enable SSL communication:

1 The certificates from the LDAP Authenticators must be manually uploaded to Proteus via SCP. 
The certificates must be in PKCS12 format. You can use openssl to convert the certificate to 
PKCS12 format if needed.

2 Certificates must be imported to a keystore called ‘certificates’ via the java keytool.

3 If you do not want to manage certificates and keystore files, you can delete the keystore file 
in the /data/cert/certificates  directory. If there is no keystore file in this directory, Proteus  
will always trust the authenticity of the LDAP authenticator.

MemberOf Prefix This field is optional. The attribute that is used to store user-group 
membership information. A default value appears here depending on the type 
of server selected in the LDAP Schema field:

• Active Directory sets the MemberOf Prefix as memberOf
• OpenLDAP sets the MemberOf Prefix as memberuid
• Other LDAP sets the MemberOf Prefix as memberOf

Group Object Class This field is optional. The object class that can be used to indicate a DN is a 
group. A default value appears here depending on the type of server selected 
in the LDAP Schema field:

• Active Directory sets the Group Object Class as group
• OpenLDAP sets the Group Object Class as posixGroup
• Other LDAP sets the Group Object Class as groupOfUniqueNames

LDAP Referral This field is optional. This environment property indicates to the service 
providers how to handle referrals to external resources. 

Administrator Login The distinguished name or relative distinguished name for a user with rights to 
search the LDAP directory. This field and the Administrator Password field 
are required only when anonymous operations (logins) are not allowed. By 
default, Windows 2003 and Windows 2008 versions of Active Directory do not 
allow anonymous operations.

The following are examples of a distinguished name and a relative 
distinguished name:

• Distinguished name: cn=administrator,cn=users,dc=example,dc=com
• Relative distinguished name: cn=administrator

Administrator Password The password for the user specified in the Administrator Login field.

Customers using LDAP authentication who might be experiencing LDAP login issues have the option 
to configure the Global Catalogue port to improve login performance. For complete details, refer 
to Knowledge Base article 5982 on BlueCat Customer Care.

Field Description
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4 If the keystore file existing in the corresponding directory, the LDAP connection over SSL must 
check the certificate to ensure the authenticity of the LDAP authenticators.

Kerberos and Active Directory

For Kerberos and Microsoft Active Directory authenticators, set the following values in the Additional 
Properties section:

RADIUS and RSA SecurID

For RADIUS and RSA SecurID authenticators, set the following values in the Additional Properties 
section:

TACACS+

For TACACS+ authenticators, set the following in the Additional Properties section:

The keystore file is not cached, which means that whenever an LDAP connection over SSL is made, 
the keystore file is verified.

Field Description

Realm The administrative domain for the Kerberos server. For example: 
DOMAIN.COM. The realm must be typed in upper case letters. Ensure that the 
time on the Kerberos server and on Proteus is synchronized to be within one 
minute of each other.

Field Description

RADIUS Method Select Password Authentication Protocol (PAP) or Challenge Handshake 
Authentication Protocol (CHAP).

Shared Secret The shared secret between the client and the server. Type the shared secret 
text in this field.

Authentication Port The port used for authenticating users against the RADIUS server. Type the port 
number in this field. The default setting 1812.

Field Description

TCP Port Type the TCP port number. TACACS+ uses TCP as the communication protocol 
between the client and server. The default setting is 49.

Authentication Type Select Password Authentication Protocol (PAP) or Challenge Handshake 
Authentication Protocol (CHAP).

Shared Secret Type the shared secret text in this field. The shared secret is used to encrypt 
and decrypt the packets between the client and the server. 
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Group Attribute Type the special attribute used for the custom service in the TACACS+ server. 
This attribute is used to get the value (group name) defined in the TACACS+ 
server.

Attribute-Value pairs Specify the attribute-value pairs defined for the custom service in the TACACS+ 
server. The attribute-value pairs are used to identify the custom service and 
retrieve the group name using the group attribute defined in the custom 
service.

After the attribute-value pair is verified against the attribute and value for the service account, 
the TACACS+ server returns the group attribute which will be used to get the group name. Proteus 
now allows the user to log in and add the user to the group that matches the group attribute 
returned by the TACACS+ server.

Field Description
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Chapter 6
IP Address Space
Multiple users who may be located anywhere in your organization can log in concurrently to Proteus. 
You can define users with different levels of access, including multiple administrative users.

This chapter discusses user management, user groups, access rights, and external authenticators.

The Basics
Proteus organizes IP address space into several types of objects:

• IP Block—a block is a range of IP space. IP blocks may contain other IP blocks and networks. An 
IP block must be contained within a configuration or within a parent IP block.

• Network—a network is a group of IP addresses that can be routed. Networks may contain only 
IP addresses. A network must be contained within an IP block.

• IP address—the actual IP address leased or assigned to a member of a network. An IP address 
must be contained within a network.

When creating IP address space, you begin by defining IP blocks, then you create networks within 
those blocks. You can then manage the addresses within the networks.

First steps
Depending on your Proteus user role and goals, you can start with different IP space-related tasks and 
sub-tasks:

Overlapping IP space

Actions and concepts Description

Enabling detection of 
overlapping IP space

Allow Proteus to check for IP address conflicts between networks.

Disabling detection of 
overlapping IP space

Disable IP space overlap scanning.
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Working with IPv4 Blocks

Working with IPv4 Networks

Actions and concepts Description

Adding an IPv4 block to a 
configuration

Add an IPv4 block to a configuration in Proteus. At least one IPv4 block is 
require to manage IPv4 networks.

Adding a Parent block Select two or more blocks on the same IPv4 or Address Space tab to be 
located under a new parent block.

Merging IPv4 blocks Select two or more blocks to merge into one, with one block maintaining 
its identity, while the other block(s) is removed.

Finding the First 
Available IPv4 network 
within an IP block

Quickly locate the first available IPv4 network.

Finding the first 
unassigned IPv4 address

Quickly locate the first unassigned IPv4 address.

Actions and concepts Description

Creating a new IPv4 
network

Create an IPv4 network with a defined IP address range, DNS restrictions, 
assignment options, and DHCP alert settings.

Creating IPv4 network 
templates

Create an IPv4 network with a standardized settings that can be easily 
applied to IPv4 networks.

Assigning or removing 
IPv4 network templates

Assign an IPv4 network template to any IPv4 network, or remove an IPv4 
network template.

Merging IPv4 networks Combine two or more IPv4 networks with one network selected to 
maintain its identity.

Resizing IPv4 blocks and 
networks

Re-size IPv4 blocks or networks to make them larger or smaller.

Splitting IPv4 blocks Divide IPv4 blocks or networks into two new objects.

Creating Partitions Divide blocks into multiple, equally sized, smaller blocks or networks.
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IP Address Management

Working with IPv6

Actions and concepts Description

Address types List of types of IP addresses available in Proteus, including static, 
reserved, and DHCP reserved, among others.

IP Grouping Dedicate a set of IP addresses to a certain group in order to limit 
accessibility to those IP addresses.

Assigning or removing 
IPv4 network templates

Assign an IPv4 address for allocation to a host or reservation for future 
use.

Changing the state of IP 
addresses

Changing the state of IP addresses: DHCP reserved, static, or reserved).

Moving IPv4 addresses Move an IPv4 address from one network to another.

Making an IPv4 address 
available

Clear an IPv4 address assignment to make the address available for a 
different use.

Actions and concepts Description

Creating the Global ID in 
the Local Address Space

Create the Global ID in your IPv6 address space by adding a block to the 
FC00::/6 Unique Local Address Space.

Creating the Global 
Routing Prefix in the 
Global Unicast Address 
Space

Create the Global Routing Prefix by adding a clock to the 2000::/3 Global 
Unicast Address Space.

Creating 127-bit 
networks in the Global 
Unicast Address Space

Create /127 networks in the Global Unicast Address Space to manage 
point-to-point links between routers.

Managing IPv6 blocks Create blocks and child blocks to the Global ID block in the Unique Local 
Address Space and the Global Unicast Address Space.

Creating IPv6 network 
objects

Create an IPv6 network object to create IPv6 address objects.

Managing IPv6 addresses How to create, edit, assign, and clear IPv6 addresses.
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IP Address Discovery and Reconciliation

Actions and concepts Description

Managing IPv4 
Reconciliation Policies

Add or edit IPv4 reconciliation policies.

Managing IPv6 
Reconciliation Policies

Add or edit IPv6 reconciliation policies.

Controlling IP 
Reconciliation Policies

How to activate or deactivate an IP reconciliation policy to run at a 
scheduled time or on demand.

Viewing and reconciling 
IPv4 addresses

View, reconcile, or delete the addresses and networks discovered by an 
IPv4 reconciliation policy.

Viewing and reconciling 
IPv6 addresses

View, reconcile, or delete the addresses and networks discovered by an 
IPv6 reconciliation policy.
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Overlapping IP space
As your networks grow and become more complex, you may need to manage overlapping IPv4 
address space. For example, branch offices in different geographic locations might all contain 
IPv4 networks in the 192.168.0.0/16 space, or the networks of a newly acquired company might 
overlap with your existing networks.

Proteus uses multiple configurations to help you manage overlapping address space. Each configuration 
contains its own set of IPv4 blocks, networks, and servers. This allows you to manage all of your 
networks from a centralized location, which is the first step towards eliminating the overlaps.

As you rearrange your networks to eliminate overlapping address space, Proteus can help prevent 
the creation of new overlaps. Using the IP Overlap Detection function, you can configure 
partitions to check for space conflicts in other configurations when users perform any of the 
following actions:

• when adding or editing IPv4 blocks or networks

• when moving IPv4 blocks or networks

• when using Auto Create Networks while adding or editing a Host Record

• when approving a Change Request to create or edit a network

• when using the Find First Available IPv4 Network function.

IP Overlap Detection applies only to the functions listed above. Proteus does not check for IPv4 
space conflicts when you Resize or Split blocks or networks, or when you create partitions in IPv4 
blocks.

Branch Office Networks

Block 192.168.0.0/16

Head Office Networks

Block 192.168.0.0/16
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You enable IP Overlap Detection in a configuration by creating a list of configurations for Proteus 
to check for IP address space conflicts. When users add, edit, or move a block or network, 
Proteus scans the IPv4 address space in the specified configurations. On discovering a conflict, 
Proteus presents a warning message to the user:

• Administrators can choose to override the warning message and add, edit, or move the block 
or network.

• Non-Administrators cannot override the warning message. Non-Administrators should contact a 
system administrator who will add, edit, or move the block on the user's behalf.

Example 1: The Head Office configuration is set to check for conflicts in the Branch Office 
configuration.

The Head Office configuration contains the following IPv4 blocks 10.0.0.0/10, 10.64.0.0/10, 
10.128.0.0/10, and 10.192.0.0/10.

The Branch Office configuration contains the IPv4 blocks 10.0.0.0/10, 10.64.0.0/10, and 10.128.0.0/
10.

In the Head Office configuration, you want to add the network 10.10.10.0/24. When you add the 
network, Proteus warns you that the network conflicts with another object in another configuration. In 
this case, the new network conflicts with the 10.0.0.0/10 block in the Branch Office configuration.

In the Head Office configuration, you also want to add the network 10.200.10.0/24. There is no 
overlap conflict when you add this network, because nothing occupies this IP space in the Branch 
Office configuration.

Branch Office Configuration

Block 10.0.0.0/10
Block 10.64.0.0/10

Block 10.128.0.0/10

Head Office Configuration

Block 10.0.0.0/10
Block 10.64.0.0/10

Block 10.128.0.0/10
Block 10.192.0.0/10

New Network
10.10.10.0/24

New Network
10.200.10.0/24

New network
conflicts with
existing block.

No conflict with
existing objects.
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Example 2: When IP Overlap Detection is enabled, the Find First Available IPv4 Network function 
locates the first available space that does not conflict with address space in another configuration. If 
Proteus cannot find non-conflicting space, it does not create a new network and presents a warning 
message to the user.

Administrators can choose to override IP Overlap Detection when searching for the first available 
network. When overlap detection is overridden, Proteus locates the first available space and allows 
you to create the new network, even if it overlaps with address space in another configuration.

In this example, the Head Office configuration is set to check for conflicts in the Branch Office 
configuration.

The Head Office configuration contains the IPv4 blocks 10.0.0.0/10, 10.64.0.0/10, 10.128.0.0/10, 
and 10.192.0.0/10. All four blocks are empty.

The Branch Office configuration contains the IPv4 blocks 10.0.0.0/10, 10.64.0.0/10, and 
10.128.0.0/10. All three blocks are empty.

On the IP Space tab, in the IPv4 Blocks section, you select Find First Available IPv4 Network and 
search for the first /24 - 256 addresses network.

• With Override IP Overlap Detection selected, Proteus does not check for IP address space 
conflicts in other configurations. Proteus locates the first available space for the /24 network 
at 10.0.0.0/24.

Branch Office Configuration

Block 10.0.0.0/10
Block 10.64.0.0/10

Block 10.128.0.0/10

Head Office Configuration

Block 10.0.0.0/10
Block 10.64.0.0/10

Block 10.128.0.0/10
Block 10.192.0.0/10

With IP Overlap Detection overriden, Find First Available
IPv4 Network creates 10.0.0.0/24 network,

even though it conflicts with a block 
in another configuration.
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• With Override IP Overlap Detection not selected, Proteus checks for conflicting IP address 
space in other configurations. Proteus locates the first available space for the /24 network at 
10.192.0.0/24. This is the first available space in the Head Office configuration that does not 
conflict with a block in the other configuration.

Enabling detection of overlapping IP space
Enable IP Overlap Detection in a configuration by creating a list of configurations for Proteus to 
check for IP address space conflicts.

To enable IP Overlap Detection:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Configurations. The Configurations page opens.

3 Click the name of a configuration. The Configuration information page opens.

Branch Office Configuration

Block 10.0.0.0/10
Block 10.64.0.0/10

Block 10.128.0.0/10

Head Office Configuration

Block 10.0.0.0/10
Block 10.64.0.0/10

Block 10.128.0.0/10
Block 10.192.0.0/10

With IP Overlap Detection not overriden, Find First Available
IPv4 Network creates 10.192.0.0/24 network. This is the first

available space that does not conflict with 
a block in another configuration.
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4 Under Configuration Settings, click Define IP Overlap Detection settings. The IP Overlap 
Detection page opens.

The Available column lists the configurations available to be checked for overlapping IPv4 
blocks and networks.

The Selected column lists the configurations to be checked for overlapping IPv4 blocks and 
networks when you create or move a block or network.

5 Under Available, double-click a configuration, or select one or more configurations and click 

the  button. The selected configurations appear in the Selected column.

6 Click Update.

Disabling detection of overlapping IP space
Disable IP Overlap Detection in a configuration. Proteus will no longer check for IP address space 
conflicts.

To disable IP Overlap Detection:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Configurations. The Configurations page opens.

3 Click the name of a configuration. The Configuration information page opens.

4 Under Configuration Settings, click Define IP Overlap Detection settings. The IP Overlap 
Detection page opens.

5 Under Selected, double-click a configuration, or select one or more configurations and click 

the  button. The selected configurations appear in the Available column.

6 Click Update.
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Defining IP Space usage statistic
As your networks grow and become complex, you might want to set Proteus to view overall block usage 
in the configuration so that you can more easily determine which blocks have available network space 
that can be used. 

You can display your block usage either by IP allocation or network allocation within a block. 

For example, if you display the block usage by IP allocation within the block, the usage statistics bar in 
the IP block details or list page will display the percentage of the used and available block space based 
on the allocated IP addresses within the selected block. This will give you a brief idea about how many 
of the total IP addresses under the selected block are being used. However, this will not indicate 
where in the specific network these IP addresses reside and how much block space can be used to 
create networks.

If you display the block usage by Network allocation within the block, the usage statistics bar in the IP 
block details or list page will display the percentage of the used and available block space based on 
the network sizes that reside within the block. This will give you an idea of how much of the total 
block space is being utilized so that you can easily determine in which block you can create a network.

To define IP Space statistic settings:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Configurations. The Configurations page opens.

3 Click the name of a configuration. The Configuration information page opens.

4 Under Configuration Settings, click Define IP Space statistic settings. The IP Space Statistic 
Settings page opens.

5 Under Block Usage Calculation, select the calculation option to use to display the block 
usage:

▪ Calculate Block Usage By IP Allocation—select this option to display the percentage of the 
used and available block space based on the allocated IP addresses within the block.

▪ Calculate Block Usage By Network Allocation—select this option to display the percentage 
of the used an available block space based on the network sizes that reside within the 
block.

6 Click Update.
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Working with IPv4 blocks
Related Help Topics: IP blocks are the main container in the IP address space. You must create at 

least one IPv4 block within a configuration to be able to add networks and IP addresses.

Adding an IPv4 block to a configuration
You must create at least one IPv4 block within a configuration. IPv4 blocks may contain additional 
blocks, so you can create a logical structure to group and arrange your IPv4 space.

To add an IPv4 block to a configuration:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, click New. The Add IPv4 Block page opens.

4 Under General, set the address range and name:

CIDR Block—select this option and type an address range in CIDR notation, such as 
192.168.7/24. The new range must be fully contained within its parent. If the configuration is 
the parent object, then you can specify any range.

Address Range—select this option and type an address range in the From and To fields. The 
From value must end with an even number and the To value must end with an odd number.

Address and Netmask—select this option and type the starting IP address and netmask in the 
Address and Netmask fields.

To add an IPv4 block within an existing block, click an existing block in the IPv4 Blocks section; 
the Address Space tab for the block appears. In the Blocks and Networks section, click New to 
add the new block.
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Name—type a name for the block or network. This name is used only in the Proteus interface 
and is not deployed to servers.

Default View—select a view from the list. The selected view is inherited by child blocks and 
networks in the block. When you add a DNS host name to an IP address, the default view 
determines which DNS view is selected by default.

5 Under DNS Restrictions, set the zones or views to restrict the IPv4 blocks to be used in:

Options—select the radio button beside the Use Inherited Values if possible to inherit the 
parent object’s DNS Restrictions configuration. Select the radio button beside the Override to 
configure a block-specific DNS Restrictions setting.

Inherited Values—If you select the Use Inherited Values if possible in the Options field, the 
DNS zone or view, defined in the parent block object, is auto-populated. If you select the 
Override in the Options field, this value is always None.

DNS Restrictions—type or select a DNS zone or View for the drop-down list and select Add 
Another. The selected view or zone appears in the DNS Restrictions list. The IPv4 block may 
only be used in the specified views and zones. You can add multiple views and zones to the 
list. To remove an item from the list, select it from the list and select Remove.

6 Under Default Domains, set the zones, containing domains, to be used when you are 
configuring the host name for an IPv4 address. The Default domains help ensure accuracy 
when specifying the host name for an IPv4 address. when this is configured, you do not have 
to type the complete FQDN(s); you can select the name from a list of available domains.

Options—select the radio button beside the Use Inherited Values if possible to inherit the 
parent object’s Default Domains configuration. Select the radio button beside the Override to 
configure a block-specific Default Domains setting.

Inherited Values—If you select the Use Inherited Values if possible in the Options field, the 
DNS zone, defined in the parent block object, is auto-populated. If you select the Override in 
the Options field, this value is always None.

Default Domains—type or select a DNS zone from the list and select Add Another. The 
selected zone appears in the Default Domains list. You can add multiple domains to the list. 
To remove a domain, select it from the list and select Remove. To change the order of 
domains in the list, select a domain in the list and select Move up or Move down.

7 Under Assignment Options, set the following options:

Duplicate Name Check—select Enable to prevent the use of duplicate host names in networks 
within the block, or select Disable to allow the use of duplicate host names. When setting this 
option at a top-level block, only the Enable and Disable options are available. When setting 
this option for a child block, the Inherited option is available. Select Inherited to have the 

For the top level IPv4 parent blocks, this value is always None.

For the top level IPv4 parent blocks, this value is always None.

If DNS restrictions are set in the DNS Restrictions list, the Default View and Default Domains must 
be located within the view and zone restrictions.

The zones specified here will be available in the Host Name field, when you are assigning an IPv4 
address.
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block inherit the Duplicate Name Check setting of its parent object. By default, all child 
blocks and networks inherit the Duplicate Name Check setting.

Ping Before Assign—select Enable to have Proteus ping IP addresses before assigning them, 
or select Disable to have Proteus assign addresses without checking their availability. When 
Proteus pings an address and finds that it is in use, Proteus indicates that the address is in use 
and cannot be assigned. When setting this option at a top-level block, only the Enable and 
Disable options are available. When setting this option for a child block, the Inherited option 
is available. Select Inherited to have the block inherit the Ping Before Assign setting of its 
parent object. By default, all child blocks and networks inherit the Ping Before Assign setting.

8 Under DHCP Alert Settings, set the values for DHCP alerts:

Inherited Low/High Watermark Value from Parent—when selected, the block inherits the DHCP 
Alert Settings from its parent object.

Currently Low Watermark—triggers an alert when DHCP usage falls below this value (when too 
few addresses are being used).

Currently High Watermark—triggers an alert when a DHCP usage rises above this value (when too 
many addresses are being used). 

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add.

Editing an IPv4 block
Edit the name and parameters of an existing IPv4 block in Proteus.

To edit an IPv4 block:

1 Click the name of the block you want to edit. The Address Space tab for the block opens.

You can also add a block within a block. When viewing a block’s Address Space tab, click New, 
and then select IPv4 Block.
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2 Click the block name, and then select Edit. The Edit IPv4 Block page opens.

3 Under General, set the Name and Default View:

Name—type a name for use within Proteus. This name is not deployed to servers.

Default View—select a view from the list. The selected view is inherited by child blocks and 
networks in the block. When you add a DNS host name to an IP address, the default view 
determines which DNS view is selected by default.

4 Under DNS Restrictions, set the zones or views to restrict the IPv4 blocks to be used in:

Options—select the radio button beside the Use Inherited Values if possible to inherit the 
parent object’s DNS Restrictions configuration. Select the radio button beside the Override to 
configure a block-specific DNS Restrictions setting.

Inherited Values—If you select the Use Inherited Values if possible in the Options field, the 
DNS zone or view, defined in the parent block object, is auto-populated. If you select the 
Override in the Options field, this value is always None.

For the top level IPv4 parent blocks, this value is always None.
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DNS Restrictions—type or select a DNS zone or View for the drop-down list and select Add 
Another. The selected view or zone appears in the DNS Restrictions list. The IPv4 block may 
only be used in the specified views and zones. You can add multiple views and zones to the 
list. To remove an item from the list, select it from the list and select Remove.

5 Under Default Domains, set the zones, containing domains, to be used when you are 
configuring the host name for an IPv4 address. The Default domains help ensure accuracy 
when specifying the host name for an IPv4 address. when this is configured, you do not have 
to type the complete FQDN(s); you can select the name from a list of available domains.

Options—select the radio button beside the Use Inherited Values if possible to inherit the 
parent object’s Default Domains configuration. Select the radio button beside the Override to 
configure a block-specific Default Domains setting.

Inherited Values—If you select the Use Inherited Values if possible in the Options field, the 
DNS zone, defined in the parent block object, is auto-populated. If you select the Override in 
the Options field, this value is always None.

Default Domains—type or select a DNS zone from the list and select Add Another. The 
selected zone appears in the Default Domains list. You can add multiple domains to the list. 
To remove a domain, select it from the list and select Remove. To change the order of 
domains in the list, select a domain in the list and select Move up or Move down.

6 Under Assignment Options, set the following options:

Duplicate Name Check—select Enable to prevent the use of duplicate host names in networks 
within the block, or select Disable to allow the use of duplicate host names. When setting this 
option at a top-level block, only the Enable and Disable options are available. When setting 
this option for a child block, the Inherited option is available. Select Inherited to have the 
block inherit the Duplicate Name Check setting of its parent object. By default, all child 
blocks and networks inherit the Duplicate Name Check setting.

Ping Before Assign—select Enable to have Proteus ping IP addresses before assigning them, 
or select Disable to have Proteus assign addresses without checking their availability. When 
Proteus pings an address and finds that it is in use, Proteus indicates that the address is in use 
and cannot be assigned. When setting this option at a top-level block, only the Enable and 
Disable options are available. When setting this option for a child block, the Inherited option 
is available. Select Inherited to have the block inherit the Ping Before Assign setting of its 
parent object. By default, all child blocks and networks inherit the Ping Before Assign setting.

7 Under DHCP Alert Settings, set the values for DHCP alerts:

Inherited Low/High Watermark Value from Parent—when selected, the block inherits the DHCP 
Alert Settings from its parent object.

Currently Low Watermark—triggers an alert when DHCP usage falls below this value (when too 
few addresses are being used).

Currently High Watermark—triggers an alert when a DHCP usage rises above this value (when too 
many addresses are being used). 

For the top level IPv4 parent blocks, this value is always None.

If DNS restrictions are set in the DNS Restrictions list, the Default View and Default Domains must 
be located within the view and zone restrictions.

The zones specified here will be available in the Host Name field, when you are assigning an IPv4 
address.
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8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Update.

Deleting an IPv4 block
When you delete an IPv4 block, any children objects are also deleted.

To delete IPv4 blocks:

1 From any list of IPv4 blocks, select the check box for one or more blocks.

2 Click Action, and then select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

3 Click Yes.

Adding a Parent block
You can select two or more blocks on the same IPv4 or Address Space tab to be located under a new 
parent block. The new parent block appears on the Address Space tab where the former siblings 
were selected, and the siblings now appear as children of the new parent block. There cannot be 
unselected address space between the selected blocks.

To add IPv4 Parent Blocks:

1 On the IPv4 or Address Space tab, select the check boxes for two or more IP blocks.
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2 Click Action and select Add Parent Block. The Add Parent Block page opens. In this example, a 
parent block is being created for blocks 192.160.10.0/24 and 192.168.11.0/24.

3 The Selected Siblings section lists the blocks or networks selected to be added to a new 
parent block. Review the list to ensure that it contains the correct items.

4 Under General, enter a name for the new parent block to be added.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Yes. The parent block is added.

Splitting IPv4 blocks
Splitting divides an IPv4 block into two new objects at a specified IP address. A split cannot occur 
inside a child object.

To split an IPv4 block:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, select the block that you want to split. The Address Space tab for the 
block appears.
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4 Click the block name menu and select Split. The Split IPv4 Block page opens.

5 In the IP Address field, enter the address at which you want to split the block.

6 Click Yes.

Merging IPv4 blocks
To merge IPv4 blocks, you select two or more blocks, and then determine which block retains its 
identity. The block retaining its identity is extended to fill all of the selected space, and the other 
block or blocks are removed. 

To merge selected IPv4 Blocks:

1 On the IPv4 or Address Space tab, select the check boxes for two or more blocks to merge.

Any new block created using the merge function begins at the lowest address value from all of the 
selected blocks and ends at the highest address value. Any blocks occupying the address space 
within this range must also be selected for merge. Otherwise, the merge is not completed.
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2 Click Action and select Merge Selected. The Merge Blocks page opens.

3 The Selected Siblings section lists the blocks or networks selected to be merged. Select the 
item that is to retain its identity after the merge.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Yes. The new block appears on the Add IPv4 Address Space tab.

Merging an IPv4 block with its Parent block
The Merge with Parent function merges space allocated as a block into its parent block. The child 
block that is merged disappears when it becomes part of the parent block again.

To merge IPv4 Blocks with the parent block:

1 On the IPv4 or Address Space tab, select the check boxes for two or more blocks to merge.

This operation works only for block objects and not for networks.
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2 Click Action and select Merge with Parent. The Merge With Parent Block page opens.

3 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

4 Click Yes.

Moving IPv4 blocks
You can move IPv4 blocks to change the IP address at which the block begins.

To move IPv4 blocks:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, select the block that you want to move. The Address Space tab for the 
block appears.

The block being moved must fit within the new parent object and it must not overlap its sibling 
objects. 
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4 Click the block name and select Move. The Move IPv4 Block page opens.

5 Under New Location, set the following parameters:

▪ IP Address—type the IP address for the location to which you want to move the block.

▪ Override IP overlap detection—this check box appears only for Proteus administrators and 
only when IP Overlap Detection is enabled. When the IP Overlap Detection function shows 
that the destination address for the block or network you are moving conflicts with an 
existing block or network in another configuration, select this check box to override the 
warning and move the block or network.

6 Click Yes.

Finding the First Available IPv4 network within an IP block

A free or unused IP network is a network that does not yet exist, or that already exists but that does 
not have any assigned IP addresses (other than the Network ID, Gateway, and Broadcast addresses).

A Proteus configuration can have many IP blocks and each IP block can have many IP networks. You can 
use the Find Available IPv4 Networks function to quickly create or locate the first available IPv4 
network. You can search through all blocks in your configuration, or you can search within a specific 
block.

The search displays only IPv4 networks to which you have at least view access rights. If Proteus finds 
an unallocated network, you are directed to the network address page. If Proteus cannot find an 
unallocated network, it tries to find a block that has sufficient free space to create the network of the 
desired size. In this case, only blocks to which you have access rights to add networks are considered. 
If there is no match, a message appears indicating that no free IPv4 network was found within the 
range.

When searching for the first available network within an IP block, you can only search for a network 
that is either the same size as or smaller than the block. For example, from the 10.0.0.0/23 IPv4 
block, you can only specify a network size value of /24 to /30. You can limit the search for a network 
by selecting the block in which to search. 

To search all blocks for the available network:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.
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3 Under IPv4 Blocks section, click Action and select Find Available IPv4 Network. The Find 
Available Networks page opens.

4 Under Search Option, set the search parameters: 

▪ Size of the range—select a network size. Network sizes in the drop-down menu will be 
populated based on the selected block or configuration, and will be listed by CIDR notation 
and by the number of addresses within the network.

▪ Number of networks to find—specify number of networks to be found or created.

▪ Reuse existing unused Networks—select this option to find the existing unused networks of 
similar size. By default, this option is not selected and Proteus always creates a new 
network of specified size.

▪ Find available networks with exactly equal size—select this option to locate a network that 
is of the size selected in the Size of the range drop-down list.

▪ Find available networks with equal or larger size—select this option to locate a network 
equal to or larger than the size selected in the Size of the range drop-down list.

5 Click Yes. 

▪ If Proteus cannot find a network, a message appears at the top of the page to indicate that 
no network was found or created. Modify your search criteria to perform another search.

▪ If Proteus finds an existing network matching the specified search criteria, the Addresses 
tab for the network appears.
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▪ If the Reuse existing unused ranges option is not selected and Proteus finds a sufficient 
network space matching the specified search criteria that can be created, the Add IPv4 
Network Confirmation page opens.

6 Under General, review the ranges found and set the following options:

▪ Name—specify a name for the network to be created.

▪ Add Default Gateway—select this option to set the network gateway as the second address 
in the network. By default, this options is selected.

▪ Custom Gateway—select this option and type an IP address in the field to specify a custom 
location for the network gateway.

▪ Select Template—select a network template from the drop-down menu if you wish to apply 
standard settings to an IPv4 network, such as the gateway address, reserved addresses, 
DHCP ranges, or IP group. This option becomes available when there is at least one network 
template created.

▪ Default View—select a View from the list. The selected view is inherited by addresses 
within in the network. For IP addresses that are assigned to multiple views, the default 
view determines the view to which the IP address is assigned.

For complete instructions on creating the new network, refer to Working with IPv4 networks 
on page 195.

You can restrict your search for the first available IPv4 network to a specific IPv4 block. Navigate 
to the IPv4 block that you want to search. On the block’s Address Space tab, click Action and 
then select Find Available IPv4 Networks.
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Finding the first available IPv4 block
A Proteus configuration can have many IP blocks. You can use the Find First Available IPv4 Block 
function to quickly locate the first available IPv4 block. You can search through all blocks in your 
configuration, or you can search within a specific block.

The search displays only IPv4 blocks to which you have at least view access rights. You can either 
search through the existing empty block or create a new block with the specified size. 

When searching for the first available block with the exactly equal size match option, you can only 
search for a block that is the same size you specified. For example, if you specify the /23 IPv4 block 
size, Proteus will only find or create a block size of /23. 

When searching for the first available range with equal or larger size match option is selected, you can 
search for a block that is the same size as or larger than the size you specified. If no such block is 
found, it will create a new block of the specified size. For example, if you specify the /23 IPv4 block 
size, Proteus will first try to find a block size of /23 or more, if no block is found, Proteus will create a 
new block of /23.

To find the first available IPv4 block:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks section, click Action and select Find First Available IPv4 Block. The Find 
First Available Block page opens.

4 Under Search Option, set the search parameters: 

▪ Size of the network—select a network size. Network sizes are listed by CIDR notation and by 
the number of addresses within the network.

▪ Reuse existing empty Networks—select this option to find the existing unused networks of 
similar size. By default, this option is not selected and Proteus always creates a new 
network of specified size.

Note.

If running the Find First Available Block function at the configuration level, there must at least 
one block already created under the configuration. If no blocks exist, the ‘Find First Available 
Block’ operation will fail.
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▪ Find first available block with exactly equal size—select this option to locate a network that 
is of the size selected in the Size of the network drop-down list.

▪ Find first available block with equal or larger size—select this option to locate a network 
equal to or larger than the size selected in the Size of the network drop-down list.

5 Click Yes. 

▪ If Proteus cannot find a block, a message appears at the top of the page to indicate that no 
block was found or created. Modify your search criteria to perform another search.

▪ If Proteus finds an existing block matching the specified search criteria, the Address Space 
tab opens.

▪ If a block matching the specified search criteria can be created, the Add IPv4 Block 
Confirmation page opens.

6 Under General, set the following options:

▪ Name—specify a name for the block to be created.

▪ Default View—select a View from the list. The selected View is inherited by child blocks and 
networks in the block. When you add a DNS host name to an IP address, the default View 
determines which DNS View is selected by default.

For complete instructions on creating the new block, refer to Working with IPv4 blocks on 
page 179.

Finding the first unassigned IPv4 address
The Find First Unassigned IPv4 Address feature allows a user with sufficient access rights to find the 
next available IPv4 address in a configuration, IP block, or IP network. The Find First Unassigned IPv4 
Address function is available on the configuration, IP block, and IP network pages.

When using the Find First Unassigned IP Address function from the configuration level, Proteus 
searches the IPv4 blocks in the order in which they appear in the IPv4 Blocks section of the IPv4 
tab.
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To find the first unassigned IPv4 address:

• On the IP Address Space or Address Space tab, click Action and select Find First Unassigned 
IPv4 Address. The Assign Selected IP Addresses page appears with the first available address 
selected.

From here, you can set the assignment for the IP address. For more information, refer to Assigning 
IPv4 addresses on page 216.
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Working with IPv4 networks
A network is a group of IP addresses that can be routed. A network must be contained within an 
IP block.

Creating a new IPv4 network
With an IPv4 block created in Proteus, you can create an IPv4 network with a defined IP address range, DNS 
restrictions, assignment options, and DHCP alert settings.

To create a new IPv4 network:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, click a block. The Address Space tab for the block opens.
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4 Under Blocks and Networks, click New, and then select IPv4 Network. The Add IPv4 Network 
page opens.

5 Under General, set the address range and name:

▪ CIDR Block—select this option and type an address range in CIDR notation, such as 
192.168.7/24. The new range must be fully contained within its parent. If the configuration 
is the parent object, you can specify any range.
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▪ Address Range—select this option and type an address range in the From and To fields. 
The address range must conform to CIDR boundaries.

▪ Address and Netmask—select this option and type the starting IP address and netmask in 
the Address and Netmask fields.

▪ Name—enter a name for the block or network. This name is used only in the Proteus 
interface and is not deployed to servers.

▪ Add Default Gateway—select this option to set the network gateway as the second address 
in the network.

▪ Custom Gateway—select this option and type an IP address in the field to specify a custom 
location for the network gateway.

▪ Select Template—select a network template from the drop-down list if you wish to apply 
standard settings to an IPv4 network, such as the gateway address, reserved addresses, 
DHCP ranges, or IP group. This option becomes available when there is at least one network 
template created.

▪ Default View—select a view from the list. The selected view is inherited by addresses 
within in the network. For IP addresses that are assigned to multiple views, the default 
view determines the view to which the IP address is assigned.

6 Under DNS Restrictions, set the zones or views to restrict the IPv4 blocks to be used in:

▪ Options—select the radio button beside the Use Inherited Values if possible to inherit the 
parent object’s DNS Restrictions configuration. Select the radio button beside the Override 
to configure a network-specific DNS Restrictions setting.

▪ Inherited Values—If you select the Use Inherited Values if possible in the Options field, the 
DNS zone or view, defined in the parent block object, is auto-populated. If you select the 
Override in the Options field, this value is always None.

▪ DNS Restrictions—enter or select a DNS zone or view for the drop-down menu and select 
Add Another. The selected view or zone appears in the DNS Restrictions list. The IPv4 
network may only be used in the specified views and zones. You can add multiple views and 
zones to the list. To remove an item from the list, select it from the list and select 
Remove.

7 Under Default Domains, set the zones, containing domains, to be used when you are 
configuring the host name for an IPv4 address. The Default domains help ensure accuracy 
when specifying the host name for an IPv4 address. when this is configured, you do not have 
to type the complete FQDN(s); you can select the name from a list of available domains.

▪ Options—select the radio button beside the Use Inherited Values if possible to inherit the 
parent object’s Default Domains configuration. Select the radio button beside the Override 
to configure a network-specific Default Domains setting.

▪ Inherited Values—If you select the Use Inherited Values if possible in the Options field, the 
DNS zone, defined in the parent block object, is auto-populated. If you select the Override 
in the Options field, this value is always None.

▪ Default Domains—enter or select a DNS zone from the list and select Add Another. The 
selected zone appears in the Default Domains list. You can add multiple domains to the list. 
To remove a domain, select it from the list and select Remove. To change the order of 
domains in the list, select a domain in the list and select Move up or Move down.

8 Under Assignment Options, set the following options:

If DNS restrictions are set in the DNS Restrictions list, the Default View and Default Domains must 
be located within the view and zone restrictions.

The zones specified here will be available in the Host Name field, when you are assigning an IPv4 
address.
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▪ Duplicate Name Check—select Enable to prevent the use of duplicate host names in 
networks within the block, or select Disable to allow the use of duplicate host names. When 
setting this option at a top-level block, only the Enable and Disable options are available. 
When setting this option for a child block, the Inherited option is available. Select 
Inherited to have the block inherit the Duplicate Name Check setting of its parent object. 
By default, all child blocks and networks inherit the Duplicate Name Check setting.

▪ Ping Before Assign—select Enable to have Proteus ping IP addresses before assigning them, 
or select Disable to have Proteus assign addresses without checking their availability. When 
Proteus pings an address and finds that it is in use, Proteus indicates that the address is in 
use and cannot be assigned. When setting this option at a top-level block, only the Enable 
and Disable options are available. When setting this option for a child block, the Inherited 
option is available. Select Inherited to have the block inherit the Ping Before Assign setting 
of its parent object. By default, all child blocks and networks inherit the Ping Before Assign 
setting.

9 Under DHCP Alert Settings, set the values for DHCP alerts:

▪ Inherited Low/High Watermark Value from Parent—when selected, the block inherits the 
DHCP Alert Settings from its parent object.

▪ Currently Low Watermark—triggers an alert when DHCP usage falls below this value (when too 
few addresses are being used).

▪ Currently High Watermark—triggers an alert when a DHCP usage rises above this value (when 
too many addresses are being used). 

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Add to add the network and return to the Address Space tab, or click Add Next to add 
another network.

Creating IPv4 network templates
IPv4 network templates contain a collection of standard settings that can be applied to IPv4 networks. 
Use network templates to standardize address assignments, reserved address ranges, DHCP ranges, 
and deployment options for a set of networks. You can create several network templates, but only one 
template can apply to a network at a time.

You can remove templates from networks and delete network templates. When you remove a template 
from a network, the settings the template applied to your networks remain in place. After removing 
the template from a network, future changes to the template do not affect the network. When you 
delete a network template, the settings the template applied to your networks remain in place.

After changing settings in the template, you can re-apply the template to the networks based on it. 
For more information, refer to Re-applying updated network templates on page 201.

If you are using a Shared Network in DHCP, a DHCP Alert notification for all networks inside the 
Shared Network will be sent as a single entity notification using the DHCP Alert set at the 
configuration level. DHCP Alerts for each individual network within any Shared Network will also 
be sent only if object-specific DHCP Alerts are set at the network or DHCPv4 range level.

For instructions on adding network templates, refer to Creating IPv4 network 
templates on page 198.
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To create a network template:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Network Templates, click New. The Add IPv4 Network Template page opens.

4 Under General, set the name for the network template and determine the location of the 
network gateway:

▪ Name—enter a name for the network template.

▪ Gateway Offset—enter a value for the position of the network gateway. Select from start or 
from end to offset the gateway from the start or end of the network.

5 Under Network Structure, define reserved addresses, DHCP range, or IP group settings. Click 
the New button and then use these fields to create a network structure:

▪ Type—select Reserved Addresses, DHCP Range, or IP Group.

▪ Defined By—select the type of method that will be used to create a DHCP range. This field 
will only be available when DHCP Range is selected. Depending on the method selected, 
different values are required in the Offset/Start Offset and Size/End Offset fields. 

▪ Offset/Start Offset—enter a value for the starting position of the address block or DHCP 
range.

▪ Size/End Offset—for Reserved Addresses and IP Group types, enter a value for the number 
of addresses in the address block. For DHCP Range, if you select Offsets, enter a value for 
the ending position of the DHCP range. If you select Offsets and Size, enter a set value for 
the size of the DHCP range. If you select Offsets and Percentage, enter a value for the size 

Note.

IP addresses included in different types of network structures cannot be overlapped. Overlapping 
IP addresses in different network structures will cause an error.
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of the DHCP range in proportion to the parent network size. For example, the value 20 
represents 20% of the parent network size.

▪ Direction—select from start or from end to offset the reserved addresses or DHCP range 
from the start or end of the network. When you select from start, the offset is counted 
from the start of the network and the reserved addresses or DHCP range is counted forward. 
When you select from end, the offset is counted from the end of the network, and the 
reserved addresses or DHCP range is counted backward. 

Two examples:

▪ In the network 192.0.1.0/24, selecting from start and setting Offset to 10 and Size to 10 
creates a range of 10 addresses beginning at 192.0.1.10 and counting forward to 
192.0.1.19.

▪ In the network 192.0.1.0/24, selecting from end and setting Offset to 10 and Size to 10 
creates a range of 10 addresses beginning at 192.0.1.245 and counting backward to 
192.0.1.236.

▪ Name—type a descriptive name to describe the purpose of the block. The Name field is 
mandatory for the IP group type.

Network templates can also contain deployment options, including DHCP Client, DHCP 
Service, DHCP Vendor, DHCPv4 Raw, DNS Raw, and DNS options, as well as a Start of Authority 
setting. After creating a network template, click the template’s Deployment Options tab to 
set these options in the template.

6 Click Add to add the network template and return to the IP Space tab, or click Add Next to 
add another network template.

Setting access rights for IP Group Settings
If you have IP group settings defined in an IPv4 network template, you can also set access rights for the 
IP group defined in the IPv4 network template.

To set access rights:

1 Under IP Groups in the IPv4 Network Template Details page, click the name of an IP group 
setting. The IP Group Settings page opens.

2 Under Access Rights, click New Access Right to add a new access right.

• Access rights set in the IP Groups Settings page will be applied to the IP addresses in the IP 
group defined in the network template when the IPv4 network template is applied.

• If you set access rights at the IP group level, the access rights set at the higher object level will 
not be inherited to the IPv4 addresses in the IP groups.

• However, you still need to grant at least View Access at the network level for users (who have 
access rights to IP groups in that network) so that they can assign IP addresses successfully 
within their IP groups. Without the view access rights at the network level, the user won’t be 
able to see what addresses they have available for allocation because these objects can only be 
seen at the network level.
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Assigning or removing IPv4 network templates

With at least one IPv4 network template created in Proteus, you can assign that template to any IPv4 
network.

To assign an IPv4 network template to a network:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, navigate to an IPv4 network and click the network. The Addresses tab 
for the network opens.

4 Click the network name menu and select Assign Template. The Assign/Apply IPv4 Network 
Template page opens.

5 Click Assign Template. The Select IPv4 Network Template page opens.

6 Select a template from the list and click Select. The selected template appears in the 
Template section of the Assign/Apply IPv4 Network Template page. To remove the template, 
click Remove.

7 Click Yes.

Once network templates have been added to a network, they can be removed using the Update 
Template option, as described below.

To remove an IPv4 network template from a network:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, navigate to an IPv4 network and click on the network. The Addresses tab 
for the network opens.

4 Click the network name menu and select Update Template. The Assign / Apply IPv4 Network 
Template page opens.

5 Under Template, click Remove. The Reapply Options section is removed from the page.

6 Click Yes.

Re-applying updated network templates
After making changes to a network template, you can update the networks that use the template. You 
can update each network individually, or you can update all networks simultaneously.

Changes made to the template may conflict with address assignments and deployment options set on 
the network. Proteus provides several options for handling such conflicts, allowing you to apply or not 
apply the changes from the template.

You can create several network templates, but only one template can apply to a network at a 
time.

When you delete a network template, the settings the template applied to your networks remain 
in place.
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To re-apply the updated IPv4 network template for an individual network:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, navigate to an IPv4 network and click on the network. The Addresses tab 
for the network opens.

4 Click the network name menu and select Update Template. The Assign / Apply IPv4 Network 
Template page opens.

5 Under Reapply Options, determine how the Gateway, Reserved Addresses, Reserved DHCP 
Ranges, and Deployment Options are to be reapplied:

▪ Gateway—select Update (address must be unallocated) to apply the template setting for 
the gateway address to the network. The intended address must be unallocated. If you do 
not want to apply the template setting for the gateway, select Don’t update.

▪ Reserved Addresses—select Overwrite to apply reserved address ranges set in the template. 
Static and DHCP Reserved addresses that have been manually set on the network within the 
template ranges are not overwritten. If you do not want to apply the template settings for 
reserved addresses, select Don’t update.

▪ Reserved DHCP Ranges—select Overwrite to apply DHCP reserved address ranges set in the 
template. If there are Static or DHCP Reserved addresses that have been manually set on 
the network within the templates ranges, the template is not applied and a warning 
message appears to describe the conflict. If you do not want to apply the template settings 
for reserved DHCP addresses, select Don’t update.

▪ IP Groups—select Overwrite to update the IP groups added from the previous template 
application and to add any new IP groups defined in the updated template. Select Don’t 

The Don’t update option only applies to ranges created by the template and that currently exist 
in the network. If you make changes to the template and select Don’t update for reserved DHCP 
addresses, the existing DHCP range is not updated. However, if you delete the DHCP range created 
by the template from the network, reapplying the template re-creates the DHCP range, even if 
Don’t update is selected for reserved DHCP ranges.
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update to only add the new IP group settings defined in the updated template. Overlap 
between new template groups and existing groups is not allowed.

▪ Options—select Overwrite to apply deployment options set in the template. If a deployment 
option set in the template has been manually set on the network, the template is not 
applied and a warning message appears describing the conflict. If a deployment option 
previously applied by the template has been manually edited on the network, the template 
is not applied and a warning message appears describing the conflict. To remove the 
conflict, delete the conflicting deployment option from either the template or the 
network. If you do not want to apply the template settings for deployment options, select 
Don’t update.

6 Click Yes.

To re-apply the IPv4 network template to all networks:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Network Templates, click a network template. The Details tab for the network 
template opens.

4 Click the network template name menu and select Reapply. The Reapply IPv4 Network 
Template page opens.

5 Under Reapply Options, determine how the Gateway, Reserved Addresses, Reserved DHCP 
Ranges, and Deployment Options are to be reapplied:

▪ Gateway—select Update (address must be unallocated) to apply the template setting for 
the gateway address to the network. The intended address must be unallocated. If you do 
not want to apply the template setting for the gateway, select Don’t update.

▪ Reserved Addresses—select Overwrite to apply reserved address ranges set in the template. 
Static and DHCP Reserved addresses that have been manually set on the network within the 
template ranges are not overwritten. If you do not want to apply the template settings for 
reserved addresses, select Don’t update.

▪ Reserved DHCP Ranges—select Overwrite to apply DHCP reserved address ranges set in the 
template. If there are Static or DHCP Reserved addresses that have been manually set on 
the network within the templates ranges, the template is not applied and a warning 
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message appears to describe the conflict. If you do not want to apply the template settings 
for reserved DHCP addresses, select Don’t update.

▪ IP Groups—select Overwrite to update the IP groups added from the previous template 
application and to add any new IP groups defined in the updated template. Select Don’t 
update to only add the new IP group settings defined in the updated template. Overlap 
between new template groups and existing groups is not allowed.

▪ Options—select Overwrite to apply deployment options set in the template. If a deployment 
option set in the template has been manually set on the network, the template is not 
applied and a warning message appears describing the conflict. If a deployment option 
previously applied by the template has been manually edited on the network, the template 
is not applied and a warning message appears describing the conflict. To remove the 
conflict, delete the conflicting deployment option from either the template or the 
network. If you do not want to apply the template settings for deployment options, select 
Don’t update.

6 Click Yes.

Resizing IPv4 blocks and networks

You can resize IPv4 blocks and networks to make them smaller or larger. You should consider the 
following restrictions when resizing blocks and networks:

• The new object cannot exceed the address space of its parent object.

• The resized object must contain some of its previous address space.

• Resized objects must contain at least three addresses to accommodate the network address, 
the broadcast address, and one assignable address.

• If a child object is no longer covered by the range of the resized object, the child object 
becomes a sibling object to the newly resized object. The child object must be completely 
covered or uncovered by the newly resized object or an error appears.

• If an adjacent block is completely covered by a resized block, a confirmation page appears and 
you need to confirm that you want the adjacent block to become a child of the resized block. 
The adjacent block must either be entirely covered or not covered by the resized block.

• Resizing a network that results in abandoned addresses is not permitted as addresses cannot be 
child objects of a block.

• Networks cannot be resized to include a sibling object; networks can only be resized to include 
unallocated space.

To resize an IPv4 block:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

The Don’t update option only applies to ranges created by the template and that currently exist 
in the network. If you make changes to the template and select Don’t update for reserved DHCP 
addresses, the existing DHCP range is not updated. However, if you delete the DHCP range created 
by the template from the network, reapplying the template re-creates the DHCP range, even if 
Don’t update is selected for reserved DHCP ranges.
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3 Under IPv4 Blocks, select the block that you want to resize. The Address Space tab for the 
block opens.

4 Click the block name menu and select Resize. The Resize IPv4 Block page opens.

5 Select a resize option and specify the resize values in these fields:

▪ CIDR block—select this option to specify the block size using CIDR notation. Type the 
address and size in the CIDR Block field.

▪ From—select this option to specify the block size as a range of IP addresses. Type the 
starting and ending addresses in the From and To fields.

▪ Address—select this option to specify the block size with an IP address and netmask. Type 
the IP address and netmask in the Address and Netmask fields.

6 Click Yes.

To resize an IPv4 network:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, select the network that you want to resize. The Addresses tab for the 
network opens.
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4 Click the network name menu and select Resize. The Resize IPv4 Network page opens.

5 Select a resize option and specify the resize values in these fields:

▪ CIDR block—select this option to specify the network size using CIDR notation. Type the 
address and size in the CIDR Block field.

▪ Range—select this option to specify the network size as a range of IP addresses. Type the 
starting and ending addresses in the Range From and To fields.

▪ Address—select this option to specify the network size with an IP address and netmask. 
Type the IP address and netmask in the Address and Netmask fields.

6 Click Yes.

Splitting IPv4 networks
Proteus v4.0.6 introduces enhancements to network splitting. IPv4 networks can now be split into 
multiple sub-networks to help you better manage your IP space.

To split an IPv4 network:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, select the network that you want to split. The Addresses tab for the 
network opens.

Knowledge of CIDR and networking is very useful when splitting networks.
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4 Click the network menu and select Split. The Split IPv4 Network page opens showing the 
expected results of the network split.

5 From the Number of Networks drop-down menu, select the desired number of sub-networks.

6 OPTIONAL—if you do not require a Network Template continue to step 7.

Select the Use Template check box. From the drop-down menu, select the name of the 
Network Template you wish to apply to your networks.

7 Click Continue. The Network List appears displaying your newly split networks.

8 Select the Assign Default Gateway check box to make the first address after the network ID 
the default gateway (recommended). Deselect the check box if you will assign a Network 
Template or custom gateway at a later time.

9 Under Network Name, enter names for the networks. The network name fields will be auto-
populated if there is a pre-existing network name.

• The number of networks available for splitting depends on the size of network being split.
• The selected number of networks determines the Network Size and IP Addresses.

The Use Template check box and drop-down menu might not be applicable depending on the 
number of selected networks.

Conflicts with Network Templates
Proteus will alert you with the error message, “STOP: Split not possible,” if it detects a conflict 
between the selected number of networks and the selected Network Template. Change the 
number of networks or the network template to continue with the split.

• The Assign Default Gateway check box will not be available if you have applied a Network 
Template in the previous step.

• A gateway cannot be assigned if the new network(s) is /31 or /32.
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10 Click Confirm. The Address Space tab of the parent block opens displaying the list of newly 
created networks.

Merging IPv4 networks

To merge IPv4 networks, you select two or more networks, and then determine which network retains 
its identity. A network’s identity includes deployment roles, network names, and gateway addresses if 
they exist. During the merge operation, the IP addresses from all networks and their associated types 
are retained in the larger network. At the end of the operation, the other network or networks are 
removed.

To merge selected networks:

1 From the IPv4 or Address Space tab, select the check boxes for two or more networks to 
merge.

2 Click Action and select Merge Selected. The Merge Networks page opens.

3 The Selected Siblings section lists the networks selected to be merged. Select the network 
that is to retain its identity after the move.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the change. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

Conflicts with existing networks
If Proteus detects a conflict between any of the newly created networks and the existing 
broadcast ID, network ID, or default gateway, you will receive a warning alerting you of the 
conflict. You can choose to cancel your changes or overwrite the conflicts. Depending on the 
network being split, overwriting conflicts might delete network parameters such as a custom 
gateway. BlueCat advises to exercise caution when overwriting network conflicts.
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5 Click Yes. The new network appears on the Add IPv4 Address Space tab.

Moving IPv4 networks
You can move IPv4 networks to change the IP address at which the network begins.

To move IPv4 networks:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, select the network that you want to move. The Addresses tab for the 
network opens.

4 Click the network name, and then select Move. The Move IPv4 Network page opens.

5 Under New Location, set the following parameters:

▪ IP Address—type the IP address for the location to which you want to move the network.

▪ Override IP overlap detection—this check box appears only for Proteus administrators and 
only when IP Overlap Detection is enabled. When the IP Overlap Detection function shows 
that the destination address for the block or network you are moving conflicts with an 
existing block or network in another configuration, select this check box to override the 
warning and move the block or network.

6 Click Yes.

The network being moved must fit within the new parent object and it must not overlap its sibling 
objects. You cannot move a network directly beneath a configuration; it must be a child of a 
block.
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Creating Partitions
Partitioning divides blocks into multiple, equally sized, smaller blocks or networks. Any remaining 
space can also be allocated as the same type of object.

To partition an IPv4 block into child blocks or networks:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, select the block that you want to partition. The Address Space tab for 
the block opens.

The partition tool creates a maximum of 1024 blocks or networks. If your partition settings create 
a greater number of objects, an warning appears and you are prompted to adjust your settings.
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4 Click the block name menu and select Create Partitions. The Partition Block page opens.

5 As you select options, refer to the Data Check section of the page. The Data Check section 
provides information about the objects to be created by the partition function.

▪ When creating IPv4 blocks, the Data Check section notes the number of addresses in each 
block and the number of blocks to be created.

▪ When creating IPv4 networks, the Data Check section notes the number of hosts in each 
network and the number of networks to be created.

6 Under Select Unallocated Space, specify the space to partition and the type of partitions to 
create:

If your partition settings create more than 1024 objects, a warning appears in the Data Check 
section to indicate that the partition operation will not be performed. Adjust your partition 
settings to reduce the number of objects.
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▪ Available space—lists the available unallocated space. Select a block of space from the 
drop-down menu.

▪ Sub-range start and end—select this option to specify the space to be partitioned by typing 
the start and end points of the space.

▪ Divide into—select Blocks to create IPv4 blocks or Networks to create IPv4 Networks.

7 Under Allocation Size, determine how many blocks or networks are to be created:

▪ Using CIDR format with blocks/networks of size—select this option to specify the size and 
number of items in CIDR notation. Select a value from the drop-down menu.

▪ Number of blocks/networks—select this option to specify the number of blocks or networks 
to create. Enter a value in the field.

▪ Size of blocks/networks—select this option to specify the size of the blocks or networks to 
create. Enter a value in the field.

▪ Remaining space, (range), should be allocated—this field appears when creating IPv4 
blocks. If your partition settings result in some of the selected space not being allocated, 
the range of unallocated space is noted here. Select the check box to allocate the 
remaining range, or deselect the check box to leave the remaining range unallocated.

8 A Templates section appears when partitioning into networks and if network templates are 
available. To apply a template to the new networks, select the Select Template check box; a 
drop-down menu of available network templates appears. Select a network template from 
the list.

9 Under Name, enter a name in the Name field. This name will be applied to each new block or 
network.

10 Under Tags, select a tag to apply to each new block or network:

a) Click Add Tag. The Select Tag page opens.

b) Click tag groups and tag names to move down through the tag hierarchy. Click the Up 
button to move up through the tag hierarchy.

c) Select the tag that you want to add.

d) Click Add. The selected tag appears in the Tags section.

e) If required, repeat these steps to add more tags.

11 Click Apply.

12 Click Partition. The Partition Block Confirmation page opens.

13 From the Partition Block Confirmation page, click Yes.

Managing IP addresses
This section explains how to manage and control IPv4 addresses in your configuration, including 
assigning and moving IP addresses, setting the status of IP addresses, as well as how to configure 
IP groups.
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Address types

Proteus uses different icons to show the state and functionality of different types of IP addresses.

Available Addresses—appear as white icons. These addresses are available and 
unassigned.

Network ID and Broadcast Addresses—appear as red icons. These addresses are usually 
the first and last addresses in the network, respectively.

Gateway Addresses—appear as yellow icons. These addresses are network gateway 
(router) addresses.

Static Addresses—appear as blue icons. These addresses are statically assigned hosts and 
are only used for DNS purposes.

Reserved Addresses—appear as green icons. These addresses are reserved for future 
use. While reserved, the address cannot be assigned a DNS host name and cannot be 
deployed to DHCP.

DHCP Assigned Addresses—appear as blue icons with a star. These addresses are 
dynamically assigned through DHCP to the given MAC address.

DHCP Unassigned Address—appear as white icons with a star. These addresses are part 
of a DHCP range, but have not yet been assigned to a host.

DHCP Free Addresses—appear as white icons with a star and information symbol. These 
addresses were dynamically assigned through DHCP but are now in a free or unallocated 
state.

DHCP Reserved Addresses—appear as green icons with a star. These addresses represent 
DHCP reservations, and may not yet be assigned to a host. These addresses can be inside 
or outside of a DHCP range.

DHCP Excluded Addresses—appear as white icons with a star and a diagonal line. These 
addresses will not be assigned dynamically from a Windows DHCP server.
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IP Grouping
IP grouping dedicates a set of IP addresses to a certain group in order to limit a user’s accessibility to 
these IP addresses, depending on the user’s access rights. IP grouping helps you better manage IP 
addresses and troubleshoot easily when you have issues with IP addresses. You can define the range of 
IP addresses and grant access rights to a certain user or a group. The specified user or group can only 
access the IP addresses defined in the IP group and manipulate as needed. This feature is especially 
useful when there are multiple IP networks with large number of addresses. You can group the IP 
addresses based on user, department, or tasks.

Before you begin
You need to have IPv4 blocks and networks created before you configure IPv4 IP groups. For more 
information, refer to Working with IPv4 blocks on page 179, and Working with IPv4 networks on 
page 195.

Managing IP Groups

You can create or edit IP groups that contain the specified range of IPv4 addresses and grant access 
rights to a user or group to limit the accessibility to the IP groups. 

To create an IP group:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

IP Grouping is only available for IPv4 network addresses.
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3 From the IPv4 network level, select the IP Groups tab. In the IP Groups section, click New. 
The Add IPv4 IP Group page opens.

4 Under Address Range, define the address range and set its name:

▪ Create by Range Bounds—select this option to manually specify the start and end of the 
IPv4 IP group range. The network prefix portion of the address will be pre-populated in the 
Start and End fields:

▪ Start—enter the address for the start of the IP group.

▪ End—enter the address for the end of the IP group.

▪ Create by Range Size—select this option to allow Proteus to specify the range of IPv4 
addresses. Proteus decides the start and end IPv4 addresses of the IP group based on the 
size, and optional offset, or start address selected:

▪ Size—enter the number of addresses that you wish to include in the IP group. If you only 
enter the size of the IP group range without specifying the optional offset settings, Proteus 
finds the first available range of IPv4 addresses of that size in the network and creates the 
IP group using that range.

▪ Start Offset—OPTIONAL. Set the number of addresses between the first IP address of the 
parent network and the first IP address in the IP group. For example, if you are creating an 
IP group using Size: 5 and Start Offset: 5 options in the 192.0.2.0/24 network, this will 
create your IP group of 5 IP addresses beginning from 192.0.2.6 to 192.0.2.10.

▪ End Offset—OPTIONAL. Set the number of addresses between the last IP address in the IP 
group and the last IP address in the parent network. For example, If you are creating an IP 
group with Size: 5 and End Offset: 5 options in the 192.0.2/24 network, this will create 
your IP group of 5 IP addresses beginning from 192.0.2.246 to 192.0.2.250.

▪ Start Address—OPTIONAL. Enter a specific IPv4 address. From this point, Proteus will 
create an IP group containing the number of addresses defined in the Size field. The 
network prefix portion of the address will be pre-populated.

▪ Name—enter a descriptive name for the IP group.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Add or click Add Next to create another IP groups.
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IP Groups and Access Rights
After creating an IP group, you need to specify the access right for a user or group so that the only 
specified users or user groups can have the access to the IP group created.

To grant access rights to an IP group:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 From the IPv4 network level, click the IP Groups tab. In the IP Groups section, click an IP 
group. The IPv4 IP Group Details page opens.

4 Under Access Rights, click New Access Right Settings. The Add Access Right page opens.

5 Under Users and Groups, specify the users or user groups to which the right applies.

After you finish

After you have completed creating IPv4 IP groups and have set access right for users or user groups to 
those created IP groups, you will be able to better manage the IP addresses in that group. For 
example, IP Grouping allows you to find any issues with IP addresses easily by isolating them into a 
smaller and more manageable group of addresses. Creating an IP group by department, users, or 
region will make it easier to identify the root cause a lot easier.

Assigning IPv4 addresses

Assigning an IP address allocates or reserves the address. You can allocate an address to a host, reserve 
the address for future use, reserve the address for future DHCP allocation, or assign the address to the 
network gateway. You can assign addresses individually or in groups, depending on the allocation type.

The different allocation types provide different options and parameters for assigning the address. 
When setting Static or DHCP reserved addresses, you can restrict the address to selected DNS views.

For all address allocations, you can specify a name for the address and associate the address with a 
device.

To assign IPv4 addresses:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

• If you set access rights at the IP group level, the access rights set at the network level will not 
be inherited to the IPv4 addresses in the IP groups. However, you still need to grant at least 
View Access at the network level for users (who have access rights to IP groups in that network) 
so that they can assign IP addresses successfully within their IP groups. Without the view access 
rights at the network level, the user won’t be able to see what addresses they have available 
for allocation because these objects can only be seen at the network level.

• If access override for an IPv4 IP Group is selected when setting access rights on any parent 
objects of IP group, the override setting will only be applied to IPv4 IP group objects but not to 
IPv4 addresses under the IP group objects.
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3 Under IPv4 Blocks, select the network containing the address or addresses that you want to 
assign. The Addresses tab for the network opens.

4 Select the check box for one or more addresses in the list.

5 Click Action, and then select Assign.The Assign Selected IP Addresses page opens.

6 Under General, select an option from the Allocation Type drop-down menu. Additional fields 
appear for each of the allocation types. For more information, refer to IP address allocation 
types on page 218.

▪ The Applicable Addresses section lists the IP addresses affected by the assignment you are 
creating.

▪ An Omitted Addresses section appears if addresses you have selected cannot be assigned. 
The Omitted Addresses section lists the addresses from your selection not affected by the 
assignment you are creating.

▪ If you have added required user-defined fields for the IPv4 address object types, the user-
defined fields appear under General. You must enter the value for the user-defined fields 
to assign IPv4 addresses.

7 When Static or DHCP Reserved are selected from the Allocation Type drop-down list, the DNS 
section appears. In the DNS section, select the checkbox for the view or views to which the 
IP address is to be assigned.

If you do not have a DNS view in the configuration, the DNS section does not appear.
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8 Under Additional Information, enter a name for the address in the IP Address Name field. If 
you have added optional user-defined fields for the IPv4 address object types, the user-
defined fields appear under this section. 

9 Under IP Address Assignment, set the following options:

▪ Duplicate Name Check—select this option to prevent the use of duplicate host names in the 
network. If this option is set at the higher parent block or network level, by default all 
child IPv4 addresses will inherit the Duplicate Name Check setting.

▪ Ping Before Assign—select this option to have Proteus ping the IP address to check its 
availability before assigning. If this option is set at the higher parent block or network 
level, by default all child IPv4 addresses will inherit the Ping Before Assign setting.

10 Under Device, associate the address with an existing or new device. The Device section may 
not be visible depending on your access right.

▪ Specify Device—select this option if you have already defined devices on the 
configuration’s Devices tab. Select a device from the drop-down menu.

▪ New Device—select this option to create a new device. When selected, Name and Type 
fields appear on the page. In the Name field, enter a descriptive name for the device. 
From the Type drop-down menu, select a device. Specific devices are listed by the device 
subtype name followed by the device type name in [square brackets].

11 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

12 Click Assign.

IP address allocation types

There are four different IP address allocation types. Each allocation type is described below:

• Static—the IP address is assigned to a particular host. When this allocation type is selected, the 
following settings appear:

▪ MAC Address—enter the MAC address in the format nnnnnnnnnnnn, nn-nn-nn-nn-nn-nn, or 
nn:nn:nn:nn:nn:nn, where nn is a hexadecimal value from 00 to FF.

▪ Host Name—enter the name for the host record assignment, or select Same as Zone to give 
the host the same name as the zone. If you specify a host name in a zone that does not yet 
exist, you are prompted to confirm that you want to create the zone. Specifying a host 
name for a static address is optional.

When assigning multiple IPv4 addresses, if one of the selected IP addresses already has an existing 
UDF value, the UDF value of that IP address will be applied to all of the selected IP addresses.

In the event that two or more IP addresses have unique UDFs, the UDF of the top-most IP address 
in the list will be applied to all of the selected IP addresses. 

The IP Address Assignment section only appears when assigning a single IP address.

To assign an individual IPv4 address, click on the address in the Addresses list. The Assign 
Selected IP Addresses page opens.
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▪ Create Reverse Record—select this option to create a reverse record for the host. 
Specifying the creation of a reverse record for a static address is optional.

• Reserved—the IP address is reserved and is unavailable for assignment while the reservation 
exists. When this allocation type is selected, the following setting appears:

▪ MAC Address—enter the MAC address in the format nnnnnnnnnnnn, nn-nn-nn-nn-nn-nn, or 
nn:nn:nn:nn:nn:nn, where nn is a hexadecimal value from 00 to FF.

• DHCP Reserved—the address is reserved for DHCP service. When you select this option, the 
following settings appear:

▪ MAC Address—the MAC address for the host for which the address is reserved. You must 
specify a MAC address for a DHCP reserved address. enter the MAC address in the format 
nnnnnnnnnnnn, nn-nn-nn-nn-nn-nn, or nn:nn:nn:nn:nn:nn, where nn is a hexadecimal 
value from 00 to FF.

▪ Host Name—enter the name for the host record assignment or select Same as Zone to have 
give the host the same name as the zone. Specifying a host name for a DHCP reserved 
address is optional.

▪ Create Reverse Record—select this option to create a reverse record for the host. 
Specifying the creation of a reverse record for a static address is optional.

▪ Assign to MAC pool—select this option to link the MAC address to a pool. If the check box 
is not selected, no action will be performed. A drop-down menu called Assign to MAC Pool 
lists all possible MAC pools. The default value of the drop-down menu is ‘No Pool”. If the 
MAC address is already linked to an existing pool, that link will be overridden by a link to 
the new pool. If the MAC address is already linked to a pool and “No Pool” is selected, the 
existing link will be removed. Users will only see the MAC pool to which they have view 
access rights.

• Gateway—the address is assigned as the gateway address for a network. You need to remove 
the previous gateway assignment for the network before selecting this option. For instructions 
on how to assign a host name to a network gateway address, refer to Assigning a Host Name to 
a Network Gateway on page 221

Changing the state of IP addresses
It is possible to change the status (DHCP reserved, Static and Reserved) of one or more IP addresses at 
the same time. Changing the state of an IP address can be performed from the Change IP State page.

The following state changes are permitted: 

If you do not have a DNS view in the configuration, the Host Name and Create Reverse Record 
fields do not appear

From/To Static Reserved DHCP Reserved

Static n/a Yes - only when no host name 
assigned

Yes

Reserved Yes n/a Yes

DHCP Reserved Yes Yes - only when no host name 
assigned

n/a
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To change the state of IP addresses:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Select a network and IPv4 block to list the IP ranges.

4 Select the check box for one or more addresses in the list.

5 Click Action, and then select Change IP state.The Change IP State page opens.

• MAC addresses are mandatory when selecting DHCP reserved. Each MAC address must be 
unique and not in use by any other IP address within the same network. 

• You are only permitted to change the status of multiple IP addresses if your Workflow change 
request permission is not set to “Recommended” as described in Workflow Change Requests 
on page 98. If your Workflow permission is set to Recommended, you can only change one IP 
address per transaction.

• If you are attempting to change the state of an IP address which is part of a pending Workflow 
transaction, you will not be permitted to change the state until the pending transaction is 
complete.

• If you attempt to change the status of an IP address to Reserved and the IP address has a host 
name associated with it, you will not be able to change the state of the IP address. It will be 
moved to the omitted list, per the address type definitions in Address types on page 213.

• In a Windows environment the Windows servers must be read-write in order to effect this kind 
of change. If the Windows servers are read-only, the status changed can not be implemented.

If your network size contains less than 4 addresses that is /31 or /32 networks, you cannot change 
IP state to DHCP Reserved. In the Change IP State page, DHCP Reserved is unavailable.
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6 Under General, select an option from the IP State drop-down menu. Additional fields appear 
for each of the allocation types. For more information, refer to IP address allocation types 
on page 218. 

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Update to save the changes.

Assigning a Host Name to a Network Gateway
You can assign a host name to a network gateway address. 

To assign a host name to a network gateway address:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, select the network containing the address or addresses that you want to 
assign. The Addresses tab for the network opens.

4 Select the check box for the network gateway address.

5 Click Action and select Assign.The Assign Selected IP Addresses page opens.

The Applicable Addresses section will display only those IP addresses which are allowed to 
change to state that you have selected in the General section. Any IP addresses that do not meet 
criteria for allowable state changes are listed in the Omitted Addresses section.
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6 Under General, select Gateway from the Allocation Type drop-down menu. Host Name fields 
appear on the page.

7 Under General, specify the following parameters:

▪ Host Name—enter the name for the host record assignment, or select Same as Zone to give 
the host the same name as the zone. If you specify a host name in a zone that does not yet 
exist, you are prompted to confirm that you want to create the zone.

▪ Create Reverse Record—select this option to create a reverse record for the host. 
Specifying the creation of a reverse record for a static address is optional.

8 Under DNS, select the check box for the view or views to which the IP address is to be 
assigned.

9 Under Additional Information, enter a name for the address in the IP Address Name field.

10 Under Device, associate the address with an existing or new device:

▪ Specify Device—select this option if you have already defined devices on the 
configuration’s Devices tab. Select a device from the drop-down menu.

▪ New Device—select this option to create a new device. When selected, Name and Type 
fields appear on the page. In the Name field, enter a descriptive name for the device. 
From the Type drop-down menu, select a device. Specific devices are listed by the device 
subtype name followed by the device type name in [square brackets].

11 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

12 Click Assign.

Moving IPv4 addresses
You can move IP addresses from one network to another. The destination address must be a valid IPv4 
address and it must not be allocated. Addresses maintain their assignments after you move them, but 
the move is restricted by any DNS view or DNS zone restrictions, such as default domains, or IP 
restrictions.

To move an IPv4 address:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, select the network containing the address that you want to move. The 
Addresses tab for the network opens.
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4 Click on the allocated address. The address Details tab opens.

5 Click the address name menu and select Move. The Move Address page opens.

6 Under Location to move to, enter the new IPv4 address in the IP address field. The new 
address must not be assigned or reserved.

7 Click Yes.

Making an IPv4 address available
You can clear an IPv4 address assignment if you wish to make the address available for a different use. 
Cleared IPv4 addresses can be re-assigned when necessary.

To clear an IPv4 address from the Address tab:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, select the network containing the address that you want to clear. The 
Addresses tab for the network opens.

4 Select the check box beside the IPv4 address that you wish to clear.

5 Click Action and select Delete Selected.

To clear an IPv4 address from the address Details tab:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, select the network containing the address that you want to clear. The 
Addresses tab for the network opens.

4 Click on the allocated address. The address Details tab opens.

5 Click the address name menu and select Delete. The Delete Confirmation page opens.

6 Click Yes.
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Working with IPv6
You can manage IPv6 blocks, networks, and addresses on the IP Space tab’s IPv6 tab. You can create 
AAAA resource records to resolve host names to 128-bit IPv6 addresses, and PTR records to resolve IPv6 
addresses to host names. IPv6 does not support the concept of broadcast communication; instead, it 
relies on multicasting to communicate with a group of hosts.

Proteus and Adonis both support DHCPv6. Because the protocol is still being defined, there are some 
limitations to its use. Only a single IPv6 network can be deployed using DHCPv6 and there are only two 
available deployment options: the IP address of a recursive DNS server and the domain search list.

IPv6 address space
Unlike the IPv4 space, which is empty until you create blocks and networks, the IPv6 space contains 
two prefix blocks:

• FD00::/8—prefix for the Unique Local Address space

• 2000::/3—prefix for Global Unicast Address space

These blocks are the starting point for the global and local IPv6 address space. You cannot edit, 
delete, or move these blocks, but you can set deployment options and deployment roles for them.

IPv6 Local Address Space
One of the two default address blocks that are part of every Proteus configuration is the Unique Local 
Address Space block. The Unique Local Address Space is similar to the RFC 1918 private address space 
blocks (10.0.0.0/8, 172.16.0.0/12, and 192.168.0.0/16).

Unique local addresses are useful for sites that are not always connected to the Internet, or for sites 
that want to have a distinct prefix to localize traffic internally. Routers with interfaces on a local 
network should be configured so that these addresses do not reach the Internet.

Similar to the way in which an IPv4 address is divided into a network ID and a host ID (and sometimes a 
subnet ID); an IPv6 address is divided into several sections: a prefix, a global ID, a subnet ID and an 
interface ID. The following illustration is adapted from RFC 4193.

The first seven bits of a local IPv6 address (considered to be the prefix) are set to 1111110. The eighth 
bit is set to 1. Taken together this provides for an octet of 11111101, or FD in hex. This means that 
every IP address that is part of the Unique Local Address space begins with FD. The first 8 bits in 
hexadecimal form are FD00::/8. 

The next 40 bits of the address are known as the Global ID. This part of the address is generated by the 
administrator and it should be unique. Proteus uses a randomization engine based on RFC 4193 to 
ensure its uniqueness. The randomization is based on the Proteus server’s MAC address. An example of 
the Prefix and global ID is FD65:80F6:7DFE::/48.

IPv6 blocks can be added at the configuration level. All IPv6 blocks must be created within the 
FD00::/8 and 2000::/3 blocks.

Prefix L Global ID Subnet ID Interface ID

7 bits 1 bit 40 bits 16 bits 64 bits
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The next 16 bits of the local address are known as the Subnet ID. This portion can be subnetted into 
different sized blocks by the administrator, depending on the network requirements. The Subnet ID 
generally consists of a series of blocks and networks.

The final 64 bits are known as the Interface ID. This part is assigned to a host’s interface.

IPv6 Global Unicast Address Space

The IPv6 Global Unicast Address Space is the equivalent of the assignable IPv4 address space. Address 
blocks are handed out to the Regional Internet Registries, which in turn hand smaller blocks to ISPs. 
ISPs then hand out addresses to end users.

The first three bits of the global unicast address space are 001, indicating that any address using this 
prefix always begins with the number 2 or 3 (0010 or 0011).

The following illustration is adapted from RFC 3587.

Creating the Global ID in the Local Address Space
You create the Global ID part of your IPv6 addresses by adding a block to the FC00::/6 Unique Local 
Address Space. While you can create the Global ID value manually, we recommend using the MAC 
address of the server.

To create the Global ID:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, click the FC00::/6 block. The FC00::/6 page opens.

4 Under Address Space, click New. The Add IPv6 Block page opens.

5 Under MAC Address for Calculating 48-bit Site Prefix, select an option:

Prefix Global Routing Prefix Subnet ID Interface ID

3 bits 45 bits 16 bits 64 bits
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▪ MAC address of the Server—select this option and type the MAC address in the format 
nnnnnnnnnnnn, nn-nn-nn-nn-nn-nn, or nn:nn:nn:nn:nn:nn where nn is a hexadecimal value 
from 00 to FF.

▪ Get MAC Address of the Server Doing the Calculation Automatically—select this checkbox 
to have Proteus automatically insert the MAC address of the server into the MAC address of 
the Server field.

▪ Manually input Block Range—select this option and type in a 48-bit site prefix.

6 Under Block Information, enter a name for the IPv6 block in the Name field.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.

Creating the Global Routing Prefix in the Global Unicast Address Space

You create the Global Routing Prefix by adding a block to the 2000::/3 Global Unicast Address Space.

To create a Global Routing Prefix:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, click the 2000::/3 block. The 2000::/3 page opens.

4 Under Address Space, click New and select IPv6 Block. The Add IPv6 Block page opens.

5 Under Block Information, set the range and name for the block:

▪ Range—type the range for the block in CIDR notation.

▪ Name—type a name for the block.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add.
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Creating 127-bit networks in the Global Unicast Address Space
You can create /127 networks in the Global Unicast Address space to manage point-to-point links 
between routers. 

Using a /127 network provides the least amount of address space: only has two addresses. This allows 
you to manage the inter-router communication easier, especially in the presence of a large number of 
point-to-point links. It also has other benefits: always knowing which address the other end uses, and 
no “ping-pong” problem with older ICMP implementations. 

Detailed discussion about the issues and solutions about /127 networks is out of the scope of this 
documentation, refer to RFC 3627 for more information.

About /127 Networks in Proteus
• A /127 network is only intended to be used for point-to-point links between routers.

• Unlike other IPv6 networks in the Global Unicast Address space with a shorter prefixes such as 
/64, the Network Router Anycast will not be auto-generated in the /127 networks.

• You can only create two IPv6 addresses in a /127 network: 0-bit and 1-bit. For example, if you 
have a 2100:DB8:1000:FFFF::/127 networks, you can only create 2100:DB8:1000:FFFF:0:0:0:0000 
and 2100:DB8:1000:FFFF:0:0:0:0001.

To create a /127 network:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, click the 2000::/3 block. The 2000::/3 page opens.

4 Under Address Space, click New and select IPv6 Network. The Add IPv6 Network page opens.

5 Under Network Information, set the following parameters:

▪ Range—enter the /127 network prefix and range: 2100:db8:1000:ffff::/127.

▪ Create a Network Range in Sequence Automatically—select this option to have Proteus 
automatically create the first possible network in the block. The network prefix and range 
are calculated automatically and appear in the Range field. 

▪ Name—enter a name for the network.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add.

Creating IPv6 addresses in /127 network
After creating the /127 network, you can create two IPv6 addresses within the /127 network: 0-bit and 
1-bit. Unlike other IPv6 networks, there is no auto-generated Network Router Anycast address. You 
need to add 0-bit and 1-bit addresses manually.

If you select this option, Proteus automatically creates a /64 network: 2000:0:0:2::/64. Make sure 
to change the size of the prefix to /127.
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To add IPv6 addresses in a /127 network:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. In the IPv6 Blocks section, select the network in which you want to add 
the address.

4 Click New and select IPv6 Address. The Add IPv6 Interface ID page opens.

5 Under Interface ID Information, specify the IPv6 address that you are adding in the IPv6 
Address field. In the /127 network, you can only add a 0-bit address and 1-bit address. After 
adding these addresses, you need to manually assign them to the routers that you are linking 
together. For more information on how to assign IPv6 addresses, refer to Assigning IPv6 
addresses on page 233.

6 Under Address Information, enter a name for the address in the Address Name field.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.

Managing IPv6 blocks
You can add blocks to the Global ID block in the Unique Local Address Space and to the Global Routing 
Prefix block in the Global Unicast Address Space.

IPv6 blocks can be any size that fits within their parent block:

• In the 2000::/3 Global Unicast Address Space, blocks can range in size from /3 to /126.

• In the FC00::/6 Unique Local Address Space, blocks can range in size from /6 to /126.

The Add IPv6 Block page displays different fields when you are working with blocks in the Unique 
Local Address Space and Global Unicast Address Space.
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To create a Unique Local Address Space block:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. In the IPv6 Blocks section, click the FC00::/6 block. The FC00::/6 page 
opens.

4 Under Address Space, click New. The Add IPv6 Block page opens. 

5 Under MAC Address for Calculating 48-bit Site Prefix, set the IPv6 block parameters:

▪ MAC address of the Server—to base the site prefix on the server’s MAC address, select this 
option, and then select the Get MAC Address of the Server Doing the Calculation 
Automatically checkbox to insert the server’s MAC address in the text field.

▪ Manually input Block Range—to manually type in a block range, select this option and then 
type the range into the field.

6 Under Block Information, type a name for the block in the Name field.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.

To create a child block:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, select the block in which you want to add the new 
child block.
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4 Click New and select IPv6 Block. The Add IPv6 Block page opens.

5 Under Block Information, set the range and name for the block:

▪ Range—type the range for the block in CIDR notation.

▪ Name—type a name for the block.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add.

Creating IPv6 network objects
As with IPv4, you must create a network object before you can create IP address objects. You can 
create an IPv6 network directly under a global ID prefix, or you can create it under a child block. IPv6 
network objects can range in size from /64 to /128.

To create a network object:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, select the block in which you want to add the 
network.
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4 Click New and select IPv6 Network. The Add IPv6 Network page opens.

5 Under Network Information, set the following parameters:

▪ Range—type or adjust the network prefix and range.

▪ Create a Network Range in Sequence Automatically—select this option to have Proteus 
automatically create the first possible network in the block. The network prefix and range 
are calculated automatically and appear in the Range field.

▪ Name—type a name for the network.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add.

Managing IPv6 addresses
The IPv6 Global Unicast Address Space is the equivalent of the assignable IPv4 address space. Address 
blocks are handed out to the Regional Internet Registries, which in turn hand smaller blocks to ISPs. 
ISPs then hand out addresses to end users.

The first three bits of the global unicast address space are 001, indicating that any address using this 
prefix always begins with the number 2 or 3 (0010 or 0011).

The following illustration is adapted from RFC 3587.

If you select this option, by default, Proteus creates /64 network. If you wish to create a network 
with different prefixes, make sure to change the size of the prefix.

Prefix Global Routing Prefix Subnet ID Interface ID

3 bits 45 bits 16 bits 64 bits
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Creating IPv6 addresses
Unlike addresses in the IPv4 space, IPv6 addresses do not automatically appear when you create an 
IPv6 network. By default, networks contain a single Network Router Anycast address. You cannot 
change the Network Router Anycast address or its properties.

To add an IPv6 address:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, select the network in which you want to add the 
address.

4 Click New and select IPv6 Address. The Add IPv6 Interface ID page opens.

5 Under Interface ID Information, select either MAC Address or Interface ID.

a) If you select the MAC Address field, type the MAC address in the format nnnnnnnnnnnn, 
nn-nn-nn-nn-nn-nn, or nn:nn:nn:nn:nn:nn where nn is a hexadecimal value from 00 to FF. 
Proteus automatically formats the MAC address using Extended Unique Identifier (EUI) 
format by inserting the hex characters FFFE in the middle of the MAC address and 
inverting the seventh bit in the address. For example, if you enter a MAC address of 
11:22:33:44:55:66 as the basis for the interface ID, and click Add, Proteus changes it into 
1322:33FF:FE44:5566. 

b) If you select Interface ID, you must enter the interface portion of the address. 

6 Under Address Information, enter a name for the address in the Address Name field.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.
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Assigning IPv6 addresses
You must assign an IPv6 address before you can add a DNS host name or reserve it. Assignments can be 
Static, to apply DNS information to it or DHCP Reserved, to flag it for future assignment. 

When assigning a static address, you can give the address a name, assign it to a DNS view, and specify 
its forward and reverse DNS records. When assigning a DHCP reserved address, you can give the 
address a name. The name you assign to the address is used for reference within Proteus only; it is not 
the host name for the address.

To assign an IPv6 address:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, select the network containing the address or addresses 
you want to assign. The Addresses tab for the network opens.

4 Select the check boxes for one or more addresses.

5 Click Action and select Assign. The Assign IPv6 Addresses page opens.

6 From the Type of Action drop-down menu, select Static or DHCP Reserved.

7 Under General IP Options, complete the following:

▪ IP Address Name—enter or modify the name for the IPv6 address.
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▪ Client DUID—enter the DHCP Unique Identifier.

▪ MAC Address—if not pre-populated, type the MAC address in the format nnnnnnnnnnnn, 
nn-nn-nn-nn-nn-nn, or nn:nn:nn:nn:nn:nn where nn is a hexadecimal value from 00 to FF.

8 Under Add to Views, select the view in which you want the AAAA record to be created.

9 Under DNS Records, set the following parameters:

▪ Same As Zone—when selected, the host record receives the same name as the zone.

▪ Create Reverse Record—when selected, a reverse record is maintained for this host 
assignment.

▪ Host—enter the DNS host name.If you specify a host name in a zone that does not yet exist, 
Proteus prompts you to confirm that you want to create the zone.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Assign Address.

Editing an IPv6 address assignment
You can edit an IPv6 address assignment to change it to a different address type.

To edit an IPv6 address assignment:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, navigate through the IPv6 blocks and networks to 
locate a static ( ) or a DHCP reserved ( ) IPv6 address.

4 Click the static ( ) or a DHCP reserved ( ) IPv6 address. The Details tab for the address 
opens.

5 Click the address name menu and select Edit. The Edit IPv6 Address page opens.

6 Click Yes.

Clearing an IPv6 address assignment:

Clear an assignment if you do not want the address assigned but do not want to delete it. 

To clear an IPv6 address assignment:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, navigate through the IPv6 blocks and networks to 

locate a static ( ) or a DHCP reserved ( ) IPv6 address.

4 Click the static ( ) or a DHCP reserved ( ) IPv6 address. The Details tab for the address 
opens.

5 Click the address name menu and select Clear. The Clear IPv6 Address Assignment page opens.
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6 Click Yes.

Moving an IPv6 address assignment
If the interface’s MAC address has changed, you can move the assignment to a different MAC address or 
interface ID. You can move the IPv6 address assignment within the same network or between different 
IPv6 networks. 

To move an IPv6 address:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, select the IPv6 address you want to move. The Details 
tab for the address opens.

4 Click the address name menu and select Move. The Move Assignments Within Network page 
opens.

5 Under Destination to move to, set the new address location:

▪ Destination Network—specify the destination IPv6 network to which the IPv6 address will 
be reassigned. By default, the current parent network of the IPv6 address will be 
populated.

▪ MAC Address—select this option and enter the new MAC address. Use this option when you 
know the new MAC address for the assignment.

▪ Interface ID—select this option and enter the new interface ID. Use this option when you 
know the new interface ID for the assignment.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but may be set to be required.

If you are not an administrator, you will need the following access right to perform moving IPv6 
address assignment:

• Full access right on the source address.
• Add or Full access right on the destination address or network.
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7 Click Yes.

IP address discovery and reconciliation
IP address discovery and reconciliation discovers IPv4 and IPv6 addresses on your network and returns 
their host information to Proteus. After discovering the addresses on your network, you can add them 
to your Proteus configuration.

Proteus uses SNMP interrogation against one or more routers and layer 3 switches to discover the IP 
address, hardware address, and DNS host name (if DNS is available) for hosts on your network.  Link 
Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) is also supported.

Proteus displays the results on the Reconciliation Policy page. From this page, you can reconcile the IP 
addresses in Proteus with the discovered IP addresses.

IP address discovery is controlled through an IP Reconciliation Policy. The policy includes address and 
SNMP information for a router, scheduling parameters to determine when and how often the discovery 
process runs, and other parameters. The discovery can run at scheduled intervals and on demand. 

The steps for creating IP reconciliation processes, running them, and working with the results are 
similar for both IPv4 and IPv6 policies. However, there are minor differences in the options available 
and the information returned for IPv4 and IPv6 networks.

Managing IPv4 Reconciliation Policies

You can create IPv4 reconciliation policies at the configuration, IPv4 block, or IPv4 network levels. At 
the configuration level, you can define multiple IPv4 reconciliation policies. At the block and network 
levels, you can define just one policy per block or network. Blocks and networks do not inherit 
reconciliation policies from their parent objects.

When set and run at the configuration level, Proteus automatically creates blocks and networks based 
on the results of the network discovery. A policy set at the configuration level requires you to specify 
one or more network boundaries. A network boundary is a range, in CIDR notation, that you want the 
policy to search. Although blocks and networks do not inherit reconciliation policies, policies set at 
these levels will conflict with policies set at the configuration level. To avoid this, add the blocks and 
networks that have reconciliation policies to the overrides list of your configuration-level policy.

When performing an IPv4 reconciliation, Layer-2 Discovery always runs for both legacy and new 
discoveries, using SNMP information originated by Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) and Link-Layer 
Discovery Protocol (LLDP) to discover neighboring routers.

You need to be an administrative user to create and run IP reconciliation policies.

In large networks, the Proteus IPv4 and IPv6 reconciliation policy might be affected by SNMP time-
out and stop discovering IP addresses. This issue could indicate that one of your seed routers is 
experiencing exhaustion of its system resources for Unicast MAC addresses, Unicast routes, VLANs, 
or other features. If a section of a hardware resource is full, all processing overflow is usually sent 
to the CPU, seriously impacting the router's performance. In order to resolve this issue, check the 
resource utilizations on the router and compare hardware boundaries for related resources and 
configure accordingly, or consider upgrading the hardware.
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Between discovery sessions, IP addresses on the physical network may be added or removed, resulting 
in addresses on the network differing from addresses in Proteus. In IPv4 Reconciliation, Proteus lists 
such addresses as one of three types:

• Reclaimable IP Address—an IP address that exists in Proteus, but not on the physical network. 
This may represent a device that was turned off at the time of the discovery, or the address 
may no longer exist on the network.

• Unknown IP Address—an IP address that exists on the physical network, but not in Proteus. This 
likely represents an address that has been added to the network since the last discovery.

• Mismatched IP Address—an IP address that exists in both Proteus and on the network, but 
where the MAC address or DNS host name information does not match.

Adding and Editing IPv4 Reconciliation Policies

To add or edit an IPv4 reconciliation policy:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 You can set an IPv4 reconciliation policy at the configuration, block, or network level.

▪ To set the IP reconciliation policy at the configuration level, navigate to the configuration’s 
Details tab. In the IP Reconciliation Policies section, click New.

▪ To set the IP reconciliation policy at the block level, navigate to an IPv4 block’s Details tab. 
In the IP Reconciliation Policy section, click the IPv4 Reconciliation Policy link.

▪ To set the IP reconciliation policy at the network level, navigate to an IPv4 network’s 
Details tab. In the IP Reconciliation Policy section, click the IPv4 Reconciliation Policy 
link.
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The Add IPv4 Reconciliation Policy page opens.

4 Under General, enter a name for the policy in the Policy Name field.

5 Under Discovery Engine, select a method to use for the network discovery operation.

The General section appears only when creating an IP reconciliation policy at the configuration 
level.
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▪ Snmp—select this method to use the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) to 
perform the network discovery operation.

▪ Snmp plus Pingsweep—select this method to use both SNMP and pingsweep to perform the 
network discovery. Pingsweep will be performed first followed by SNMP.

▪ Pingsweep only—select this method to use pingsweep network scanning method to perform 
the network discovery. It sends an Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) echo request to 
multiple hosts in the given range. If a specified address is active, it will return a response.

6 Under Network Discovery Criteria, set the following parameters:

▪ Seed IP Address—enter the IP address of the router or layer 3 switch where you want the 
network discovery operation to start.

▪ Multi-Seed IP Addresses—enter the IP addresses of the routers or layer 3 switches where 
you want the network discovery operation to start. In the text field, enter an IP address 
and click Add Another. The IP address appears in a list beneath the text field. To remove 
the IP address from the list, click Remove beside an IP address.

▪ Default Gateway Address—select this option to use the network’s default gateway address 
as the starting point for the network discovery.

▪ Version—select the SNMP version running on the router or layer 3 switch. Refer to the 
device’s documentation to determine which SNMP version it is running.

▪ Port Number—enter a value to indicate the SNMP port Proteus uses to communicate with 
the router or switch. The default port is 161.

▪ Community String—type the SNMP community string used for authentication and click Add. 
The community string appears in the list. You can add up to 100 community strings to the 
list; strings are used in the order presented in the list. To remove a string, select it from 
the list and click Remove. To change the order of items in the list, select an item in the list 
and click Move up or Move down.

7 Under Network Boundaries, define the range or ranges that you want to search for networks 
and addresses. In the text field, enter a range in CIDR notation and click Add Another. The 

BlueCat strongly recommends using SNMP for all discovery operations.

Currently, running Snmp plus Pingsweep will not discover MAC addresses of inactive hosts on the 
same subnet as Proteus.

BlueCat strongly advises customers to avoid using the Pingsweep only discovery method as it is 
unreliable and can overwrite critical network information. Only use the Pingsweep only discovery 
method if the SNMP discovery method is not available.

This section is only populated when selecting Snmp and Snmp plus Pingsweep methods.
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range appears in a list beneath the text field. To remove a range from the list, click Remove 
beside a range.

8 Under Ping Sweep, define the range(s) of IP addresses in CIDR notation for which ping sweep 
sends ICMP echo request.

▪ Network gaps (cidr)—select this option to define the specific range(s) of IP addresses for 
which ping sweep sends ICMP echo request. In the text field, enter an IPv4 network range 
in CIDR notation and click Add Another. The IPv4 network range appears in a list beneath 
the text field. To remove the network range from the list, click Remove beside a network 
range.

▪ Whole network—select this option to send ICMP echo request to the whole network defined 
in the Network Boundaries section.

If you do not define a range, ping sweep will not perform the network discovery. 

9 Under Scheduled Time, set the time and frequency for the policy:

▪ Start Time—enter the start time in these fields and select AM or PM.

▪ Start Date—enter a date in the format DD MMM YYYY (for example, type 10 JAN 2012 for 
January 10 2012), or click the calendar button to select a date.

▪ Frequency—to run the policy just once at the specified time and date, select Once. To run 
the policy at a regular interval, select Every, type a value in the text field, and select a 
time interval from the drop-down list.

10 Under Status, select Active to make the policy active. When selected, the policy runs at its 
scheduled time. You can also run the policy using the Run Now link. When not selected, the 
policy does not run at its scheduled time, but you can run it using the Run Now link.

11 Under Acceptance Criteria, select Enable Automated Acceptance to enable the automatic 
reconciliation process, which places any IP addresses found by the discovery process into the 
Proteus database automatically.

Set the following parameters to reconcile or notify you of IP addresses older than your 
selected time:

• The Network Boundaries section appears only when creating an IPv4 reconciliation policy at 
the configuration level.

• When creating an IPv4 reconciliation policy at the block or network level, the Network 
Boundaries section appears with the predefined network range under Network Discovery 
Criteria.

The Whole Network option is available only in IPv4 reconciliation policies with the following 
defined IPv4 blocks/networks:

• IPv4 Network must be /22 or smaller
• IPv4 Block must be /22 or smaller and CIDR aligned*

*CIDR aligned means the block is defined in CIDR notation <NetworkAddress>/<RoutingPrefix>, 
not as an arbitrarily ranged segment such as StartAddress—EndAddress.

This section is only populated when selecting Snmp plus Pingsweep and Pingsweep only 
methods.

When viewing IP reconciliation policy details, the Start Time and Start Date indicate the original 
time and date specified in the reconciliation policy. They do not indicate when the policy was last 
run.
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▪ Reclaim:, Unknown:, or Mismatch: IP addresses older than—enter a value in the text field, 
select a time interval from the drop-down list, and then select Reconcile to perform 
reconciliation, or No Action to receive an email containing reconciliation details of 
reclaim, unknown, or mismatch IP addresses. 

▪ View for Reconciliation—select DNS Views against which the reconciliation process will be 
performed, or select Ignore DNS Space then Proteus will reconcile IP addresses again all 
DNS Views.

Automatic reconciliation starts immediately after the discovery process returns all discovered 
IP addresses. If Reconcile is selected for the type of IP address, and the IP address is older 
than the time interval selected, the IP address is reconciled. If No Action is selected, an 
email is sent and the IP address is not reconciled.

12 Under IPv4 Reconciliation Overrides List, specify addresses and ranges that the policy should 
ignore. Enter a single IP address, a CIDR block (nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn/mm), or an IP address range 
(nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn-nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn) into the field and click Add Another. Repeat this step to 
add more addresses to the override list. To remove an address, CIDR block, or IP address 
range, click Remove.

13 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

14 Click Add or Update.

Removing IPv4 Reconciliation Policies
You can remove an IPv4 Reconciliation Policy from either the configuration, block, or network levels.

To remove an IPv4 reconciliation policy from the configuration level:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the Details tab.

4 Under IPv4 Reconciliation Policies, select the check box for the reconciliation policy you 
wish to delete. Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

•  Reclaimable—an address that exists in Proteus, but it is not found on the physical network. 
This may represent a device that was turned off at the time of the discovery, or the address 
may no longer exist on the network.

•  Unknown—an address that exists on the physical network, but that is not in Proteus. This 
likely represents an address that has been added to the network after the last discovery.

•  Mismatch—an address that exists in both Proteus and on the network, but where the 
MAC address or DNS host name information does not match.

The available DNS View in Proteus will be populated in the drop-down menu.
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6 Click Yes.

To remove an IPv4 reconciliation policy from the block level:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the Details tab.

4 Under IPv4 Reconciliation Policy, click IPv4 Reconciliation Policy. The IPv4 Reconciliation 
Policy Details page opens.

5 Click the Details tab.

6 Click the IPv4 Reconciliation Policy name menu and select Delete. The Confirm Delete page 
opens.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Yes.

To remove an IPv4 reconciliation policy from the block or network levels:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the Details tab.

4 Under IPv4 Reconciliation Policy, click IPv4 Reconciliation Policy. The IPv4 Reconciliation 
Policy Details page opens.

5 Click the Details tab.

6 Click the IPv4 Reconciliation Policy name menu and select Delete. The Confirm Delete page 
opens.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Yes.

Alternate

You can also remove an IPv4 Reconciliation Policy from the IP Space tab.

To remove an IPv4 reconciliation policy from the block or network levels:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Reconciliation Policies, click the name of the IPv4 reconciliation policy you wish 
to delete.

4 Click the Details tab.

5 Click the IPv4 Reconciliation Policy name menu and select Delete. The Confirm Delete page 
opens.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.
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7 Click Yes.

Managing IPv6 Reconciliation Policies
You create IPv6 reconciliation policies at the IPv6 block or IPv6 network levels. When you run an IPv6 
reconciliation policy, Proteus automatically builds IPv6 blocks and networks based on their physical 
size as represented on the interrogated routers or switches. IPv6 blocks and networks do not inherit 
reconciliation policies from their parent objects. 

Between discovery sessions, IP addresses on the physical network may be added or removed, resulting 
in addresses on the network differing from addresses in Proteus. In IPv6 Reconciliation, Proteus lists 
such addresses as one of two types:

• Unknown IP Address—an IP address that exists on the physical network, but not in Proteus. This 
likely represents an address that has been added to the network since the last discovery.

• Mismatched IP Address—an IP address that exists in both Proteus and on the network, but 
where the MAC address or DNS host name information does not match.

Adding and Editing IPv6 Reconciliation Policies

To add or edit an IPv6 reconciliation policy:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv6 Blocks, click an IPv6 block. The Address Space tab for the block opens.

▪ To set the IP reconciliation policy at the block level, click the Details tab. Under IP 
Reconciliation Policy, click Define IPv6 Reconciliation Policy.

▪ To set the IP reconciliation policy at the network level, click a network. The network 
information page opens. Click the Details tab. Under IPv6 Reconciliation Policy, click 
Define IPv6 Reconciliation Policy.
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The Add IPv6 Reconciliation Policy page opens.

4 Under Network Discovery Criteria, set the following parameters:

▪ Seed IP Address—enter the IPv4 or IPv6 address of the router or layer 3 switch from which 
the network discovery operation is to start.

▪ Default Gateway Address—select this option to use the network’s default gateway address 
as the starting point for the network discovery.

▪ Version—select the SNMP version running on the router or layer 3 switch. Refer to the 
device’s documentation to determine which SNMP version it is running.

▪ Port Number—enter a value to indicate the SNMP port Proteus uses to communicate with 
the router or switch. The default port is 161.

▪ Community String—type the SNMP community string used for authentication and click Add. 
The community string appears in the list. You can add up to 100 community strings to the 
list; strings are used in the order presented in the list. To remove a string, select it from 
the list and click Remove. To change the order of items in the list, select an item in the list 
and click Move up or Move down.

5 Under Scheduled Time, set the time and frequency for the policy:

▪ Start Time—enter the start time in these fields and select AM or PM.
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▪ Start Date—enter a date in the format DD MMM YYYY (for example, type 10 JAN 2012 for 
January 10 2012), or click the calendar button to select a date.

▪ Frequency—to run the policy just once at the specified time and date, select Once. To run 
the policy at a regular interval, select Every, type a value in the text field, and select a 
time interval from the drop-down list.

6 Under Status, select Active to make the policy active. When selected, the policy runs at its 
scheduled time. You can also click Run Now to run the policy. When not selected, the policy 
does not run at its scheduled time, but you can click Run Now to run the policy.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add or Update.

Removing IPv6 Reconciliation Policies
You can remove an IPv6 Reconciliation Policy from either the configuration, block, or network levels.

To remove an IPv6 reconciliation policy from the configuration level:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab.

4 Under IPv6 Reconciliation Policies, click the name of the IPv6 Reconciliation Policy you wish 
to delete. The IPv6 Reconciliation Policy Details page opens.

5 Click the Details tab.

6 Click the IPv6 Reconciliation Policy name menu and select Delete. The Confirm Delete page 
opens.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Yes.

Controlling IP Reconciliation Policies
IP reconciliation policies can be activated to run according to their scheduled time and frequency. You 
can also deactivate a policy so that it does not run, and you can run a policy on demand.

When viewing IP reconciliation policy details, the Start Time and Start Date indicate the original 
time and date specified in the reconciliation policy. They do not indicate when the policy was last 
run.

The steps in this section apply to both IPv4 and IPv6 reconciliation policies.
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To run an IP reconciliation policy on demand:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IP Reconciliation Policies, select the check box for one or more policies.

4 Click Action and select Run Now. A confirmation page opens. Click Yes.

To activate an IP reconciliation policy:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IP Reconciliation Policies, select the check box for one or more policies.

4 Click Action and select Activate. The Confirm Activate page opens.

5 Click Yes.

To deactivate an IP reconciliation policy:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IP Reconciliation Policies, select the check box for one or more policies.

4 Click Action and select Deactivate. The Confirm Deactivate page opens.

5 Click Yes.

Viewing and reconciling IPv4 addresses
After an IPv4 reconciliation policy discovers addresses and networks, you can view and work with the 
new information.

To view addresses discovered by the IPv4 reconciliation policy:

1 Navigate to the Details tab of the IPv4 block or network where the policy is set.

You can also run a reconciliation policy by clicking Run Now in the IP Reconciliation Policy 
section of a block or network’s Details tab.

The steps in this section apply to IPv4 reconciliation policies.
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2 Under IP Reconciliation Policies, click IP Reconciliation Policy. The Reconciliation Policy page 
opens.

The IP Reconciliation tab lists IP addresses discovered by the IP reconciliation policy. The IP 
Reconciliation section displays information about the IP addresses on the network in these 
columns:

▪ IP Address—lists the IP address. Click an IP address to view its reconciliation information. 
The Reconcile Summary Page appears. For more information, refer to Reference: IPv4 
Reconciliation Summary page on page 252.

▪ Type—an IP address may be of one of the following types:

 Mismatch—an address that exists in both Proteus and on the network, but where the MAC 
address or DNS host name information does not match.

 Reclaimable—an address that exists in Proteus, but it is not found on the physical 
network. This may represent a device that was turned off at the time of the discovery, or 
the address may no longer exist on the network.

 Unknown—an address that exists on the physical network, but that is not in Proteus. 
This likely represents an address that has been added to the network after the last 
discovery.

▪ Network—the parent IP network object for the IP address.

▪ FQDN—the fully qualified domain name for the IP address.

▪ MAC Address—the MAC address of the IP address.

▪ Overridden—shows if the address is exempt from the reconciliation process. No shows that 
the IP address is not added to the override list; Yes shows that it is added to the override 
list. Overridden addresses are not affected by the Reconcile All and Reconcile functions.
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▪ Time Since First Detection—the time since the address was first discovered by the IP 
reconciliation policy.

3 Use the IP Address State and Type drop-down lists to filter the list of addresses in the IP 
Reconciliation section.

From here, you can reconcile all addresses, reconcile selected addresses, view all addresses, view 
non-reconcilable addresses, add addresses to the override list, and delete addresses.

To reconcile all addresses:

• From the IP Reconciliation Policy page, click Action and select Reconcile All. All addresses that 
can be reconciled are reconciled:

▪ Unknown IP addresses are added to the Proteus database.

▪ Reclaimable IP addresses are removed from the Proteus database.

▪ Mismatched IP addresses are updated with the information from the most recent discovery 
operation, overwriting the mismatched data in Proteus. The only exception to this rule is if 
an IP address discovered on the network has a different DNS host name from the host name 
listed in Proteus. In this situation, Proteus creates a new host record for the IP address, 
resulting in multiple host records for the IP address.

Proteus may not be able to reconcile an address for one of the following reasons:

▪ There is a conflict between the size of the physical network and the size of the equivalent 
IP network object in Proteus. As a result, Proteus cannot add the address.

▪ The IP state between two discovery sessions does not match. For example, an earlier 
discovery session reported the address as Static; before the next discovery session, another 
user changes its state to Reserved.

To reconcile selected addresses:

1 From the IP Reconciliation Policy page, select one or more addresses from the list.

2 Click Action and select Reconcile. All addresses that can be reconciled are reconciled:

▪ Unknown IP addresses are added to the Proteus database.

▪ Reclaimable IP addresses are removed from the Proteus database.

▪ Mismatched IP addresses are updated with the information from the most recent discovery 
operation, overwriting the mismatched data in Proteus. The only exception to this rule is if 
an IP address discovered on the network has a different DNS host name from the host name 
listed in Proteus. In this situation, Proteus creates a new host record for the IP address, 
resulting in multiple host records for the IP address.

Proteus may not be able to reconcile an address for one of the following reasons:

▪ There is a conflict between the size of the physical network and the size of the equivalent 
IP network object in Proteus. As a result, Proteus cannot add the address.

▪ The IP state between two discovery sessions does not match. For example, an earlier 
discovery session reported the address as Static; before the next discovery session, another 
user changes its state to Reserved.

To view all addresses:

• Click Action and select View All. The IP Reconciliation section updates to show all the 
discovered IP addresses. Use the Page Size list, page number links, and arrow buttons to 
navigate the list of addresses.
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To view non-reconcilable addresses:

• Click Action and select View Non-Reconcilable Addresses. The IP Reconciliation section 
updates to show only addresses that cannot be reconciled.

An address may not be able to be reconciled for one of the following reasons:

▪ There is a conflict between the size of the physical network and the size of the equivalent 
IP network object in Proteus. As a result, Proteus cannot add the address.

▪ The IP state between two discovery sessions does not match. For example, an earlier 
discovery session reported the address as Static; before the next discovery session, another 
user changes its state to Reserved.

To add addresses to the override list:

1 Select one or more addresses from the list.

2 Click Action and select Add to Override List.

To delete addresses:

1 Select the check box for one or more IP addresses from the list.

2 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

3 Click Yes.

Viewing and reconciling IPv6 addresses
After an IPv6 reconciliation policy discovers addresses and networks, you can view and work with the 
new information.

To view addresses discovered by the IPv6 reconciliation policy:

1 Navigate to the Details tab of the IPv6 block or network where the policy is set.

The steps in this section apply to IPv6 reconciliation policies.
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2 Under IP Reconciliation Policies, click IP Reconciliation Policy. The Reconciliation Policy page 
opens.

The IP Reconciliation tab lists IP addresses discovered by the IP reconciliation policy. The IP 
Reconciliation section displays information about the IP addresses on the network in these 
columns:

▪ IP Address—lists the IP address. Click an IP address to view its reconciliation information. 
The Reconcile Summary Page appears. For more information, refer to Reference: IPv4 
Reconciliation Summary page on page 252.

▪ Type—an IP address may be of one of the following types:

 Mismatch—an address that exists in both Proteus and on the network, but where the MAC 
address or DNS host name information does not match.

 Unknown—an address that exists on the physical network, but that is not in Proteus. 
This likely represents an address that has been added to the network after the last 
discovery.

▪ Network—the parent IP network object for the IP address.

▪ FQDN—the fully qualified domain name for the IP address.

▪ MAC Address—the MAC address of the IP address.

▪ Time Since First Detection—the time since the address was first discovered by the IP 
reconciliation policy.

3 Use the IP Address State and Type drop-down lists to filter the list of addresses in the IP 
Reconciliation section.

From here, you can reconcile all addresses, reconcile selected addresses, and delete addresses.

To reconcile all addresses:

• From the IP Reconciliation Policy page, click Action and select Reconcile All. All addresses that 
can be reconciled are reconciled:

▪ Unknown IP addresses are added to the Proteus database.
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▪ Mismatched IP addresses are updated with the information from the most recent discovery 
operation, overwriting the mismatched data in Proteus. The only exception to this rule is if 
an IP address discovered on the network has a different DNS hostname from the host name 
listed in Proteus. In this situation, Proteus creates a new host record for the IP address, 
resulting in multiple host records for the IP address.

Proteus may not be able to reconcile an address for one of the following reasons:

▪ There is a conflict between the size of the physical network and the size of the equivalent 
IP network object in Proteus. As a result, Proteus cannot add the address.

▪ The IP state between two discovery sessions does not match. For example, an earlier 
discovery session reported the address as Static; before the next discovery session, another 
user changes its state to Reserved.

To reconcile selected addresses:

1 From the IP Reconciliation Policy page, select one or more addresses from the list.

2 Click Action and select Reconcile. All addresses that can be reconciled are reconciled:

▪ Unknown IP addresses are added to the Proteus database.

▪ Mismatched IP addresses are updated with the information from the most recent discovery 
operation, overwriting the mismatched data in Proteus. The only exception to this rule is if 
an IP address discovered on the network has a different DNS hostname from the host name 
listed in Proteus. In this situation, Proteus creates a new host record for the IP address, 
resulting in multiple host records for the IP address.

Proteus may not be able to reconcile an address for one of the following reasons:

▪ There is a conflict between the size of the physical network and the size of the equivalent 
IP network object in Proteus. As a result, Proteus cannot add the address.

▪ The IP state between two discovery sessions does not match. For example, an earlier 
discovery session reported the address as Static; before the next discovery session, another 
user changes its state to Reserved.

To delete addresses:

1 Select the check box for one or more IP addresses from the list.

2 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

3 Click Yes.
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Reference: IPv4 Reconciliation Summary page
The Reconcile Summary Page lists information for an IP address discovered by an IPv4 reconciliation 
policy.

• The Summary section provides information about the discovered address:

▪ IP Address—lists the IP address.

▪ Type—shows the state of the address:

▪  Reclaimable—an address that exists in Proteus, but it is not found on the physical 
network. This may represent a device that was turned off at the time of the discovery, or 
the address may no longer exist on the network.

▪  Unknown—an address that exists on the physical network, but that is not in Proteus. 
This likely represents an address that has been added to the network after the last 
discovery.

▪  Mismatch—an address that exists in both Proteus and on the network, but where the 
MAC address or DNS host name information does not match.

▪ Reconciliation Result—shows result of attempting to reconcile the address. Not Reconciled 
shows that the address has not yet been reconciled. If reconciling the address fails, an 
explanation of the problem appears here.

▪ First Detection—shows the date and time the IP address was first discovered by the 
discovery process.

▪ Last Detection—shows the date and time the IP address was most recently detected by the 
discovery process.

▪ FQDN—shows the fully qualified domain name for the IP address.

▪ MAC Address—shows the MAC address of the IP address.

▪ Configuration ID—shows the Proteus object identification number for the configuration in 
which the network and address are located.

▪ Connected Router Port—the IP address and port for the router on which the IP address is 
found. If available, the name of the router is also shown here.

▪ Connected Switch Port—when layer 2 discovery is enabled, shows the IP address, name, 
interface name, interface description, interface speed, VLAN identification, and VLAN 
name for the switch on which the IP address is found.

▪ End of SubNet—shows the last address of the network in which the address is located.

▪ Network—lists the parent IP network object for the IP address.

▪ Overridden—shows if the address is exempt from the reconciliation process. No shows that 
the IP address is not added to the override list; Yes shows that it is added to the override 
list. Overridden addresses are not affected by the Reconcile All and Reconcile functions.

▪ Proteus Discovery State—the state of the address, such as Static, Not Allocated, Reserved, 
or DHCP Reserved.

▪ Start of Subnet—shows the first address of the network in which the address is located.

▪ Time Since First Detection—shows the length of time since the IP address was first 
discovered by the discovery process.
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• The Status of Proteus section describes the state of the address within Proteus. This section 
may simply note that the IP address has not been allocated, or it may show more detailed 
information:

▪ IP Address—lists the IP address.

▪ Expire Time—lists the expiration time for the IP address’ DHCP lease.

▪ Lease Time—list the duration of the IP address’ DHCP lease.

▪ Network—the parent IP network object for the IP address.

▪ MAC Address—the MAC address of the IP address.

▪ Dependent Records—lists resource records associated with the IP address.

▪ Current State—lists the state of the IP addresses, such as Static, Not Allocated, Reserved, 
or DHCP Reserved.
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Chapter 7
Dynamic Network Configuration
This chapter provides information on using and configuring DHCP and TFTP services. Topics include:

• DHCPv4

• DHCPv6

• MAC Pools

• MAC Addresses

• TFTP Service

Dynamic network configuration using DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) and TFTP (Trivial 
File Transfer Protocol) is an essential part of IP address management. DHCP manages the dynamic 
allocation of IP addresses on an IP network using the concept of address leases. TFTP passes 
configuration files to clients to configure their network presence.

Deployment options govern the behavior of the DHCP service for an object and its children within the 
network. A deployment role can also be associated with a server that provides DHCP services for a 
subnet. Deployment roles associate a DHCP or DNS service to a server interface.

A TFTP service is usually assigned as a deployment role on a particular server. To centralize dynamic 
network configuration services, this is often a DHCP server.

DHCPv4

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv4 (DHCPv4) is a standard protocol defined by RFC 1541 
that allows a server to dynamically distribute IP addressing and configuration information to clients.

MAC Authentication has been removed from Proteus v4.0.0 and is now provided by the BlueCat 
Mobile Security solution. Any customer currently running MAC Authentication will need to 
disable this functionality on their Proteus and Adonis BEFORE upgrading to Proteus v4.0.0 or 
greater.

Customers currently running MAC Authentication should contact BlueCat Networks to discuss 
alternative solutions to registering devices that are connecting through DHCP.

As the DHCPv4 service runs in a single thread, all DHCPv4 lease updates are processed serially. 
This can cause a DHCP server a significant DHCP performance issue causing slow or unresponsive 
DHCP service when DDNS updates is enabled and configured to wait for a timeout DDNS operation 
before processing the next DHCP lease.

Because DDNS updates are enabled by default in Proteus, it needs to be disabled manually to 
avoid such issues. Refer to Reference: DHCPv4 Service Options: on page 275 for more 
information about DDNS updates and Setting DHCPv4 Service Deployment Options on page 264 
to disable DDNS updates.
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DHCP ranges dedicate a portion of a network to DHCP. You can assign deployment options to DHCP 
ranges to control the exact settings received by clients. DHCP ranges can include or exclude any static 
addresses that exist on the network and that fall within the DHCP range. DHCP ranges can also create 
split scopes on Windows servers.

DHCPv4 Ranges
DHCP ranges dedicate a portion of a network to DHCP. You can assign deployment options to DHCP 
ranges to control the exact settings received by clients. DHCP ranges can include or exclude any static 
addresses that exist on the network and that fall within the DHCP range. DHCP ranges can also create 
split scopes on Windows servers.

Adding DHCPv4 ranges
You can add DHCPv4 ranges to configure IPv4 addresses that can be allocated to clients on the 
network.

To add IPv4 DHCP ranges:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, click an IPv4 block. The Address Space tab for the IPv4 block appears.

4 Under Blocks and Networks, click an IPv4 network. The Addresses tab for the IPv4 network 
appears.

5 Click the DHCP Ranges tab.

6 Under DHCP Ranges, click New. The Add IPv4 DHCP Range page opens.

7 Under Address Range, set the following options to define the address range and set its 
name:

▪ Create By—select the type of method that will be used to create a DHCP range. Parameter 
fields for the option vary by a type of method that you select.
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If you select IP Addresses, the following fields will be populated:

▪ Start—type the address for the start of the DHCP range.

▪ End—type the address for the end of the DHCP range.

▪ Name—type a descriptive name for the DHCP range.

▪ Split DHCP range around static and reserved addresses—select this check box to 
automatically split the DHCP range at any static or reserved addresses that may be in the 
network and within the DHCP range. Upon deployment, Proteus automatically creates 
multiple DHCP pools on the managed server, leaving any static addresses outside of the 
DHCP range you specify. When not selected, any static or reserved addresses within the 
DHCP range become part of the DHCP range.

If you select Offsets, the following fields will be populated:

▪ Start Offset—enter a value for the starting position of the DHCP range. Start Offset will 
be counted from the very first IP address which is Network ID.

▪ End Offset—enter a value for the ending position of the DHCP range. End Offset will be 
counted from the very last IP address which is Network Broadcast Address.

▪ Name—type a descriptive name for the DHCP range.

▪ Split DHCP range around static and reserved addresses—select this check box to 
automatically split the DHCP range at any static or reserved addresses that may be in the 
network and within the DHCP range. Upon deployment, Proteus automatically creates 
multiple DHCP pools on the managed server, leaving any static addresses outside of the 
DHCP range you specify. When not selected, any static or reserved addresses within the 
DHCP range become part of the DHCP range.

If you select Offset and Percentage, the following fields will be populated:

▪ Offset—enter a value for the starting position of the DHCP range. The position of Offset 
will be counted from the very first IP address or the last IP address in the network 
depending on the direction option that you select in the Direction field.

▪ Percentage—enter a value for the size of the DHCP range in proportion to the parent 
network size. For example, the value 20 represents 20% of the parent network size.

▪ Direction—select the starting IP address’ offset position. If you select from start, the 
position of the starting IP address will be counted from the very first IP address in the 
network. If you select from end, the position of the starting IP address will be counted 
from the very last IP address in the network.

▪ Name—type a descriptive name for the DHCP range.

▪ Split DHCP range around static and reserved addresses—select this checkbox to 
automatically split the DHCP range at any static or reserved addresses that may be in the 
network and within the DHCP range. Upon deployment, Proteus automatically creates 
multiple DHCP pools on the managed server, leaving any static addresses outside of the 
DHCP range you specify. When not selected, any static or reserved addresses within the 
DHCP range become part of the DHCP range.

8 The Scope (Range) Split section creates a split scope range for two Windows servers. To 
create a split scope range, select the Scope Split Windows Network checkbox. Define the 
split scope parameters in the fields that appear:

▪ Exclude Server 1—when selected, the entire range is excluded from the first server. The 
entire range will be hosted on the second server.

• Offset must not be zero.
• Percentage must not be zero.
• Percentage must be equal to or less than 100%.
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▪ Exclude Server 2—when selected, the entire range is excluded from the second server. The 
entire range will be hosted on the first server.

▪ Split Address—select this option and type the IP address at which the scope is to be split; 
the range will be split between the two servers at the split address. The first portion of the 
range, from the start address to the split address, will be active on Server 1 and excluded 
from Server 2. The second portion of the range, from the first address after the split 
address to the end address, will be active on Server 2 and excluded from Server 1. For more 

information when used with Windows servers, refer to the Proteus for Microsoft® DNS and 
DHCP Administration Guide.

▪ Preview button—click to display a preview of how the split scope DHCP range will be 
deployed. The Server 1 and Server 2 fields show the address ranges to be deployed to each 
server.

9 Under DHCP Alert Settings, set the values for DHCP alerts:

▪ Inherited Low/High Watermark Value from Parent—when selected, the block inherits the 
DHCP Alert Settings from its parent object.

▪ Currently Low Watermark—triggers an alert when DHCP usage is below this value (when too 
few addresses are being used).

▪ Currently High Watermark—triggers an alert when a DHCP usage is above this value (when too 
many addresses are being used). 

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Add to add the range and return to the DHCP Ranges tab, or click Add Next to add 
another range.

Merging DHCP Ranges
You can merge two or more contiguous DHCPv4 ranges into a single DHCPv4 block or range. Do this 
when you want to consolidate smaller ranges into a single large range. The ranges must be contiguous; 
that is, there cannot be any unused or otherwise assigned addresses between the selected ranges.

In addition, you must select the block to retain its identity. For example, if each block has a 
deployment role to a different server, the server selected to retained its identity will retain its role 
and name.

To merge DHCPv4 ranges:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, click an IPv4 block. The Address Space tab for the IPv4 block appears.

4 Under Blocks and Networks, click an IPv4 network. The Addresses tab for the IPv4 network 
appears.

5 Click the DHCP Ranges tab.

If you are using a Shared Network in DHCP, a DHCP Alert notification for all networks inside the 
Shared Network will be sent as a single entity notification using the DHCP Alert set at the 
configuration level. DHCP Alerts for each individual network within any Shared Network will also 
be sent only if object-specific DHCP Alerts are set at the network or DHCPv4 range level.
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6 Under DHCP Ranges, select the check boxes for two or more contiguous DHCP ranges.

7 Click Action, and then select Merge Selected. The Merge DHCP Ranges page opens.

8 The Selected Siblings section lists the blocks, networks, or DHCP ranges selected to be 
merged. Select the item that is to retain its identity after the merge.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Yes.

Resizing DHCPv4 Ranges
You can resize DHCPv4 ranges to make them larger or smaller. When you resize a range, you can select 
how Proteus handles DHCPv4 addresses that no longer fit in the range, and you can create split-scope 
networks for ranges on Windows servers.

To resize a DHCPv4 range:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, click an IPv4 block. The Address Space tab for the IPv4 block appears.

4 Under Blocks and Networks, click an IPv4 network. The Addresses tab for the IPv4 network 
appears.

5 Click the DHCP Ranges tab. Under DHCP Ranges, click the DHCP range you want to resize. The 
DHCP range Details tab appears.
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6 Click the DHCP range name menu and select Resize. The Resize DHCP Range page opens.

7 Under Address Range, modify the following options:

▪ Create By—select the type of method that will be used to create a DHCP range. Parameter 
fields for the option vary by a type of method that you select.

If you select IP Addresses, the following fields will be populated:

▪ Start—type the address for the start of the DHCP range.

▪ End—type the address for the end of the DHCP range.

▪ Name—type a descriptive name for the DHCP range.

▪ Split DHCP range around static and reserved addresses—select this check box to 
automatically split the DHCP range at any static or reserved addresses that may be in the 
network and within the DHCP range. Upon deployment, Proteus automatically creates 
multiple DHCP pools on the managed server, leaving any static addresses outside of the 
DHCP range you specify. When not selected, any static or reserved addresses within the 
DHCP range become part of the DHCP range.

If you select Offsets, the following fields will be populated:

▪ Start Offset—enter a value for the starting position of the DHCP range. Start Offset will 
be counted from the very first IP address which is Network ID.

▪ End Offset—enter a value for the ending position of the DHCP range. End Offset will be 
counted from the very last IP address which is Network Broadcast Address.

▪ Name—type a descriptive name for the DHCP range.

▪ Split DHCP range around static and reserved addresses—select this check box to 
automatically split the DHCP range at any static or reserved addresses that may be in the 
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network and within the DHCP range. Upon deployment, Proteus automatically creates 
multiple DHCP pools on the managed server, leaving any static addresses outside of the 
DHCP range you specify. When not selected, any static or reserved addresses within the 
DHCP range become part of the DHCP range.

If you select Offset and Percentage, the following fields will be populated:

▪ Offset—enter a value for the starting position of the DHCP range. The position of Offset 
will be counted from the very first IP address or the last IP address in the network 
depending on the Direction option that you select in the Direction field.

▪ Percentage—type the address for the end of the DHCP range.

▪ Direction—select the starting IP address’ offset position. If you select from start, the 
position of the starting IP address will be counted from the very first IP address in the 
network. If you select from end, the position of the starting IP address will be counted 
from the very last IP address in the network.

▪ Name—type a descriptive name for the DHCP range.

▪ Split DHCP range around static and reserved addresses—select this checkbox to 
automatically split the DHCP range at any static or reserved addresses that may be in the 
network and within the DHCP range. Upon deployment, Proteus automatically creates 
multiple DHCP pools on the managed server, leaving any static addresses outside of the 
DHCP range you specify. When not selected, any static or reserved addresses within the 
DHCP range become part of the DHCP range.

8 Under DHCP Exclusions Range, enter the start address and the end address of the range that 
you wish to exclude in the Start IP and End IP fields, then click Add. To exclude a single 
address, enter the same address in the Start IP and End IP fields.

9 Under Pool Resize Options, select an option to determine how Proteus handles any DHCP 
allocated addresses that are no longer part of the resized range. When you reduce the size of 
a DHCP range, it is possible for DHCP allocated addresses to be orphaned or left out of the 
smaller range. You can convert orphaned addresses to DHCP Reserved, Static, or Unassigned 
addresses.

▪ DHCP Reserved hosts—when selected, Proteus converts orphaned addresses to DHCP 
Reserved addresses.

▪ Static hosts—when selected, Proteus converts orphaned addresses to Static addresses.

▪ Unassigned hosts—when selected, Proteus converts orphaned addresses to Unassigned 
addresses.

10 Use the Scope (Range) Split section to create a split scope range for a Windows server. To 
create a split scope range, select the Scope Split Windows Network checkbox. Define the 
split scope parameters in the fields that appear:

▪ Exclude Server 1—when selected, the entire range is excluded from the first server. The 
entire range will be hosted on the second server.

▪ Exclude Server 2—when selected, the entire range is excluded from the second server. The 
entire range will be hosted on the first server.

▪ Split Address—select this option and type the IP address at which the scope is to be split; 
the range will be split between the two servers at the split address. The first portion of the 
range, from the start address to the split address, will be active on Server 1 and excluded 

• Offset must not be zero.
• Percentage must not be zero.
• Percentage must be equal to or less than 100%.
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from Server 2. The second portion of the range, from the first address after the split 
address to the end address, will be active on Server 2 and excluded from Server 1.

▪ Preview button—click to display a preview of how the split scope DHCP range will be 
deployed. The Server 1 and Server 2 fields show the address ranges to be deployed to each 
server.

11 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.Click Update.

Viewing DHCPv4 Lease History
You can view the history of DHCPv4 leases provided by your managed servers. You can view the DHCPv4 
lease history for a specific IPv4 network or for all networks within an IPv4 block.

To view IPv4 DHCP lease history:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, click an IPv4 block. The Address Space tab for the IPv4 block appears.

4 Click the DHCP Leases History tab. The DHCP Leases History section 
appears.

The DHCP Leases History section displays the following information:

▪ Active IP Address—lists the IP addresses that are actively leased or that have a history of 
having been leased. The icon beside the address indicates the state of the address. For 
more information on address type icons, refer to Address types on page 213.

▪ Lease Time—displays the date and time the lease was granted.

▪ Expire Time—displays the date and time the least is to expire.

▪ Number of Transactions—displays the number of transactions performed to assign, renew, 
or terminate the lease. The table is initially sorted in descending order, based on the 
number of transactions.

To view the DHCP lease history for a specific network, select an IPv4 network. On the network 
page, click the DHCP Leases History tab.
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▪ State—displays the current state of the lease, such as DHCP Allocated, DHCP Free, or DHCP 
Reserved.

▪ Circuit ID—shows information specific to the circuit from which the request came.

▪ Name—the name you created for the IP address.

▪ Remote ID—shows information that identifies the relay agent.

To view the details for an address, click an address in the Active IP Address column.

DHCPv4 Deployment Options
DHCP options can be configured to provide a full range of configuration values when assigning a DHCP 
lease. 

Setting DHCPv4 Client Deployment Options
DHCPv4 client deployment options are used to assign information that clients require, such as the IPv4 
addresses of routers, DNS servers, and domain names. Options set at higher levels are inherited at 
child or lower levels, unless overwritten at the lower level. 

They can be assigned from these levels: 

• server

• configuration

• IPv4 block

• IPv4 network

• DHCPv4 range

To overwrite an inherited value at a lower level, you must create a new deployment option of the 
same type with the modified value.

To add a DHCPv4 client deployment option at the configuration level:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the Deployment Options tab.

Options added at the configuration level will overwrite options added at the server level.
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4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DHCP Client Option. The Add DHCP Client 
Deployment Option page opens.

5 Under General, select the option and set its parameters:

▪ Option—select a DHCP client deployment option. When you select an option, parameter 
fields for the option appear.

6 Under Servers, select the servers to which the option applies:

▪ All Servers—applies the deployment option to all servers in the configuration.

▪ Specific Server—applies the deployment option to a specific server in the configuration. 
Select a server from the drop-down list.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another client deployment option.

Setting DHCPv4 Service Deployment Options
DHCP Service deployment options define server configuration parameters. Many service options are 
deployed using default values. For example, the default lease time option is configured as one day, the 
ping check option is configured as true.

For more information on the options and their parameters, refer to the following topics:

• IP Layer Parameters Per Host on page 269
• Interface-Specific Options on page 270
• Link Layer Interface-Specific Options on page 271
• TCP Interface-Specific Options on page 271
• Application and Service Options on page 271
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All options apply to Adonis DHCP servers whereas a small subset of these options (default lease time, 
client updates, DDNS updates) apply to Windows DHCP servers.

They can be assigned from these levels: 

• server

• configuration

• IP block

• IP network

• DHCPv4 range

To add a DHCP service deployment option at the configuration level:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the Deployment Options tab.

4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DHCP Service Option. The Add DHCP Service 
Deployment Option page opens.

5 Under General, select the option and set its parameters:

▪ Option—select a DHCP service deployment option. When you select an option, parameter 
fields for the option appear. For information on the DHCPv4 service options and their 
parameters, refer to Reference: DHCPv4 Service Options: on page 275.

6 Under Servers, select the servers to which the option applies:

Options added at the configuration level will overwrite options added at the server level.

Editing an inherited deployment option at the child level actually edits the option at its original 
level. To override an inherited option, you must create a new instance of the option at the lower 
level.
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▪ All Servers—applies the deployment option to all servers in the configuration.

▪ Specific Server—applies the deployment option to a specific server in the configuration. 
Select a server from the drop-down list.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another option.

Adding DHCP Custom Options
DHCP custom options are required when you have software or applications that require a nonstandard 
DHCP option. A small number of custom options including option 150 (TFTP server), 176 (IP 
Telephones), and 252 (WPAD) are available in the Proteus web interface as DHCP client options. 
Options that are not included can be added as DHCP custom options. 

DHCP custom options are created from a configuration’s DHCP Settings tab. After creating a custom 
option, it is available as a DHCP client option.

To add a DHCP custom option:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the DHCP Settings tab.

4 Under DHCP Custom Option Definition, click New. The Add DHCP Custom Option Definition page 
opens.

▪ Under General, define the custom option:

▪ Option Code—select the DHCP option code number.

▪ Name—type a descriptive name for the custom option. The name cannot begin with a 
number and cannot contain spaces.

▪ Type—select a type from the drop-down list:
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▪ IPv4 Address

▪ Text

▪ Unsigned Integer 8bit

▪ Unsigned Integer 16bit

▪ Unsigned Integer 32bit

▪ Unsigned Integer 64bit (Windows)

▪ Signed Integer 8bit

▪ Signed Integer 16bit

▪ Signed Integer 32bit

▪ Binary (Windows)

▪ Encapsulated (Windows)

▪ Allow Multiple—this checkbox appears when you select IPv4 Address from the Type drop-
down list. When you select the checkbox, multiple addresses are permitted in the option. 
When it is not selected, only a single address is permitted in the option.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Add to add the custom option and return to the DHCP Settings tab, or click Add Next to 
add another custom option.

Assigning DHCP Custom Options
You can assign a DHCP custom option at any level where a native DHCP client deployment option can 
be assigned.

To assign a DHCP custom option:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the Deployment Options tab.
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4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DHCP Client Option. The Add DHCP Client 
Deployment Option page opens.

5 Under General, select the option and set its parameters.

▪ Option—select the DHCP custom option from the list. When an option is selected, 
parameters fields for the option appear. Type information in the fields to define the option.

6 Under Servers, select the servers to which the option applies:

▪ All Servers—applies the deployment option to all servers in the configuration.

▪ Specific Server—applies the deployment option to a specific server in the configuration. 
Select a server from the drop-down list.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the custom option and return to the Deployment Options tab.

Reference: DHCPv4 Client Options

These are the DHCPv4 options that you can add to a DHCPv4 configuration and deploy to Adonis 
servers. These options relate to extra settings for clients. For more information about these options, 
see RFCs 2132, 2242, 2610, 2241, and 2485. 

Readers are also encouraged to examine RFCs 1497 and 1122 for further background information. 
Options that accept Boolean values are activated by a value of 1 unless otherwise specified. When 
specifying a list of IPv4 addresses, the first address entered takes precedence.
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The DHCPv4 option codes include:

• IP Layer Parameters Per Host on page 269

• Interface-Specific Options on page 270

• Link Layer Interface-Specific Options on page 271

• TCP Interface-Specific Options on page 271

• Application and Service Options on page 271

IP Layer Parameters Per Host

The following DHCPv4 option codes specify values that apply to the entire client (host) system, and do 
not necessarily just apply to a single interface.

DHCP Option Description

Time Offset (2) Specifies the time offset from GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) for the DHCP 
client. This offset is expressed in seconds, with a negative value 
representing locations west of Greenwich. Thus EST, which is 5 hours 
behind Greenwich Mean Time, could be expressed as -18000.

Router (3) Indicates the default router for this configuration. In Windows DHCP, this 
option is known as Default Gateway. The data consists of one or more IP 
addresses.

Time Server (4) Indicates RFC 868 time servers that are available to a client. The data 
consists of one or more IP addresses.

IEN Name Server (5) Specifies IEN name servers. These are not the same as BIND name servers.

DNS Server (6) Specifies one or more DNS servers that the client contacts for DNS 
resolution. These are comparable to the Windows primary and secondary 
DNS servers that are configured for clients.

Log Server (7) Specifies a log server for the client to use. This is an MIT-LCS UDP log 
server, and is identified with on or more IPv4 addresses, with the first 
address taking precedence.

Cookie Server (8) Refers to “Quote of the Day” servers as described in RFC 865. They are 
specified with IPv4 addresses.

LPR Server (9) Lists line printer servers as defined in RFC 1179. They are defined using a 
list of IPv4 addresses and are matched in the order specified.

Impress Server (10) Lists Imagen Impress servers. They are defined using a list of IPv4 addresses 
and are matched in the order specified.

Resource Location Server (11) Lists resource location server addresses for the client to use on the local 
network as specified in RFC 887. They are defined using a list of IPv4 
addresses and are matched in the order specified.

Host Name (12) Specifies a host name for the client. This may or may not be qualified with 
the local domain name.

Boot Size (13) Describes the size of the boot file image for the client. The size is 
expressed as a number of 512-byte segments.

Merit Dump File (14) Provides the complete path and file name of the server to which the client 
dumps its core image in the event that the client crashes.

Domain Name (15) Specifies the domain name for the client system.
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Interface-Specific Options

The following DHCP option codes apply to a specific interface. Therefore, it is possible for a client-
device containing multiple interfaces to have different option values per interface.

Swap Server (16) Specifies a swap server for the client.

Root Path (17) Specifies the path as a text value. A root disk contains essential startup 
files for client systems in several schemes, including NFS.

Extensions Path (18) Specifies the path to a file as a text value. The file contains options or 
vendor-specific configuration settings to be used in DHCP device 
configuration.

IP Forwarding (19) A Boolean value indicating whether a client with more than one network 
interface should forward packets between its interfaces.

Non-Local Source Routing (20) A Boolean value indicating whether a client should forward packets from a 
non-local source.

Policy Filter Masks (21) Lists one or more addresses and submasks used with IP forwarding. If this 
option is specified, a forwarded packet goes to one of these addresses as its 
next hop or else the packet is dropped.

Max Datagram Reassembly (22) Specifies the maximum size of datagrams that the client should be 
prepared to reassemble, specified as an unsigned 16-bit integer value. This 
minimum legal value is 576.

Default IP TTL (23) Specifies the time to live (TTL) value that clients should specify for 
outgoing packets. This is expressed as an unsigned 16-bit integer with a 
value between 1 and 255.

Path MTU Aging Timeout (24) Specifies the aging timeout for Path Maximum Transfer Unit (PMTU) values 
in seconds as an unsigned 32-bit integer. For more information about PMTU, 
see option 25 (below), the PMTU Plateau Table or RFC 1191.

Path MTU Plateau Table (25) Specifies the PMTU Plateau Table. It is a list of Maximum Transfer Unit sizes 
for an arbitrary number of paths. These values are stored as unsigned 16-bit 
integers and are subject to a TTL. The mechanism for this operation is 
described in RFC 1191.

DHCP Option Description

Interface MTU (26) Specifies the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) size for packets being sent from 
a specific interface. This is specified as an unsigned 16-bit integer value.

All Subnets Local (27) Indicates whether all local subnets have the same MTU as the network to 
which the client is attached. This is specified using a Boolean value.

Broadcast Address (28) Specifies a particular broadcast address for a subnet. This is specified using 
an IPv4 address value.

Perform Mask Discovery (29) A Boolean value indicating whether an ICMP address mask request message 
is sent to the gateway to receive a subnet mask. This process is explained 
in RFC 950.

Mask Supplier (30) A Boolean value indicating whether or not a client responds to subnet mask 
requests using ICMP. This process is explained in RFC 950.

DHCP Option Description
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Link Layer Interface-Specific Options

The following DHCP option codes apply to a specific interface. They deal with the link layer of the 
interface rather than the IP layer.

TCP Interface-Specific Options

The following DHCP option codes in this section apply to Transport Control Protocol (TCP) settings on a 
per-interface basis.

Application and Service Options

The following DHCPv4 option codes are provided to specify client settings for particular clients and 
services.

Router Discovery (31) A Boolean value indicating whether the client performs Router Discovery as 
explained in RFC 1256. A specific router can be specified with DHCP Option 
32.

Router Solicitation Address 
(32)

An address used in conjunction with DHCP Option 31 specifying a particular 
router address with an IPv4 address. This address is used by the client when 
submitting router discovery messages in accordance with RFC 1256.

Static Routes (33) Lists static routes for the client to store in its routing cache. The first 
address specified is the destination address; the second address is the 
router for that address. The route 0.0.0.0 is an illegal entry for this option.

DHCP Option Description

Trailer Encapsulation (34) A Boolean value indicating whether the client should negotiate the use of 
ARP Trailers in accordance with RFC 893.

ARP Cache Timeout (35) Specifies the timeout for ARP cache entries in seconds, specified as an 
unsigned 32-bit integer value.

IEEE 802.3 Encapsulation (36) A Boolean value indicating the type of encapsulation used for Ethernet 
interfaces. A value of false indicates Ethernet 2 encapsulation (RFC 894) 
and a value of true indicates IEEE 802.3 (RFC 1042).

DHCP Option Description

Default TCP TTL (37) Specifies the default TTL value that client systems uses for the TCP 
segments that they send out. It is specified with an unsigned 8-bit integer 
representing the number of seconds.

TCP Keep Alive Interval (38) Specifies the number of seconds that the client waits before sending a TCP 
keepalive message, specified with an unsigned 32-bit integer. A value of 0 
prevents the client TCP from sending keepalive messages.

TCP Keep Alive Garbage (39) A Boolean value used in conjunction with DHCP Option 38. It indicates 
whether a client should send keepalive messages with an octet of garbage 
to comply with older TCP implementations.

DHCP Option Description

NIS Domain (40) Defines the clients NIS domain using the ASCII character set.

DHCP Option Description
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NIS Server (41) Lists NIS servers, specified using IPv4 addresses in the order of preference.

NTP Server (42) Lists NTP servers, specified using IPv4 addresses in order of preference.

Vendor Encapsulated Options 
(43)

Contains vendor-specific information or options for devices, specified as a 
hexadecimal string. The value must start with 1 or 2 hexadecimal digits, 
with subsequence digits separated with colons. For example:

• Single-digit values: A:B:0:1:2:3
• Two-digit values: AA:BB:00:01:02:03

WINS/NBNS Server (44) Lists WINS/NBNS servers (RFC 1001/1002), specified using IPv4 addresses in 
order of preference.

NetBIOS over TCP/IP NBDD (45) Lists NetBIOS Datagram Distribution servers (RFC 1001/1002) specified 
using IPv4 addresses in order of preference.

WINS/NBT Node Type (46) Specifies the type of NetBIOS node for the client, specified as an 8-bit 
integer value:

1—B-node

2—P-node

4—M-node

8—H-node

NetBIOS Scope ID (47) Specifies the NetBIOS Scope ID for a client.

X-Window Font Server (48) Lists X-Window Font servers (RFC 1198), specified using IPv4 addresses in 
order of preference.

X-Window Display Manager (49) Lists X-Window Display Manager servers (RFC 1198) available to the client, 
specified using IPv4 addresses in order of preference.

Netware/IP Domain (62) Specifies the NetWare/IP domain name for the client.

Netware/IP - NSQ broadcast 
(63.5)

A Boolean value indicating whether or not the client should perform a 
NetWare nearest server query to locate the nearest NetWare/IP server.

Netware/IP - Preferred DSS 
(63.6)

Lists NetWare domain SAP/RIP servers (DSS), specified using IPv4 addresses 
in order of preference.

Netware/IP - Nearest NWIP 
Server (63.7)

Lists the nearest NetWare/IP servers, specified using IPv4 addresses in 
order of preference.

Netware/IP - Auto Retries 
(63.8)

Identifies the number of times a client attempts to communicate with a DSS 
server upon startup, specified using an unsigned 8-bit integer value.

Netware/IP - Auto Retry Delay 
(63.9)

Indicates the number of seconds that a client should wait between 
attempts to contact a NetWare domain SAP/RIP server (DSS) at startup, 
specified as an unsigned 8-bit integer value.

Netware/IP - 1.1 Compatibility 
(63.10)

A Boolean value indicating whether a client supports connectivity to 
NetWare/IP version 1.1 servers.

Netware/IP - Primary DSS 
(63.11)

Identifies the primary NetWare domain SAP/RIP server (DSS) for the 
NetWare/IP domain to which the client belongs, specified as an IPv4 
address.

NIS+ Domain Name (64) Identifies the name of the NIS+ domain to which the client belongs.

NIS+ Server (65) Lists NIS+ servers, specified using IPv4 addresses in order of preference.

DHCP Option Description
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TFTP Server Name (66) Identifies the name of a TFTP server.

Boot File Name (67) Identifies the name of the boot file for this client.

Mobile IP Home Agent (68) Lists mobile IP home agents available to the client, specified using IPv4 
addresses in order of preference.

SMTP Server (69) Lists Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTP) servers available to the client, 
specified using IPv4 addresses in order of preference.

POP3 Server (70) Lists POP servers available to the client, specified using IPv4 addresses in 
order of preference.

NNTP Server (71) Lists Network News Transport Protocol (NNTP) servers available to the 
client, specified using IPv4 addresses in order of preference.

WWW Server (72) Lists World Wide Web (WWW) servers available to the client, specified using 
IPv4 addresses in order of preference.

Finger Server (73) Lists Finger servers available to the client, specified using IPv4 addresses in 
order of preference.

IRC Server (74) Lists IRC servers available to the client, specified using IPv4 addresses in 
order of preference.

Street Talk Server (75) Lists Street Talk servers available to the client, specified using IPv4 
addresses in order of preference.

Street Talk Directory 
Assistance Server (76)

Lists StreetTalk Directory Assistance servers available to the client, 
specified using IPv4 addresses in order of preference.

SLP Directory Agent (78) Lists SLP Directory Agents available to the client, specified using IPv4 
addresses in order of preference (as defined in RFC 2610). If the checkbox 
is selected, the client must not use either active or passive multicast 
discovery of directory agents. This option also requires the use of DHCP 
Option 79, SLP Service Scope.

SLP Service Scope (79) Lists SLP scopes that a client is configured to use. If the checkbox is 
selected, the client’s static SLP Service Scope settings are overridden by 
the settings specified by this option.

NDS Server (85) Lists Novell Directory Services (NDS) servers available to the client, 
specified using IPv4 addresses in order of preference.

NDS Tree Name (86) Specifies the name of the NDS tree that the client contacts. This is a UTF-8 
string with a limit of 255 characters and cannot be zero terminated.

NDS Context (87) Describes the NDS context for the client. This field has a maximum length 
of 255 bytes. If the NDS Context string is longer than this, it must be split 
over multiple instances of this option. This is a limitation of the DHCP 
options specification (RFC 2131/2132).

UAP Server (98) Contains a list of servers that support user authentication protocol for the 
client. These are specified with URL notation. They can be HTTP or HTTPS 
URLs specified in ASCII with space character delimitation. Port numbers can 
be specified to override the default ports (80, 443).

DHCP Option Description
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Name Service Search (117) Specifies the order in which different types of naming services should be 
consulted on a network (as described in RFC 2937). The numbers are listed 
by preference and the client utilizes the naming services based on this list:

6—DNS server option

41—NIS Option 

44—WINS/NetBIOS option 

65—NIS+ server option 

0—Local Naming Information (such as /etc/hosts)

Domain Search (119) Specifies the domain search list used when resolving hostnames with DNS as 
defined in RFC 3397.

SIP Servers (120) Enable a client to locate a SIP server for VoIP use (as defined in RFC 3361). 
You can choose whether a field for address or text entry appears based on 
the option selected.

Classless Static Route (121) Updates a client’s routing table when DHCP messages are exchanged. The 
fields for address, mask, and router are used to define routes, and Move 
up/Move down are used to sort routes by precedence. Clicking Remove 
removes routes from this list.

Cablelabs Client Configuration 
Option (122)

 Configures cable modems and media terminal adapters according to the 
PacketCable security standard. More information can be found in this 
standard, or in RFC 3495.

TSP’s Primary DHCP Server 
Address (122.1)

The IPv4 address for the primary DHCP server from which this client is 
allowed to accept DHCP offer messages.

TSP’s Secondary DHCP Server 
Address (122.2)

The IPv4 address for the secondary DHCP server from which this client is 
allowed to accept DHCP offer messages.

TSP’s Provisioning Server 
Address (122.3)

The address or FQDN for the provisioning server that this modem or MTA 
contacts.

TSP’s AS-REQ/AS-REP Backoff 
and Retry (122.4)

Requests to the Kerberos Authentication Server or the Ticket Granting 
Server are managed by the values in this option.

• The Minimum Timeout value specifies the minimum expiry time that 
tickets should be requested in seconds, according to policy at this site.

• The Maximum Timeout value specifies the maximum expiry time that 
tickets should be requested in seconds, according to policy at this site.

• The Retry Count value specifies the number of retries that should be 
attempted before the request is aborted. Each field accepts values 
between 0 and 4,294,967,295.

TSP’s AP-REQ/AP-REP Backoff 
and Retry (122.5)

Controls the timeout and retry values for Kerberos authentication headers.

• The Minimum Timeout value specifies the minimum expiry time that 
tickets should be requested in seconds, according to policy at this site.

• The Maximum Timeout value specifies the maximum expiry time that 
tickets should be requested in seconds, according to policy at this site.

• The Retry Count value specifies the number of retries that should be 
attempted before the request is aborted. Each field accepts values 
between 0 and 4,294,967,295.

TSP’s Kerberos Realm Name 
(122.6)

Lists the Kerberos realm that should be used to authenticate against. Realm 
names are always specified in capitals and this instance must be specified 
in domain style as described in RFC 1510.

DHCP Option Description
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Reference: DHCPv4 Service Options:

The DHCPv4 service options relate to the leases assigned within the scope on which the option is set.

TSP’s Ticket Granting Server 
Utilization (122.7)

Select this checkbox if the option should use a Ticket Granting Ticket when 
obtaining service from a PacketCable application server.

TSP’s Provisioning Timer Value 
(122.8)

Defines the timeout in seconds that the provisioning process has to 
complete, specified as an integer value between 0 and 255.

TFTP Server Address (150) Specifies the IPv4 address for the TFTP server that the client uses. Some 
devices, such as certain Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) phones, 
download their initial configuration from a TFTP server.

IP Telephone (176) This option is used to inform Avaya phones of several parameters around 
the host network using string values. Typically, several copies of this option 
pass the various required strings to the Avaya phones. Implementors of this 
option should check the Avaya Administrator’s Guide for their phone 
system to obtain the appropriate values for this option.

WPAD URL (252) This options provides the URL for a WPAD (Web Proxy Autodiscovery 
Protocol) configuration file. Specify the URL for the configuration file in the 
Text field.

DHCPv4 Service Option Description

Default Lease Time Specifies the default lease time that will be offered to DHCP clients.

Maximum Lease Time Specifies the longest possible lease time that will be granted to a DHCP 
client.

Minimum Lease Time Specifies the shortest possible lease time that will be granted to a DHCP 
client.

Client Updates Indicates whether client updates should be used to maintain DDNS records 
for this client. When selected, the client updates its own DNS record on the 
server. When not selected, the DHCP server performs the update. This 
option is required for DHCP to perform DDNS updates.

DDNS Domain Name Specifies the domain name appended to this client’s hostname to form the 
fully-qualified DNS name that will be dynamically updated by the DHCP 
server.

DHCP Option Description
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DDNS Host Name Specifies the hostname that should be used for DDNS updates for this 
client. If no value is specified, the hostname provided by the DHCP client 
will be used. In the General section, define the following parameters:

• Type—select the type to be used as part of a DDNS hostname value: IP 
Address, MAC Address, or Fixed. If the Fixed type is selected, you 
need to specify the exact DDNS hostname value to be used in the Data 
field.

NOTE: The Fixed type only appears for MAC address and DHCP reserved 
IPv4 address object types in the Proteus user interface.

• Position—specify where you wish to add the data value to the IP address 
or MAC address to create the DDNS hostname. Select Prepend to add 
the data value specified in the Data field in front of the IP address or 
MAC address. Select Append to add the data value specified in the Data 
field at the end of the IP address or MAC address.

• Data—specify data value that will be used to be prepended or appended 
to the IP address or MAC address to form the DDNS hostname. If you 
have selected Fixed in the Type field, this value will be used for the 
DDNS hostname.

DDNS Reverse Domain Name Specifies the domain name appended to the client's (reversed) IP address to 
form the fully-qualified reverse DNS name. By default, this value is in-
addr.arpa.

DDNS TTL Specifies the default TTL for DDNS records, specified as an integer value 
from 0 to 4,294,967,295 seconds. The values can be set in seconds, 
minutes, hours or days.

DDNS Updates Indicates whether the server should attempt a DDNS update when the lease 
is confirmed.

NOTE: DDNS Updates are enabled by default in Proteus. This can cause a 
slow or unresponsive DHCP service because DHCP service runs in a single 
thread leading all DHCP lease updates to be processed serially.If you do not 
wish to enable DDNS in your network environment, disable DDNS Updates 
manually:

• From the necessary server, configuration, IP block, IP network or DHCP 
range level, add a DHCP Service Option and select DDNS Updates. 
Leave the Enable check box deselected and click Add. Deploy to 
Adonis.

Ping Check Indicates whether the server should use an ICMP “ping” to ensure that only 
inactive IP addresses are offered to DHCP clients. By default, Ping Check is 
globally enabled.

Always Broadcast Sets the server to always broadcast its responses to compensate for some 
clients that would not otherwise receive responses.

Always Reply (RFC 1048) Indicates that the server should always reply with RFC 1048-style 
responses. This is true even if clients do not make RFC 1048-style requests.

Dynamic BOOTP Lease Length Indicates the lease length after which a BOOTP client is assumed to be 
offline. Specified as an integer value between 0 to 4,294,967,295 seconds. 
The values can be set in seconds, minutes, hours or days.

File Name The name of the initial boot file which is to be loaded by a client. Boot files 
are generally made available to clients by TFTP.

DHCPv4 Service Option Description
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Get Lease Hostnames When selected, the server looks up the domain name for each client and 
uses the information from the zone to set the hostname option for the 
client.

Minimum Seconds Specifies the amount of time that the DHCP server waits before responding 
to client requests. A setting of 1 always results in the second request being 
answered rather than the first. This is useful for setting up a secondary 
DHCP server that allows the primary to respond to the first request. 
Specified as an integer from 0 to 255.

Next Server Specifies the server where the boot file is located.

Server Identifier Overrides the value that is sent to clients in the DHCP Server Identifier 
option. This must be a valid IP address already assigned to the DHCP server. 
This value is usually set automatically; using this option is not 
recommended.

Site Option Space Sets the site option space for a given DHCP scope. This option is only useful 
in combination with deployment of an option space definition in a DHCP 
Raw option.

Stash Agent Options This checkbox causes the client to include the DHCP agent information 
from the initial DHCPREQUEST message in all subsequent messages.

Update Optimization When selected, the DHCP server only attempts a DDNS update if it appears 
that client information has changed, rather than every time the client’s 
lease is renewed.

Update Static Leases When enabled, the DHCP server will also perform DDNS updates for static 
(DHCP Reserved) leases.

Use Lease for Default Route When selected, the client’s own IP address is sent as the router address 
rather than the actual address of the gateway. This can make some 
Windows clients ARP for all IP addresses if the router is set up for proxy 
ARP.

One Lease Per Client When selected, the server clears all existing leases for a client upon the 
receipt of a new DHCPREQUEST message. This ensures that an interface 
obtains only one lease at a time for a segment.

Allow MAC Pools Allows the selected MAC Pool access to DHCP services. After this option is 
set, MAC addresses not belonging to the selected MAC Pool are 
automatically denied. Multiple instances of this option may be added, to 
allow DHCP service to members of multiple MAC Pools.

Deny MAC Pools Denies DHCP services to the specified MAC Pool wherever it is active. DHCP 
reservations take precedence over this option. 

Deny Unknown MAC Addresses Denies unknown MAC Addresses from using DHCP services wherever it is 
active.

Allow Class Members of Allows DHCP clients who match a specific class value to receive an IP 
address at the level the option is set. This option also denies all non-
matching hosts from receiving an IP address. One or more DHCP match 
classes must be created before setting this option. For more information 
about adding and editing DHCP Match classes, refer to DHCP Match Classes 
on page 284.

DHCPv4 Service Option Description
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DHCP Vendor Profiles and Options
Vendor profiles are sets of DHCP options required by particular devices. For example, a VoIP phone 
might need a very specific set of DHCP options.

A vendor profile is the container in which the DHCP vendor options are stored. A single vendor profile 
contains several DHCP vendor options, all of which can be sent to a specific type of device such as an 
IP handset. After the vendor profile is created and populated with the appropriate options, the options 
themselves can be defined and set at the appropriate level within Proteus. 

Vendor options are available in Proteus in the same locations as other DHCP deployment options and 
are assigned as deployment options.

Creating a DHCP Vendor profile

To create DHCP vendor profiles:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click DHCP Server Settings. The DHCP Server Settings page opens.

3 Click Vendor Profiles. The DHCP Vendor Profiles page opens.

Deny Class Members of Denies members of DHCP clients who match a specific class from receiving 
an IP address at the level the option is set. All clients who do not match 
this class value are able to receive an IP address. One or more DHCP match 
classes must be created before setting this option. For more information 
about adding and editing DHCP Match classes, refer to DHCP Match Classes 
on page 284. DHCP reservations take precedence over the specified by this 
option. 

Conflict Detection Proteus DDW Only: Instructs a Windows DHCP server to ping the IP address 
it is about to assign to determine if the address is already in use. This helps 
to prevent duplicate IP addresses on the network. From the Retries list, 
select a value from 0 to 5.

Update Conflict Detection When enabled, the server used in combination with DDNS updates to 
enforce ownership of a DNS name. When this option is enabled and the 
DHCP server performs a DDNS update for the client, an additional TXT 
record will be added to DNS to record the DHCID of the client that owns this 
DNS entry. Other clients will not be allowed to update or remove this DNS 
entry by DHCP, even if they have the same hostname. This option is enabled 
by default.

Do Reverse Updates Controls whether or not DHCP performs reverse DNS updates for clients. 
When this option is not present, servers perform reverse updates by 
default. Use this option when you want to disable reverse updates.

• When this option is present and the Enabled checkbox is selected, the 
selected server performs reverse updates. This is the equivalent of this 
option not being present.

• When this option is present and the Enabled checkbox is not selected, 
the selected server does not perform reverse updates.

DHCPv4 Service Option Description
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4 Under Vendor Profiles, click New. The Add DHCP Vendor Profile page opens.

5 Define or edit the vendor profile in these fields:

Identifier—type the Vendor Class Identifier.

Name—type a user-friendly name for the vendor profile. This name is not matched against 
DHCP functionality.

Description—type a description of the vendor profile.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add to add the vendor profile and return to the DHCP Vendor Profiles page, or click Add 
Next to add another vendor profile.

Adding options to a DHCP vendor profile

To add options to a DHCP vendor profile:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click DHCP Server Settings. The DHCP Server Settings page opens.

3 Click the Vendor Profiles link. The DHCP Vendor Profiles page appears.

4 Under Vendor Profiles, click a vendor profile. The Details tab for the vendor profile opens.

5 Click the Options tab.
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6 Under Options, click New. The Add Vendor Profile Option Definition page opens.

7 Define or edit the Vendor Profile Option in these fields:

ID—type a value in the range of 1 to 254.

Name—type the common name for the option. The name must be unique within the vendor 
profile.

Display Name—type the display name or screen name for the option. This can be different 
than the Name (above).

Description—type a description of the information passed by the option.

Type—select a data type for the option. The following data types are available:

▪ IPv4 address—a specific IPv4 address.

▪ Text—a text string of up to 255 characters.

▪ Unsigned Integer 8bit—(0 to 255) unsigned 8-bit integer.

▪ Unsigned Integer 16bit—(0 to 65,535) unsigned 16-bit integer.

▪ Unsigned Integer 32bit—(0 to 4,294.967,295) unsigned 32-bit integer.

▪ Unsigned Integer 64bit (Windows)—(0 to 18,446,744,073,709,552,000) unsigned 64-bit 
integer.

▪ Signed Integer 8bit—(-128 to 127) signed 8-bit integer.

▪ Signed Integer 16bit—(-32,768 to 32,767) signed 16-bit integer.

▪ Signed Integer 32bit—(-2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647) signed 32-bit integer.

▪ Boolean—true or false value.

▪ IPv4 mask—a subnet mask in the format nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn.

▪ String—a text string of up to 255 characters.

▪ Binary (Windows)—a hexidecimal representation of a binary value.

You can only set the ID when creating the option. When editing an existing option, you cannot 
change the ID.
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▪ Encapsulated (Windows)—a hexidecimal representation of a binary value. Similar to Binary 
(above).

Allow multiple—select to allow the option to accept multiple values.

8 Click Add to add the option and return to the Options tab, or click Add Next to add another 
option.

Adding DHCP Vendor Deployment Options

DHCP vendor deployment options configure options specific to a pre-defined vendor profile. Vendor 
options are created as described in DHCP Vendor Profiles and Options on page 278, but they are not 
defined with any values. Values are assigned when the vendor deployment options are set.

DHCP vendor deployment options can be assigned at these levels: 

• configuration

• IP block

• IP network

• DHCP range

• server

To add a DHCP vendor level deployment option:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, click an IPv4 block. The Address Space tab for the IPv4 block appears.

4 Click the Deployment Options tab.

Allow multiple is not available for the Text, Boolean, and String data type.
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5 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DHCP Vendor Option. The Add DHCP Vendor 
Option page opens.

6 Under General, set the vendor option:

Vendor—select a vendor from the drop-down list.

Vendor Option—select a vendor option from the drop-down list. Depending on option 
selected, one of the following fields appears:

▪ IPv4 address—a specific IPv4 address.

▪ Text—a text string of up to 255 characters.

▪ Unsigned Integer 8bit—(0 to 255) unsigned 8-bit integer.

▪ Unsigned Integer 16bit—(0 to 65,535) unsigned 16-bit integer.

▪ Unsigned Integer 32bit—(0 to 4,294.967,295) unsigned 32-bit integer.

▪ Unsigned Integer 64bit (Windows)—(0 to 18,446,744,073,709,552,000) unsigned 64-bit 
integer.

▪ Signed Integer 8bit—(-128 to 127) signed 8-bit integer.

▪ Signed Integer 16bit—(-32,768 to 32,767) signed 16-bit integer.

▪ Signed Integer 32bit—(-2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647) signed 32-bit integer.

▪ Boolean—true or false value.

▪ IPv4 Mask—type a subnet mask in the format nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn.

▪ String—type a text string of up to 255 characters.

▪ Binary (Windows)—a hexidecimal representation of a binary value.

▪ Encapsulated (Windows)—a hexidecimal representation of a binary value. Similar to Binary 
(above).

7 Under Servers, select the servers to which the option will apply:

All Servers—applies the deployment option to all servers in the configuration.

Specific Server—applies the deployment option to a specific server in the configuration. 
Select a server from the drop-down list.
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8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Add to set the option and return to the Deployment Options tab.

Adding DHCPv4 Raw Options

The DHCP raw option allows you to add DHCP options that are not directly supported by Proteus. A raw 
option is passed to the DHCP service on the managed server exactly as you type it in the Raw Data 
field. Therefore, it is essential that you enter the data with the correct syntax. There is no error 
checking or data checking on the raw option.

Raw options are not inherited between levels. They cannot be set at the configuration level or the IP 
block level because options set at these levels would not be inherited below. They can be set at the 
following levels:

• Server level

• Network level

• DHCP range level 

• DHCP reserved address level

• Match class level

To add DHCPv4 raw option:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, click an IPv4 block. The Address Space tab for the IPv4 block appears.

4 Click on an IPv4 network. The Addresses tab for the IPv4 network appears.

5 Click the Deployment Options tab.

Not applicable to Windows servers.
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6 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DHCPv4 Raw Option. The Add DHCPv4 Raw 
Option page opens.

7 Under Value, enter the value for the option in the Raw Data field.

8 Under Servers, set the servers to receive the option:

▪ Click Add server. The Select Server page opens.

▪ Select the  button for the server interface that you want to add.

▪ Click Select. The selected server interface appears in the Servers section. Click Remove to 
remove the server from the list.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab.

DHCP Match Classes

Match classes in Proteus (also known as classes in ISC DHCP and as user and vendor classes in Microsoft 
DHCP) allow you to restrict address allocation and assign options to clients that match specified 
criteria. 

For example, using a match class, you could assign a specific DHCP lease length to clients that match a 
MAC address pattern or clients that are configured to send a specific identifier. A DHCP client becomes 
a member of a class when it matches the specified criteria.

Not applicable to Windows servers.
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Proteus provides seven match statement options:

• Match Hardware

• Match DHCP Client Identifier

• Match DHCP Vendor Identifier

• Match Agent Circuit Identifier

• Match Agent Remote Identifier

• Custom Match

• Custom Match If

Match statements define the parameters for the match. All match statement options, except for 
Custom Match, and Custom Match If, accept two variables:

• Match Offset—refers to the point where the match should begin.

• Match Length—refers to the number of characters to match.

Creating a Match Class

To create a Match Class:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the DHCP Settings tab.

4 Under DHCP Match Classes, click New. The DHCP Match Class page opens.

5 Under Match Class Information, set the name and description:
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Class Name—type a name for the match class. The name cannot contain spaces.

Description—type a description for the match class.

6 Under Match Statement, define the match class parameters:

▪ Match Hardware—matches either a portion of or the entire hardware address. In the Match 
Offset field, type a value from 1 to 6, where 1 represents the first eight bits of the 
hardware address and 6 represents the entire 48-bit address. In the Match Length field, 
type a value between 1 and 7 minus the value in the Match Length field.

▪ Match DHCP Client Identifier—matches an identifier specific to the device requesting an 
address. This value should be unique inside a network. In the Match Offset field, type a 
decimal value between 1 and 256. In the Match Length field, type a value between 1 and 
257 minus the value in the Match Offset field.

▪ Match DHCP Vendor Identifier—matches an identifier provided by the vendor of a specific 
device. In the Match Offset field, type a decimal value between 1 and 256. In the Match 
Length field, type a value between 1 and 257 minus the value in the Match Offset field.

▪ Match Agent Circuit Identifier—matches the DHCP Option 82 identifier of the terminal DHCP 
relay agent that receives requests from a device on its network. In the Match Offset field, 
type a decimal value between 1 and 256. In the Match Length field, type a value between 
1 and 257 minus the value in the Match Offset field.

▪ Match Agent Remote Identifier—matches the DHCP Option 82 remote identifier used to 
encode data that is specific to the end point. This value should be globally unique. In the 
Match Offset field, type a decimal value between 1 and 256. In the Match Length field, 
type a value between 1 and 257 minus the value in the Match Offset field.

▪ Custom Match—type a raw string that maps directly to a data expression, using the syntax 
and grammar supported by the ISC’s DHCP daemon. End the string with a “;” semicolon. If 
you omit the semicolon, one is automatically added when the condition is deployed.

▪ Custom Match If—type a raw string that maps directly to a Boolean expression, using the 
syntax and grammar supported by the ISC’s DHCP daemon. End the string with a “;” 
semicolon. If you omit the semicolon, one is automatically added when the condition is 
deployed.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the match class and return to the DHCP Settings tab.

Configuring Match Class Values
After creating a match class, you need to configure one or more match class values. The value 
represents the data against which clients match. For example, if you want a hardware match class to 
match all clients with a MAC address beginning with 00-11-22, define this data as part of a match 
value.

To add a match class value:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

DHCP Option 82 information for IPv4 addresses can be viewed on an IPv4 network’s Addresses 
tab. To add the Circuit ID and Remote ID columns to the addresses list table, click Settings and 
select Customize Table.
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2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the DHCP Settings tab.

4 Under DHCP Match Classes, click a match class. The Details tab for the match class appears.

5 Under Match Class Values, click New. The Add Match Class Value page opens.

6 Under Match Class Value Information, define the match value:

▪ Match Value—type the value to be matched. The length of the match value must match the 
length, in bytes, specified in the match class.

▪ Description—type a description of the value to be matched.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the value and return to the match class Details tab.

Assigning a DHCP Deployment Role to a Match Class
After defining match class values, you may assign a DHCP deployment role to the match class directly, 
although this is not necessary. If any network or network object (such as an IP address or DHCP range) 
in the same Proteus Configuration as the match class refers to that match class, the match class will be 
deployed automatically. If you assign a DHCP deployment role to the match class, then it will be 
deployed whether or not any other object refers to it.

To assign a DHCP deployment role to a match class: 

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Select the DHCP Settings tab.

4 Under DHCP Match Classes, click a match class. The Details tab for the match class opens.

5 Click the Deployment Roles tab.
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6 Under Deployment Roles, click New. The Add DHCP Role page opens.

7 Under Role, select either the None or Master DHCP deployment role from the Type drop-down 
menu.

8 Under Server Interface, click Select Server Interface.The Select Server Interface page opens.

a) Under Servers, click a server name.

b) Under Server Interfaces, click the  button for the server interface that you want to add. 
Click Up to return to the list of servers.

c) Click Add. The selected server interface appears in the Servers section. Click Remove to 
remove a server from the list.

9 When a server interface is selected, the Failover Configuration section appears. To select a 
server interface for failover, click Select Secondary Server Interface. The Select Server 
Interface page opens.

a) Under Servers, click a server name.

b) Under Server Interfaces, click the  button for the server interface that you want to add. 
Click Up to return to the list of servers.

c) Click Add. The selected server interface appears in the Servers section. Click Remove to 
remove a server from the list.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Add to add the role and return to the Deployment Roles tab.

DHCP Match Class Deployment Options
You can assign DHCP deployment options to match classes and match class values. Options defined at 
the class level apply to clients who match any values associated with the class. Options defined at the 
class value level apply to clients who match a specific value. Assigning a deployment option at these 
levels provides further granularity as you are able to ensure that only clients that match specific 
criteria receive the options. Because match class values are defined at a lower level than match 
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classes, any options defined at the value level override any similar values defined at the class level. 
You can assign the following deployment options at the class and class value levels:

• DHCP client deployment options

• DHCP service deployment options

• DHCP vendor deployment options

• DHCPv4 raw options

To restrict address allocation based on match classes, you can configure one of two deployment 
options:

Allow Class Members of—allows DHCP clients who match a specific class value to receive an IP address 
at the level it is set. This option also denies all hosts from receiving an IP address. 

Deny Class Members of—prevents DHCP clients who match a specific class from receiving an IP address 
at the level it is set. All clients who do not match this class value are able to receive an IP address.

The Allow Class Members of and Deny Class Members of deployment options can be set at the 
following levels:

• configuration

• IP block

• IP network

• DHCP range

A third deployment option related to match classes is the Lease Limit option. This option is used by 
DHCP to limit the number of IP leases handed out to a specific subnet. For example, when a DHCP 
client located on a remote subnet issues a DHCPDISCOVER request for a new IP address, a relay agent 
configured to forward DHCP packets forwards information about the subnet in the form of a circuit ID 
to the DHCP server. This circuit ID can be configured to use a DHCP class to limit the number of 
assigned leases.

Assigning a deployment option at the match class level

To assign a deployment option at the match class level: 

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the DHCP Settings tab.

4 Under DHCP Match Classes, click a match class. The Details tab for the match class appears.

5 Click the Deployment Options tab.

6 Under Deployment Options, click New and select a deployment option:

▪ DHCP Client Option—refer to Setting DHCPv4 Client Deployment Options on page 263.

▪ DHCP Service Option—refer to Setting DHCPv4 Service Deployment Options on page 264.

▪ DHCP Vendor Option—refer to Adding DHCP Vendor Deployment Options on page 281.

▪ DHCPv4 Raw Option—refer to Adding DHCPv4 Raw Options on page 283.

The page for adding the deployment option opens.
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7 Set the deployment option parameters and click Add.

Assigning a deployment option to a match class value level

To assign a deployment option to a match class value level:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the DHCP Settings tab.

4 Under DHCP Match Classes, click a match class. The Details tab for the match class appears.

5 Under Match Class Values, click a match class value. The Details tab for the match class 
value appears.

6 Click the Deployment Options tab.

7 Under Deployment Options section, click New and select a deployment option:

▪ DHCP Client Option—refer to Setting DHCPv4 Client Deployment Options on page 263.

▪ DHCP Service Option—refer to Setting DHCPv4 Service Deployment Options on page 264.

▪ DHCP Vendor Option—refer to Adding DHCP Vendor Deployment Options on page 281.

▪ DHCPv4 Raw Option—refer to Adding DHCPv4 Raw Options on page 283.

The page for adding the deployment option appears.

8 Set the deployment option parameters and click Add.

Assigning the lease limit deployment option

To assign the lease limit deployment option:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the DHCP Settings tab.

4 Under DHCP Match Classes, click a match class. The Details tab for the match class appears.

5 Click the Deployment Options tab. 

Any options defined at the class level are inherited at the class value level. Deployment options 
defined at the class value level override options defined at the class level.
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6 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DHCP Service Option. The Add DHCP Service 
Deployment Option page opens.

7 Under General, set the service option and its value:

▪ Option—select Lease Limit.

▪ Value (0 to 4,294,967,295)—type a value to specify the lease limit.

8 Under Servers, select the servers to which the option applies:

▪ All Servers—applies the deployment option to all servers in the configuration.

▪ Specific Server—applies the deployment option to a specific server in the configuration. 
Select a server from the drop-down list.

9 Under Change Control section, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step 
is optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab.

Shared Networks
Shared network declarations in DHCP are used to group together different logical subnets that share 
the same physical network.

For example, consider a network with 250 workstations on a physical network with the logical address 
ID of 192.168.6.0/24. You need to add 100 workstations to this physical network, but the only available 
subnet ID is 192.168.12.0/24. If the subnets were contiguous (that is, 192.168.6.0/24 and 192.168.7.0/
24), you could modify the subnet mask to create a single logical subnet to accommodate the additional 
computers (192.168.6.0/23). However, the two network IDs are not contiguous. 

Shared networks are known as superscopes in Windows.
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By configuring a shared network, you can group the two networks together. The benefit is that your 
DHCP server can allocate IP addresses from the common shared network to any host on either of the 
networks, without the need to isolate the networks to different router interfaces.

Tag groups and tags are the mechanism by which subnets are grouped into DHCP shared networks. To 
use shared networks, you need to associate a single tag group with a configuration. A configuration can 
have many associated tags, but only one tag that is associated for the purpose of forming shared 
networks. Use the Associate Shared Network Tag Group link on the configuration Details tab to 
associate a tag group and its tags to a configuration to create a shared network.

Creating the shared network tag group

To create the shared network tag group:

1 Select the Groups tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Groups tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Groups page.

2 Under Tag Groups, click New. The Add Tag Group page opens.

3 Under Tag Group, type the name for the tag group in the Name field.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Add to add the new tag group and return to the Groups page.

6 Under Tag Groups, click the tag group you just created. The Tags tab for the tag group 
appears.

7 Under Tags, click New. The Add Tag page opens.

8 Under Tag, type the name for the tag in the Name field.

9 Click Add to add the tag and return to the Tags tab, or click Add Next to add another tag to 
the tag group.

You can use a single tag for all logical networks in a shared network, or you can create descriptive tags 
for each logical section.

After creating the tag group and tags for the shared network, you associate the tag group with a 
configuration.

Associating an object tag group with a configuration

To associate an object tag group with a configuration:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the configuration name and select Edit. The Edit Configuration page opens.

4 Click Associate Shared Network Tag Group. The Select Shared Network page opens.

5 Select a tag group and click Select.

6 On the Edit Configuration page, click Update.

For shared networks, each member network of the shared network must have the same type of 
DHCP deployment role assigned to its network object.
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The configuration is now associated with the shared network tag group. You can now tag networks with 
the tags in the shared network tag group.

Associating a network with a shared network object

To associate a network with a shared network object:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, click an IPv4 block. The Address Space tab for the IPv4 block appears.

4 Click on an IPv4 network. The Addresses tab for the IPv4 network appears.

5 Click the network name and select Share (Share is not available until you associate an object 
tag with a configuration). The Select Tag page appears.

6 Select a tag from the list and click Add.

7 Repeat this procedure for additional networks.

To view a shared network object:

• On the configuration Details tab, in the General section, click the Shared Network link. The 
Shared Network List page appears.

To remove shares from network objects:

1 From the configuration Details tab, under General, click Shared Networks. The Shared 
Network List page opens.

2 Under Shared Networks, select the check box for one or more networks.

3 Click Action and select Clear Share. The selected networks are removed from the shared 
network.

To disassociate a shared network from a configuration:

1 Click the configuration name and select Edit. The Edit Configuration page opens.
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Under Configuration, click Remove beside the name of the shared network. The shared network 
tag group is no longer associated with the configuration.

DHCP Failover
The DHCP failover protocol provides a method for two DHCP servers to communicate with each other. 
Depending on the configuration, failover can provide both redundancy and load balancing without 
requiring the use of scope splitting. DHCP failover works by sharing one or more pools between two 
DHCP servers. The two servers are known as failover peers.

After you place two DHCP servers into a failover relationship, the addresses in each DHCP pool are 
divided between them. Half of the addresses are sent to the secondary server and half remain on the 
primary server. 

Failover peers do not need to be located in the same subnet, which provides you a great deal of 
flexibility when determining where to locate your DHCP servers.

About Failover States

DHCP failover peers operate within server states. These states tell the DHCP failover server how to 
interact or not interact with its peer server, manage normal server operations, and manage operations 
when the two servers cannot communicate. Based on the server’s current state, it is able to anticipate 
the actions or lack of actions that its peer could have for any operation and operate in a way that 
respects these constraints.

Normal State—This is the standard operational state for DHCP failover servers. In this state, both 
servers can communicate with each other.

Communication-Interrupted State—In this state, the servers can no longer communicate with each 
other and neither server is aware of the state of its peer. In this state, all operations assume that the 
other DHCP server could also be live and issuing address leases.

After a server has entered the communication-interrupted state, it changes the way that it assigns 
address leases. Clients initially attempting to renew existing leases receive a new lease for the 
remainder of their regular lease time with the maximum client lead time (MCLT) value added. 
Subsequent leases are only handed out for the MCLT and clients are never given a lease renewal; they 
always receive a lease for a new address instead. If a client releases an address lease manually, then 
that address is abandoned until the server returns to the Normal state.

The disadvantage of the communication-interrupted state is immediately apparent. If clients are given 
short (MCLT) lease times and their leases are not renewed, the address pool could quickly become 
depleted and there would be an increased level of network traffic. 

DHCP failover is only supported on Adonis servers. DHCP failover is not yet supported on other 
types of managed servers.

When designing your DHCP pools, we recommend that you size your pools so that a single server 
can handle the DHCP load should the failover peer go offline. We also recommend that you enable 
Adonis Monitoring and configure a Notification Group subscribing to the Monitoring Service so that 
you are notified when a failover peer goes offline. For information on enabling Adonis Monitoring, 
refer to Configuring Adonis Monitoring on page 438. For information on configuring a 
Notification Group, refer to Notification Groups on page 479.
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Partner-Down State—When a failover peer is down, you need to manually change the working peer to 
the Partner-Down State using the dhcp force-partn-down-state command from the Additional 
Configuration mode of the Adonis Administration Console. The remaining server then becomes the 
primary server, whether or not it was the primary before you use the dhcp force-partn-down-state 
command. The working server continues to hand out leases for the MCLT, but renews the leases. This 
server also reclaims all of the expired, reset, and released leases and is able to use the entire free 
address pool for allocations. When its partner comes back online, this server remains the primary 
server. For more information on these commands, refer to the Adonis Reference Guide.

Configuring Failover
Configuring DHCP failover begins by assigning two DHCP deployment roles to the same IP block or 
network.

To configure failover deployment roles:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, navigate to the IPv4 block or IPv4 network containing the DHCP failover 
pools.

4 Click the Deployment Roles tab.

5 Under Deployment Roles, click New and select DHCP Role. The Add DHCP Role page opens.

6 From the Type drop-down list, select Master.

7 Under Server Interface, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

▪ Click the server that performs the role of the primary server. The Select Server Interface 
page opens.

▪ Select the interface option and click Add.

8 Under Failover Configuration, click Select Secondary Server Interface. The Select Server 
Interface page opens.
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▪ Click the server that performs the role of the secondary server. The Select Server Interface 
page opens.

▪ Select the interface option and click Add.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add.

When you deploy your configuration to the two DHCP servers, DHCP begins to use a failover 
configuration. Failover is configured with default values based on best practices. You can modify these 
values by adding DHCP service deployment options at the server level. For more information, see  on 
page 264.

You can configure the following failover parameters at the server level:

Load Balance Override—Determines when the primary server or secondary server bypasses load 
balancing and responds to the client even if the client is supposed to be served by the peer server. 
Every message from a DHCP client has a secs field, which indicates for how long the client has been 
trying to contact a DHCP server. If the value in the secs field is greater than the load balance override 
parameter, the DHCP server always tries to respond to the client, regardless of the load balance split. 
The default setting is 3 seconds.

Load Balance Split—Informs the primary server what portion of all clients it should serve. A value of 
128 (active-active) indicates that both servers split the load evenly and that both should respond to 
client requests using a load balancing algorithm to decide which server should assign the address in 
each case. If the Load Balance Split is set to 255 (active-passive), then only the primary server 
responds to client requests. Despite the load balance split setting, the primary server generally still 
only holds 50% of the available addresses for any failover pool and the secondary server holds the other 
half, even though the secondary server does not typically respond to requests. The default setting is 
128.

MCLT (Maximum Client Lead Time)—Determines the maximum amount of time by which either server 
can extend a lease assigned by its peer without contacting the other server. The MCLT is also the 
recovery interval for the server that failed. As such, it increases the length of time to return to normal 
failover operations after a server failure. The default setting is 3600 seconds.

Max Response Delay—Defines how long a peer server waits without receiving any messages from its 
partner until it assumes that the partner has failed. It should be long enough for a server to notice that 
its peer is not responding, but prevents a temporary failure from breaking the failover pair. The 
default setting is 60 seconds.

Maximum Unacked Updates—This setting defines how many binding updates a DHCP server can send 
without receiving acknowledgements. The default setting is 10 updates.

You can modify the default settings using DHCP service deployment options at the server level. If you 
need to modify any of them, modifications should only occur on the primary server. 

The primary server uses TCP port 647 to contact the secondary server and the secondary server uses 
port 847 to contact the primary. These port numbers are not configurable.
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DHCPv6
DHCPv6 is the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv6. DHCPv6 enables DHCP servers to allocate 
IPv6 addresses and other configuration parameters to IPv6 nodes.

This protocol is a stateful counterpart to "IPv6 Stateless Address Autoconfiguration" (RFC 2462), Clients 
can use them separately or concurrently in obtaining addresses from a router and configuration options 
from a DHCP server.

DHCPv6 Ranges
DHCP ranges dedicate a portion of a network to DHCP. DHCP ranges can include or exclude any static 
addresses that exist on the network and that fall within the DHCP range.

Adding DHCPv6 Ranges

You can add DHCPv6 ranges to configure IPv6 addresses that can be allocated to clients on the 
network.

To add IPv6 DHCP ranges:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, click an IPv6 block. The Address Space tab for the 
IPv6 block opens.

4 Under Address Space, click an IPv6 network range.

5 Under Address Space, click an IPv6 network. The Addresses tab for the IPv6 network opens.

6 Click the DHCPv6 Ranges tab.

7 Under DHCP Ranges, click New. The Add IPv6 DHCP Range page opens.

8 Under DHCP Range Information, define the address range size.

▪ Range Size—choose the range of addresses from the drop-down menu or select Custom Size 
to define the range of addresses you want to create.
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▪ Auto Create—select this check box to automatically create the IPv6 DHCP range. Deselect 
the check box if you want to set a specific location to create. The following options 
become available when deselected:

▪ Range Offset—specify the number of addresses that you want to leave out. For example, 
if you want to exclude the first 3000 addresses for other uses and create the DHCP range, 
enter 3000. Proteus will create the DHCP range defined in the Range Size section from the 

3001st address.

▪ Range Start Address—enter a specific IPv6 network address. From this point, Proteus will 
create the DHCP range defined in the Range Size section.

▪ Name—enter a descriptive name of the IPv6 DHCP range.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add.

Editing DHCPv6 Ranges
You can only edit the name of DHCPv6 ranges.

To edit a DHCPv6 range:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, click an IPv6 block. The Address Space tab for the 
IPv6 block opens.

4 Under Address Space, click an IPv6 network range.

5 Under Address Space, click an IPv6 network. The Addresses tab for the IPv6 network opens.

6 Click the DHCPv6 Ranges tab. Under DHCPv6 Ranges, click the DHCPv6 range you want to 
edit. The IPv6 DHCP range Details tab opens.

7 Click the DHCPv6 range name menu and select Edit. The Edit IPv6 DHCP Range page opens.

8 Under DHCP Range Information, enter a descriptive name of the IPv6 DHCP range in the 
Name field. 
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9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Update.

Deleting DHCPv6 Ranges
Remove existing DHCP ranges from Proteus.

To delete a DHCPv6 range:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, click an IPv6 block. The Address Space tab for the 
IPv6 block opens.

4 Under Address Space, click an IPv6 network range.

5 Under Address Space, click an IPv6 address. The Addresses tab for the IPv6 network opens.

6 Click the DHCPv6 Ranges tab. Under DHCPv6 Ranges, click the DHCPv6 range you wish to 
delete. The IPv6 DHCP range Details tab opens.

7 Click the DHCPv6 range name menu and select Delete. The Confirm Delete page opens.

8 Under Confirm Delete, confirm the DHCPv6 range that you are going to delete.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Yes. The DHCPv6 range is deleted.
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Viewing DHCPv6 Lease History
You can view the history of DHCPv6 leases provided by your managed servers. You can view the DHCPv6 
lease history for a specific IPv6 network or for all networks within an IPv6 block.

To view IPv6 DHCP lease history:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, click an IPv6 block. The Address Space tab for the 
IPv6 block opens.

4 Click the DHCPv6 Leases History tab. The DHCPv6 Leases History section opens.

▪ The DHCPv6 Leases History section displays the following information:

▪ Active IP Address—lists the IP addresses that are actively leased or that have a history of 
having been leased. The icon beside the address indicates the state of the address. For 
more information on address type icons, refer to Address Types on page 179.

▪ Lease Time—displays the date and time the lease was granted.

▪ Expire Time—displays the date and time the least is to expire.

▪ Number of Transactions—displays the number of transactions performed to assign, 
renew, or terminate the lease. The table is initially sorted in descending order, based on 
the number of transactions.

▪ State—displays the current state of the lease, such as DHCP Allocated, DHCP Free, or 
DHCP Reserved.

To view the details for an address, click an address in the Active IP Address column.

To view the DHCPv6 lease history for a specific network, select an IPv6 network. On the network 
page, click the DHCPv6 Leases History tab.
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DHCPv6 Deployment Options
Despite the extensive use of stateless auto-configuration within IPv6, situations that require DHCP may 
arise. Some devices require more complex DHCP options beyond a simple address assignment.

Adding DHCPv6 Client Deployment Options
Add a DHCPv6 Client Deployment option and specify the server.

To add DHCPv6 client deployment options at the configuration level:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the Deployment Options tab.

4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DHCPv6 Client Option. The Add DHCPv6 
Client Deployment Option page opens.

5 Under General, select a DHCPv6 client option from the Option drop-down menu:

▪ Unicast (12)—enter an IPv6 address in the IPv6 Address field.

▪ DNS Recursive Name Servers—enter an IPv6 address in the IPv6 Address field and click 
Add.

▪ Domain Search List (24)—enter an address in the FQDN field and click Add.

▪ SNTP Servers (31)—enter an IPv6 address in the IPv6 Address field and click Add.

▪ Information Refresh Time (32)—enter a value in the Value (600 to 4,294,967,295) field. The 
refresh time value is expressed in seconds and it is set to 86400 seconds (24 hours) by 
default.

6 Under Servers, select the servers to which the option will apply:

Use the Move Up, Move Down buttons to sort items in the list; addresses or domains are used 
in the order in which they appear in the list. To delete an item from the list, select an item 
and click Remove.
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▪ All Servers—applies the deployment option to all servers in the configuration.

▪ Specific Server—applies the deployment option to a specific server in the configuration. 
Select a server from the drop-down list.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another option.

DHCPv6 Service Deployment Options
DHCPv6 service deployment options are used to configure parameters such as lease times, class 
matching, and DDNS settings. They can be assigned from these levels: 

• configuration

• IP block

• IP network

• DHCP range

• server

To add a DHCPv6 service deployment option at the configuration level:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the Deployment Options tab.

4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DHCPv6 Service Option. The Add DHCPv6 
Service Deployment Option page opens.

5 Under General, select the option and set its parameters:

▪ Option—select a DHCP service deployment option. When you select an option, parameter 
fields for the option appear. For information on the DHCPv6 service options and their 
parameters, refer to Reference: DHCPv6 Service Options on page 303.
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6 Under Servers, select the servers to which the option applies:

▪ All Servers—applies the deployment option to all servers in the configuration.

▪ Specific Server—applies the deployment option to a specific server in the configuration. 
Select a server from the drop-down list.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. This step is optional but may 
be set to be required.

8 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another option.

Reference: DHCPv6 Service Options

DHCPv6 Service Option Description

Default Lease Time Specifies the default expiry time for leases. Leases use this time, unless a 
more local setting takes precedence.

Client Updates The Client Updates checkbox indicates whether client updates should be 
used to maintain DDNS records for this client. When selected, the client 
updates its own DNS record on the server. When not selected, the DHCP 
server performs the update. This option is required for DDNS.

DDNS Domain Name Specifies the domain name appended to this client’s hostname to form an 
FQDN. This is also the name of the zone to be updated with this client’s 
record.

DDNS HOST NAME Specifies the hostname that should be used in setting up the client’s A and 
PTR records. If no value is specified, the server will creates a host name 
automatically, using an algorithm that varies for the different update 
methods.

• Type—select the type to be used as part of a DDNS host name value: 
Client DUID or IP Address. 

• Concat—specify data value that will be used to be prepended to the 
Client DUID or IP address to form the DDNS host name.

DDNS Reverse Domain Name Specifies the reverse domain name appended to this client’s hostname to 
form a reverse record. By default, this value is ip6.arpa.

DDNS TTL Specifies the default TTL for DDNS records in seconds, specified as an 
integer value from 0 to 4,294,967,295.

DDNS Updates Indicates whether the server should attempt a DDNS update when the lease 
is confirmed.

One Lease Per Client When selected, the server clears all existing leases for a client upon the 
receipt of a new DHCPREQUEST message. This ensures that an interface 
obtains only one lease at a time for a segment.
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Adding DHCPv6 Raw Options

The DHCPv6 raw option allows you to add DHCPv6 options that are not directly supported by Proteus. A 
raw option is passed to the DHCPv6 service on the managed server exactly as you type it in the Raw 
Data field. Therefore, it is essential that you enter the data with the correct syntax. There is no error 
checking or data checking on the raw option.

Raw options are not inherited between levels. They cannot be set at the configuration level or the IPv6 
block level because options set at these levels would not be inherited below. They can be set at the 
following levels:

• Server level

• Network level

• IP range level 

To add DHCPv6 raw option:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the IPv6 tab. Under IPv6 Blocks, click an IPv6 block. The Address Space tab for the 
IPv6 block opens.

4 Under Address Space, click an IPv6 network range.

5 Under Address Space, click an IPv6 address. The Addresses tab for the IPv6 network opens.

6 Click the Deployment Options tab.

Do Reverse Updates Disables updates for PTR records. When this option is not present, servers 
perform reverse updates by default. Use this option when you want to 
disable reverse updates.

• When this option is present and the Enabled checkbox is selected, the 
selected server performs reverse updates. This is the equivalent of this 
option not being present.

• When this option is present and the Enabled checkbox is not selected, 
the selected server does not perform reverse updates.

Server Preference Informs a DHCPv6 client which server is preferred for use on a given subnet. 
This option is only applied during the initial stages of configuration. After a 
client bound to an IA, it will remain bound to that IA until it is no longer 
valid or has expired.

Preferred Lifetime Specifies the length of preferred time before a valid address is deprecated.

Rapid Commit Signals the use of the two message exchange for address assignment. Both 
DHCP server and client need to be configured to use this option.

Not applicable to Windows servers.

DHCPv6 Service Option Description
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7 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DHCPv6 Raw Option. The Add DHCPv6 Raw 
Option page opens.

8 Under Value, enter the value for the option in the Raw Data field.

9 Under Servers, set the servers to receive the option:

▪ Click Add server. The Select Server page opens.

▪ Select the  button for the server interface that you want to add.

▪ Click Select. The selected server interface appears in the Servers section. Click Remove to 
remove the server from the list.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab.

DHCPv6 Setup
The requirements for DHCPv6 environment are different from those in DHCPv4. This section describes 
how to set up DHCPv6 using Proteus and Adonis. The setup procedure involves the following steps:

▪ Configuring RD Advertiser on page 305

▪ Configuring IPv6 on Adonis on page 306

▪ Configuring DHCPv6 on Proteus on page 307

▪ Deploying and Verifying DHCPv6 on page 308

▪ Optional DHCPv6 Setup on page 309

Configuring RD Advertiser
IPv6 networks require an IPv6 router in order to distribute Router Discovery (RD) advertisements. RD 
Advertisements allow clients to be aware of prefix information and behavior flags in the IPv6 network. 
In DHCPv4, the default router information is returned by DHCP server as an option, as opposed to 
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DHCPv6, where this role is vested in real routers with IPv6 support. There are other systems that can 
perform RD advertisements, such as Windows 2008 or Debian Linux. If you do not have an IPv6 router in 
the IPv6 network, you can still use alternative solutions to implement the role of RD advertiser.

Configuring IPv6 on Adonis
To have your Adonis ready for DHCPv6 deployment, you need to configure Adonis with an IPv6 address 
with which clients can communicate.

With Proteus v4.0.0 and greater, IPv6 addresses should be configured on the Services Interface (eth0) 
either when adding or replacing an Adonis server in the Proteus user interface. This ensures that 
DHCPv6 Deployment Roles maintain the correct server associations. Use the Adonis Administration 
Console to configure multiple IPv6 addresses if necessary.

Configuring IPv6 address when adding an Adonis server v7.0.0 or greater

You can configure an IPv6 address when adding a new server to Proteus. Adding a server involves the 
following:

1 From the Adonis Administration Console, configure an IPv4 address to the Management 
Interface (eth2) and set the default gateway.

2 If running a multi-interface Adonis, enable dedicated management.

3 From the Proteus user interface, add the server and configure an IPv6 address and Subnet to 
the Services Interface.

4 Deploy.

Configuring IPv6 address when adding an Adonis server v6.7.1 or earlier

You must upgrade the Adonis software version to version 7.0.0 or later in order to configure IPv6 
address from the Proteus user interface. When adding a server, select the Upgrade to latest version 

Refer to your client vendor’s manual to learn more about how to configure your system to be used 
as an RD advertiser.

By default, certain clients will not support IPv6. Without proper IPv6 support enabled, you will not 
be able to route packets from your client system to either Proteus or Adonis for IPv6 
communication. Refer to your client vendor’s manual to learn more about how to enable DHCPv6 
for your client.

DHCPv6 Deployment Roles can only be associated with Adonis servers that have IPv6 addresses 
assigned to eth0 from the Proteus user interface. For more information on adding a DHCP 
deployment role, refer to Adding DHCP deployment roles on page 310.

For complete information on adding and configuring a server, refer to Adonis Servers on page 
496.
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option from the Add Server page. For complete information on upgrading and adding a server, refer to 
Configuring Adonis Servers on page 496.

Configuring IPv6 when replacing an Adonis server

You can also configure an IPv6 address when replacing a server in Proteus. Replacing an existing Adonis 
server involves the following:

1 From the Proteus user interface, disable the server.

2 From the Adonis Administration Console, reset the Adonis from Proteus control.

3 From the Proteus user interface, replace the server and configure an IPv6 address and Subnet 
to the Services Interface. If the replacement server is running Adonis software v6.7.1 or 
earlier, you must upgrade the server to Adonis v7.0.0 or later.

4 Deploy.

Configuring DHCPv6 on Proteus
You need to create and configure an IPv6 network to allocate addresses.

To configure DHCPv6:

1 Create a top-level block for an IPv6 network. From the IP Space tab, navigate to IPv6 tab and 
select the top-level IPv6 space (2000::/3 or FC00::/6). In the Address Space section, click 
New and select IPv6 Block.

2 Add an IPv6 network within the newly created IPv6 Block.

3 Assign a DHCPv6 range to use in the network.

4 Associate the DHCPv6 range to Adonis server. From the Deployment Roles tab in the IPv6 
network level, click New and select DHCP Role. For more information on adding a DHCP 
deployment role, refer to Adding DHCP deployment roles on page 310.

Proteus cannot manage older versions of Adonis with DHCPv6 enabled

Due to changes in IPv6 address support introduced in Proteus v4.0.0, Proteus cannot replace older 
versions of Adonis that are configured to use DHCPv6. Customers using DHCPv6 must upgrade their 
Adonis servers to version 7.0.0 or greater when upgrading to Proteus v4.0.0 or greater in order to 
use DHCPv6 successfully.

For complete information on replacing a server, refer to Replacing a Server on page 605.

Configure IPv6 addresses from the Adonis Administration Console ONLY if needing to configure 
multiple IPv6 addresses. For additional details on configuring IPv6 through the Administration 
Console, refer to Setting an IPv6 address on page 684.

You can also enable Dynamic DNS in order to register DNS for your IPv6 clients. To do this, you will 
need to enable the ‘Allow Dynamic Updates’ option for the DNS zone you would like to update 
from the IPv6 network.

DDNS updates on a Windows client can only be processed through the regular IPv4 DHCP process. 
When registering DDNS for IPv4, the client will register both an A and AAAA record if both IPv4 and 
IPv6 are enabled.
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Deploying and Verifying DHCPv6
After configuring both Proteus and Adonis, you can now deploy DHCPv6 to Adonis server.

To deploy DHCPv6:

1 From the Servers tab, select the check box for one or more items in the servers list.

2 Click Action and select Deploy. Confirm Server Deploy page appears.

3 In the Services section, choose DHCPv6.

To verify DHCPv6 deployment:

You can view one of the following files to verify that DHCPv6 has deployed properly on Adonis:

• Syslog—you will see:

• DHCPv6 Configuration file—located in /replicated/etc/dhcp6s.conf. Look for an entry similar 
to:

• DHCPv6 Leases—located in /var/state/dhcp/dhcp6.leases. Look for an entry similar to:

DHCPv6[XXXX]: Created DHCPv6 lock

DHCPv6[XXXX]: Enable DHCPv6 

DHCPv6[XXXX]: Removed DHCPv6 lock

subnet6 2001:DB8::/64 {

range6 2001:DB8::1 2001:DB8::400;

}

ia-na ")\014\000\016\000\001\000\001\022\374=\247\000\014)\252\265\233" {

  cltt 1 2011/10/03 11:27:22;

  iaaddr 2001:DB8::3dd {

    binding state active;

    preferred-life 27000;

    max-life 43200;

    ends 1 2011/10/03 23:27:22;

  }

}
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Optional DHCPv6 Setup
There are some DHCPv6 client options configurable on Proteus and deployable to Adonis. Other 
DHCPv6 options may be configurable using DHCPv6 Raw Options. For more information about DHCPv6 
options, refer to:

• Adding DHCPv6 Client Deployment Options on page 301

• DHCPv6 Service Deployment Options on page 302

• Adding DHCPv6 Raw Options on page 304

Configuring DHCPv6 Reserved Addresses:
You can create and deploy DHCPv6 Reserved addresses. To create a DHCPv6 Reserved address:

1 Obtain the DUID of the client requesting the DHCPv6 Reservation.

2 Create an IPv6 address. In the Addresses section of the IPv6 network level, click New and 
select IPv6 Address.

3 Select the address from the Network list and edit. 

▪ In the Select Action section, choose DHCP Reserved from the Type of Action drop-down 
list. 

▪ In the General IP Options section, type the Client DUID.

DHCPv6 Limitations

• DHCPv6 runs as separate instance—when DHCPv6 and DHCPv4 are enabled, you will have two 

instances of DHCP, each with their own configuration and leases file.

• DHCPv6 Prefix delegation is not currently supported.

• The following limitations arise from the ISC DHCP implementation:

▪ IPv6 addresses that fall into DHCPv6 ranges between ::80 and ::FF with any network prefix 
cannot be leased.

▪ DHCPv6 server can only communicate with a DNS server over IPv4 for DDNS updates.

• Depending on your DDNS configuration between an Adonis DHCPv6 server and an external DNS 
server, the IPv6 address lease process time can take up to 7 minutes. To enable DDNS updates 
on the DHCPv6 server, you need to specify the IP address of the DNS server along with other 
necessary options. This limitation only occurs when you specify the IP address of the DNS 
server in the /etc/resolv.conf file and there is no IPv6 reverse-lookup zone created on the DNS 
server. To avoid this limitation, you MUST create an IPv6 reverse-lookup zone on the DNS server 
through the Proteus UI. You can also use the DHCPv6 RAW option, in the Proteus UI, to specify 
the IP address of the DNS server. This is the recommended practice for now to enable DDNS 
between the DHCPv6 server and the DNS server. Use the following RAW option:

On a Windows 7 client, this can be found by running the ipconfig command from Command 
Prompt.

zone <reverse zone name> {primary <IPv4 address of DNS server>;}
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DHCP Deployment Roles
Deployment roles determine the services provided by a server. A deployment role creates a client-
facing service, specified with an IP address, on a network or published server interface. Each server 
interface can have multiple DNS roles and one DHCP role. When multiple roles are assigned, the most 
locally-specified server role takes precedence. For example, if deployment roles are set at both the 
DNS view and DNS zone level, the role set at the zone level applies to the DNS zone. Roles set to None 
are not deployed.

When assigning deployment roles, you select a server and server interface for the role. Only servers 
that support the deployment role are available to be selected, so you cannot assign a deployment role 
to a server that does not support the role. For example, you cannot add DHCP deployment roles to an 
Adonis 250 DNS Caching server.

You can set DHCP deployment roles for the following:

• IPv4 and IPv6 blocks

• IPv4 and IPv6 networks

• DHCP match classes (Adonis servers only)

• MAC pools (Adonis servers only)

DHCP roles can also be used to set up DHCP failover. For more information, refer to DHCP Failover on 
page 294.

TFTP deployment roles can be set for TFTP Groups. For more information, refer to TFTP Service on 
page 317 and Adding TFTP Deployment Roles on page 320.

Deployment options can be set at the Server level. For more information, refer to DHCPv4 
Deployment Options on page 263, and DHCPv6 Deployment Options on page 301.

Adding DHCP deployment roles
Each server can have only a single assigned DHCP role. DHCP roles are always set to Master or None. 
Roles set to None are used for DHCP services that have been designed in Proteus, but are not yet ready 
to be deployed. DHCP roles can be set at the server level or at various places in the Proteus IP core.

For shared networks, each member network of the shared network must have the same type of DHCP 
deployment role assigned to its network object.

BlueCat recommends NOT assigning DHCP deployment roles to published interfaces.

DHCPv6 deployment roles are now supported on XHA pairs. XHA servers enabled with IPv6 
addresses can now be selected when adding a DHCPv6 deployment role.
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DHCP deployment roles can be set from the Deployment Roles tab for IPv4 and IPv6 Blocks, IPv4 and 
IPv6 Networks, DHCP Match Classes and MAC Pools.

To add a DHCP role:

1 Where it is available, select the Deployment Roles tab.

2 Under Deployment Roles, click New and select DHCP Role. The Add DHCP Role page opens.

3 Under Role, select a DHCP deployment role from the Type drop-down menu: None or Master.

4 Under Server Interface, set the servers for the deployment role:

▪ Click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

▪ Click a server name to display a list of server interfaces. Click the Up button to return to 
the list of servers.

▪ Select the  button for the server interface that you want to add.

▪ Click Add. The selected server interface opens in the Servers section.

▪ Click Remove to remove a server from the list.

5 When a server interface is selected, the Failover Configuration section opens. To select a 
server interface for failover, click Select Secondary Server Interface. The Select Server 
Interface page opens.

▪ Click a server name to display a list of server interfaces. Click the Up button to return to 
the list of servers.

▪ Select the  button for the server interface that you want to add.

▪ Click Add. The selected server interface opens in the Servers section.

▪ Click Remove to remove a server from the list.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add.

• In order to add a DHCPv6 deployment role to an Adonis server, the Adonis server must have an 
IPv6 address configured only from the Proteus user interface. You can assign an IPv6 address to 
the Services interface (eth0) when adding or replacing a server. For more information, refer to 
Configuring Adonis Servers on page 496, or Replacing a Server on page 605.

• DHCPv6 deployment roles previously assigned on Adonis v6.7.1 or earlier will be preserved 
after upgrading to Proteus v4.0.0 or greater. However, those Adonis servers cannot be assigned 
any new DHCPv6 roles. Servers running Adonis v6.7.1 or earlier must be upgraded to Adonis 
v7.0.0 or greater and be configured with an IPv6 address from the Proteus user interface in 
order to be assigned a DHCPv6 deployment role.

The Failover Configuration section does not appear when adding a DHCPv6 deployment role.
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DHCP Failover
If two clients in an IP-based network both have the same IP address, neither is allowed to 
communicate across the network. If this communication were allowed, it would be unclear where 
responses should be directed. However, it is valid for a client to have more than one IP address. When 
using high availability with DHCP, the possibility of two clients receiving the same address must be 
eliminated.

This issue does not arise with XHA because the DHCP service performs as if it is operating on a single 
server rather than on two different appliances. Synchronization is handled within the operating system 
rather than at the DHCP service level.

However, if you wish to provide DHCP services with appliances on more than one subnet, you can use 
the DHCP failover protocol to address potential problems with DHCP high availability. Use of one of 
these solutions provides for DHCP availability when one of the appliances fails, network connectivity 
between the appliances fails, or planned outages are required.

Redundant service for DHCP was traditionally handled by a practice called scope splitting. Scope 
splitting requires allocating more IP addresses than are actually required and splitting them between 
two DHCP servers. If one server fails, clients obtain a new IP address from the secondary peer server.

DHCP failover does not require any additional IP resources, and existing leases remain valid even in the 
event of the total hardware failure of one of the servers. One member of a failover pair could lose 
contact with its partner for reasons such as a network failure between the pair, a failure of one of the 
servers, or a planned outage.

DHCP failover is configurable on a per-pool level. This allows you to create very complex 
configurations, such as a single secondary DHCP server acting as the secondary for multiple, primary 
DHCP servers, or several DHCP pools with secondaries on many different DHCP servers.

Proteus uses failover in an active-active configuration where both the primary and secondary servers 
answer requests for the specified IP addresses. The DHCP requests must reach both servers for failover 
to work during normal operation.

DHCP failover can be set up at the block or network level using a DHCP role. The DHCP role is set to 
Master and a server interface is chosen for deployment. Where DHCP failover is required, a second 
server interface is chosen to represent the failover secondary. This is all that is required on Proteus to 
set up DHCP failover. Proteus automatically divides the addresses and sets up the failover 
configuration in active-active mode. Half of the IP addresses for any pool with failover reside on the 
primary server, and half reside on the secondary server.

DHCP failover is configured when adding a DHCP role on the Add DHCP Role page. The Failover 
Configuration section appears when you select a server interface for the DHCP role. Click Select 
Secondary Server Interface to select the server interface for failover. For instructions on adding 
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DHCP roles and setting the secondary server interface for failover, refer to DHCP Deployment Roles on 
page 310.

Creating MAC Pools

MAC Pools control IP address allocation based on a client’s MAC address. A MAC pool is a group 
containing one or more MAC addresses. After creating a MAC pool and adding MAC addresses to it, you 
can set deployment options to control which clients are allowed to receive IP addresses from specific 
DHCP pools.

By default, all MAC addresses are allowed to obtain an IP address from a DHCP server. You can change 
this behavior with three DHCP service deployment options: Allow MAC Pools, Deny MAC Pools, and 
Deny Unknown MAC Addresses. These deployment options can be set at the configuration, IP block, 
IP network, or DHCP range levels.

To create a MAC pool:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the Devices tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Devices 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the MAC tab.

Not applicable to Windows servers.
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4 Under Pools, click New. The Add MAC Pool page opens.

5 In the Name field, type a name for the MAC pool

6 Under Change Control section, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step 
is optional but may be set to be required.

7 Click Add to add the MAC pool and return to the MAC tab, or click Add Next to add another 
MAC pool.

Adding a MAC Address to a device
MAC addresses are automatically added to the MAC Addresses list when a DHCP client receives an IP 
address from a DHCP server under Proteus control. You can also add MAC addresses manually in two 
ways:

• By adding a MAC address on the MAC tab.

• By specifying a MAC addresses when assigning an IP address. For more information, refer to 
Assigning IPv4 addresses on page 216.

To add a MAC address on the MAC tab:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the Devices tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Devices 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the MAC tab.
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4 Under MAC Addresses, click New. The Add MAC Address page opens.

5 Under General, set the MAC address and name:

▪ MAC Address—type the MAC address in the format nnnnnnnnnnnn, nn-nn-nn-nn-nn-nn, or 
nn:nn:nn:nn:nn:nn where nn is a hexadecimal value from 00 to FF.

▪ MAC Address Name—type a descriptive name for the MAC address.

6 Under MAC Pool Association, select a MAC pool for the address:

▪ No Association—select if the MAC address is not to be associated with a MAC pool.

▪ Add/Update Association—select a MAC Pool from the drop-down list to add the address to 
the pool. If the address is already in a pool, it is removed from its original pool and added 
to the pool you select here. The DENY pool is a default pool provided by Proteus. Pools that 
you define on the MAC tab also appear in this list.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the address and return to the MAC tab, or click Add Next to add another 
address.

MAC Pool Associations

When creating a MAC address or editing an existing MAC address, the MAC Pool Association section 
contains two fields that can be defined, Type of MAC Pool Action and Pool Name.

The Type of MAC Pool Action field is used to add, remove, or modify the association between a 
specific MAC address and a MAC pool. A MAC address can only be associated to a single MAC pool. The 
association or lack of association selected using this page governs whether or not the MAC address can 
obtain DHCP services.

Note.

Proteus will display the MAC address as nn-nn-nn-nn-nn-nn regardless of the format used when 
adding the MAC address.
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No Change—This option leaves any associations (or lack of associations) that exist between the MAC 
address and a MAC pool unchanged.

Remove Association—This option removes any MAC pool association for this address.

Add/Update Association—This option adds or updates an association between the MAC address and 
the MAC pool selected in the Pool Name drop-down list. When this option is selected, the Pool 
Name field is enabled and you can associate any MAC pool with the MAC address.

In addition to being able to associate a MAC address with a MAC pool that you have created, there 
is a built-in MAC pool called Deny. You can use this pool to deny specific MAC addresses from 
obtaining an IP address from a DHCP server.

Configuring MAC Pool Options
After you have created and populated one or more MAC pools, you can control IP address allocation 
using Proteus deployment options. Proteus uses deployment options to allow or deny members of a 
MAC pool from receiving DHCP services. For instance, if you wanted to deny hosts within a specific 
pool of MAC addresses from receiving IP addresses, you would assign the Deny MAC Pools option at the 
appropriate level.

MAC pool deployment options are added as service level deployment options and can be added at any 
level a service level option can be added. There are three MAC pool options:

• Allow MAC Pools—This option explicitly allows the MAC pool or pools access to DHCP services 
wherever it is set. It also denies all other MAC addresses from receiving an IP address from 
DHCP. (For example: Allow Few, Deny Many)

• Deny MAC Pools—This option denies DHCP services to the specific MAC pool (For example: Deny 
Few, Allow Many)

• Deny Unknown MAC Addresses—By default, unknown MAC addresses are allowed access to DHCP 
services. By setting this option, unknown MAC addresses are denied. Only MAC addresses that 
have been added as DHCP reserved addresses are allowed access to DHCP if this option is set. 
As with the previous options, this option can be set at various levels within a configuration.

MAC pool deployment options are added as DHCP Service Options. For more information, see  on page 
264.
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TFTP Service

Many modern network devices require the use of a TFTP service to obtain files such as firmware 
updates and network configuration files. These devices receive the location of the TFTP server through 
a DHCP client option, and then contact the TFTP server to download one or more files. In combination 
with DHCP, these files provide the full set of information that these devices require for network 
membership.

The TFTP service is designed so that an entire file structure can be created and then deployed onto a 
server as a service. You do this by adding a TFTP deployment role to a TFTP Group. A TFTP Group can 
contain a folder or directory structure and the files for the service. Individual TFTP files must be 
smaller than 100 MB.

Adding TFTP Groups

To add a TFTP group:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the TFTP tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the TFTP tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under TFTP Groups, click New. The Add TFTP Group page opens.

4 In the Group Name field, type the name of the group.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Add to add the TFTP group and return to the TFTP tab, or click Add Next to add 
another TFTP group.

Not applicable to Windows servers.
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Adding a TFTP folder to a group

To add TFTP folders to a TFTP group:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the TFTP tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the TFTP tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under TFTP Groups, click a TFTP group. The Folders/Files tab for the TFTP group appears.

4 Under Folder/Files, click New and select TFTP Folder. The Add TFTP Folder page opens.

5 In the Folder Name field, type the name of the TFTP folder. We recommend that you do not 
use spaces in the folder name.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add to add the folder and return to the Folders/Files tab, or click Add Next to add 
another folder.

Adding TFTP files to a folder

To add TFTP files to a TFTP folder:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the TFTP tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the TFTP tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under TFTP Groups, click a TFTP group. The Folders/Files tab for the TFTP group appears.

4 Under Folders/Files, click a TFTP folder. The Sub Folders/Files tab for the TFTP folder 
appears.
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5 Under Sub Folders/Files, click New and select TFTP File. The Add TFTP page opens.

6 Under General, define the TFTP file in these fields:

▪ File Name—type the filename for the TFTP file. We recommend that you not use spaces in 
the file name.

▪ Version—type a value to indicate the version of the file.

▪ Description—type a description of the file.

▪ Load—click the Browse button to browse for and select the file on your local workstation.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the file and return to the Sub Folders/Files tab, or click Add Next to add 
another file.

The file must be smaller than 100 MB. A warning message appears if you attempt to upload 
a file 100 MB or larger in size.
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Adding TFTP Deployment Roles
TFTP deployment roles are used to deploy a TFTP group to a managed server as a TFTP service.

To add TFTP deployment roles:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the TFTP tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the TFTP tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under TFTP Groups, click a TFTP group. The Folders/Files tab for the TFTP group appears.

4 Select the TFTP Deployment Roles tab.

5 Under TFTP Deployment Roles, click New. The Add TFTP Role page opens.

6 From the Select a server list, select a server.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the role and return to the TFTP Deployment Roles tab.

Moving TFTP folders and files
You can move TFTP folders and files into different groups and folders.

To move a TFTP folder or file:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select a configuration.

2 Select the TFTP tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the TFTP tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under TFTP Groups, click a TFTP group. 
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4 Under Folders/Files, select the check box for one or more files or folders, and click Action 
and select  Move Selected. The Move TFTP Folder/File page appears.

5 Under Destination, click Select Destination. The Select TFTP Group/Folder page appears.

6 Click the TFTP group names and TFTP folder names to move down through the group and 
folder hierarchy. Click Back to move up through the group and folder hierarchy.

7 Select the  button for the group or folder to which you want to move the items.

8 Click Select. The selected destination appears in the Destination section.

9 To change the destination, click Remove.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but may be set to be required.

11 Click Move.
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DNS
This chapter describes how to configure and manage DNS views, zones, deployment roles, deployment 
options, and resource records.

Topics include the following:

• DNS views

• DNS zones

• DNS Deployment Roles

• DNS Deployment Options

• Resource Records

• DNS 64

Reference topics include:

• DNS Deployment Roles and Deployment Options

• Generic Resource Record types

• Start of Authority serial numbers

• Bulk DNS Update CSV files

The Basics
Proteus treats all DNS structures as views. Each view is a child of a configuration object. DNS views 
contain DNS zones, which can contain sub zones and resource records. All views can be associated with 
an Access Control List (ACL) to filter client requests and provide different sets of DNS information in 
response to requests from different clients.

This describes how to manage DNS views, zones, resource records, and other DNS settings.

You can manage DNS on a stand-alone Windows server. On all versions of Windows 2008 servers, 
User Account Control allows remote DNS administration by the Administrator account, but blocks 
it for members of the Administrators group. To re-enable remote DNS administration, run the 
following command on Windows 2008 server:

reg add HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\System /v 
LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy /t REG_DWORD /d 1 /f

For more information on User Account Control and remote restrictions on Windows, see:

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/951016
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First steps
Depending on your Proteus user role and goals, you can start with different DNS-related tasks and sub-
tasks:

DNS Views

DNS Zones

DNSSEC

Actions and concepts Description

Adding DNS Views Create and configure DNS views in Proteus.

Renaming a DNS view Change the name of a DNS view.

Creating an internal root 
zone

Create a DNS namespace to support a large intranet.

Actions and concepts Description

Adding DNS Zones Create and configure top-level domains and sub-zones.

Renaming a DNS zone Change the name of a zone or sub-zone.

Moving a DNS zone Move a zone to a different DNS view, or move a sub-zone to a difference 
parent DNS zone.

DNS Zone Templates Use DNS zone templates when creating zones to implement a 
standardized set of resource records and deployment options.

Actions and concepts Description

Creating a DNSSEC 
Signing Policy

Create a customized DNSSEC signing policy for DNS zone signing.

Applying DNSSEC signing 
policies to a forward 
zone

With a DNSSEC signing policy created in Proteus, 

Managing DNSSEC key 
rollover and generation

Configure manual and emergency key rollover and generation.

DNSSEC Deployment 
Options

Add deployment options to DNSSEC zone signing, including DNSSEC 
enable, validation, and trust anchors.
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Resource Records

Bulk DNS updates

DNS Deployment Roles

DNS Deployment Options

Zone transfers

Actions and concepts Description

Adding a Host Record Manage resource records, including host, CNAME, and MX records.

Actions and concepts Description

Performing a Bulk DNS 
Update

Use Bulk DNS updates to easily import data maintained in 
spreadsheets or other text-based files.

Actions and concepts Description

Adding DNS deployment 
roles

Configure deployment roles such as Master, Slave, and Hidden Master.

Actions and concepts Description

Managing DNS 
Deployment Options

Set DNS deployment options at the configuration, view, zone, server, or 
block/network levels.

Actions and concepts Description

Configuring zone 
transfer deployment 
options

Configure the deployment options necessary for DNS zone transfers.
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Managing DNS Views
In Proteus, a DNS view is the container object for DNS zones and resource records. You must create a 
view before you can create any DNS zones or resource records.

Adding DNS Views
Add a DNS view in Proteus. You can configure IP restrictions when adding a DNS view.

To add a DNS view:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click New. The Add View page opens.

4 Under General, set the name for the DNS view:

▪ Name—type a name for the view.

Currently, a limitation exists whereby a space in the name of a DNS view may affect deployments 
with DNSSEC zone signing. If you are adding a DNS view that will be linked to a DNSSEC signing 
policy, the name of the view cannot contain spaces. For more details, refer to the following 
knowledge base article on the BlueCat Customer Care support site:

https://care.bluecatnetworks.com/ics/support/KBAnswer.asp?questionID=4145

Currently, a limitation exists whereby a space in the name of a DNS view may affect deployments 
with DNSSEC zone signing. If you are adding a DNS view that will be linked to a DNSSEC signing 
policy, the name of the view cannot contain spaces. For more details, refer to the following 
knowledge base article on the BlueCat Customer Care support site:

https://care.bluecatnetworks.com/ics/support/KBAnswer.asp?questionID=4145
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▪ Enable DNS Redirection for Device Registration Portal—select this check box only when you 
are configuring DNS redirection for the Proteus Device Registration Portal. Once selected, 
the following option appears:

▪ Device Registration Portal IPv4 Address—enter the IPv4 address for the external Proteus 
Registration Portal. in the text field to specify the IPv4 address of an external MAC 
authentication portal.

5 Under IP Restrictions, set the IP ranges for the zone:

Select a block or network from the drop-down menu and click Add. The selected item is 
added to the list of IP Restrictions. All objects created within the view must fall within the 
blocks and networks in the IP Restrictions list.

▪ IPv4 Block—select this option to show IPv4 blocks in the drop-down menu.

▪ IPv4 Network—select this option to show IPv4 networks in the drop-down menu.

To remove a restriction from the list, click the Remove link beside the restriction.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add, or click Add Next to add another view.

Editing DNS Views
Set IP Restrictions for a DNS View.

To add a DNS view:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS View.

To learn how the Proteus Device Registration Portal can help your organization on register and 
track personal device on your network, refer to http://bluecatnetworks.com/products/
proteus_device_registration
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4 Click the DNS view name menu and select Edit. The Edit View page opens.

5 Under General, edit the following:

▪ Enable DNS Redirection for Device Registration Portal—select this check box only when you 
are configuring DNS redirection for the Proteus Device Registration Portal. Deselect the 
check box to disable DNS redirection for the Proteus Device Registration Portal. Once 
selected, the following option appears:

▪ Device Registration Portal IPv4 Address—enter the IPv4 address for the external Proteus 
Registration Portal. If the Enable DNS Redirection for Device Registration Portal check 
box is deselected, this option will not be available.

6 Under IP Restrictions, set the IP ranges for the zone:

▪ Select a block or network from the drop-down menu and click Add. The selected item is 
added to the list of IP Restrictions. All objects created within the view must fall within the 
blocks and networks in the IP Restrictions list.

▪ IPv4 Block—select to show IPv4 blocks in the drop-down menu.

▪ IPv4 Network—select to show IPv4 networks in the drop-down menu.

▪ To remove a restriction from the list, click Remove beside the restriction.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Update.

Deleting DNS Views
Remove a DNS View from Proteus.

To delete a DNS View:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

Deleting a DNS View also deletes Top Level Domains and sub-zones within the DNS View.
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2 Under DNS Views, select the check box beside the DNS View(s) you wish to delete.

3 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

4 Under Confirm Delete, confirm the DNS View(s) you wish to delete.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Yes.

Renaming a DNS view

Use the Rename function to change the name of an existing DNS view.

To rename a DNS view:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click a view. The Zones tab for the view opens.

4 Click the view name and select Rename. The Rename View page opens.

5 Under General, enter a new name for the view in the Name field.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Update.

Currently, a limitation exists whereby a space in the name of a DNS view may affect deployments 
with DNSSEC zone signing. If needing to rename a DNS view, use underscores instead of spaces. For 
more details, refer to the following knowledge base article on the BlueCat Customer Care support 
site:

https://care.bluecatnetworks.com/ics/support/KBAnswer.asp?questionID=4145
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Creating an internal root zone

An Internal Root Zone is generally used when an organization requires an internal DNS namespace to 

support a very large intranet. The root zone delegates domains to top-level and/or lower level 
domains.

Root zones are always created at the view level. This way, you can create a configuration that has a 
root zone in the internal view, and an external view that uses the Internet Root Servers.

When you are using internal root servers, the Root Zone section on the view page displays the fact 
that you are using internet root servers by displaying the message “Using Internet Roots.”

To create an internal root zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click a DNS view. The Zones tab for the view opens.

4 Click the Details tab.

5 Under Root Zone, click Use Internal Root Zone. The Add Root Zone page opens.

6 Under General Options, select the Deployable check box to make the root zone deployable.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but may be set to be required.
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8 Click Add. The root zone is added and the Root Zone page opens.

9 Click the Deployment Options tab. Under Deployment Options, click New and select a 
deployment option:

▪ DNS Raw Option—refer to Adding options in DNS RAW format on page 367.

▪ DNS Option—refer to DNS Deployment Options on page 353. A root zone can have two 
deployment options associated with it, Allow Zone Transfer and Allow Query. These roles 
can be set at the root zone level or they can be inherited from the view.

▪ Start of Authority—refer to Adding Start of Authority Records on page 385. 

10 Click the Deployment Roles tab. Under Deployment Roles, click New. You can set the DNS 
deployment role of Master to the root zone. For more information, refer to DNS Deployment 
Roles on page 349.

A root zone can only be assigned the master deployment role. If a deployment role is not 
explicitly set, the root zone inherits the master deployment role set at the configuration 
level. If a deployment role is not defined, the root zone is not deployed.

View Deployment Order and Access Control Lists (ACLs) 
When working with multiple views, the order of the views is very important. Consider an example with 
two views:

• The first view contains data intended for internal clients and is assigned a match clients list of 
10.0.0.0/8. Only clients from the 10.0.0.0/8 network receive data from this zone.

• The second view is intended for external clients and is not assigned a match clients list. When 
deployed to the server, the view is automatically assigned an ACL of any, and all clients may 
receive data from this view.
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The order of the views on the DNS server determines which clients match which view. If the view with 
any is ordered first in the list, all clients match against it, and no clients ever match against the 
second view.

When you deploy such a configuration from Proteus, the view assigned an ACL of any is always placed 
last in the configuration. In this way, all clients attempt to match the restricted view first. Clients with 
IP addresses in the 10.0.0.0/8 network match against the first view, leaving all other clients to match 
against the second view.

Proteus deploys multiple views in reverse alphabetical order. Views are also grouped together based on 
the Match Clients DNS Deployment Option:

• views with the Match Clients option appear first, arranged in reverse alphabetical order

• views without the Match Clients option appear second, arranged in reverse alphabetical order.

For example, consider the following views:

▪ accounting

▪ development

▪ external

▪ sales

If none of the views have a Match Clients DNS Deployment Option, the views appear in this order:

Now, consider what happens when you apply a Match Clients option to three of the views:

view "sales"

  { ... };

view "external"

  { ... };

view "development"

  { ... };

view "accounting"

  { ... };

Note.

Note that you would not normally create multiple views without setting a Match Clients option for 
each view. In this example, all of the views will have an ACL of any and all clients will match 
against the first view in the list.

DNS View Match Clients DNS Deployment Option

accounting Match Clients option matches to an IP address range

development Match Clients option matches to an IP address range

external No Match Clients option

sales Match Clients option matches to an IP address range
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On deployment, Proteus groups the views by Match Clients option. Views with Match Clients options 
appear first, followed by views without Match Clients options. In both groups, the views appear in 
reverse alphabetical order:

For information on how Proteus deploys classless IPv4 space for reverse zone, refer to How Proteus 
deploys classless IPv4 space on page 344.

Access Control Lists
Access Control Lists (ACLs) provide fine-grained control over which hosts may perform certain 
operations on the name server. In particular, they are used for restricting zone transfers, notifications 
and DDNS updates. Proteus provides comprehensive DNS ACL support by allowing users to create and 
manage ACLs through the Proteus user interface. ACLs can be repurposed across multiple DNS Views.

Adding Access Control Lists (ACLs)
Create Access Control Lists (ACLs).

To add a DNS Access Control List:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

view "sales"

  { ... };

view "development"

  { ... };

view "accounting"

  { ... };

view "external"

  { ... };

• DNS Access Control Lists are supported in Adonis v7.0.6 and greater. Deploying DNS ACLs to 
earlier versions of Adonis or DDW servers will cause deployment to fail.

• Customers running earlier versions of Adonis can use the pre-defined ACLs to deploy.

DNS Access Control Lists are supported in the following DNS deployment options:

• Allow Dynamic Updates
• Allow Notify
• Allow Query
• Allow Query Cache
• Allow Recursion
• Allow Update Forwarding
• Allow Zone Transfer
• Deny Clients
• Match Clients
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2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under ACLs, click New. The Add DNS ACL page opens.

4 Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Name—enter a name for the Access Control Lists to be added.

▪ Match List—select a type of match list.

▪ IP Address/Network—select this match type to create a DNS ACL using single or multiple 
IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, and CIDR addresses.

▪ TSIG key—select this match type to create a TSIG-based ACL. For example, you can 
restrict zone transfer access to a set of remote non-BlueCat servers (for example, DDW 
servers) that will be acting as secondary servers.

▪ ACL—select this match type to create a nested ACL. Instead of creating a new ACL with 
all the information, you can also create an ACL that references the other ACLs already 
created and in use. When you select the ACL type, the following four pre-defined ACLs 
will be populated:

▪ All—creates a new ACL list that matches all hosts.

▪ None—creates a new ACL list that does not match any hosts.

▪ Localhost—creates a new ACL that matches all the IP addresses of your active DNS 
server.

▪ Localnetworks—creates a new ACL that matches all the IP address and subnet masks 
of your active DNS server.

▪ Data—this field will only be available when the IP Address/Network type is selected in the 
Match List drop-down menu. Enter the IPv4 or IPv6 address/network.

▪ Exclusion—select the check box to add an exclusion to a DNS ACL. For example, if an 
exclusion is added for a specific client’s IP address, the client will be excluded from the 
ACL.

Click Add to add ACL match statements to the list. To adjust the position of the match 
statements in the list, select the statement and click Move Up and Move Down to move it up 
or down in the list.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.
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6 Click Add.

Applying a DNS Access Control List
After creating a DNS ACL, it can be referenced when adding DNS deployment options and DNS64 
declaration(s).

To apply a DNS Access Control List:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Navigate to the level at which you want to set a DNS deployment option and click the 
Deployment Options tab.

4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DNS Option. The Add DNS Deployment Option 
page opens.

5 Under General, select the necessary option from the Option drop-down menu, then select the 
ACL option. Once you select the ACL option from the list, the ACL drop-down menu will be 
populated.

6 Select an ACL from the list and click Add.

Proteus validates that the information is correct and adds the newly created DNS deployment option to 
the database, displaying the Deployment Options page. For more information about DNS deployment 
options, refer to DNS Deployment Options on page 353.

Viewing the objects linked to a DNS ACL
Use the DNS ACL’s Linked Objects tab to view the list of DNS deployment options to which the ACL is 
linked.

To view DNS deployment option objects linked to a DNS ACL:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under ACLs, click the name of a DNS ACL. The DNS ACL details page opens.

4 Click the Linked Objects tab. The Linked Objects section opens.

The Linked Objects section lists the DNS deployment options associated with the ACL.

5 To view an object, click the name of the object. The object’s details page opens.
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Editing a DNS Access Control List
You can edit a DNS Access Control List to change the name, match type and data.

To edit a DNS Access Control List:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under ACLs, click the name of a DNS ACL.

4 Click the DNS ACL name menu and select Edit. The Edit DNS ACL page opens.

5 Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Name—enter a name for the Access Control Lists to be added.

▪ Match List—select a type of match list.

▪ IP Address/Network—select this match type to create a DNS ACL using single or multiple 
IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, and CIDR addresses.

▪ TSIG key—select this match type to create a TSIG-based ACL. For example, you can 
restrict zone transfer access to a set of remote non-BlueCat servers (for example, DDW 
servers) that will be acting as secondary servers.

▪ ACL—select this match type to create a nested ACL. Instead of creating a new ACL with 
all the information, you can also create an ACL that references the other ACLs already 
created and in use. When you select the ACL type, the following four pre-defined ACLs 
will be populated:

▪ All—creates a new ACL list that matches all hosts.

▪ None—creates a new ACL list that does not match any hosts.

▪ Localhost—creates a new ACL that matches all the IP addresses of your active DNS 
server.

▪ Localnetworks—creates a new ACL that matches all the IP address and subnet masks 
of your active DNS server.

▪ Data—this field will only be available when the IP Address/Network type is selected in the 
Match List drop-down menu. Enter the IPv4 or IPv6 address/network.

▪ Exclusion—select the check box to add an exclusion to a DNS ACL. For example, if an 
exclusion is added for a specific client’s IP address, the client will be excluded from the 
ACL.

Click Add to add ACL match statements to the list. To adjust the position of the match 
statements in the list, select the statement and click Move Up and Move Down to move it up 
or down in the list.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Update.

Pre-defined ACLs cannot be edited or deleted.
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Deleting a DNS Access Control List
Remove a DNS ACL from Proteus. DNS ACLs can be deleted from the ACLs tab or the DNS ACL Details 
page.

To delete a DNS Access Control List from the ACLs tab:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under ACLs, select the check box beside the DNS ACL(s) you wish to delete.

4 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens. Under Confirm 
Delete, confirm the DNS ACL(s) you wish to delete.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Yes.

Managing DNS Zones
DNS zones represent your DNS zone of authority. Zones contain resource records and may contain child 
or sub zones. You can create zone templates to help ensure that deployment options and resource 
records are created consistently and accurately across different zones.

Adding DNS Zones
Add a DNS Zone in Proteus. Use a template if desired and set the zone as deployable.

To add a DNS Zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click a DNS view. The Zones tab for the view opens.

Pre-defined ACLs cannot be edited or deleted.

If you have objects linked to the ACL(s) you wish to delete, you will receive a warning prompt 
asking you to remove these objects before deleting the ACL.
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4 Under Top Level Domains, click New. The New Zone page opens.

5 Under General, set the following items:

▪ Name—enter the name for the DNS zone. When you are creating a sub zone within an 
existing zone or a top level domain, the name of the existing zone or top level domain 
appears in the field.

▪ Template—to create the zone with a Zone Template, select a template from the list. Select 
From View to select a zone template created in DNS view level. Select From Configuration 
to select a zone template created in the configuration level. Zone templates can also be 
assigned later in case you do not select a zone template at this time. For more information, 
refer to Assigning the zone template to a DNS zone on page 347.

▪ Deployable—when selected, the zone can be deployed to a server. When not selected, the 
zone cannot be deployed to a server.

6 Under IP Restrictions, set the IP ranges for the zone:

▪ Select a block or network from the drop-down list and click Add. The selected item is 
added to the list of IP Restrictions. All objects created within the view must fall within the 
blocks and networks in the IP Restrictions list.

▪ IPv4 Block—select this option to show IPv4 blocks in the drop-down menu.

▪ IPv4 Network—select this option to show IPv4 networks in the drop-down menu.

▪ To remove a restriction from the list, click the Remove link beside the restriction.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to create the new zone and return to the Zones tab, or click Add Next to add 
another zone.

The zone templates created at the DNS view level cannot be used across different DNS views. If 
you need a global zone template that can be used across multiple DNS views, create a zone 
template at the configuration level. For more information, refer to DNS Zone Templates on page 
345.

You can also add a zone or a sub-zone by clicking on a top level domain name and navigating 
through the list of top level domains, zones, and sub-zones.
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Editing DNS zones
Once a DNS zone is created, you can only edit IP restrictions and set whether or not the zone is 
deployable.

To edit a DNS zone:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under DNS Views, click a DNS view. The Zones tab for the view opens.

3 Under Top Level Domains, click a DNS zone. The Sub Zones tab for the zone opens.

4 Click the zone name and select Edit. The Edit Zone page opens.

5 Under General, select the Deployable check box to make the zone deployable to a server. 
Deselect the check box if you do not want the zone to be deployable.

6 Under IP Restrictions, set the IP ranges for the zone:

▪ Select a block or network from the drop-down list and click Add. The selected item is 
added to the list of IP Restrictions. All objects created within the view must fall within the 
blocks and networks in the IP Restrictions list.

▪ IPv4 Block—select this option to show IPv4 blocks in the drop-down menu.

▪ IPv4 Network—select this option to show IPv4 networks in the drop-down menu.

▪ To remove a restriction from the list, click the Remove link beside the restriction.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Update.

Deleting a DNS zone
DNS zones can only be deleted from the Top Level Domains section of the Zones tab.

To delete a DNS zone:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under DNS Views, click a DNS view. The Zones tab for the view opens.

3 Under Top Level Domains, select a check box for the zone(s) you wish to delete.

4 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

5 Under Confirm Delete, confirm the DNS zone(s) you wish to delete.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Yes.

 For more information about zone templates, refer to DNS Zone Templates on page 345.

Deleting a DNS zone will automatically delete any child zones of the selected DNS zones.
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Renaming a DNS zone

To rename a DNS zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view. The Zones tab for the view opens.

4 Under Top Level Domains, click the name of a top level domain.

5 Under Sub Zones, click the name of a DNS zone. The Sub Zones tab for the zone opens.

6 Click the zone name and select Rename. The Rename Zone page opens.

7 Under General, edit the name of the zone:

▪ Name—type the name for the DNS view.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Update.

Moving a DNS zone
You can use this function to move a zone and its contents, including resource records and options to a 
different part of the DNS name space. For example, if you move the example.com zone under the org 
top-level domain this would create a zone called example.org.

To move a DNS zone:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view. The Zones tab for the view opens.

3 Click the name of a zone. The Sub Zones tab for the selected zone opens. If you wish to move 
a sub zone, navigate to the zone you want to move by clicking on the sub zone names.
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4 Click the zone name and select Move. The Move Zone page opens.

5 Under Destination, enter the new location for the zone in the Address Name field. The 
destination for the zone must already exist within the Proteus configuration.

For example, to move the zone example.com to example.org, type example.org in the 
Address Name field. The .org zone must already exist in the configuration.

6 Click Yes.

DNS reverse zones
Proteus does not display reverse zones (IPv4: in-addr.arpa. IPv6: ip6.arpa), in the User Interface. 
Instead, reverse space is configured from the IP space in Proteus. To create a deployable reverse zone 
in Proteus, you must assign DNS deployment roles on either IP blocks or network levels. For details, 
refer to DNS Deployment Roles on page 349.

Creating reverse zones
The Proteus web interface does not display reverse DNS zones. You can view in-addr.arpa zones and 
PTR records by viewing the .db zone files on the Adonis servers, or by querying them using DNS utilities 
such as nslookup or dig. A PTR record is automatically created for each host record in a forward zone 
if the Reverse Record checkbox is selected and you have configured the necessary deployment roles. 
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Setting deployment roles at IP Block or Network levels
To create reverse zones on an Adonis DNS server under Proteus control, you must add DNS deployment 
roles at either the IP block or IP network. Just as forward zones are not created on managed DNS 
servers until you configure deployment roles at either the view or zone levels, reverse zones are not 
created until you have set a deployment role at either the IP network or block level. 

The following examples illustrate this point. For these examples, assume the following tasks are 
complete:

• You have created a configuration with at least one DNS server object.

• You have created a 192.168.0.0/16 IP block object and a 192.168.103.0/24 IP network object. 

• You have created a view named default and a zone named example.com.

• The deployment role of master is set at the view level.

• The example.com zone is marked as deployable.

Example1—Setting deployment role an IP block

1 Assign a deployment role of master at the 192.168.0.0/16 block level. Upon deployment, the 
168.192.in-addr.arpa zone is created on the Adonis server. 

2 Create a host record named test in the example.com zone that resolves to 192.168.103.50. 

3 Deploy the configuration.

Result: The PTR record 50.103 is created in the 168.192.in-addr.arpa zone. All PTR records are 
created with a two octet notation.

Example 2—Setting deployment role an IP network

1 Remove the deployment role at the 192.168.0.0/16 block level.

2 Assign a deployment role of Master at the 192.168.103 IP network level. 

3 Deploy the configuration. Upon deployment, a 103.168.192.in-addr.arpa zone is created on 
the Adonis server.

Result: The PTR record, 50 is created in the 103.168.192.in-addr.arpa zone. All PTR records in this 
zone are written out with a single-octet notation.

Setting a DNS server to be authoritative for Reverse Zones only
A PTR record is created on Adonis by default for every host record, if the Reverse Record check box 
is selected, and you have set the necessary deployment roles. However, there may be situations when 
you need a DNS server to be authoritative for certain reverse zones, but not authoritative for the 
corresponding forward zones. 

To accomplish this, you still need to create the forward zones and host records to ensure that the PTR 
records are created. You then assign the deployment role of None to the forward zone. This ensures 
that the reverse zones are deployed to the Adonis DNS servers while the forward zones are not.

To deploy the reverse zone only:

1 Create the necessary DNS forward zone.

2 Create the necessary DNS host records within the zone ensuring that the Reverse Records 
check box is selected.
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3 Assign the deployment role of None at the forward zone level.

4 Assign the deployment roles at the IP block or network object.

Delegating reverse zone
Delegating a reverse DNS zone along classful boundaries in Proteus is a simple process although how 
you configure it depends on whether you are delegating the zone to an external DNS server or to a DNS 
server under Proteus control.

If you are delegating a reverse zone from one Proteus-controlled DNS server to 
another Proteus-controlled DNS server, perform the following:

1 Assign a deployment role to the delegating DNS server at either the 8-bit network prefix or 
16-bit network prefix IPv4 block.

2 At the child block or network, assign a second deployment role to the server hosting the 
delegated zone. 

Example—delegating the child 2.1.10.in-addr.arpa zone from the server hosting the parent 1.10.in-
addr.arpa. reverse zone:

1 Create the 10.1.0.0/16 IP block.

2 Assign a deployment role to the parent server at the 10.1.0.0/16 block level.

3 Create the 10.1.2.0/24 IP network within the 10.1.0.0/16 block.

4 Assign deployment roles to the child server at 10.1.2.0/24 IP network levels.

5 Deploy the configuration.

The resulting .db file on the parent server will contain the delegation NS records for the two child 
reverse zones. In this case, ns1.example.com is delegating to ns2.example.com:

If you are delegating reverse zones to a DNS server that is not under Proteus control 
or is not in the same Proteus configuration:

• The process is similar except that you need to create an external server in Proteus and then 
assign the deployment role for the child networks to the external server.
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Creating a partial Class C reverse zone
Reverse delegation along classless lines works somewhat differently than reverse delegation along 
classful lines. Proteus follows the methods described in RFC 2317 Classless IN-ADDR.ARPA delegation. 

To illustrate, suppose you host the reverse DNS zone for the 192.168.1.0/24 network on a DNS server 
and you need to delegate the 192.168.1.128/25 network to a different DNS server. From the Proteus 
interface, the procedure is no different from classful delegation as described in Delegating reverse 
zone on page 343. However, the format of the zones on the DNS servers is quite different. 

Upon deployment:

• A zone named 128-25.1.168.192.in-addr.arpa is created on the child DNS server. 

• A delegation record (NS) for the 128-25.1.168.192.in-addr.arpa zone is created on the parent 
server.

• CNAME records for every possible delegated PTR record are created on the parent server.

To delegate a classless reverse zone:

1 Create an IPv4 block with a 24-bit prefix.

2 Assign a deployment role to the parent server at the block level.

3 Create a classless network (25-bit prefix for example).

4 Assign a deployment role to the child server at the 25-bit network.

5 Deploy the configuration.

How Proteus deploys classless IPv4 space
When creating reverse zones, Proteus deploys classless IPv4 space as either a series of zones with 
classful networks or, as a single zone with a single network of classless space. How Proteus does this 
depends on the range of your block or network:

• Proteus deploys blocks and networks falling within Class A and Class B as a series of Class B and 
Class C zones.

• Proteus deploys blocks and networks falling within Class C as a single classless zone.

Example 1: The 10/10 block contains a single 10/10 network. This is a classless part of Class A. 
Proteus deploys this as 64 separate reverse zones for 64 separate Class B networks:

// zone: 0.10.in-addr.arpa [master]

// zone: 1.10.in-addr.arpa [master]

// zone: 2.10.in-addr.arpa [master]

...

// zone: 61.10.in-addr.arpa [master]

// zone: 62.10.in-addr.arpa [master]

// zone: 63.10.in-addr.arpa [master]
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Example 2: The 172.20.128/19 block contains a single 172.20.128/19 network. This is a classless 
part of Class B. Proteus deploys this as 64 separate reverse zones for 64 separate Class C 
networks:

Example 3: The 192.168.1.0/26 block contains a single 192.168.1.0/26 network. This is a classless 
part of Class C. Proteus deploys this as a single reverse zone:

DNS Zone Templates
Zone templates contain a collection of standard settings that you can apply to DNS zones. Use zone 
templates to standardize resource records and deployment options for a set of zones. When you 
change settings in the template, you can reapply it to update the zones with the new settings. When 
you delete a zone template, the settings the template applied to your zones remain in place.

Creating a zone template

Create a zone template at the configuration level if you wish to maintain a set of DNS resource record 
templates for the entire system regardless of DNS views. If you have multiple DNS views and wish to 
set the same DNS resource records and options to all zones within the various DNS views, create a 
global zone template at the configuration level and use it when creating a zone in the different DNS 
views. Any settings which need to be duplicated across several zones, such as mail servers, web 
servers, and resource records, can be set up in a template to ensure accuracy and consistency.

To create a zone template:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

a) If you are creating a global zone template in the configuration level: 

Click the Zone Templates tab. Under Zone Templates, click New. The Add Zone Template 
page opens.

b) If you are creating a zone template in the view level: 

 // zone: 128.20.172.in-addr.arpa [master]

 // zone: 129.20.172.in-addr.arpa [master]

 // zone: 130.20.172.in-addr.arpa [master]

...

 // zone: 157.20.172.in-addr.arpa [master]

 // zone: 158.20.172.in-addr.arpa [master]

 // zone: 159.20.172.in-addr.arpa [master]

// zone: 0-26.1.168.192.in-addr.arpa [master]

The zone templates created at the DNS view level cannot be used across different DNS views. If 
you need a global zone template that can be used across multiple DNS views, create a zone 
template at the configuration level.
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In the DNS Views section, click the name of a DNS view. The Zones tab for the view 
appears. 

Click the Zone Templates tab. Under Zone Templates, click New. The Add Zone Template 
page opens.

3 Under General, enter a descriptive name for the template in the Name field.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Add to add the template and return to the Zone Templates tab, or click Add Next to 
add another zone template.

After creating the zone template, you can define resource records and deployment options in the 
template.

Setting options in a zone template

To set the options in a zone template:

1 From the Zone Templates tab, click the name of a zone template. The zone template Details 
tab opens.
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2 Click the Resource Records tab. Under Resource Records, click New and select a resource 
record:

▪ Host Record—add an A record.

▪ lias Record (CNAME)—add a CNAME record.

▪ Text Record (TXT)—add a TXT record.

▪ Host Info Record (HINFO)—add an HINFO record.

▪ Service Record (SRV)—add an SRV record.

▪ Mail Exchanger Record (MX)—add an MX record.

▪ Naming Authority Pointer Record (NAPTR)—add an NAPTR record.

▪ Generic Record—add a generic record. The following types of generic resource records are 
available: A, A6, AAAA, AFSDB, APL, CERT, DHCID, DNAME, DS, IPSECKEY, ISDN, KEY, KX, LOC, 
MB, MG, MINFO, MR, NS, NSAP, PTR, PX, RP, RT, SINK, SPF, SSHFP, WKS, and X25.

The page for adding the selected type of resource record opens. For more information, refer to 
Adding a Host Record on page 370.

3 Click the Deployment Options tab. Under Deployment Options, click New and select a 
deployment option:

▪ DNS Raw Option—refer to Adding options in DNS RAW format on page 367.

▪ DNS Option—refer to Managing DNS Deployment Options on page 342.

▪ Start of Authority—refer to Adding Start of Authority Records on page 385.

The page for adding the selected type of deployment option opens.

After creating resource records and deployment options in the template, you can assign the template 
to an existing zone or create a new zone using the template. For instructions on creating a new zone, 
refer to Managing DNS Zones on page 337.

Assigning the zone template to a DNS zone

To assign the zone template to a DNS zone:

1 Navigate to the zone to which you want to apply the template.

2 Click the zone name menu and select Assign Template. The Assign/Apply Zone Template page 
opens.

3 Click Assign Template from View to select a view-specific zone template or click Assign 
Template from Configuration to select a configuration-specific zone template which can be 
used across multiple DNS views. The Select Zone Template page opens.

4 Select a template from the list and click Select. The selected template appears in the 
Template section of the Assign/Apply Zone Template page. To remove the template, click 
Remove.

5 Click Yes. The template is applied to the zone.

Updating the template on a DNS zone
When a template is applied to a DNS zone, the Update Template function appears in the object name 
menu.
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To update the template on a DNS zone:

1 Navigate to the zone for which you want to update the template.

2 Click the zone name and select Update Template. The Assign / Apply Zone Template page 
opens.

3 The Template section lists the name of the template assigned to the zone. To remove the 
template, click Remove.

4 Under Reapply Options, select an update option:

▪ Don’t update—select this option to apply only new template changes that do not conflict 
with existing settings in the zone. Items previously set by the template and items that have 
been manually changed are not updated.

▪ Overwrite—select this option to reapply all settings in the zone. If existing settings conflict 
with the template settings, an error message appears and the template settings are not 
applied.

5 Click Yes.
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DNS Deployment Roles
Deployment roles determine the services provided by a server. A deployment role creates a client-
facing service, specified with an IP address, on a network or published server interface. Each server 
interface can have multiple DNS roles and one DHCP role. When multiple roles are assigned, the most 
locally-specified server role takes precedence. For example, if deployment roles are set at both the 
DNS view and DNS zone level, the role set at the zone level applies to the DNS zone. Roles set to None 
are not deployed.

When assigning deployment roles, you select a server and server interface for the role. Only servers 
that support the deployment role are available to be selected, so you cannot assign a deployment role 
to a server that does not support the role. For example, you cannot add DHCP deployment roles to an 
Adonis 250 DNS Caching server.

You can set DNS deployment roles for the following:

• IPv4 and IPv6 blocks

• IPv4 and IPv6 networks

• DNS views

• DNS zones

TFTP deployment roles can be set for TFTP Groups. For more information, refer to TFTP Service on 
page 317 and Adding TFTP Deployment Roles on page 320.

Adding DNS deployment roles
Multiple DNS roles can be added to a single server. The most local role takes precedence for any 
section of the configuration. At a minimum, DNS roles must be applied at the view level for DNS 
deployment to occur. For reverse DNS, a DNS deployment role must be applied to either a block or 
network to create the reverse DNS settings for that object and its children.

DNS deployment roles can be set from the Deployment Roles tab for IP Blocks, IP Networks, DNS 
Views, and DNS Zones.

To add a DNS role:

1 Where it is available, click the Deployment Roles tab.
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2 Under Deployment Roles, click New and select DNS Role. The Add DNS Role page opens.

3 Under Role, select a DNS deployment role and a DNS view. 

From the Type drop-down menu, select:

▪ Master—deploys files and settings to create a DNS master server.

▪ Hidden Master—deploys files and settings to create a DNS master, but without name server 
and glue records, thus hiding the server from DNS queries.

▪ Slave—deploys files and settings to create a DNS slave server.

▪ Stealth Slave—deploys files and settings to create a DNS slave but, without name server and 
glue records, thus hiding the server from DNS queries.

▪ Forwarder—deploys a forwarding zone in BIND, or conditional forwarding in Microsoft DNS, 
to forward queries for a specific zone to one or more DNS servers. Forwarding requires that 
recursion be enabled; recursion is automatically enabled when you select the Forwarder 
role.

▪ Stub—deploys a zone that contains only the name server records for a domain. Stub zones 
do not contain user-selected settings or options.

▪ Recursion—used when creating a caching-only DNS server that accepts recursive queries, 
but does not host any zones. This role must be set at the view level; required deployment 
options are set automatically when you deploy the configuration.

▪ AD Integrated Master—deploys an Active Directory Integrated Master zone to a Windows DNS 
server. This option is for use with Windows DNS servers only.

▪ None—clears all data from the server to which it is applied.

The View field will be available when you are adding a DNS role to IP Space. 

When adding a Hidden Master deployment role, make sure to also add at least one Slave 
deployment role. Lack of a Slave server may result in the deployment of NS records to the Hidden 
Master.

When adding a Stealth Slave deployment role to an existing Hidden Master, make sure to also add 
at least one Slave deployment role. Lack of a Slave server may result in the deployment of NS 
records to the Hidden Master.
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From the View drop-down menu, select a DNS view which is the container object for DNS 
zones and resource records. Because Proteus can support multiple views, selecting a DNS view 
when adding a DNS deployment role to IP Space associates an IP block or network to a specific 
DNS view.

4 Under Server Interface, set the servers for the deployment role:

▪ Click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

▪ Click a server name to display a list of server interfaces. Click Up to return to the list of 
servers.

▪ Select the button for the server interface that you want to add.

▪ Click Add. The selected server interface opens in the Servers section.

▪ Click Remove to remove a server from the list.

5 When you select the Slave, Stealth Slave, Forwarder, or Stub option in the Role section, a 
Zone Transfers section opens after you select a server interface.

▪ Click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

▪ Click a server name to display a list of server interfaces. Click Up to return to the list of 
servers.

▪ Under Server Interfaces, select the button for the server interface that you want to add: 
Services Interface, Management Interface, or Published Interface (if available).

▪ Click Add. The selected server interface opens in the Zone Transfers section.

▪ Click Remove to remove a server from the list.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add.

Reference: DNS Deployment Roles
The following DNS server roles are available:

• When adding Hidden Master or Stealth Slave deployment roles, make sure to also add at least 
one Slave deployment role. Lack of a Slave server may result in the deployment of NS records 
to the Hidden Master/Stealth Slave.

• When creating a Slave or Stealth Slave role, select the server interface for the slave’s master. 
When you deploy the zone, the IP address for the server interface you select opens in the 
masters list in the zone’s .conf file.

• When creating a Forwarder role, select the server to which the forwarding zone forwards 
queries. When you deploy the zone, the IP address for the server interface you select opens in 
the forwarders list in the zone’s .conf file.

• When creating a Stub role, select the server to which the stub zone resolves. When you deploy 
the zone, the IP address for the server interface you select here opens in the masters list in 
the zone’s .conf file.

DNS Role Description

Master Deploys files and settings to create a DNS master server.

Hidden Master Deploys files and settings to create a DNS master, but without name server and glue 
records, thus hiding the server from DNS queries.
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Slave Deploys files and settings to create a DNS slave server.

Stealth Slave Deploys files and settings to create a DNS slave, but without name server and glue 
records, thus hiding the server from DNS queries.

Forwarder Deploys a forwarding zone in BIND, or conditional forwarding in Microsoft DNS, to 
forward queries for a specific zone to one or more DNS servers. Forwarding requires 
that recursion be enabled; recursion is automatically enabled when you select the 
Forwarder role. Use this role with external servers. For instructions on how to create 
an external server, refer to Adding Other DNS Servers on page 592.

Stub Do not do forwarding. A stub zone deploys a zone that contains only name server 
records used to identify the authoritative DNS servers for that zone. DNS lookups to 
a stub zone will return the name server and corresponding host records, which will 
then result in a separate query to the name servers for the host in question. 

Stub zones are similar to secondary zones, where it gathers the record data from a 
designated server. However, stub zones are different from secondary zones in two 
ways: 

• Stub zones only contain the records needed to identify the master server; namely 
the SOA and NS records for the zone, along with the A records for each NS record. 

• Stub zones do not obtain their records using zone transfers. Instead, it issues 
queries against its configured authoritative servers to obtain the appropriate 
records. 

Because of these differences, Proteus treats Stub zones differently than Slave zones. 
Stub zones can be configured to use multiple servers to pull data from. Proteus will 
automatically add all query-able servers; any server with a Master or Slave role (but 
not Hidden Master or Stealth Slave), to the Stub zone. Proteus will configure the 
stub server in the following order: 

• Any listed Master server is added as the first server. 
• Slave servers are added in IP order from lowest to highest. 

Note that this provides redundancy support that is not available for Slave servers. 

Use stub zones to resolve names between separate DNS namespaces. For example, 
you might use this type of zone to resolve names for clients in separate namespaces 
after a corporate merger. In Proteus, this zone type is often used with external 
servers, where the external server represents the authoritative master. For 
instructions on how to create an external server, refer to Adding Other DNS Servers 
on page 592.

Recursion Used when creating a caching-only DNS server that accepts recursive queries, but 
does not host any zones. This role is available only at the view level. To use this role, 
you must also set Allow Query and Allow Query Cache DNS Deployment Options at 
the view level.

AD Integrated Master Deploys an Active Directory Integrated Master zone to a Windows DNS server. This 
option is for use with Windows DNS servers only.

None Clears all data from the server to which it is applied.

DNS Role Description
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DNS Deployment Options
These options define the deployment of Proteus DNS services. Proteus supports most of the options 
used by both BIND and Microsoft DNS.

For deployment options that take an IP address, ACL name, or TSIG key as a parameter, select the type 
of parameter you want to add from the drop-down list presented when defining the option.

• To specify an IP address or name, select IP Address or name. Type the address or name in the 
text field and click Add.

• To specify a TSIG key, select Key. A drop-down list appears and lists the TSIG keys available in 
the Proteus configuration. Select a key from the list and click Add.

• To specify an ACL, select ACL. A drop-down list showing pre-defined and custom DNS ACLs 
available in the current Proteus configuration appears. Select an ACL from the drop-down 
menu and click Add.

You can set DNS Deployment options for the following Proteus objects:

• Configurations

• Servers

• DNS Views

• DNS Zones

• IPv4 Blocks

• IPv4 Networks

• IPv6 Blocks

• IPv6 Networks

Managing DNS Deployment Options

DNS deployment options can be set at various points of the configuration including the configuration, 
view, and zone levels. Options set at the configuration level are inherited by all views and zones within 
that configuration. Options set at the view level are inherited by all zones under that specific view. 

• Custom Access Control Lists can be created by, managed in, or deployed from Proteus.

DNS Deployment Options set on IPv4 or IPv6 Blocks are inherited by the networks within the 
blocks.
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Options set at the zone level apply only to the specific zone itself. Both DNS and DHCP options can be 
set at the configuration level whereas only DNS options and SOA records can be configured at the view 
level and below. 

To add DNS deployment options:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Navigate to the level at which you want to set a DNS deployment option and click the Deployment 
Options tab. Deployment Options tabs appear at the configuration, view, zone, IP block, and IP 
network levels.

4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DNS Option. The Add DNS Deployment Option 
page opens.

5 Under General, select the option and set its parameters.

▪ Option—select a DNS client deployment option from the drop-down menu. When an option 
is selected, parameter fields for the option appear.

6 Under Servers, select the servers to which the option will apply:

▪ All Servers—applies the deployment option to all servers in the configuration.

▪ Specific Server—applies the deployment option to a specific server in the configuration. 
Select a server from the drop-down menu.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the deployment option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click 
Add Next to add another deployment option.
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Reference: DNS Deployment Options

For information about adding DNS Deployment options, refer to Managing DNS Deployment Options 
on page 276.

DNS Deployment 
Option

Description Parameters

Allow Dynamic 
Updates

This option takes an ACL or match list 
as an argument. Only addresses 
matched on the list are allowed to send 
updates to the server for that zone.

Use Update Policy for more control 
over update permissions. Allow 
Dynamic Updates and Update Policy 
are mutually exclusive and cannot be 
set at the same level in Proteus.

NOTE: Dynamic DNS updates in an 
Adonis XHA cluster environment must 
be configured using the physical IP 
addresses (not a virtual IP address) of 
the active and passive nodes.

For Adonis servers: 

• IP Address or name—allows update 
based on IPv4 or IPv6 blocks or 
individual IP addresses. Name presents 
legacy support for named ACLs before 
full support for ACL was added.

• Key—allows updates based on a TSIG 
key. 

• ACL—allows updates to configured 
ACLs.

For Windows servers: 

• Windows Dynamic Updates—select 
an option for Windows dynamic 
updates (None, Nonsecure and 
secure, or Secure only).

For mixed servers:

• IP Address or name—allows update 
based on IPv4 or IPv6 blocs or 
individual IP addresses. Name presents 
legacy support for named ACLs before 
full support for ACL was added.

• Key—allows updates based on a TSIG 
key. 

• ACL—allows updates to configured 
ACLs.

• Windows Dynamic Updates—select 
an option for Windows dynamic 
updates (None, Nonsecure and 
secure, or Secure only).

NOTE: When Key or ACL is selected, the 
Exclusion check box will appear. Select 
the Exclusion check box to add an 
exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.

NOTE: Allowing updates based on IP 
address is considerably less secure than 
using a TSIG key.

NOTE: If you select Key, the DHCP server 
must be configured with a zone 
declaration signed with the same key.
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Allow Notify Limits the servers that are allowed to 
send notify messages to a slave zone. 
This option accepts a list of IPv4 and 
IPv6 addresses.

• IP Address or name—allows to send 
notify messages based on IPv4 or IPv6 
blocks or individual IP addresses. 
Name presents legacy support for 
named ACLs before full support for 
ACL was added.

• Key—allows to send notify messages 
based on a TSIG key. 

• ACL—allows to send notify messages 
based on configured ACLs.

NOTE: When Key or ACL is selected, the 
Exclusion check box will appear. Select 
the Exclusion check box to add an 
exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.

Allow Query BIND 9 servers are able to limit the IP 
addresses that can access a particular 
view by means of an ACL. Addresses in 
the list are allowed to query that view’s 
records.

• IP Address or name—allows queries 
based on IPv4 or IPv6 blocks or 
individual IP addresses. Name presents 
legacy support for named ACLs before 
full support for ACL was added.

• Key—allows queries based on a TSIG 
key. 

• ACL—allows queries based on 
configured ACLs.

NOTE: When Key or ACL is selected, the 
Exclusion check box will appear. Select 
the Exclusion check box to add an 
exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.

Allow Query Cache Provides a list of hosts allowed to query 
the View’s cache.

• IP Address or name—query the 
View’s cache based on IPv4 or IPv6 
blocks or individual IP addresses. 
Name presents legacy support for 
named ACLs before full support for 
ACL was added.

• Key—query the View’s cache based on 
a TSIG key. 

• ACL—query to the View’s cache based 
on configured ACLs.

NOTE: When Key or ACL is selected, the 
Exclusion check box will appear. Select 
the Exclusion check box to add an 
exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.

DNS Deployment 
Option

Description Parameters
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Allow Recursion Lets users make recursive queries to 
the server. A list of clients that can 
perform recursive queries is associated 
with the server. For more information, 
refer to Recursive DNS on page 426.

• IP Address or name—allows to 
perform recursive queries based on 
IPv4 or IPv6 blocks or individual IP 
addresses. Name presents legacy 
support for named ACLs before full 
support for ACL was added.

• Key—allows to perform recursive 
queries based on a TSIG key. 

• ACL—allows to perform recursive 
queries based on configured ACLs.

NOTE: When Key or ACL is selected, the 
Exclusion check box will appear. Select 
the Exclusion check box to add an 
exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.

Allow Update 
Forwarding

Specifies which hosts are allowed to 
submit dynamic DNS updates to slave 
zones for forwarding to the master. The 
default is none, which means that no 
update forwarding is performed. 
Specifying values other than none or 
any is counterproductive unless 
required (as in Active Directory), as the 
responsibility for update access control 
must rest with the master server and 
not the slaves. Enabling this feature on 
a slave server could expose master 
servers to cache poisoning attacks due 
to reliance on the IP address based 
access control of the insecure slave 
server.

• IP Address or name—allows to 
perform update forwarding based on 
IPv4 or IPv6 blocks or individual IP 
addresses. Name presents legacy 
support for named ACLs before full 
support for ACL was added.

• Key—allows to perform update 
forwarding based on a TSIG key. 

• ACL—allows to perform update 
forwarding based configured ACLs.

NOTE: When Key or ACL is selected, the 
Exclusion check box will appear. Select 
the Exclusion check box to add an 
exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.

Allow Zone Transfer Prevents zone transfers to IP addresses 
except those specified in the option. 

• IP Address or name—allows zone 
transfer based on IPv4 or IPv6 blocks 
or individual IP addresses. Name 
presents legacy support for named 
ACLs before full support for ACL was 
added.

• Key—allows zone transfer based on a 
TSIG key. 

• ACL—allows zone transfer based on 
configured ACLs.

NOTE: When Key or ACL is selected, the 
Exclusion check box will appear. Select 
the Exclusion check box to add an 
exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.

DNS64 Contact Used to specify the contact information 
for the reverse zones created by DNS64 
reverse mapping.

In the Email field, specify email for the 
contact.

DNS64 Server Used to specify the name of the server 
in which the synthesized IP6.ARPA zone 
is being created.

In the FQDN field, specify the fully 
qualified domain name.

DNS Deployment 
Option

Description Parameters
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Deny Clients Defines ACL lists to match clients 
against. ACL match lists can be defined 
below the view level, but are a view-
global option upon deployment. Clients 
matched against an ACL defined by this 
client are denied access to DNS 
resolution for the view to which the 
ACL is attached. This option should only 
be used for views and not zones.

• IP Address or name—IPv4 or IPv6 
blocks or individual IP addresses. 
Name presents legacy support for 
named ACLs before full support for 
ACL was added.

• Key—TSIG key. 
• ACL—configured ACLs.

NOTE: When Key or ACL is selected, the 
Exclusion check box will appear. Select 
the Exclusion check box to add an 
exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.

DNSSEC Accept 
Expired

When enabled, the server accepts 
expired DNSSEC signatures. This option 
can bet set at the configuration, view, 
or server level. Enabling this option 
leaves the server vulnerable to 
replay attacks.

Enabled checkbox.

DNSSEC Enable Enables the server to respond to DNS 
requests from DNSSEC-aware servers. 
This option can be set at the 
configuration, view, or server level.

Enabled checkbox.

DNSSEC Must Be 
Secure

A list of domains and if they must be 
signed or not for the server to accept 
answers. When the Secured checkbox 
is selected, the domains must be 
signed; when not selected, the domains 
do not need to be signed. This option 
can bet set at the configuration, view, 
or server level.

List of fully qualified domain names. 
Secured checkbox indicates if the zone 
must be secure.

DNSSEC Trust Anchors Provides the public key for trusted 
zones. This option can be set at the 
server level.

List of fully qualified domain names and 
their key signing keys. In the FQDN field, 
type the fully qualified domain name. In 
the Key field, paste the zone’s public 
key.

DNSSEC Validation Enables the server to validate answers 
from other DNNSEC-enabled servers. 
This option can be set at the 
configuration, view, or server level.

Enabled checkbox. The DNSSEC Enable 
option the DNSSEC Trust Anchor must also 
be set for the server to function properly.

DNS Deployment 
Option

Description Parameters
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Forwarding Provides a list of server IP addresses 
that are designated as forwarders and 
also includes the option to disable 
forwarding for child zones. Off-site 
queries requiring recursive queries are 
sent to these forwarders, thereby 
managing network traffic efficiently. 
These addresses are listed in order of 
preference. 

Using this option enables recursion on 
the server. To prevent the server from 
performing recursion, add the 
Forwarding Policy deployment option 
at the same level as the Forwarding 
option. Set the Forwarding Policy 
deployment option to Only.

Disable Forwarding for Child Zones 
checkbox.

List of IPv4 or IPv6 addresses.

Forwarding Policy Indicates whether requests are 
forwarded only to caching servers 
(forwarders) with precedence or are 
forwarded there first, and if requests 
are not answered by the caching server, 
then they are answered by this server.

Select an option: first or only.

Lame TTL Specifies the duration that the server 
avoids requesting data from a remote 
server that listed as authoritative, but 
is not responding authoritatively.

Specify the duration and unit of time.

Match Clients Defines ACL lists for matching clients. 
Match lists are defined below the view 
level, but become a global option upon 
deployment. Clients matched against 
an ACL defined by this client are 
allowed access to DNS resolution for 
the view to which the ACL is attached. 
Use this option only for views, not 
zones.

• IP Address or name—defines ACL lists 
for matching clients based on IPv4 or 
IPv6 blocks or individual IP addresses. 
Name presents legacy support for 
named ACLs before full support for 
ACL was added.

• Key—defines ACL lists for matching 
clients based on a TSIG key. 

• ACL—defines ACL lists for matching 
clients based on configured ACLs.

NOTE: When Key or ACL is selected, the 
Exclusion check box will appear. Select 
the Exclusion check box to add an 
exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.

Maximum Cache TTL Defines the length of time that a 
positive response to a DNS query is held 
in cache. The default is seven days.

Specify the duration and unit of time.

Maximum Cache size The maximum size for the DNS cache in 
bytes specified as an unsigned 16-bit 
integer value.

Specify a value from 0 to 4,294,967,295.

Maximum Idle Time for 
Inbound Transfers

For slave servers, the maximum time, 
in minutes, that an inbound zone 
transfer remains idle before timing out.

Specify the duration and unit of time.

DNS Deployment 
Option

Description Parameters
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Maximum Idle Time for 
Outbound Transfers

For master servers, the maximum time, 
in minutes, that an outbound zone 
transfer remains idle before timing out.

Specify the duration and unit of time.

Maximum Negative 
Cache TTL

Defines the length of time that a 
negative response to a DNS query is 
held in cache. The default is three 
hours with seven days being the 
maximum.

Specify the duration and unit of time.

Maximum Number of 
Recursive Clients

Restricts the maximum number of 
simultaneous recursive clients, 
specified as an unsigned 16-bit integer.

Specify a value from 0 to 4,294,967,295.

Maximum Number of 
TCP Clients

Restricts the number of concurrent TCP 
connections that the server processes. 
The default is 100 clients.

Specify a value from 0 to 65,535.

Maximum Number of 
Transfers per Name 
Server

For slave servers, limits the total 
number of inbound zone transfers from 
any single remote name server that this 
server requests at any time. The 
default is 10 transfers.

Specify a value from 0 to 65,535.

Maximum Time for 
Inbound Transfers

The maximum time (in minutes) 
allowed for a single inbound zone 
transfer connection to a slave server. It 
is specified using an unsigned 16-bit 
integer value.

Specify the duration and unit of time.

Maximum Time for 
Outbound Transfers

The maximum time (in minutes) 
allowed for a single outbound zone 
transfer connection to a slave server. It 
is specified using an unsigned 16-bit 
integer value.

Specify the duration and unit of time.

Notify Used to notify slave servers of changes 
made to zones.

Select a radio button for the following:

False—do not notify

True—notify name servers listed in NS 
records

Explicit—notify name servers listed in the 
Notify Additional Servers deployment 
option.

Notify Additional 
Servers

A master DNS server ensures that zone 
changes are rapidly propagated to 
slaves by notifying them of the 
changes. Use this option to add servers 
that should be notified of changes. This 
option is not required for slave servers 
managed by Proteus as the deployment 
engine automatically sets up this 
notification for slave servers hosting 
that zone.

List of IPv4 or IPv6 addresses.

DNS Deployment 
Option

Description Parameters
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Notify Source An Adonis DNS server will use the value 
of this option as the source IPv4 address 
when sending zone change notifications 
from a Master server to Slave servers

NOTE: Available only at the view, zone, 
and IPv4 block/network levels.

Valid IPv4 address.

Notify Source v6 An Adonis DNS server will use the value 
of this option as the source IPv6 address 
when sending zone change notifications 
from a Master server to Slave servers. 

NOTE: Available only at the view, zone, 
and IPv6 block/network levels.

Valid IPv6 address.

Response Policies This option is required to assign the 
response policies for a view. User-
defined response policy objects are 
available in the Available column. 
Select the response policy object(s) and 
move that to Selected column to make 
the object deployable. For more 
information, refer to About Response 
Policies on page 422.

Select a response policy object from the 
Available column and move to Selected 
column. The response policies are by 
default ordered alpha-numerically and 
the policies apply in order from top to 
bottom. When deploying whitelist along 
with other policy objects, be sure to put 
the whitelist in front of any other object.

Root Hints This option is required to implement 
DNS recursion and defined at the view 
level for an entire view. When 
configuring this option, you have two 
options for Root Servers: Auto and 
Specify. If the Auto radio button is 
selected, the DNS server uses the 
Internet root servers when performing 
recursive queries. If the Specify radio 
button is selected, you can specify the 
names and IP addresses of one or more 
Custom Root Servers. These custom 
root servers are used to create a new 
root hints file for the DNS server to 
which this option is deployed. For more 
information, refer to Recursive DNS on 
page 426.

Select an option: Auto or Specify

Transfer Format Controls whether the format of zone 
transfers from the master to the slaves 
is one-answer (which carries only one 
resource record in each DNS message) 
or many-answers (which carries as 
many resource records as possible). The 
default setting is many-answers.

Select an option: many-answers or one-
answer.

DNS Deployment 
Option

Description Parameters
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Transfer Source An Adonis slave DNS server will use the 
value of this option as the source IP 
address when sending a request for 
zone transfer to its master over IPv4.

NOTE: Available only at the view, zone, 
and IPv4 block/network levels.

Valid IPv4 address.

Transfer Source v6 An Adonis slave DNS server will use the 
value of this option as the source IP 
address when sending a request for 
zone transfer to its master over IPv6.

NOTE: Available only at the view, zone, 
and IPv6 block/network levels.

Valid IPv6 address.

Update Policy Allows clients matching detailed 
criteria to update specific records on 
the server. This option provides more 
control over updates than the Allow 
Dynamic Updates option.

Allow Dynamic Updates and Update 
Policy are mutually exclusive and 
cannot be set at the same level in 
Proteus.

Specify Privilege, Identity, Nametype, 
Name, and Resource Record parameters. 
For more information on setting this 
option, refer to Update Policy DNS 
Deployment Option on page 363.

Version Information A custom text string that can provide a 
version response when the server 
version is queried. This can help 
protect against the profiling that tends 
to precede incidents of hacking.

Text string.

Use WINS Reverse 
Lookup

Resolves IP addresses in a Windows DNS 
server reverse zones to NetBIOS names.

Specify the following parameters:

• FQDN—enter the domain name that 
you want to be appended to the 
computer name returned by the WINS 
server.

• Cache Timeout—tyep the cache 
timeout value to be applied to the 
record. The Cache Timeout value 
indicates how long the DNS server 
should cache any of the information 
returned in a WINS lookup. The 
default setting is 15 minutes.

• Lookup Timeout—enter the lookup 
timeout value to be applied to the 
record. The Lookup Timeout value 
specifies how long the DNS server 
should wait before timing out and 
expiring a WINS lookup performed by 
the DNS Server service. The default 
setting is 2 seconds.

Zone Default TTL The default time to live value for the 
zone.

Specify the duration and unit of time.

DNS Deployment 
Option

Description Parameters
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Update Policy DNS Deployment Option

The Update Policy DNS deployment option provides more control over DNS updates than the Allow 
Dynamic Updates option. Update Policy provides more options for matching clients’ identities and for 
determining the resource records that clients may update.

To set the Update Policy DNS deployment option:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Navigate to the level at which you want to set a DNS deployment option and click the Deployment 
Options tab. Deployment Options tabs appear at the configuration, view, zone, IP block, and IP 
network levels.

4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DNS Option. The Add DNS Deployment Option 
page opens.

Zone Transfers In Limits the total number of inbound 
zone transfers from all remote servers 
that the local name server requests at 
any one time. The default setting is 10 
transfers. Increasing this setting may 
speed up the convergence of slave 
zones, but it may also increase the load 
on the local system.

Specify a value from 0 to 65,535.

Zone Transfers Out The maximum number of simultaneous 
outbound zone transfers. It is specified 
using an unsigned 16-bit integer. The 
default is 10.

Specify a value from 0 to 65,535.

The Update Policy and Allow Dynamic Updates options are mutually exclusive and cannot 
normally be set at the same level in Proteus. This is not applicable to Windows servers.

DNS Deployment 
Option

Description Parameters
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5 From the Option list, select Update Policy. The Update Policy fields appear on the page.

6 Define the update policy with the following fields:

▪ Privilege—determines if the client may perform an update. Select grant to allow matching 
clients to perform an update. Select deny to prevent matching clients from performing an 
update.

▪ Identity—specifies criteria for matching the client. Select Name to specify a client name, 
wildcard name, or GSS-TSIG Kerberos principal. Select Key to specify a TSIG key.

When you select Name, a text field appears beside the Identity field; type a client name, 
DNS wildcard, or GSS-TSIG Kerberos principal. The conventions for specifying a Kerberos 
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principal vary, depending on the type of client and the role it performs. When specifying a 
Kerberos principal, observe the following conventions:

When you select Key, a drop-down menu of TSIG keys created on the TSIG tab appears; 
select a TSIG key from the list.

▪ Nametype—determines the update policy’s matching criteria. Select a name type from the 
list:

Type of Client Kerberos principal convention

Windows Server or Client 
performing direct DNS registration

Convention: computerName$@REALM

For example: for the computer name docserver in the realm 
EXAMPLE.COM, type the Kerberos principal as:

docserver$@EXAMPLE.COM

Windows DHCP Server performing 
DNS registration when DHCP clients 
lease an IP address

Convention: dhcpDDNSuserName@REALM

The dhcpDDNSuserName is the user name configured in the 
Windows Automated Deployment Services (ADS). In Windows DHCP 
Administration, this user is configured for DDNS.

For example: for the DHCP DDNS user named wsmith in the realm 
EXAMPLE.COM, type the Kerberos principal as:

wsmith@EXAMPLE.COM

Adonis DHCP Server performing 
DNS registration when DHCP clients 
lease an IP address

Convention: serviceName/hostName@REALM

For example: for the service named DHCP, the DDNS host 
host123.example.com, and the realm EXAMPLE.COM, type the 
Kerberos principal as:

DHCP/host123.example.com@EXAMPLE.COM

All other DNS clients Convention: serviceName/hostName@REALM

For example: for the service named DHCP, the DDNS host 
host123.example.com, and the realm EXAMPLE.COM, type the 
Kerberos principal as:

DHCP/host123.example.com@EXAMPLE.COM

Nametype Description

subdomain Matches when the name to be updated is identical to or a subdomain of the value in 
the Name field.

self Matches when the name to be updated matches the value in the Identity field. When 
using this option, type the same fully-qualified domain name in the Identity and 
Name fields.

name Matches when the name to be updated is identical to the value in the Name field.

wildcard Matches when the name to be updated is a DNS wildcard matching the value in the 
Name field.

selfsub Matches when the name to be updated is identical to or a subdomain of the value in 
the Identity field. When using this option, type the same value in the Identity and 
Name fields.

subwild Matches when the name to be updated is DNS wildcard matching a subdomain of the 
value in the Identity field.
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▪ Name—specifies a fully-qualified domain name for matching. Type a fully-qualified domain 
name.

▪ RR Types—defines the resource records that you want to match and update. You can select 
two wide ranges of records, or create a custom list of records. Select the types of resource 
records to update:

▪ Default—when selected, the policy matches all resource record types except for RRSIG, 
NS, SOA, NSEC, and NSEC3.

▪ ANY—when selected, the policy matches all resource record types except for NSEC and 
NSEC3.

▪ Custom—when selected, a drop-down list appears. To create a custom list of resource 
records, select one or more record types from the list. To select a single record type, 
click on it in the list. To select multiple record types, CTRL-click on them in the list.

Click Add to add policy definition to the update policy.

To adjust the position of a policy definition in the list, select the definition and click Move 
Up and Move Down to move it up or down in the list

or

Click and drag the policy definition in the list.

To remove a policy definition from the list, select it and click Remove.

7 Under Servers, select the servers to which the option will apply:

▪ All Servers—applies the deployment option to all servers in the configuration.

▪ Specific Server—applies the deployment option to a specific server in the configuration. 
Select a server from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Add.

krb5-self Matches when the client’s MIT Kerberos principal matches the value in the Identity 
field.

ms-self Matches when the client’s Microsoft Kerberos principal matches the value in the 
Identity field.

krb5-subdomain Matches when the client’s MIT Kerberos principal matches or is in a subdomain of the 
value in the Identity field.

ms-subdomain Matches when the client’s Microsoft Kerberos principal matches or is in a subdomain 
of the value in the Identity field.

tcp-self Matches when the name to be updated is sent through TCP and the client’s IP 
address matches the in-ADDR.ARPA or IP6.ARPA namespaces.

6to4-self Allows the 6to4 prefix to be updated by any TCP connection from the 6to4 network 
or from the corresponding IPv4 address.

Nametype Description
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Adding options in DNS RAW format
The DNS raw option allows you to add options to the DNS service in a raw format that gets passed to 
the service when deployed. Raw options assigned to a parent object are not inherited by child objects. 
For example, an option set at a parent zone is not inherited by a child zone.

DNS and DHCP raw options can be set at the DNS view, DNS zone, IP block, and IP network levels.

To add a DNS raw option:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Navigate to the level at which you want to set a DNS deployment option and click the Deployment 
Options tab. Deployment Options tabs appear at the view, zone, IP block, and IP network levels.

4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DNS Raw Option. The Add DNS Raw Option 
page opens.

5 Under Value, enter the value for the option in the Raw Data field.

6 Under Servers, select the servers to receive the option:

▪ Click Add server. The Select Server Interface page opens.

▪ Click a server name to display a list of server interfaces. Click Up to return to the list of 
servers.

▪ Click the button for the server interface that you want to add.

▪ Click Add. The selected server interface appears in the Servers section.

Proteus does not perform any data checking on raw options. You must ensure that the syntax for 
these options is correct.

DNS raw options cannot be configured for Windows servers.
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7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the raw option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next 
to add another raw option.

Configuring DNS response rate limiting
Proteus v4.0.6 includes DNS response rate limiting to the DNS configuration in order to better guard 
against DDoS attacks. Response rate limiting is a method of limiting the rate of responses by a DNS 
server in order to reduce the impact of DNS reflection and amplification attacks. It is intended for use 
on authoritative servers.

These kind of attacks employ false source IP addresses which cannot be detected at a distance. DNS 
servers responding to queries from these IP addresses without rate limiting are at risk of sending a 
stream of very large responses to an IP address that did not solicit the responses. Response rate 
limiting sets a cap on the number of responses sent from the DNS server, effectively dampening the 
attack.

BlueCat has provided small, medium, and large settings/values to help you best customize rate 
limiting to your network environment. You can configure DNS response rate limiting by adding a DNS 
Raw Option from the Proteus user interface.

To configure DNS response rate limiting:

1 Log in to the Proteus user interface as the admin.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a DNS server. The server’s Details tab opens.

4 Click the Deployment Options tab.

5 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DNS Raw Option. The Add DNS Raw Option 
page opens.

6 Under Value, enter the following in the Raw Data field:

As a starting point, BlueCat recommends configuring DNS response rate limiting with the 
following parameters (values depend on your environment):

▪ responses-per-second — the maximum number of times that a requestor will be told the 
same answer within a one-second interval.

▪ errors-per-second — similar to responses per second, but only applies to REFUSED, 
FORMERR and SERVFAIL response codes.

BlueCat recommends configuring this DNS Raw Option at the Server level.

rate-limit {
    responses-per-second <value>;
    window <value>;
};
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▪ log-only — a testing mode in which responses are not actually dropped but standard logging 
still takes place (either true or false)

▪ window — the period (in seconds) over which rates are measured and averaged.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.

9 Deploy DNS.

Managing Resource Records
New resource records are created on the Resource Record tab of a zone. Proteus supports the 
following types of resource records.

Other configurable DNS RRL parameters are available. Contact BlueCat Customer Care 
for details, and to help you determine if these are applicable to your environment: 
https://care.bluecatnetworks.com

Resource Record Type Description

Host Record Designates an IP address for a device. A new host requires a name and an IP 
address. Multiple addresses may exist for the same device.

Mail Exchanger Record Designates the host name and preference for a mail server or exchanger. An 
MX record requires a name and a priority value. Priorities with a lower 
numeric value are chosen first in assessing delivery options.

CNAME Alias Record Specifies an alias for a host name. The alias record type requires a name.

Service Record Defines services available within a zone, such as LDAP. A service record 
requires a name, priority, port, and weight. A lower priority value indicates 
precedence. The port value indicates the port on which the service is 
available. The weight value is used when multiple services have the same 
priority value; a higher weight value indicates precedence.

HINFO Host Info Record Specifies optional text information about a host. The host info record 
includes CPU and OS information.

TXT Text Record Associates arbitrary text with a host name. A text record includes name and 
text information. This record is used to support record types such as those 
used in Sender Policy Framework (SPF) e-mail validation.

Generic Record The following generic record types are available: A, A6, AAAA, AFSDB, APL, 
CERT, DHCID, DNAME, DS, IPSECKEY, ISDN, KEY, KX, LOC, MB, MG, MINFO, 
MR, NS, NSAP, PTR, PX, RP, RT, SINK, SPF, SSHFP, WKS, and X25. These 
records contain name, type, and value information.

NAPTR Naming Authority 
Pointer Record

Specifies settings for applications, such as VoIP. These records are used in 
Proteus to populate ENUM zones.
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Adding a Host Record
Add a Host record for a zone and set aliases.

To add a Host record:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

4 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

5 Click the Resource Records tab.

6 Under Resource Records, click New and select Host Record. The Host page opens.

• Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Name—to specify a name for the host record, select this option and enter a name.

▪ Same as Zone—to use the zone name for the name of the host record, select this option.

▪ Address—enter an IPv4 or IPv6 address for the host record. To add multiple addresses, click 
Add Another after typing each address.

▪ Auto Create Network—select to automatically create a network if a network containing the 
IP address or addresses specified in the Address field does not already exist. For IPv6 
addresses: if no network or block already exists, Proteus automatically creates a /64 
network and a /64 parent block.

▪ Reverse Record—select to create a PTR record for the host record.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

7 Under Aliases, set the following options:

▪ Add Aliases—select to add one or more aliases. Once selected, the Absolute Name check 
box is automatically selected.

▪ Absolute Name—select this check box and enter the fully qualified name of the alias record 
if you wish to add aliases to other zones. When not selected, all aliases are added in the 
current zone. For example, if the current zone to which you are adding resource records is 
example.com and you want to add the alias record, new.alias, to the example.corp zone in 
the current View, you need to select the Absolute Name check box and enter 
new.alias.example.corp as the fully qualified domain name. Proteus will check if a valid 
zone to which this Alias record can be added exists in the same DNS View. If the 
example.corp zone exists, the new.alias record will be added to example.corp. If 
example.corp does not exist, an error will occur.

Proteus supports dotted alias names. You can add alias records with dot (.) in their names. The 
dotted alias name should contain no more than ten dots.

If you are adding an alias name with no dot in its name and you have selected the Absolute Name 
check box, the alias record will still be added to the current zone. For example, if you are working 
in the zone example.com and you enter the alias record name, nondottedalias, and select 
the Absolute Name check box, the alias record will be added to the zone example.com.
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▪ Enter a fully qualified domain name (FQDN) for the alias in the text field. To add an 
other alias, click Add Another.

▪ To specify an alias name that includes the zone name, deselect the Absolute Name check 
box, then enter the alias name in the text field. To add an other alias, click Add Another.

▪ To remove an alias, click Remove beside the alias name.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add or Add Next to add another Host Record.

Editing a Host Record
Edit General options for a Host record already created in Proteus.

To edit a host record:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

3 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

4 Click the Resource Records tab.

5 Under Resource Records, click the Host record that you wish to edit. The Details page for the 
Host record opens.

6 Click the Host record name menu and select Edit. The Host page opens.

7 Under General, the following parameters:

▪ Address—enter an IPv4 or IPv6 address for the host record. To add multiple addresses, click 
Add Another after entering each address.

▪ Auto Create Network—select to automatically create a network if a network containing the 
IP address or addresses specified in the Address field does not already exist.

▪ Reverse Record—select to create a PTR record for the host record.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Update.

Deleting a Host Record
Remove a host record from Address Manager.

To delete a host record:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.
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2 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

3 Navigate to the Resource Records where you want to delete a host record.

4 Under Resource Records, select the check box beside the host record you wish to delete.

5 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

6 Under Confirm Delete, review the list of items to be deleted.

7 Under Delete Options, select the Delete linked IP addresses if orphaned check box to free IP 
addresses associated with the host record.

8 Click Yes to delete the listed items.
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Adding an alias (CNAME) record
You can add an alias (CNAME) record for a zone from the Resource Records tab within the top-level DNS 
zone or sub-zones, or you can add the alias record using the Add Alias Records function from the 
Details page of a host or alias record. Proteus supports dotted alias names. You can add alias records 
with dot (.) in their names. A dotted alias name should contain no more than ten dots.

Adding an alias (CNAME) record from the Resource Records tab within DNS zones
Add an alias (CNAME) record for a zone.

To add a CNAME record:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

4 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

5 Click the Resource Records tab.

6 Under Resource Records, click New and select Alias Record (CNAME). The CNAME page 
opens.

• Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Name—enter the name for the alias record.

▪ Host—select a host record from the drop-down menu. To specify an external host, enter the 
name of the host and select External Host.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

7 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Add or Add Next to add another CNAME Record.

Adding an alias (CNAME) Record from the host or alias record details page
The Add Alias Records page opens when you select the Add Alias Records function on a host or alias 
resource record details page. Use this method to add aliases to zones other than the zone you are 
currently in.

To add a CNAME record to other DNS zones:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

4 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

5 Click the Resource Records tab.
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6 Under Resource Records, click the name of a host record.

7 Click the Host record name menu and select Add Alias Records. The Add Alias Records page 
opens.

8 Under General, set the following parameters:

Absolute Name—you MUST select this check box and enter the fully qualified name of the 
alias record to add aliases to other zones. If not selected, all aliases are added to the current 
zone. For example, if the current zone to which you are adding resource records is 
example.com and you want to add the alias record, new.alias, to the example.corp zone in 
the current View, you need to select the Absolute Name check box and enter 
new.alias.example.corp as the fully qualified domain name. Proteus will check if a valid zone 
to which this Alias record can be added exists in the same DNS View. If the example.corp zone 
exists, the new.alias record will be added to example.corp. If example.corp does not exist, 
the Add Alias Records Confirmation page opens. For more information, refer to Add Alias 
Records Confirmation on page 374.

Name—type the name for the alias and click Add. The alias name opens in the list. To remove 
a name, select it from the list and click Remove. To change the order of items in the list, 
select an item in the list and click Move up or Move down.

9 The Record Data section shows the host or alias record linked to the aliases. Click on the 
record name to view its details. For more information, refer to Managing Resource Records 
on page 369.

10 In the Optional section set the time to live value and comments for the aliases:

Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the records, select this option and type a 
value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down list. The time to live value will be 
applied to all resource records created at this time.

Comments—type a description of the alias records. The comment will be applied to all alias 
records created at this time.

11 In the Change Control section, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step 
is optional but might be set as a requirement.

12 Click Add.

Add Alias Records Confirmation
The Add Alias Records Confirmation page opens if the current DNS View contains no valid zone to add 
the dotted alias record. For example, if you are adding alias records containing dot (.) in their name 
and you have selected the Absolute Name check box, Proteus will check if there is a valid zone to 
which the new alias record can be added. If a valid zone does not exist, the Add Alias Records 
Confirmation page opens for you to add a new zone.

To specify a zone:

1 Under General, confirm the alias records that you are adding and specify the zone name to be 
created. The specified zone will be created in the same DNS View that you are working on, 
and the alias records will be added to the newly created zone. Select the Deployable check 
box to make the zone to be deployable.

If you are adding an alias name with no dot in its name and you have selected the Absolute Name 
check box, the alias record will still be added to the current zone. For example, if you are working 
in the zone example.com and you enter the alias record name, nondottedalias, and select 
the Absolute Name check box, the alias record will be added to the zone example.com.
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2 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

3 Click Add.

Editing a CNAME Record
Edit general options for a CNAME record already created in Proteus.

To edit an alias (CNAME) record:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

3 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

4 Click the Resource Records tab.

5 Under Resource Records, click the CNAME record that you wish to edit. The Details page for 
the CNAME record opens.

6 Click the CNAME record name menu and select Edit. The CNAME page opens.

7 Under General, edit the following parameters:

▪ Name—enter the name for the alias record.

▪ Host—select a host record from the drop-down menu. To specify an external host, enter the 
name of the host and select External Host.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Update.

Adding a text (TXT) record
Add a Text record for a DNS zone.

To add a text (TXT) record:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

4 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

5 Click the Resource Records tab.

6 Under Resource Records, click New and select Text Record. The TXT page opens.

7 Under General, set the following parameters:
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▪ Name—to specify a name for the text record, select this option and enter a name.

▪ Same as Zone—to use the zone name for the name of the text record, select this option.

▪ Text—enter the text for the record.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add or Add Next to add another TXT Record.

Editing a Text Record
Edit General options for a Host record already created in Proteus.

To edit a host record:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

3 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

4 Click the Resource Records tab.

5 Under Resource Records, click the TXT record that you wish to edit. The Details page for the 
Text record opens.

6 Click the Text record name menu and select Edit. The TXT page opens.

7 Under General, edit the following parameters:

▪ Text—enter the text for the record.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Update.

Adding a Host Info (HINFO) Record
Add a Host Information (HINFO) record for a zone.

To add an HINFO record:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.
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4 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

5 Click the Resource Records tab.

6 Under Resource Records, click New and select Host Information (HINFO) Record. The HINFO 
page opens.

7 Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Name—to specify a name for the host info record, select this option and enter a name.

▪ Same as Zone—to use the zone name for the name of the host info record, select this 
option.

▪ CPU—enter a description of the server’s central processing unit.

▪ OS—enter a description of the server’s operating system.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add or Add Next to add another HINFO record.

Editing a Host Information (HINFO) Record
Edit General options for an HINFO record already created in Proteus.

To edit a host info record:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

3 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

4 Click the Resource Records tab.

5 Under Resource Records, click the HINFO record that you wish to edit. The Details page for 
the HINFO record opens.

6 Click the HINFO record name menu and select Edit. The HINFO page opens.

7 Under General, edit the following parameters:

▪ CPU—enter a description of the server’s central processing unit.

▪ OS—enter a description of the server’s operating system.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Update.
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Adding a Service (SRV) Record
Add a Service (SRV) record to a zone.

To add an SRV record:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

4 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

5 Click the Resource Records tab.

6 Under Resource Records, click New and select Service Record (SRV). The SRV page opens.

7 Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Name—to specify a name for the service record, select this option and enter a name.

▪ Same as Zone—to use the zone name for the name of the service record, select this option.

▪ Priority—enter a value to indicate the priority of the host. Lower values here indicate 
higher preference.

▪ Port—enter a value to indicate the port on which the service is found.

▪ Weight—enter a value to indicate the relative weight for a host. This value is considered 
when hosts have the same Priority value.

▪ Host—select a host record from the drop-down menu. To specify an external host, enter the 
name of the host and select External Host.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add or Add Next to add another SRV record.

Editing a Service Record
Edit General options for an SRV record already created in Proteus.

To edit a service record:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

3 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

4 Click the Resource Records tab.

5 Under Resource Records, click the SRV record that you wish to edit. The Details page for the 
SRV record opens.

6 Click the SRV record name menu and select Edit. The SRV page opens.
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7 Under General, edit the following parameters:

▪ Priority—enter a value to indicate the priority of the host. Lower values here indicate 
higher preference.

▪ Port—enter a value to indicate the port on which the service is found.

▪ Weight—enter a value to indicate the relative weight for a host. This value is considered 
when hosts have the same Priority value.

▪ Change Record—to change the host record, click the Change Record link. The Host field 
and External Host check box appear. Select a host record from the drop-down menu. To 
specify an external host, enter the name of the host and select External Host.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Update.

Adding a Mail Exchanger (MX) Record
Add a Mail Exchanger (MX) record to a zone.

To add a mail exchanger record:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

4 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

5 Click the Resource Records tab.

6 Under Resource Records, click New and select Mail Exchanger Record (MX). The MX page 
opens.

7 Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Name—to specify a name for the mail exchanger record, select this option and enter a 
name.

▪ Same as Zone—to use the zone name for the name of the mail exchanger record, select 
this option.

▪ Priority—enter a value to indicate mail server’s priority. If you do not provide a value, 0 
(zero) is automatically set as the priority.

▪ Host—select a host record from the drop-down menu. To specify an external host, enter the 
name of the host and select External Host.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.
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9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add or Add Next to add another MX record.

Editing an MX Record
Edit General options for an MX record already created in Proteus.

To edit a mail exchanger record:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

3 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

4 Click the Resource Records tab.

5 Under Resource Records, click the MX record that you wish to edit. The Details page for the 
MX record opens.

6 Click the MX record name menu and select Edit. The MX page opens.

7 Under General, edit the following parameters:

▪ Priority—enter a value to indicate mail server’s priority. If you do not provide a value, 0 
(zero) is automatically set as the priority.

▪ Change Record—to change the host record, click Change Record. The Host field and 
External Host check box appear. Select a host record from the drop-down menu. To specify 
an external host, enter the name of the host and select External Host.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Update.

Adding a Naming Authority Pointer (NAPTR) Record
Add a Naming Authority Pointer (NAPTR) record to a zone.

To add a NAPTR record:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

4 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

5 Click the Resource Records tab.
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6 Under Resource Records, click New and select Naming Authority Pointer Record (NAPTR). 
The NAPTR page opens.

7 Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Name—to specify a name for the NAPTR record, select this option and enter a name.

▪ Same as Zone—to use the zone name for the name of the NAPTR record, select this option.

▪ Order—enter a value to indicate the order in which NAPTR records are to be read.

▪ Preference—enter a value to indicate the preference for NAPTR records with the same 
Order value.

▪ Service—enter a value for the service or protocol.

▪ Regular Expression—enter a regular expression used to transform the client data. When a 
regular expression is specified, leave the Replacement field blank.

▪ Replacement—enter a fully qualified domain name. When a domain name is specified, 
leave the Regular Expression field blank.

▪ Flags—enter a character to indicate the control flag. The character is not case sensitive.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add or Add Next to add another NAPTR record.

Editing a NAPTR Record
Edit General options for a NAPTR record already created in Proteus.

To edit a NAPTR record:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

3 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

4 Click the Resource Records tab.

5 Under Resource Records, click the NAPTR record that you wish to edit. The Details page for 
the NAPTR record opens.

6 Click the NAPTR record name menu and select Edit. The NAPTR page opens.

7 Under General, edit the following parameters:

▪ Order—enter a value to indicate the order in which NAPTR records are to be read.

▪ Preference—enter a value to indicate the preference for NAPTR records with the same 
Order value.

▪ Service—enter a value for the service or protocol.

▪ Regular Expression—enter a regular expression used to transform the client data. When a 
regular expression is specified, leave the Replacement field blank.

▪ Replacement—enter a fully qualified domain name. When a domain name is specified, 
leave the Regular Expression field blank.
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▪ Flags—enter one or more characters to indicate the control flag or flags. The characters 
are not case sensitive.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Update.

Adding a Generic Record
Add a Generic record to a zone. The following types of Generic records are available: A, A6, AAAA, 
AFSDB, APL, CERT, DHCID, DNAME, DS, IPSEC, ISDN, KEY, KX, LOC, MB, MG, MINFO, MR, NS, NSAP, 
PTR, PX, RP, RT, SINK, SPF, SSHFP, WKS, and X25. For complete details, refer to Reference: Types of 
Generic Resource Records on page 361.

To add a generic record:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

4 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

5 Click the Resource Records tab.

6 Under Resource Records, click New and select Generic Record. The Generic Record page 
opens.

7 Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Name—to specify a name for the generic record, select this option and enter a name.

▪ Same as Zone—to use the zone name for the name of the generic record, select this 
option.

▪ Type—select a resource record type from the drop-down menu. Available types include A, 
A6, AAAA, AFSDB, APL, CERT, DHCID, DNAME, DS, IPSEC, ISDN, KEY, KX, LOC, MB, MG, MINFO, 
MR, NS, NSAP, PTR, PX, RP, RT, SINK, SPF, SSHFP, WKS, and X25.

▪ Data—enter a value that meets the requirements of the selected resource record type.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add or Add Next to add another Generic record.
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Editing Generic Records
Edit General options for a Generic record already created in Proteus.

To edit a generic record:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

3 Under Top Level Domains, navigate to the top level domain, DNS zone, or DNS sub-zone 
where you want to add or edit a resource record.

4 Click the Resource Records tab.

5 Under Resource Records, click the Generic record that you wish to edit. The Details page for 
the Generic record opens.

6 Click the Generic record name menu and select Edit. The Generic Record page opens.

7 Under General, edit the following parameters:

▪ Data—enter a value that meets the requirements of the selected resource record type.

▪ Override TTL—to change the time-to-live value for the record, select this option and enter 
a value in the field. Select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

8 Under Additional Information, enter notes describing the resource record in the Comments 
field.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Update.
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Reference: Generic resource record types
The Generic Record option supports the following types of resource records.

Record Type Description

A (IPv4 Address) Maps hosts to IPv4 addresses.

A6 (IPv6 Address) Maps hosts to IPv6 addresses. 

AAAA (IPv6 Address) Maps hosts to IPv6 addresses. Normally, this record is created by 
adding a host record in Proteus and linking it to an IPv6 address.

AFSDB (AFS Database) Defines a host providing an AFS database service.

APL (Address Prefix List) An experimental resource record defining one or more IP 
addresses or a range of IP addresses.

CERT (Certificate) Stores cryptographic certificates and certificate revocation lists.

DHCID (Dynamic Host Configuration 
Identifier)

Stores client identifiers in the DNS to unambiguously associate 
domain names with the DHCP clients using them.

DNAME (Delegation of Reverse Names) Maps an entire subtree of the DNS namespace to another domain.

DS (Delegation Signer) Creates a chain of trust between a signed parent zone and a 
signed child zone in DNSSEC.

IPSECKEY (IP Security Key) Store public keys for IP security systems.

ISDN (Integrated Services Digital 
Network)

Associates the telephone number of the ISDS Customer Premise 
Equipment (CPE) to a host name.

Key (Public Key) Stores public keys in DNS.

KX (Key Exchanger) Allows a client to query a host and receive alternative hosts.

LOC (Location) Defines the geographic position of a host or service name.

MB (Mailbox) Defines the location of an email address.

MG (Mail Group) Defines the members of a mail group. Provided members of the 
group are defined using MB resource records, each member of the 
group receives mail sent to the group.

MINFO (Mailbox Mail List Information) Defines the mailbox administrator for a mail list. It can also be 
used for receiving errors related to the mail list.

MR (Mailbox Renamed) Allows you to alias or forward a mailbox name to another mailbox 
name.

NS (Name Server) Defines a DNS server that responds authoritatively for the zone or 
domain.

NSAP (Network Service Access Point) Maps a host name to an endpoint address in ISO’s Open Systems 
Interconnect (OSI) system.

PTR (Pointer) Provides a reverse mapping of an IP address to a host name.

PX (X.400 to RFC 822 E-mail) Maps ITU X.400 format email addresses to RFC 822 format email 
addresses.
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Adding Start of Authority Records
Start of Authority (SOA) records define administrative information for a DNS zone. Every zone you 
create uses default values for the SOA resource record initially. You must modify these default values.

SOA records are not configured in the same way as other resource records. The SOA record is 
configured as a deployment option which can be set at any level where DNS deployment options can be 
set. If you set the SOA deployment option at configuration, view, or server level, it is inherited by all 
child levels unless it is overridden at a child level.

Until you create a Start of Authority deployment option, Proteus uses default parameters based on 
best practices. When creating a Start of Authority deployment option, you can set the following 
parameters:

• primary server

• administrative contact

• refresh value

• expire value

• minimum value

To add a Start of Authority record at the zone level:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view. The Zones tab for the DNS view opens.

4 Navigate to the zone for which you want to set the SOA record.

5 Click the Deployment Options tab.

RP (Responsible Person) Associates an email address and optional human-readable text 
data with a host.

RT (Route Through) Defines a host through which datagrams should be routed.

SINK (Kitchen Sink) Contains bulky, complex, or obscurely structured DNS data, for 
which no other resource record type currently exists.

SPF (Sender Policy Framework) Used to verify that a host can use a domain name to send email.

SSHFP (SSH Key Fingerprint) Provides a method for a host to obtain the fingerprint (hash or 
digest) of the public key used in an SSH session.

WKS (Well-Known Service) Describes the well-known services supported by a particular 
protocol by a host.

X25 (X.25 Address) Maps a PSDN (Public Switched Data Network) address to a host 
name.

Record Type Description
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6 Under Deployment Options, click New and select Start Of Authority. The Add Start Of 
Authority page opens.

7 Under General Options, set the following parameters:

▪ Serial Number—you can set the Start of Authority serial number to be generated 
automatically, to be based on the DNS server’s system date, or to be based on a specific 
value.

▪ Retrieve button—click Retrieve to view the current Start of Authority serial number. If 
Proteus can retrieve the current serial number, it appears beside the Retrieve button. To 
retrieve the serial number, the zone must have a Master DNS deployment role set and the 
zone must be deployed to a managed server.

Modifying the Start of Authority serial number may adversely affect the ability to perform zone 
transfers. If serial numbers on master and slave servers are not set properly, slave servers may not 
update their zones. If you are unfamiliar with the requirements of Start of Authority serial 
numbers, contact Client Care before proceeding. refer to How do I contact BlueCat Customer 
Care? on page 20.

This section describes how to use the fields on the Add Start of Authority page to set the SOA 
serial number. For information on how SOA serial numbers are generated, refer to Reference: 
Changing the Start of Authority primary server on page 389.
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▪ Serial Number Format—select one of the following options:

▪ AUTO—the serial number is generated and maintained automatically.

▪ DATE—the serial number is based on the DNS server’s system date with a two-digit suffix 
added to the date.

▪ MANUAL—the serial number can be typed manually or calculated automatically by 
clicking the Compute S/N Reset Value button.

▪ Primary Server—determines which DNS server should appear as the primary server within the 
SOA record. Select Auto to use the server with the assigned Master or AD Integrated Master 
deployment role. Select Specify and type a fully qualified domain name in the field to use a 
different server.

▪ Administrative Contact E-mail—type the e-mail address of the zone administrator.

▪ Refresh Value—the amount of time that a slave server waits before attempting to refresh 
zone files from the master server. Type a value in the field and select a unit of time from 
the drop-down list. RFC 1912 provides the following examples for short and long refresh 
times:

▪ Short refresh time: 20 minutes to 2 hours (1200 to 7200 seconds)

▪ Long refresh time: 2 to 12 hours (7200 to 43200 seconds)

▪ Retry Value—the amount of time that the slave server should wait before re-attempting a zone 
transfer from the master server after the refresh value has expired. Type a value in the field 
and select a unit of time from the drop-down list.

▪ Expire Value—the length of time that a slave server uses a non-updated set of zone data before 
it stops sending queries. RFC 1912 suggests a value of 2 to 4 weeks. Type a value in the field and 
select a unit of time from the drop-down list.

▪ Minimum Value—the amount of time that a negative cache response is held in cache. A 
negative cache response is a response to a DNS query that does not return an IP address, or 
simply, a failed request. Until this value expires, queries for this DNS record return an error. The 
maximum value for this field is 10800 seconds, or 3 hours. Type a value in the field and select a 
unit of time from the drop-down list.

8 Under Servers, select the servers to which the option applies:

▪ All Servers—applies the deployment option to all servers in the configuration.

▪ Specific Server—applies the deployment option to a specific server in the configuration. 
Select a server from the drop-down menu.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

Not all options are applicable to Windows servers.

DATE and MANUAL are not recommended for use when the Allow Dynamic Updates DNS 
deployment option is set for the zone. If the Allow Dynamic Updates DNS deployment option is set 
for the zone, a warning message appears when you click Add to create the SOA record. To 
acknowledge the warning and use the DATE or MANUAL setting, click Continue to create the 
SOA record.

DDNS may not work properly if a different server is used.
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10 Click Add or Update.

Reference: How SOA Serial Numbers are calculated
When you select AUTO:

• For new zones or when DNS is not already running on a managed server, a new SOA serial 
number is calculated using an equation based on the system time (current system time in 
seconds since midnight, January 1, 2001, divided by 1000).

• For existing zones that have been previously deployed, the server checks for changes made to 
the zone and increments the existing serial number by the number of changes. If this 
increment exceeds 2,147,483,647, the serial number is reset and is calculated using the system 
time calculation (current system time in seconds since midnight, January 1, 2001, divided by 
1000).

When you select DATE:

• For new zones or when DNS is not already running on a managed server, a new SOA serial 
number is created by appending “00” (two zeroes) to the current system date. The current 
system date is in the format YYYYMMDD. For example: a date-based serial number set on 
February 21, 2014, would appear as 2014022100.

• For existing zones that have been previously deployed, the server checks for changes made to 
the SOA record:

▪ If changes are present, the last two digits of the date-based serial number are incremented 
by 1. For example, the serial number 2014022100 would be incremented to 2014022101.

▪ If the last two digits are “99”, the date part of the serial number is incremented by 1 and 
the last two digits are reset to “00” (two zeroes). For example, the serial number 
2014022199 would be incremented to 2014022200.

▪ If the serial number exceeds 2,147, 483,647, it is reset by appending “00” (two zeroes) to 
the current system date.

When you select MANUAL:

• You can specify an integer in the range of 0 to 4,294,967,295.

Changes to the zone will increment the manually-set number by 1.

Reference: SOA Serial Numbers limitation
• The Data Checker does not validate the SOA serial number format.

• The SOA serial number cannot be retrieved from Adonis slave servers.

• When resetting an SOA serial number, no other changes are permitted on the zone.

• If the serial number is at the largest allowed value of 4,294,967,295, making a change to the 
zone resets the number to 1.

• If a zone has been defined in Proteus but not yet deployed, the Retrieve button returns 
4,294,967,295 by default.

If the manually-set number is smaller than the existing serial number, the manually-set number is 
not deployed.
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Reference: Changing the Start of Authority primary server
Normally a zone’s SOA resource record displays the server holding the master copy of the zone in its 
primary server field. The server listed in this field is used by DHCP servers performing dynamic DNS 
updates. The default setting is Auto, which means that the primary server is hosting the master copy 
of the zone. In some situations it is necessary to use the name of a different server in the primary 
server field (for example, for load balancing). You can enter settings for the SOA resource record to 
override the default and specify a different primary server.

Importing DNS Records

You can import DNS records from DNS zone. After creating a DNS zone in Proteus, you can import data 
to the zone from a different server. The zone data is translated into the Proteus DNS format.

When importing records, the corresponding network containing the address must exist. Otherwise, this 
record is dropped. Also, records that link to records that cannot be found are linked to the parent view 
as external hosts.

To import zone data:

1 From a configuration, create a DNS view. For instructions on creating a DNS view, refer to 
Adding DNS Views on page 326.

2 Create a DNS zone for the zone to be imported. For instructions on creating a DNS zone, refer 
to Adding DNS Zones on page 337.

3 Navigate to the DNS zone you just created and click the Resource Records tab.

4 Under Resource Records, click Action and select Import. The Import Zone page opens.

5 Under General, enter the IP address for the DNS zone from which you want to import data in 
the Server Address field. The IP address must be accessible, the DNS zone must exist at the 
address, and the zone must allow zone transfers.

Modifying the Start of Authority primary server name can affect DDNS and Windows slaves. It is not 
recommended that the server be changed unless it is essential to do so.

The following procedure is not used for importing from a Windows server.
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6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Import.

Review the zone data to verify that all records and sub-zones imported successfully.

Adding or deleting external hosts
External Hosts are hosts outside of your managed network. Use external hosts to link resource records 
on hosts that are not managed by Proteus. If a view contains references to entities completely outside 
of the IP space managed by your Proteus, they are defined here. External hosts are not deployed to 
your managed servers. 

To add an external host:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view.

4 Click the External Hosts tab.

5 Under External Hosts, click New. The Add New External Host Record page opens.

6 Under General, enter the fully qualified domain name for the external host in the Name 
field.

7 Under Optional, enter comments to describe the external host in the Comments field.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

External hosts can be created at the configuration level and DNS view level. If you are creating an 
external host at the configuration level, that external host can only be used to link a CNAME 
record in the configuration-specific DNS zone template. You need to create a separate external 
host in the DNS view in order to link a CNAME record in the view-specific DNS zone template.
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9 Click Add to add the external host and return to the External Hosts tab, or click Add Next to 
add another external host.

To delete an external host:

1 From the External Hosts tab, select the check box for one or more external hosts.

2 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

3 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

4 Click Yes.

Bulk DNS Updates
Use the DNS Bulk Updates function to create or update DNS resource records in bulk from a comma-
separate value file created outside of Proteus. The DNS Bulk Updates feature makes it easy to import 
data maintained in spreadsheets or other text-based files. You can perform bulk updates at the view or 
zone level. For views, you perform bulk updates from the Zones tab. For zones, you perform bulk 
updates from the Resource Records tab.

The resource records are described in a comma-separated value (CSV) file that you upload to Proteus. 
Proteus reviews the changes in the file and flags any errors found in the file. You can then correct the 
errors on the Bulk DNS Update Review updates page before applying the changes to Proteus. The DNS 
Bulk Updates function can add, update, or delete the following types of resource records:

• A—Host records

• CNAME—Alias records

• MX—Mail Exchanger records

• SRV—Service records

• HINFO—Host Info records

• TXT—Text records

• NAPTR—Naming Authority Pointer records

Performing a Bulk DNS Update

To perform a DNS Bulk Update:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 You can perform a DNS Bulk Update at the view or zone level. Navigate to and select a view or 
zone.

You can also delete an external host by clicking on the external host to view its Details tab. From 
the object name menu, select Delete.
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4 Click Action and select Bulk DNS Updates. The Bulk DNS Update Upload a bulk update file page 
opens.

5 Beside the Bulk DNS Updates CSV file field, click Browse. A dialog box opens where you can 
select a CSV file on your workstation.

6 Select a CSV file and click Open. The file selection dialog box closes and the path for the 
selected file appears in the Bulk DNS Updates CSV file field.

7 Click Next. The Bulk DNS Update Review updates page opens.

8 Under Review Updates, each Line field contains a line from your CSV file.

▪ If Proteus finds an error in a line, the error is noted in red text to the right of the field. 
Review each line and correct any errors by editing the text in the Line field. For more 
information on the update entry format, refer to Bulk DNS Updates on page 391.
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▪ To remove a line from the list, click the Remove link to the right of the Line field.

9 Under Error and Naming Policy Options, set the error handling and naming policy options:

▪ Abort update—when selected, cancels the entire update process if there is an error with 
any of the updates. None of the updates are applied if any one update contains an error. If 
errors are encountered, a list of entries with errors appears at the end of the update 
process.

▪ Skip records with errors and continue update—when selected, ignores any updates that 
contain errors. Updates without errors are applied.

▪ Override Naming Policy—when selected, resource records are created with names as 
specified in the update entries; any naming policies assigned to the view or zone are 
ignored. When not selected, any naming policies assigned to the view or zone are enforced; 
entries with resource record names that do not follow the naming policy are ignored. If 
updates are ignored because of naming policy conflicts, a list of entries with conflicts 
appears at the end of the update process. For information on naming policies, refer to 
Naming Policies on page 87.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Apply. The Bulk DNS Update Review update results page opens.

12 Review the results in the Update Results section. This section lists the error handling and 
naming policy options you selected for the update and the number of updates successfully 
applied.

13 If entries were skipped or caused the update process to be cancelled, a list of errors appears. 
Review the errors and correct the problems in your CSV file and attempt the updated process 
again.

14 Click OK to return to the DNS view Zones tab or to the DNS zone Resource Records tab.
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Reference: Bulk DNS Update CSV File

Each line in the comma-separated value (CSV) file represents a resource record. A line break must 
follow each line, and the file may contain up to 5000 lines. The comma-separated values represent 
columns of data, but the CSV file must not contain column headings. For example:

Lines in the file cannot be commented out. Each line contains the following columns:

action, recordname, TTL, recordtype, rdata, comment, user-defined field name=value, 
user-defined field name n=value,...

Column Description

action The action to be performed on the record. Valid values are add, update, and 
delete. This column must be present and must contain a value.

add creates a new resource record.

update changes only the TTL, comment, and user-defined fields for most resource 
record types. For CNAME records, update changes only the host record to which 
the CNAME record points. For A records, update ignores any change made to the 
record’s IPv4 address.

delete deletes resource records. If a record is not found in Proteus, a file-not-
found error is logged in the server log. To delete records that contain multiple IP 
addresses, specify the address with an * asterisk.

recordname The name of the resource record. This column must be present and may or may 
not contain a value:

• When performing a bulk update at the zone level, this column can be blank to 
give the resource record the same name as the zone. The name of the record 
appears in Proteus as (Same as Zone).

• When performing a bulk update at the view level, this column must contain a 
value. Bulk DNS Update cannot create records with (Same as Zone) for the 
record name from the view level.

If your resource record names are controlled by a naming policy, you need to 
specify names that match the requirements of the policy. To specify an 
Incremental value in the CSV file, using the # (pound) symbol. For more 
information on naming policies, refer to Naming Policies on page 87.

How you specify record names depends on from where you want to perform the 
bulk update:

• When performing the bulk update at the view level, specify FQDNs. Proteus 
assumes that all record names are not dot-separated. 

For example, add, host1.example.com., 3600, A, 192.168.0.2 adds 
the host record host1.example.com.

• When performing the bulk update at the zone level, specify record names as 
relative names or FQDNs. Names ending with a dot are considered as absolute 
names which should not contain dot-separated names. Names not ending with a 
dot are considered as relative names and can contain a dot.

For example, add, host2, 3600, A, 192.168.0.3 adds the host record 
host2.example.com.

For example, add, host3.example.com., 3600, A, 192.168.0.4 adds 
the host record host3.example.com.

TTL The time-to-live value, in seconds, for the resource record. This column must be 
present but may be left blank. To leave a column blank, leave a space between the 
commas that delimit the column.
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Resource Record data

The rdata field contains the parameters for the resource record being added, updated, or deleted. 
When adding a record, these parameters define the record. When updating or deleting a record, these 
parameters are used to find the record to update or delete; all parameters must match an existing 
record for the record to be updated or deleted.

recordtype The type of resource record. Valid values are A, CNAME, MX, SRV, HINFO, TXT, and 
NAPTR. This column must be present and must contain a value.

rdata The data to define the resource record. For information about the rdata required 
for each type of resource record, refer to Resource Record data on page 395. 
Where multiple parameters are specified for the rdata, the values are separated 
with a space. This column must be present and must contain a value.

comment A text string describing the resource record. After the record is added to Proteus, 
this string appears in the Comments field when viewing the resource record’s 
Details tab. This column is optional. If you are adding user-defined fields to the 
record, this column must be present but may be left blank. To leave a column 
blank, leave a space between the commas that delimit the column.

user-defined field name The name and value for a user-defined field. This column is optional. You can add 
an unlimited number of user-defined field values in each line. The user-defined 
field must already exist in Proteus. The name of the user-defined field must be 
specified exactly as it appears in Proteus. The value must match the type of value 
defined for the field. For more information on user-defined fields, refer to Object 
Types and User-Defined Fields on page 92.

Record Type rdata

A Specify an IPv4 address for the host record.

For example: 192.168.188.200

CNAME Specify the host for the alias record.

For example: host1.example.com

MX Specify the priority and host name for the mail exchanger record, with a single 
space between each value:

For example: 10 mail.example.com

SRV Specify the priority, weight, port, and host for the service record, with a single 
space between each value.

For example: 10 50 5050 host1.example.com

To leave a value blank, use a 0 (zero) for the value.

In this example, the priority and weight values are set to 0 (zero): 
0 0 5050 host1.example.com

HINFO Specify the central processor unit and operating system for the host information 
record, with a single space between each value. To include spaces in each value, 
the entire rdata string must be enclosed in “quotation marks”. Values that contain 
string must be enclosed in ““doubled”” quotation marks.

For example: """Dual 1.2Ghz"" ""Linux 7.1"""

TXT Specify the text string for the text record.

For example: This is a text record

Column Description
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CSV Examples

To add a host record with a comment and user-defined field:

To add a host record with no comment and with a user-defined field:

To add a host record with multiple IPv4 addresses:

To add an SRV record with a blank port value:

To add an AAAA record for an IPv6 address:

To update the TTL and comment for a host record:

To delete a host record that may have multiple IP addresses:

NAPTR Specify the order, preference, service, regular expression, replacement, and flags 
for the naming authority pointer record.

For example: 
100 10 E2U+email !^.*$!mailto:information@example.com!i . A

add, host1.example.com., 3600, A, 192.168.0.1, A Host record, Location=Toronto

add, host2.example.com., 3600, A, 192.168.0.2, , Location=New York

add, host3.example.com., 3600, A, 192.168.0.2

add, host3.example.com., 3600, A, 192.168.0.3

add, host3.example.com., 3600, A, 192.168.0.4

add, srv.example.com., 3600, SRV, 10 0 50 host1.example.com, An SRV record

add, host4.example.com., 3600, AAAA, FD3B:4F43:E610:0:1322:33FF:FE44:5566

update, host1.example.com., 7200, A, 192.168.0.1, Updated the TTL

delete, host1.example.com., 7200, A, *

Record Type rdata
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Naming Policies and DNS Views and Zones
Naming policies control the names of resource records according to rules that you define. Naming 
policies can ensure that resource records are named consistently, that portions of record names are 
automatically generated, and that restricted words are prevented from being used for record names.

For instructions on creating naming policies, refer to Creating Naming Policy Values on page 87, 
Creating Naming Restrictions on page 89, and Creating Naming Policies on page 90. After naming 
policies are defined, you can link them to DNS views and DNS zones. When linked to a view or zone, 
the naming policy controls the names that can be applied to resources records within the view or zone. 

You can unlink naming policies so that they no longer affect the resource record names in the DNS view 
or zone. Unlinking the policy does not affect the record names that have been created with the policy.

You can apply multiple naming policies to a DNS view or zone, but the policies cannot be linked to the 
same types of objects in the view or zone. For example, one policy can be applied to host records and 
another can be applied to alias records.

Linking a naming policy to a DNS view or zone

To link a naming policy to a DNS view or zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view. The Details tab for the DNS view opens.

4 Click the Naming Policy tab to link a naming policy to the view.

To link a naming policy to a DNS zone, click the Zones tab and navigate to a DNS zone. On the 
DNS zone information page, click the Naming Policy tab.
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5 Under Naming Policy, click Action and select Link Naming Policy. The Link Naming Policy page 
opens.

6 Under General, set the naming policy options:

▪ Naming Policy—select a naming policy from the drop-down list.

▪ Children Inherit—select to gave child objects inherit the naming policy from the parent 
object. For DNS views, this option is selected by default and cannot be cleared. For DNS 
zones, you can select or clear this option.

▪ Link for these Object Types—the Available and Selected lists show the items to which the 
naming policy may be applied. The naming policy will be applied to items in the Selected 
list. The naming policy will not be applied to items in the Available list. By default, all 
objects within a view or zone to which a naming policy can be applied appear in the 
Selected list.

Double-click on an item in the list to move it to the other list, or click an item and use the 

Deselect  and Select  buttons to move the item.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Link.

To unlink a naming policy from a DNS view or zone:

1 Navigate to the DNS view or DNS zone to which the naming policy is linked.

2 Click the Naming Policy tab. Under Naming Policy, select the check box for one or more 
naming policies.

3 Click Action and select Unlink Naming Policy. The naming policy is unlinked from the DNS view 
or zone.
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Creating Resource Records with a Naming Policy
When a naming policy is applied to a DNS view or zone, naming policy fields appear on the page when 
you create a resource record. Different fields and placeholders may appear when setting the resource 
record name. This example shows a simple naming policy:

You can choose to use the naming policy, override the naming policy and manually specify a name for 
the resource record, or choose us name the resource record the same as the zone.

To name a resource record with a naming policy:

1 Add a new resource record. For instructions on adding a resource record, refer to Adding a 
Host Record on page 370.

2 When a naming policy is in effect, the naming policy fields are shown in the General section:

▪ A # symbol represents an automatically generated number.

▪ Uneditable text or characters represent preset separators. You cannot change these items.

▪ Text fields are areas where you need to type information. To see the name of a field, place 
the cursor over the field; the name of the field appears. Type values into text fields in the 
Name line. Text fields may limit the amount of text you can type in the field.

▪ A drop-down menu provides a list of preset values that you can select. Select an item from 
the drop-down menu.

To override the naming policy, select Override Naming Policy and enter a name for the 
resource record in the text field. To use the zone name for the resource record, select Same 
as Zone.

3 Complete the other settings for the resource record.

4 Click Add or Add Next. 

The naming policy may evaluate fields in the name to ensure that valid information is typed 
in the fields. If there is a problem with information in the naming policy fields, an error 
appears in the Name line to explain the problem. Correct the information in the fields and 
click Add or Add Next.

• Proteus supports all ISO-8859-1 characters (a subset of UTF-8) in resource record names. 
• Proteus supports all ISO-8859-1 characters in CNAME, MX and SRV resource records RDATA fields 

that refer to host names. 
• Proteus does not support ISO-8859-1 characters with character codes greater than 128 in 

any other resource records RDATA.

Naming policy fields may appear wherever you can set a resource record name. For example, 
when creating a host record, naming policy fields may appear in the General section for the name 
of the host record and in the Aliases section for the names of alias records. Also, different types 
of resource records may use different naming policies.
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Zone transfers
A zone transfer is the mechanism that transfers DNS data from a master DNS server to one or more 
secondary (slave) DNS servers. This section describes how to configure the DNS deployment options 
necessary for zone transfers.

Configuring zone transfer deployment options
There are two types of messages exchanged between Master and Slave servers involved in a zone 
transfer: notifications and transfers. In Proteus, you can configure the following DNS deployment 
options necessary for zone transfers:

• Allow Zone Transfers—on the Master, set slave servers permitted to receive zone transfers. Use 
IPv4/IPv6 addresses or blocks, Access Control List names, or TSIG keys.

• Allow Notify—on the Slave(s), set the Master that will receive zone change notifications. Use 
IPv4/IPv6 addresses or blocks, Access Control List names, or TSIG keys.

• Notify—allows notifications from the Master to be sent to the Slaves identified by the Notify 
Additional Servers deployment option.

• Notify Additional Servers—used to set the IP addresses of the Slaves to which IP notifications 
will be sent.

Allow Zone Transfers
The Allow Zone Transfer deployment option can be set at the following levels:

• Configuration

• Server

• View

• Zone

• IP block

• IP network

To configure the Allow Zone Transfers option:

1 Navigate to the configuration, IP block, IP network, view, or zone in which you want to allow 
Zone Transfers.

2 Select the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Option.

4 Under General, select Allow Zone Transfer from the Option drop-down menu. The following 
three parameters will be populated:

▪ IP Address or name—allows zone transfer based on IPv4 or IPv6 blocks or individual IP 
addresses. Name presents legacy support for named ACLs before full support for ACL was 
added.

▪ Key—allows zone transfer based on a TSIG key.

When you deploy a zone that has been assigned a Master deployment role and at least one Slave 
deployment role, the Zone Transfers setting is automatically set to Allow Zone Transfers only to 
servers listed on the Name Servers tab. In this case, Proteus uses the deployment roles to 
determine these settings and does not require you to manually configure the Allow Zone Transfers 
option.
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▪ ACL—allows zone transfer to configured ACLs.

5 Under Server, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration, select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server, select Specific Server, then select a server from 
the drop-down menu.

6 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another deployment option.

Allow Notify
The Allow Notify deployment option can be set at the following levels:

• Configuration

• Server

• View

• Zone

• IP block

• IP network

To configure the Allow Notify option:

1 Navigate to the configuration, IP block, IP network, view, or zone in which you want to allow 
zone change notifications.

2 Select the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Option.

4 Under General, select Allow Notify from the Option drop-down menu. The following three 
parameters will be populated:

▪ IP Address or name—allows to send notify messages based on IPv4 or IPv6 blocks or 
individual IP addresses. Name presents legacy support for named ACLs before full support 
for ACL was added.

▪ Key—allows to send notify messages based on a TSIG key.

▪ ACL—allows to send notify messages based on configured ACLs.

5 Under Server, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration, select All Servers.

When Key or ACL is selected, the Exclusion check box will appear. Select the Exclusion check 
box to add an exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.

The Allow Zone Transfers deployment option should be set on the Master.

When Key or ACL is selected, the Exclusion check box will appear. Select the Exclusion check 
box to add an exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.
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▪ To apply the option to a specific server, select Specific Server, then select a server from 
the drop-down menu.

6 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another deployment option.

Notify and Notify Additional Servers
When the Notify option is enabled, a master DNS server sends messages to slave servers informing 
them that the zone has changed. After a slave receives a notify message, it requests a zone transfer 
from the master. The Notify and Notify Additional Servers deployment options can be set at the 
following levels:

• Configuration

• View

• Zone

• IP block

• IP network

When you deploy a zone that has been assigned a Master deployment role and at least one Slave 
deployment role, the Notify setting is automatically set to Automatically Notify servers listed on the 
Name Servers tab. In this case, Proteus uses the deployment roles to determine these settings and does 
not require you to manually configure the Notify and Notify Additional Servers options.

To enable the Notify option:

1 Navigate to the configuration, IP block, IP network, view, or zone in which you want to enable 
the Notify option.

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Option.

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select Notify.

5 Select the Explicit radio button to notify name servers listed in the Notify Additional Servers 
deployment option.

6 Under Server, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server, select Specific Server, then select a server from 
the drop-down menu.

7 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another deployment option.

After you have added the Notify option, you can add the Notify Additional Servers option if you want 
the master server to notify specific slave servers.

To notify only specific servers:

1 Navigate to the appropriate level in Proteus (configuration, IP block, IP network, or zone).

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

The Allow Notify deployment option should be set for each Slave.
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3 Click New, then select DNS Option.

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select Notify Additional Servers.

5 In the Address field, enter the IP addresses of the secondary servers you wish to notify.

6 Under Server, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server, select Specific Server, then select a server from 
the drop-down menu.

7 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another deployment option.

ENUM zones

ENUM zones are used to provide VoIP functionality within a DNS server. VoIP service requires DNS to 
manage the phone numbers associated with client end points. Proteus provides an e.164 or ENUM zone 
type for this purpose. The ENUM zone represents the area code for the phone prefixes and numbers 
stored within it. ENUM zones contain special sub-zones called prefixes that represent telephone 
exchanges and can contain the records for the actual devices. A URI string is used to provide custom 
forward locator references for VoIP devices as described in RFC 3401. Reverse DNS is used to discover 
the relevant information for a device based on its phone number alone. NAPTR records are used to 
represent this information.

In Proteus, you manage these settings as ENUM zones that contain numbers, prefixes, deployment 
options, and deployment roles.

Creating an ENUM zone

To create an ENUM zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view. The Zones tab for the view opens.

4 Click the ENUM tab.

Not applicable to Windows servers.
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5 Under ENUM Zones, click New. The Add ENUM Zone page opens.

6 Under General, set the prefix for the ENUM zone:

▪ Prefix—enter a value for the portion of the telephone number that the zone represents. 
Typically, an ENUM zones represents a portion of a telephone number, such as the country 
code, area code, or exchange.

7 Under General Options, determine if the ENUM zone is to be deployable:

▪ Deployable—when selected, the ENUM zone is deployable. When not selected, the zone is 
not deployable.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Add to add the ENUM zone and return to the ENUM tab, or click Add Next to add 
another ENUM zone.

Deleting an ENUM zone

To delete an ENUM zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view. The Zones tab for the view opens.

4 Click ENUM.

5 Under ENUM Zones, select the check box for one or more ENUM zones.

6 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.
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8 Click Yes. 

Working with ENUM zone prefixes

To add prefixes to an ENUM zone:

1 From the ENUM tab, click the name of an ENUM zone. The Prefixes tab for the ENUM zone 
opens.

2 Under Prefixes, click New. The Add ENUM Zone page opens.

3 Under General, set the prefix for the ENUM zone:

▪ Prefix—enter a value for the portion of the telephone number that the zone represents. 
Typically, an ENUM zones represents a portion of a telephone number, such as the country 
code, area code, or exchange.

4 Under General Options, determine if the ENUM zone is to be deployable:

▪ Deployable—when selected, the ENUM zone is deployable. When not selected, the zone is 
not deployable.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Add to add the ENUM prefix and return to the ENUM tab, or click Add Next to add 
another ENUM prefix.

To delete a prefix:

1 From the Prefixes tab, select the check box for one or more prefixes.

2 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

3 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. BY default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

4 Click Yes. 

Adding numbers to an ENUM zone

To add numbers to an ENUM zone:

1 From the ENUM tab, click the name of an ENUM zone. The Prefixes tab for the ENUM zone 
opens.

2 Click the Numbers tab.

You can also delete an ENUM zone by clicking on the zone to view its Details tab. Click Delete on 
the ENUM zone information page.

You can also delete a prefix by clicking on the prefix to view its Details tab. Click Delete on the 
prefix information page.
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3 Under Numbers, click New. The Add Number page opens.

4 Under General, set the number and name:

▪ Number—enter a numeric value for the ENUM number.

▪ Name—enter a descriptive name for the ENUM number.

5 Under Number Data, click New to add an ENUM service. The following fields appear:

▪ Service—select an ENUM service from the drop-down menu.

▪ URI—enter a Uniform Resource Identifier value.

▪ Order—when multiple services are defined for the number, use the up  and down  buttons 
to adjust the order of the services.

▪ Comment—enter a comment to describe the ENUM service.

▪ TTL—to set a Time To Live value for the service, select the checkbox, enter a value in the 
field, and select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

To remove an ENUM service, click Remove for the specific service.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add to add the number and return to the Numbers tab, or click Add Next to save the 
number and add another number.

Deleting an ENUM number

To delete an ENUM number:

1 From the Numbers tab, select the check box for one or more ENUM zones.

2 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

3 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. BY default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.
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4 Click Yes. 

To set deployment options and deployment roles for an ENUM zone:

1 From the ENUM tab, click on the name of an ENUM zone. The Prefixes tab for the ENUM zone 
opens.

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Under Deployment Options, click New and select a deployment option:

▪ DNS Option—refer to Managing DNS Deployment Options on page 276.

▪ DNS Raw Option—refer to Adding options in DNS RAW format on page 367.

▪ Start of Authority—refer to Adding Start of Authority Records on page 385.

4 Click the Deployment Roles tab.

5 Under Deployment Roles, click New. For instructions on adding a deployment role, refer to DNS 
Deployment Roles on page 349.

DNS64
Many organizations have adopted IPv6 due to the scarcity of available IPv4 space. However, the 
majority of content and resources on the internet still remain IPv4-only and are not directly accessible 
over IPv6-only systems as the two protocols are not compatible. This means that IPv4-only and IPv6-
only hosts cannot communicate each other without a translation mechanism that maps one to the 
other. DNS64 is one of the transition mechanisms that enable the communication between IPv4 
resources and IPv6-only hosts. 

When an IPv6-only device requests a AAAA record for a host that is IPv4 only, they would normally be 
returned a failed response. Working in conjunction with a NAT64 gateway, DNS64 synthesizes a AAAA 
record based on the existing A record. This is done by converting the IPv4 address of the existing A 
record to a routable IPv6 address for the synthesized AAAA record. 

The device then connects to the IPv6 address of the AAAA record returned by DNS64. All traffic for the 
synthesized IPv6 addresses is automatically redirected to the NAT64 gateway, which then converts the 
connection to the correct IPv4 address. 

This is completely transparent to the end user and the device allowing IPv6-only client to communicate 
with IPv4 hosts.

You can also delete an ENUM number by clicking on the number to view its Details tab. Click 
Delete on the number information page.

NAT64 translation is beyond the scope of this guide. For more information about NAT64, refer to 
RFC 6146, Stateful NAT64: Network Address and Protocol Translation from IPv6 Clients to IPv4 
Servers.
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The following diagram describes the steps involved for an IPv6-only client to communicate with IPv4-
only server using DNS64.

1 An IPv6-only client sends query for AAAA records to a recursive DNS server with DNS64 
enabled.

2 The recursive DNS server queries AAAA records to an external server.

3 The external name server responds with A records.

4 The recursive DNS server uses DNS64 to synthesize a AAAA record and returns the AAAA record 
to the IPv6-only client.

5 The client connects to the IPv6 address of the AAAA record and is directed to the NAT64 
server.

6 NAT64 translates the IPv6 address to IPv4 address, using the same mechanism used to 
synthesize the IPv6 record of the AAAA record, but in reverse, and connects to IPv4-only 
server.

In order to configure DNS64 support on an Adonis DNS server, the following configuration has to be 
defined in Proteus: DNS tab> DNS Views level> DNS64 tab> Add DNS64 Declaration page.

Configuring DNS64 support
DNS64 must be configured in Proteus to enable Adonis DNS server to synthesize AAAA records from A 
records.

To configure DNS64 support:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the Views tab. Under DNS Views section, select a view at which you want to configure 
DNS64 support.

Note.

Although DNS64 and NAT64 work together, the two mechanisms are completely separate. There is 
no shared state between these two – only a common translation mechanism. Both DNS64 and 
NAT64 must be configured to synthesize IPv6 addresses from IPv4 addresses using the same 
methods to ensure proper translation.
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4 Click the DNS64 tab in the view level. Click New. The Add DNS64 Declaration page opens.

5 Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ DNS64 Prefix—enter an IPv6 network prefix. This is the IPv6 prefix used to synthesize IPv6 
addresses from IPv4 addresses. In most cases you will want to specify a dedicated /64 
network from your existing Global Unicast or Unique Local address spaces that is not in use 
today. The prefix should match what is configured on the NAT64 server. NAT64 prefixes are 
restricted to /32s, /40s, /48s, /56s, /64s, or /96s.

▪ Clients—indicates an address match list of clients for whom the service is provided. Select 
one of the following radio buttons. Selecting a radio button will change the client text field 
or drop-down menu.

IPv6 Address/Block or name—select to specify client IPv6 addresses or blocks in the text 
field for which you wish to enable DNS64. If nothing is specified, DNS64 applies to all 
clients.

TSIG Key—select to specify client using the matching TSIG key. If selected, a drop-down 
menu listing TSIG keys in Proteus will appear.

Due to a known issue with ISC’s named-checkconf tool, even if DNS validation feature is enabled 
on Proteus, the Clients option in the DNS64 declaration will not get validated upon the DNS 
deployment to an Adonis server.
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ACL—select ACLs specifying clients. If selected, a drop-down menu listing pre-defined and 
customer ACLs in Proteus will appear.

▪ Mapped—indicates which IPv4 addresses within the A resource record set will be mapped to 
corresponding AAAA answers. Select one of the following radio buttons. Selecting a radio 
button will change the client text field or drop-down menu.

IPv4 Address/Block or name—select to specify the IPv4 addresses to be mapped in the 
corresponding A to AAAA records transition. In most cases, you will want to enable DNS64 
for all addresses as you will not know ahead of time which IPv4 addresses will require 
mapping and which will not. If nothing is specified, DNS64 maps all addresses.

ACL—select ACLs containing client IPv4 addresses that will be mapped. If selected, a drop-
down menu listing pre-defined and customer ACLs in Proteus will appear.

▪ Exclude—defines which IPv6 clients will be excluded from the DNS64 service. Select one of 
the following radio buttons. Selecting a radio button will change the client text field or 
drop-down menu.

IPv6 Address/Block or name—specify a list of IPv6 addresses or networks that will be 
ignored if they appear in a domain name’s AAAA records. If specified, DNS64 will be applied 
to any A records the domain name owns.

▪ ACL—select ACLs containing client IPv6 addresses that will be ignored. If selected, a drop-
down menu listing pre-defined and customer ACLs in Proteus will appear.

▪ Suffix—can be used to specify the bits trailing the IPv4 address bits in the mapped 
response. This is optional and by default the bits are set to ::. If the prefix is set to /96 
bits, the suffix does not need to, or cannot be specified.

▪ Recursive Only—if selected, the DNS64 synthesis will only apply to recursive queries.

▪ Break DNSSEC—if selected, the DNS64 synthesis will occur even if the DNSSEC validation 
fails.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Deploy the configuration to the Adonis DNS server. For more information, refer to Manual 
Deployment on page 610.

When TSIG Key or ACL is selected, the Exclusion check box will appear. Select the Exclusion 
check box to add an exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.

When ACL is selected, the Exclusion check box will appear. Select the Exclusion check box to 
add an exclusion to a DNS ACL.

When ACL is selected, the Exclusion check box will appear. Select the Exclusion check box to 
add an exclusion to a DNS ACL.
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DNS64 and Reverse Mapping
After DNS64 is configured and deployed properly, a reverse IP6.ARPA zone will be created for the 
DNS64 prefix to provide a mapping for the reverse record of the synthesized AAAA record. This will 
map the synthesized IPv6 address under IP6.ARPA to the corresponding IPv4 domain name under in-
ADDR.ARPA using synthesized CNAME records

The DNS deployment options: DNS64 Server and DNS64 Contact can be used to specify the name of 
the server and contact for the created reverse zones. These options are configurable in the 
Configuration level, DNS view level, and Server level. For more information, refer to DNS Deployment 
Options on page 353.

Dynamic DNS
Dynamic DNS (DDNS) is the system through which updates to address assignments through DHCP are 
reflected in the DNS records for the hosts. DDNS enables a DNS server to accept updates regarding the 
IP addresses’ DHCP clients. The DNS server receives an update every time a dynamic client changes its 
IP address. The DNS server then associates the IP address with a DNS name for the client. Dynamic data 
for an address is maintained if the DDNS Updates option is deployed in the DHCP range containing the 
address. Any records that are generated dynamically are clearly marked as such when looking at the 
records for the zone. Dynamic updates are always deployed immediately to the managed server where 
they were generated.

It is common for DNS on the internal side to allow dynamic updates to the DNS server. Dynamic DNS 
eliminates the need for an administrator to manually enter large numbers of records. Rather than 
using dynamic updates, authorized users (or DHCP servers themselves) can add, delete, and change 
records on the fly. However, making use of DDNS does have the potential to open your network up to 
certain vulnerabilities. In the wrong hands, dynamic updates can allow a user to dynamically update 
some or many of the records on an organizations’ DNS server with bogus information. As such, dynamic 
updates should be restricted as much as possible.

You must configure the following DNS options for DDNS to function:

• Allow Dynamic Updates—takes an ACL, match list, or TSIG key as an argument. Only addresses 
or keys matched on the list are allowed to send updates to the server for that zone.

You must configure the following DHCP Service options for DDNS to function:

• DDNS Updates—indicates whether the server should attempt a DDNS update when the lease is 
confirmed.

• DDNS Domain Name—the domain name appended to this client’s host name to form an FQDN. 
This is also the name of the zone to be updated with this client’s record.

• Client Updates—indicates whether client updates should be used to maintain DDNS records for 
this client. When selected, the client updates its own DNS record on the server. If not 
selected, the DHCP server performs the update. This option is required for DDNS.

Dynamic DNS updates in an Adonis XHA cluster environment must be configured using the physical 
IP addresses (not a virtual IP address) of the active and passive nodes.

DDNS Updates are enabled by default in Proteus and this can cause a slow or unresponsive DHCP 
service because the DHCP service runs in a single thread leading all DHCP lease updates are 
processed serially. In order to avoid this issue, disable DDNS Updates manually. refer to Setting 
DHCPv4 Service Deployment Options on page 264 to disable DDNS updates.
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You may configure the following DHCP Service options to enhance DDNS functionality:

• DDNS TTL—an integer value from 0 to 4,294,967,295 in seconds indicating the default TTL for 
DDNS records.

• DDNS Host Name—the host name for DDNS updates for the client. If no value is specified, the 
zone creates a name for the records.

• DDNS Reverse Domain Name—the reverse domain name appended to this client’s host name to 
form a reverse record. By default, this value is in-addr.arpa.

TSIG Keys
You can define Transaction Signature (TSIG) keys in Proteus for the following functions:

• to allow an Adonis DHCP server to perform secure DDNS updates to a DNS server

• to allow an Adonis DNS server to receive secure DDNS updates from a DDNS client

• to secure zone transfers and other DNS deployment options.

To create a TSIG key, you specify a name for the key, an algorithm, and the length of the key in bits. 
Proteus can create the key value automatically, or you can manually type a Base64-encoded string for 
the key. Use the manual option when you need to add keys that already exist on your DNS and DHCP 
servers to Proteus.

You define TSIG keys at the configuration level on the TSIG Keys page tab found on the IP Space, 
DNS, Devices, TFTP, and Servers main tabs. Keys defined here can be used in DNS Deployment 
Options set anywhere in the configuration, and in DHCP Forward and Reverse Zones. Keys intended for 
use with DHCP zones must be defined with the HMAC MD5 algorithm. Keys intended for use with DNS 
deployment options to secure DDNS updates and zone transfers may used any of the available 
algorithms. For more information on using TSIG keys with DNS deployment options, refer to DNS 
Deployment Roles on page 349.

When viewing the details for a TSIG key, you can view the objects to which it is linked. You cannot 
delete a TSIG key if it is linked to or used by another Proteus object. Should a key become 
compromised, you can perform an emergency rollover to regenerate the key. After regenerating one or 
more TSIG keys, you need to deploy the configuration to your server or servers.

Adding a TSIG Key
To create a TSIG key, you specify a name for the key, an algorithm, and the length of the key in bits. 
Proteus can create the key value automatically, or you can manually type a Base64-encoded string for 
the key. Use the manual option when you need to add keys that already exist on your DNS and DHCP 
servers to Proteus.

Note.

Not applicable to Windows servers.

Tip.

What is a “compromised” key?
A compromised key can mean part (or all) of the key has been deciphered through cryptographic 
analysis by a malicious attacker, or a malicious attacker has gained physical access to the keys. In 
either case, new keys must be generated in order to preserve the security of your DNS/DHCP 
environment.
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To add a TSIG key:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select either of the IP Space, DNS, Devices, TFTP, or Servers tabs. Tabs remember the page 
you last worked on, so select the tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration 
information page.

3 Click the TSIG Keys tab.

4 Under TSIG Keys, click New. The Add TSIG Key page opens.

5 Under General, set the key name, algorithm, and length:

▪ Name—enter a name for the TSIG key. The name cannot contain spaces.

▪ Algorithm—select an algorithm for the key, either hmac-md5, hmac-sha1, or hmac-sha256.

▪ Length (bits)—select the length of the key, either 128, 256, or 512 bits.

6 Under Key Type, select an option for generating the key value:

▪ Auto-generate—select this option to generate the key automatically. Keys created with this 
option can be regenerated with the Emergency Rollover function.

▪ Enter manually—select this option to type or copy and paste the key manually in the Secret 
field. Keys created with this option cannot be regenerated with the Emergency Rollover 
function.

▪ Secret—this field is available for use when you select Enter manually. Enter or copy and 
paste a Base64-encoded key string in this field. The key must match the algorithm and 
length options selected in the Algorithm and Length (bits) fields.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

Forward and Reverse DHCP Zones only support hmac-md5 keys. If you want to secure Forward or 
Reverse DHCP Zones, you must create one or more TSIG keys with the hmac-md5 algorithm.
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Viewing objects linked to a TSIG key
When viewing the details for a TSIG key, you can view the objects to which it is linked. You cannot 
delete a TSIG key if it is linked to or used by another Proteus object. Should a key become 
compromised, you can perform an emergency rollover to regenerate the key. After regenerating one or 
more TSIG keys, you need to deploy the configuration to your server or servers.

To view objects linked to a TSIG key:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select either of the IP Space, DNS, Devices, TFTP, or Servers tabs. Tabs remember the page 
you last worked on, so select the tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration 
information page.

3 Click the TSIG Keys tab.

4 Under TSIG Keys, click on a key. The key Details tab opens. Click the Linked Objects tab.

The Linked Objects section shows the objects linked to the TSIG key.

5 To view the details for a linked object, click the object name. The Details page for the object 
opens.

Rolling over a TSIG key
In the event that a TSIG key becomes compromised, you can perform an emergency rollover to 
regenerate the key(s). After regenerating one or more TSIG keys, you need to deploy the configuration 
to your server or servers.

To roll over a TSIG key:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.
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2 Select either of the IP Space, DNS, Devices, TFTP, or Servers tabs. Tabs remember the page 
you last worked on, so select the tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration 
information page.

3 Click the TSIG Keys tab.

4 Under TSIG Keys section, click on a key. The Key Details tab opens.

5 Click the key name menu and select Emergency Rollover. The Rollover Confirmation page opens.

6 Click Yes.

DHCP Zone Groups and Zones
DHCP zone groups are container objects for DHCP zone declarations. You use forward and reverse 
DHCP zone declarations to configure TSIG or GSS-TSIG signing of Dynamic DNS updates.

To configure a DHCP zone group, you simply specify a name for the container. After creating the DHCP 
zone group, you assign the group one or more deployment servers. Deployment servers are the servers 
to which Proteus deploys the forward and reverse DHCP zones within the group.

To create a forward DHCP zone, you specify a DNS zone, the primary DNS server IP address, and an 
optional TSIG key or GSS-TSIG DNS service principal. The DNS zone may be a zone under Proteus 
control, or it may be a zone outside of your network that you do not manage with Proteus.

To create a reverse DHCP zone, you specify an IP block or network, the primary DNS server IP address, 
and an optional TSIG key or GSS-TSIG DNS service principal. The IP block or network may be under 
Proteus control, or it may be a block or network outside of your network that you do not manage with 
Proteus. The reverse DHCP zone declarations are assignable for IPv6 blocks and networks as well, and 
can be deployed to the Adonis DHCPv6 servers only. 

Adding a DHCP zone group

To add a DHCP zone group:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

After rolling over one or more TSIG keys, you need to deploy your configuration to apply the 
changes to your managed servers.

Only TSIG keys created with the hmac-md5 algorithm can be used to sign Dynamic DNS updates for 
forward and reverse DHCP zones.
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3 Click the DHCP Settings tab. Under DHCP Zone Groups, click New. The Add DHCP Zone Group 
page opens.

4 Under General, enter a name for the DHCP zone group in the Name field.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Add.

Setting the deployment servers for a DHCP zone group

To set the deployment servers for a DHCP zone group:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the DHCP Settings tab. Under DHCP Zone Groups, click a DHCP zone group. The Details 
tab for the zone group opens.
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4 Under Deployment Servers, click Configure Deployment Servers. The Deployment Servers page 
opens.

5 Under General, double-click on a server in a list to move it to the other list, or click a server 
and use the Deselect  and Select  buttons to move it from list to list.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Apply.

Adding a DHCP forward zone

To add a DHCP forward zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the DHCP Settings tab. Under DHCP Zone Groups, click a DHCP zone group. The Details 
tab for the zone group appears.
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4 Click the DHCP Zone Declarations tab. Under Forward Zones, click New. The Add Forward 
DHCP Zone page opens.

5 Select a DNS zone from a Proteus-managed server or provide the fully-qualified domain name 
for a DNS zone not managed by Proteus:

▪ For a zone located on a Proteus-managed server, select Under Proteus Control and select a 
zone from the Select Zone drop-down list. To filter the list of zones, click in the Select 
Zone list and type the first few letters of the zone name.

▪ For a zone located on a server not managed by Proteus, select Third Party and type a fully 
qualified domain name in the Zone Name field.

6 In the Primary DNS Server IP Address field, enter the IP address for the zone’s primary DNS 
server.

7 In the Secondary DNS Server IP Address field, enter the IP address for the zone’s secondary 
DNS server.

8 To sign DDNS updates for the zone, select the Sign DDNS Updates check box and do one of 
the following:

▪ To sign DDNS updates with a TSIG key, select Using TSIG, then select a TSIG key from the 
Key drop-down menu.

▪ To sign DDNS updates with GSS-TSIG, select Using GSS-TSIG.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add.

The DNS View to which each zone belongs appears in [square brackets] after the zone name.

Only TSIG keys created with the hmac-md5 algorithm can be used to sign Dynamic DNS updates for 
forward and reverse DHCP zones.
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Adding DHCP Reverse Zones

To add a DHCP reverse zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the DHCP Settings tab. Under DHCP Zone Groups, click a DHCP zone group. The Details 
tab for the zone group opens.

4 Click the DHCP Zone Declarations tab. Under Reverse Zones, click New. The Add Reverse DHCP 
Zone page opens.

5 Under General, select an IP block or network from a Proteus-managed server, or provide the 
fully-qualified domain name for a reverse zone not managed by Proteus:

▪ For an IPv4 block or network located on a Proteus-managed DHCP server, select IPv4 Block 
or IPv4 Network first at the top of the section. Select Under Proteus Control and select a 
block or network from the Select Block Or Network drop-down menu. To filter the list of 
blocks and networks, type the first few numbers of the block or network range and the 
existing blocks or networks will be populated.

▪ For an IPv6 block or network located on a Proteus-managed DHCPv6 server, select IPv6 
Block or IPv6 Network first at the top of the section. 

Select Under Proteus Control and type, or copy and paste the existing IPv6 block or 
network in the Select Block Or Network field.

▪ For a reverse zone located on a server not managed by Proteus, select Third Party and type 
a fully qualified domain name in the Zone Name field.

If the Third Party field is selected for IPv6 blocks and networks, the Sign DDNS Updates 
options will not be supported even though the checkbox is still available for selection. Proteus 
returns an error.
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6 In the Primary DNS Server IP Address field, enter the IPv4 address for the reverse zone’s 
primary DNS server.

7 In the Secondary DNS Server IP Address field, enter the IPv4 address for the zone’s 
secondary DNS server.

8 To sign DDNS updates for the reverse zone, select the Sign DDNS Updates check box and do 
one of the following:

▪ To sign DDNS updates with a TSIG key, select Using TSIG, then select a TSIG key from the 
Key drop-down menu.

▪ To sign DDNS updates with GSS-TSIG, select Using GSS-TSIG. For more information, refer 
to Configuring GSS-TSIG on page 469.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add or Update.

DNS Forwarding
DNS forwarding allows a server to forward all queries for which it is not authoritative to other DNS 
servers.

Normally, when a DNS server configured to accept recursive queries receives a query for which it is not 
authoritative, it checks for the answer in its cache. If it does not have the answer, it queries the 
Internet DNS root servers and other DNS servers throughout the DNS namespace until it receives an 
answer. The DNS server then returns the answer to the original client.

An organization may have a number of DNS servers accepting recursive queries. Each server queries 
the namespace independently and changes its information based on a defined time to live. While such 
a system can work well, there is often duplication of cached data because multiple servers are 
performing the same Internet queries and caching the same information. Such redundant queries can 
waste bandwidth. Additionally, each server exposes itself to any potential threats while traversing the 
Internet.

You can use DNS forwarding to increase the efficiency and security of a DNS topology that uses 
recursion. One or more DNS servers acting as forwarders receive queries from other DNS servers, which 

DHCPv6 server can only communicate with a DNS server over IPv4 for DDNS updates.

The Sign DDNS Updates check box is available for only IPv4 blocks and networks because of 
the DHCPv6 limitation communicating with a DNS server only through IPv4 for DDNS updates.

Only TSIG keys created with the hmac-md5 algorithm can be used to sign Dynamic DNS updates for 
forward and reverse DHCP zones.

IPv6 reverse zone declarations are deployed only with DHCPv6 service deployment.
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in turn are configured to forward their recursive queries to the forwarders. In such an arrangement, 
only the forwarders query the root servers and other servers on the Internet. The forwarders build 
their caches as they perform queries. As this centralized cache builds, query time decreases going 
forward as the rest of the DNS servers are able to use the centralized cache.

DNS forwarding can be configured using one of following two methods:

• Configuring DNS forwarding using DNS options on page 421—when a Forwarding DNS option is 
enabled, all queries for which a server is not authoritative are sent to other DNS server.

• Configuring DNS forwarding using DNS zone forwarding on page 423—use this method if you 
want to forward queries for different domain names to different DNS servers according to the 
specific domain names contained in the queries.

Configuring DNS forwarding using DNS options
DNS servers perform forwarding in one of two ways:

• Forward first—The forwarding client attempts to send the query to the forwarder. If the 
forwarder is not available, the client attempts to resolve the query itself.

• Forward only—The forwarding client attempts to send the query to the forwarder. If the 
forwarder is not available, no response is returned.

The Forwarding and Forwarding Policy DNS deployment options can be defined at the Configuration, 
View, Zone, Servers, IP block, and IP network levels.

Defining a Forwarding Policy DNS deployment option
When configuring DNS forwarding using DNS options, you can define the DNS forwarding policy to set 
the forwarding behavior. Once set, the Forwarding Policy instructs the DNS server how to forward DNS 
queries, either through the Forward first, or Forward only methods. This is optional

To define the Forwarding Policy DNS deployment option:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab or the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so 
select the DNS tab or IP Space tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration 
information page.

3 Navigate to the level where you want to define the option and click the Deployment Options 
tab.

4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DNS Option. The Add DNS Deployment Option 
page opens.

5 From the Option list, select Forwarding Policy.

BlueCat recommends performing only one of following two methods. Performing both methods on 
the same Proteus server might result in conflict.

If you do not define a Forwarding Policy deployment option, the Forward first method is used by 
default.
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6 From the Specify list, select first or only.

7 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options.

Setting a forwarding DNS deployment option
Set a forwarding DNS option by providing a list of server IP addresses that are designed as forwarders. 
A Forwarding DNS deployment option affects delegation to sub zones for which a server is not 
authoritative.

To define a Forwarding DNS deployment option:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab or the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so 
select the DNS tab or IP Space tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration 
information page.

3 Navigate to the level where you want to define the option and click the Deployment Options 
tab.

4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DNS Option. The Add DNS Deployment Option 
page opens.

5 From the Option list, select Forwarding.

6 If needed, select the Disable Forwarding for Child Zones check box. For more information, 
refer to Disabling Forwarding for Child Zones on page 422.

7 In the Address field, enter the IP address of the DNS server for forwarding queries and click 
Add. The address is added to the list. Repeat this step to add more addresses to the list.

▪ To adjust the position of an address in the list, select the address and click Move Up or 
Move Down to move the address up or down in the list

or

▪ Click and drag the address in the list.

To remove an address from the list, select the address and click Remove.

8 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options.

Disabling Forwarding for Child Zones
When it is set, the Forwarding DNS deployment option affects delegation to sub zones for which a 
server is not authoritative. If a server is authoritative for a zone but not for a delegated sub zone, the 
server ignores the sub zone’s delegation record when the Forwarding DNS deployment option is 
configured. Instead, the server always forwards queries for the delegated sub zones, rather than use 
the delegation record.

To override this behavior, select the Disable Forwarding for Child Zones checkbox when configuring 
the Forwarding DNS deployment option. When the Disable Forwarding for Child Zones checkbox is 
selected, an empty forwarding statement is defined for the sub zones. This allows delegation for the 
sub zones to work as expected.
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Configuring DNS forwarding using DNS zone forwarding
Use a DNS zone forwarding instead of the forwarding option if you want to forward queries for 
different domain names to different DNS servers according to the specific domain names contained in 
the queries. Setting the forwarder deployment role at the zone level creates a corresponding 
forwarding zone on an Adonis DNS server and enables conditional forwarding on a Windows DNS server.

Forwarding zones can speed up the recursion process, because a query is sent directly to the server 
hosting the authoritative zone without needing to contact the root servers. Forwarding zones can also 
be used effectively if you need to forward queries to a DNS server that is not otherwise accessible on 
the Internet, perhaps at the other end of a virtual private network connection.

Configuring forwarding zones
Configuring a forwarding zone involves a number of steps:

1 Create DNS server objects to represent the server(s) hosting the authoritative zone to which 
you will be forwarding the query.

2 Assign the Master DNS deployment role to the first server. Assign Slave DNS deployment roles 
to any additional servers.

3 Assign the Forwarder DNS deployment role to the Adonis or Windows servers hosting the 
forwarding zone.

To configure a forwarding zone:

1 Select the Servers tab and create an Other DNS Server to represent the DNS server hosting 
the zone to which you will be forwarding queries.

Alternatively, you can create an Adonis or windows server if the server hosting the zone is 
under Proteus control.

2 Select the DNS tab and create a zone to which you will be forwarding queries.

3 Where it is available, click the Deployment Roles tab.

Recursion is automatically enabled when you deploy a forwarder deployment role. You need to 
create an external server to represent the DNS server to which you will be forwarding.
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4 Under Deployment Roles, click New and select DNS Role. The Add DNS Role page opens.

5 Under Role, select Master.

6 Click Select Server Interface and set the Other DNS server that will have the Master role:

▪ Under Servers, click a server name to display a list of server interfaces. Click Up to return 
to the list of servers.

▪ Select the button for the server interface that you want to add.

▪ Click Add. The selected server interface opens in the Server Interface section.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add Next. Next, you will assign the Forwarder deployment role to the server that hosts 
the zone.

9 Under Role, select Forwarder.

10 Click Select Server Interface and set the server that will have the Forwarder role:

▪ Under Servers, click a server name to display a list of server interfaces. Click Up to return 
to the list of servers.

▪ Select the button for the server interface that you want to add.

▪ Click Add. The selected server interface opens in the Server Interface section.

11 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

12 Click Add.

13 Deploy DNS.

Upon successful deployment, you will gave configured a forwarding zone.

If adding a DNS role to IP Space, you will also need to select the View for the DNS role.

You can also assign the Slave deployment role to any additional DNS servers to which you will be 
forwarding queries.
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Stub zones
Stub zones are similar to forwarding zones because they allow your server to send recursive queries 
directly to specific DNS servers. However, whereas a forwarding zone is just an entry in a configuration 
file, a stub zone is an actual zone file. It is named for the fact that it represents a stub of the actual 
authoritative master zone located on a different DNS server. A stub zone contains the authoritative 
zone’s SOA record, NS records, and possibly the glue records. The server hosting the stub zone gets 
these records from the master name server holding the authoritative zone. In Proteus, this zone type is 
often used with Other DNS servers (external DNS servers), where the Other DNS server represents the 
authoritative master.

Stub Zones from a Managed Windows server
When you import a stub zone from a Managed Windows DNS server, the following data is added during 
the import process: 

• The zone with two deployment roles: a stub role assigned to the Managed Windows server, and 
a Master role assigned to the other DNS server (assuming that the Master is not managed from 
Proteus). 

• An Other DNS server object that represents the external DNS server.

For more information on Other DNS servers, refer to Other DNS Servers on page 591.

For more information on Managed Windows Servers, refer to Proteus DDW and Managed Windows 
Servers on page 747.

Configuring Stub zones
Configuring a stub zone involves the following:

1 Create an external server representing the master DNS server.

2 Create a zone in Proteus to represent the authoritative zone.

3 Assign the Master deployment role to the external server.

4 Assign the Stub deployment role to the Adonis server hosting the stub zone.

The DNS server hosting the stub zone contacts the master name server and updates the zone with SOA, 
NS, and glue records at regular intervals. In this view, the DNS server hosting the stub zone is kept up-
to-date of any changes to the name server and glue records.

When a client queries a stub server, the server sends a recursive query to one of the authoritative DNS 
servers listed in the stub zone. The authoritative server responds to the server hosting the stub zone. 
The stub server then responds to the client.

Proteus does not support Stub Zones stored in Active Directory, so it cannot import them or deploy 
them. However, any stub zones stored in Active Directory are not affected during deployment. 

Because stub zones require recursion, recursion is automatically enabled when you deploy a 
configuration with a stub zone.
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To assign a stub deployment role:

1 Click the zone name. The DNS Zone page opens.

2 Click the Deployment Roles tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Role. The Add DNS Role page opens.

4 From the Type drop-down menu, select Stub.

5 Under Server Interface, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

6 Under Servers, click a server name. 

7 Under Server Interfaces, select the button for the server interface you wish to use.

8 Click Add. The selected server interface appears in the Server Interface section.

9 Click Add Next at the bottom of the page.

10 From the Type drop-down menu, select Master.

11 Under Server Interface, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

12 Under Servers, click a server name.

13 Under Server Interfaces, select the button for the server interface you wish to use.

14 Click Add. The selected server interface appears in the Server Interface section.

15 Click Add at the bottom of the page. The Stub role appears on the DNS Zone page.

Recursive DNS
Recursive DNS provides DNS resolution or lookup services to clients, known as resolvers. A recursive 
DNS server receives a request from a client for a DNS lookup and performs the entire lookup before 
returning an answer. The recursive DNS server first contacts a root or “.” server. The root server refers 
the recursive DNS server to a server that answers queries for the top level domain in the request, such 
as com, org, or net. These servers may refer the recursive DNS server to a more specific authoritative 
DNS server that might be authoritative for the zone, and thus the record being resolved. The 
authoritative server returns an IP address for the record being resolved and the recursive DNS server 
returns this address in its answer to the DNS client.

To configure recursive DNS, you must set DNS deployment roles and DNS deployment options. The 
server used for recursive DNS must have recursive DNS capabilities.

Proteus does not support the Recursion deployment role or the Allow Recursion deployment 
option for a Managed Windows server. For more information, refer to Managed Windows Servers 
on page 768.
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DNS Deployment Roles
You must set the Master or Slave DNS deployment role at the IP block, IP network, DNS view, or DNS 
zone level.

DNS Deployment Options
You must specify the following DNS Deployment options:

• Allow Recursion—lets users make recursive queries to the server. A list of clients that can 
perform recursive queries is associated with the server. To add addresses that are managed by 
Proteus, click the Add IPv4 Block/Network link and use the popup to select addresses for the 
ACL. Individual addresses from inside or outside the Proteus-managed address space can be 
added to the ACL using the Add Address field.

• Root Hints—required to implement DNS recursion and defined at the view level for an entire 
view. When configuring this option, you have two options for Root Servers: Auto and Specify. If 
the Auto radio button is selected, the DNS server uses the Internet root servers when 
performing recursive queries. If the Specify radio button is selected, you can specify the 
names and IP addresses of one or more Custom Root Servers. These custom root servers are 
used to create a new root hints file for the DNS server to which this option is deployed.

DNS Zone Delegation
Because it is not possible for a single DNS server to hold the DNS information for every zone in the 
namespace, DNS allows for delegation. Delegation allows the administrators of a parent zone to 
delegate authority of a child zone to another set of name servers.

A common example of delegation is the relationship between the Top Level Domains (TLDs), such as 
.com, and second level domains on the Internet. The .com DNS servers delegate authority for their 
child zones to the servers hosting the child zones. Another example is the delegation of subzones 
within an organization so that zones can be maintained by different business units or divisions.

How you configure delegation depends on whether the child zone is located on servers under Proteus 
control or is located on an Other DNS server. In both cases, you create the parent and child zone in 
Proteus:

• If the servers hosting the parent and child zones are both under Proteus control, you simply 
create the zones in Proteus and assign them DNS deployment roles.

If your zones are signed with a DNSSEC signing policy, Proteus automatically adds all of the 
records needed to properly configure DNSSEC for the zones.

• If the child zone is hosted on a server not under Proteus control, you must first create an Other 
DNS server to represent the zone’s DNS server. For more information on adding Other DNS 
servers, refer to Adding Other DNS Servers on page 592. You then create the child zone and 
assign it a deployment role associated with the other DNS server.

When using the Adonis 250 Caching-only DNS appliance, only the None, Recursion, Forwarder, 
and Stub deployment roles are available for use.

A deployment role assigned at the view or parent zone level is inherited by the child zone.
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If the zones are DNSSEC-enabled, you need to add a DS record containing the child zone’s key 
to the parent zone. For more information, refer to Creating a Chain of Trust for Delegated 
Third-Party Zones on page 443.

When you deploy the configuration, Proteus automatically creates the necessary delegation records 
(NS resource record and glue records) for the child zone in the parent zone.

To configure delegation for child zones hosted on the same managed server:

In this scenario, both the parent and child zones are hosted on the same server. The server is 
managed by Proteus.

1) Add the DNS server to Proteus.  For instructions on adding a server, refer to 
Managing Servers on page 493.

2) Add the parent and child zones to Proteus. For instruction on adding DNS zones, refer to 
Managing DNS Zones on page 337

3) Assign the Master DNS deployment role to 
the parent zone, selecting the DNS server that 
you added in Step 1. The DNS deployment role 
set at the parent zone is inherited by the child 
zone.

4) Deploy the configuration. For instructions on deploying data, refer to Manual 
Deployment on page 610.

To configure delegation for child zones hosted on a different managed server:

In this scenario, the parent and child zones are hosted on different servers. Both servers are 
managed by Proteus.

1) Add the DNS servers to Proteus.  For instructions on adding a server, refer to 
Managing Servers on page 493.

2) Add the parent and child zones to Proteus. For instruction on adding DNS zones, refer to 
Managing DNS Zones on page 337.

3) Assign the Master DNS deployment role to 
the parent zone, selecting the DNS server 
hosting the zone.

4) Assign the Master DNS deployment role to 
the child zone, selecting the DNS server 
hosting the zone.

5) Deploy the configuration. For instructions on deploying data, refer to 
Manual Deployment on page 610.
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DNSSEC

DNSSEC is a set of security extensions intended to address security risks within DNS. Proteus supports 
DNSSEC with the following functions:

• DNSSEC Signing Policies: you can define policies that contain the parameters for creating and 
managing Zone Signing Keys (ZSKs) and Key Signing Keys (KSKs). Signing a forward or reverse zone is 
then a simple matter of linking the signing policy to the zone. For more information, refer to 
Creating a DNSSEC Signing Policy on page 430, and Applying DNSSEC signing policies to a 
forward zone on page 434.

• DNSSEC Key Generation and Rollover Functions: Proteus manages ZSK and KSK generation and 
rollover automatically, but you can also manually override these functions. Use Key Generation 

To configure delegation for child zones hosted on a server outside your control:

In this scenario, the parent and child zones are hosted on different servers. The server hosting the 
parent zone is managed by Proteus. The zone hosting the child zone is not managed by Proteus and 
is outside of your control.

1) Add the DNS server for the parent zone to 
Proteus. 

For instructions on adding a server, refer to 
Managing Servers on page 493.

2) Add an Other DNS Server for the child 
zone to Proteus. 

For instructions on adding other DNS servers, 
refer to Adding Other DNS Servers on page 
592.

3) Add the parent and child zones to 
Proteus. 

For instruction on adding DNS zones, refer to 
Managing DNS Zones on page 337.

4) Assign the Master DNS deployment role to 
the parent zone, selecting the DNS server you 
added in Step 1.

5) Assign the Master DNS deployment role to 
the child zone, selecting the Other DNS Server 
that you added in Step 2.

If you are delegating the child zone to additional 
servers, you must assign Slave DNS deployment roles 
to the additional servers.

6) Deploy the configuration. For instructions on 
deploying data, refer to Manual Deployment 
on page 610.

Not applicable to Windows servers.

Currently, a limitation exists whereby a space in the name of a DNS view may affect deployments 
with DNSSEC zone signing. If you are adding a DNS view that will be linked to a DNSSEC signing 
policy, the name of the view cannot contain spaces. For more details, refer to the following 
knowledge base article on the BlueCat Customer Care support site:

https://care.bluecatnetworks.com/ics/support/KBAnswer.asp?questionID=4145
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when you want to manually update keys, and use Emergency Key Rollover when you need to 
replace a key that has been compromised. For more information, refer to Managing DNSSEC 
key rollover and generation on page 438.

• DNSSEC Deployment Options: you can enable and configure DNSSEC on managed Adonis servers 
using DNSSEC deployment options. Three deployment options are available to enable DNSSEC, 
to enable DNSSEC validation, and to create DNSSEC trust anchors. For more information, refer to 
DNSSEC Deployment Options on page 442.

• DNSSEC Signing Summary report: you can generate a report that lists all signed and unsigned 
zones in a configuration. For more information, refer to Report Types on page 635.

Creating a DNSSEC Signing Policy

DNSSEC Signing Policies simplify administration by allowing you to configure DNSSEC settings in one 
place, and then apply the policy to forward and reverse zones. A DNSSEC Signing Policy contains all of 
the parameters needed to define the Key Signing Key (KSK) and Zone Signing Key (ZSK) for a zone, 
including the settings for automatic key rollover.

Administrators can create and managed DNSSEC signing polices from the DNSSEC Policy 
Management link on the Administration tab. You can create multiple signing policies to create KSKs 
and ZSKs to meet the unique requirements for each zone, but a zone can only be linked to a single 
signing policy at any given time.

To create a DNSSEC Signing Policy:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under General, click DNSSEC Policy Management. The DNSSEC Policy Management page opens.

DNSSEC uses EDNS (Extension Mechanisms for DNS). To use DNSSEC, you must ensure that your 
network fire walls allow UDP packets larger than 512 bytes.
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3 Click New. The Add DNSSEC Signing Policy page opens.

4 Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Policy Name—enter a name for the naming policy.

▪ Signature Validity Period (days)—enter the number of days for which the RRSIG resource 
record is valid. The default period is 10 days.

▪ Signature Re-Signing Interval (days)—enter the number of days before the end of the 
Signature Validity Period at which BIND resigns the zone. The default period is 2 days. For 
example, if the Signature Validity Period is 10 days and the Signature Re-Signing Interval is 
2 days, BIND resigns the zone on day 8 of the Signature Validity Period.

▪ Signature Digest Algorithm—indicates the algorithm used for the Delegation Signer (DS) 
record; select either SHA1 or SHA256. This algorithm applies only when you generate a DS 
record.

▪ Key Provider—the provider for your DNSSEC keys (by default, Proteus).

5 Under Zone Signing Key Policy, set the following parameters:
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▪ Algorithm—select an algorithm for the Zone Signing Key (ZSK):

▪ Length (bits)—select the length of the ZSK, in bits. The default value in this field changes 
depending on which algorithm you select.

▪ Override TTL—select this check box to set a override the default Time-To-Live for the ZSK. 
A text field and drop-down menu appear. Enter a value in the text field and select a unit of 
time from the drop-down menu.

▪ Validity Period (days)—enter the number of days for which the ZSK is valid.

▪ Overlap Interval (days)—enter the number of days before the end of the Validity Period at 
which a new key is generated for key rollover. For example, if the Validity Period (days) is 
30 and the Overlap Interval (days) is 5, the new key is generated on day 25 of the ZSK’s 
validity period.

▪ Rollover Method—select a method to make the new ZSK available when the key rolls over.

▪ Pre-publish—publishes the new key at the beginning of the Overlap Interval to advertise 
the availability of the new key.

▪ Double-signing—signs the zone and each resource record with both the existing key and 
the new key at the beginning of the Overlap Interval.

▪ New Key Signing Interval (days)—enter the number of days before the end of the Validity 
Period that the resource records in the zone are signed by the new key and simultaneously 
unsigned by the old key. This parameter is only present when you select Pre-publish as the 
Rollover Method.

6 Under Key Signing Key Policy, set the following parameters:

Algorithm Description Adds to zone

RSASHA1 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC records

DSA Uses DSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC records

RSAMD5 Uses RSA for authentication and MD5 for data integrity NSEC records

RSASHA1NSEC3SHA1 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC3 records

DSANSEC3SHA1 Uses DSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC3 records

RSASHA256 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-256 for data integrity NSEC records

RSASHA512 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-512 for data integrity NSEC records

RSANSEC3SHA256 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-256 for data integrity NSEC3 records

RSANSEC3SHA512 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-512 for data integrity NSEC3 records

The RSAMD5 algorithm is no longer recommended for generating DNSSEC keys. For more 
information, see RFC4641, RFC4034 and RFC3110. For more information on DNSSEC algorithms, 
see http://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-sec-alg-numbers

The Zone Signing Key and Key Signing Key must both use either NSEC or NSEC3 records. You cannot 
use NSEC for one key, and NSEC3 for the other key. You can used different algorithms for the ZSK 
and KSK, but the algorithms for each key must create the same type of resource record.

For example, you can select RSASHA1 for the ZSK and DSA for the KSK. However, you cannot select 
RSASHA1 for the ZSK and DSANSEC3SHA1 for the KSK. Proteus presents a warning if you select 
incompatible algorithms for the ZSK and KSK.
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▪ Algorithm—select an algorithm for the Key Signing Key (KSK):

▪ Length (bits)—select the length of the KSK, in bits. The default value in this field changes 
depending on which algorithm you select.

▪ Override TTL—select this check box to set a override the default Time-to-Live value for the 
KSK. A text field and drop-down menu appear. Enter a value in the text field and select a 
unit of time from the drop-down list.

▪ Validity Period (days)—enter the number of days for which the KSK is valid.

▪ Overlap Interval (days)—enter the number of days before the end of the Validity Period at 
which a new key is generated for key rollover. For example, if the Validity Period (days) is 
365 and the Overlap Interval (days) is 14, the new key is generated on day 351 of the ZSK’s 
validity period.

▪ Rollover Method—select a method to make the new KSK available when the key rolls over.

▪ Pre-publish—publishes the new key at the beginning of the Overlap Interval to advertise 
the availability of the new key.

▪ Double-signing—signs the zone and each resource record with both the existing key and 
the new key at the beginning of the Overlap Interval.

▪ Signing Interval (days)—enter the number of days before the end of the KSK Validity Period 
that the resource records in the zone are signed using the new key and are simultaneously 
unsigned by the old key. This parameter is only present when you select Pre-publish as the 
KSK Rollover Method.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

Algorithm Description Adds to zone

RSASHA1 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC records

DSA Uses DSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC records

RSAMD5 Uses RSA for authentication and MD5 for data integrity NSEC records

RSASHA1-NSEC3SHA1 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC3 records

DSA-NSEC3 Uses DSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC3 records

RSASHA256 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-256 for data integrity NSEC records

RSASHA512 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-512 for data integrity NSEC records

RSASHA256-NSEC3 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-256 for data integrity NSEC3 records

RSASHA512-NSEC3 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-512 for data integrity NSEC3 records

The RSAMD5 algorithm is no longer recommended for generating DNSSEC keys. For more 
information, see RFC4641, RFC4034 and RFC3110. For more information on DNSSEC algorithms, 
see http://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-sec-alg-numbers

The Zone Signing Key and Key Signing Key must both use either NSEC or NSEC3 records. You cannot 
use NSEC for one key, and NSEC3 for the other key. You can used different algorithms for the ZSK 
and KSK, but the algorithms for each key must create the same type of resource record.

For example, you can select RSASHA1 for the ZSK and DSA for the KSK. However, you cannot select 
RSASHA1 for the ZSK and DSANSEC3SHA1 for the KSK. Proteus presents a warning if you select 
incompatible algorithms for the ZSK and KSK.
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8 Click Add.

Applying DNSSEC signing policies to a forward zone
Once you have created an DNSSEC signing policy, you can now apply the policy to a DNS zone. If you 
have not yet created a zone or DNS view in Proteus, refer to Adding DNS Views on page 326.

To apply a DNSSEC signing policy to a DNS forward zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view. The Top Level Domains section opens.

4 Under Top Level Domains, click the name of a top level domain. The Sub Zones section 
opens.

5 Under Sub Zones, click the name of a DNS zone. The Resource Records tab for the DNS zone 
opens.

6 Click the DNSSEC tab. The Zone Signing, Zone Signing Keys, and Key Signing Keys 
sections appear.

7 Under Zone Signing, click Configure Zone Signing. The Configure Zone Signing page opens.

8 Select the Signed check box.

9 From the Signing Policy drop-down menu, select a DNSSEC signing policy.

10 Click Update.

Proteus applies the DNSSEC signing policy and the zone signing and key information appears on the 
DNSSEC tab.

You can change the ZSK and KSK algorithm of your current DNSSEC signing policy without causing 
an outage of DNS services. At the next key-rollover, Proteus will implement the new signing policy 
change, including the new algorithm.

Currently, a limitation exists whereby a space in the name of a DNS view may affect the 
deployment with DNSSEC zone signing. If you are adding a DNS view that will be linked to a 
DNSSEC signing policy, the name of the view cannot contain spaces. For more details, refer to the 
following knowledge base article on the BlueCat Customer Care support site:

https://care.bluecatnetworks.com/ics/support/KBAnswer.asp?questionID=4145
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Applying a DNSSEC signing policy to a reverse zone
If reverse zone signing is required, apply the DNSSEC policy to an IPv4 block or IPv4 network. You can 
first create a unique signing policy for the reverse space of necessary.

When you sign a DNS zone or DNS reverse zone, Proteus automatically enables the DNSSEC Key Auto 
Generate option for the configuration. This means that all keys will automatically roll over according 
to the key parameters set in the signing policy. For more information on the DNSSEC Key Auto Generate 
option, refer to Managing DNSSEC key rollover and generation on page 438.

To apply a DNSSEC signing policy to a DNS reverse zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Select the IPv4 block or IPv4 network that you want to sign.

4 Click the DNSSEC tab. The Reverse Zone Signing, Zone Signing Keys, and Key Signing 
Keys sections appear.

5 Under Zone Signing, click Configure Zone Signing. The Configure Reverse Zone Signing page 
opens.

6 Select the Signed check box.

7 From the Signing Policy drop-down menu, select a DNSSEC signing policy.

8 Click Update.

Proteus applies the DNSSEC signing policy and the zone signing and key information appears 
on the DNSSEC tab.
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Viewing the zones linked to a DNSSEC signing policy
Use the DNSSEC signing policy’s Linked Objects tab to view the list of DNS zones and reverse zones to 
which the policy is linked.

From this tab, you can also disable signing and unsecure zones and reverse zones. 

• Disabling signing shuts off signing for a zone, but leaves its DNSSEC keys in place and the 
signing policy linked to the zone. 

• Unsecuring a zone shuts off signing, removes all DNSSEC keys, and unlinks the signing policy 
from the zone.

After you disable signing or unsecure a zone, you can re-enable signing or assign a new signing policy 
from the zone’s DNSSEC tab. For more information, refer to Applying DNSSEC signing policies to a 
forward zone on page 434.

To view zones and reverse zones signed by the DNSSEC signing policy:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under General, click DNSSEC Policy Management. The DNSSEC Policy Management page opens.

3 Under DNSSEC Signing Policies, click the name of a signing policy. The Details tab for the 
policy opens.

4 Click the Linked Objects tab. The Linked Objects section opens.

The Linked Objects section lists the zones, blocks, and networks signed by the policy.

▪ Object—lists the names of the objects linked to the signing policy. To view an object, click 
the object name.

▪ Signed—indicates if the object is currently signed. A signing policy may be linked to an 
object, but signing does not need to be enabled. Yes indicates that the object is signed; 
No indicates that the object is not signed.

5 To view an object, click the name of the object.
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To disable signing for one or more zones:

1 Under Linked Objects, select the check box for one or more objects.

2 Click Action and select Disable Signing.

To unsecure one or more zones:

1 Under Linked Objects, select the check box for one or more objects.

2 Click Action and select Unsecure.

Viewing zone signing key and key signing key details
To view the details for the Zone Signing Key (ZSK) or Key Signing Key (KSK), click the key in the Zone 
Signing Key or Key Signing Key sections of the DNSSEC tab. The DNSSEC Key Properties page 
appears and displays properties of the key. 

From this page, you can review the details of the key, create an e-mail message containing the key, 
perform an emergency key rollover, and delete the key.

The General section shows the following information about the DNSSEC key:

▪ Object ID—the system identification number for the DNSSEC key.

▪ Active—indicates the status of the key. Yes indicates that the key is currently active. No 
indicates that the key is not active; either its start time has not yet been reached, or its 
expiry date has elapsed.

▪ Algorithm—indicates the algorithm used to generate the key.

▪ Created Time—indicates the date and time the key was generated.

▪ Expiry Time—indicates the date and time at which the key expires.

▪ Key Tag—provides the key tag data for the key. The key tag is used during DNSSEC 
validation and when signing and resigning zones.
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▪ Length (bits)—indicates the number of bits in the key.

▪ Public Key—displays the key text.

▪ Start Time—indicates the date and time for the beginning of the key’s validity period. 
The start time is always midnight of the day you created the key.

▪ TTL—indicates the TTL (time to live) for the key if an override TTL is specified when the 
key is created.

To email a key as a DNS Key:

• Click the key name and select E-Mail as DNS Key. Your e-mail application opens and creates a 
new mail message containing the key in the DNS Key format.

To perform an emergency rollover:

• Click the key name and select Emergency Rollover. The Rollover Confirmation page opens.

• Click Yes.

To delete the DNSSEC key:

1 Click the key name and select Delete. The Confirm Delete page opens.

2 Click Yes.

Managing DNSSEC key rollover and generation
Proteus normally handles the generation and roll over of DNSSEC keys automatically. Proteus creates 
Zone Signing Keys (ZSKs) and Key Signing Keys (KSKs) for a zone automatically when you sign the zone. 
ZSKs and KSKs roll over automatically according to the key parameters in the DNSSEC signing policy.

However, there may be situations where you need to generate or roll over keys on demand:

• When automatic key generation is disabled, use the Auto Generate Keys function when you 
want to manually generate ZSKs and KSKs to replace existing keys that are within their Overlap 
Interval. Keys that are not within their Overlap Interval are not affected by this function. For 
information on setting the Overlap Interval, refer to Creating a DNSSEC Signing Policy on page 
430.

This function can be used at the zone level for all keys in a signed zone.

• When a DNSSEC key is compromised, use the Emergency Rollover Active Keys function. You use 
this function to immediately roll over your existing keys.

This function can be used at the zone level for all keys in a signed zone, or at the key level for 
individual DNSSEC keys.

After using these functions, you must deploy the configuration to re-sign the zone on your servers.

For more information on performing an emergency key rollover, refer to Emergency Key rollover 
on page 440.
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Automatic Key Generation
Enable or disable automatic DNSSEC key generation for all zones in a configuration. When you sign a 
DNS zone or reverse zone, key generation is enabled automatically. Normally, automatic key 
generation should be left enabled. Disable automatic key generation only when you want to manually 
control the generation and rollover of DNSSEC keys.

To enable/disable automatic key generation:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 From the Configuration information page, click the Details tab.

4 Under Configuration Settings, click  Define DNSSEC Auto Generate Key settings.The 
DNSSEC Key Auto Generate Settings page opens.

5 To disable automatic key generation, deselect the Activate Key Auto Generate check box.

To enable automatic key generation, select the Activate Key Auto Generate check box.

6 Click Update.

Manual Key generation

Use the  Auto Generate Keys function when automatic key generation is disabled and you want to 
manually generate new keys for a signed DNS zone or reverse zone. To be regenerated, keys must be 
within their Overlap Interval as defined in the key parameters in the DNSSEC signing policy. For 
information on setting the Overlap Interval, refer to Creating a DNSSEC Signing Policy on page 
430.

To manually generate new keys:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 From the DNS or IP Space tab, navigate to a DNS zone or reverse zone.

3 Click the DNSSEC tab.

After using the Auto Generate Keys function, you must deploy the configuration to re-sign the 
zone on your servers.
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4 Click the DNS zone name, IPv4 block name, or IPv4 network name and select Auto Generate 
Keys.

A message appears and describes the results of the key generation.

▪ If new keys are generated, this message appears:

▪ If no new keys are generated, this message appears:

5 Click OK.

Emergency Key rollover
You can perform an emergency key rollover at the DNS zone or reverse zone level, or for selected 
DNSSEC keys.

All keys

When you perform the rollover at the zone or reverse zone level, all keys in the zone are affected.

To perform an emergency rollover for all keys in a zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 From the DNS or IP Space tab, navigate to a DNS zone or reverse zone.

3 Click the DNSSEC tab.

After performing an emergency key rollover, you must deploy the configuration to re-sign the zone 
on your servers.
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4 Click the DNS zone name, IPv4 block name, or IPv4 network name and select Emergency 
Rollover Active Keys.

5 The Rollover Confirmation page opens.

6 Under DNSSEC Key(s) Rollover, review the message to confirm that you have selected the 
correct items to roll over.

7 Click Yes.

Specific DNSSEC keys

When you select a key and perform the rollover, only the selected key is affected.

To perform an emergency rollover for a specific DNSSEC key:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 From the DNS or IP Space tab, navigate to a DNS zone or reverse zone.

3 Click the DNSSEC tab.

4 Under Zone Signing Keys or Key Signing Keys, select the key that you want to roll over.

5 Click Action and select Emergency Rollover Active Keys.

6 The Rollover Confirmation page opens.

7 Under DNSSEC Key(s) Rollover, review the message to confirm that you have selected the 
correct items to roll over.

8 Click Yes.
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DNSSEC Deployment Options
The following DNS Deployment Options control DNSSEC functionality on Proteus-managed servers:

DNSSEC Enable—enables the server to respond to DNS requests from DNSSEC-aware servers. This 
option can be set at the configuration, view, or server levels, and it should be set for any server to 
which signed zones are deployed. When setting this option, select the Enabled check box on the Add 
DNS Deployment Option page. To disable this option but leave the deployment option in place in 
Proteus, edit the option and clear the Enabled check box.

DNSSEC Validation—enables the server to validate answers from other DNNSEC-enabled servers. This 
option can be set at the configuration, view, or server level. The DNSSEC Trust Anchors option must 
must also be set for the validating server to function properly. When setting this option, select the 
Enabled checkbox on the Add DNS Deployment Option page. To disable this option but leave the 
deployment option in place in Proteus, edit the option and clear the Enabled check box.

DNSSEC Trust Anchors—provides the public keys for trusted zones. Use this option to create a DNSSEC 
trusted anchor. This option is set at the server level. When you set this option, you specify a list of 
fully-qualified domain names and their Key Signing Keys (KSKs). When setting this option, you will need 
the KSKs for the trusted zones from the zone administrators.

DNSSEC Must Be Secure—provides a list of domains and indicates if they must be signed or not for the 
server to accept answers. When the Secured check box is selected, the domains must be signed; when 
not selected, the domains do not need to be signed. This option can be set at the configuration, view, 
or server level.

DNSSEC Accept Expired—when enabled, the server accepts expired DNSSEC signatures. This option 
can be set at the configuration, view, or server level.

Setting the DNSSEC Trust Anchors deployment option

To set the DNSSEC Trust Anchors deployment option:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Select the Servers section, click a server. The Details tab for the server opens.

3 Click the Deployment Options tab.Under Deployment Options, click New and select DNS 
Option. The Add DNS Deployment Option page opens.

Enabling the DNSSEC Accept Expired option leaves the server vulnerable to replay attacks.
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4 From the Option list, select DNSSEC Trust Anchors. The fields for the DNSSEC Trust Anchors 
option open.

5 Under FQDN, type the fully-qualified domain name for the zone.

6 Paste the KSK provided by the trusted zone’s administrator into the Key field.

7 Click Add. The zone and key are added to the list. To change the order of items in the list, 
select an item in the list and click the Move up and Move down buttons. To remove an item 
from the list, select an item in the list and click Remove.

8 Repeat these steps to add more DNS zones and keys.

9 Click Add.

Creating a Chain of Trust for Delegated Third-Party Zones
When setting up DNS zone delegation for parent and child zones that are managed through Proteus, 
Proteus automatically creates all necessary resource records for the zones. If the zones are signed with 
a DNSSEC signing policy, Proteus also automatically handles all of the needed DNSSEC resource records.

However, Proteus does not automatically create DNSSEC resource records for delegated zones that are 
on third-party servers that are outside of your control. In this case, you must manually create a DS 
record for the delegated child zone. You create the DS record by specifying the child zone name and 
key data.

For example: you manage the parent zone example.com and deploy it to the managed server 
ns1.example.com. You also want to set up delegation for the zone child.example.com on the third-
party server ns10.example.com. The server ns10.example.com is outside of your control and is not 
managed by Proteus.
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In this example, you configure DNS zone delegation as you would for any zone that is outside of your 
control. For information on configuring zone delegation for this example, refer to DNS Zone 
Delegation on page 427.

To configure the trust anchor for the child zone, you need to add a DS record to the parent zone.

To add a DS record to a zone:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 From the DNS tab, navigate to the DNS zone to which you want to add a DS record.

3 Click the Resource Records tab.

4 Under Resource Records section, click New and select Generic. The generic resource record 
editing page opens.
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5 Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Name—select the button beside the text field and enter the name of the child zone in the 
field. As you type the zone name, Proteus updates the page name to show the fully-
qualified domain name of the child zone.

▪ Type—select DS from the drop-down menu.

▪ Data—enter the zone’s KSK data.

6 Under Additional Information, enter a optional description for the record in the Comments 
field. The comments are only for reference within Proteus, and are not deployed to your 
managed server.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click OK.

The key data must be in the trust anchor format.
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BlueCat Threat Protection
BlueCat Threat Protection leverages data from multiple sources to provide protection against 
malicious domains and sites that employ malware, botnet, exploit and spam. Conventional tools and 
software focus on securing the end device or the communication layer. BlueCat Threat Protection 
leverages the pervasiveness of DNS to provide another layer of protection by controlling or preventing 
access to known malicious sites.

BlueCat Threat Protection uses DNS Response Policies to allow administrators to define hosts and zones 
that they wish to block. BlueCat Threat Protection can be configured by manually defining local DNS 
Response Policies and/or BlueCat Security Feed which provides automatic updates to receive threat 
data in real time.

About Response Policies
The Response Policies feature allows users to configure DNS resolvers to respond to DNS queries for a 
particular zone or host with a user configured response. This is particularly useful when users query for 
malicious, illegal or undesirable content as the DNS server can be configured to block or redirect the 
request to prevent an infection or stop abuse. Using Response Policies, you can leverage the DNS 
service to add a layer of protection or simply prevent unwanted access. For example:

• If you are a corporate user and want to prevent employees from being connected to any 
harmful website, you can set up the Response Policies and block these harmful websites so that 
they do not return the query response or the employees can simply be redirected to an 
appropriate website.

• If you need to follow a government regulation that mandates certain DNS blocking, the 
Response Policies can be used to implement this requirement.

There are three different types of Response Policies that can be set based on user requirements: 

• Blacklist—list of domains that are blocked on the network. Blacklisting only allows through 
objects that are not explicitly included in the list. Objects matching the Blacklist return a Non-
existing domain result. 

• Blackhole—discards incoming or outgoing traffic to domains on the Blackhole list silently 
without informing the source. Objects matching the Blackhole list return a NOERROR result 
with no answers. 

• Whitelist—trusted domains excluded from blocking. Objects matching the Whitelist are 
excluded from further processing. 

These types of Response Policies can be configured in the DNS configuration level.

For Response Policies to be fully effective, users should be restricted to the DNS server for 
resolution. To prevent users from bypassing the DNS server, restrict DNS access on the firewall to 
ONLY your DNS servers. This will prevent users from directly accessing DNS servers on the Internet.
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Configuring BlueCat Threat Protection consists of BlueCat Security Feed and Response Policies.

Overview

BlueCat Threat Protection with BlueCat Security Feed
Configuring BlueCat Threat Protection with BlueCat Security Feed updates the harmful domain names 
automatically.

1 Configure BlueCat Security Feed on Proteus

▪ Upload the BlueCat Security Feed license

▪ Enable BlueCat Security Feed

▪ Add Response Policy zones

▪ Add a DNS deployment role

2 Deploy to Adonis recursive caching servers

3 Adonis receives the threat stop feed data from the BlueCat threat protection servers using 
automatic zone transfer

BlueCat Threat Protection with a local Response Policies
Configuring BlueCat Threat Protection with local Response Policies involves manual addition of the 
domain names to the Response Policies objects.

1 Configure local Response Policies on Proteus

▪ Add local Response Policies

▪ Add Response Policy zones with local Response Policies

• Proteus and Adonis servers must have the Internet Access.
• The name server must be configured on Proteus.
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▪ Add a DNS deployment role

2 Deploy to Adonis recursive caching servers
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First steps
Depending on your Proteus user role and goals, you can start with different tasks and sub-tasks:

BlueCat Threat Protection using BlueCat Security Feed

BlueCat Threat Protection using local Response Policies

Configuring BlueCat Threat Protection using BlueCat 
Security Feed

BlueCat Security Feed provides threat data to your Adonis DNS server via a BlueCat hosted feed. 
BlueCat Security Feed is automatically updated by BlueCat, and prevents the connection request to 
any malicious domains from even happening.

Upload the BlueCat Security Feed license and enable BlueCat Security Feed in Proteus to enhance 
protection of your network and enterprise data. To activate BlueCat Security Feed, you must obtain a 
license from BlueCat. 

Actions and concepts Description

Uploading the BlueCat 
Security Feed license

Upload the BlueCat Security Feed license file.

Enabling BlueCat 
Security Feed

Enable BlueCat Security Feed.

Adding Response Policy 
zones with BlueCat 
Security Feed

Add and configure Response Policy zones to provide alternate responses 
to queries.

Adding a DNS 
deployment role to a 
DNS server

Add DNS deployment role for the Response Policy zone created.

Actions and concepts Description

Adding local Response 
Policies

Create local Response Policies by adding a Response Policy item or 
uploading the Response Policy file.

Adding Response Policy 
zones with local 
Response Policies

Add and configure Response Policy zones to provide alternate responses 
to queries.

Adding a DNS 
deployment role to a 
DNS server

Add DNS deployment role for the Response Policy zone you added.

For details on obtaining a license for BlueCat Security Feed, contact BlueCat Customer Care: 
https://care.bluecatnetworks.com
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Once enabled and configured, Adonis receives DNS feed in the form of zone transfer automatically 
from the hosted BlueCat Security Service that provide the threat data. BlueCat Security Feed works 
only on the recursive caching server level.

Uploading the BlueCat Security Feed license
In order to utilize BlueCat Security Feed in Proteus, you must first upload the license file.

To upload the BlueCat Security Feed license:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Configurations. The Configurations page opens.

3 Click the name of a configuration. The Details tab of the Configuration opens. This page can 
also be accessed from the IP Space, DNS, Devices, TFTP, and Servers tabs.

4 Under Configuration Settings, click Define Bluecat Security Feed settings. The Bluecat 
Security Feed Settings page opens.

5 Under License Upload, click Browse to find and select the BlueCat Security Feed license on 
your local machine.

6 Click Preview. Proteus displays the Customer Name, the License Issued date, and the Product 
Name.

7 Click Update.

Enabling BlueCat Security Feed
After uploading the license, you must next enable BlueCat Security Feed.

To enable Bluecat Security Feed:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Configurations. The Configuration page opens.

3 Click the name of a configuration. The Details tab of the Configuration opens. This page can 
also be accessed from the IP Space, DNS, Devices, TFTP, and Servers tabs.
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4 Under Configuration Settings, click the Define Bluecat Security Feed settings link. The 
Bluecat Security Feed Settings page opens.

5 Under General, select the Enable check box.

6 Click Update.

After defining and enabling BlueCat Security Feed, you can add Response Policy zones to specify which 
sites you wish to avoid.

Adding Response Policy zones with BlueCat Security Feed
Response policy zone allows DNS administrators to overlay custom information on top of the global DNS 
configurations to provide alternate responses to queries. Response policy zone contains a list of 
domains that need to be blocked or redirected. 

To add Response Policy zones:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select the DNS tab 
again to ensure you are working on the DNS page.

2 Under DNS Views, click a DNS View then the RP Zones sub tab.
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3 Under Response Policy Zones, click New. The Add Response Policy Zone page opens.

4 Under General, enter a name for a Response Policy zone in the Name field.

5 Under Type, select Feed and set the following parameters:

▪ Feed—select Feed to use predefined DNS-exploiting malware category lists provided by 
BlueCat.

▪ Available Categories—select DNS-exploiting malware lists to include in the Response 
Policy zone.

▪ Subscribed Categories—lists the DNS-exploiting malware category list that is currently 
selected

▪ Response Policy—select the type of Response Policy zone that we want to define with 
the feed category selected.

▪ Override Refresh Time—select Override Refresh Time option to set the custom refresh 
time interval.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes, By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add.

After adding Response Policy zones, you must associate the RP Zone configuration with a DNS server by 
adding the DNS deployment role.

In order to obtain the list of categories, you must configure the name server so that Proteus can 
access the Internet to obtain the lists. For more information about name-server configuration 
mode in Proteus, refer to Configuring Name Servers on page 700.
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Adding a DNS deployment role to a DNS server
Add a deployment role for the Response Policy zone that you added.

To add a deployment role to Response Policy zones:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select the DNS tab 
again to ensure you are working on the DNS page.

2 Under DNS Views, click a DNS View then the RP Zones subtab.

3 Click a name of a Response Policy zone. The Details tab for the Response Policy zone opens. 

4 Click the Deployment Roles tab. Under Deployment Roles, click New. The Add DNS Role page 
opens.

5 Under Role, select Master or Slave DNS server role type from the drop-down menu.

6 Under Server Interface, set the servers for the deployment role.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes, By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.

9 Deploy DNS.

Once you define all necessary configurations, you must deploy the configurations to an Adonis DNS 
server. Refer to Manual Deployment on page 610.

Configuring local Response Policies
Setting up the different types of Response Policy will force an NXDomain, No data, or a user 
configurable answer whenever users try to connect to the configured lists of hosts and domains. To 
setup the Response Policy, you need to define the Response Policies, Response Policy Items, and 
Deployment Roles in Proteus. 

Adding local Response Policies
The Response Policies object contains its policy items which are the hosts and domain names affected 
by the Response Policy. The Response Policy object must first be created in order to add a policy item. 
For example, if you wish to block a domain name and return NXDomain result, the blacklist Response 
Policy object should first be created and then policy items can be added in the object.

The involved configuration processes in Proteus are DNS tab> Response Policies tab> Policy Items 
tab> Add Response Policy Item page.

To create a Response Policy:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the tab again to 
ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.
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3 Under Response Policies, click New and select Response Policy. The Add Response Policy page 
opens.

4 Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Name—enter a descriptive name for the policy type.

▪ Type—select a type of Response Policies from the drop-down menu. Different parameter 
fields will be populated depending on the type selected.

▪ Blacklist—list of domains that are blocked on the network. Blacklisting only allows 
through objects that are not explicitly included in the list. Objects matching the 
Blacklist return a Non-existing domain result. 

▪ Blackhole—discards incoming or outgoing traffic to domains on the Blackhole list silently 
without informing the source. Objects matching the Blackhole list return a NOERROR 
result with no answers. 

▪ Whitelist—trusted domains excluded from blocking. Objects matching the Whitelist are 
excluded from further processing.

▪ TTL—the time to live value for each type of Response Policies. The default value is 1 hour. 
The value can be set in seconds, minutes, hours, or days. Select the value from the drop-
down list.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Add.

This will create a Response Policy object which is simply a container for the Response Policy items. 
Next you need to add Response Policy items in the object that you just created.

Adding a Response Policy Item

To add a Response Policy Item:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the tab again to 
ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Response Policies, click the Response Policy object from the list.
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4 Under Policy Items, click New. The Add Response Policy Item page opens.

5 Under General, set the parameter:

▪ Name (FQDN)—enter the fully qualified domain name. The domain name specified here is 
to be blocked or redirected. For the Whitelist option, the domain name specified in the 
name field will be an exception to a DNS query on the blacklist or blackhole lists. The 
asterisk (*) wildcard character(s) can be used to block or redirect any hostname and/or all 
sub-domains. For example, if you specify *.example.com, any hostname in example.com 
will be blocked or redirected whereas www.example.com will block or redirect any attempt 
to access only www.example.com. If you specify **.example.com, any hostname or all sub-
domains in example.com as well as example.com itself will be blocked or redirected.

6 Click Add or Update.

You can also construct a list of fully qualified domain names (FQDNs) in one Response Policy file and 
upload. This is useful when managing a large number of policy items is an issue.

Uploading a Response Policy file

To add a Response Policy file:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the tab again to 
ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Response Policies, click the Response Policy object from the list.

• IP address-based matches are placed into a reverse format. For example, to block 192.0.2.2, 
you will need to add 32.2.2.0.192.rpz-ip to your Response Policy. This will block any host 
request that resolves to 192.0.2.2. To block an IPv6 address, you will need to add a similar 
entry. For example, to block any host that resolves to 2001:DB8:BC:0:FC00:0:0:53, you need to 
add 128.53.0.0.FC00.0.BC.DB8.2001.rpz-ip.

• IP address-based matches can be used to block entire networks. To block an entire network, 
add the netmask for the network in front. For example, to block the network 192.1.0.0/16, you 
will need to add 16.0.0.1.192.rpz-ip to your Response Policy. To block the entire 
2001:DB8:BC:0/64 network, you need to add 64.0.0.0.0.0.BC.DB8.2001.rpz-ip.
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4 Under Policy Items, click Action and select Upload Policy Items. The Upload Response Policy file 
page opens.

5 Under File Selection, click Browse... beside the Response Policy File field.

6 Locate the file on your system and click Open.

7 Click Apply to upload.

To deploy Response Policies to an Adonis DNS server, Response Policy Zones and DNS deployment role 
must be defined.

Adding Response Policy zones with local Response Policies
Response Policy Zone contains a list of harmful domains that need to be blocked or redirected. 
Previously, Proteus deployed Response Policies as DNS deployment options. With Proteus v4.0.6, DNS 

• The Response Policy file should be a normal text (.txt) file.
• The file should contain a list of fully qualified domain names (FQDNs), one per line.
• IP address-based matches are placed into a reverse format. For example, to block 192.0.2.2, 

you will need to add 32.2.2.0.192.rpz-ip to your Response Policy. This will block any host 
request that resolves to 192.0.2.2. To block an IPv6 address, you will need to add a similar 
entry. For example, to block any host that resolves to 2001:DB8:BC:0:FC00:0:0:53, you need to 
add 128.53.0.0.FC00.0.BC.DB8.2001.rpz-ip.

• IP address-based matches can be used to block entire networks. To block an entire network, 
add the netmask for the network in front. For example, to block the network 192.1.0.0/16, you 
will need to add 16.0.0.1.192.rpz-ip to your Response Policy. To block the entire 
2001:DB8:BC:0/64 network, you need to add 64.0.0.0.0.0.BC.DB8.2001.rpz-ip.
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administrators can now overlay custom responses to queries on top of the global DNS space. 
Attempting to access to sites that are harmful or illegal will be blocked or redirected.

To add Response Policy zones:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select the DNS tab 
again to ensure you are working on the DNS page.

2 Under DNS Views, click a DNS View then the RP Zones subtab.

3 Under Response Policy Zones, click New. The Add Response Policy Zone page opens.

4 Under General, enter a name for a Response Policy zone in the Name field.

5 Under Type, select Local and set the following parameters:

▪ Local—select Local to use Response Policies defined in Proteus.

▪ Response Policy—choose a local Response Policy from the drop-down menu.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes, By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add.

After adding Response Policy zones, you must associate the RP Zone configuration with a DNS server by 
adding the DNS deployment role.

Adding a DNS deployment role to a DNS server
Add a deployment role for the Response Policy zone that you added.

Previously, Proteus deployed Response Policies as DNS deployment options and the order of 
Response Policies were customizable. However, from Proteus v4.0.6, the Response Policies are 
deployed as part of a DNS role and the deployment of the Response Policies takes place in the 
following order:

1 Local Whitelist
2 Local Blacklist
3 Local Blackhole
4 BlueCat Security Feed
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To add a deployment role to Response Policy zones:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select the DNS tab 
again to ensure you are working on the DNS page.

2 Under DNS Views, click a DNS View then the RP Zones subtab.

3 Click a name of a Response Policy zone. The Details tab for the Response Policy zone opens. 

4 Click the Deployment Roles tab. Under Deployment Roles, click New. The Add DNS Role page 
opens.

5 Under Role, select Master or Slave DNS server role type from the drop-down menu.

6 Under Server Interface, set the servers for the deployment role.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes, By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.

9 Deploy DNS.

Once you define all necessary configurations, you must deploy the configurations to an Adonis DNS 
server. Refer to Manual Deployment on page 610.

Using local Response Policies with BlueCat Security Feed
If you want to allow or block a specific IP or website that is not included in the BlueCat Security Feed 
category, you can configure both the local Response Policies and BlueCat Security Feed together to do 
that. In this event, the deployment order for Response Policies and BlueCat Security Feed follows as 
such:

1 Local Whitelist

2 Local Blacklist

3 Local Blackhole

4 BlueCat Security Feed
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Active Directory Integration
Microsoft Active Directory (AD) is based on well-known network services such as Lightweight Directory 
Access Protocol (LDAP), Kerberos, and DNS. This chapter explains how Active Directory uses DNS and 
how Adonis appliances integrate into this environment.

The Basics
The Windows domain discovery process uses DNS for client systems to find the closest or most 
appropriate Domain Controller (DC). This information is stored in a series of DNS records specifying the 
following information:

• LDAP servers

• Kerberos servers

• Address of the domain controllers

• Global Catalog servers

• Kerberos password change servers

Before a client can connect to the Windows Domain, it needs to find a suitable DC. The Windows client 
running a service called NetLogon uses a DC-locating algorithm to find the appropriate server. This is 
how the DC-locating algorithm works:

• The client obtains a list of DCs through a DNS query using the domain name, domain Globally 
Unique Identifier (GUID), and/or site name.

• The locator pings each controller in random order and uses the weighting factor discovered 
while getting the list of DCs. It waits up to one tenth of a second for a reply from the DC and 
continues pinging until it has tried all controllers or until it receives a successful response.

• After a DC responds to a ping, the results from the response are compared to the parameters 
required by the client. If there is a match, then the DC is used. Otherwise, it resumes pinging 
other DCs.

Dynamic Domain Controller registration
Without the proper DNS information, a client cannot discover which server to contact for 
authentication. Each DC registers and maintains its own AD DNS integration records consisting of 
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several A (Host), CNAME (Alias), and SRV (Service) records. These records are initially registered by the 
DC's NetLogon service. .

When examining the various DNS resource records in the Microsoft DNS server, you may think that this 
data must reside in sub zones of the parent domain due to the way the data is structured. This is not 
necessarily the case, because DDNS updates have no way of creating additional zones. The records are 
simply added as resource records with label separators (".") into the parent domain’s zone file. Notice 
that some record names contain underscore ("_") characters. This is common practice in Microsoft 
development tools and was borrowed for the DNS naming technique for AD. The following table lists 
the naming conventions used in the records:

A registered DNS record can contain one or more of the above names to describe a service that can be 
queried. For example, the following record locates an LDAP service on server1.bluecatnetworks.com in 
the bluecatnetworks.com:

DNS Label Description

_ldap LDAP service

_tcp Service uses TCP connections

udp Service uses UDP connections

_kerberos Record contains information about a Kerberos Key Distribution Center (KDC)

_msdcs Service is running on a Domain Controller

_kpasswd Kerberos Password Change service

_gc Global Catalog service

_sites Record contains information a specific site

dc Domain Controller (DC)

gc Global Catalog (GC)

_ldap._tcp.bluecatnetworks.com SRV 0 0 389 server1.bluecatnetworks.com
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This is an alternative form of this record showing that the LDAP service is on a DC:

For a detailed list of these records, refer to Active Directory DNS records on page 465.

Integrating Adonis into Active Directory
Adonis and Proteus fully support Active Directory DNS integration.

To integrate Active Directory using Proteus:

1 If you have not already done so, add the Adonis DNS server(s) you will use with Active 
Directory.

2 Select the DNS tab and create a zone that matches the name of the AD domain. Make sure to 
select the “Deployable” check box. Once the zone is added, the selected Deployable option 
will be inherited for the sub-zones.

3 Create the necessary Deployment Roles.

4 From the Zone level, add the Allow Dynamic Updates DNS options, set the Type to Adonis, and 
enter the IP addresses of all Domain Controllers.

5 For Reverse Space, select the IP Space tab and complete the following:

a) Create the network(s) containing the IP address of the AD domain controllers.

b) Statically assign the IP address of the domain controller.

c) In the Host Name field enter the name of the domain controller. For example, if the 
Domain Controller is named dc01, then you would create the record dc01.example.com.

6 Deploy DNS to Adonis.

After deployment, it takes time for the domain controllers to register their records. The amount of 
time taken depends on the DCs’ registration settings and can be changed to suit your organization's 
needs. DCs usually inspect their records after the interval has expired. After the DCs have registered 
their records, a refresh of the master server's configuration shows the Active Directory records.

Modern Windows clients are able to register their own Address (A) and Pointer (PTR) records with the 
DNS server. In most cases, organizations use DHCP servers to register directly with the DNS server on 
the client's behalf. To allow DHCP servers and or clients to dynamically update the zone in Adonis, you 
must add the IP addresses of the DHCP servers and/or the client devices IP networks.

_ldap._tcp.dc._msdcs.bluecatnetworks.com SRV 0 0 389 server1.bluecatnetworks.com

Both the forward and reverse zones for a namespace should integrate with Active Directory. Active 
Directory depends upon the use of Host (A), Service (SRV), and Reverse Pointer (PTR) records for 
functionality.

Consider adding the sub-zone that begins with _msdcs to match the similarly named sub-zone 
on Windows.

Since Adonis servers do not support the AD Integrated deployment role, you will typically assign 
the Master and Slave roles.
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Configuring Microsoft Domain Controllers
Once you have completed the AD integration settings in Proteus, you must edit the TCP/IP properties 
on the Domain Controller, changing its DNS configuration so that it uses Adonis for DNS instead of the 
internal Microsoft DNS service. Next, restart NetLogon to register AD-related records with Adonis. 
From Command Prompt, type the following commands:

After netlogon has restarted, you will see the AD-related resource records appear in Proteus.

Benefits of moving Active Directory DNS to Proteus and 
Adonis

There are two approaches to DNS record replication: Master-Slave and Master-Master.

Master-Slave—This is the recommended method for managing DNS. The current industry standard 
(outlined in RFC 1034 and 1035) states that a secondary zone (slave) replicates its contents from a 
primary (master) zone on a given internal network. The Master-Slave architecture works on Windows, 
UNIX, and other operating systems.

The following table lists the pros and cons of a Master-Slave replication system:

Master-Master—The recommended Microsoft architecture for AD specifies that the DNS servers should 
reside on the DC, eliminating the need to perform zone transfers.

net stop netlogon

net start netlogon

Master—Slave Replication System

Pros Cons

• An industry standard method for maintaining 
zone data.

• The master always contains most up-to-date 
information.

• A central repository for zone data.
• It does not require other services to replicate 

data.

• Master server updates are required to make 
changes on other servers.

• If a slave is updated, a small delay exists before 
the update is propagated.

• It requires latest version of BIND software to take 
advantage of update-forwarding.
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The following table lists the pros and cons of the Master-Master method of replication: 

Because Adonis uses the BIND 9.x name server software, its architectures are Master-Slave based.

Active Directory DNS records
The following section contains a list of Active Directory specific records that are registered by the 
NetLogon service. Each record is followed by an example of its usage.

SRV Records
_ldap._tcp.DomainName—SRV record that identifies an LDAP server in the domain named by 
DomainName. The LDAP server is not necessarily a Domain Controller (DC). This record is registered by 
all DCs. For example: 

Master—Master Replication System

Pros Cons

• A central repository for all zone data.
• Editing the DNS in one zone replicates to all 

others.
• Saves bandwidth and processing power. by 

using existing LDAP replication to replicate 
DNS data.

• Microsoft-only implementations.
• Zone serial numbers can be inconsistent in SOA 

data.
• Non-standard architecture.
• Not favored in heterogeneous environments.
• Relies on LDAP for replication.
• LDAP replication may not be acceptable for 

external zone data.

_ldap._tcp.bluecatnetworks.com
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_ldap._tcp.SiteName._sites.DomainName—Enables a client to find an LDAP server in the domain 
named by DomainName. This record is registered by all DCs. For example:

_ldap._tcp.dc._msdcs.DomainName—Used by clients to locate a Domain Controller (DC) in the domain 
named by DomainName. This record is registered by all DCs. For example:

_ldap._tcp.SiteName._sites.dc._msdcs.DomainName—Enables a client to locate a DC for the given 
site and domain named by SiteName and DomainName respectively. For example:

_ldap._tcp.pdc._msdcs.DomainName—Enables a client to locate the Primary Domain Controller (PDC) 
for a domain named by DomainName. This record is registered only by the PDC of the domain. For 
example:

_ldap._tcp.gc._msdcs.DomainName—Enables a client to find the Global Catalog (GC) for the forest. 
Only the DC for the GC registers this record. For example:

_ldap._tcp.SiteName._sites.gc._msdcs.ForestName—Enables a client to find a GC for the forest 
named by ForestName. Only an LDAP server responsible for the GC registers this record. For example: 

_gc._tcp.ForestName—Enables a client to locate a GC for the forest named by ForestName. Only an 
LDAP server responsible for the GC registers this record. The LDAP server is not necessarily a DC. For 
example: 

_gc._tcp.SiteName._sites.ForestName—Enables a client to find a GC for the site and forest named by 
SiteName and ForestName respectively. Only an LDAP server responsible for the GC registers this 
record. For example: 

_ldap._tcp.DomainGuid.domains._msdcs.ForestName—Used by clients to find a DC given the domain 
GUID of DomainGuid in the forest named by ForestName. This lookup can used to resolve the DC if the 

_ldap._tcp.richmondhill.bluecatnetworks.com

_ldap._tcp.dc._msdcs.bluecatnetworks.com

_ldap.tcp.richmondhill._sites.dc._msdcs.bluecatnetworks.com

_ldap._tcp.pdc._mscdcs.bluecatnetworks.com

_ldap._tcp.gc._msdcs.bluecatnetworks.com

_ldap._tcp.richmondhill._sites.gc._msdcs.bluecatnetworks.com

_gc._tcp.bluecatnetworks.com

_gc._tcp.richmondhill._sites.bluecatnetworks.com
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domain name has changed. This record is used infrequently and does not work if the ForestName has 
been changed. For example: 

_kerberos._tcp.DomainName—Enables a client to find a Kerberos Key Distribution Center (KDC) for 
the domain named by DomainName. This record is registered by all DCs providing the Kerberos service. 
This service is RFC-1510 compliant with Kerberos 5 KDC. The server is not necessarily a DC. For 
example: 

_kerberos._udp.DomainName—Enables a client to find a Kerberos Key Distribution Center (KDC) for 
the domain named by DomainName. This record is registered by all DCs providing the Kerberos service. 
This service is RFC 1510 compliant with Kerberos 5 KDC. The server is not necessarily a DC. This service 
supports UDP. For example:

_kerberos._tcp.SiteName._sites.DomainName—Enables a client to locate a server running the 
Kerberos KDC for a site and domain named by SiteName and DomainName respectively. The server is 
not necessarily a DC. For example:

_kerberos._tcp.SiteName._sites.dc._msdcs.DomainName—Used by clients to locate the DC running a 
Kerberos KDC for the site and domain named by SiteName and DomainName respectively. For example:

_kpasswd._tcp.DomainName—Enables a client to find a Kerberos Password Change Server for the 
domain named by DomainName. The server is not necessarily a DC. All DCs running the Kerberos KDC 
register this record. For example: 

_kpasswd._udp.DomainName—Enables a client to find a Kerberos Password Change Server for the 
domain named by DomainName. The server is not necessarily a DC. All DCs running the Kerberos KDC 
register this record. For example: 

_ldap._tcp.01693484-b5c4-4b31-8608-80e 77ccc78b8.domains._msdcs.

bluecatnetworks.com

_kerberos._tcp.bluecatnetworks.com

_kerberos._tcp.bluecatnetworks.com

_kerberos._tcp.richmondhill._sites.bluecatnetworks.com

_kerberos._tcp.richmondhill._sites.dc._msdcs.bluecatnetworks.com

_kpasswd._tcp.bluecatnetworks.com

_kpasswd._udp.bluecatnetworks.com
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A records
ServerName.DomainName—The server name named by ServerName is registered in the domain named 
by DomainName. This record is used by referral lookups to SRV and CNAME records. For example: 

gc._msdcs.ForestName—Enables a client to find a GC for a given forest named by ForestName. This 
record is used by referral from SRV records. For example: 

CNAME records
DSAGuid._msdcs.ForestName—Enables a client to locate any DC in the forest named by ForestName 
by the GUID of the MSFT-DSA (Directory Services) object. For example: 

dc1.bluecatnetworks.com

gc._msdcs.bluecatnetworks.com

01693484-b5c4-4b31-8608-80e77ccc78b8._msdcs.bluecatnetworks.com
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Chapter 11
Configuring GSS-TSIG
This chapter explains how to configure Proteus and Windows Active Directory to enable GSS-TSIG 
authentication between Adonis and Windows servers.

Overview
Generic Security Service Algorithm for Secret Key Transaction (GSS-TSIG) is a variant of the TSIG DNS 
authentication protocol for secure key exchange between DNS and DHCP servers. Dynamic DNS updates 
between an Adonis server, under Proteus control, and a Windows server can be secured using GSS-TSIG.

Adonis DHCP updating Windows DNS
Configuring an Adonis DHCP server to update Windows DNS servers requires configuration on both the 
Windows server and on Proteus:

• Windows system configuration on page 471.

• Proteus system configuration on page 477.

With GSS-TSIG, Kerberos authentication and TSIG keys are used to establish secure DDNS updates 
between the Windows DNS server and the Adonis DHCP Server. The Adonis DHCP server must have a 
Kerberos service principal (a user account) defined in the Windows Kerberos database in order to use 
GSS-TSIG. The following diagram illustrates the way in which DDNS updates are secured using GSS-
TSIG:

1 The DHCP client requests an IP address.

2 The Adonis DHCP server negotiates a security context with the Kerberos server. During this 
negotiation, Kerberos performs the following steps:

▪ receives and verifies client request

▪ grants a ticket-granting ticket (TGT)

▪ grants a service ticket
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3 The Adonis DHCP server sends DDNS updates signed with GSS-TSIG to the Microsoft Windows 
DNS server. The updates contain the following records:

Forward zone:

▪ A—Address record

▪ TXT—Text record

OR

Reverse zone:

▪ PTR—Pointer record

4 The Windows DNS server verifies the DDNS update and allows it to complete.

5 The Windows DNS server sends GSS-TSIG signed response to Adonis confirming the update.

6 The Adonis DHCP server assigns IP address.

Supported versions
The following Windows, Adonis, and Proteus software versions are required when configuring GSS-TSIG 
between Adonis and Windows servers:

Windows Adonis Proteus

• Windows Server 2008 Standard 
Edition

• Windows Server 2008 R2
• Windows Server 2008 R2 Core
• Windows 2003 SP3

Adonis v6.7.0 P2 or newer Proteus v3.7.0 P3 or newer
0 Proteus Administration Guide Version 4.0.6
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Prerequisites
The following prerequisites must be met before you start configuring GSS-TSIG:

• You need to have at least one Adonis server, one Proteus server, and one Windows server. In 
this guide, we are using the following IPv4 addresses as examples:

• In this guide, we are using the following configuration elements for the Windows server:

• Proteus has been properly set up with a configuration, IP blocks, networks, DHCP ranges and 
necessary settings. In this guide, we are using the following settings:

Windows system configuration
Windows Active Directory (AD) domain controllers contain the Active Directory database and run the 
Kerberos distribution center service. The Kerberos authentication information is stored in Active 
Directory. Therefore, the user account and service principal must be first defined in AD.

Windows server Adonis Proteus

192.0.2.100 192.0.2.10 192.0.2.20

Windows services / objects Values

AD Installed and running

Forest default functional level: Windows Server 
2008 R2

Domain bcn.com

DNS server Installed and running

Kerberos Key Distribution Center service Enabled and running

Proteus configuration Values

IP block 192.0.2/24

IP network 192.0.2/24

DHCP range 192.0.2.30 - 192.0.2.50

Deployment role DHCP master role assigned to an Adonis server
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Windows configuration consists of creating a user account for an Adonis DHCP server in Active 
Directory, and then mapping a service principal name to the user account.

The following steps are required to complete the Windows server configuration:

1 Creating an AD user account for Adonis DHCP server on page 472.

a) Setting user account options on page 474.

2 Configuring zones in Windows DNS on page 475.

Creating an AD user account for Adonis DHCP server
Create a user account for an Adonis DHCP server in Active Directory and edit the user account 
properties if necessary. If you are creating a user account to map the service principal, you will need 
to use ADSI Edit to find the msDS-KeyVersionNumber attribute for the Windows AD user account 
created. 

A service principal name is the name by which a client uniquely identifies an instance of a service, 
and is associated with the security principal (user, host, or service in a realm) in whose security 
context the service executes.

Before the Kerberos authentication service can use a service principal name to authenticate a 
service, the service principal name must be registered on the account object that the service 
instance uses to log on.

You need to create one user account and user principal name for every Adonis that complies with 
security policies.

For more information about Service Principal Names (SPN), refer to the following URL:

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms677949%28v=VS.85%29.aspx

Configuring and managing your Kerberos service is beyond the scope of this guide. For information 
on Kerberos concepts and configuration, refer to your Kerberos documentation.

You should already have a Windows server running Active Directory and DNS server roles installed 
and defined.

The msDS-KeyVersionNumber is equal to the key version number (vno#) that is found when running 
Ktpass and is needed in Defining a DHCP service principal on page 442. For details about ADSI 
Edit, refer to http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc773354(v=ws.10).aspx
2 Proteus Administration Guide Version 4.0.6
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To create a user account on Windows AD:

1 Start the Server Manager. Under Active Directory Users and Computers, add a user account.

2 Enter the user name information for the Adonis DHCP server in the appropriate fields.

3 Enter the service principal name in the User logon name field. Use the format DHCP/fully 
qualified domain name (DHCP/dhcp1.bcn.com) of the DHCP server to map a service principal 
name to the user account. This is the Kerberos name for the DHCP service.

4 Enter the password for the account.

Alternatively, you can run the ktpass command to map the service principal name to the user 
account. For details, refer to Optional: Mapping the service principal name by running the 
ktpass command on page 474.

Make sure to select the User cannot change password and Password never expires options. If they 
are not selected, a service interruption will occur when the password expires.
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Setting user account options

After creating the AD user account representing the Adonis DHCP server, you can further edit the 
account’s properties.

To set the user account options:

1 Navigate to the user account properties and verify that the account information that you 
entered is correct.

2 Select the Account tab.

3 In the Account options field, select the encryption type for this account if you wish to use a 
specific type of encryption algorithm. This is optional.

Optional: Mapping the service principal name by running the ktpass command

When creating a user account in Active Directory, using the DHCP/FQDN format for the User logon 
name property automatically maps the service principal name to the user account being created. 

The encryption type under Account options should match one of the Proteus and Adonis GSS-TSIG 
supported encryption types.

The Proteus and Adonis supported encryption types for GSS-TSIG are:

• AES-128 CTS mode with 96-bit SHA-1 HMAC (only for Windows 2008 server and 2008 R2)
• AES-256 CTS mode with 96-bit SHA-1 HMAC (only for Windows 2008 server and 2008 R2)
• ArcFour with HMAC/md5
• DES cbc mode with RSA-MD5
• DES cbc mode with CRC-32
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However, if you do not use the proper service principal name format, you will need to map the service 
principal name to the account created manually.

The ktpass command configures the service principal name for the host or DHCP service in Active 
Directory and generates a .keytab file that contains the shared secret key of the service. If you run the 
ktpass command to map the service principal, make a note of the vno value that is in the output of the 
ktpass command. This value will be used later in Defining a DHCP service principal on page 479.

To map the service principal name by running the ktpass command:

• Execute the following ktpass command to create a mapping between Adonis and Windows users 
to access the Kerberos database.

▪ -princ—the principal name in the form of user@REALM

▪ -mapuser—maps the name of the principal to the local user account

▪ -ptype—the principal type in use

▪ -crypto—sets the encryption type to use

▪ -pass—the password of the local user account (when prompted for password, enter the 
password used to create the Kerberos user in Windows

▪ -out—the name for the generated keytab file

Expected sample output:

Configuring zones in Windows DNS
You need to create and configure DNS forward and reverse zones to allow an Adonis DHCP server to 
perform dynamic DNS update using GSS-TSIG.

C:\> ktpass –princ DHCP/dhcp1.bcn.com@BCN.COM –mapuser adonis_dhcp1@BCN.COM –ptype 
KRB5_NT_PRINCIPAL –crypto AES128-SHA1 –pass password -out dhcp1.bcn.com.keytab

• The vno value will increase by 1 whenever the ktpass command is run again.
• ktpass is included with Windows 2008 R2. If running Windows 2003, ktpass must be downloaded 

from Microsoft.

C:\> ktpass –princ DHCP/dhcp1.bcn.com@BCN.COM –mapuser adonis_dhcp1@BCN.COM –ptype 
KRB5_NT_PRINCIPAL –crypto AES128-SHA1 –pass password -out dhcp1.bcn.com.keytab

Targeting domain controller: windows-dc.bcn.com

Using legacy password setting method

Successfully mapped DHCP/dhcp1.bcn.com to dhcp1.

Key created.

Output keytab to dhcp1.bcn.com.keytab

Keytab version: 0x502

keysize 81 DHCP/dhcp1.bcn.com@BCN.COM ptype 1 (KRB5_NT_PRINCIPAL) vno 2 etype 0x12 
(AES128-SHA1) keylength 32 
(0x6066ebbc640cc11b44cc41fdb4a53300bad69f9f3681e02faf512fbab7f202a0)
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To configure DNS zones:

1 Create forward and reverse lookup zones with the domain name that you created. In this 
guide, we are using bcn.com and 2.0.192.in-addr.arpa as forward and reverse lookup zones.

2 Add two host records for Adonis and Proteus in the forward lookup zone.

3 Add a pointer (PTR) record for Adonis and Proteus in the reverse lookup zone. If you select 
Create associated pointer (PTR) record option when adding a host record, the corresponding 
PTR record will be added to the reverse zone automatically.

4 In the forward and reverse lookup zones properties, you need to verify and select the 
following options: 

▪ Status—Running

▪ Type—Active Directory-Integrated. Windows DNS supports Secure only for Active Directory-
Integrated zones. You need to make sure the zone type is set to Active Directory-
Integrated.

The forward and reverse lookup zones of a DNS server must exist before adding host and pointer 
records.
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▪ Dynamic updates—select Secure only

This completes the Windows system configuration to allow an Adonis DHCP server to use GSS-TSIG 
protocol for dynamic DNS updates between Windows DNS and Adonis DHCP servers.

Proteus system configuration
Proteus configuration including setting up Kerberos realms, Key Distribution Centers (KDCs), service 
principals, and DHCP zones (forward and reverse) for managed Adonis servers.

The following steps are required to complete the Proteus configuration:

1 Creating and configuring a Kerberos Realm on page 478.

2 Defining Key Distribution Centers (KDCs) on page 478.

3 Defining a DHCP service principal on page 479.

4 Creating DDNS-related deployment options on page 480.

5 Adding a DHCP zone group on page 481.

6 Adding a DHCP zone declaration on page 482.

7 Configuring deployment servers on page 484.

8 Associating the service principal on page 485.

9 Deploying the configuration to Adonis on page 486.

10 Verifying successful configuration on page 486.
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Creating and configuring a Kerberos Realm
A Kerberos Realm defines an authentication boundary within which a server has authority to 
authenticate a service, host, or user. You need to define the Kerberos realm in Proteus, to match the 
domain name in Active Directory. 

If you are running multiple child domain servers and wish to use the GSS-TSIG protocol for secure DDNS 
updates, you must create a Kerberos realm for each child domain along with a Kerberos realm for the 
parent domain.

To create a Kerberos Realm:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space, DNS, Devices, TFTP, or Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last 
worked on, so select the tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration 
information page.

3 Click the Kerberos Realms tab.

4 Under Kerberos Realms, click New. The Add Kerberos Realm page opens.

5 Under General, set the realm name and domain:

▪ Name—enter the name for the Kerberos realm in UPPERCASE CHARACTERS.

▪ Domain—enter the domain name for the Kerberos realm in lowercase characters.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add.

Defining Key Distribution Centers (KDCs)
The KDC is a network service that supplies Kerberos tickets and temporary session keys to users 
and computers within an Active Directory domain. The KDC runs on each Active Directory domain 
controller. Proteus supports multiple KDCs for GSS-TSIG configuration.

To define a KDC:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

If you are running multiple domain servers and wish to use the GSS-TSIG protocol for secure DDNS 
updates, you must define a KDC in each Kerberos realm that you have created for each child 
domain.
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2 Select the IP Space, DNS, Devices, TFTP, or Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last 
worked on, so select the tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration 
information page.

3 Select the Kerberos Realms tab. Under Kerberos Realms, click the name of a Kerberos 
realm. The Details tab for the realm opens.

4 Click the KDCs tab and click New. The Add Key Distribution Center (KDC) page opens.

5 Under General, set the name, host, and port:

▪ Name—enter the name for the Kerberos Key Distribution Center (KDC).

▪ Host—enter the IP address or hostname for the Kerberos Key Distribution Center (KDC).

▪ Port—enter the port for the Kerberos KDC. The default port number is 88.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add.

Defining a DHCP service principal
A service principal name is the name by which a client uniquely identifies an instance of a service, and 
is associated with the security principal (user, host, or service in a realm) in whose security context the 
service executes.

To define a DHCP service principal for a Kerberos Realm:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space, DNS, Devices, TFTP, or Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last 
worked on, so select the tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration 
information page.

If typing the hostname for the Host field, you must configure Proteus with the IP address of a DNS 
server capable of resolving the hostname.

Even if you are running multiple child domains, you only need to define the service principal for 
the parent domain. This DHCP service principal defined at the parent domain level will be used 
across the child domains.
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3 Click the Kerberos Realms tab. Under Kerberos Realms, click the name of a Kerberos realm. 
The Details tab for the realm opens.

4 Click the Service Principals tab and click New. The Add Service Principal page opens.

5 Under General, set the name, key version number, and password:

▪ Name—enter the name for the Kerberos service principal defined in the User Logon name 
field in Windows configuration section. The typical syntax for service principal names is 
primary/instance. Primary is either a user name or the name of a service. Instance provides 
information that qualifies the primary, such as describing the intended use of the 
credentials for a user or the fully qualified hostname for a host. Example: DHCP/
dhcp1.bcn.com

▪ Key Version Number—enter the msDS-KeyVersionNumber attribute value as displayed in ADSI 
Edit on the Windows DC for the principal’s Kerberos key. If you use ktpass command, the 
key version number (vno#) value can be found in the output .keytab file.

▪ Password—enter the principal’s Kerberos password. This is the AD user account password 
created on Windows DC.

6 Under KDCs, select the Override Realm KDCs check box if you want to assign specific KDCs 
to the service principal. Deselect the check box to have all available KDCs automatically 
assigned in order.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.

Creating DDNS-related deployment options
You need to create and configure the necessary DHCP deployment options in order to allow the Adonis 
DHCP server to update Windows DNS. You can set the majority of these options at different levels in 
Proteus.

To create DHCP deployment options:

1 Navigate to the appropriate level in Proteus (For example: network, DHCP ranges, or server 
level) that you have created for the GSS-TSIG configuration use.

2 Select Deployment Options tab and click New and select DHCP Client Option or DHCP 
Service Option.
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3 Create the following deployment options and values. The following DHCP service and client 
options need to be configured to enable the DHCP server to update the Windows DNS server:

▪ DNS Server—enter IPv4 address of the Windows DNS server. Example: 192.0.2.100 

▪ Router—enter IPv4 address of the gateway. Example: 192.0.2.1 (set at network level)

▪ Default Lease Time—the default lease time for an IPv4 address. Example: 300 seconds

▪ Maximum Lease Time—the maximum lease time for an IPv4 address. Example: 360 seconds

▪ Minimum Lease Time—the minimum lease time for an IPv4 address. Example: 250 seconds

▪ DDNS Updates—true

▪ Client Updates—false

▪ DDNS Reverse Domain Name—in-addr.arpa

▪ DNS Domain Name—dhcp1.bcn.com

For more information about the DHCP service options, refer to Setting DHCPv4 Service Deployment 
Options on page 264.

Adding a DHCP zone group
DHCP zone groups are container objects for DHCP zone declarations. You must create a DHCP zone 
group before adding DHCP zones and signing DDNS for the zones in the following steps. For more 
information on DHCP zone groups, refer to DHCP Zone Groups and Zones on page 393.

To add a DHCP zone group:

1 Navigate to the DHCP Settings tab under IP Space.
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2 Under DHCP Zone Groups, click New. The Add DHCP Zone Group page opens.

3 Under General, enter a name for the DHCP zone group in the Name field.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Add.

Adding a DHCP zone declaration
A DHCP zone declaration must be created for every forward and reverse zones to be updated. You need 
to add forward and reverse DHCP zones in Proteus with at least the zone name and IP address of the 
Windows DNS server to update the zones in each domain. 

To sign DDNS updates for a DHCP forward zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the DHCP Settings tab. Under DHCP Zone Groups, click the name of a previously created 
DHCP zone group. The Details tab for the DHCP zone group opens.

4 Click the DHCP Zone Declarations tab.
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5 Under Forward Zones, click New and select Forward DHCP Zone. The Add Forward DHCP Zone 
page opens.

6 Under General, select Third Party and enter a fully-qualified domain name for a Windows DNS 
zone in the Zone Name field.

7 In the Primary DNS Server IP Address field, enter the IP address for the zone’s primary DNS 
server.

8 In the Secondary DNS Server IP Address field, enter the IP address for the zone’s secondary 
DNS server.

9 To sign DDNS updates using GSS-TSIG for the zone, select the Sign DDNS Updates check box, 
and select Using GSS-TSIG.

▪ If you are updating a zone on a DNS server located in a child domain different from the 
default Kerberos realm, you must specify the correct Kerberos realm for this child domain. 
To change the DNS Kerberos realm, select the Modify DNS Kerberos Realm check box and 
choose a realm for the child domain from the Realm drop-down list.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Add.

To sign DDNS updates for a DHCP reverse zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the DHCP Settings tab. Under DHCP Zone Groups, click the name of a previously created 
DHCP zone group. The Details tab for the DHCP zone group opens.

4 Click the DHCP Zone Declarations tab.
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5 Under Reverse Zones, click New and select Reverse DHCP Zone. The Add Reverse DHCP Zone 
page opens.

6 Under General, select Third Party and enter a fully qualified domain name in the Zone Name 
field.

7 In the Primary DNS Server IP Address field, enter the IPv4 address of the Windows DNS 
server with reverse zone.

8 In the Secondary DNS Server IP Address field, enter the IPv4 address of a second Windows 
DNS server.

9 To sign DDNS updates using GSS-TSIG for the reverse zone, select the Sign DDNS Updates 
check box, and select Using GSS-TSIG.

▪ If you are updating a zone on a DNS server located in a child domain different from the 
default Kerberos realm, you must specify the correct Kerberos realm for this child domain. 
To change the DNS Kerberos realm, select the Modify DNS Kerberos Realm check box and 
choose a realm for the child domain from the Realm drop-down list.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Add.

Configuring deployment servers 
After creating the DHCP zone group and adding zone declarations, you must assign the group one or 
more deployment servers. Deployment servers are the servers to which Proteus deploys the forward 
and reverse DHCP zones within the group. 

To set the deployment servers for a DHCP zone group:

1 Navigate to the DHCP Zone Groups section in the DHCP Settings tab. Click the DHCP zone 
group name that you have created. The Details tab for the zone group opens.
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2 Under Deployment Servers, click Configure Deployment Servers. The Deployment Servers 
page opens.

3 Under General, double-click on a server in a list to move it to the other list, or click a server 
and use the Deselect  and Select  buttons to move it from list to list.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Apply.

Associating the service principal
After defining and creating the necessary configurations in Proteus such as creating the Kerberos 
realm, KDC(s) and DHCP service principal, you must associate the principal with an Adonis DHCP server 
for deployment. 

▪ If you already have an Adonis server added under Proteus control, edit the Adonis server 
properties as described below. 

▪ If you have not added an Adonis server yet, you can associate the service principal when 
adding a server.

To associate the service principal with an Adonis DHCP server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of an Adonis DHCP server. The Details tab for the server opens.
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4 Click the server name menu and select Edit. The Edit Server page opens.

5 Under Kerberos Service Principal, select the Enable DHCP Service Principal check box to 
associate the service principal.

6 From the Realm and Principal drop-down menus, select the realm and principal defined in 
the Kerberos configuration. refer to Editing Adonis Servers on page 547, for more 
information.

7 Click Update.

Deploying the configuration to Adonis
After configuring all the necessary steps in Proteus, you need to deploy the configuration to the Adonis 
DHCP server. For GSS-TSIG configuration, select only DHCP under Services. For details on how to 
deploy the configuration data, refer to Performing Full Deployment on page 611.

Verifying successful configuration
You can verify whether GSS-TSIG has been successfully configured or not using the kinit command. 
Execute the kinit command with -Vkt option on Adonis DHCP server to verify.

When configuring GSS-TSIG, if the Enable DHCP Service Principal check box is not selected, 
DHCP service may become unavailable.
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Example:

Expected sample output for the successful configuration:

Updating Adonis DNS with Active Directory
Configuring Active Directory to update Adonis DNS servers requires the following steps:

1 Creating an AD user account for the dynamic update role on the Domain Controller on page 
488

2 Configuring a master role for the AD Domain Controller on page 489

3 Configuring the Kerberos Service Principal in Proteus on page 489

4 Associating the service principal on page 490

5 Configuring zones to accept GSS-TSIG updates on page 491

6 Deploying the configuration to Adonis on page 491

7 Configuring Domain Controllers to update Adonis on page 491

Prerequisites
This section assumes the following configuration elements exist:

kinit -Vkt /replicated/etc/krb5.keytab DHCP/dhcp1.bcn.com@BCN.COM

The kinit command options are case-sensitive.

dhcp1:/# kinit-Vkt /replicated/etc/krb5.keytab DHCP/dhcp1.bcn.com@BCN.COM

Authenticated to Kerberos v5

Windows services/objects Status

Active Directory Installed and running

Forest default functional level: Windows Server 2008 
R2

Domain example.com

Kerberos Key Distribution Center service Enabled and running

Proteus Status

IP Space IP block and network are created

Default DNS View Created

Top level zone example.com
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Creating an AD user account for the dynamic update role on the 
Domain Controller

Create a user account for an Adonis DNS server in the AD domain controller and edit the user account 
properties as required. 

To create an AD user account:

1 In Windows Server 2008 R2, start the Server Manager and add a user account with the 
following information:

▪ User name—Adonis server name (for example, adonis)

▪ Hostname of the Adonis master—<adonis server name>.example.com

▪ Password—password for the account

▪ Kerberos realm—EXAMPLE.COM. You will need to use this realm name when adding the 
Kerberos Realm in Proteus.

▪ User logon name—the service principal name. You will need to use the same name when 
configuring the Kerberos Service Principal in Proteus.

2 When setting a user password, select the following two options:

▪ User cannot change password

▪ Password never expires

3 Run the following command with administrator privilege:

4 Verify the value specified in the -kvno option:

a) Go to Start> Run. Run adsiedit.msc. The Active Directory LDAP explorer window opens.

b) Navigate to CN=Users/CN=<user name> in the left panel.

Subzones _msdcs.example.com

_sites.example.com

_tcp.example.com

_udp.example.com

domaindnszones.example.com

forestdnszones.example.com

Kerberos Realm Name: EXAMPLE.COM

Domain: example.com

Adonis server Name: adonis

Host name: adonis.example.com

Deployment role DNS master deployment role assigned to an Adonis 
server

ktpass -princ DNS/<Adonis_server_name>.example.com@EXAMPLE.COM -mapuser 
<Adonis_server_name>@EXAMPLE.COM -ptype KRB5_NT_PRINCIPAL -crypto AES256-SHA1 -
kvno 3 -pass <password> -mapOp set -out adonis.keytab

Proteus Status
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c) Right click and select Properties. The list of properties for the user object opens.

d) Find msDS-KeyVersionNumber. The value is the KVNO and will be incremented every time 
user changes password or ktpass utility is executed.

5 Make note of the KVNO value. You will need the value when defining a service principal.

Configuring a master role for the AD Domain Controller
In order for DCs to point to the Adonis master for DDNS updates, the Adonis master server needs to be 
configured to allow recursion for the DC.

To configure Adonis master to allow recursion:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the tab again to 
ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of the default View then click the Deployment Roles tab.

4 Under Deployment Roles, click New. The Add DNS Role page opens.

5 Under Role, select Master from the Type drop-down menu.

6 Under Select Interface, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

a) Click a server name to display a list of server interfaces.

b) Select the server interface that you want to add.

c) Click Add. The selected server interface appears in the Server Interface section.

7 Click Add.

8 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

9 Click the server name set as the Adonis master for the realm. The server information Details 
page opens.

10 Click the Deployment Options tab.

11 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DNS Option.

12 Add the following options:

▪ Allow Query—add the value 0/0 in the IP Address or name field.

▪ Allow Query Cache—add the value 0/0 in the IP Address or name field.

▪ Allow Recursion—add the value 0/0 in the IP Address or name field.

Configuring the Kerberos Service Principal in Proteus
A service principal is the name by which a client uniquely identifies an instance of a service, and is 
associated with the security principal in whose security context the service executes. To add a service 
principal, you must first create a Kerberos Realm and add a Key Distribution Center.

To add a DNS service principal for a Kerberos Realm:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.
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2 Select the IP Space, DNS, Device, TFTP, or Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last 
worked on, so select the tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration 
information page.

3 Click the Kerberos Realms tab. Under Kerberos Realm, click the name of a Kerberos realm. 
The details tab for the realm opens.

4 Click the Service Principals tab and click New. The Add Service Principal page opens.

5 Under General, set the name, key version number, and password:

▪ Name—enter the name for the Kerberos service principal defined in the User Logon name 
field in Windows configuration section. The typical syntax for service principal names is 
primary/instance. Primary is either a user name or the name of a service. Instance provides 
information that qualifies the primary, such as describing the intended use of the 
credentials for a user or the fully qualified hostname for a host. Example: DNS/<adonis 
server name>.example.com

▪ Key Version Number—enter the msDS-KeyVersionNumber attribute value as displayed in ADSI 
Edit on the Windows DC for the principal’s Kerberos key. If you use ktpass command, the 
key version number (vno#) value can be found in the output .keytab file.

▪ Password—enter the principal’s Kerberos password. This is the AD user account password 
created on Windows DC.

6 Under KDCs, leave the Override Realm KDCs check box unchecked to have all available KDCs 
automatically assigned in order.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.

Associating the service principal
After adding a DNS service principal, you need to associate the principal with an Adonis DNS server for 
deployment.

• If you are already have an Adonis server added under Proteus control, edit the Adonis server 
properties.

• If you have not added an Adonis server yet, you can associate the service principal when 
adding a server.

To associate the service principal:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of an Adonis server. The details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Edit. The Edit Server page opens.

5 Under Kerberos Service Principal, select the Enable DNS Service Principal.

6 From the Realm and Principal drop-down menus, select the realm and principal defined in 
the Kerberos configuration.

7 Click Update.
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Configuring zones to accept GSS-TSIG updates
You must configure each subzones with the Update Policy deployment option.

To configure subzones:

1 Navigate to an AD subzone under default View> Top level zone (com)> Lower level zone 
(example.com)> Subzones (_msdcs.example.com).

2 Click the Deployment Options tab, under Deployment Options, click New and select DNS 
Option. The Add DNS Deployment Option page opens.

3 Under General, set the following options and click Add.

▪ Option—Update Policy

▪ Privilege—grant

▪ Identity—select Name and type a client name in the text field

▪ Nametype—subdomain

▪ Name—enter the name of the current subzone (for example, _msdcs.example.com)

▪ RR Types—ANY

4 Under Server, select the server to which the option will apply.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Add.

7 Repeat this process for each of the AD subzones.

Deploying the configuration to Adonis
After configuring all the necessary steps in Proteus, you need to deploy the configuration to the Adonis 
DNS server. Perform a full DNS deployment to the Adonis DNS server.

Configuring Domain Controllers to update Adonis
The Domain Controller must be configured to update the Adonis master DNS server.

To configure a DC:

1 Navigate to the network adapter object in Windows Server 2008 R2.

2 Right-click on the network adapter object and select Properties.

3 Click Internet Protocol Version 6 (TCP/IPv6) and click the Properties button.

4 Navigate to Advanced...> DNS and clear any entries in the DNS server addresses, in order of 
use: field.

5 Click OK.

6 Click Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4) and click the Properties button.

7 Under Use the following DNS server addresses:, clear the entries in the Preferred DNS 
server and Alternate DNS server fields.

8 Click OK.
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9 Reboot the Domain Controller.

10 Repeat this process for other Domain Controllers if you are using more than one DC.

When the Domina Controller(s) restarts, the logs on the Adonis master will show the DDNS updates and 
the zones in Proteus will be populated with the relevant records.

Reference

Additional documentation
For more information about GSS-TSIG configuration between an Adonis DHCP server and a Windows 
DNS server, including Known issues, troubleshooting, enhancements, best practices and other related 
subjects, refer to the following KB article: https://care.bluecatnetworks.com/ics/support/
KBAnswer.asp?questionID=2956.

Time synchronization
A Kerberos server will reject ticket requests from a client whose clock is not within the specified 
maximum clock skew of the KDC. Therefore, you must synchronize your system clock with the KDC 
server clock. The default maximum allowed time skew is 5 minutes.
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Chapter 12
Managing Servers
This chapter describes how to add, configure, and work with servers in Proteus, as well how to 
configure monitoring services and perform maintenance. Additional topics include Server Interfaces, 
Deployment Roles, Deployment Options, Server Commands, and Server Logs.

The Basics
Add and manage various kinds of servers from the Proteus user interface. Enable service 
configurations, monitoring services, and perform maintenance of Adonis appliances. You can also set 
server interfaces, deployment roles, and deployment options.

First steps
Depending on your Proteus user role and goals, you can start with different server-related tasks and 
sub-tasks:

Adonis servers

Actions and concepts Description

Configuring Adonis 
Servers

How to configure 2-port, 3-port, and 4-port Adonis appliances, and how 
to configure dedicated management (only on multi-port Adonis 
appliances).

Editing Adonis Servers Edit or modify an Adonis server already managed by Proteus.

Deleting Adonis Servers Remove an existing Adonis server from Proteus.

Monitoring and updating 
Adonis servers

Hot enable monitoring services on Adonis servers managed by Proteus; 
how to update or apply patches and hotfixes to an Adonis server.
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Proteus Cloud Services—DNS servers

Other DNS servers

Working with servers

Actions and concepts Description

Adding a Proteus Cloud 
Services—DNS Server

Add a Proteus Cloud Services—DNS server to Proteus.

Editing Proteus Cloud 
Services—DNS Servers

Modify the server name, API URL, user name, account, and password.

Deleting Proteus Cloud 
Services—DNS Servers

Remove a Proteus Cloud Services—DNS server from Proteus.

Resetting the Password 
for a Proteus Cloud 
Services—DNS Server

Reset the hosting service account password from Proteus.

Actions and concepts Description

Adding a Proteus Cloud 
Services—DNS Server

Add an external DNS server that is not managed by Proteus. You can use 
external servers when you need to configure DNS delegation, stub zones, 
and forwarding zones

Changing the Server 
Profile of Other DNS 
servers

During import, Proteus creates Other DNS servers to represent slave and 
master servers that do not exist in Proteus as managed servers. If you 
need to change these servers into Managed Windows servers, you can do 
so by changing the server profile from Other DNS server to Managed DNS 
server.

Actions and concepts Description

Viewing Deployment 
Roles

View the current associated deployment role for a server.

Configuring Deployment 
Options

Add DNS or DHCP deployment options at the server level.

Connecting to a Server Allow Proteus to connect and manage a server already added to a 
configuration.

Configuring Server 
Interfaces

Proteus can have multiple IP addresses and thus multiple interfaces 
assigned to its Ethernet connection. These interfaces can be used to 
provide extra functionality such as BIND Views, XHA, and NAT traversal. 
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Server maintenance

Types of servers

The types of servers you can manage in Proteus are as follows:

• Adonis server—A BlueCat server typically used to provide DNS and DHCP services. Also referred 
to as an Adonis appliance.

• Proteus DDW—the management interface between Proteus and Windows servers that provides 
DNS and DHCP services. For details, refer to Proteus DDW on page 750.

• Managed Windows Server—A Windows DNS/DHCP server managed by the Proteus DDW. Before 
you can add a Windows server, you need to add a Proteus DDW interface to Proteus, and then 
link the managed Windows server to the Proteus DDW. For details, refer to Managed Windows 
Servers on page 768.

• Other DNS Server—A non-Proteus, non-Adonis server on an external network. For example: an 
external server.

• Proteus Cloud Services-DNS Server—An externally hosted DNS service. A cloud DNS service is 
provided by a service provider on a remote server. You connect to the cloud service through an 
Application Programming Interface (API) provided by the hosting service. Proteus Cloud 
Services-DNS servers are intended for use as slave servers for a Master or Hidden Master 
configured on a managed Adonis server. You can only apply the Slave DNS deployment role to a 
Proteus Cloud Services-DNS server. A configuration can have only one Proteus Cloud Services-
DNS server. Proteus Cloud Services-DNS servers cannot be used in an XHA pair.

Actions and concepts Description

Disabling a Server Disabling a server stops all deployments, DDNS updates, and DHCP 
services on that server. The server can then be removed from the 
network for repair. 

Enabling a Server Return a previously disabled server to operation.

Replacing a Server A server must first be disabled in Proteus before it can be replaced. If 
you disable a server, use the  Replace function in Proteus to replace a 
server with a new unit of the same type. 

With the exception of a Managed Windows server, servers do not need to be installed and 
connected to your network prior to adding them to Proteus. You can add the servers to Proteus 
first and then connect to them later.
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Key Terms
• DHCP server—A server providing Dynamic Hostname Protocol services. When a new device joins 

a network, the DHCP server leases an IP address to the device.

• DNS server—A server providing Domain Name Services. The DNS server receives a request for a 
domain (for example: www.example.com) from a client and sends back data of the host record 
(for example: IP address).

• Deployment Option—DNS and DHCP options tied to the selected Deployment Role.

• Deployment Role—Master or slave, the deployment role assigned to a server dictates how it 
will function during a deployment.

• Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN)—The complete domain name of a server on a network 
specifying the hierarchy of the domain name system. For example, hostname.example.com

• Host Name—A name assigned to a server on a network.

• Kerberos—An authentication protocol used by Windows servers.

• Load Balancing—Distributing workload across multiple interfaces to provide optimal resource 
utilization, maximize throughput, minimize response time, and avoid overload.

• Multi-interface Adonis appliance—BlueCat Networks Adonis appliances with support for three or 
four network interfaces.

• Port bonding—Aggregating multiple interfaces into a single virtual interface that combines the 
bandwidth into a single connection and also allows to create multi-gigabit pipes to transport 
traffic through the highest traffic areas of the network. Port bonding can be used for load 
balancing, and/or interface redundancy.

• Server interface—Particular type of control or management software that allows Proteus to 
manage a particular server.

• XHA—Crossover high-availability. A pair of Adonis servers functioning as one unit for redundant 
failover. One Adonis server is active while the other is passive.

Adonis Servers
This section describes how to add and manage Adonis servers in Proteus. It also provides information 
on configuring services for Adonis servers, as well as monitoring, and updating Adonis appliances.

When an Adonis server is connected successfully to Proteus, the Adonis server is placed into the 
Proteus command server mode. This disables the native Adonis command server agent. As a result, the 
Adonis server is no longer managed through the Adonis Management Console and responds only to 
commands from Proteus.

Configuring Adonis Servers

Adonis v7.0.0 or greater features support for dedicated management on multi-interface Adonis 
appliances (Adonis 1900 and 1950; BlueCat DNS and DHCP Server 20, 45, 60, 100, 100-D, and BlueCat 
Security DNS 500) and Adonis VMs. Adonis appliances with four network interfaces can be configured 
with multi-interface support for Services (eth0), XHA (eth1), Management (eth2), and Redundancy 

This feature is only available on 4-port Adonis appliance. For more information on port bonding, 
refer to Configuring Network Redundancy on page 540.
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(eth3) through port bonding (eth0 + eth3). Adonis VMs running software version 7.0.0 or greater can be 
configured with three network interfaces to support Services, XHA, and Management.

The following table describes the interfaces that are being used by different types of Adonis.

How to configure your Adonis appliance also varies depending on the new or existing customers. Refer 
to the following table to determine which configuration path that you need to follow:

The procedure for configuring an Adonis server and adding it to Proteus will vary according to the 
number of interfaces on your Adonis appliance, and the number of interfaces that you wish to 
utilize.

Each Adonis interface (including eth1) should be on a separate network to avoid any potential 
issues.

Number of ports eth0 eth1 eth2 eth3

2-port Adonis Services / 
Management

XHA N/A N/A

3-port Adonis Services XHA Management N/A

4-port Adonis Services XHA Management Redundancy

Task Applies to

1 Upgrade your Proteus software to the latest version (4.0.6 or greater) and 
verify. For more information, refer to Version Management on page 74.

Existing customers

2 Setup the appliance and plug the cables into the appropriate network. All customers

3 Configure and assign an IPv4 address from the Adonis administration console 
mode:

• For 2-port Adonis, assign an IPv4 address to eth0 and set the default gateway.
• For 3-port Adonis and 4-port Adonis, enable dedicated management, assign an 

IP address to the dedicated management interface (eth2), and set the default 
gateway.

NOTE: Existing customers must reset managed Adonis servers from Proteus 
control prior to enabling dedicated management.

All customers

4 Disable the existing Adonis server from the Proteus user interface. Existing customers

5 Add the server in the Proteus user interface. For details, refer to 2-port 
Adonis on page 498, 3-port Adonis on page 508, and 4-port Adonis on page 
530.

All customers

6 Deploy. All customers

7 Backup database. All customers

• Existing customers who upgrade to Proteus v4.0.6 / Adonis v7.0.0 and enable dedicated 
management CANNOT rollback to Proteus v3.7.2 / Adonis v6.7.1.

• Existing customers wishing to upgrade their Proteus and Adonis appliances and enable 
dedicated management should first contact BlueCat Networks Customer CARE for more 
information and assistance: https://care.bluecatnetworks.com
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After you finish
After you complete the configuration procedure:

• If dedicated management has been enabled the management interface properly configured, 
you will deploy DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6, TFTP and other services through the Services interface, 
while management services such as SNMP and SSH will be routed through the management 
interface.

• If dedicated management and the management interface is disabled, management and service 
traffic will share the Service interface (by default, eth0).

If you wish to configure a mix of standard Adonis appliances and Adonis appliance with dedicated 
management, Proteus will need to communicate with the Adonis servers over the traditional services-
only interface and the management interface. This might require some additional routing. Contact 
BlueCat Networks customer support at http://care.bluecatnetworks.com for assistance.

2-port Adonis
For an Adonis appliance with only two interfaces, you can only select the XHA Backbone check 
box to configure an IPv4 address to the XHA interface. Services and Enable Redundancy options 
are not available for 2-port Adonis appliances. 

The following steps are required to configure and add a 2-port Adonis under Proteus control:

1 Upgrading Proteus Software on page 498.

2 Setting up an Adonis Appliance on page 499.

3 Assigning an IP Address on page 499.

4 Setting the default gateway on page 501.

5 Disabling the existing Adonis server on page 501.

6 Adding an Adonis server using the Proteus user interface on page 502.

7 Deployment on page 507.

8 Backing up database on page 508.

Before you begin
Due to the complexity of the task, BlueCat Networks strongly recommends scheduling a maintenance 
window to upgrade your Adonis appliances. Proteus should be able to automatically detect the IP 
addresses configured on an Adonis if configured properly. If Proteus cannot detect the IP addresses, 
contact the BlueCat Networks customer support at http://care.bluecatnetworks.com for assistance.

Upgrading Proteus Software
The existing customers who wish to upgrade your Adonis appliances to the latest multi-interface 
Adonis need to upgrade your Proteus software to the latest version.

• If you are an existing customer who wishes to upgrade your Adonis appliances to the latest 
multi-interface Adonis, the procedures are different than adding a new Adonis server. 
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To upgrade your Proteus software:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Version Management and click Software Update. The Software Update 
page opens.

3 Under Available Software Updates, complete the following: 

▪ Upload a Proteus update—click Choose File to upload a Proteus update file from your 
workstation to Proteus. A dialog box opens in which you can navigate to and select an 
update file. Select a tar.gz and click Open. The path and filename for the selected file 
appears in the text field.

▪ BCN Public Key Security File—click Choose File to upload a private security file to verify 
the update file. A dialog box opens in which you can navigate to and select a security key 
file. Select a bcn-public.key and click Open. The path and filename for the selected file 
appears in the text field.

4 Click Submit. The selected update files are uploaded to Proteus. The Available Updates 
section refreshes to list available updates by product name and version number.

5 In the Available Software Updates list, click Apply beside an update file. The Confirm Apply 
page opens.

6 Click Yes. 

7 To verify the upgrade, go to Administration> Version Management and verify the version 
number in the Version History section.

Setting up an Adonis Appliance

To setup an Adonis appliance:

• Connect a network cable to the eth0 interface on the rear panel of the Adonis appliance. For 
details, refer to the installation posters that came with the appliance.

Assigning an IP Address
By default, the eth0 interface on a 2-port Adonis appliance is used for both the Services and 
Management traffic.

To assign an IPv4 address and netmask:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console.

• After the update is applied, the Proteus server will restart and the user interface will be 
temporarily inaccessible for a few minutes.

• For help in applying updates, visit BlueCat Networks Customer Care at:

https://care.bluecatnetworks.com.

If you are using a multi-port Adonis server but are not utilizing all the interface ports, by default 
the eth0 interface will be used for both the Service and Management traffic as well. You only need 
to assign an IPv4 address to eth0 from the Adonis Administration Console.
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2 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

3 Type modify eth0 and press ENTER.

4 Type set address <IPv4address> and press ENTER.

5 Type set netmask <IPv4netmask> and press ENTER.

6 Type save and press ENTER.

OPTIONAL IPv6 address

An IPv6 address cannot be used to connect to an Adonis appliance from Proteus. However, you can add 
an optional IPv6 address to make use of IPv6 communication between Proteus and Adonis.

To assign an IPv6 address:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

3 Type modify eth0 and press ENTER.

4 Type add ipv6 address <IPv6_address/netmask>, and press ENTER.

5 Type save and press ENTER.

Adonis> configure interfaces

Adonis:configure:interfaces> modify eth0

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth0> set address <IPv4 address>

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth0> set netmask <IPv4 netmask>

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth0> save

Save interface details for eth0

XHA IPv6 customers

While multiple IPv6 addresses can be configured on an Adonis server, BlueCat strongly advises all 
XHA IPv6 customers to assign only ONE IPv6 address to each node of their XHA pairs. This will 
ensure correct operation of XHA services. For more information, refer to Managing XHA on page 
715.

Proteus does not validate for duplicate IPv6 addresses on Adonis servers

Currently, a limitation exists where Proteus does not perform validation for duplicated physical or 
published IPv6 addresses of Adonis servers. Exercise caution when assigning IPv6 addresses.

When adding an IPv6 address, you must include the netmask in the parameter.
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Example:

Setting the default gateway
Once you have assigned an IP address and netmask, set the default gateway for the appliance from the 
Administration Console.

To set the default gateway:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure network and press ENTER.

2 Type set gateway <IPV4gateway> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

OPTIONAL IPv6 gateway

If you have chosen to assign an IPv6 address to the Services interface, you must also configure the IPv6 
gateway.

To set the IPv6 gateway:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure network and press ENTER.

2 Type set ipv6 gateway <IPv6_address> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

Example:

Disabling the existing Adonis server
The existing customers who wish to replace their Adonis servers with the latest multi-interface Adonis 
servers must diable the existing Adonis servers from the Proteus user interface.

Proteus> configure interfaces

Proteus:configure:interfaces> modify eth0

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> add ipv6 address 2001:db8::AC10:FE02/64

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> save

Proteus:configure:interfaces> exit

The default gateway cannot be set from the Proteus user interface. When setting the default 
gateway in the Administration Console, make sure it is on the same network as eth0, which you 
will set from the Proteus user interface. 

Make sure the IPv6 gateway matches the IPv6 address you assigned to the eth0 interface.

Proteus:> configure network

Proteus:configure:network> set ipv6 gateway 2001:db8::AC10:FE01

Proteus:configure:network> save

Proteus:configure:network> exit
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To disable the Adonis servers:

1 Log in to the Proteus user interface.

2 Select the Servers tab, and click a server name.

3 Click the server name menu and select Disable. The Adonis appliance is now disabled.

Adding an Adonis server using the Proteus user interface

After you assign IPv4 address from Adonis Administration Console, you can configure XHA from the 
Proteus user interface when adding the server.

To add a 2-port Adonis server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.
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3 Under Servers, click New and select Server. The Add Server page opens.

4 Under Server, complete the following:

▪ Profile—select the model number of your Adonis appliance from the drop-down menu.

▪ Name—enter the name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ Management Interface—enter the IPv4 address configured for the eth0 interface in the 
Adonis Administration Console. A 2-port Adonis server uses the eth0 interface for both 

If you want to use the monitoring service, you must first enable SNMP on each Adonis server you 
intend to monitor. For details, Simple Network Management Protocol on page 566.
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services and management traffic. Therefore, this IP address will also be used for services 
such as DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6, and TFTP.

▪ Hostname—The hostname used for the server on the network. For example, 
myhost.example.com

▪ Connect to server—by default, this option is selected. It allows Proteus to connect to the 
server once it is added. Deselect this check box if you do not want to connect to the server 
at this time.

▪ Upgrade to latest version—by default, this option is deselected. This provides a safe 
environment to add an Adonis server in Proteus without applying an unintentional software 
update. Select the check box only if you wish to apply the latest version of Adonis software 
once the appliance is under Proteus control.

▪ Password—The server password (by default, bluecat).

5 Under Additional Interfaces, complete the following:

▪ Click Detect Server Settings to allow Proteus to determine the type of Adonis appliance. 
Depending on the number of interfaces with which your Adonis appliance is equipped, the 
relevant fields that you may need to configure will become automatically available for you 
to configure.

▪ Services Interface—A 2-port Adonis appliance uses the eth0 interface for both services and 
management traffic. Therefore, the same IPv4 address used for the Management interface 
will be displayed.

IPv6 addresses cannot be used to connect to an Adonis appliance.

If you select the Connect to server check box, you must click the Detect Server Settings button 
in order to add the server to Proteus.

When adding an Adonis server to Proteus, BlueCat recommends upgrading the Adonis server 
software only after first adding the server to Proteus. Add the server without selecting the 
Upgrade to latest version check box. After the server has been added to Proteus, upgrade the 
server software. For details, refer to Updating Adonis Software on page 582.

Once you have entered the password, the Detect Server Settings button under Connection 
Options becomes clickable.

The Detect Server Settings button checks for the following:

• Adonis software version
• Interface count
• state of Dedicated Management (enabled or disabled)
• IPv4 address and netmask of the Services interface
• IPv6 address and subnet of the Services interface
• Redundancy scenario

For a 2-port Adonis, or for an Adonis with dedicated management disabled, the IPv4 address and 
Netmask fields are not editable.
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OPTIONAL IPv6 address—If you assigned an IPv6 address from the Adonis Administration 
Console during initial setup of the Adonis server, you should see the address and subnet in 
the IPv6 address and Subnet fields, respectively.

If you did not assign an IPv6 address during initial setup of the Adonis server, you can add 
an IPv6 address and Subnet at this time. For example:

▪ IPv6 address: 2001:db8::AC10:FE02

▪ Subnet: 64

▪ XHA Backbone—select the check box to configure the XHA interface and specify the IPv4 
address and netmask to be used for Cross High Availability (XHA). For more information 
about XHA, refer to Crossover High Availability (XHA) on page 707.

6 Under Deployment Validation Options section, set the validation options for DNS and DHCP 
deployment zone files:

▪ Override configuration level DHCP deployment validation settings—select the check box to 
permit the server to inherit the deployment validation settings set at the configuration 
level. If selected, the Check DHCP configuration on deployment check box appears.

▪ Check DHCP configuration on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of 
the dhcpd.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Override configuration level DNS deployment validation settings—select the check box to 
set deployment validation options that are specific to the server. If selected, the Check DNS 
configuration on deployment and Check DNS zones on deployment check boxes appear:

▪ Check DNS configuration on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of 
the named.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Check DNS zones on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of each DNS 
zone file and validated data deployed from Proteus. This is equivalent to setting the -i 
switch for the named-checkzone tool. If selected, the DNS Zones Deployment Validation 
Setting section opens on the page.

7 Under DNS Zones Deployment Validation Setting, complete the following:

▪ Post-load zone integrity validation—performs syntax checks based on the mode you select 
for this option. Select one of the following modes:

▪ Full—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-
zone hostnames

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Local—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

You cannot set the IPv6 gateway from the Proteus user interface. You must configure an IPv6 
gateway from the Adonis Administration Console to ensure correct operation of IPv6 functionality.

You cannot set the default gateway of the Service Interface from the Proteus user interface—it 
must be set from the Adonis Administration Console before adding the server to Proteus. For 
details, refer to Setting the default gateway on page 501.
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▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to an A or AAAA record, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Full-sibling—performs the same checks as in Full mode but does not check the glue 
records.

▪ Local-sibling—performs the same checks as in Local mode but does not check the 
glue records.

▪ None—disables all post-load zone integrity checks.

▪ Check names—Checks names. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus 
handles conditions found by this check.

▪ Check if MX records are IP addresses—checks if MX records point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if MX records point to CNAME records—checks if MX records point to a CNAME 
record rather than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for 
the named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus 
handles conditions found by this check.

▪ Check if NS records are IP addresses—checks if NS record point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -n switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if SRV records point to CNAME records—checks is SRV record point to a CNAME 
record rather than A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -S switch for the 
named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles 
conditions found by this check.

▪ Check for non-terminal wildcards—checks for wildcards in zone names that do not appear 
as the last segment of a zone name: for example, mail.*.example.com. Non-terminal 
wildcards are permissible, but you may want to be alerted to their presence. This is 
equivalent to setting the -W switch for the named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore or Warn 
to determine how Proteus handles conditions found by this check.

For the preceding options, Ignore, Warn, or Fail have the following effects:

▪ Ignore—Ignores the condition, so it is not logged in the Zone Validation server log. 
Deployment proceeds with the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Warn—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment proceeds with 
the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Fail—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment fails. The existing 
DNS data is left in place and the new data is not deployed.

8 Under Kerberos Service Principal, set the DNS and DHCP service principals:

▪ Enable DNS Service Principal—select to specify the security credential for the DNS service 
to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When you select this check 
box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and service principal from 
the Realm and Principal drop-down menus.

▪ Enable DHCP Service Principal—select this check box to specify the security credential for 
the DHCP service to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When 
you select this check box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and 
service principal from the Realm and Principal drop-down list.
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9 Under Additional Information, enter a value for the user-defined fields. This section only 
appears if you have added optional user-defined fields for the server object type.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Add to create the server and return to the Servers tab, or click Add Next to add 
another server.

Deployment
After you complete configuring and adding an Adonis server under Proteus control, you need to deploy 
the configuration to the Adonis server.

A full deployment will force Proteus to deploy all data. You can choose to deploy DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6 or 
TFTP data.

To perform a full deployment:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more servers.

3 Click Action and select Deploy. The Confirm Server Deploy page opens.

If an Adonis server was previously running independently (for example, not connected to Proteus) 
and was delivering DNS or DHCP services, the server stops these services and deletes its DNS and 
DHCP data when you connect it to Proteus.
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4 Under Confirm Server Deploy, review the list of servers to be updated.

5 Under Services, select the services to be deployed to the server: DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6, and 
TFTP.

6 Under Deployment Preference, select Force Full DNS Deployment to perform a full 
deployment. By default, Proteus always tries to perform a differential deployment, where it 
updates only those records that have changed since the last deployment. Select this check 
box to perform a full deployment, forcing Proteus to deploy all DNS data.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Yes. The Deployment Status page opens to let you track the progress of your 
deployment.

Backing up database
After adding or replacing an Adonis server, BlueCat strongly recommends backing up the Proteus 
database.

To manually backup the database:

1 Log in to the Proteus Administration Console.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

3 Type execute backup <name> and press ENTER. For name, type the name of a backup 
schedule.

3-port Adonis
Adonis servers can now be configured with three interfaces to support dedicated management 
provided in Adonis v7.0.0. You can configure the Management interface from the Adonis 
Administration Console and then configure the Services and XHA interfaces from the Proteus user 
interface.

The following steps are required to configure and add a 3-port Adonis under Proteus control:

1 Upgrading Proteus software on page 509.

2 Setting up an Adonis appliance on page 510.

3 Resetting Adonis from Proteus control on page 510

4 Configuring Dedicated Management on page 510.

5 Setting the default gateway on page 513.

6 Adding an Adonis server using the Proteus user interface on page 514.

Existing customers CANNOT rollback the database to pre-multi-interface configuration after 
upgrading the server.

Port Bonding is only supported on physical Adonis appliances, not on virtual interfaces from Adonis 
virtual machines. Customers requiring port bonding will need a 4-port Adonis appliance but may 
only need to configure three of the four available interfaces.
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7 Deployment on page 519.

8 Backing up database on page 520.

Before you begin
Due to the complexity of the task, BlueCat Networks strongly recommends scheduling a maintenance 
window to upgrade your Adonis appliances. Proteus should be able to automatically detect the IP 
addresses configured on an Adonis if configured properly. If Proteus cannot detect the IP addresses, 
contact the BlueCat Networks customer support at http://care.bluecatnetworks.com for assistance.

Upgrading Proteus software
The existing customers who wish to upgrade your Adonis appliances to the latest multi-interface 
Adonis need to upgrade your Proteus software to the latest version.

To upgrade your Proteus software:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Version Management and click Software Update. The Software Update 
page opens.

3 Under Available Software Updates, complete the following: 

▪ Upload a Proteus update—click Choose File to upload a Proteus update file from your 
workstation to Proteus. A dialog box opens in which you can navigate to and select an 
update file. Select a tar.gz and click Open. The path and filename for the selected file 
appears in the text field.

▪ BCN Public Key Security File—click Choose File to upload a private security file to verify 
the update file. A dialog box opens in which you can navigate to and select a security key 
file. Select a bcn-public.key and click Open. The path and filename for the selected file 
appears in the text field.

4 Click Submit. The selected update files are uploaded to Proteus. The Available Updates 
section refreshes to list available updates by product name and version number.

5 In the Available Software Updates list, click Apply beside an update file. The Confirm Apply 
page opens.

6 Click Yes. 

• If you are an existing customer who wishes to upgrade your Adonis appliances to the latest 
multi-interface Adonis, the procedures are different than adding a new Adonis server. 

Existing customers who upgrade to Proteus v4.0.6 / Adonis v7.0.0 and enable 
dedicated management CANNOT rollback to Proteus v3.7.2 / Adonis v6.7.1.

• After the update is applied, the Proteus server will restart and the user interface will be 
temporarily inaccessible for a few minutes.

• For help in applying updates, visit BlueCat Networks Customer Care at:

https://care.bluecatnetworks.com.
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7 To verify the upgrade, go to Administration> Version Management and verify the version 
number in the Version History section.

Setting up an Adonis appliance

To setup an Adonis appliance:

• Connect a network cable to the eth0 interface on the rear panel of the Adonis appliance. For 
details, refer to the installation posters that came with the appliance.

Resetting Adonis from Proteus control
Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus must first be reset from Proteus control BEFORE enabling 
dedicated management. Resetting the Adonis server from Proteus control is a necessary step to 
prevent accidental/unintentional changes to the Adonis interfaces.

To reset a managed Adonis from Proteus control:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure system and press ENTER.

3 Type set state no-proteus-control and press ENTER. The Adonis appliance is immediately 
removed from Proteus control.

4 Type exit and press ENTER to return to Main Session mode.

Configuring Dedicated Management
This section describes how to enable and disable Dedicated Management on a multi-interface Adonis 
server. Dedicated Management isolates network traffic for Services (DNS, DHCP, and TFTP) and 
Management (SSH, SNMP, Command Server), which allows for a more secure network infrastructure.

When you first install an Adonis appliance, both Management and Service interfaces are set to eth0 by 
default. In order to utilize multi-interface Adonis support, you must configure the Management 
interface by assigning an IPv4 address to the interface and enabling Dedicated Management from the 
Adonis Administration Console. After you have configured the Management Interface, you can set 
options for the remaining interfaces using the Proteus user interface. 

Configuring dedicated management in your network environment is a serious and complex task. 
Existing customers wishing to upgrade their Proteus and Adonis appliances and enable dedicated 
management should first contact BlueCat Customer Care for more information and assistance: 
https://care.bluecatnetworks.com

Dedicated management over NAT is currently not supported.
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To enable Dedicate Management, you will perform the following:

1 From the Adonis Administration Console, reset Adonis from Proteus control.

2 From the Adonis Administration Console, enable Dedicated Management.

3 Connect your multi-interface Adonis appliance to the same subnet as your Proteus via the 
eth2 interface.

4 From the Proteus user interface, add the Adonis appliance and configure the remaining 
interfaces.

If operating a multi-interface Adonis appliance or virtual machine, you must first reset the Adonis from 
Proteus control (for Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus), enable Dedicated Management, 
assign an IPv4 address to the Management interface, and set the default gateway. For more 
information on dedicated management with multi-interface Adonis servers, refer to Configuring 
Adonis Servers on page 496.

To enable Dedicated Management:

1 Connect a network cable to the MGMT/eth2 port of a multi-interface Adonis appliance.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

3 Type modify eth2 and press ENTER.

4 Type set address <IPv4address> and press ENTER.

5 Type set netmask <IPv4netmask> and press ENTER.

6 Type save and press ENTER.

7 Type exit and press ENTER.

8 Type set dedicated-management enable and press ENTER. Dedicated management is now 
enabled.

Only applies to Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus. Resetting the Adonis server from 
Proteus control is a necessary step to prevent accidental/unintentional changes to the Adonis 
interfaces.

Ensure the Management interface is on the same subnet as the Proteus appliance. This subnet 
must be different than the Adonis Service interface subnet (by default, eth0). If necessary, plug 
Proteus into the Management switch, and run the configure interfaces command to assign an IP 
address to Proteus for the Management subnet.

Due to the complexity of the task, existing customers wishing to upgrade their Proteus and Adonis 
appliances and enable dedicated management should first contact BlueCat Customer Care for 
more information and assistance: https://care.bluecatnetworks.com

Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus must first be reset from Proteus control BEFORE 
enabling dedicated management.

The IP address of the Management interface must be on a different subnet than the Services 
interface.
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9 Type exit and press ENTER until you return to Main Session mode.

If you would prefer not to separate Services and Management traffic onto two different subnets, you 
can disable Dedicated Management from the Adonis Administration Console. Disabling Dedicated 
Management will disable eth2 and return all SSH, SNMP, and Command Server traffic to eth0.

To disable Dedicated Management:

1 Log in to the Proteus user interface.

2 Select the Servers tab, then click on the name of the multi-interface Adonis server.

3 Click the server name and select Disable. The Adonis appliance is now disabled.

4 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console.

5 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

6 Type set dedicated-management disable and press ENTER. Dedicated management is disabled 
on eth2. eth0 is now used for both Management and Services.

7 Type exit and press ENTER.

8 Connect a network cable from the Proteus appliance to a switch that is on the same subnet as 
the Service interface of the Adonis appliance (by default, eth0). Disconnect the network 
cable from eth2 is desired.

9 Log in to the Proteus Administration Console.

10 From Main Session mode, run the configure interfaces command and assign an IP address to 
Proteus that is on the same subnet as the Service interface of the Adonis appliance (by 
default, eth0).

11 Return to the Proteus user interface. From the Servers tab, replace the Adonis appliance 
using the IP address of the Services interface (by default, eth0).

OPTIONAL IPv6 address

Adonis> configure interfaces

Adonis:configure:interfaces> modify eth2

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> set address 192.168.10.10

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> set netmask 255.255.255.0

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> save

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> exit

Adonis:configure:interfaces> set dedicated-management enable

Adonis> configure interfaces

Adonis:configure:interfaces> set dedicated-management disable

Adonis:configure:interfaces> exit
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An IPv6 address cannot be used to connect to an Adonis appliance from Proteus. However, you can add 
an optional IPv6 address to the Services interface to make use of IPv6 communication between Proteus 
and Adonis.

To assign an IPv6 address:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

3 Type modify eth0 and press ENTER.

4 Type add ipv6 address <IPv6_address/netmask>, and press ENTER.

5 Type save and press ENTER.

Example:

Setting the default gateway
Once you have assigned an IP address and netmask, set the default gateway for the appliance from the 
Administration Console.

To set the default gateway:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure network and press ENTER.

2 Type set gateway <IPV4gateway> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

OPTIONAL IPv6 gateway

If you have chosen to assign an IPv6 address to the Services interface, you must also configure the IPv6 
gateway.

XHA IPv6 customers
While multiple IPv6 addresses can be configured on an Adonis server, BlueCat strongly advises all 
XHA IPv6 customers to assign only ONE IPv6 address to each node of their XHA pair(s). This will 
ensure correct operation of XHA services. For more information, refer to Managing XHA on page 
715.

When adding an IPv6 address, you must include the netmask in the parameter.

Proteus> configure interfaces

Proteus:configure:interfaces> modify eth0

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> add ipv6 address 2001:db8::AC10:FE02/64

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> save

Proteus:configure:interfaces> exit

The default gateway cannot be set from the Proteus user interface. When setting the default 
gateway in the Administration Console, make sure it is on the same network as eth0, which you 
will set from the Proteus user interface. 
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To set the IPv6 gateway:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure network and press ENTER.

2 Type set ipv6 gateway <IPv6_address> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

Example:

Adding an Adonis server using the Proteus user interface

After you assign IPv4 address from Adonis Administration Console, you can configure the services and 
XHA interface from the Proteus user interface when adding the server.

To add a 3-port Adonis server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

Make sure the IPv6 gateway matches the IPv6 address you assigned to the eth0 interface.

Proteus:> configure network

Proteus:configure:network> set ipv6 gateway 2001:db8::AC10:FE01

Proteus:configure:network> save

Proteus:configure:network> exit
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3 Under Servers, click New and select Server. The Add Server page opens.

4 Under Server, complete the following:

▪ Profile—select the model number of your Adonis appliance from the drop-down menu.

▪ Name—enter the name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ Management Interface—enter the IPv4 address configured for the eth2 interface in the 
Adonis Administration Console..

If you want to use the monitoring service, you must first enable SNMP on each Adonis server you 
intend to monitor. For details, refer to Configuring SNMP on Proteus on page 132.

IPv6 addresses cannot be used to connect to an Adonis appliance.
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▪ Hostname—The host name used for the server on the network. For example, 
myhost.example.com

▪ Connect to server—by default, this option is selected. It allows Proteus to connect to the 
server once it is added. Deselect this check box if you do not want to connect to the server 
at this time.

▪ Upgrade to latest version—by default, this option is deselected. This provides a safe 
environment to add an Adonis server in Proteus without applying an unintentional software 
update. Select the check box only if you wish to apply the latest version of Adonis software 
once the appliance is under Proteus control.

▪ Password—The server password (by default, bluecat).

5 Under Additional Interfaces, complete the following:

▪ Click Detect Server Settings to allow Proteus to determine the type of Adonis appliance. 
Depending on the number of interfaces with which your Adonis appliance is equipped, the 
relevant fields that you may need to configure will become automatically available for you 
to configure.

If you are adding a 3-port Adonis appliance, the following fields will become available:

▪ Services Interface—specify the IPv4 address and netmask that will be used only for services 
traffic such as DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6 and TFTP.

OPTIONAL IPv6 address—If you assigned an IPv6 address from the Adonis Administration 
Console during initial setup of the Adonis server, you should see the address and subnet in 
the IPv6 address and Subnet fields, respectively.

If you select the Connect to server check box, you must click the Detect Server Settings button 
in order to add the server to Proteus.

When adding an Adonis server to Proteus, BlueCat recommends upgrading the Adonis server 
software only after first adding the server to Proteus. Add the server without selecting the 
Upgrade to latest version check box. After the server has been added to Proteus, upgrade the 
server software. For details, refer to Updating Adonis Software on page 582.

Once you have entered the password, the Detect Server Settings button under Connection 
Options becomes clickable.

The Detect Server Settings button checks for the following:

• Adonis software version
• Interface count
• state of Dedicated Management (enabled or disabled)
• IPv4 address and netmask of the Services interface
• IPv6 address and subnet of the Services interface
• Redundancy scenario

• If dedicated management is disabled, the IP address will be the same for both management and 
Services interface.

• The Management interface must be in the same subnet as Proteus subnet.
• Ensure the Management interface and the Services interface are on different subnets.
• IPv6 address and subnet fields will be populated only when there is one IPv6 address configured 

on the Services interface.
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If you did not assign an IPv6 address during initial setup of the Adonis server, you can add 
an IPv6 address and Subnet at this time. For example:

▪ IPv6 address: 2001:db8::AC10:FE02

▪ Subnet: 64

▪ XHA Backbone—select the check box if you wish to configure the XHA interface and specify 
the IPv4 address and netmask to be used. For more information about XHA, refer to 
Crossover High Availability (XHA) on page 707.

6 Under Deployment Validation Options section, set the validation options for DNS and DHCP 
deployment zone files:

▪ Override configuration level DHCP deployment validation settings—select the check box to 
permit the server to inherit the deployment validation settings set at the configuration 
level. If selected, the Check DHCP configuration on deployment check box appears.

▪ Check DHCP configuration on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of 
the dhcpd.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Override configuration level DNS deployment validation settings—select the check box to 
set deployment validation options that are specific to the server. If selected, the Check DNS 
configuration on deployment and Check DNS zones on deployment check boxes appear:

▪ Check DNS configuration on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of 
the named.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Check DNS zones on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of each DNS 
zone file and validated data deployed from Proteus. This is equivalent to setting the -i 
switch for the named-checkzone tool. If selected, the DNS Zones Deployment Validation 
Setting section opens on the page.

7 Under DNS Zones Deployment Validation Setting, complete the following:

▪ Post-load zone integrity validation—performs syntax checks based on the mode you select 
for this option. Select one of the following modes:

▪ Full—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-
zone hostnames

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

You cannot set the IPv6 gateway from the Proteus user interface. You must configure an IPv6 
gateway from the Adonis Administration Console to ensure correct operation of IPv6 functionality.

• If you want to add a DHCPv6 deployment role to an Adonis server, you must configure an IPv6 
address to the server from the Proteus user interface only.

• Servers running Adonis v6.7.1 or earlier must be upgraded to Adonis v7.0.0 or later and be 
configured with an IPv6 address from the Proteus user interface in order to be assigned a 
DHCPv6 deployment role.

You cannot set the default gateway of the Service Interface from the Proteus user interface—it 
must be set from the Adonis Administration Console before adding the server to Proteus. For 
details, refer to Setting the default gateway on page 513.
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▪ Local—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to an A or AAAA record, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Full-sibling—performs the same checks as in Full mode but does not check the glue 
records.

▪ Local-sibling—performs the same checks as in Local mode but does not check the 
glue records.

▪ None—disables all post-load zone integrity checks.

▪ Check names—Checks names. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus 
handles conditions found by this check.

▪ Check if MX records are IP addresses—checks if MX records point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if MX records point to CNAME records—checks if MX records point to a CNAME 
record rather than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for 
the named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus 
handles conditions found by this check.

▪ Check if NS records are IP addresses—checks if NS record point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -n switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if SRV records point to CNAME records—checks is SRV record point to a CNAME 
record rather than A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -S switch for the 
named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles 
conditions found by this check.

▪ Check for non-terminal wildcards—checks for wildcards in zone names that do not appear 
as the last segment of a zone name: for example, mail.*.example.com. Non-terminal 
wildcards are permissible, but you may want to be alerted to their presence. This is 
equivalent to setting the -W switch for the named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore or Warn 
to determine how Proteus handles conditions found by this check.

For the preceding options, Ignore, Warn, or Fail have the following effects:

▪ Ignore—Ignores the condition, so it is not logged in the Zone Validation server log. 
Deployment proceeds with the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Warn—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment proceeds with 
the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Fail—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment fails. The existing 
DNS data is left in place and the new data is not deployed.

8 Under Kerberos Service Principal, set the DNS and DHCP service principals:

▪ Enable DNS Service Principal—select to specify the security credential for the DNS service 
to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When you select this check 
box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and service principal from 
the Realm and Principal drop-down menus.

▪ Enable DHCP Service Principal—select this check box to specify the security credential for 
the DHCP service to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When 
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you select this check box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and 
service principal from the Realm and Principal drop-down list.

9 Under Additional Information, enter a value for the user-defined fields. This section only 
appears if you have added optional user-defined fields for the server object type.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Add to create the server and return to the Servers tab, or click Add Next to add 
another server.

Deployment
After you complete configuring and adding an Adonis server under Proteus control, you need to deploy 
the configuration to the Adonis server.

A full deployment will force Proteus to deploy all data. You can choose to deploy DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6 or 
TFTP data.

To perform a full deployment:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more servers.

If an Adonis server was previously running independently (for example, not connected to Proteus) 
and was delivering DNS or DHCP services, the server stops these services and deletes its DNS and 
DHCP data when you connect it to Proteus.
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3 Click Action and select Deploy. The Confirm Server Deploy page opens.

4 Under Confirm Server Deploy, review the list of servers to be updated.

5 Under Services, select the services to be deployed to the server: DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6, and 
TFTP.

6 Under Deployment Preference, select Force Full DNS Deployment to perform a full 
deployment. By default, Proteus always tries to perform a differential deployment, where it 
updates only those records that have changed since the last deployment. Select this check 
box to perform a full deployment, forcing Proteus to deploy all DNS data.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Yes. The Deployment Status page opens to let you track the progress of your 
deployment.

Backing up database
After adding or replacing an Adonis server, BlueCat strongly recommends backing up the Proteus 
database.

To manually backup the database:

1 Log in to the Proteus Administration Console.

Existing customers CANNOT rollback the database to pre-multi-interface configuration after 
upgrading the server.
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2 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

3 Type execute backup <name> and press ENTER. For name, type the name of a backup 
schedule.

3-port Adonis VM
Adonis v7.0.0 includes support for three network interfaces on Adonis VMs (eth0, eth1, and eth2). 
Adonis VM users can enable dedicated management and configure the Management interface from 
the Adonis Administration Console, then configure the Services and XHA interfaces from the 
Proteus user interface.

Upgrading from a 2-port Adonis VM to a 3-port Adonis VM
Existing customers running a 2-port Adonis v6.x VM wishing to upgrade to a 3-port Adonis v7.0.0 VM 
must disable their existing 2-port Adonis v6.x VM, create a new 3-port Adonis v7.0.0 VM, then replace 
the former Adonis VM with the newly created 3-port Adonis VM in Proteus.

Before you begin
Due to the complexity of the task, BlueCat Networks strongly recommends scheduling a maintenance 
window to upgrade your Adonis appliances. Proteus should be able to automatically detect the IP 
addresses configured on an Adonis if configured properly. If Proteus cannot detect the IP addresses, 
contact the BlueCat Networks customer support at http://care.bluecatnetworks.com for assistance.

Upgrading Proteus software
The existing customers who wish to upgrade your Adonis appliances to the latest multi-interface 
Adonis need to upgrade your Proteus software to the latest version.

To upgrade your Proteus software:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Version Management and click Software Update. The Software Update 
page opens.

If you are an Adonis customer that requires port bonding in your network environment, you will 
need a 4-port Adonis appliance. Port Bonding through network redundancy is only supported on 
physical Adonis appliances, not on virtual interfaces from Adonis VMs. For more details on 
configuring 4-port Adonis appliances, refer to 4-port Adonis on page 530.

For information and assistance on port bonding with Adonis appliances, contact BlueCat Customer 
Care at http://care.bluecatnetworks.com

• If you are an existing customer who wishes to upgrade your Adonis appliances to the latest 
multi-interface Adonis, the procedures are different than adding a new Adonis server. 

Existing customers who upgrade to Proteus v4.0.6 / Adonis v7.0.0 and enable 
dedicated management CANNOT rollback to Proteus v3.7.2 / Adonis v6.7.1.
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3 Under Available Software Updates, complete the following: 

▪ Upload a Proteus update—click Choose File to upload a Proteus update file from your 
workstation to Proteus. A dialog box opens in which you can navigate to and select an 
update file. Select a tar.gz and click Open. The path and filename for the selected file 
appears in the text field.

▪ BCN Public Key Security File—click Choose File to upload a private security file to verify 
the update file. A dialog box opens in which you can navigate to and select a security key 
file. Select a bcn-public.key and click Open. The path and filename for the selected file 
appears in the text field.

4 Click Submit. The selected update files are uploaded to Proteus. The Available Updates 
section refreshes to list available updates by product name and version number.

5 In the Available Software Updates list, click Apply beside an update file. The Confirm Apply 
page opens.

6 Click Yes. 

7 To verify the upgrade, go to Administration> Version Management and verify the version 
number in the Version History section.

Resetting Adonis from Proteus control
Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus must first be reset from Proteus control BEFORE enabling 
dedicated management. Resetting the Adonis server from Proteus control is a necessary step to 
prevent accidental/unintentional changes to the Adonis interfaces.

To reset a managed Adonis from Proteus control:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure system and press ENTER.

3 Type set state no-proteus-control and press ENTER. The Adonis appliance is immediately 
removed from Proteus control.

4 Type exit and press ENTER to return to Main Session mode.

Setting up an Adonis VM
Adonis v7.0.0 includes support for VMware, Hyper-V, Citrix XenServer, Citrix NetScaler SDX and Kernel-
based Virtual Machine (KVM) environments. For complete details on how to setup and configure an 
Adonis v7.0.0 VM for your particular VM environment, refer to the Proteus & Adonis VM Installation 
Guide.

• After the update is applied, the Proteus server will restart and the user interface will be 
temporarily inaccessible for a few minutes.

• For help in applying updates, visit BlueCat Networks Customer Care at:

https://care.bluecatnetworks.com.
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Configuring Dedicated Management
This section describes how to enable and disable Dedicated Management on a multi-interface Adonis 
server. Dedicated Management isolates network traffic for Services (DNS, DHCP, and TFTP) and 
Management (SSH, SNMP, Command Server), which allows for a more secure network infrastructure.

When you first install an Adonis appliance, both Management and Service interfaces are set to eth0 by 
default. In order to utilize multi-interface Adonis support, you must configure the Management 
interface by assigning an IPv4 address to the interface and enabling Dedicated Management from the 
Adonis Administration Console. After you have configured the Management Interface, you can set 
options for the remaining interfaces using the Proteus user interface. 

To enable Dedicate Management, you will perform the following:

1 From the Adonis Administration Console, reset Adonis from Proteus control.

2 From the Adonis Administration Console, enable Dedicated Management.

3 Connect your multi-interface Adonis appliance to the same subnet as your Proteus via the 
eth2 interface.

4 From the Proteus user interface, add the Adonis appliance and configure the remaining 
interfaces.

If operating a multi-interface Adonis appliance or virtual machine, you must first reset the Adonis from 
Proteus control (for Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus), enable Dedicated Management, 
assign an IPv4 address to the Management interface, and set the default gateway. For more 
information on dedicated management with multi-interface Adonis servers, refer to Configuring 
Adonis Servers on page 496.

Configuring dedicated management in your network environment is a serious and complex task. 
Existing customers wishing to upgrade their Proteus and Adonis appliances and enable dedicated 
management should first contact BlueCat Customer Care for more information and assistance: 
https://care.bluecatnetworks.com

Dedicated management over NAT is currently not supported.

Only applies to Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus. Resetting the Adonis server from 
Proteus control is a necessary step to prevent accidental/unintentional changes to the Adonis 
interfaces.

Ensure the Management interface is on the same subnet as the Proteus appliance. This subnet 
must be different than the Adonis Service interface subnet (by default, eth0). If necessary, plug 
Proteus into the Management switch, and run the configure interfaces command to assign an IP 
address to Proteus for the Management subnet.

Due to the complexity of the task, existing customers wishing to upgrade their Proteus and Adonis 
appliances and enable dedicated management should first contact BlueCat Customer Care for 
more information and assistance: https://care.bluecatnetworks.com
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To enable Dedicated Management:

1 Connect a network cable to the MGMT/eth2 port of a multi-interface Adonis appliance.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

3 Type modify eth2 and press ENTER.

4 Type set address <IPv4address> and press ENTER.

5 Type set netmask <IPv4netmask> and press ENTER.

6 Type save and press ENTER.

7 Type exit and press ENTER.

8 Type set dedicated-management enable and press ENTER. Dedicated management is now 
enabled.

9 Type exit and press ENTER until you return to Main Session mode.

If you would prefer not to separate Services and Management traffic onto two different subnets, you 
can disable Dedicated Management from the Adonis Administration Console. Disabling Dedicated 
Management will disable eth2 and return all SSH, SNMP, and Command Server traffic to eth0.

To disable Dedicated Management:

1 Log in to the Proteus user interface.

2 Select the Servers tab, then click on the name of the multi-interface Adonis server.

3 Click the server name and select Disable. The Adonis appliance is now disabled.

4 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console.

5 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

6 Type set dedicated-management disable and press ENTER. Dedicated management is disabled 
on eth2. eth0 is now used for both Management and Services.

Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus must first be reset from Proteus control BEFORE 
enabling dedicated management.

The IP address of the Management interface must be on a different subnet than the Services 
interface.

Adonis> configure interfaces

Adonis:configure:interfaces> modify eth2

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> set address 192.168.10.10

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> set netmask 255.255.255.0

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> save

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> exit

Adonis:configure:interfaces> set dedicated-management enable

Adonis> configure interfaces

Adonis:configure:interfaces> set dedicated-management disable

Adonis:configure:interfaces> exit
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7 Type exit and press ENTER.

8 Connect a network cable from the Proteus appliance to a switch that is on the same subnet as 
the Service interface of the Adonis appliance (by default, eth0). Disconnect the network 
cable from eth2 is desired.

9 Log in to the Proteus Administration Console.

10 From Main Session mode, run the configure interfaces command and assign an IP address to 
Proteus that is on the same subnet as the Service interface of the Adonis appliance (by 
default, eth0).

11 Return to the Proteus user interface. From the Servers tab, replace the Adonis appliance 
using the IP address of the Services interface (by default, eth0).

OPTIONAL IPv6 address

An IPv6 address cannot be used to connect to an Adonis appliance from Proteus. However, you can add 
an optional IPv6 address to the Services interface to make use of IPv6 communication between Proteus 
and Adonis.

To assign an IPv6 address:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

3 Type modify eth0 and press ENTER.

4 Type add ipv6 address <IPv6_address/netmask>, and press ENTER.

5 Type save and press ENTER.

Example:

Setting the default gateway
Once you have assigned an IP address and netmask, set the default gateway for the appliance from the 
Administration Console.

To set the default gateway:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure network and press ENTER.

XHA IPv6 customers
While multiple IPv6 addresses can be configured on an Adonis server, BlueCat strongly advises all 
XHA IPv6 customers to assign only ONE IPv6 address to each node of their XHA pair(s). This will 
ensure correct operation of XHA services. For more information, refer to Managing XHA on page 
715.

When adding an IPv6 address, you must include the netmask in the parameter.

Proteus> configure interfaces

Proteus:configure:interfaces> modify eth0

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> add ipv6 address 2001:db8::AC10:FE02/64

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> save

Proteus:configure:interfaces> exit
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2 Type set gateway <IPV4gateway> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

OPTIONAL IPv6 gateway

If you have chosen to assign an IPv6 address to the Services interface, you must also configure the IPv6 
gateway.

To set the IPv6 gateway:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure network and press ENTER.

2 Type set ipv6 gateway <IPv6_address> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

Example:

Disabling the existing Adonis VM
Existing customers who wish to replace their Adonis v6.x VM server(s) with 3-port Adonis v7.0.0 VM 
server(s) must first disable the existing Adonis VM servers from the Proteus user interface.

To disable the existing v6.x Adonis VM:

1 Log in to the Proteus user interface.

2 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

3 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

4 Under Servers, click the name of an Adonis VM server.

5 Click the Adonis VM server name menu and select Disable. The Adonis VM is now disabled.

Replacing an existing Adonis v6.x VM with an Adonis v7.0.0 VM
After you have disabled the existing v6.x Adonis VM and configured the newly created 3-port v7.0.0 
Adonis VM with dedicated management, you must replace the v6.x Adonis VM with the newly created 
v7.0.0 Adonis in Proteus. You can then configure the Services and XHA interface for the 3-port Adonis 
VM.

The default gateway cannot be set from the Proteus user interface. When setting the default 
gateway in the Administration Console, make sure it is on the same network as eth0, which you 
will set from the Proteus user interface. 

Make sure the IPv6 gateway matches the IPv6 address you assigned to the eth0 interface.

Proteus:> configure network

Proteus:configure:network> set ipv6 gateway 2001:db8::AC10:FE01

Proteus:configure:network> save

Proteus:configure:network> exit
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To replace the v6.x Adonis VM with the new v7.0.0 3-port Adonis VM:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of a disabled Adonis VM server. The Details tab for the server 
opens.

4 Click the Adonis VM server name menu and select Replace. The Replace Server page opens.

5 Under Server, complete the following:

▪ Name—enter a name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ Management Interface—enter the IPv4 address assigned to the v7.0.0 Adonis VM server.

▪ Hostname—enter the hostname used for the server on the network.

▪ Upgrade to latest version—by default, this option is deselected. For this operation, leave 
this check box deselected.

▪ Password—enter the server password (by default, bluecat).

6 Under Additional Interfaces, complete the following:

You must enter a password in order to use the Detect Server Settings button.
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▪ Click Detect Server Settings to allow Proteus to determine the type of Adonis server and its 
management style (that is, is dedicated management enabled or disabled). By default, an 
Adonis v7.0.0 VM has three network interfaces: eth0, eth1, and eth2.

For a 3-port Adonis VM, you can configure the following:

▪ Services Interface—enter the IPv4 address and netmask.

OPTIONAL IPv6 address—If you assigned an IPv6 address from the Adonis Administration 
Console during initial setup of the Adonis server, you should see the address and subnet in 
the IPv6 address and Subnet fields, respectively.

If you did not assign an IPv6 address during initial setup of the Adonis server, you can add 
an IPv6 address and Subnet at this time. For example:

▪ IPv6 address: 2001:db8::AC10:FE02

▪ Subnet: 64

▪ XHA Backbone—select the check box to configure the XHA interface and specify the IPv4 
address and netmask to be used for Cross High Availability (XHA). For more information 
about XHA, refer to refer to Crossover High Availability (XHA) on page 707.

7 Under Additional Information, enter a value for the user-defined fields. This section only 
appears if you have added optional user-defined fields for the server object type.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

The Detect Server Settings button checks for the following:

• Adonis software version
• Interface count
• state of Dedicated Management (enabled or disabled)
• IPv4 address and netmask of the Services interface
• Redundancy scenario

• If Dedicated Management is disabled, the IP address will be the same for both the Management 
and Services interface.

• If Dedicated Management is enabled, you can configure an IPv4 address for the Services 
interface only from the Proteus user interface.

• The Management interface must be in the same subnet as Proteus subnet.
• Ensure the Management interface and the Services interface are on different subnets.
• IPv6 address and subnet fields will be populated only when there is one IPv6 address configured 

on the Services interface.

You cannot set the IPv6 gateway from the Proteus user interface. You must configure an IPv6 
gateway from the Adonis Administration Console to ensure correct operation of IPv6 functionality.

• If you want to add a DHCPv6 deployment role to an Adonis server, you must configure an IPv6 
address to the server from the Proteus user interface only.

• Servers running Adonis v6.7.1 or earlier must be upgraded to Adonis v7.0.0 or later and be 
configured with an IPv6 address from the Proteus user interface in order to be assigned a 
DHCPv6 deployment role.
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9 Click Replace.

Next, you must deploy the configuration to the replaced server to ensure proper operation of 
services.

Deployment
After you complete configuring and adding an Adonis server under Proteus control, you need to deploy 
the configuration to the Adonis server.

A full deployment will force Proteus to deploy all data. You can choose to deploy DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6 or 
TFTP data.

To perform a full deployment:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more servers.

3 Click Action and select Deploy. The Confirm Server Deploy page opens.

4 Under Confirm Server Deploy, review the list of servers to be updated.

5 Under Services, select the services to be deployed to the server: DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6, and 
TFTP.

6 Under Deployment Preference, select Force Full DNS Deployment to perform a full 
deployment. By default, Proteus always tries to perform a differential deployment, where it 

You must click the Detect Server Settings button in order to replace the server.
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updates only those records that have changed since the last deployment. Select this check 
box to perform a full deployment, forcing Proteus to deploy all DNS data.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Yes. The Deployment Status page opens to let you track the progress of your 
deployment.

Backing up the Proteus database
After adding or replacing an Adonis server, BlueCat strongly recommends backing up the Proteus 
database.

To manually backup the database:

1 Log in to the Proteus Administration Console.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

3 Type execute backup <name> and press ENTER. For name, type the name of a backup 
schedule.

4-port Adonis
Adonis appliances with four interfaces support dedicated management as well as network 
redundancy through port-bonding. You can configure the Management interface from the Adonis 
Administration Console and then configure the Services, XHA, and Redundancy interfaces from 
the Proteus user interface.

The following steps are required to configure and add a 4-port Adonis under Proteus control:

1 Upgrading Proteus Software on page 531.

2 Setting up an Adonis appliance on page 532.

3 Resetting Adonis from Proteus control on page 532.

4 Configuring Dedicated Management on page 532.

5 Adding an Adonis server using the Proteus user interface on page 536.

a) Configuring Network Redundancy on page 540.

6 Deployment on page 545.

7 Backing up the Proteus database on page 546.

Before you begin
Due to the complexity of the task, BlueCat Networks strongly recommends scheduling a maintenance 
window to upgrade your Adonis appliances. Proteus should be able to automatically detect the IP 

Existing customers CANNOT rollback the database to pre-multi-interface configuration after 
upgrading the server.
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addresses configured on an Adonis if configured properly. If Proteus cannot detect the IP addresses, 
contact the BlueCat Networks customer support at http://care.bluecatnetworks.com for assistance.

Upgrading Proteus Software
The existing customers who wish to upgrade your Adonis appliances to the latest multi-interface 
Adonis need to upgrade your Proteus software to the latest version.

To upgrade your Proteus software:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Version Management and click Software Update. The Software Update 
page opens.

3 Under Available Software Updates, complete the following: 

▪ Upload a Proteus update—click Choose File to upload a Proteus update file from your 
workstation to Proteus. A dialog box opens in which you can navigate to and select an 
update file. Select a tar.gz and click Open. The path and filename for the selected file 
appears in the text field.

▪ BCN Public Key Security File—click Choose File to upload a private security file to verify 
the update file. A dialog box opens in which you can navigate to and select a security key 
file. Select a bcn-public.key and click Open. The path and filename for the selected file 
appears in the text field.

4 Click Submit. The selected update files are uploaded to Proteus. The Available Updates 
section refreshes to list available updates by product name and version number.

5 In the Available Software Updates list, click Apply beside an update file. The Confirm Apply 
page opens.

6 Click Yes. 

7 To verify the upgrade, go to Administration> Version Management and verify the version 
number in the Version History section.

• If you are an existing customer who wishes to upgrade your Adonis appliances to the latest 
multi-interface Adonis, the procedures are different than adding a new Adonis server. 

Existing customers who upgrade to Proteus v4.0.6 / Adonis v7.0.0 and enable 
dedicated management CANNOT rollback to Proteus v3.7.2 / Adonis v6.7.1.

• After the update is applied, the Proteus server will restart and the user interface will be 
temporarily inaccessible for a few minutes.

• For help in applying updates, visit BlueCat Networks Customer Care at:

https://care.bluecatnetworks.com.
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Setting up an Adonis appliance

To setup an Adonis appliance:

• Connect a network cable to the eth0 interface on the rear panel of the Adonis appliance. For 
details, refer to the installation posters that came with the appliance.

Resetting Adonis from Proteus control
Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus must first be reset from Proteus control BEFORE enabling 
dedicated management. Resetting the Adonis server from Proteus control is a necessary step to 
prevent accidental/unintentional changes to the Adonis interfaces.

To reset a managed Adonis from Proteus control:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure system and press ENTER.

3 Type set state no-proteus-control and press ENTER. The Adonis appliance is immediately 
removed from Proteus control.

4 Type exit and press ENTER to return to Main Session mode.

Configuring Dedicated Management
This section describes how to enable and disable Dedicated Management on a multi-interface Adonis 
server. Dedicated Management isolates network traffic for Services (DNS, DHCP, and TFTP) and 
Management (SSH, SNMP, Command Server), which allows for a more secure network infrastructure.

When you first install an Adonis appliance, both Management and Service interfaces are set to eth0 by 
default. In order to utilize multi-interface Adonis support, you must configure the Management 
interface by assigning an IPv4 address to the interface and enabling Dedicated Management from the 
Adonis Administration Console. After you have configured the Management Interface, you can set 
options for the remaining interfaces using the Proteus user interface. 

To enable Dedicate Management, you will perform the following:

1 From the Adonis Administration Console, reset Adonis from Proteus control.

2 From the Adonis Administration Console, enable Dedicated Management.

Configuring dedicated management in your network environment is a serious and complex task. 
Existing customers wishing to upgrade their Proteus and Adonis appliances and enable dedicated 
management should first contact BlueCat Customer Care for more information and assistance: 
https://care.bluecatnetworks.com

Dedicated management over NAT is currently not supported.

Only applies to Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus. Resetting the Adonis server from 
Proteus control is a necessary step to prevent accidental/unintentional changes to the Adonis 
interfaces.
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3 Connect your multi-interface Adonis appliance to the same subnet as your Proteus via the 
eth2 interface.

4 From the Proteus user interface, add the Adonis appliance and configure the remaining 
interfaces.

If operating a multi-interface Adonis appliance or virtual machine, you must first reset the Adonis from 
Proteus control (for Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus), enable Dedicated Management, 
assign an IPv4 address to the Management interface, and set the default gateway. For more 
information on dedicated management with multi-interface Adonis servers, refer to Configuring 
Adonis Servers on page 496.

To enable Dedicated Management:

1 Connect a network cable to the MGMT/eth2 port of a multi-interface Adonis appliance.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

3 Type modify eth2 and press ENTER.

4 Type set address <IPv4address> and press ENTER.

5 Type set netmask <IPv4netmask> and press ENTER.

6 Type save and press ENTER.

7 Type exit and press ENTER.

8 Type set dedicated-management enable and press ENTER. Dedicated management is now 
enabled.

9 Type exit and press ENTER until you return to Main Session mode.

Ensure the Management interface is on the same subnet as the Proteus appliance. This subnet 
must be different than the Adonis Service interface subnet (by default, eth0). If necessary, plug 
Proteus into the Management switch, and run the configure interfaces command to assign an IP 
address to Proteus for the Management subnet.

Due to the complexity of the task, existing customers wishing to upgrade their Proteus and Adonis 
appliances and enable dedicated management should first contact BlueCat Customer Care for 
more information and assistance: https://care.bluecatnetworks.com

Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus must first be reset from Proteus control BEFORE 
enabling dedicated management.

The IP address of the Management interface must be on a different subnet than the Services 
interface.

Adonis> configure interfaces

Adonis:configure:interfaces> modify eth2

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> set address 192.168.10.10

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> set netmask 255.255.255.0

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> save

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> exit

Adonis:configure:interfaces> set dedicated-management enable
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If you would prefer not to separate Services and Management traffic onto two different subnets, you 
can disable Dedicated Management from the Adonis Administration Console. Disabling Dedicated 
Management will disable eth2 and return all SSH, SNMP, and Command Server traffic to eth0.

To disable Dedicated Management:

1 Log in to the Proteus user interface.

2 Select the Servers tab, then click on the name of the multi-interface Adonis server.

3 Click the server name and select Disable. The Adonis appliance is now disabled.

4 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console.

5 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

6 Type set dedicated-management disable and press ENTER. Dedicated management is disabled 
on eth2. eth0 is now used for both Management and Services.

7 Type exit and press ENTER.

8 Connect a network cable from the Proteus appliance to a switch that is on the same subnet as 
the Service interface of the Adonis appliance (by default, eth0). Disconnect the network 
cable from eth2 is desired.

9 Log in to the Proteus Administration Console.

10 From Main Session mode, run the configure interfaces command and assign an IP address to 
Proteus that is on the same subnet as the Service interface of the Adonis appliance (by 
default, eth0).

11 Return to the Proteus user interface. From the Servers tab, replace the Adonis appliance 
using the IP address of the Services interface (by default, eth0).

OPTIONAL IPv6 address

An IPv6 address cannot be used to connect to an Adonis appliance from Proteus. However, you can add 
an optional IPv6 address to the Services interface to make use of IPv6 communication between Proteus 
and Adonis.

To assign an IPv6 address:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

3 Type modify eth0 and press ENTER.

Adonis> configure interfaces

Adonis:configure:interfaces> set dedicated-management disable

Adonis:configure:interfaces> exit

XHA IPv6 customers
While multiple IPv6 addresses can be configured on an Adonis server, BlueCat strongly advises all 
XHA IPv6 customers to assign only ONE IPv6 address to each node of their XHA pair(s). This will 
ensure correct operation of XHA services. For more information, refer to Managing XHA on page 
715.
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4 Type add ipv6 address <IPv6_address/netmask>, and press ENTER.

5 Type save and press ENTER.

Example:

Setting the default gateway
Once you have assigned an IP address and netmask, set the default gateway for the appliance from the 
Administration Console.

To set the default gateway:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure network and press ENTER.

2 Type set gateway <IPV4gateway> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

OPTIONAL IPv6 gateway

If you have chosen to assign an IPv6 address to the Services interface, you must also configure the IPv6 
gateway.

To set the IPv6 gateway:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure network and press ENTER.

2 Type set ipv6 gateway <IPv6_address> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

Example:

When adding an IPv6 address, you must include the netmask in the parameter.

Proteus> configure interfaces

Proteus:configure:interfaces> modify eth0

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> add ipv6 address 2001:db8::AC10:FE02/64

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> save

Proteus:configure:interfaces> exit

The default gateway cannot be set from the Proteus user interface. When setting the default 
gateway in the Administration Console, make sure it is on the same network as eth0, which you 
will set from the Proteus user interface. 

Make sure the IPv6 gateway matches the IPv6 address you assigned to the eth0 interface.

Proteus:> configure network

Proteus:configure:network> set ipv6 gateway 2001:db8::AC10:FE01

Proteus:configure:network> save

Proteus:configure:network> exit
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Adding an Adonis server using the Proteus user interface

After you assign IPv4 address from Adonis Administration Console, you can configure the Services, XHA, 
and Redundancy interfaces from the Proteus user interface when adding the server.

To add a 4-port Adonis server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click New and select Server. The Add Server page opens.

4 Under Server, complete the following:

Network redundancy through port bonding is available on 4-port Adonis appliances only. Network 
redundancy is not supported on Adonis virtual machines. For more details, refer to Configuring 
Network Redundancy on page 540.
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▪ Profile—select the model number of your Adonis appliance from the drop-down menu.

▪ Name—enter the name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ Management Interface—enter the IPv4 address configured for interface eth2 in the Adonis 
Administration Console.

▪ Hostname—The host name used for the server on the network. For example, 
myhost.example.com

▪ Connect to server—by default, this option is selected. It allows Proteus to connect to the 
server once it is added. Deselect this check box if you do not want to connect to the server 
at this time.

▪ Upgrade to latest version—by default, this option is deselected. This provides a safe 
environment to add an Adonis server in Proteus without applying an unintentional software 
update. Select the check box only if you wish to apply the latest version of Adonis software 
once the appliance is under Proteus control.

▪ Password—The server password (by default, bluecat).

5 Under Additional Interfaces, complete the following:

▪ Click Detect Server Settings to allow Proteus to determine the type of Adonis appliance. 
Depending on the number of interfaces with which your Adonis appliance is equipped, the 
relevant fields that you may need to configure will become automatically available for you 
to configure.

If you want to use the monitoring service, you must first enable SNMP on each Adonis server you 
intend to monitor. For details, refer to Configuring SNMP on Proteus on page 132.

IPv6 addresses cannot be used to connect to an Adonis appliance.

If you select the Connect to server check box, you must click the Detect Server Settings button 
in order to add the server to Proteus.

BlueCat recommends upgrading the Adonis server software only after first adding the server to 
Proteus. Add the server without selecting the Upgrade to latest version check box. After the 
server has been added to Proteus, upgrade the server software. For details, refer to Updating 
Adonis Software on page 582.

Once you have entered the password, the Detect Server Settings button under Connection 
Options becomes clickable.

The Detect Server Settings button checks for the following:

• Adonis software version
• Interface count
• state of Dedicated Management (enabled or disabled)
• IPv4 address and netmask of the Services interface
• IPv6 address and subnet of the Services interface
• Redundancy scenario
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If you are adding a 4-port Adonis appliance, the following fields will become available:

▪ Services Interface—specify the IPv4 address and netmask that will be used only for services 
traffic such as DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6 and TFTP.

OPTIONAL IPv6 address—If you assigned an IPv6 address from the Adonis Administration 
Console during initial setup of the Adonis server, you should see the address and subnet in 
the IPv6 address and Subnet fields, respectively.

If you did not assign an IPv6 address during initial setup of the Adonis server, you can add 
an IPv6 address and Subnet at this time. For example:

▪ IPv6 address: 2001:db8::AC10:FE02

▪ Subnet: 64

▪ XHA Backbone—select the check box if you wish to configure the XHA interface and specify 
the IPv4 address and netmask to be used. For more information about XHA, refer to 
Crossover High Availability (XHA) on page 707.

▪ Enable Redundancy—select the check box to enable networking redundancy. From the 
Scenario drop-down menu, select either Active/Backup or Active/Active (802.3ad). For 
more information on configuring Interface redundancy, refer to Configuring Network 
Redundancy on page 540.

6 Under Deployment Validation Options section, set the validation options for DNS and DHCP 
deployment zone files:

▪ Override configuration level DHCP deployment validation settings—select the check box to 
permit the server to inherit the deployment validation settings set at the configuration 
level. If selected, the Check DHCP configuration on deployment check box appears.

▪ Check DHCP configuration on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of 
the dhcpd.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Override configuration level DNS deployment validation settings—select the check box to 
set deployment validation options that are specific to the server. If selected, the Check DNS 
configuration on deployment and Check DNS zones on deployment check boxes appear:

• If dedicated management is disabled, the IP address will be the same for both management and 
Services interface.

• The Management interface must be in the same subnet as Proteus subnet.
• Ensure the Management interface and the Services interface are on different subnets.
• IPv6 address and subnet fields will be populated only when there is one IPv6 address configured 

on the Services interface.

You cannot set the IPv6 gateway from the Proteus user interface. You must configure an IPv6 
gateway from the Adonis Administration Console to ensure correct operation of IPv6 functionality.

• If you want to add a DHCPv6 deployment role to an Adonis server, you must configure an IPv6 
address to the server from the Proteus user interface only.

• Servers running Adonis v6.7.1 or earlier must be upgraded to Adonis v7.0.0 or later and be 
configured with an IPv6 address from the Proteus user interface in order to be assigned a 
DHCPv6 deployment role.

You cannot set the default gateway of the Services Interface from the Proteus user interface—it 
must be set from the Adonis Administration Console before adding the server to Proteus. For 
details, refer to Setting the default gateway on page 535.
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▪ Check DNS configuration on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of 
the named.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Check DNS zones on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of each DNS 
zone file and validated data deployed from Proteus. This is equivalent to setting the -i 
switch for the named-checkzone tool. If selected, the DNS Zones Deployment Validation 
Setting section opens on the page.

7 Under DNS Zones Deployment Validation Setting, complete the following:

▪ Post-load zone integrity validation—performs syntax checks based on the mode you select 
for this option. Select one of the following modes:

▪ Full—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-
zone hostnames

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Local—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to an A or AAAA record, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Full-sibling—performs the same checks as in Full mode but does not check the glue 
records.

▪ Local-sibling—performs the same checks as in Local mode but does not check the 
glue records.

▪ None—disables all post-load zone integrity checks.

▪ Check names—Checks names. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus 
handles conditions found by this check.--

▪ Check if MX records are IP addresses—checks if MX records point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if MX records point to CNAME records—checks if MX records point to a CNAME 
record rather than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for 
the named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus 
handles conditions found by this check.

▪ Check if NS records are IP addresses—checks if NS record point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -n switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if SRV records point to CNAME records—checks is SRV record point to a CNAME 
record rather than A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -S switch for the 
named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles 
conditions found by this check.

▪ Check for non-terminal wildcards—checks for wildcards in zone names that do not appear 
as the last segment of a zone name: for example, mail.*.example.com. Non-terminal 
wildcards are permissible, but you may want to be alerted to their presence. This is 
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equivalent to setting the -W switch for the named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore or Warn 
to determine how Proteus handles conditions found by this check.

For the preceding options, Ignore, Warn, or Fail have the following effects:

▪ Ignore—Ignores the condition, so it is not logged in the Zone Validation server log. 
Deployment proceeds with the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Warn—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment proceeds with 
the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Fail—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment fails. The existing 
DNS data is left in place and the new data is not deployed.

8 Under Kerberos Service Principal, set the DNS and DHCP service principals:

▪ Enable DNS Service Principal—select to specify the security credential for the DNS service 
to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When you select this check 
box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and service principal from 
the Realm and Principal drop-down menus.

▪ Enable DHCP Service Principal—select this check box to specify the security credential for 
the DHCP service to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When 
you select this check box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and 
service principal from the Realm and Principal drop-down list.

9 Under Additional Information, enter a value for the user-defined fields. This section only 
appears if you have added optional user-defined fields for the server object type.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Add to create the server and return to the Servers tab, or click Add Next to add 
another server.

Configuring Network Redundancy
Proteus v4.0.6 supports network redundancy through port bonding on 4-port Adonis appliances only. 
You can enable network redundancy from the Proteus user interface only when you are adding or 
replacing an Adonis server. 

Configuring redundancy on a 4-port Adonis provides you with better network capacity and reliability by 
creating multi-gigabit pipes to transport traffic through the highest traffic areas of the network. 
Port bonding can be used for load balancing, and/or interface redundancy.

If an Adonis server was previously running independently (for example, not connected to Proteus) 
and was delivering DNS or DHCP services, the server stops these services and deletes its DNS and 
DHCP data when you connect it to Proteus.

Network redundancy through port bonding is not supported on Adonis virtual machines.
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Supported modes of bonding

There are two bonding modes that you can configure:

• Failover—Active/Backup bonding where only one interface in the bond is active (Primary). This 
allows the other interface (eth3) to take over transparently if the Primary interface (eth0) 
fails.

• Load Balancing—Active/Active bonding using industry-standard 802.3ad aggregation protocol, 
where aggregation groups share the same speed and duplex settings. Each interface shares the 
throughput and each interface is active; neither interface is a primary nor a secondary.

Enabling network redundancy when adding an Adonis server

You can enable network redundancy on a new/clean 4-port Adonis server from the Add Server page of 
the Proteus user interface. If the Adonis server was formerly managed by Proteus, you must remove it 
from Proteus control using the Adonis Administration Console. For more details, refer to Enabling 
network redundancy when replacing an Adonis server on page 542.

To enable network redundancy when adding an Adonis server:

1 Log in to the Proteus user interface as the administrator and select the Servers tab. Tabs 
remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers tab again to ensure you are 
working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Servers, click New. The Add Server page opens.

3 Under Server, complete the Profile, Name, Management Interface, Hostname, and Password 
fields. For complete details, refer to Configuring Adonis Servers on page 496.

Active/Active (802.3ad) bonding
• Active/Active (802.3ad) load balancing MUST be enabled from the Proteus user interface when 

adding or replacing an Adonis server.
• If enabling Active/Active load balancing, you must first enable Active/Active on the Adonis 

server from the Proteus user interface, then configure Active/Active (802.3ad) on your 
network switch. This protects against loss of connectivity with the Adonis server.

When you first install a 4-port Adonis appliance, both Management and Services interfaces are set 
to eth0 by default. In order to utilize multi-interface Adonis support, you must configure the 
Management interface by assigning an IPv4 address to the interface and enabling Dedicated 
Management from the Adonis Administration Console. For more details, refer to 4-port Adonis on 
page 530.
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4 Under Additional Interfaces, click Detect Server Settings to allow Proteus to determine 
version of Adonis software, interface count, state of Dedicated management, and the IPv4 
address and netmask of the Services interface.

5 Select the Enable Redundancy check box to enable networking redundancy.

6 From the Scenario drop-down menu, select either Active/Backup or Active/Active (802.3ad).

7 Configure settings under Deployment Validation Options and Kerberos Service Principal as 
necessary. For complete details, refer to Configuring Adonis Servers on page 496.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Add or click Add Next to add another server.

10 Deploy the configuration to the new server to ensure proper operation of services.

Enabling network redundancy when replacing an Adonis server

You can also enable redundancy when replacing a 4-port Adonis server in Proteus. That is, replacing an 
Adonis server that was previously disabled in Proteus. The replaced server must have the management 
style (that is, Dedicated Management enabled or disabled) as the disabled server.

To enable network redundancy when replacing an Adonis server:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console as the administrator and run the following 
commands to reset Adonis from Proteus control:

2 Log in to the Proteus user interface as the administrator and select the Servers tab. Tabs 
remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers tab again to ensure you are 
working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of the disabled server. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Replace. The Replace Server page opens.

5 Under Server, complete the Profile, Name, Management Interface, Hostname, and Password 
fields. For complete details, refer to Configuring Adonis Servers on page 496.

Active/Active (802.3ad) bonding
If enabling Active/Active load balancing, you must first enable Active/Active on the Adonis 
server from the Proteus user interface, then configure Active/Active (802.3ad) on your network 
switch. This protects against loss of connectivity with the Adonis server.

A server must always be disabled before it is repaired or replaced, even if it has failed and is no 
longer connected to the network. For more information, refer to Disabling a Server on page 604.

From the Adonis Administration Console, run the show interfaces command to view the status of 
dedicated management. If necessary, enable dedicated management and configure the 
Management interface. For complete details, refer to Configuring Dedicated Management on 
page 532.

Adonis> configure system

Adonis> set state no-proteus-control
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6 Under Additional Interfaces, click Detect Server Settings to allow Proteus to determine 
version of Adonis software, interface count, state of Dedicated management, and the IPv4 
address and netmask of the Services interface.

7 Select the Enable Redundancy check box to enable networking redundancy.

8 From the Scenario drop-down menu, select either Active/Backup or Active/Active (802.3ad).

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Replace.

11 Deploy the configuration to the replaced server to ensure proper operation of services.

Disabling network redundancy
Network redundancy can only be disabled from the Add Server or Replace Server pages in the Proteus 
user interface. However, you must first disable bonding from the Administration Console and reset the 
Adonis from Proteus control before completing the operation from the Proteus user interface.

You can disable network redundancy when adding an Adonis server that previously had network 
redundancy enabled, or you can disable network redundancy on an active Adonis server by first 
disabling the server, then disabling redundancy when replacing the server.

Disabling network redundancy when adding an Adonis server

If you are adding an Adonis server that previously had bonding enabled, you must first disable bonding 
from the Adonis Administration Console (this also removes the Adonis from Proteus control) and 
confirm the status of dedicated management.

To disable network redundancy when adding an Adonis server:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console as the administrator and run the following 
commands to disable bonding and reset the Adonis from Proteus control:

Active/Active (802.3ad) bonding
If enabling Active/Active load balancing, you must first enable Active/Active on the Adonis 
server from the Proteus user interface, then configure Active/Active (802.3ad) on your network 
switch. This protects against loss of connectivity with the Adonis server.

Disabling redundancy and/or changing your port bonding scenario may require re-wiring of your 
network switch. BlueCat strongly recommends scheduling a maintenance window for any changes 
to network redundancy/port bonding.

When disabling the Load Balancing (active/active 802.3ad) bonding mode, you must first disable 
the 802.3ad mode from the network switch, then disable bonding from the Administration 
Console. This protects against loss of connectivity with the Adonis server.

Adonis> configure system

Adonis:configure:system> set state no-bonding

This will remove the Adonis from Proteus control.
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2 Run the show interfaces command to view the status of dedicated management. If necessary, 
run the configure interfaces command to enable dedicated management. For complete details, 
refer to Configuring Dedicated Management on page 532.

3 Log in to the Proteus user interface and select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you 
last worked on, so select the Servers tab again to ensure you are working with the 
Configuration information page.

4 Under Servers, click New. The Add Server page opens.

5 Under Server, complete the Profile, Name, Management Interface, Hostname, and Password 
fields. For complete details, refer to Configuring Adonis Servers on page 496.

6 Under Additional Interfaces, click Detect Server Settings to allow Proteus to determine 
version of Adonis software, interface count, state of Dedicated management, and the IPv4 
address and netmask of the Services interface.

7 Deselect the Enable Redundancy check box to disable networking redundancy. The Scenario 
drop-down menu is no longer available.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Add.

10 Deploy the configuration to the new server to ensure proper operation of services.

Disabling network redundancy when replacing an Adonis server

Disabling network redundancy from an active Adonis server(s) involves the following steps:

1 Disabling the server.

2 Re-wiring the network switch (if necessary).

3 From the Administration Console, disabling bonding. This will remove the Adonis from Proteus 
control.

4 Replacing the server.

5 Disabling redundancy from the Replace Server page.

6 Deployment.

To disable network redundancy when replacing an Adonis server:

1 From the Proteus user interface select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last 
worked on, so select the Servers tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration 
information page.

When disabling the Load Balancing (active/active 802.3ad) bonding mode, you must first disable 
the 802.3ad mode from the network switch, then disable bonding from the Administration 
Console. This protects against loss of connectivity with the Adonis server.

If you attempt to reset the Adonis before disabling bonding, you will be prompted to first disable 
bonding.

BlueCat strongly recommends scheduling a maintenance window for any changes to network 
redundancy/port bonding.
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2 Under Servers, click a server name. The Details tab for the server opens.

3 Click the server name menu and select Disable. The server is now disabled.

4 Re-wire your Adonis server(s) as needed.

5 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console as the administrator and run the following 
commands to disable bonding and reset the Adonis from Proteus control:

6 Return to the Proteus user interface and select the Servers tab.

7 Under Servers, click the name of the disabled server. The Details tab for the server opens.

8 Click the server name menu and select Replace. The Replace Server page opens.

9 Under Server, complete the Profile, Name, Management Interface, Hostname, and Password 
fields. For complete details, refer to Configuring Adonis Servers on page 496.

10 Under Additional Interfaces, click Detect Server Settings to allow Proteus to determine 
version of Adonis software, interface count, state of Dedicated management, and the IPv4 
address and netmask of the Services interface.

11 Deselect the Enable Redundancy check box to disable networking redundancy. The Scenario 
drop-down menu is no longer available.

12 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

13 Click Replace. The server is now replaced and enabled.

14 Deploy the configuration to the new server to ensure proper operation of services.

Deployment
After you complete configuring and adding an Adonis server under Proteus control, you need to deploy 
the configuration to the Adonis server.

A full deployment will force Proteus to deploy all data. You can choose to deploy DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6 or 
TFTP data.

To perform a full deployment:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more servers.

Adonis> configure system

Adonis> set state no-bonding

This will remove the Adonis from Proteus control.
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3 Click Action and select Deploy. The Confirm Server Deploy page opens.

4 Under Confirm Server Deploy, review the list of servers to be updated.

5 Under Services, select the services to be deployed to the server: DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6, and 
TFTP.

6 Under Deployment Preference, select Force Full DNS Deployment to perform a full 
deployment. By default, Proteus always tries to perform a differential deployment, where it 
updates only those records that have changed since the last deployment. Select this check 
box to perform a full deployment, forcing Proteus to deploy all DNS data.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Yes. The Deployment Status page opens to let you track the progress of your 
deployment.

Backing up the Proteus database
After adding or replacing an Adonis server, BlueCat strongly recommends backing up the Proteus 
database.

To manually backup the database:

1 Log in to the Proteus Administration Console.

Existing customers CANNOT rollback the database to pre-multi-interface configuration after 
upgrading the server.
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2 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

3 Type execute backup <name> and press ENTER. For name, type the name of a backup 
schedule.

Editing Adonis Servers
You can edit an Adonis appliance to change the server name, Management interface address, host 
name, and deployment validation options. The Edit Server page is the same for 2, 3, or 4-port 
Adonis servers.

To edit an Adonis Server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a server. The server’s Details tab opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Edit. The Edit Server page opens.

5 Under Server, edit the following:

▪ Profile—select the model number of your Adonis appliance from the drop-down menu.

▪ Name—enter the name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ Hostname—The host name used for the server on the network. For example, 
myhost.example.com

▪ Management Interface—enter the IPv4 address configured for the Management interface 
(eth2) in the Adonis Administration Console. If dedicated management is disabled, or if you 
are a running a 2-port Adonis, enter the IPv4 address configured for the eth0 interface.

Certain server properties are only available when the server is disabled and/or not under Proteus 
control.

If you want to use the monitoring service, you must first enable SNMP on each Adonis server you 
intend to monitor. For details, refer to Simple Network Management Protocol on page 566.

IPv6 addresses cannot be used to connect to an Adonis appliance.
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6 Under Deployment Validation Options, edit the validation options for DNS configuration and 
zone files:

▪ Override configuration level DHCP deployment validation settings—select/deselect the 
check box to permit/deny the server to inherit the deployment validation settings set at 
the configuration level. If selected, the Check DHCP configuration on deployment check box 
appears.

▪ Check DHCP configuration on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of 
the dhcpd.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Override configuration level DNS deployment validation settings—select/deselect the 
check box to set deployment validation options that are specific to the server. If selected, 
the Check DNS configuration on deployment and Check DNS zones on deployment check boxes 
appear:

▪ Check DNS configuration on deployment—select/deselect the check box to check the 
syntax of the named.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Check DNS zones on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of each DNS 
zone file and validated data deployed from Proteus. This is equivalent to setting the -i 
switch for the named-checkzone tool. When selected, the DNS Zones Deployment 
Validation Setting section opens on the page.

Under DNS Zones Deployment Validation Setting, complete the following:

▪ Post-load zone integrity validation—performs syntax checks based on the mode you select 
for this option. Select one of the following modes:

▪ Full—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-
zone hostnames

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Local—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to an A or AAAA record, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Full-sibling—performs the same checks as in Full mode but does not check the glue 
records.

▪ Local-sibling—performs the same checks as in Local mode but does not check the 
glue records.

• The Management Interface field is only available after you have first disabled the managed 
Adonis server.

• If you wish to change the IPv4 address of the Management interface (eth2), you must first re-
configure the IPv4 address of the Management interface using the Administration Console, 
disable the server in Proteus, and then edit the server with the new IPv4 address.

• If you are replacing the Adonis server hardware with a new appliance of the same type, you 
should first disable the active Adonis server, swap out the Adonis appliances, then replace the 
server in Proteus. The new appliance receives the Proteus name and hostname from the old 
server.

• For more details, refer to Server Maintenance on page 495.
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▪ None—disables all post-load zone integrity checks.

▪ Check names—Checks names. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus 
handles conditions found by this check.

▪ Check if MX records are IP addresses—checks if MX records point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if MX records point to CNAME records—checks if MX records point to a CNAME 
record rather than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for 
the named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus 
handles conditions found by this check.

▪ Check if NS records are IP addresses—checks if NS record point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -n switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if SRV records point to CNAME records—checks is SRV record point to a CNAME 
record rather than A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -S switch for the 
named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles 
conditions found by this check.

▪ Check for non-terminal wildcards—checks for wildcards in zone names that do not appear 
as the last segment of a zone name: for example, mail.*.example.com. Non-terminal 
wildcards are permissible, but you may want to be alerted to their presence. This is 
equivalent to setting the -W switch for the named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore or Warn 
to determine how Proteus handles conditions found by this check.

For the preceding options, Ignore, Warn, or Fail have the following effects:

▪ Ignore—Ignores the condition, so it is not logged in the Zone Validation server log. 
Deployment proceeds with the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Warn—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment proceeds with 
the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Fail—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment fails. The existing 
DNS data is left in place and the new data is not deployed.

7 Under Kerberos Service Principal, set the DNS and DHCP service principals:

▪ Enable DNS Service Principal—select to specify the security credential for the DNS service 
to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When you select this check 
box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and service principal from 
the Realm and Principal drop-down menus.

▪ Enable DHCP Service Principal—select this check box to specify the security credential for 
the DHCP service to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When 
you select this check box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and 
service principal from the Realm and Principal drop-down list.

8 Under Additional Information, enter a value for the user-defined fields. This section only 
appears if you have added optional user-defined fields for the server object type.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Update.
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Deleting Adonis Servers
You can delete Adonis servers from your Proteus configuration. Deleting a server removes it from 
Proteus, but does not stop any services running on the server.

For Adonis appliances, you must reset the Adonis appliance using the reset from proteuscontrol 
command in the Adonis Administration Console. This returns the Adonis appliance to the Adonis 
command server mode and resets the SSL certificate on the appliance to its default value. For 
details, refer to Removing Adonis from Proteus control on page 702.

To delete an Adonis server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more Adonis servers.

4 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Yes.
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Configuring Adonis services
Once you have added an Adonis server(s) to Proteus v4.0.6, you can configure Adonis services directly 
from the Proteus user interface. Use the Service Configuration function in Proteus to configure the 
following:

• Anycast

• Firewall

• NTP (Network Time Protocol)

• SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol)

• SSH (Secure Shell)

• Syslog Redirection

When configuring Adonis services from the Proteus user interface, you can also review the current 
settings for these services on the Adonis appliance. When you select a service to configure, Proteus 
polls the server and returns the current settings for the service.

BlueCat Services Manager
Introduced in Proteus v4.0.0, Bluecat Services Manager provides improved management and control of 
Proteus and Adonis services. Anycast (Adonis only), Firewall (Adonis only), NTP, SNMP, SSH, and Syslog 
redirection are now configured directly in the Proteus user interface, not from the Proteus/Adonis 
Administration Console. BlueCat recognizes that existing customers may have customized service 
configurations that may be affected by BlueCat Services Manager, so a Service Configuration Override 
has been added to preserve existing service configurations for customers upgrading from Proteus 
v3.7.x/Adonis v6.7.x to Proteus v4.0.0 or greater/Adonis v7.0.0 or greater.

Service Configuration Override
Upon upgrade to Proteus v4.0.6, the Service Configuration Override is enabled by default. This means 
all existing configuration settings in the Proteus v3.7.x/Adonis v6.7.x .conf files will be preserved 
after the upgrade.

• To use the Service Configuration function, first update the Adonis Appliance to the most recent 
version of the Adonis software. For more information, refer to Updating Adonis Software on 
page 582.

• Adonis service configuration from the Proteus user interface is only available for Adonis v7.0.0 
and above. If using an older version of Adonis, use the Adonis Administration Console to 
configure Adonis services.

Not applicable to older versions of Adonis with services configured from the Adonis Administration 
Console. 

Service Configuration Override is disabled for new installations of Proteus v4.0.6.
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Modifying preserved service configurations
If you modify Proteus or Adonis services preserved during the upgrade to Proteus v4.0.0 or greater/
Adonis v7.0.0 or greater from the Proteus user interface, you will receive a prompt alerting you that 
the specified service has been set to Override:

• This service has been set to Override. Any update to the service will overwrite the existing service 
configuration with the settings added in the user interface.

At this point, you have the option to cancel (preserving your existing service configuration and leaving 
the Service Configuration Override enabled) or you can save your changes and update the service 
configuration.

Updating the service will disable the Service Configuration Override. Your existing .conf files will be 
overwritten and a backup file will be created (servicetype.conf.bak).

Backup files

BlueCat Services Manager will create a backup file of existing service configurations when the Service 
Override is disabled and the service configuration has been modified from the Proteus user interface. 
This process occurs when modifying the service for the first time since the upgrade. Backup file 
locations for each type of service are as follows:

Proteus

Modifying settings for a service will permanently disable the Service Configuration Override for 
that service. You will no longer receive the warning prompt from the Proteus user interface when 
modifying service settings.

Backup files are for reference only and cannot be used to revert back to the earlier service 
configuration.

Service Backup file location

NTP /etc/ntp.conf.bak

SNMP /etc/snmp/snmp.conf.bak

Syslog Redirection /etc/syslog-ng/syslog-ng.conf.bak
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Adonis

Service Backup file location

Anycast • /etc/quagga/ospfd.conf.bak
• /etc/quagga/ripd.conf.bak
• /etc/quagga/daemons.bak
• /etc/quagga/zebra.conf.bak

NTP /etc/ntp.conf.bak

SNMP /etc/snmp/snmp.conf.bak

Syslog Redirection /etc/syslog-ng/syslog-ng.conf.bak

Configuration changes made from the Proteus user interface will override any changes made 
locally to the Adonis server by an administrator. Users that require local modifications to Adonis 
services should contact BlueCat Networks Customer Care for assistance:
https://care.bluecatnetworks.com
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Anycast
Anycast is a routing scheme that provides faster response times by routing requests to the nearest 
server in a group. It is especially useful for large distributed DNS applications that handle a high 
volume of requests. For example, DNS root servers use Anycast to distribute their service throughout 
the world. Although most root servers are nominally located in the United States and share a U.S. IP 
address, most of the physical machines are located elsewhere.

Anycast assigns one IP address to multiple servers that provide the same service. A client asking for 
that specific IP address is directed to the geographically closest server using Border Gateway Protocol 
(BGP), Open Shorter Path First (OSPF), or Routing Information Protocol (RIP). Adonis uses the Quagga 
daemon to configure advanced BGP, OSPF, and RIP parameters. For more information about the Quagga 
daemon, refer to the Quagga documentation at http://www.quagga.net/docs.php.

You can enable/disable Anycast service and configure BGP, OSPF, or RIP on Adonis appliances from the 
Proteus user interface.

Anycast BGP
BGP is a complex routing protocol used to exchange routing information between Autonomous 
Systems. Deploying Anycast using BGP is the most common with Internet Service Providers (ISPs), but 
can also be used if you are a large enterprise customer needing to interconnect networks across 
disparate geographical or administrative locations.

Anycast BGP with Adonis

Deploying Anycast BGP on Adonis turns Adonis into a fully-fledged BGP router in the network, capable 
of establishing connection with a BGP peer, participating in BGP routing processes, accepting and 
distributing dynamic routing information through BGP, and so forth. 

Anycast BGP on Adonis provides functionality in both IPv4 and IPv6 address families. Adonis can 
communicate with an IPv4 BGP router and exchange IPv4 routing information as well as communicate 
with an IPv6 BGP router and exchange IPv6 routing information. One instance of BGP on Adonis can run 
simultaneously and independent in both IPv4 and IPv6 address families.

In the diagram below, Anycast BGP is configured to route DNS service from a primary Adonis DNS server 
(ASN 65001) and a secondary Adonis DNS server (ASN 65002). ASN 64999 is the Automated System 
comprised on BGP Peers, routers, and switches. The “Short path” provides the fewest number of hops 
between the DNS client and ASN 65001. Anycast BGP routes DNS service via this “short path” to 
provide the most efficient service.
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In the next diagram, a DNS failure has occurred at ASN 65001. Anycast BGP instantly re-routes DNS 
service via the “Long path” to ASN 65002 in order to maintain DNS service to the client.

MD5 authentication with Anycast BGP

OPTIONAL—Adonis can use MD5 authentication on a TCP connection to neighboring BGP peers. You can 
configure MD5 authentication for IPv4 and IPv6 address families separately from the Proteus user 
interface.

Prefix Lists in Anycast BGP

OPTIONAL—Configure Prefix Lists and deploy them to Adonis with the Anycast BGP configuration. Two 
prefix lists can be defined in Proteus for each IPv4 or IPv6 BGP peer:

• one prefix list to filter INPUT IPv4 routing information

• one prefix list to filter OUTPUT IPv4 routing information

• one prefix list to filter INPUT IPv6 routing information

• one prefix list to filter OUTPUT IPv6 routing information

These lists are independent from each other—you can have only one of them defined at a time or both. 
Each deployed prefix list is automatically bound to a related BGP peer.

Caution.

MD5 authentication password requirements
MD5 authentication requires a case-sensitive alphanumeric password of up to a maximum of 25 
characters; no spaces. The following special characters are permitted: @ - . : _ [ ] .
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Before you start
Before configuring Anycast BGP, ensure you have completed the following prerequisites:

• BGP hardware and network setup—Autonomous Systems containing a BGP peer are properly 
setup and configured; Adonis DNS servers have been properly setup and configured with 
necessary IPv4 and IPv6 addresses.

• Adonis servers under Proteus control—all Adonis DNS servers that will be part of Anycast BGP 
must first individually added and managed by Proteus.

• DNS Service—ensure you have created views, zones, deployment roles, and resource records, 
required for your Anycast BGP network and have deployed DNS service to your Adonis servers.

To configure Anycast BGP on an Adonis appliance:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of an Adonis server. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Service Configuration. The Configure Remote Services 
page opens.

Caution.

Adonis VMs in Citrix NetScaler SDX
Customers running multi-interface Adonis v7.0.0 virtual machines in Citrix NetScaler SDX must 
configure additional static routes on the Services interface (eth0) for any hosts that are not 
directly connected to the Adonis Services interface (eth0). These static routes must be configured 
before configuring Anycast BGP in the Proteus user interface.

For details on configuring static routes, refer to Static routes on page 696.

Note.

• Dedicated management is supported with Anycast BGP.
• IPv4/IPv6 addresses configured on the Services interface (eth0) must be on different subnets.

Note.

DNS data on the slave Adonis may not be populated until the entire Anycast BGP network is 
operational.

Caution.

Autonomous System Numbers
Anycast BGP requires an Autonomous System Number (ASN) allocated for each Autonomous System 
in the Anycast BGP network. Any ASNs used in the Internet must be officially registered and 
allocated by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA). If ASNs are only used within a 
corporate network and the corresponding AS has no direct connection to the Internet, then ASNs 
may be chosen freely from within the range reserved for private use: 64512—65534.

For more information on ASNs, refer to https://www.iana.org/assignments/as-numbers/as-
numbers.xml
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5 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Anycast.
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6 Under General Settings, set the following parameters:

▪ Enable Anycast Service—select this check box to enable Anycast service; deselect this 
check box to disable Anycast service.

▪ Protocol—BGP service should be selected by default. If not, select BGP from the drop-down 
menu. Different fields become available depending on the type of protocol that you select.

▪ BGP Local ASN—enter the local Autonomous System Number allocated for the Autonomous 
System to which the Adonis server belongs (by default, 64999).

▪ IPv4/IPv6 Anycast Address—enter a new IPv4 or IPv6 address (without netmask) for the 
Virtual Loopback interface and click Add. The IPv4/IPv6 address appears in the list.

▪ Add additional IPv4/IPv6 Loopback addresses as needed.

▪ To delete an IPv4/IPv6 Loopback address, select the address and click Remove.

▪ Enable BGP Command Line Interface—selected by default, this option allows you to 
configure additional BGP parameters via the Telnet BGP CLI. If selected, the Telnet 
password to BGP CLI option becomes available.

▪ Telnet password to BGP CLI—(available only when BGP CLI is enabled) enter the Telnet 
password to access the BGP command line interface (by default, bgp).

7 Configure the BGP parameters:

▪ Keep alive Time—frequency in seconds (from 0 to 65535) that keepalive notifications are 
sent to the BGP peer (by default, 60).

▪ Hold Time—interval in seconds (from 0 to 65535) after not receiving a keepalive notification 
that a BGP peer is declared dead (by default, 180).

▪ BGP Remote ASN in IPv4—ASN of the remote network containing the IPv4 BGP peer (from 
1—65534).

▪ IPv4 Address of BGP Peer—IPv4 address of the BGP router peering with the Anycast DNS 
server.

Caution.

If you have upgraded from Proteus v3.7.x, you will receive the following warning message:

• This service has been set to Override. Any update to the service will overwrite the existing 
service configuration with the settings added in the user interface.

Modifying the current service configuration will disable the Service Configuration Override and 
overwrite the existing .conf file with the new values and settings.

Click Cancel to preserve the service configuration files maintained during the upgrade from 
Proteus v3.7.x.

The Service interface (eth0) serves as the source address for BGP peering in Adonis. Addresses 
assigned to the Virtual Loopback interface are announced as connected networks behind eth0. 
While the physical Service interface must always use a unique IP address through the network, the 
Virtual Loopback interface placed behind it may reuse the same IP address at any Adonis server. 
Reusing the same IP on multiple servers makes such an IP address an anycast. This approach also 
allows load balancing between Adonis DNS servers over multiple BGP paths to the same anycast IP 
destination.

The Telnet password is case-sensitive. For details on the BGP command line interface, refer to 
BGP Command Line Interface on page 560.

Ensure IPv4 communication can be established between this address and the IPv4 address of the 
Services interface (eth0) configured on Adonis. The IPv4 address of the BGP Peer should be on the 
same subnet or routed to the IPv4 gateway on Adonis.
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▪ IPv4 Hop Limit to the BGP Peer—number of hops (from 1 to 255) permitted from the Anycast 
DNS server and its closest peer via IPv4 (by default, 1).

▪ MD5 signature in IPv4—(OPTIONAL) alphanumeric password to enable MD5 authentication in 
BGP communication with neighboring IPv4 routers.

▪ Announce Next-Hop-Self to IPv4 BGP Peer—(Reserved for future-use) if selected, enables 
the Adonis DNS server to advertise its IPv4 peering address to the BGP peer as the next hop 
for all IPv4 routes distributed by the Adonis DNS server.

▪ BGP Remote ASN in IPv6—ASN of the remote network containing the IPv6 BGP peer (from 
1—65534).

▪ IPv6 Address of BGP Peer—(OPTIONAL) IPv6 address of the BGP router peering with the 
Anycast DNS server.

▪ IPv6 Hop Limit to BGP Peer—(OPTIONAL) number of hops (from 1 to 255) permitted from the 
Anycast DNS server and its closest peer via IPv6 (by default, 1).

▪ Announce Next-Hop-Self to IPv6 BGP Peer—(Reserved for future-use) if selected, enables 
the Adonis DNS server to advertise its IPv6 peering address to the BGP peer as the next hop 
for all IPv6 routes distributed by the Adonis DNS server.

MD5 authentication password requirements
MD5 authentication requires a case-sensitive alphanumeric password of up to a maximum of 25 
characters; no spaces. The following special characters are permitted: @ - . : _ [ ] .

MD5 authentication with Anycast BGP
If MD5 authentication passwords are configured incorrectly, Adonis will not be able to establish 
the BGP peering session. BlueCat recommends verifying that the BGP peering session is 
established after configuring MD5 authentication.

Announce Next-Hop parameters reserved for future-use
The current Anycast BGP implementation supports only a single BGP peer per address family (IPv4 
and IPv6). As such, enabling the Announce Next-Hop parameter will have no effect on the 
behavior of the Adonis DNS server.

Ensure IPv6 communication can be established between this address and the IPv6 address of the 
Services interface (eth0) configured on Adonis. The IPv6 address of the BGP Peer should be on the 
same subnet or routed to the IPv6 gateway on Adonis.

Announce Next-Hop parameters reserved for future-use
The current Anycast BGP implementation supports only a single BGP peer per address family (IPv4 
and IPv6). As such, enabling the Announce Next-Hop parameter will have no effect on the 
behavior of the Adonis DNS server.
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▪ MD5 signature in IPv6—(OPTIONAL) alphanumeric password to enable MD5 authentication in 
BGP communication with neighboring IPv6 routers.

8 Set Anycast BGP Prefix lists (OPTIONAL):

▪ From the Name drop-down menu, select either INPUTv4, OUTPUTv4, INPUTv6, or 
OUTPUTv6.

▪ From the Action drop-down menu, select either permit or deny.

▪ In the text field, enter the IPv4/IPv6 address and netmask <IPv4/IPv6address/netmask> and 
click Add. The prefix list appears in the list.

▪ To change the list order, select a prefix list item and click Move Up or Move Down. To 
delete a prefix list, select a prefix list item and click Remove.

9 Click Update.

BGP Command Line Interface

Enable the BGP command line interface in Proteus to configure additional BGP or Zebra parameters via 
Quagga.

To access BGP Telnet configuration:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console via SSH and the root account.

2 Enter either of the following commands:

▪ BGP

▪ Zebra

3 At the User Access Verification prompt, enter either of the following:

▪ BGP—enter the BGP CLI password set in the Proteus user interface (by default, bgp) and 
press ENTER.

▪ Zebra—enter the pre-defined password zebra and press ENTER.

MD5 authentication password requirements
MD5 authentication requires a case-sensitive alphanumeric password of up to a maximum of 25 
characters; no spaces. The following special characters are permitted: @ - . : _ [ ] .

MD5 authentication with Anycast BGP
If MD5 authentication passwords are configured incorrectly, Adonis will not be able to establish 
the BGP peering session. BlueCat recommends verifying that the BGP peering session is 
established after configuring MD5 authentication.

Two prefix lists can be defined in Proteus for each IPv4 or IPv6 BGP peer:

• one prefix list to filter INPUT IPv4 routing information
• one prefix list to filter OUTPUT IPv4 routing information
• one prefix list to filter INPUT IPv6 routing information
• one prefix list to filter OUTPUT IPv6 routing information

telnet 127.0.0.1 2605

telnet 127.0.0.1 2601
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The Adonis_hostname> prompt appears upon successful login, indicating you have access to 
the command line interface but do not yet have administrative privileges.

4 Type enable and press ENTER.

5 At the prompt, enter either of the following:

▪ BGP—re-enter your BGP CLI password (by default, bgp) and press ENTER.

▪ Zebra—re-enter the password zebra and press ENTER.

The Adonis_hostname# prompt appears upon successful login. You now have administrative 
privileges to the CLI.

Anycast OSPF
If you require a dynamic routing protocol for a large-sale network, you can use Anycast with OSPF for 
routing IP packets within a single autonomous system. The Quagga daemon in Proteus will configure 
advanced OSPF parameters.

To configure Anycast using OSPF on an Adonis appliance:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of an Adonis server. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Service Configuration. The Configure Remote Services 
page opens.

Note.

Quagga commands are out of scope of this documentation. For details, refer to http://
www.nongnu.org/quagga/docs/quagga.pdf.
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5 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Anycast.

6 Under General Settings, set the following parameters:

▪ Enable Anycast Service—select this check box to enable Anycast service; deselect this 
check box to disable Anycast service.

▪ Protocol—select OSPF. Different fields become available depending on the type of protocol 
that you select.

▪ IPv4 Address—enter the IPv4 address of the Anycast DNS server.

7 Set the optional authentication parameters:

▪ Authenticate—select this option to enable authentication. When selected, the Password 
field becomes available.

▪ Password—enter a password for authentication.

▪ Dead Interval—set the length of time (in seconds) that the peer/neighbor router will 
maintain a route to the primary router in the absence of hello messages.

▪ Hello Interval—set the length of time (in seconds) that the primary router contacts its peer/
neighbor to indicate it is still active.

▪ Stub—select this check box to specify use of an OSPF subnet.

8 Click Update.

Caution.

If you have upgraded from Proteus v3.7.x, you will receive the following warning message:

• This service has been set to Override. Any update to the service will overwrite the existing 
service configuration with the settings added in the user interface.

Modifying the current service configuration will disable the Service Configuration Override and 
overwrite the existing .conf file with the new values and settings.

Click Cancel to preserve the service configuration files maintained during the upgrade from 
Proteus v3.7.x.
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Anycast RIP
Anycast using RIP is a distance-vector protocol that can be deployed as an interior gateway protocol. 
The Quagga daemon in Proteus will configure advanced RIP parameters.

To configure Anycast using RIP on an Adonis appliance:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of an Adonis server. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Service Configuration. The Configure Remote Services 
page opens.

5 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Anycast.

6 Under General Settings, set the following parameters:

▪ Enable Anycast Service—select this check box to enable Anycast service; deselect this 
check box to disable Anycast service.

▪ Protocol—select RIP. Different fields become available depending on the type of protocol 
that you select.

▪ IPv4 Address—enter the IPv4 address of the Anycast DNS server.

7 Set the optional authentication parameters:

Caution.

If you have upgraded from Proteus v3.7.x, you will receive the following warning message:

• This service has been set to Override. Any update to the service will overwrite the existing 
service configuration with the settings added in the user interface.

Modifying the current service configuration will disable the Service Configuration Override and 
overwrite the existing .conf file with the new values and settings.

Click Cancel to preserve the service configuration files maintained during the upgrade from 
Proteus v3.7.x.
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▪ Authenticate—select this option to enable authentication. When selected, the Password 
field becomes available.

▪ Password—enter a password for authentication.

8 Click Update.

Adonis Firewall
Enable/disable the Adonis firewall.

To configure Firewall on an Adonis appliance:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of an Adonis server name. The Details tab for the server 
opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Service Configuration. The Configure Remote Services 
page opens.

5 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Firewall. Proteus queries the server and 
returns the current values for the service settings.

6 Under General Settings, set the following parameter:

▪ Enable Firewall Service—select this check box to enable the Adonis firewall; deselect this 
check box to disable the Adonis firewall.

7 Click Update.

The Adonis Firewall is used to secure the server against attack. BlueCat Networks strongly 
advises against disabling the firewall. Disabling the firewall should only be performed for servers 
in a secure environment and only for short periods of time.

You should ONLY disable the firewall for testing, debugging, or diagnostic purposes.
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Network Time Protocol
From the Proteus user interface you can enable NTP service and add IPv4 addresses for a hierarchy of 
NTP servers. Network time protocol (NTP) service is essential to some of the more complex Adonis and 
Proteus functions, such as XHA and DHCP failover, and differential deployment. A specific external 
time reference is also essential to some organizations for reports and compliance tracking. The NTP 
services on Adonis act as both a source of NTP synchronization for clients and as clients themselves to 
another NTP service that synchronizes the clock reference they provide.

To configure NTP on an Adonis appliance:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a server name. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Service Configuration. The Service Configuration page 
opens.
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5 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Network Time Protocol (NTP). Proteus queries 
the server and returns the current values for the service settings.

6 Under General Settings, set the following parameters:

▪ Enable NTP Service—select this check box to enable the NTP service; deselect this check 
box to disable the NTP service.

▪ NTP Server—enter the fully-qualified domain name or IP address for a remote NTP server 
from which Proteus or Adonis will reference the time.

▪ Stratum—select a stratum value for the NTP server being added. This value will be 
associated to an individual NTP server specified in the NTP Server field. Select Default to 
use the stratum value set on the remote NTP server.

7 Click Add to associate a stratum value to a server and add them to the list. To remove a 
server, select it from the list and click Remove. The top-most NTP server will be queried 
first, then the second, and so on down the list. To change the order of servers in the list, 
select a server in the list and click Move up or Move down.

8 Click Update.

Simple Network Management Protocol
The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) allows a polling workstation or trap server to obtain 
data about devices on the network. This may include the almost real-time status of services, server 
functionality, and the security and service settings on the device. Adonis appliances can behave as 
managed devices on an SNMP-enabled network. Adonis includes SNMP for both the appliance itself and 
for the onboard application server.

Adonis includes support for SNMP versions 1, 2c, and 3. Versions 1 and 2c do not include any 
authentication or remote administration capabilities. This means that you only need to enable SNMP 
and set the appropriate SNMP username (or community string) for it to function correctly. You can also 
set the polling period to control how often SNMP values are refreshed on the appliance. SNMPv3 
includes authentication and access control. To set up SNMPv3, you must also set the SNMP password 

Caution.

If you have upgraded from Proteus v3.7.x, you will receive the following warning message:

• This service has been set to Override. Any update to the service will overwrite the existing 
service configuration with the settings added in the user interface.

Modifying the current service configuration will disable the Service Configuration Override and 
overwrite the existing .conf file with the new values and settings.

Click Cancel to preserve the service configuration files maintained during the upgrade from 
Proteus v3.7.x.

Stratum values indicate the hierarchy level for the NTP server, which is the number of servers to a 
reference clock. This is used by the NTP client to avoid synchronization loops by preferring servers 
with a lower stratum. 

By default, the NTP Server list contains at least the following IP addresses:

• For Adonis NTP server list:
▪ the IP address for the Proteus appliance managing the Adonis

• For Proteus NTP server list:
▪ the Local Reference Clock (127.127.1.0) on the connected server.
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and the Trap Server username, password, and address. Version 3 has the ability to send information as 
SNMP traps.

When you first install a Adonis or appliance, the SNMP service is not configured. You can configure 
parameters and enable both SNMP service and SNMP Trap service for Adonis appliances from the 
Proteus user interface.

BlueCat appliances support all of the MIB-II SNMP standard objects. BlueCat also provides MIB files for 
Proteus and Adonis objects. For more information on the BlueCat MIB files, refer to BlueCat MIB Files 
on page 971.

SNMP must be configured and enabled in order to use the Proteus Monitoring Service. For information 
on viewing Proteus server metrics, refer to Viewing general system information on page 70.

Enabling SNMP service on Adonis

Log in to the Proteus user interface as the administrator to enable SNMP service on Adonis.

To enable and configure SNMP on an Adonis appliance:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of an Adonis server. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Service Configuration. The Configure Remote Services 
page opens.

5 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). 
Proteus queries the server and returns the current values for the service settings.

If you are using a Proteus IPAM appliance to manage your Adonis servers, you must set 
the same versions of SNMP on the Proteus monitoring service and on the managed 
Adonis servers. Mismatched SNMP versions cause a Failed to connect status message to 
appear in Proteus.

New Adonis and Proteus appliances both default to SNMP v2c. You need to take this into 
consideration when you add or replace an appliance, or if you install a software 
update.

If you have upgraded from Proteus v3.7.x, you will receive the following warning message:

• This service has been set to Override. Any update to the service will overwrite the existing 
service configuration with the settings added in the user interface.

Modifying the current service configuration will disable the Service Configuration Override and 
overwrite the existing .conf file with the new values and settings.

Click Cancel to preserve the service configuration files maintained during the upgrade from 
Proteus v3.7.x.
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6 Under General Settings, select the Enable SNMP Service check box. When SNMP service is 
enabled, network management systems may poll the server to receive SNMP information. 
Deselect this check box to disable SNMP service.

7 Configure the following SNMP Service parameters:

▪ System Name—enter the system name to be reported through SNMP (by default, Bluecat).

▪ System Location—enter a description of the system’s location to be reported through SNMP.

▪ System Contact—enter an e-mail address for the system contact to be reported through 
SNMP.

▪ System Description—enter a brief description of the system to be reported through SNMP.

▪ Polling Period—specify the SNMP polling period in seconds. This value determines the 
frequency with which the SNMP daemon polls the DHCP service for updates to DHCP lease 
information.

▪ SNMP Version v1—select the check box to enable SNMP v1 protocol. When selecting v1, the 
following additional parameter appears:

▪ Community String—type the SNMP community string. This string is used to authenticate 
the polling request.

▪ SNMP Version v2c—select the check box to enable SNMP v2c protocol. When selecting v2c, 
the following additional parameter appears:

▪ Community String—type the SNMP community string. This string is used to authenticate 
the polling request.
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▪ SNMP Version v3—select the check box to enable SNMP v3 protocol. When selecting v3, the 
following additional parameters appear:

▪ Security Level—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3. Select an SNMP 
security level from the drop-down list:

▪ Username—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3. Type the SNMP user name.

▪ Authentication Type—this drop-down menu appears only when using SNMP version 3 and 
when Auth, No Priv, or Auth, Priv is selected in the Security Level field. Select either 
MD5 or SHA authentication.

▪ Auth Passphrase—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3 and when Auth, No 
Priv, or Auth, Priv is selected in the Security Level field. Enter the user authentication 
password.

▪ Privacy Type—this drop-down menu appears only when using SNMP version 3 and when 
Auth, Priv is selected in the Security Level field. By default, DES is the default 
encryption. Currently, no other privacy types are supported.

▪ Privacy Passphrase—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3 and when Auth, 
Priv is selected in the Security Level field. Enter the privacy authentication password.

8 Click Update.

To enable and configure SNMP Trap Service, refer to Enabling SNMP Trap Service on Adonis on 
page 569.

Enabling SNMP Trap Service on Adonis
Configure Adonis to send SNMP Trap notifications to a specified trap server. The trap server is the 
server to which Adonis communicates specified changes in its status by sending SNMP traps. The trap 
server can be configured to use SNMP version 1, 2c, or 3. This may be a different address from the 
SNMP polling server or manager address that is set up when enabling the service. In SNMPv3, trap 
messages must be authenticated with a trap server username and password.

To enable and configure SNMP Trap service on Adonis:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of an Adonis server. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Service Configuration. The Configure Remote Services 
page opens.

Option Description

No Auth, No Priv No Authentication, No Privacy. The SNMP service does not 
require user authentication and does not encrypt the data it 
returns.

Auth, No Priv Authentication, No Privacy. The SNMP service requires user 
authentication but does not encrypt the data it returns.

Auth, Priv Authentication, Privacy. The SNMP service requires user 
authentication and encrypts the data it returns.
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5 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). 
Proteus queries the server and returns the current values for the service settings.

6 Under SNMP Trap Settings, select the Enable SNMP Trap Service check box. When enabled, 
the server sends SNMP trap notifications to a specified trap server. Deselect this check box to 
disable SNMP Trap service.

7 Configure the following SNMP Trap Service parameters:

▪ Trap Server—enter the IP address or fully-qualified domain name for the trap server.

▪ Trap Server Port—specify the value of the SNMP trap server port. 

▪ Trap Version—select the SNMP version for the trap server from the drop-down menu: v1, 
v2c, or v3.

When selecting v3 in the Trap Version field, the following additional parameters appear:

▪ Security Level—select an SNMP security level from the drop-down menu:

If you have upgraded from Proteus v3.7.x, you will receive the following warning message:

• This service has been set to Override. Any update to the service will overwrite the existing 
service configuration with the settings added in the user interface.

Modifying the current service configuration will disable the Service Configuration Override and 
overwrite the existing .conf file with the new values and settings.

Click Cancel to preserve the service configuration files maintained during the upgrade from 
Proteus v3.7.x.

Option Description

No Auth, No Priv No Authentication, No Privacy. The SNMP service does not 
require user authentication and does not encrypt the data it 
returns.
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▪ Username—enter the SNMP user name. This field only appears when using SNMP trap 
version 3.

▪ Authentication Type—select either MD5, or SHA. This field appears only when using SNMP 
trap version 3 and when you select either Auth, No Priv, or Auth, Priv from the Security 
Level field.

▪ Auth Passphrase—enter the user authentication password. This field appears only when 
using SNMP trap version 3 and when you select either Auth, No Priv, or Auth, Priv from 
the Security Level field.

▪ Privacy Passphrase—enter the privacy authentication password. This field appears only 
when using SNMP trap version 3 and when you select Auth, Priv from the Security Level 
field.

▪ Community String—enter the SNMP community string. This string is used to validate the trap 
server registering to receive traps.

8 Click Update.

Secure Shell

Enable or disable Secure Shell (SSH) Version 2 for Adonis from the Proteus user interface. With SSH 
enabled, you can use an SSH client to access the Adonis Administration Console via the physical IPv4 
address of the Adonis appliance.

To configure SSH on an Adonis appliance:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of an Adonis server. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Service Configuration. The Configure Remote Services 
page opens.

Auth, No Priv Authentication, No Privacy. The SNMP service requires user 
authentication but does not encrypt the data it returns.

Auth, Priv Authentication, Privacy. The SNMP service requires user 
authentication and encrypts the data it returns.

NOTE: DES is the default privacy type for the Auth, Priv 
security level; it cannot be modified from the Proteus user 
interface.

By default, SNMP Trap version 3 uses the DES privacy type for the Auth, Priv security level; it 
cannot be modified from the Proteus user interface. Currently, no other privacy types are 
supported for this security level.

Option Description
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5 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Secure Shell (SSH). Proteus queries the server 
and returns the current values for the service settings.

6 Under General Settings, set the following parameter:

▪ Enable SSH Service—select this check box to enable SSH service; deselect this check box 
to disable SSH service.

7 Click Update.

Syslog Redirection on Adonis
Proteus allows you to set syslog (system log) redirection from the Proteus user interface by adding an 
IPv4 address for one or more syslog redirection servers. The top-most server will be queried first.

To configure syslog redirection on an Adonis appliance:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of an Adonis server name. The Details tab for the server 
opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Service Configuration. The Configure Remote Services 
page opens.

The syslog server must be configured to listen on UDP port 514.
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5 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Syslog. Proteus queries the server and returns 
the current values for the service settings.

6 Under General Settings, set the following parameters:

▪ Syslog Server—enter the IPv4 address for a syslog server and click Add. The syslog server 
appears in the list. To remove a server, select it from the list and click Remove. The top-
most syslog server will be queried first, then the second, and so on down the list.

7 Click Update.

Enabling QRadar and ArcSight syslog redirection
Proteus provides support for QRadar and ArcSight SIEM integration through Adonis syslog to provide 
more analysis of DNS and DHCP data within an organization. You can enable syslog redirection on 
Adonis to QRadar and ArcSight servers from the Proteus user interface.

To enable syslog redirection on Adonis to QRadar and ArcSight:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of an Adonis server name. The Details tab for the server 
opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Service Configuration. The Configure Remote Services 
page opens.

If you have upgraded from Proteus v3.7.x, you will receive the following warning message:

• This service has been set to Override. Any update to the service will overwrite the existing 
service configuration with the settings added in the user interface.

Modifying the current service configuration will disable the Service Configuration Override and 
overwrite the existing .conf file with the new values and settings.

Click Cancel to preserve the service configuration files maintained during the upgrade from 
Proteus v3.7.x.
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5 From the Service Type drop-down menu, select Syslog. Proteus queries the server and returns 
the current values for the service settings.

6 Under SIEM Settings, set the following parameters: 

▪ Enable QRadar Forwarding—select the check box and enter the IPv4 address of the QRadar 
server.

▪ Enable ArcSight Forwarding—select the check box and enter the IPv4 address of the 
ArcSight server.

7 Click Update.

SIEM syslog messages
Logs being sent to the QRadar and ArcSight servers contain the following:

• DNS queries (querylogging)
• DNS record changes
• DDNS updates being forwarded as DNS_updates
• DHCP logs—logging of the following DHCP packet types: Discover, Offer, Request, 

Acknowledgement, Negative Acknowledgement, Decline, Inform, and Release
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Monitoring and updating Adonis servers
This section describes how to configure monitoring services on Adonis, and how to update and patch 
Adonis appliances.

Monitoring Adonis servers
After adding an Adonis server to Proteus and enabling service configurations, you should enable the 
Adonis Monitoring Service. The service monitors the following Adonis functions:

• Adonis service (the service that accepts deployments from Proteus)

• DNS queries per second

• DHCP leases per second

• CPU utilization

• Memory utilization

• Network card interface utilization

• Disk space utilization

Once the Monitoring Service is enabled, you can review performance statistics for Adonis using the 
Metrics function in the Proteus web interface. For more information, refer to Viewing Server 
Performance Metrics for Adonis and Proteus on page 579.

Enabling Monitoring Services for Adonis Appliances
Monitoring for managed Adonis servers can be configured and enabled on the Monitoring Service 
Management page and on the configuration Details tab.

To enable the Adonis monitoring service:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Network, click Monitoring Service Management. The Monitoring Service Management 
page opens.

• Monitoring is not supported for the TFTP and DHCPv6 services.
• In an XHA pair, only the active server of the pair is monitored.

You MUST be an administrator to enable the monitoring service.
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3 Under Adonis Monitoring Service, click Edit Monitoring Parameters. The Edit Monitoring 
Parameters page opens.

4 Under Polling Interval Time, set the polling interval:

▪ Interval Time—the interval at which Proteus polls the managed servers. Enter a value in the 
field and select Seconds, Minutes, Hours, or Days from the drop-down menu. The minimum 
interval is 30 seconds.

5 Under Failure Detection Count, set the failure detection count:

▪ Failure Detection Count—the number of consecutive failures permitted before a problem 
affects the monitoring statistics. When set to 1, every interruption in a service affects the 
monitoring statistics. When set to a higher value, temporary service fluctuations do not 
affect the monitoring statistics; in effect, the temporary failures are ignored. Enter a value 
in the field between 1 and 2,147,483,647. The default value is 2.

6 Under Server Status Refresh Time, set the refresh time:

▪ Refresh Time—the interval at which Proteus updates monitoring information in the web 
interface. Enter a value in the field and select Seconds, Minutes, Hours, or Days from the 
drop-down menu.

7 Click Update to save your changes and return to the Monitoring Service Management page.

8 Under Adonis Monitoring Service, click Enable.
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Configuring monitoring settings for a specific configuration
After enabling the general monitoring service settings, the Define monitoring settings link appears in 
the Configuration Settings section on each configuration’s Details tab.

You can now set the monitoring settings for each configuration.

To configure Adonis monitoring settings for a configuration:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Configurations. The Configurations page opens.

3 Click on a configuration. The configuration details page opens.

4 Under Configuration Settings, click Define monitoring settings. The Monitoring Settings page 
opens.

5 Under Server Options, enable monitoring for the configuration:

▪ Monitor all managed Adonis Servers—when selected, all Adonis servers are monitored. 
When not selected, you can set the monitoring service settings for each server individually.

6 Under SNMP Parameters section, set the SNMP parameters:

▪ Version—select the SNMP version for the monitored servers.

▪ Port Number—indicates the SNMP port Proteus uses to communicate with the monitored 
servers. The default port is 161. You cannot change the port.

▪ Community String—type the SNMP Community String used for authentication and click Add. 
The Community String appears in the list. You can add up to 100 Community Strings to the 
list. Strings are used in the order presented in the list. To remove a string, select it from 
the list and click Remove. To change the order of items in the list, select an item in the list 
and click Move up or Move down.

▪ Username—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3. Type the SNMP user name 
and click Add. The user name appears in the list. Names are used in the order presented in 
the list. To remove a name, select it from the list and click Remove. To change the order of 
items in the list, select an item in the list and click Move up or Move down.

▪ Security Level—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3. Select an SNMP security 
level from the list:

Option Description

No Auth, No Priv No Authentication, No Privacy. The SNMP service does not require user 
authentication and does not encrypt the data it returns.

Auth, No Priv Authentication, No Privacy. The SNMP service requires user authentication but does 
not encrypt the data it returns.

Auth, Priv Authentication, Privacy. The SNMP service requires user authentication and encrypts 
the data it returns.
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▪ Context—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3. Type the SNMP context.

▪ Authentication Type—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3 and when 
authNoPriv or authPriv is selected in the Security Level field. Select the type of 
authentication to use with SNMP version 3.

▪ Auth Passphrase—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3 and when authNoPriv 
or authPriv is selected in the Security Level field. Type the user authentication password.

▪ Privacy Passphrase—this field appears only when using SNMP version 3 and when authPriv 
is selected in the Security Level field. Type the privacy authentication password.

7 Click Update.

Viewing Server Status
Once monitoring services are enabled, you can view the server status reported by the monitoring 
service in the Servers section of the configuration Servers tab and in the General section of a 
server’s Details tab.

To view server status:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers section, the Status column indicates the server status.

You can also set monitoring options when adding or editing a server. For more information, 
refer to Working with Servers on page 596.
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4 Click on a server to view its Details tab. The General section also indicates the server status:

Server status is indicated with these icons:

 The monitoring service is attempting to contact the server.

 (green) Monitored services are running.

 (red flashing) One or more monitored services are not running.

 (yellow) Proteus cannot connect to the SNMP service on the server.

 (white) The Proteus Monitoring Service is disabled.

 (blue) The server is disabled.

When Adonis monitoring is enabled, the Metrics tab becomes available on the server information 
pages. On the Metrics tab, you can review graphs of Adonis performance statistics.

Viewing Server Performance Metrics for Adonis and Proteus
With monitoring enabled in Proteus, you can view server performance metrics for both Adonis and 
Proteus. For details on enabling monitoring, refer to Enabling Monitoring Services for Adonis 
Appliances on page 575.

To view server performance metrics for Adonis and Proteus:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers section, click a server name. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Select the Metrics tab. The server metrics page opens.

5 The Metrics tab presents graphs of the following information:

You can only view server performance metrics for Proteus and Adonis appliances.
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▪ The DNS Queries per Second section shows the number of DNS queries processed by the 
server:

▪ Successful DNS Queries—shows the number of successfully resolved DNS queries.

▪ Failed DNS Queries—shows the number of DNS queries that were not successfully resolved.

▪ The DHCP Leases per Second section shows the number of DHCP leases handed out by the 
server:

▪ Successful DHCP Leases—shows the number of leases handed out by the server.

▪ The CPU Utilization Percentage section shows CPU processes as a percentage of CPU 
activity:

▪ System CPU—the time spent executing system kernel code.

▪ User CPU—the time spent executing application code.

▪ Nice CPU—the time spent executing processes that have had their processing priority 
altered.

▪ Idle CPU—the time spent not performing any activity.

▪ The Memory Utilization Percentage section shows memory usage as a percentage of 
available real and swap or disk memory:

▪ Real Memory—indicates the percentage of physical memory used.

▪ Swap Memory—indicates the percentage of swap or disk memory used.

Memory usage is calculated by taking total physical memory, free memory, cached memory, 
and buffer memory into account. The memory usage percentage is calculated from the 
follow equation:

TotalUsagePercentage = (Physical-(Free + Cached + Buffers))/(Physical)

▪ The Network Utilization section indicates the amount of network traffic through the eth0 
interface in kilobytes per second:

▪ Outbound Traffic—indicates traffic outbound from Adonis.

▪ Inbound Traffic—indicates traffic inbound to Adonis

▪ The Disk Utilization Percentage section indicates the amount of disk space used for the 
following directories:

▪ Disk - /—indicates the percentage of disk space used in the root directory.

▪ Disk - /var—indicates the percentage of disk space used in the /var directory.

▪ Disk - /boot—indicates the percentage of disk space used in the /boot directory.

▪ Disk - /replication—indicates the percentage of disk space used in the /replication 
directory.

Adjusting the Scale of the Graph
You can adjust the scale of the graphs on the Metrics tab. Adjusting the time allows you to zoom 
in on a time period to see more detail, or to zoom out to see a longer-term trend in the 
performance data.

To adjust the scale of the graph:

1 In the Tracking back time field, enter a value for the number of hours, days, or weeks to view 
in the graph. The value must be a whole number.

2 Select an option to determine the unit of time for the graph:

▪ Hourly—the time scale for the graph is set in hours.
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▪ Daily—the time scale for the graph is set in days.

▪ Weekly—the time scale for the graph is set in weeks.

3 Click Refresh. The graph is updated to show data for the selected time period. The Start Time 
and End Time fields describe the time range shown in the graph.

Viewing Adonis Server Logs
Proteus provides access to several logs the record server operation. Server logs are accessible from the 
View Logs function in the object name menu.

To view an Adonis server log:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of a server. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name and select View Logs. The server log page opens.

5 From the Log File drop-down menu, select the type of log to view:

▪ Command Server—the command server is the application running on Adonis servers that 
controls deployment and all other connections to it. The log lists events that are directly 
related to the command server. 

▪ DNS—a filtered view of the system log displaying events related to DNS.

▪ System—information about the central functions on the Adonis server including DNS and 
DHCP data.

▪ Update—contains information about updates applied to the Adonis server.

▪ DHCP—a filtered view of the system log displaying events related to DHCP.

▪ DNS Validation—information from the DNS deployment validation process performed on data 
deployed to the server. 

▪ Zone Validation—information from the DNS zone deployment validation process performed 
on data deployed to the server.

▪ DHCP Validation—information from the DHCP validation process performed on data 
deployed to the server.

6 In the Number of lines fields, select the number of lines you want to view. Select the  radio 
button beside the text field and enter a value between 10 and 50,000 in the text field, or 
select the radio button beside the drop-down menu and select a value from the list.

7 Click View. The log viewer page opens.

8 To save the text of the log, select and copy the text in the Contents section. Paste the text 
into a text editor or word processor and save the file.

For more information about viewing Proteus DDW logs, Managed Windows Server logs, and 

Windows DNS and DHCP logs, refer to the Proteus for Microsoft® DNS and DHCP Administration 
Guide.
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Updating Adonis Software
This section describes how to apply software updates to Adonis appliances that are under Proteus 
control. Updating the Adonis software installs the most current version of the Adonis software 
downloaded to Proteus. Adonis software updates are available from BlueCat Client Care and are 
uploaded to Proteus from your workstation.

• You can update Adonis appliances singly or in groups. If they are processed as a group, they reboot 
in sequence when the update is complete.

To update Adonis software:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more servers.

4 Click Action and select Update Servers. The Confirm Server Updates page opens.

The Confirm Server Updates section lists the servers to be updated.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

Before updating Adonis appliances, refer to Proteus software updates on page 76 for more 
information about downloading software updates to Proteus.

Standalone servers behind NAT
BlueCat has introduced a change in the way that NAT IP addresses are displayed in Proteus v4.0.0. 
As such, Adonis v6.7.x servers behind NAT that are under control of Proteus v4.0.0 or greater will 
not display NAT IP addresses properly. The outside NAT IP address will be shown instead of the 
inside NAT/Published IP address. To resolve this issue, upgrade your Adonis servers behind NAT to 
Adonis v7.0.0 or greater.
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6 Click Yes.

Copying files to new version
Updating the software version of an Adonis appliance re-creates the file system. A software update 
deletes some of the files that you have created on the older version. If you have any custom changes 
that need to be copied to the new version, you need to move the custom files to the new version.

Copying the custom files to new version

It is recommended that you backup any custom files before performing the upgrade. Custom files may 
include SSH keys (stored in the user’s home directory in .ssh), DHCP hooks, and DNS hooks.

To copy the custom files before upgrading:

• Preferred method—Copy the custom files to an EXTERNAL device BEFORE performing the 
upgrade and copy the files back after the upgrade completes.

If you have already upgraded the Adonis software without backing up the custom files, then follow one 
of the two methods described below:

To copy the custom files after upgrading:

• Method 1—Reboot your appliance and select the older version in the GRUB boot loader menu. 
After the previously-installed software is loaded, copy the files that you want to move to an 
EXTERNAL device.

Reboot your appliance again and select the new version in the GRUB boot loader menu. Then 
copy the files from the external device back to the original location(s). 

• Method 2—Mount the root partition from the older version. Create a mounting point and then 
mount the root partition from the older system and copy the files to the new system. If your 
current root is /dev/sda5, the older root will be /dev/sda9 and vice versa.

Viewing the Adonis Update Status
When updating Adonis software you can view the status of the update process. You can also remove 
servers from the update queue.

To view the Adonis update status:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

You can also update a server from its details page. Click the object name and select Update.

For more information about downloading software updates to Proteus, refer to Proteus software 
updates on page 76.

For Adonis XMB, the current root is /dev/hda5 and the older root will be /dev/hda9 and vice 
versa.
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2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more servers.

4 Click Action and select Server Update Status. The Server Update Status page opens.

▪ The Servers in Queue section lists servers that are waiting to be updated from Proteus.

▪ The Server in Process section lists the server currently being updated from Proteus.

5 To remove a server from the update queue, click the Remove button for a server. The server 
is removed from the update queue.

6 To view details for a server, click the name of a server. The server information page opens.

7 To refresh the Server Update Status page, click the Refresh button. The page is refreshed to 
show the current update status.

Patching Adonis Appliances
BlueCat will intermittently offer patches to Adonis software in order to provide performance 
enhancements or new functionality. Patches are available from BlueCat Client Care and are uploaded 
to Proteus from your workstation. Patching Adonis appliances is performed in two steps:

1 Uploading the Patch—upload the patch to Proteus. You can also upload multiple patches at the 
same time.

2 Applying the Patch—with the patch(es) uploaded into Proteus, you can then apply the patch to 
one Adonis appliance, or multiple Adonis appliances.

You can also view the update status for a server from its details page. On the server information 
page, click the server name and select Update Status.
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Adonis patches are delivered as two components:

• A tar.gz file containing the software patch.

• A bcn-public.key file that verifies the integrity of the patch file.

Once patches have been applied, you have the option of deleting patches and viewing patch history.

Uploading an Adonis Patch to Proteus
With the Adonis patch downloaded from BlueCat CARE, you can now upload the patch into Proteus.

To upload an Adonis patch:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Adonis Patches. The Adonis Patches page opens.

3 Beside the Upload an Adonis patch file field, click Browse. A dialog box opens. Navigate to 
and select the patch file and click Open. The file selection dialog box closes and the path for 
the selected file opens in the Upload an Adonis patch file field.

4 Beside the Upload a public key file field, click Browse. A dialog box opens. Navigate to and 
select the key file and click Open. The file selection dialog box closes and the path for the 
selected file opens in the Upload a public key file field.

5 Click Add File. The patch file opens in the Available Adonis Patch Files list.

Applying an Adonis Patch
With the Adonis patch uploaded into Proteus, it can now be applied to your managed Adonis servers.

While you can upload several patches to Proteus, you can only apply patches one at a 
time. You can patch Adonis appliances singly or in groups. If they are processed as a 
group, they reboot in sequence when the update is complete.
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To apply an Adonis patch:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more servers.

4 Click Action and select Apply Patch. The Confirm Server Patch page opens.

5 Under Confirm Server Patch, ensure that the server you intend to update is listed.

6 Under Available Patches, select a patch file from the drop-down menu.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Yes.

Deleting an Adonis Patch
Remove Adonis patches from Proteus.

To delete an Adonis patch:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Adonis Patches. The Adonis Patches page opens.

3 Under Available Adonis Patch Files, select the check box for one or more patch files from the 
list.

4 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

5 Click Yes.

You can also apply a patch to a specific server from its Details tab. On the server’s Details 
tab, click the server name and select Apply Patch.
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Viewing Adonis Patch History
See the history of patches applied to your managed Adonis servers.

To view the Adonis patch history:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a server name. The server Details tab opens.

4 The Patch History section lists the patches applied to the server:

▪ Patch Name—the patch file name

▪ Patch Date—the date and time you applied the patch

▪ Patched Version—the Adonis software version to which you applied the patch

Proteus Cloud Services—DNS Servers
This section describes how to add and manage Proteus Cloud Services—DNS Servers in Proteus.

Adding a Proteus Cloud Services—DNS Server
Add a Proteus Cloud Services—DNS Server to a Proteus configuration.

To add a Proteus Cloud Service—DNS server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

A configuration can have only one Proteus Cloud Services—DNS server. Proteus Cloud 
Services—DNS servers cannot be used in an XHA pair.
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3 Under Servers, click New and select Server. The Add Server page opens.

4 Under Server, set the server name, API URL, user name, account, and password.

▪ Name—enter a name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ Hosting Server API URL—enter the Application Programming Interface (API) URL for the 
hosting service.

▪ User Name—enter your hosting service user name.

▪ Account—enter your hosting service account name or number.

▪ Password—enter your hosting service password.

5 To test your connection to the server, click Verify Hosting Server Connection. The Verify 
Server Connection dialog box appears and displays the results of the connection test. Click the 
Close button to close the dialog box.

6 Under General Options, select Connect to server to connect to the server when you save the 
server profile. Deselect this check box if you do not want to connect to the server at this 
time.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to create the server and return to the Servers tab, or click Add Next to add 
another server.
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Editing Proteus Cloud Services—DNS Servers
You can edit an Adonis appliance to change the API URL, user name, account, and password.

To edit a Proteus Cloud Services—DNS Server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click New and select Server. The Add Server page opens.

4 Under Server, edit the server name, API URL, user name, account, and password.

▪ Name—enter a name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ Hosting Server API URL—enter the Application Programming Interface (API) URL for the 
hosting service.

▪ User Name—enter your hosting service user name.

▪ Account—enter your hosting service account name or number.
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▪ Password—enter your hosting service password.

5 To test your connection to server, click Verify Hosting Server Connection. Proteus verifies 
your connection to the hosted DNS service.

6 Under General Options, select Connect to server to connect to the server when you save the 
server profile. Deselect this check box if you do not want to connect to the server at this 
time.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to create the server and return to the Servers tab, or click Add Next to add 
another server.

Deleting Proteus Cloud Services—DNS Servers
Deleting a Proteus Cloud Services—DNS server removes the server from Proteus, but does not 
remove configuration data from your hosting account. Contact your DNS hosting service provider 
to arrange for the closure of your hosting account.

To delete a Proteus Cloud Services—DNS server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more servers.

4 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

Editing the password here changes the password that Proteus uses to connect to the hosting 
service; it does not change your password for your hosting service user account.

To change the password for your hosting service user account, click the Proteus Cloud Services - 
DNS server name and select Reset Password. For more information, refer to Resetting the 
Password for a Proteus Cloud Services—DNS Server on page 591.
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5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Yes.

Resetting the Password for a Proteus Cloud Services—DNS Server
For Proteus Cloud Services—DNS Servers, you can reset your hosting service account password from 
Proteus. After resetting your hosting service account password, edit your Proteus Cloud Services—DNS 
Server to update Proteus with the new password for your server.

To reset your hosting service password:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a Proteus Cloud Services—DNS server. The server’s Details tab opens.

4 Click the server name, and then select Reset Password. The Reset Server Password page 
appears.

5 In the Old Password field, enter your current password.

6 In the New Password field, enter your new password.

7 In the Confirm New Password field, enter your new password again.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional, but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Update.

Other DNS Servers
Other DNS servers represent external servers that are not managed by Proteus. You can use external 
servers when you need to configure DNS delegation, stub zones, and forwarding zones:

• For DNS delegation, the Other DNS server represents the DNS server that is not hosting the 
child zone.

• For a stub zone, the Other DNS server represents the authoritative master.

• For a forwarding zone, the Other DNS server represents the authoritative master. 

Although it was imported from a Read-Only server, the zone is not marked as Read-Only because the 
Other DNS Server does not have Read-Only or Read-Write attributes. 

The new password must be six or more characters in length, must contain the following types of 
characters:

• upper case letters
• lower case letters
• one or more numbers
• one or more punctuation characters.
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If you delete the zone in Windows, it is not deleted during any subsequent imports, because the 
Other DNS server is not deleted and is still associated with the zone. You need to delete both the 
zone and the server (after making sure that the server is not used anywhere else in the system).

Adding Other DNS Servers

Add, edit, or delete Other DNS servers in Proteus.

To add an Other DNS server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click New. The Add Server page opens.

4 Under Server, set the Name, Default Interface Address, and Full Host Name for the server. 
You do not need to set a password for the server.

5 Under Service Capability Profile, select Other DNS Server from the Profile drop-down menu.

6 Under General Option, deselect the Connect to server check box.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.
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Editing Other DNS servers
Modify the name, interface address, and host name of Other DNS servers.

To edit Other DNS servers:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Server, edit the server name, default interface address, and host name:

▪ Name—enter a name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ Default Interface Address—enter the IP address assigned to the server.

▪ Full Host Name—enter the host name used for the server on the network.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Update.

Deleting Other DNS servers
You can delete Other DNS servers from your Proteus configuration.

To delete Other DNS servers:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more Other DNS servers.

Deleting an Other DNS server removes it from Proteus, but does not stop any services running on 
the server.
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4 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Yes.

Changing the Server Profile of Other DNS servers
A server profile defines the functions that a server performs. During import, Proteus creates Other DNS 
servers to represent slave and master servers that do not exist in Proteus as managed servers. If you 
need to change these servers into Managed Windows servers, you can do so by changing the server 
profile from Other DNS server to Managed DNS server.

• You can make the following changes to server profiles:

▪ Other DNS server to a Managed Windows server.

▪ Other DNS server to an Adonis server.

▪ One type of Adonis server to another type of Adonis server.

To change an Other DNS server into a Managed Windows server:

1 Select the Servers tab.

2 Under Server, click the Other DNS server whose profile you want to change. The Server Details 
page opens.

3 Click the server name, and then select Edit. The Edit Server page opens.

4 Under Server, enter a name for the Managed Windows server.

5 Under Service Capability Profile, select Managed Windows Server from the drop-down menu.

6 Under Proteus DDW, select a DDW server from the drop-down menu.
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7 Under Server Authentication Credentials, select the Inherit authentication credentials from 
linked Proteus DDW check box. 

8 Under DNS and DHCP Availability, set the DNS and DHCP service options:

▪ If the Windows server provides or will provide DNS services, select DNS Enabled. 

When you manage Windows DNS from Proteus, you must select a DNS view. All DNS data 
from the Windows server is imported into this view, and only DNS records contained in this 
view are deployed. If your configuration does not yet contain a view, or if you want to add 
a different view, select the Enter View Name option, and then type a name for the view.

▪ If the Windows server provides or will provide DHCP services, select DHCP Enabled.

OPTIONAL—You can create a schedule for data imports for Managed Windows servers. 

9 Under Import Schedule, select the Enable import Schedule check box, and then set the 
following parameters:

Start Time—type the start time in these fields and select AM or PM.

Start Date—type a date in the format DD MMM YYYY (for example, type 10 JAN 2011 for 
January 10 2011), or click the calendar button to select a date.

Frequency—to import data just once at the specified time and date, select Once. To 
import data at a regular interval, select Every, type a value in the text field, and then 
select a time interval from the drop-down list.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Update. In the Proteus configuration the Other DNS server profile changes to Managed 
Windows Server.

For details on stub zones, refer to Stub zones on page 425.

For more details on Managed Windows servers, refer to Proteus DDW and Managed Windows Servers 
on page 747.

If you want to use unique credentials for the Managed Windows server, deselect the Inherit 
authentication credentials from linked Proteus DDW check box, and then type the Domain 
name, user name and password.
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Working with Servers
After adding a server to your configuration, you can connect to the server if it is not already 
connected, view server logs, and issue control commands to the server.

This section includes the following topics:

• Viewing Deployment Roles on page 596—view deployment roles associated with the server.

• Configuring Deployment Options on page 597—set the deployment options for the server, such 
as DHCP CLient, DHCP Vendor, DNS Raw, and Start of Authority.

• Connecting to a Server on page 598—how to connect to a server where you did not select the 
Connect to server option when adding the server to the configuration.

• Configuring Server Interfaces on page 600 — how to add, edit, and delete server interfaces, 
including published and virtual interfaces.

• Controlling Servers on page 602—how to issue control commands to a connected server.

• Viewing Adonis Server Logs on page 581—how to view server logs and the types of logs 
available.

Viewing Deployment Roles
The Associated Roles tabs of each server’s information page displays the DNS, DHCP, and TFTP 
deployment roles associated with the server. Deployment roles can be set at IP blocks and networks, 
DNS views and zones, DHCP match classes, MAC pools, and TFTP groups. The Associated Roles tab 
provides an easy way to view all roles assigned to a server, and the objects to which the roles are 
assigned. From here you can view the deployment role details and navigate to the object to which the 
view is assigned. For details on setting deployment roles.

To view the deployment roles assigned to a server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a server. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the Associated Roles tab. The Associated Deployment Roles section opens.
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5 To view deployment role details, click the name of a deployment role in the Service column.

6 To navigate to the object with the assigned role, click the name of an object in the Object 
column.

Configuring Deployment Options
Adding DNS or DHCP deployment options at the server level provides a default set of options for the 
server. These deployment options can be overridden at lower levels within the configuration, for 
example at the block and network levels.

DNS and DHCP deployment options are set on the Deployment Options tab of the Server Details page.

For information on DNS and DHCP deployment options, refer to DNS Deployment Options on page 340 
and Setting DHCPv4 Client Deployment Options on page 219.

To add deployment options to the server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a server. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the Deployment Options tab.

5 Under Deployment Options, click New and select a deployment option:

▪ DHCP Client Option

▪ DHCPv6 Client Option

▪ DHCP Service Option

▪ DHCPv6 Service Option

▪ DHCP Vendor Option

▪ DHCPv4 Raw Option

▪ DHCPv6 Raw Option

▪ DNS Option

▪ DNS Raw Option
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▪ Start of Authority

The page for adding the deployment option opens.

For more information on DNS and DHCP deployment options, refer to DNS Deployment Options 
on page 340 and Setting DHCPv4 Client Deployment Options on page 219.

6 Set the deployment option parameters and click Add.

Connecting to a Server
When you add a server to a configuration, you can choose not to connect to that server. For example, 
you might do this to add a server to Proteus that is not yet physically installed. To connect to the 
server, use the Connect function from the server’s name menu.

To connect to a server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of a server that is not managed by Proteus. The Details tab for 
the server opens.

4 Click the server name and select Connect. The Connect Server page opens.

5 Under Server, confirm the Management Interface IP address, hostname, and password.

▪ Name—enter a name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus user interface and 
is not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ Management Interface—the IP address assigned to the server.

▪ Hostname—the hostname used for the server on the network.
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▪ Upgrade to latest version—by default, this option is deselected. This provides a safe 
environment to add an Adonis server in Proteus without applying an unintentional software 
update. Select the check box only if you wish to apply the latest version of Adonis software 
once the appliance is under Proteus control.

▪ Password—enter the server password (by default, bluecat).

6 Under Additional Interfaces, complete the following:

▪ Click Detect Server Settings to allow Proteus to determine the type of Adonis appliance. 
Depending on the number of interfaces with which your Adonis appliance is equipped and 
its management style, the relevant fields that you may need to configure will become 
automatically available for you to configure.

For a 2-port Adonis appliance, you can only configure the following:

▪ XHA Backbone—select the check box to configure the XHA interface and specify the IPv4 
address and netmask to be used for Cross High Availability (XHA). For more information 
about XHA, refer to Crossover High Availability (XHA) on page 707.

For a 3-port Adonis appliance, you can configure the following:

▪ Service Interface—enter the IPv4 address and netmask; OPTIONAL—add an IPv6 address and 
subnet.

▪ XHA Backbone—select the check box to configure the XHA interface and specify the IPv4 
address and netmask to be used for Cross High Availability (XHA). For more information 
about XHA, refer to Crossover High Availability (XHA) on page 707.

For a 4-port Adonis appliance, you can configure the following:

▪ Service Interface—enter the IPv4 address and netmask; OPTIONAL—add an IPv6 address and 
subnet.

You must enter a password in order to use the Detect Server Settings button.

The Detect Server Settings button checks for the following:

• Adonis software version
• Interface count
• state of Dedicated Management (enabled or disabled)
• IPv4 address and netmask of the Services interface
• IPv6 address and subnet of the Services interface
• Redundancy scenario

You cannot set the default gateway of the Service Interface from the Proteus user interface—it 
must be set from the Adonis Administration Console before adding the server to Proteus. For 
details, refer to Setting the default gateway on page 501.

If dedicated management is not enabled, the IP address will be the same for both the Management 
and Services Interfaces.

If dedicated management is not enabled, the IP address will be the same for both the Management 
and Services Interfaces.
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▪ XHA Backbone—select the check box to configure the XHA interface and specify the IPv4 
address and netmask to be used for Cross High Availability (XHA). For more information 
about XHA, refer to Crossover High Availability (XHA) on page 707.

▪ Enable Redundancy—select the check box to enable networking redundancy. The possible 
scenarios are active-backup, balance-tlb, balance-alb, balance-xor, and 802.3ad. For more 
information on configuring Interface redundancy, refer to Configuring Network Redundancy 
on page 540.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Replace.

9 Deploy the configuration to the replaced server to ensure proper operation of services.

Configuring Server Interfaces

Proteus can have multiple IP addresses and thus multiple interfaces assigned to its Ethernet 
connection. These interfaces can be used to provide extra functionality such as BIND Views, XHA, and 
NAT traversal. Beyond the default or physical interface used on each server, there are two other kinds 
of interfaces:

• Virtual interfaces are used and managed by Proteus to represent DNS and to address Adonis 
appliances in an XHA configuration.

• Published interfaces are used to associate addresses that may be on the other side of a NAT 
gateway or a firewall. These interfaces associate data sent to their IP address back to the 
appropriate managed server. Published interfaces can be added for single servers and XHA 
clusters.

Adding a server interface
Add a published interface to a server.

To add a Server Interface:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

You must click the Detect Server Settings button in order to replace the server.

During an import, Proteus always assigns the deployment role to the network interface, even if 
the server is on the other side of an NAT device. As a result, you need to manually create a 
published interface for the Windows server behind a NAT device and assign the deployment role to 
that published interface. For more details on managing Windows servers in proteus, refer to 
Proteus DDW and Managed Windows Servers on page 747.

Standalone servers behind NAT
BlueCat has introduced a change in the way that NAT IP addresses are displayed in Proteus v4.0.0. 
As such, Adonis v6.7.x servers behind NAT that are under control of Proteus v4.0.0 or greater will 
not display NAT IP addresses properly. The outside NAT IP address will be shown instead of the 
inside NAT/Published IP address. To resolve this issue, upgrade your Adonis servers behind NAT to 
Adonis v7.0.0 or greater. For details, refer to Updating Adonis Software on page 582.
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2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a server. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Under Interfaces, click New. The Add Interface page opens.

5 Under Interface, set the following server interface parameters:

▪ Type—indicates the function of the server interface. Published is the only option available.

▪ Full Host Name—type the fully qualified domain name for the server.

▪ Address—type the IP address for the published interface.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes.By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add to save the interface and return to the server’s Details tab, or click Add Next to 
create another server interface.

Editing and deleting Server Interfaces

For Server Interfaces, you can edit the type, full host name, and address of the Server Interface. 
Server Interfaces can also be deleted from your Proteus configuration.

To edit a Server Interface:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a server. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Under Interface, set the following server interface parameters:

▪ Type—indicates the function of the server interface. Published is the only option available.

▪ Full Host Name—enter the fully qualified domain name for the server.

▪ Address—enter the IP address for the published interface.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes.
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6 Click Add to save the interface and return to the server information page, or click Add Next 
to create another server interface.

To delete a Server Interface:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more Server Interfaces.

4 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Yes.

Controlling Servers
You can control added servers in Proteus by issuing control commands from the Proteus web interface. 
The server must be connected to Proteus before you can issue control commands. 

Available commands include querying the server version, stopping and restarting the server, changing 
the server password, starting, stopping, and restarting the DNS and DHCP services.

To issue control commands to a server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a server name. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name and select Server Control. The Server Control page opens.

The only available option for a Proteus DDW server is the Server version query.

None of the options are available for a Managed Windows server.
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5 From the Action to perform drop-down menu, select a server command:

▪ Server version query—returns the software version of the server.

▪ Restart server—restarts the server.

▪ Shutdown server—shuts down the server.

▪ Change server password—resets the deployment password on the server. When you click 
Execute, you are prompted to enter and confirm a password.

▪ Restart Named—restarts the DNS service.

▪ Stop Named—stops the DNS service.

▪ Start Named—starts the DNS service.

▪ Restart DHCP—restarts the DHCP service.

▪ Start DHCP—starts the DHCP service.

▪ Stop DHCP—stops the DHCP service.

6 Click Execute. The Server Control Result page opens, displaying the results of the control 
command.

7 To interrupt a server control during execution, click the Cancel button.

Chains of Servers
Proteus cannot deploy a chain of DNS servers for a zone. For example, you have a master DNS server on 
a provider’s premises, a slave server in your DMZ connected to Internet, and you want another slave 
server in your productive network. This server receives zone transfers from the server in the DMZ (not 
from the provider).

To deploy a chain of servers:

1 Create a zone called example.com, and then assign a Master DNS role to server A.

2 In same zone, assign a Slave role to server B and then specify server A as a source of zone 
transfers.

3 In same zone assign a Slave role to server C and then specify server B as a source of zone 
transfers.

4 Deploy this configuration to three managed Windows servers in the Read-Write mode. Servers 
A and B deploy and work well, but on server C the zone appears in the not loaded condition, 
showing that it is not working.

This condition arises from the current rules of Slave deployment. Proteus adds Allow Transfer and Also 
Notify options into the deployment XML for a Master server, but it does not add them for a Slave server.
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Server Maintenance
Proteus provides tools to disable and replace a server. This allows a server to be disabled for repair or 
to be replaced with a new appliance of the same type. To be properly controlled, a server must have 
been previously connected to the configuration.

This section provides information on the following topics:

Disabling a Server
Disabling a server stops all deployments, DDNS updates, and DHCP services on that server. The server 
can then be removed from the network for repair. A server must always be disabled before it is 
repaired or replaced, even if it has failed and is no longer connected to the network.

Disabling the server with the Disable function informs Proteus to stop its attempts to contact the 
server and maintain services. After repairing a disabled server, use the Enable function to reconnect 
the server.

To disable a server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a server name. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Disable. The server is now disabled.

Task/Concept Description

Disabling a Server How to disable an active server managed by Adonis. Disabling a 
server removes it from Proteus control, allowing you to perform 
maintenance on the server.

Enabling a Server How to enable a server that is currently disabled. Enabling a server 
returns it to Proteus control.

Replacing a Server How to replace a server. Follow these steps when you want to 
physically replace a server with an appliance of the same type.

Viewing Server Performance 
Metrics for Adonis and 
Proteus

How to review performance statistics for managed servers. The 
server Metrics tab provides a dashboard view of the number of 
DNS queries and DHCP leases, as well as CPU, memory, network 
interface card and disk usage.

This function does not apply to Managed Windows servers.

The Disable function only appears in the object name menu when the server is connected to 
Proteus. 
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Enabling a Server

Enabling a server returns a disabled server to operation. Use the  Enable function to restore the 
server to operation after repairing or performing maintenance on the server.

To enable a server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a server name. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Enable. The server is now enabled.

Replacing a Server

A server must first be disabled in Proteus before it can be replaced. If you disable a server, you can use 
the Replace function in Proteus to replace a server with a new unit of the same type. The new unit 
receives the Proteus name and hostname from the old server, along with the full deployment of 
services from Proteus.

Prior to replacing the server in Proteus, log in to the Adonis Administration Console and reset the 
server from Proteus control.

To reset the Adonis server from Proteus control:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console as the administrator.

2 Type configure system and press ENTER.

3 Type set proteus-state no-proteus-control and press ENTER. The Adonis server is immediately 
removed from Proteus control.

To replace a server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of a disabled server. The Details tab for the server opens.

This function does not apply to Managed Windows servers.

The new unit must have the same Management Interface IP address, hostname, password, and 
management style (that is, Dedicated Management enabled or disabled) as the server it replaces.

The Replace function does not apply to Managed Windows servers.
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4 Click the server name menu and select Replace. The Replace Server page opens.

5 Under Server, confirm the Management Interface IP address, hostname, and password.

▪ Name—enter a name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ Management Interface—the IP address assigned to the server.

▪ Hostname—the hostname used for the server on the network.

▪ Upgrade to latest version—by default, this option is deselected. This provides a safe 
environment to add an Adonis server in Proteus without applying an unintentional software 
update. Select the check box only if you wish to apply the latest version of Adonis software 
once the appliance is under Proteus control.

▪ Reset service on remote Adonis—by default, this option is deselected. This allows you to 
replace the Adonis server while maintaining existing configurations for DNS, DHCP, and 
TFTP services. Select the check box only if you have modified the IPv4 or IPv6 addresses of 
the Services interface or wish to reset configurations for DNS, DHCP, and TFTP services on 
the Adonis server.

When replacing a server, the Management Interface IP address, hostname, and password should 
not be changed. The new server must have the same Management Interface, hostname, and 
password as the server it replaces.

Resetting Adonis services will result in a service outage. This service outage will last until you 
have deployed services to the replacement system.

Only reset Adonis services if you are replacing the Adonis server with a new appliance of a 
different type and/or reconfiguring the IPv4 or IPv6 addresses of the Services interface on the 
appliance. BlueCat recommends that you schedule a maintenance window before performing a 
reset of Adonis services.
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▪ Password—enter the server password (by default, bluecat).

6 Under Additional Interfaces, complete the following:

▪ Click Detect Server Settings to allow Proteus to determine the type of Adonis appliance. 
Depending on the number of interfaces with which your Adonis appliance is equipped and 
its management style, the relevant fields that you may need to configure will become 
automatically available for you to configure.

For a 2-port Adonis appliance, you can only configure the XHA Backbone options:

▪ Services Interface—A 2-port Adonis appliance uses the eth0 interface for both services and 
management traffic. Therefore, the same IPv4 address used for the Management interface 
will be displayed. 

▪ XHA Backbone—select the check box to configure the XHA interface and specify the IPv4 
address and netmask to be used for Cross High Availability (XHA). For more information 
about XHA, refer to Crossover High Availability (XHA) on page 707.

For a 3-port Adonis appliance, you can configure the following:

You must enter a password in order to use the Detect Server Settings button.

The Detect Server Settings button checks for the following:

• Adonis software version
• Interface count
• state of Dedicated Management (enabled or disabled)
• IPv4 address and netmask of the Services interface
• Redundancy scenario

• If you click Detect Server Settings and have not reset the Adonis server from Proteus control, 
you will receive the following error: Cannot detect server settings: server reset from Proteus 
control is required.

Always make sure to reset the Adonis server from Proteus control prior to replacing the server 
in Proteus.

For a 2-port Adonis, or for an Adonis with dedicated management disabled, the IPv4 address and 
Netmask fields are not editable.

You cannot set the default gateway of the Service Interface from the Proteus user interface—it 
must be set from the Adonis Administration Console before adding the server to Proteus. For 
details, refer to Setting the default gateway on page 501.
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▪ Services Interface—populated with the IPv4 address and netmask currently saved in Proteus. If 
you want to change the existing IP configurations, enter a new IPv4 address and netmask, and/
or IPv6 address and subnet.

▪ XHA Backbone—select the check box to configure the XHA interface and specify the IPv4 
address and netmask to be used for Cross High Availability (XHA). For more information 
about XHA, refer to Crossover High Availability (XHA) on page 707.

For a 4-port Adonis appliance, you can configure the following:

▪ Services Interface—populated with the IPv4 address and netmask currently saved in Proteus. If 
you want to change the existing IP configurations, enter a new IPv4 address and netmask, and/
or IPv6 address and subnet.

▪ XHA Backbone—select the check box to configure the XHA interface and specify the IPv4 
address and netmask to be used for Cross High Availability (XHA). For more information 
about XHA, refer to Crossover High Availability (XHA) on page 707.

▪ Enable Redundancy—select the check box to enable networking redundancy. The possible 
scenarios are active-backup, balance-tlb, balance-alb, balance-xor, and 802.3ad. For more 
information on configuring Interface redundancy, refer to Configuring Network Redundancy 
on page 540.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Replace.

9 Deploy the configuration to the replaced server to ensure proper operation of services.

• If dedicated management is enabled on an Adonis server that is under Proteus control, you can 
configure an IPv4 address for the Services interface only from the Proteus user interface.

• If the original server had IPv6 and DHCPv6 configurations, you must enter an IPv6 address and 
subnet in the respective fields. Deleting the IPv6 address when replacing a server will result in 
an error.

• If you want to add a DHCPv6 deployment role to an Adonis server, you must configure an IPv6 
address to the server from the Proteus user interface only.

• Servers running Adonis v6.7.1 or earlier must be upgraded to Adonis v7.0.0 or later and be 
configured with an IPv6 address from the Proteus user interface in order to be assigned a 
DHCPv6 deployment role.

• If dedicated management is enabled on an Adonis server that is under Proteus control, you can 
configure an IPv4 address for the Services interface only from the Proteus user interface.

• If the original server had IPv6 and DHCPv6 configurations, you must enter an IPv6 address and 
subnet in the respective fields. Deleting the IPv6 address when replacing a server will result in 
an error.

• If you want to add a DHCPv6 deployment role to an Adonis server, you must configure an IPv6 
address to the server from the Proteus user interface only.

• Servers running Adonis v6.7.1 or earlier must be upgraded to Adonis v7.0.0 or later and be 
configured with an IPv6 address from the Proteus user interface in order to be assigned a 
DHCPv6 deployment role.

You must click the Detect Server Settings button in order to replace the server.
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Chapter 13
Managing Deployment
This chapter describes how to enable and configure deployment of a configuration in Proteus.

Topics include the following:

• Full deployment

• Quick deployment

• Scheduled deployment

• Validating deployment

• Tracking deployment

Reference topics include:

• Types of deployment

• Deployment order

• Deployment validation order

The Basics
Deployment is the process by which the configuration in Proteus becomes a running set of services on 
Proteus-managed servers. Deployment takes all of the IP, DHCP, and DNS details in the configuration 
and deploys them to the servers that provide services to clients.

• Proteus allows you to perform a manual Full Deployment, a manual Quick Deployment, and 
Scheduled Deployments.

• DNS and DHCP deployment roles and Deployment Options can be applied at many different 
levels within a configuration. These roles associate the services designed in Proteus with the 
server interfaces that host them.

• Proteus creates all of the files needed to implement the Proteus configuration on the managed 
servers. After creating the files, Proteus contacts the managed server and transmits the files 
to the server. The services are restarted and are available to clients.

• Lastly, you can also validate deployments.
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First steps
Depending on your Proteus user role and goals, you can start with different deployment-related tasks 
and sub-tasks:

Manual Deployment

Scheduled Deployments

Manual Deployment
Proteus provides two ways to manually deploy data to managed servers: Deploy and Quick Deploy.

• The Deploy function is available from the Servers tab. Use this function to deploy data to one 
or more servers, and to select the services you want to deploy. When you launch a deployment, 
Proteus examines the configuration and automatically determines if it should perform a full or 
differential deployment.

Actions and concepts Description

Performing Full 
Deployment

Deploy all data of a configuration to servers managed by Proteus.

Performing Quick 
Deployment

Instantly deploy changes to DNS resource records

Validating deployment Validate DNS configuration and zone files by setting deployment 
validation options.

Tracking deployment Use the Deployment Status page to view the status of deployments and 
manage queued deployments.

Actions and concepts Description

Setting Scheduled 
Deployment

Schedule a one-time deployment on a specific date and time, or 
schedule on-going deployments based on a set time interval.

Proteus has an object count limit of 2000, that when reached will automatically trigger a full 
deployment rather than a differential deployment (this includes quick deploy function). Object 
updates that count towards this limit are DDNS updates, user updates and DHCP updates (for 
example, regular history items). This applies to all deployable servers in Proteus (for exampel, 
crossing the 2000 updated object limit will trigger a full deployment on any server regardless of 
what zones those changes occurred in). This was designed as protection in case there are huge 
changes that have happened since the last deployment. When a large number of changes occur, 
Proteus performs a full deployment because calculating the history differences may take more 
time than actually deploying.
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• The Quick Deploy function is available on a zone’s Resource Records tab. Use this function to 
instantly deploy changes you made to DNS resource records. This function applies only to DNS 
resource records that you have changed and does not deploy any other data.

Performing Full Deployment
A full deployment will force Proteus to deploy all data. You can choose to deploy DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6 or 
TFTP data.

To perform a full deployment:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more servers.

3 Click Action and select Deploy. The Confirm Server Deploy page opens.

4 Under Confirm Server Deploy, review the list of servers to be updated.

• The Quick Deploy function is always available to Proteus administrators. To make the function 
available to non-administrators, you need to assign the option to a user or user group as an 
access right. For more information on assigning access rights, refer to Access Rights on page 
154.

• You must add at least one server to Proteus and add a Master DNS deployment role in order to 
access the Quick Deploy function.

• You can Quick Deploy to multiple servers, views, and zones.

The Quick Deploy function does not apply to managed Windows servers.
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5 Under Services, select the services to be deployed to the server: DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6, and 
TFTP.

6 Under Deployment Preference, select Force Full DNS Deployment to perform a full 
deployment. By default, Proteus always tries to perform a differential deployment, where it 
updates only those records that have changed since the last deployment. Select this check 
box to perform a full deployment, forcing Proteus to deploy all DNS data.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Yes. The Deployment Status page opens to let you track the progress of your 
deployment.

Performing Quick Deployment
Use Quick Deploy to instantly deploy changes you made to DNS resource records. You must add at 
least one server to Proteus and a Master DNS deployment role in order to access the Quick Deploy 
function. You can Quick Deploy to multiple servers, views, and zones.

To perform a Quick Deployment:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view. The Top Level Domains section opens.

4 In the Top Level Domains section, click the name of a top level domain. The Sub Zones 
section opens.

5 In the Sub Zones section, click the name of a DNS zone. The Resource Records tab for the 
DNS zone opens.

For details on adding servers, refer to Managing Servers on page 493. For details on adding 
deployment roles, refer to Adding DNS deployment roles on page 347.
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6 Click Action and select Quick Deploy. The Confirm Server Quick Deploy page opens:

▪ The Confirm Server Quick Deploy section lists the server or servers to which the changes 
will be deployed.

▪ The Show Resource Records section lists the resource records to be deployed:

▪ Parent—displays the server to which the resource record will be deployed

▪ Resource Record—displays the resource record data, including its object ID, name, 
record type, record data, and time to live value

▪ Operation—displays the operation to be performed on the record, either add, update, or 
delete

7 Click Yes.

If there are no changed records to deploy, a message opens in the Show Resource Records 
section to indicate that no records need to be deployed.

If Proteus determines that it must perform a full deployment to properly apply your changes, a 
message opens in the Show Resource Records section to indicate that differential deployment 
is not available.

To return to the Resource Records tab, click No.

For instructions on how to view the status of all active deployments, refer to Tracking 
deployment on page 619.

If forward and reverse DNS zones are on separate servers Quick Deploy will not deploy to both 
servers. This is normal behavior in Proteus. If your configuration contains forward and reverse 
zones on separate servers, you can perform another Quick Deploy under the subnet as a 
workaround.
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Setting Scheduled Deployment
A Scheduled Deployment allows you to automate deployment to Proteus-managed servers by setting a 
start time and frequency interval. 

You can set a Scheduled Deployment from the Servers tab of the Proteus user interface.

The Deployment Schedules section displays the following information:

• Name—the name of the deployment schedule.

• Start Time—the date and time the deployment schedule is to start.

• Frequency—the frequency at which the deployment schedule is run.

• Servers—the servers to which the deployment schedule is applied. To view all servers in the 
deployment schedule, hold the cursor over a server name.

• Active—indicates if the deployment schedule is active or inactive.

To add a Schedule Deployment:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.
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3 Expand the Deployment Schedules section and click New. The Add Scheduled Deployment 
page opens.

4 Under General, enter a descriptive name for the schedule in the Name field.

5 Under Scheduled Time, set the time and frequency for the schedule:

▪ Start Time—type the start time in these fields and select AM or PM.

▪ Start Date—type a date in the format DD MMM YYYY or click the calendar  button to 
select a date.

▪ Frequency—to deploy just once at the specified time and date, select Once. To deploy at a 
regular interval, select Every, type a value in the text field, and select a time interval from 
the drop-down list.

6 Under Servers section, set the servers for the deployment:

a) Click Add server. The Select Server page opens.

When setting the frequency and time interval, consider the amount of time needed to complete 
the deployment. Do not select a time interval shorter than the time needed to complete a 
deployment.
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b) Select the check boxes of the server(s) you wish to add and click Select. The selected 
server(s) appear in the Servers section.

c) Click Remove to remove a server from the list (optional)

7 Under Services, select the check boxes for the services to be deployed: DNS, DHCP, 
DHCPv6, and TFTP.

8 Under Deployment Preference, select the Force DNS full deployment check box if you wish to 
perform a full deployment as part of the scheduled deployment. If deselected, Proteus 
performs a differential deployment.

9 Under Status, set the state of the deployment schedule:

▪ Active—when selected, the schedule is active and deployment occurs at the specified time 
or frequency. When not selected, the schedule is not active and deployment does not 
occur.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Add.

Validating deployment
Deployment Validation checks the syntax of DNS configuration and zone files during deployment to 
Adonis. You can enable and disable the validation of configuration and zone files. You can also set 
several options for the validation of zone files. The deployment validation options control the dhcp, 
named-checkconf and named-checkzone tools on the Adonis server.

Deployment validation options are set at the configuration level on the Deployment Validation Settings 
page. Options set at the configuration level are applied to all servers in the configuration. You can also 
create overrides at the server level for each individual server.

Setting Deployment Validation options
You can set the following deployment validation options:

• Check DHCP configuration on deployment—validates the syntax of the dhcpd.conf file.

• Check DNS configuration on deployment—runs the named-checkconf tool. This checks the 
syntax of the named.conf file.

• Check DNS zones on deployment—runs the named-checkzone tool. This checks for several 
conditions in the DNS zone files based on the options you select. This is equivalent to setting 
the -i switch for the named-checkzone tool.

Note.

Once you add a server the Deployment Preference section appears.

For instructions on how to view the status of all active deployments, refer to Tracking 
deployment on page 619.

For more information on full and differential DNS deployment, refer to Types of deployment on 
page 622.
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When you select Check DNS zones on deployment, the following options become available:

• Post-load zone integrity validation—performs syntax checks based on the mode you select for 
this option. Select one of the following modes:

▪ Full—checks that:

▪ MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone hostnames.

▪ SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone hostnames.

▪ Delegation NS records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames

▪ glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Local—checks that:

▪ MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ Delegation NS records refer to an A or AAAA record, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Full-sibling—performs the same checks as in Full mode but does not check the glue records.

▪ Local-sibling—performs the same checks as in Local mode but does not check the glue 
records.

▪ None—disables all post-load zone integrity checks.

For the following options, Ignore, Warn, or Fail have the following effects:

▪ Ignore—ignores the condition, so it is not logged in the Zone Validation server log. 
Deployment proceeds with the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Warn—logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment proceeds with the 
zone data containing the condition.

▪ Fail—logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment fails. The existing 
DNS data is left in place and the new data is not deployed.

• Check names—checks that A, AAAA, and MX record names are legal hostnames. Also checks 
that domain names in the RDATA of NS, SOA, and MX records are legal. This is equivalent to 
setting the -k switch for the named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine 
how Proteus handles conditions found by this check.

• Check if MX records are IP addresses—checks that MX records point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -m switch for the named-checkzone 
tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions found by this 
check.

• Check if MX records point to CNAME records—checks that MX records point to a CNAME record 
rather than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

• Check if NS records are IP addresses—checks that NS records point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -n switch for the named-checkzone 
tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions found by this 
check.

• Check if SRV records point to CNAME records—checks that SRV records point to a CNAME 
record rather than A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -S switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

• Check for non-terminal wildcards—checks for wildcards in zone names that do not appear as 
the left-most segment of a zone name: for example, mail.*.example.com. Non-terminal 
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wildcards are permissible, but you may want to be alerted to their presence. This is equivalent 
to setting the -W switch for the named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore or Warn to determine 
how Proteus handles conditions found by this check.

To set Deployment Validation options for a configuration:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under General, click Configurations. The Configurations page opens.

3 Click on a configuration. The configuration details page opens.

4 Under Configuration Settings, click Define deployment validation settings. The Deployment 
Validation Settings page opens.

5 Under Deployment Validation Options, select the validation options for DNS configuration and 
zone files:

▪ Check DHCP configuration on deployment—validates the syntax of the dhcpd.conf file 
when data is deployed from Proteus.

▪ Check DNS configuration on deployment—validates the syntax of the named.conf file when 
data is deployed from Proteus.

▪ Check DNS zones on deployment—validates the syntax of each DNS zone file when data is 
deployed from Proteus.

6 When you select Check DNS zones on deployment, the DNS Zones Deployment Validation 
Setting section opens. Set the zone validation options:

▪ Post-load zone integrity validation—select None, Local, Local-sibling, Full, or Full-sibling.

▪ Check names—select Ignore, Warn, or Fail.

▪ Check if MX records are IP addresses—select Ignore, Warn, or Fail.

▪ Check if MX records point to CNAME records—select Ignore, Warn, or Fail.

▪ Check is NS records are IP addresses—select Ignore, Warn, or Fail.

▪ Check if SRV records point to CNAME records—select Ignore, Warn, or Fail.

▪ Check for non-terminal wildcards—select Ignore or Warn.

7 Click Update.

Deployment validation options can also be set for individual servers. For more information, refer 
to Managing Servers on page 493.
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Tracking deployment
The Deployment Status page lists servers to which data is being actively deployed, servers that are 
queued for deployment, and deployments that have occurred in the last 10 minutes. Scheduled 
deployments appear on the page automatically as they are triggered by their deployment schedule.

When a deployment is in progress, Proteus queues any additional deployment requests. For example, if 
Proteus is deploying to Server 1 and you manually deploy to Server 2, the deployment to Server 2 is 
queued until deployment to Server 1 is complete. Proteus queues only a single deployment for each 
server.

On the Deployment Status page, you can cancel queued deployments and view deployment events that 
occurred in the last 10 minutes. Administrators can follow a link to the Events List page to view all 
deployment events.

To view deployment status:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

View deployment status after manual deployment
After performing a manual deployment (including a forced full deployment), Proteus immediately 
sends you to the Deployment Status page to track the progress of the deployment. This does not 
apply to Quick Deployment or Scheduled Deployment.

Improved DHCPv4 deployments
With Proteus v4.0.6 and Adonis v7.0.0, DHCPv4 deployments to managed Adonis servers are now 
faster and more efficient. When viewing the status of a manual deployment, Proteus 
administrators will notice that ‘Initializing’ time has been reduced significantly. In most cases, 
Initialization will pass so rapidly to the ‘Deploying’ state that the Initializing state may not be 
visible in the Deployment Status screen, even though it is still performed.
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2 Under Tracking, click the Deployment Status link. The Deployment Status page opens.

• The Current Deployments section displays the following information:

▪ ID—displays the ID number for the deployment. Proteus counts the number of deployments 
and displays the deployment number here and in the Current Deployments section. The 
number of deployments starts again from 1 when you reboot Proteus.

▪ Server—displays the server or servers to which data is being deployed

▪ Service(s)—displays the service or services being deployed. These can be DNS, DHCP, 
DHCPv6, and TFTP

▪ Progress—displays the progress for the service or services being deployed. The service 
actively being deployed is indicated with bold text and a pointer icon. Deployed services 
and services that have not been successfully deployed appear in grey text with a status 
description in [square brackets].

▪ Action—when servers are queued for deployment, displays a Cancel link. Click the Cancel 
link to cancel the queued deployment.

• The Recent Deployments section displays the following information for deployments that 
occurred in the past 10 minutes:

▪ ID—displays the number for the deployment. Proteus counts the number of deployments 
and displays the deployment number here and in the Current Deployments section. The 
number of deployments starts again from 1 when you reboot Proteus.

▪ Server—displays the server or servers to which data is deployed

▪ Service(s)—displays the service or services that have been deployed. These can be DNS, 
DHCP, DHCPv6, and TFTP

▪ Result—displays each service deployed to the server and a status indication in [square 
brackets] for each service

▪ Status—displays an icon indicating the overall status of the deployment event:

 indicates that all services deployed successfully.
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 indicates that some services did not deploy successfully.

 indicates that none of the services deployed successfully.

 indicates that deployment was cancelled.

 indicates that deployment validation logged warnings for the deployment

Deployed Time—displays the completion time for the deployment.

To view all deployment events:

• Under Recent Deployments, click Deployments that occurred more than 10 minutes ago. The 
Event List page opens and is automatically filtered to show Deployment Service events.

Cancelling Queued Deployments
Cancel data which has already been queued for deployment.

To cancel queued deployments:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click the Deployment Status link. The Deployment Status page opens.

3 Under Current Deployments section, click Cancel under the Action column. The queued 
deployment is cancelled and opens in the Recent Deployments section with a Cancelled icon 
in the Status column.

The Deployments that occurred more than 10 minutes ago link opens only for Administrator 
users. This link does not appear for Non-Administrator users.
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Reference

Types of deployment
Proteus uses two modes to deploy DNS data to managed servers: full deployment and differential 
deployment.

• During full deployment, Proteus deploys all of your DNS configuration data to your managed 
servers. The first time you deploy your configuration, Proteus performs a full deployment.

• During differential deployment, Proteus deploys only the changes made to resource records 
since the last full deployment. Differential deployment reduces deployment time by 
minimizing the amount of data sent to the managed servers.

When you launch a deployment with the Deploy function, Proteus examines the configuration and 
automatically determines if it should perform a full or differential deployment. You can force Proteus 
to perform a full deployment by selecting Force DNS full deployment when you perform a manual 
deployment. For more information on manual deployment, refer to Manual Deployment on page 610. 
For more information on creating deployment schedules, refer to Setting Scheduled Deployment on 
page 614.

Generally, Proteus performs a differential deployment when the only difference in your data is found 
in DNS resource records. Proteus performs a full deployment if there are changes to DNS zones, DNS 

Scheduled deployments no longer use differential deployment. All deployments that are 
scheduled are full deployments.

The existing scheduled deployments configured previously will automatically be changed to full 
deployments.

DNS Configuration
Data in Proteus

Full Deployment
sends all DNS data

to the managed server

Changed DNS Data
in Proteus

Differential Deployment
sends only changed

DNS data to the
managed server
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deployment options or roles; DNSSEC keys; TSIG keys, Kerberos principals, or other objects outside of 
DNS resource records.

On the Deployment Status, Event List, and Event Summary pages, you can see which mode Proteus 
used for each deployment. For more information on deployment status and the event list, refer to 
Tracking deployment on page 619 and Managing Events on page 627.

Proteus also features a Quick Deploy function where you can instantly deploy changes made to DNS 
resource records. For more information, refer to Performing Quick Deployment on page 612.

Deployment order

The precedence used to determine which features are overridden during deployment is based on the 

order in which the features are written to the service configuration files. The later a feature is 
deployed, the more precedence its settings have. For example, a DNS view is written before the zones 
below it. Therefore, setting in the zone overrides the setting in the view. For the same reason, an 
option in a sub-zone has precedence over an option in its parent zone.

Each level of a Proteus configuration is deployed completely before the next level is deployed. Thus, 
all of the DNS views are written at the same time. Then, all of the zones for each of these views are 
written. The entire set of zones for a view is written before moving on to the next view. Because sub-
zones are written after their parent zones, the more local options take precedence.

The service configuration files are written in the following order:

1 Configuration

2 Servers

3 Interfaces

4 Server roles

5 Server options

6 DNS views, including options and roles

7 DNS zone and sub-zones, including options and roles

8 Reverse DNS space based on IP allocations, including both DNS options and roles

9 DHCP with roles and options

The server role is used to filter out options that are not compatible with the desired role for the 
server. If an option is not compatible with the chosen roles for the server, it is not written to the 
configuration. Use the Data Checker before deploying to catch this type of configuration error.

Deployment Validation order
When you deploy data from Proteus, deployment validation works in three stages:

1 Data deploys from Proteus to a temporary directory on Adonis. The existing DNS data on 
Adonis is not yet affected by this deployment.

2 Adonis checks and validates the newly deployed data using the options you selected.

3 The outcome of the validation check depends on the options you selected:

Proteus requires an accurate time source to properly calculate changes in your data for 
differential deployment. For instructions on how to configure a Network Time Protocol (NTP) 
source for Proteus, refer to System Time on page 694.
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▪ If the configuration file fails the validation test: the deployment fails and the DNS data on 
Adonis is not updated. Any existing DNS data on Adonis remains untouched. The failure is 
noted in the Proteus Event List and you can review the DNS Validation server log to 
determine the cause.

▪ If the configuration file passes the validation test and you did not enable zone validation: 
the deployment proceeds and the DNS data on Adonis is updated.

▪ If you selected Fail for any of the zone validation options and a syntax error is detected in 
the data: deployment fails and the DNS data on Adonis is not updated. The deployment 
failure is noted in the Proteus Event List and you can review the Zone Validation server log 
to determine the cause.

▪ If you selected Warn or Ignore for any of the DNS zone validation options and a syntax error 
is detected in the data: the deployment proceeds and the DNS data on Adonis is updated. 
Warnings are noted in the Proteus Event list and you can review the Zone Validation server 
log to determine the source.

▪ If no syntax errors are detected in the data: the deployment proceeds and the DNS data on 
Adonis is updated.Viewing deployment validation information

Information from the deployment validation processes is available in the server logs for each server. 
For information on viewing the DNS Validation, Zone Validation, and DHCP Validation server logs, refer 
to Viewing Adonis Server Logs on page 581.
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Chapter 14
Managing Events, Transactions, 
and Reports
This chapter describes how to review system events and transactions, generate reports on the data in 
Proteus, configure user notification of system events, and review the deployment status for managed 
servers.

Topics in this chapter include:

• Managing Events

• Managing Reports

• Managing Notification Groups

• Managing Proteus logs

Reference topics include:

• Types of reports

• Description of Event Levels

The Basics
Proteus administrators can monitor and review system activity using tools available in the 
Administration page of the Proteus user interface. From Administration>Tracking you can monitor 
system events, viewing transaction history, generate reports, manage notification groups, and view the 
status of deployments.

Key terms

• Event List—a page in the Proteus user interface (Administration>Tracking>Event List) that lists 

all system events in Proteus.

• Notification Group—a specialized group for users or user groups that can receive notification of 
events and activity in Proteus via email or SNMP trap.

• Event Level—classification of notification events to which a Notification Group can subscribe. 
A Notification Group can subscribe to any of the following event levels: Application, 
Deployment service, Data Check service, DHCP Alert service, Migration service, Database 
Maintenance service, IP Reconciliation service, Monitoring service, Workflow, XHA, DNSSEC 
Autogenerate Key Service, Windows Import service, and Notification service.
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First steps

Depending on your Proteus user role and goals, you can start with different tasks related to events, 

transactions, reports, or Notification Groups:

Managing events

Managing reports

Managing Notification Groups

Managing Proteus logs

Actions and concepts Description

Viewing System Events View all system events on Proteus.

Viewing Deployment 
Events

View the status of all deployments on Proteus.

Viewing Transaction 
History

View the history of user activity on Proteus.

Actions and concepts Description

Creating Reports Add a report type with custom parameters and logo of your organization.

Generating Reports Generate the report(s) in either PDF, CSV, XLS, HTML or RTF format.

Scheduling Reports With one or more reports created in Proteus, schedule automatic report 
generation for distribution to users via email.

Actions and concepts Description

Creating Notification 
Groups

Create a Notification Group to alert selected users of Proteus events via 
email or SNMP trap.

Managing Users, User 
Groups, and Tags to 
Notification Groups

With a Notification Group created, add users, user groups, or tag groups 
to the Notification Group.

Subscribing to Event 
Levels

Subscribe the Notification Group to selected system events and receive 
notifications for Success, Failure, Warning, or Information (depending on 
the event).

Actions and concepts Description

Viewing Proteus Logs View Server, System, Database, and Migration log files.
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Managing Events
The Event List provides a record of system events and activity on Proteus. Access to the Event List is 
restricted to Proteus administration and is available from the Administration tab 
(Administration>Tracking>Event List). The Event List logs events generated by the Deployment, Data 
Check, DHCP Alert, Migration, Database Maintenance, IP Reconciliation, Monitoring, and Workflow 
services, as well as events generated by the Proteus application itself.

The Event List page lists the following types of events:

• Application—events related to the operation of the Proteus software

• Deployment Service—events related to deploying data to servers managed by Proteus

• Data Check Service—events related to the Data Checker service as it reviews data within 
configurations

• DHCP Alert Service—events triggered by the DHCP Alert Settings

Downloading Log Files Download a ZIP file of selected Proteus log files.

Setting the Logging Level Set the log level (Fatal, Error, Warn, Info, Debug) for the server log and 
zone transfer log.

When deploying DNS or DHCP configurations to Proteus managed Windows servers, the deployment 
may succeed with a warning. Currently, the Proteus UI does not provide detailed information 
about this warning. 

In order to view the information regarding deployment with warnings, you can either configure a 
notification group to receive an e-mail notification with detailed information, or you can view the 
managed Windows Server log, which contains the detailed information, in Proteus. 

To view the Server log in the Proteus User Interface, refer to View the Managed Windows Server 
Log on page 422.

When configuring the notification group, you need to subscribe to the Deployment Service event 
level and have the Warning check box selected.

For more information about configuring the notification group, refer to Notification Groups on 
page 479.

If you are using a Shared Network in DHCP, a DHCP Alert notification for all networks inside the 
Shared Network will be sent as a single entity notification using the DHCP Alert set at the 
configuration level. DHCP Alerts for each individual network within any Shared Network will also 
be sent only if object-specific DHCP Alerts are set at the network or DHCPv4 range level.

Actions and concepts Description
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• Migration Service—events related to migrating information into Proteus

• Database Maintenance Service—events related to the Database Replication, History Archive and 
Purge, Database Cleaner, and Database Re-index functions

• IP Reconciliation Service—events related to the reconciliation of IP addresses through the IP 
Reconciliation function

• Monitoring Service—events related to the Proteus-managed servers through the service

• Workflow—events related to workflow requests and approvals

• XHA—events related to the function of servers in an XHA pair

• DNSSEC Auto Generate Key Service—events related to the automatic generation of DNSSEC 
Zone Signing Keys and Key Signing Keys

• Windows Import Service—events related to importing data from Windows servers

• Notification Service—events related to notifications

Icons indicate the status of items in the Event List:

Viewing System Events
Use the Event List to review the history of system events and to view the details for individual events. 
Events logged in the list include a unique tracking ID, the message issued, the user’s name, and the 
date and time the error occurred. 

Users can be notified of events using Notification Groups and Event Level Subscriptions. An SNMP trap 
can be triggered by an event, or users can be notified by e-mail message when certain events occur. 
For details, refer to Managing Notification Groups on page 647.

To view system events:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

Icon Description

Indicates a successfully completed event.

Indicates an informational item.

Indicates a warning or error condition.

Indicates a warning condition.
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2 Under Tracking, click  Event List. The Event List page opens.

3 Under Events, select a type of event from the Event Types drop-down menu.

4 Under Event ID, click on any item to view details on that event. The Event Summary page 
opens.

The Event Summary page provides detailed information about a system event. This information can be 
helpful for auditing system activity, investigating problems, and requesting technical support.

The General section provides the following information about the event:

• Event ID—the event’s identification number.

• Type—the type of event, such as an error or warning.

• Category—a classification of the event, such as an Application or Deployment event.

• Source—the name of the software component involved in the event.

• Message—a message describing the event.

• Date—the date and time the event occurred.

Some events may include a Stack Trace section on the details page. This section provides information 
that may be helpful when requesting technical support.
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Viewing Deployment Events

From the Event List, view events specifically related to the deployment of resource records.

To view deployment events:

• From the Event List, click on a deployment event in the Event List to view the Event Summary 
page. The Event Summary page displays Server and Deployed Resource Records sections for 
deployment events.

▪ The Server section lists the servers involved in the deployment.

▪ The Deployed Resource Records section lists resource records deployed during a 
differential deployment or by a Quick Deploy:

▪ Parent—displays the server to which the resource record is deployed

▪ Resource Record—displays the resource record data, including its object ID, name, 
record type, record data, and time to live value

▪ Operation—displays the operation performed on the record, either add, update, or 
delete

Transaction History
Transaction History logs all user activity, such as creating, editing, and deleting objects, and changing 
system settings.

Viewing Transaction History
The History page is available to administrative users from the Administration page.Transaction History 
logs all user activity, such as creating, editing, and deleting objects, and changing system settings. You 
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can view the transaction history for individual objects and for the entire system. The History page 
displays all transactions within Proteus. 

To view the Transaction History:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click Transaction History. The History page opens.

3 The History section displays the following information:

▪ Operation—a description of the operation recorded by the transaction

▪ User—the name of the user who performed the transaction

▪ Time—the date and time the transaction occurred

▪ Transaction Number—the unique identification number for the transaction

4 Under User, click a user name in to view user details.
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5 Under Operation, click an item in the list to view the transaction details. The Transaction 
Details page opens:

▪ The General section provides general information about the transaction:

▪ Operation—a description of the operation performed

▪ Comment—the change control comments entered for the transaction

▪ Time—the date and time of the transaction

▪ Transaction Number—the unique identification number for the transaction

▪ The History Details section lists details for each object affected by the transaction:

▪ Action—the action performed

▪ Object Type—the type of object or objects affected by the transaction

▪ Object ID—the unique identification number for the object

▪ Field Name—the detailed field information of the affected object

▪ Previous State—previous values of each fields in the object

▪ Updated State—updated values of each fields in the object

Searching Transaction History
You can search specific transaction histories such as creating, editing and deleting objects, performed 
in Proteus by category, action and user name. 

To search the Transaction History:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.
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2 Under Tracking, click Transaction History. The History page opens.

3 Use the following fields to search the transaction history:

▪ Search String—type the text for which you want to search.

▪ Category—select an object category to limit your search to specific types of Proteus 
objects.

▪ Action—select the action requested by a user.

▪ User Name—enter the name of user who performed the transaction.

▪ Start Date/End Date—select the start date AND/OR end date to search transactions 
performed in the specified time frame.

▪ Maximum Results—specify the number of results that will be displayed (by default, 1000).

4 Click Search.

Searching transaction history does not support searching by user-defined fields.

Transactions with multiple actions will be shown in the History field as long as one of the actions 
matches the search term. However, the operation name may be misleading as it only describes 
one of the actions which may not match the search term, although the data within will. 

• Search for a high volume of records might overload the search operation and result in a 5 
minute timeout. BlueCat recommends limiting your search criteria for a faster search result.

• When searching DNS Records by FQDN, the timeout is 10 minutes.
• If the transaction history records within a specified time frame exceed the specified Maximum 

Results, Proteus will return records from the start date to the specified maximum results, not 
until the end date.
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Managing Reports
The Proteus reporting system gathers data from the Proteus database and presents it in the form of 
reports. You can set report parameters to define the range of information presented in the report, and 
you can customize the appearance of the report by adding a logo to the report page. You can create 
Proteus reports as PDF, HTML, CSV, XLS (Excel), and RTF files.

Creating Reports
You can create reports of various types, and customize the report(s) by uploading the logo or brand of 
your organization.

To create a report:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click Reporting. The Reporting page opens.

3 Under Reports, click New. The Add Report page opens.

4 Under Report Information, set the report parameters:

▪ Select Report Type—from the drop-down menu, select a type of report.

▪ Report Title—enter a title for the report

A Proteus report generated in the CSV file format will be missing the header. Generate the report 
in Excel (XLS file) to view the proper formatting.

Different fields become available in the Parameters and Sorting sections depending on the 
type of report you select.
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▪ Report Description—enter a description for the report

▪ Organization—enter the name of an organization or department to associate with the 
report

▪ Output Format—select an output format for the report. The following formats are 
available:

▪ PDF—Adobe Acrobat PDF file. When generated, the report opens in a new browser 
window where you can use the Adobe Acrobat Reader save function to save the file to your 
workstation.

▪ HTML—Hypertext Markup Language text file. When generated, the report opens in a new 
browser window where you can use your browser’s view source function to save the file to 
your workstation.

▪ CSV—Comma Separated Value text file. When generated, you are prompted to open or 
save the file.

▪ XLS—Microsoft Excel spreadsheet file. When generated, you are prompted to open or 
save the file.

▪ RTF—Rich Text Format text file. When generated, you are prompted to open or save the 
file.

5 Under Parameters, set the parameters for the report. Different fields become available 
depending on the type of report you select. For more information on different report types 
and its parameters, refer to Report Types on page 635.

6 Some reports add a Sorting section to the page. If available, set the sorting parameters for 
the report.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the report and return to the Reporting page, or click Add Next to add 
another report.

Once you have created at least one report, you can customize the report with the logo or brand of your 
organization. For details, refer to Adding a Custom Logo to Reports on page 641.

Report Types
Proteus can create the following types of reports. Parameters describes items you can select or specify 
to define the scope of a report. Sorting indicates the values by which you can sort the information in 
the report.

User Profile

A Proteus report generated in the CSV file format will be missing the header. Generate the report 
in Excel (XLS file) to view the proper formatting.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists information for the selected users, including 
login name, telephone number, email address, 
security and history privileges, access rights, and 
workflow settings. Use this report to create a record 
of user information.

User—select a user that you wish to include in the 
report.
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Server List

Unused Object Tags

Used Object Tags

All object Tags

Configuration Change Detail

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists all servers within a configuration, including the 
server interfaces, type, roles, and object tags. Use 
this report to document the servers in a 
configuration.

• Select Configuration—select the configuration 
you are working on from the drop-down list.

• Select Tag—select a tag associated with the 
servers.

• Sort By—select a sorting option.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists all tags that have been defined but not assigned 
to objects. Parent tags or tag groups are included to 
illustrate the tag hierarchy. Use this report to locate 
unused tags.

• Select Tag Group—select a tag group within which 
you wish to locate unused tags.

• Sort By—select sorting options.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists all tags applied to objects and the number of 
times the tag is used. Parent tags or tag groups are 
included to illustrate the tag hierarchy. Use this 
report to review tag usage and to catalog tagged 
objects.

• Select Tag Group—select a tag group within which 
you wish to locate all tags applied to objects.

• Sort By—select sorting options.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists all tags in a tag group. Use this report to review 
tags within a tag group.

• Select Tag Group—select a tag group within which 
you wish to review all tags.

• Sort By—select sorting options.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists a summary of configuration changes made by a 
selected user. The report provides a summary 
overview of changes made by the user. Use this report 
to review change history for a selected user within 
the specified time frame.

• Start Date—specify the start time and date.
• End Date—specify the end time and date.

NOTE: The start and end time and date cannot be 
greater than the current Proteus server time. 

• User—select a user who you wish to generate a 
summary of configuration changes against.

• Sort By—select sorting options.
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Subnet DHCP Pool Utilization

Block/Network DHCP Utilization

Block Network Utilization

Current DHCP Usage

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists the utilization levels for all DHCP services on all 
subnets within an IP block. Use this report to monitor 
DHCP traffic loads and evaluate DHCP design.

• Select Configuration—select the configuration 
you are working on from the drop-down menu.

• Select IPv4 Block or Network—select one or more 
IPv4 blocks or networks for which you wish to 
generate a report.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists DHCP utilization percentage and number of 
addresses in use for each selected block or network. 
This report does not contain detailed DHCP Pool 
information or information broken down by DHCP 
Range. Use this report for an overview of how DHCP is 
operating across a block or network.

• Select Configuration—select the configuration 
you are working on from the drop-down list.

• Select IPv4 Block or Network—select one or more 
IPv4 Blocks or networks for which you wish to 
generate a report.

• Show Graphical representation—select this 
option to include a graphical usage chart in the 
report instead of percentage and number format.

• Sort By—select a sorting option.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists the IP utilization for a given IP block, broken 
down by individual networks. This report differs from 
other DHCP utilization reports by including statically 
configured devices. Use this report to evaluate IP 
utilization for both DHCP and statically configured 
devices within a block.

• Select Configuration—select the configuration 
you are working on from the drop-down list.

• Select IPv4 Block or Network—select one or more 
IPv4 blocks or networks for which you wish to 
generate a report.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists current DHCP usage for a network between 
specified times and dates, including IP addresses, the 
type of lease, the time the lease was granted, and the 
MAC address of the client. Use this report to review 
current DHCP leases and usage.

• Start Date—specify the start time and date.
• End Date—specify the end time and date.

NOTE: The start and end time and date cannot be 
greater than the current Proteus server time.

• Select Configuration—select the configuration 
you are working on from the drop-down list.

• Select IPv4 Network—select an IPv4 network 
within which you wish to review current DHCP 
leases and usage.

• Sort By—select sorting options.
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DNS View/Zones by Host DNS Server

SOA Records

Past Deployment

Tagged Objects

Objects with a User-Defined Field Value

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists all DNS views and zones listed according to the 
servers for which they have deployment roles. Use 
this report to evaluate DNS strategy along with the 
statistics on the number of zones, servers, and 
records.

• Select Configuration—select the configuration 
you are working on from the drop-down list.

• Sort By—select sorting options.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists all DNS Start of Authority (SOA) records which 
have been defined as deployment options within 
Proteus. Use this report to determine if SOA records 
assigned to a lower level object are overriding those 
assigned to a higher level object.

• Select Configuration—select the configuration 
you are working on from the drop-down menu.

• Select View—select a DNS view.
• Select Zone—select a zone.
• Sort By—select sorting options.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists all deployments that have occurred on a server. 
Use this report to audit and troubleshoot changes to 
the network.

• Start Date—specify the start time and date.
• End Date—specify the end time and date.

NOTE: The start and end time and date cannot be 
greater than the current Proteus server time.

• Sort By—select sorting options.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists all objects assigned a specified tag. • Select Tag—select a tag.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists all objects that have a specified value in a User-
Defined field. You can match an exact value or use 
wildcards to match multiple values.

• Select Object Type—select an object type for 
which you wish to generate the report.

• Select User Defined Field—select an user-defined 
field that you wish to look for in the object type 
specified above.
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DNSSEC Signing Summary

Block/Network Threshold

Block/Network DHCP Threshold

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists DNSSEC signing information for DNS zones, 
including: whether or not signing is enabled; the 
DNSSEC Signing Policy assigned to the zone; the start, 
expiry, and next rollover times for Zone Signing Keys 
(ZSKs); and the start, expiry, and next rollover times 
for Key Signing Keys (KSKs).

• Select Configuration—select the configuration 
you are working on from the drop-down menu.

• Select View—select a DNS view containing DNS 
zones that you wish to review.

• Signed Zone Only—select this option to review 
signed DNS zones only.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists IP block or network utilization percentage and 
number of addresses in use for each selected block or 
network. This report does not contain the detailed 
information broken down by IP address. Use this 
report to review the most utilized or the least utilized 
IP addresses in the selected IPv4 blocks or networks.

• Select Configuration—select the configuration 
you are working on from the drop-down menu.

• Select IPv4 Block or Network—select one or more 
IPv4 Blocks or networks that you wish to review.

• Threshold Settings—specify the number of 
networks and percentage (threshold size) that will 
be displayed in the report. If you wish to review 
the top 10 networks that are being used more than 
90% of time, set 10 networks with the option 
greater than 90%.

• Sorting—select sorting options.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists DHCP utilization percentage and number of 
addresses in use for each selected block or network. 
This report does not contain the detailed information 
broken down by DHCP range. Use this report to review 
the most utilized or the least utilized DHCP addresses 
in the selected IPv4 blocks or networks.

• Select Configuration—select the configuration 
you are working on from the drop-down menu.

• Select IPv4 Block or Network—select one or more 
IPv4 Blocks or networks that you wish to review.

• Threshold Settings—specify the number of 
networks and percentage (threshold size) that will 
be displayed in the report. If you wish to review 
the top 10 networks that are being used more than 
90% of time, set 10 networks with the option 
greater than 90%.

• Sorting—select sorting options.
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Subnet DHCP Pool Threshold

IPv4 Reconciliation Result

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists the utilization levels for all DHCP services on all 
subnets within the selected IP block or network. 
Unlike Subnet DHCP Pool Utilization report type, this 
report only shows the DHCP services that falls within 
the specified threshold settings. Use this report to 
monitor the most utilized or the least utilized DHCP 
traffic loads and evaluate DHCP design.

• Select Configuration—select the configuration 
you are working on from the drop-down menu.

• Select IPv4 Block or Network—select one or more 
IPv4 Blocks or networks that you wish to review.

• Threshold Settings—specify the number of 
networks and percentage (threshold size) that will 
be displayed in the report. If you wish to review 
the top 10 networks that are being used more than 
90% of time, set 10 networks with the option 
greater than 90%.

• Sorting—select sorting options.

Description Parameters and Sorting

Lists information for the IP addresses discovered by an 
IPv4 reconciliation policy according to their IP address 
state and type. The result will include details of the 
IP address, Type, Network, FQDN, and Mac address.

• Select Configuration—select the configuration 
you are working on from the drop-down menu.

• IP Address State—select the state of the IPv4 
address.
▪ Non-dynamic—an IP address which can be 

Unallocated, Static, DHCP free, Reserved, or a 
Gateway.

▪ Dynamic—an IP address which can be DHCP 
Allocated or DHCP Reserved.

• IP Address Type—select the type of IPv4 address.
▪ Reclaim—an IP address that exists in Proteus 

but not on the physical network.
▪ Unknown—an IP address that exists on the 

physical network, but not in Proteus.
▪ Mismatch—an IP address that exists in both 

Proteus and on the network, but where the MAC 
address or DNS host name information does not 
match.

• Policy—select one or more IPv4 Reconciliation 
policies created at the configuration, IPv4 block, 
or network level.

In the Objects with a User-Defined Field Value report, you can match a specific value in the 
user-defined field or you can use wildcards to match multiple values.

• To match a specific value, type the value in the Value field.
• The following wildcards are supported in the Value field:

^ —matches the beginning of a string. For example: ^ex matches example but not text.

$ —matches the end of string. For example: ple$ matches example but not please.

* —matches one or more characters within a string. For example: ex*t matches exit and 
excellent.
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Adding a Custom Logo to Reports
Customize your reports with your organization’s brand or logo. Upload the logo in JPEG or GIF format.

To add a custom logo to reports:

1 From the Reporting page, click the Settings tab.

2 Under Logo Image, click Browse and select a JPG or GIF image on your workstation.

3 Click Apply. The selected image appears in the Logo Image section of the page.

Resetting the report logo
You can reset the custom logo added to a report back to the Proteus logo.

To reset the report logo image:

1 On the Reporting page, click the Settings tab.

2 Under Logo Image, click Reset. The Proteus logo replaces the custom logo.

Generating Reports

After creating a report(s), Proteus returns you to the Reporting page. From here you can generate the 
report for your records or necessary distribution. For details, refer to Creating Reports on page 634.

To generate a report:

• In the Generate column, click the report format (PDF, HTML, CSV, XLS, or RTF). Depending 
on the report format, the report appears in a new browser window or you are prompted to save 
or open the report.

Editing and deleting reports

Edit the format or parameters of a report you have already created, or delete individual or multiple 
reports.

To edit a report:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click Reporting. The Reporting page opens.

The image file must not be larger than 64 kilobytes in size.

If Invalid Parameter appears under the Generate column, you need to set a missing parameter in 
the report. For details, refer to Editing and deleting reports on page 641.
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3 Under Reports, click the name of the report you want to edit. The Information page for the 
selected report opens.

4 Click the report name and select Edit. The Edit Report page opens.

5 Make the required changes.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Update to save your changes and return to the Reporting page.

Deleting reports
Use the Reporting page to delete individual or multiple reports.

To delete a single report:

1 From the Reporting page, click the name of the report you wish to delete. The Report 
Information page opens.

2 Click the report name and select Delete. The Confirm Delete page opens.

3 Confirm the report you will be deleting.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Yes. The report is deleted and Proteus returns you to the Reporting page.

For information on the parameters and sorting options for each report, refer to Report Types 
on page 635.

You can also use Action> Delete Selected to delete individual reports.
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To delete multiple reports:

1 From the Reporting page, select the check boxes for the reports you wish to delete.

2 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

3 Confirm the reports you will be deleting.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Yes. The reports are deleted and Proteus returns you to the Reporting page.

Scheduling Reports

Once you have created a report(s), you can schedule the automatic generation of the report in PDF, 
HTML, CSV, XLS, or RTF format and have it e-mailed to specific users you wish to notify.

Adding a Scheduled Report
Schedule the automatic generation of a report and have it sent to the users on the mailing list at a 
specified time.

To add or edit a scheduled report:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click Reporting. The Reporting page opens.

The following three reports cannot be scheduled:

• Configuration Change Detail
• Current DHCP Usage
• Past Deployment

Large-sized reports might not be deliverable if the recipient email server has limited the size of 
individual emails that it will accept. Consider generating reports on more narrow or specific 
objects to ensure the reports can be emailed successfully.
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3 Under Report Schedules, click New. The Add Report Schedule page opens.

4 Under General, enter a descriptive name for the report that you are scheduling in the 
Description field.

5 Under Schedule Settings, set the time and frequency for the schedule:

▪ Start Time—specify the time at which the scheduled report is generated and being sent via 
email and select AM or PM.

▪ Start Date—specify a date on which a scheduled report will be sent. The format should be 
DD MMM YYYY (for example, type 10 MAR 2012 for March 10 2012). Alternatively you can 
click the calender button to select a date. 

The time and date is based on the Proteus server time zone, schedule a report accordingly.
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▪ Frequency—select Once to generate and send the scheduled report just once at the 
specified time and date. Select Every, enter a value in the text field, and select a time 
interval from the drop-down list to send the scheduled report at a regular interval.

▪ Enable—by default, this option is pre-selected to activate the scheduled report. You can 
un-check this option to deactivate. You can also un-check the option when editing.

6 Under Reports, select one or more reports that you have already created from the Reports to 
Schedule drop-down list and click Add to add them on the e-mailing list.

7 Under Email, select one or more users to whom you wish to send the reports from the 
Recipients drop-down list and click Add to add them on the e-mailing list.

▪ Subject—enter a subject to be used in the email.

▪ Body—add comments regarding the report being sent, or any other comments that you wish 
to communicate to the users.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but may be set as a requirement.

9 Click Add to add the scheduled report and return to the Reporting page.

Controlling Scheduled Report
Scheduled reports can be activated to run according to their scheduled time and frequency. You can 
also de-activate a scheduled report so that it does not run, and you can run it on demand.

To activate scheduled reports:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click Reporting. The Reporting page opens.

3 Under Report Schedules, select the check box for one or more scheduled reports.

4 Click Action and select Activate Selected. 

5 Check the status of the report schedule in the Active column.

To de-activate scheduled reports:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click Reporting. The Reporting page opens.

3 Under Report Schedules, select the check box for one or more scheduled reports.

4 Click Action and select Deactivate Selected. 

5 Check the status of the report schedule in the Active column.

• An administrative user cannot be selected.
• If no user is selected, the report schedule will be created for all users.
• Report scheduling can only be performed by an Administrative user.
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Verifying the Status of a Scheduled Report Generation
Check the status of the automated scheduled report generation.

To verify the status of a scheduled report generation:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click Reporting. The Reporting page opens.

3 Under Report Schedules, click the name of a scheduled report. The Report Schedule Details 
page opens.

4 Select the Schedule Status tab to view the status of the scheduled report generation.

5 Under Events, review the following details: 

▪ Event ID—the event’s identification number.

▪ Category—a classification of the event.

▪ Event Source—the name of the scheduled report.

▪ Message—a message describing the event.

▪ User—a user name associated with the scheduled report.

▪ Date—the date and time the event occurred.

Deleting a Scheduled Report

Delete one or several report schedules you have created using Proteus.

To delete a report schedule:

1 On the Reporting page, click the Reports tab.

2 In the Report Schedules section, select the check box for one or more report schedules.

3 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.
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4 Click Yes to delete the selected items. The report schedules are deleted and the Reporting 
page opens.

Managing Notification Groups
The Event Notification service alerts Proteus users to system events with an email message or through 
an SNMP trap. Use notifications to alert users of warnings and error conditions that may require 
attention to resolve, and to keep users advised of general system activity.

The notification service is managed through the Notification Groups page. A Notification Group 
defines the users to be notified of system events, how the users are alerted, and the events that 
trigger notification. Notification Groups are managed by administrative users in 
Administration>Tracking>Notification Groups.

Creating Notification Groups
The Notification Groups page lists Notification Groups that you have set up. From this page, you can 
add, view, apply tags to, and delete Notification Groups.

To add a Notification Group:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click Notification Groups. The Notification Group page opens.

If you have accidently deleted a scheduled report, you can restore it. For more information on 
restoring deleted objects, refer to Restoring Deleted Objects on page 139.

To use the email and SNMP trap notification options, you must configure mail-service and 
net-snmp in the Proteus Administration Console. For more information, refer to Mail service 
on page 701 and Configuring SNMP on Proteus on page 132.
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3 Under Notification Groups, click New. The Add Notification Group page opens.

4 Under General, enter a descriptive name for the notification group in the Group Name field.

5 Under Notification Type, select one of the following from the Notification Type drop-down 
menu:

▪ Mail Message—select to notify group members of system events through email messages

▪ SNMP Trap—select to send system events through an SNMP trap 

6 Under Users and Groups, click Add User or Add Group. The Select Users pop-up window 
opens. Select one or more users or groups and click Select.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.

Editing and deleting Notification Groups
Once a notification group has been created, use the Notification Groups page to edit and delete 
notification groups, view the Details tab, and the Users and Groups tab.

Only one Notification Group can use the SNMP trap option. When you select this option, the 
Notification Group is automatically named SNMP Trap Group.

An SNMP Group cannot be edited.
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To edit a Notification Group:

1 From the Notification Groups page, click the name of your group. The group information page 
opens.

2 Click the notification group name and select Edit. The Edit Notification Group page opens.

3 Under General, enter a descriptive name for the notification group in the Group Name field.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Update.

Deleting Notification Groups
Delete single or multiple Notification Groups.

To delete a single Notification Group:

1 From the Notification Groups page, click the name of your group. The group name page 
opens.

2 Click the notification group name and select Delete. The Confirm Delete page opens.

3 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. BY default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

4 Click Yes.

To delete multiple notification groups:

1 From the Notification Groups page, select the check boxes beside the notification groups you 
wish to delete.

When editing an existing notification group, the notification type cannot be changed.

You can also delete a single notification group by selecting its check box, then clicking 
Action>Delete Selected.
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2 Click Action and select Delete_Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

3 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By deafult, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

4 Click Yes.

Viewing Notification Group Details
The Notification Group Details tab provides information on created notification groups. From this 
page, you can view general details, tags assigned to the group, and view the group’s audit trail.

To view the Notification Group Details tab:

• From the Notification Groups page, click the name of a notification group.

• The Notification group Details tab lists the following:

▪ The General section lists the notification group’s object identification number, name, and 
notification type.

▪ The Tags section shows tags applied to the Notification Group. Click an entry to view Tag 
information.

▪ The Audit Trail section provides a link to view the transaction history for the notification 
group. Click View Audit Trail to view the Audit Trail page.

Managing Users, User Groups, and Tags to Notification Groups
With at least one Notification Group created, you can view further details on the notification group(s), 
as well as add users, user groups, apply Tag Groups and Tags.

Adding Users, User Groups, and Applying Tags

The Notification Group Users and Groups tab lists users and user groups assigned to a specific 
notification group. From this tab you can add, tag, and remove users and user groups.

To add a user or group:

1 From the Notification Groups page, click the name of a notification group. The Notification 
Group name page opens.

2 Select the User and Groups tab and click New. The Edit Users and Groups page opens.

3 Click Add User or Add Group. The Add Users or Add Groups pop-up window opens. Select one 
or more users or groups and click Select.

4 Click Update.

The Users and Groups tab is not available for an SNMP Group.

Add Group will only be visible if you have created at least one User Group in Proteus. For more 
details on User Groups, refer to Proteus User Groups on page 148.
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To apply tags to users and groups:

1 In the Users and Groups section, select the checkbox beside the user(s) or user group(s) in 
the list.

2 Click Action and select Tag. The Apply Tags to Objects page opens.

3 In the Tags section, click Select Tag. The Select Tag pop-up window opens.

4 Click the name of the tag group(s), then tag name(s) to move down through the tag hierarchy. 
Click Up to move back up a level through the tag hierarchy.

5 Click the radio button beside the tag that you want to add to the user or user group and click 
Add. The selected tag opens in the Tags section. If required, repeat steps 1-3 to add more 
tags to the user or user group.

6 In the Change Control section, add comments to describe the changes. This step is optional 
but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Yes.

To delete users or groups from the notification group:

1 Select the checkbox for one or more users or groups from the list.

2 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Users and Groups Deletion page opens.

3 In the Change Control section, add comments to describe the changes. This step is optional 
but might be set as a requirement.

4 Click Yes.

Subscribing to Event Levels
Once you have created a Notification Group, you can subscribe the group to receive notifications of 
system events. When one of the selected events occurs, the notification group will alert the specified 
users or user groups of the event via SNMP trap or email. Depending on the event, you can select 
notifications for Success, Error, Failure, Warning, or Information.

To subscribe to Event Levels:

1 From the Notification Groups page, click the name of your notification group. The Notification 
Group name page opens.
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2 Click the notification group name menu and select Subscribe to Event Levels. The Subscribe to 
Event Levels page opens.

3 Under Event Level Subscription, select/deselect the check boxes to subscribe/unsubscribe 
the notification group to any of the following events:

▪ Application—events related to the operation of the Proteus software

Notification Description

Error Unknown SMTP host

Cannot open connection

Could not execute JDBC batch update

Error: deadlock detected

NullPointerException

entity cannot be null

Parameter fieldName must not be null

PersistentObjectNotFoundException

Row was updated or deleted or deleted by another transaction

Session lock cookie already set

Session lock not found

Write failure

ConcurrentModificationException

Warning You do not have access to carry out that action on this entity
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▪ Deployment Service—events related to deploying data to servers managed by Proteus

▪ Data Check Service—events related to the Data Checker service as it reviews data within 
configurations

▪ DHCP Alert Service—events triggered by the DHCP Alert Settings

▪ Migration Service—events related to migrating information into Proteus

Notification Description

Success DNS deployment succeeded

DHCP deployment succeeded

Warning DNS not deployed

DHCP not deployed

Failed DNS deployment failed: Exception occurred during server deployment

DHCP deployment failed: Exception occurred during server deployment

DNS deployment failed: Cannot connect to server

DHCP deployment failed: Cannot connect to server

Not deployed refers to servers that do not contain the proper DNS/DHCP role but have been 
selected to deploy a service.

Notification Description

Error One of the Data Checker error rules has been detected or triggered. For 
complete details on Data Checker Rules, refer to Proteus Data Checker Rules 
on page 937.

Notification Description

Info HD-ratio became normal.

Warning HD-ratio became high.

Notification Description

Info Migration Started

Migration Finished

Error Error while parsing file
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▪ Database Maintenance Service—events related to the Database Replication, History Archive 
and Purge, Database Cleaner, and Database Re-index functions

▪ IP Reconciliation Service—events related to the reconciliation of IP addresses through the IP 
Reconciliation function

▪ Monitoring Service—events related to the Proteus-managed servers through the service

▪ Workflow—events related to workflow requests and approvals

▪ XHA—events related to the function of servers in an XHA pair

Notification Description

Info Database replication break performed

Database replication configuration/reconfiguration completed

History Archive and Purge Task Started

History Archive and Purge Task Finished

Warning Issue related to database re-indexing, replication, or history archive and purge

Error Database replication configuration/reconfiguration failed

History Archive and Purge task failed

Notification Description

Info Reconciliation Service was Started

Reconciliation Service was Finished

Error ReconciliationServiceException

Notification Description

Info Connection problem was resolved

Error Cannot connect to Server via SNMP

Notification Description

Info Workflow Approved

Workflow Denied

Workflow Request

Warning A warning related to a workflow request or approval.

Error An error related to a workflow request or approval.

Notification Description

Info XHA server <server-name> was failed over manually
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▪ DNSSEC Auto Generate Key Service—events related to the automatic generation of DNSSEC 
Zone Signing Keys and Key Signing Keys

▪ Windows Import Service—events related to importing DNS/DHCP data from Windows (DDW)

▪ Notification Service—events related to notifications

▪ Report Scheduler—events related the automatic generation of scheduled reports

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. BY default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Subscribe.

Notification Description

Warning DNSSEC Auto Generate Key Service (a new key has been generated that will 
eventually replace a key that is about to expire)

The Warning message will contain the object ID of the new key, the name of 
the zone/block the key belongs to, and the DNSKEY record data corresponding 
to this key.

Error DNSSEC service encounters an error related fetching keys that are about to 
expire, or while generating new keys.

Notification Description

Error An error occurred verifying Proteus License

Notification Description

Warning Records notification events when a host record did not have a parent network.

Notification Description

Success A scheduled report is executed and sent via email notification to all users 
without any issues.

Warning A scheduled report is executed successfully but email notification fails for 
some users. The Warning notification contains a list of users which did not 
successfully receive the scheduled report email.

Failed A scheduled report fails or email notification fails for all users.

These event notifications are also tracked in the Event List in the Administration tab of the 
Proteus web interface.
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Managing Proteus Logs
On the Log Management page, administrative users can download Proteus server, system, database, 
and migration logs. You can also delete database and migration logs after they are no longer needed. 
The Log Management page groups logs on four tabs:

• The Server Logs tab lists event logs for the Proteus operating system. You can set the logging 
levels for the Proteus server log and zone import log on this tab. You can download, but not 
delete these logs.

• The System Logs tab lists event logs for the Proteus application. You can download, but not 
delete these logs.

• The Database Logs tab lists event logs for the Proteus database and, when it is enabled, the 
replication service. You can download and delete these logs.

• The Migration Log lists event logs for the migration service. Migration logs appear only after 
you migrate data into Proteus using the Migration function. You can download and delete these 
logs.

From the Log Management menu, you can use the Download Support Log Files function to download 
the most common troubleshooting logs: boot.log, server.log, and zonetransfers.log. When working 
with BlueCat Client Care to resolve an issue, this function provides quick access to these commonly 
used log files.

When you download logs, Proteus compresses the selected files into a single .zip file. To open or save 

the downloaded file to your workstation, follow the prompts from your web browser.

Viewing Proteus Logs

To view Proteus logs:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click Log Management. The Log Management page opens.
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3 Select the Server Logs tab to see a list of Proteus application logs. You can download the 
following logs from this tab:

▪ boot.log—Proteus application boot log.

▪ server.log—Proteus application operations log.

▪ zonetransfers.log—zone transfer event log.

4 Select the System Logs tab to see a list of Proteus operating system logs. You can download 
the following logs from this tab:

▪ install_detail.log—contains information generated during the Proteus installation process.

▪ post_install.log—contains information generated during the Proteus setup process after 
system installation.

▪ syslog—contains general Proteus operating system events.

5 Select the Database Logs tab to see a list of Proteus database logs. You can download the 
following logs from this tab:

▪ logfile.log—contains Proteus database events.

▪ logfile.1.gz—contains XXX

▪ replication.log—contains database replication events. This log only opens when replication 
is enabled. For more information on replication, refer to Database maintenance on page 
852.

6 Select the Migration Logs tab to see a list of migration logs. A new log opens in this list each 
time you perform a migration.

▪ migration-«unique_number».log—contains Proteus migration events. «unique_number» is 
an identification number unique to each migration log.

Downloading Log Files

To download selected log files:

1 On the Log Management page, select the Server Logs, System Logs, Database Logs, or 
Migration Logs tab.

2 Select the check box for one or more logs from the list.

3 Click Action and select Download Selected.

4 Follow the instructions from your web browser to download and save the logs.zip file.

To download common support files:

• On the Log Management page, click Log Management and select Download Support Log Files.

• Follow the instructions from your web browser to download and save the logs.zip file.
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Setting the Logging Level

To set the logging level for server.log and zonetransfers.log:

1 From the Log Management page, select the Server Logs tab.

2 Under Log Levels, select an option from the Proteus log level and Zone import log level drop-
down menus:

▪ Fatal—severe errors that caused the application or a service to stop.

▪ Error—errors that occurred, but did not stop the application or service.

▪ Warn—conditions that may cause an error or that are unexpected.

▪ Info—general information on normal system events.

▪ Debug—detailed information on system events

Your changes will be saved automatically.

Deleting Selected Database or Migration Logs Files

To delete selected database or migration log files:

1 On the Log Management page, select the Database Logs or Migration Logs tab.

2 Select the check box for one or more logs from the list.

3 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

4 Click Yes.

Setting the Proteus log level to “Debug” will revert back to the default “Warn” level after several 
minutes of activity in other areas of the Proteus user interface. Currently, this is a limitation of 
Proteus v4.0.0 and greater.

You cannot delete the logs on the Server Logs or System Logs tabs.
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Chapter 15
Administration Console
This chapter describes how to connect to the Administration Console and configure and control Proteus 
through the Administration Console. Topics include the following:

• Using the Administration Console

• Appliance settings

• User management

• Configuring Additional options

• Interface settings

• Network settings

• System settings

• DNS Name Servers

• Mail service

• Adonis system and configuration settings

The Basics
Use the Administration Console to configure interface, network, and system settings on your 
appliance. You can enable and set options for time synchronization, logs, and mail settings.

Improved Administration Console
The Proteus Administration Console introduces a number of new concepts, including tab completion on 
all static keywords and dynamic input values, context specific keyword help, consistent configuration 
operators for entering user configurations, and scripting of configuration operations. Best of all, the 
new Administration Console is unified on both and Adonis and Proteus appliances.

New commands for Proteus v4.0.0 and greater and Adonis v7.0.0 and greater include bonding and 
static routes. Removing an Adonis from Proteus control is now found under configure system > state. 
Certain settings, such as backup, database, and HTTPS, must still be configured using the old 
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Administration Console. Use the Additional Configuration mode to modify parameters for these 
settings. For more details, refer to Configuring Additional options on page 677.

Key terms
• Additional configuration—run the configure additional command to modify backup, database, 

and HTTPS settings using the old Administration Console.

• Configuration mode—enter configuration mode for complex items and settings, such as 
interfaces, network, mail, system time, and system settings. In this mode, you use multiple 
commands to define the parameters for a setting and review your changes before committing 
them.

• Dedicated management—on multi-interface Adonis appliances and VMs, dedicated management 
is a service which allows you to separate network traffic onto a Service interface and a 
Management interface. The Service interface handles DNS and DHCP services; the Management 
interface handles SSH, SNMP, and NTP.

• Default gateway—the default network gateway for Proteus. When configuring Dedicated 
management on Adonis, you must also set the default gateway to allow for initial 
communication with Proteus (the default gateway of Adonis must be on the same subnet as that 
of the eth0 interface on Proteus).

• Interface settings—run the configure interfaces command to modify interface ports, set IPv4 
and IPv6 addresses, and configure dedicated management (Adonis only).

• Main Session mode—the default environment for the Proteus Administration Console. In this 
mode, you use single commands to configure, show, exit, reboot, power off, and view 
command history.

• Network settings—run the configure network command to set an IPv4 or IPv6 address for the 
default gateway.

• Static route—a fixed path in the Proteus/Adonis routing table for network access to certain IP 
addresses.

• Tab completion—when using the Administration Console, press the Tab key to auto-complete 
commands or view a list of available commands and options.

Configuration commands for Proteus services including NTP, SNMP, syslog, and SSH commands have 
been removed from the Administration Console.

These settings are now configured through the Proteus user interface.

For details on NTP, refer to Configuring NTP on Proteus on page 131.

For details on SNMP, refer to Configuring SNMP on Proteus on page 132.

For SSH, refer to Configuring SSH on Proteus on page 137.

For details on Syslog, refer to Configuring Syslog Redirection on Proteus on page 138.
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First steps
Depending on your Proteus user role and goals, you can start with different tasks and sub-tasks 
pertaining to the Administration Console:

Using the Administration Console

Appliance settings

User management

Actions and concepts Description

Connecting to the 
Administration Console

Access the Administration Console directly with a monitor and keyboard, 
via a serial connection, or through an SSH client.

Getting Help To assist you learn the new commands in the Administration Console, run 
the help command from Main Session mode to view a list of all available 
commands.

Configuration mode How to enter Configuration mode for an item/context and how to get 
help on viewing commands and required variables or parameters.

Actions and concepts Description

License Update the Proteus license using one of two methods: interactively or 
manually.

Rebooting and Powering-
off

Reboot the Proteus server or power-off the Proteus appliance from main 
Session mode.

Serial port Configure settings for the serial port used for optional TTY control.

Setting the root 
password

Set the password used to log in as root.

Actions and concepts Description

Viewing user settings View the status of the admin and bluecat users.

Configuring user settings Run the configure users command to modify user settings.

Setting user passwords Set passwords for the admin and bluecat users.
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Configuring Additional options

Interface settings

Network settings

Actions and concepts Description

Database configuration 
and backup

Run the configure additional command to setup the Proteus database and 
backup options.

HTTPS Configure Proteus HTTPS support and parameters including expiry days 
and organization name.

Setting the JMX-console 
password

Set the JMX-console password.

Actions and concepts Description

Viewing Interface 
settings

View IPv4 and/or IPv6 addresses currently on the system; view the state 
of dedicated management and the Management and Service interfaces 
(Adonis only).

Configuring Interface 
settings

How to enter Interface Configuration mode.

Setting an IPv4 address Set an IPv4 address and netmask.

Setting an IPv6 address Add or remove an IPv6 address and netmask.

Configuring Speed, 
Duplex, and Auto-
negotiation settings

Configure speed, duplex, or auto-negotiation settings of required by your 
network environment. BlueCat strongly recommends keep these at their 
default settings.

Actions and concepts Description

Viewing Network 
settings

View the IPv4 and/or IPv6 gateway currently on the system.

Configuring Network 
Settings

How to enter Network Configuration mode.

Setting an IPv4 Gateway Set an IPv4 network gateway.

Setting an IPv6 Gateway Set an IPv6 network gateway.
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System settings

Date and Time settings

Static Routes

Actions and concepts Description

Viewing system settings View current system settings, including hostname, product name, 
version number, memory, and disk size.

Configuring system 
settings

How to enter System Configuration mode.

Network redundancy View the state of network redundancy and disable bonding.

Hostname Configure the fully qualified domain name for the system.

STIG compliance Enable/disable STIG compliance.

Actions and concepts Description

Viewing System Time View the date, time, and time zone currently on Proteus.

Configuring System Time How to enter System Time Configuration mode.

Setting the Time Zone Set the time zone manually or using the Posix TZ format. Setting the 
time zone allows you to set the date and time at once.

Setting the Time Manually set the time on Proteus.

Setting the Date Manually set the date on Proteus.

Actions and concepts Description

Viewing Static Routes View IPv4 and/or IPv6 static routes currently set in Proteus.

Configuring static routes How to enter Static Route Configuration mode.

Adding static routes Add an IPv4 or IPv6 static route.

Removing static routes Remove an IPv4 or IPv6 static route.
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DNS servers

Mail Service

Adonis system and configuration settings

Using the Administration Console
The Proteus Administration Console features two command modes:

• Main Session Mode is the default environment for the Administration Console. In this mode, you 
use single commands to configure, show, exit, reboot, power off, and view command history.

• Configuration Mode is used for more complex commands and parameters, such as interfaces, 
network, mail, system time, and system settings. In this mode, you use multiple commands to 
define the parameters for a setting and review your changes before committing them.

Actions and concepts Description

Viewing Name Server 
details

View current IP addresses and domain names for DNS servers managed by 
Proteus.

Configuring Name 
Servers

How to enter name Server Configuration mode.

Adding a Name Server Add an IP address, domain name, and search domains for a DNS server

Removing a Name Server Remove the IP address, domain name, and search domains for a DNS 
server

Actions and concepts Description

Viewing Mail settings View Mail settings on the Proteus server.

Configuring Mail service Set the SMTP host and sender address.

Actions and concepts Description

Removing Adonis from 
Proteus control

How to remove a managed Adonis server from Proteus control.

Adonis passwords How to set the administrator password and reset the deployment 
password.

Resetting the 
Deployment certificate

Reset the appliance certificate to its default factory value.

Configuring Dedicated 
Management

Configure dedicated management for the Management interface (by 
default, eth2) of a multi-interface Adonis appliance.

Configuring the XHA 
Backbone Connection

Configure the XHA interface (by default, eth1) used for a hardwired 
backbone for high availability data replication.
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Connecting to the Administration Console
You can connect to the Administration Console using one of the following methods:

• Monitor & Keyboard—Attach a monitor and keyboard to the appliance using the VGA and PS/2 
connectors on the back of the unit. The Administration Console interface opens.

• Serial Connection with TTY Application—Attach a 9-pin serial cable to the appliance and use a 
terminal (TTY) application, such as Hyperterminal on Windows, to open an Administration 
Console session.
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• SSH Client—Connect to the appliance’s physical IP address using a Secure Shell (SSH) Version 2 
client.

Logging In and Logging Out

To log in/log out:

1 From the login prompt, type admin (default user name) and press ENTER.

2 From the password prompt, type admin (default password) and press ENTER. The 
Administration Console launches the new Proteus CLI. Introductory text displays which items 
are configurable by the new CLI.

3 Type exit and press ENTER to exit the Administration Console and return to the login screen. 

SSH must be configured from the Proteus user interface. For details, refer to Configuring SSH on 
Proteus on page 137.

**********************************************************************************

* ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccProteus CLI ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc*

**********************************************************************************

Time: Mon Jan 2 10:06:14 UTC 2013

The new version of the CLI allows for configuration of the following items:

    interface, license, name-server, network, serial, static-routes, system-time, 
mail, and users

You can configure the following items from the “configure additional” commands

    backup, database, and https.

Proteus>

BlueCat strongly suggests that you change the administrative password from the default. For more 
details, refer to Database configuration and backup on page 677.
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Listing available commands

Once you login to the Administration Console, you can type ? to see the list of available commands in 
the Main Session mode of the new Proteus CLI.

Getting Help

To assist you in learning the new Proteus CLI, you can run the help command from Main Session mode 
to see a description of the new commands.

**********************************************************************************

* ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccProteus CLI ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc*

**********************************************************************************

Time: Mon Jan 2 10:06:14 UTC 2012

Proteus>

  configure  Enter configuration mode

  exit       Exit this CLI session

  help       ALL commands help

  history    Display the current session’s command line history

  poweroff   Power off the system

  show       Show interface details

Proteus>
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To get general help:

• From Main Session mode, type help and press ENTER. A detailed list of the available commands 
is displayed.

Proteus> help

configure additional:            Configure backup, database, https

configure interfaces:            Configure physical interfaces

configure network:               Configure gateway

configure license:               Update license

configure-mail:                  Configure mail service.

configure name-server:           Configure nameservers, search domains

configure serial:                Configure serial console

configure static-routes          Configure static routes

configure system:                Configure hostname and stig-compliance

configure system-time:           Configure system time and timezone

configure users:                 Configure system users

show interfaces                  Show physical interfaces configuration

show network                     Show gateway configuration

show license                     Show license details

show mail:                       Show mail service

show serial:                     Show serial console configuration

show system:                     Show hostname, stig state and more

show system-time:                Show system time and timezone

show users:                      Show system users

poweroff:                        Shutdown the server

reboot:                          Reboot the server

[TAB]:                           Auto-complete the syntax where applicable

[?]:                             Display available choices and related help

Proteus>

You can access help at any time while using the Administration Console. Each item in 
Configuration Mode has a help command. Type help and press ENTER to view details on 
commands and parameters for that item.
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Example:

Tab Completion
Use Tab Completion to see a list of options available for a main session mode or configuration mode 
command, type part of the command and press Tab. A list of valid commands or options opens:

Pressing Tab after typing the first few letters of the command or a parameter completes the word 
being typed or lists all available commands or parameters matching the typed letters.

Proteus> configure interfaces

Proteus:configure:interfaces> help

Interface Configuration commands:

     history: Show history of commands

     exit:    Exit the context of configuration

     show:    Show all interfaces configuration

To modify the interface available:

     modify <interface_name>

Within interface modification:

     history

     save

     exit

     show

     show unsaved

     set address <IPV4 Address>

     set autoneg <on/off>

     set duplex <full/half>

     set netmask <IPV4 Address>

     set speed <10/100/1000>

     add ipv6 address <IPV6 Address/Netmask>

     remove ipv6 address <IPV6 Address/Netmask>

Proteus:configure:interfaces>

Proteus> configure network 

interfaces  network   system

Proteus> configure network 

Proteus:configure:network> s

save set show

Use Tab Completion to help you learn the new Proteus Administration Console.
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Viewing Command History
To review a list of the commands you have used in Administration Console, press the Up Arrow and 
Down Arrow keys. When the command you want to use again appears, press ENTER to issue the 
command again or edit the command to modify it.

Configuration mode
Use configuration mode to set commands and parameters for a selected item. Configuration mode 
allows you to configure the following items: additional, interfaces, license, mail, name-server, 
network, serial, static routes, system, users, and system time.

When you enter configuration mode the Administration Console prompt changes to indicate the item 
being configured. For example, if you want to set an IP address, you must run the configure interfaces 
command. The prompt indicates that you are in Configuration Mode and that you are configuring the 
interfaces context:

To enter configuration mode:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure and press Tab or ENTER to view a list of configurable 
items.

2 Type ? to view a description of each configurable item:

▪ Additional—configure backup, database, and HTTPS. For details, refer to Configuring 
Additional options on page 677.

▪ Interfaces—interface settings. You must configure IP addresses from the 
configure>interfaces command. For details, refer to Setting an IPv4 address on page 682.

▪ License—License settings. For details, refer to Rebooting and Powering-off on page 672.

▪ Mail—Mail server settings. For details, refer to Mail service on page 701.

▪ Name-server—DNS/name server settings. For details, refer to DNS Name Servers on page 
699.

▪ Network—Network settings. You must configure network gateways from the 
configure>network command. For details, refer to Configuring Network Settings on page 
687.

▪ Serial—serial settings. For details, refer to Serial port on page 673.

▪ Static Routes—set a static route. For details, refer to Static routes on page 696. 

▪ System—system settings. For details, refer to System settings on page 689.

▪ System-Time—time settings.For details, refer to System Time on page 694.

▪ Users—user settings. For details, refer to User management on page 675.

3 Type configure <item> and press ENTER to configure commands and parameters for that item.

4 Once in the configuration mode for a particular item/context, type ? to view an example of 
the required values for that item/context.

Proteus> configure interfaces

Proteus:configure:interfaces>
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Example:

Saving or Discarding Configuration Mode changes
Changes made in configuration mode do not take effect until you save them. You can review your 
changes before saving them. If you are not satisfied with your changes or if you discover an error, you 
can reset the items or discard the changes and start again.

Reviewing Unsaved Changes

In a specific configuration mode, such as network configuration mode, to review all unsaved changes 
type show unsaved and press ENTER. The Administration Console shows the unsaved changes for that 
area.

Saving Changes

• To save your changes and return to Main Session mode, type save and press ENTER.

Discarding Changes

• To discard your changes and return to Main Session mode, type exit and press ENTER.

Exiting Configuration Mode

To exit configuration mode, type exit and press ENTER.

Appliance settings
This section describes how to access the appliance and update its license, configure the serial port, 
and how to reboot and power-off.

License

You can update the Proteus license using either the configure interactively command or the configure 
clientID command. If you are familiar with the old Proteus Administration Console, BlueCat 
recommends using the update interactively command.

Proteus> configure interfaces

Proteus:configure:interfaces> modify eth0

Proteus:configure:interfaces:eth0> set address ?

   IP address AAA.BBB.CCC.DDD where each part is in the range 0-255 Interface IP

Proteus:configure:interfaces:eth0> set address

All changes are discarded if you do not save them before you exit.
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Update interactively

To update the license:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure license and press ENTER.

2 Type update interactively and press ENTER.

3 At the activation key prompt, type Y.

4 Enter the client ID. If the key is valid, go to step 5. If you receive an error, check the key and 
try again.

5 Press any key to continue. The client ID and license key are saved. You are returned to the 
license configuration mode prompt.

Update clientID

To update the license manually:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure license and press ENTER.

2 Type update clientID <XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX> key <XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX> and press 
ENTER. If the key is valid, go to step 3. If you receive an error, check the key and try again.

3 Press any key to continue. The client ID and license key are saved. You are returned to the 
license configuration mode prompt.

Rebooting and Powering-off

Proteus is extremely stable, but you may occasionally need to reboot or shut down the appliance (for 
example, to reset the startup services). Reboot or power-off managed Proteus and Adonis appliances 
from the Main Session mode of the Proteus Administration console.

To reboot:

• From Main Session mode, type reboot and press ENTER. The Administration Console executes 
the command and Proteus reboots. Once reboot is complete, you will be returned to the Login 
prompt.

To power-off:

• From Main Session mode, type poweroff and press ENTER. The Administration Console powers-
off Proteus.

The license client ID should be 15-characters long. The Activation key contains five 
sets of five alpha-numeric characters.
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Serial port

Configure settings for the serial port used for optional TTY control of the Administration Console.

Viewing Serial settings

View the status of the serial port from the Main Session mode of the Administration Console.

To view serial settings:

From Main Session mode, type show serial and press ENTER. The status of the serial port and 
current baud rate is displayed.

Configuring the Serial Port

Run the configure serial command to set the baud rate and enable or disable the serial port.

To configure serial settings:

1 Type configure serial and press ENTER.

2 Press Tab to view a list of available commands, or type ? to view a description of each 
available item:

▪ Disable—disable the serial port. Save command not required after disabling the serial port.

▪ Enable—enable the serial port. By default, the serial port is enabled on Proteus. Save 
command not required after enabling the serial port

▪ Exit—exit serial configuration mode and check for any unsaved changes.

▪ Help—view help information.

▪ History—display the current session’s command line history.

▪ Save—save changes to baud rate.

▪ Set—set baud rate.

▪ Show unsaved—display unsaved changes.

Enabling and disabling the Serial port

By default, the Serial port is enabled on Proteus. Run the configure serial command to enable or 
disable the serial port.

Proteus> show serial

State = Enable

Baud Rate = 9600

• The enable/disable command takes immediate effect and does not require n additional save 
command. Configuring the baud rate by running the set command, however, does require the 
save command.

• Running the show unsaved command after enabling or disabling the serial port will not display 
the recent changes, even though the changes are in place. Only operations using the set 
command will be displayed after running the show unsaved command.
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To enable/disable the serial port:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure serial and press ENTER.

2 Type <enable|disable> and press ENTER.

3 Type exit and press ENTER to return to Main Session mode.

Setting the Baud Rate

The serial port on Proteus has a default baud rate of 9600. Run the configure serial command to set 

the baud rate to the ideal rate for your appliance and network.

To set the serial port baud rate:

1 Type configure serial and press ENTER.

2 Type set baudrate <110|300|1200|2400|4800|9600|19200|38400|57600|115200> and 
press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER. Your baud rate setting is saved.

Setting the root password
This is the password you use to log in as root. You need to login as root in order to change the 
password.

To set the root user password:

1 From the Administration Console login prompt, type root (default user name) and press 
ENTER.

2 For the password prompt, type root (default password) and press ENTER.

3 Type passwd and press ENTER.

4 Proteus prompts you for the new UNIX password. Type the <new password> and press ENTER.

5 Type the <new password> again and press ENTER.

Upon disabling the serial port, the Administration Console displays the following prompt: INIT: 
Sending processes the TERM signal

• The save command is not required after enabling or disabling the serial port, as enabling or 
disabling the serial port takes immediate effect.

• Running the show unsaved command after enabling or disabling the serial port will not display 
the recent changes, even though the changes are in place. Only operations using the set 
command will be displayed after running the show unsaved command.

Proteus/Adonis VM users are asked to contact BlueCat Customer Care for assistance with 
the VM root password: https://care.bluecatnetworks.com
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User management
Use the Administration Console to configure passwords for the admin and bluecat user accounts.

Viewing user settings
View the password expiry and account status for the admin and bluecat user accounts.

To view user settings:

• From Main Session mode, type show users and press ENTER.

The Administration Console displays password expiry and account status information for user 
accounts configured on the system.

Example:

Configuring user settings
The configure users command allows you to configure settings for the admin and bluecat users.

To configure user settings:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure users and press ENTER.

2 Press Tab to view a list of available commands, or type ? to view a description of each 
available item:

▪ Exit—exit from user configuration mode.

▪ Help—display help.

▪ History—display the current session’s command line history.

▪ Modify—modify user. Run the modify command to set the password for the selected user 
profile.

▪ Show—display user details.

The bluecat user account is for use by STIG customers only.

Proteus> show users

admin

    Password Expiry = Never

    Account Status = Unlocked

bluecat

    Password Expiry = Never

    Account Status = Unlocked
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Setting user passwords
Proteus comes with pre-defined default passwords for the admin and bluecat user accounts.

• For security reasons, BlueCat strongly recommends changing the default admin password 
before deploying the unit into production.

• The bluecat user account is for use by STIG customers only. STIG must be enabled before 
modifying the default bluecat user password.

Setting the admin password
Set the password for the admin user (by default, admin).

To set the administrator password:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure users and press ENTER.

2 Type modify admin and press ENTER.

3 Type set password <newpassword> and press ENTER. Proceed to step 5.

OR

Type set password and press ENTER. Proceed to step 4.

4 At the prompt, type your <newpassword> and press ENTER.

5 Type save and press ENTER. Proteus saves the new password for the admin user.

Setting the bluecat password

To set the bluecat user password:

1 With STIG previously enabled on the system, log in to the Administration Console as admin.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure users and press ENTER.

3 Type modify bluecat and press ENTER.

BlueCat recommends a very strong password for the admin account. Use a complex 
combination of upper and lower-case letters, numbers, and special characters.

STIG-compliance and the bluecat user password

If enabling STIG on the system, the bluecat user password must comply with STIG-
compliant password policies. For more information, refer to STIG compliance on page 
692.

STIG and the bluecat user password
The bluecat user profile is necessary for STIG-enablement and should be used by STIG customers 
only. STIG customers MUST enable STIG on the system BEFORE changing the bluecat user 
password. For complete details, refer to STIG compliance on page 692.

BlueCat recommends STIG customers log in with the admin user account to change the 
bluecat user password. This should be considered a best practice.
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4 Type set password <newpassword> and press ENTER. Proceed to step 6.

OR

Type set password and press ENTER. Proceed to step 5.

5 At the prompt, type your <newpassword> and press ENTER.

6 Type save and press ENTER. Proteus saves the new password for the bluecat user.

Configuring Additional options
From Main Session mode use the configure additional command to open the old version of the 
Administration Console. Additional Configuration mode allows you to configure key Proteus functions 
such as backup, database, HTTPS support, and the JMX-console password.

To enter Additional configuration mode:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Press Tab to view a list of available commands:

3 Type exit and press ENTER to withdraw from Additional Configuration mode.

Database configuration and backup
Setting up the Proteus database is essential for configuring disaster recovery on a Proteus server. The 
primary database must be configured even if you do not intend to use disaster recovery services.

Database backups can be performed on demand or scheduled to occur at set times and frequency. 
Backups are configured and managed through the Additional Configuration mode of the Proteus 
Administration Console.

STIG-compliant password policies demand that the alphanumeric password be a 
minimum of 14 characters and employ special characters.

configure

exit

reset

copy

help

delete

list

disable

ls

enable

set

execute

show

For complete details, refer to the chapter, Proteus Database on page 841.
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HTTPS

HTTPS support configuration mode allows users to configure Proteus HTTPS support for the 
management console by setting several parameters including expiry-days and organization-name. 

You can enable or disable HTTPS support using the enable https-support or disable https-support 
command in Additional Configuration mode. Enabling or disabling this support does not have an effect 
on regular HTTP support. However, you must disable regular HTTP support using the disable http-
support command in order to access Proteus using HTTPS.

To configure HTTPS support:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type configure https-support and press ENTER.

3 Type set <HTTPS-parameter> and press ENTER to configure the desired parameter.

4 Once the parameter is set, type save and press ENTER to save your changes.

5 Type exit and press ENTER until you return to Main Session mode.

Expiry Days Parameter
The expiry days parameter sets the number of days that the SSL cookie persists on the user’s machine 
until the cookie expires. You can set new values with the command set expiry-days days and display 
the values with the command show expiry-days.

Example: 

Other HTTPS Parameters
You can configure other HTTPS parameters with information about your organization:

• common-name

• locality-name 

• state-name

• country-name

• organization-unit

• organization-name

HTTPS parameters include common-name, country-name, expiry-days, locality-name, 
state-name, organizational-name, and organizational-unit.

Proteus> configure additional

-proteus-$ configure https-support

-config-https-$ set expiry-days 7

-config-https-$ save
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You can display these parameters using the show parameter command in HTTPS configuration mode 
and the show https-support command in Additional Configuration mode.

To change other HTTPS parameters, use the set parameter <HTTPS-parameter> command. After you 
have made changes, use the save command to execute the change and enable HTTPS support.

Setting the JMX-console password
OPTIONAL: Run the configure additional command to change the JMX-console password.

To set the JMX-Console password:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type set password for jmx-console and press ENTER.

3 At the prompt, type your <newpassword> and press ENTER.

4 Retype the <new password> and press ENTER. Proteus prompts you that the password update 
has been successful.

5 Type exit and press ENTER to return to Main Session mode.

The JMX-console password is necessary when configuring the JBOSS application server and should 
be modified by a system administrator only.
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Interface settings
Proteus v4.0.0 and greater support two interfaces — eth0 and eth1. The eth0 interface is the default 
interface for all services and management traffic, including DNS, DHCP, and SNMP. The eth1 interface 
can be used for network redundancy on Proteus appliances only. Proteus v4.0.0 or greater users can 
enable network redundancy from the Proteus user interface and view the status of port bonding from 
the Proteus Administration Console.

• For details, refer to Enabling network redundancy on Proteus on page 73.

View interface settings from the Main Session mode of the Administration Console. Use the configure 
interfaces command to set IP addresses and netmasks.

Viewing Interface settings

View general and specific interface settings, including IP addresses, auto-negotiation, gateways, 
netmask, and interface speed form the Main Session mode of the Administration Console.

To view interface settings:

• From Main Session mode, type show interfaces and press ENTER.

The eth1 interface cannot be configured through the Proteus Administration Console. 
Proteus network redundancy using eth1 can only be enabled through the Proteus user 
interface.

The new Administration Console places all IPv4 and IPv6 addressing under the configure interfaces 
command of the configuration mode, while the gateway parameter is under the configure 
network command. For details on configuring network settings, refer to Network settings on 
page 686.

• You cannot configure interface and network settings of Adonis appliances that are part of a 
functioning XHA pair. Configure interface and network settings before creating a high-
availability pair.

• You cannot configure interfaces if the Adonis is under Proteus control. Remove the Adonis from 
Proteus control to configure interfaces.

• You cannot configure interfaces if network redundancy (bonding) is enabled. Disable 
redundancy from the Administration Console to configure interfaces. Disabling bonding will 
also remove the Adonis from Proteus control.

• XHA with IPv4 only: no IPv6 addresses must be present on either the Active or Passive nodes. 
• XHA with IPv4 and IPv6: both the Active and Passive Nodes must be configured with only one 

IPv6 address. Multiple IPv6 address may prevent successful creation of XHA. For complete 
information, refer to Managing XHA on page 715.
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Example: 

Configuring Interface settings

The configure interfaces command allows you to change important settings including IPv4 and IPv6 
addresses, auto-negotiation, gateways, netmask, and interface speed.

To configure interface settings:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

2 Press Tab to view a list of available commands, or type ? to view a description of each 
available item:

▪ Exit—exit from interface configuration mode.

▪ Help—display help.

▪ History—display the current session’s command line history.

▪ Modify—modify interface.

▪ Show—display interface details.

Proteus> show interfaces

eth0

    1. IPv6 = 2001:db8::AC10:FE02, Netmask = 64

    IPv4 = 192.168.1.2, Netmask = 255.255.255.0

    Autoneg = ON

    Duplex = FULL

    Speed = 1000

• You cannot configure interface and network settings of Adonis appliances that are part of a 
functioning XHA pair. Configure interface and network settings before creating a high-
availability pair.

• You cannot configure interfaces if the Adonis is under Proteus control. Remove the Adonis from 
Proteus control to configure interfaces.

• You cannot configure interfaces if network redundancy (bonding) is enabled. Disable 
redundancy from the Administration Console to configure interfaces. Disabling bonding will 
also remove the Adonis from Proteus control.

• XHA with IPv4 only: no IPv6 addresses must be present on either the Active or Passive nodes. 
• XHA with IPv4 and IPv6: both the Active and Passive Nodes must be configured with only one 

IPv6 address. Multiple IPv6 address may prevent successful creation of XHA. For complete 
information, refer to Managing XHA on page 715.
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Setting an IPv4 address

Configure an IPv4 address and netmask

To set an IPv4 address and netmask:

1 Type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

2 Type modify eth0 and press ENTER.

3 Type set address <IP_address> and press ENTER.

4 Type set netmask <netmask> and press ENTER.

5 Type save and press ENTER. The Administration Console saves your settings.

6 Type exit and press ENTER until you return to Main Session mode.

7 At the Proteus> prompt, type configure network and press ENTER.

8 Type set gateway <IPv4_gateway> and press ENTER.

9 Type save and press ENTER.

10 Type exit and press ENTER until you return to Main Session mode.

Once you have set the IPv4 address and netmask and saved your settings, BlueCat 
recommends setting the IPv4 gateway from Network Configuration mode.

• You cannot configure interface and network settings of Adonis appliances that are part of a 
functioning XHA pair. Configure interface and network settings before creating a high-
availability pair.

• You cannot configure interfaces if the Adonis is under Proteus control. Remove the Adonis from 
Proteus control to configure interfaces.

• You cannot configure interfaces if network redundancy (bonding) is enabled. Disable 
redundancy from the Administration Console to configure interfaces. Disabling bonding will 
also remove the Adonis from Proteus control.

• XHA with IPv4 only: no IPv6 addresses must be present on either the Active or Passive nodes. 
• XHA with IPv4 and IPv6: both the Active and Passive Nodes must be configured with only one 

IPv6 address. Multiple IPv6 address may prevent successful creation of XHA. For complete 
information, refer to Managing XHA on page 715.

If you are changing an existing IPv4 address and/or its netmask, make sure both remain 
valid with the existing gateway. If the new address/netmask combination is invalid, the 
Administration Console will prompt you that the existing Gateway will be cleared when 
you save your settings.
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Removing an IPv4 address
Remove an IPv4 address and equivalent netmask.

To remove an IPv4 address:

1 Type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

2 Type modify eth0 and press ENTER.

3 Type set address none and press ENTER.

4 Type save and press ENTER.

5 Type exit and press ENTER until you return to Main Session mode.

Example:

Proteus> configure interfaces

Proteus:configure:interfaces> modify eth0

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> set address 192.168.10.10

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> set netmask 255.255.255.0

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> save

Save interface details for eth0

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> exit

Proteus:configure:interfaces> exit

Proteus:> configure network

Proteus:configure:network> set gateway 192.168.10.1

Proteus:configure:network> save

Proteus:configure:network> exit

This interface will no longer be available over IPv4 communication.

Proteus> configure interfaces

Proteus:configure:interfaces> modify eth0

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> set address none

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> save

Save interface details for eth0
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Setting an IPv6 address

Unlike IPv4 addresses, multiple IPv6 addresses can be added and removed from an interface. 

To add an IPv6 address and netmask:

1 Type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

2 Type modify eth0 and press ENTER.

3 Type add ipv6 address <IPv6_address/netmask>, and press ENTER.

4 Type save and press ENTER. The Administration Console save your settings.

5 Type exit and press ENTER until you return to Main Session mode.

6 At the Proteus> prompt, type configure network and press ENTER.

7 Type set ipv6 gateway <IPv6_address> and press ENTER.

8 Type save and press ENTER.

9 Type exit and press ENTER until you return to Main Session mode.

Once you have set the IPv6 address and netmask and saved your settings, BlueCat 
recommends setting the IPv6 gateway from Network Configuration mode.

• You cannot configure interface and network settings of Adonis appliances that are part of a 
functioning XHA pair. Configure interface and network settings before creating a high-
availability pair.

• You cannot configure interfaces if the Adonis is under Proteus control. Remove the Adonis from 
Proteus control to configure interfaces.

• You cannot configure interfaces if network redundancy (bonding) is enabled. Disable 
redundancy from the Administration Console to configure interfaces. Disabling bonding will 
also remove the Adonis from Proteus control.

• XHA with IPv4 only: no IPv6 addresses must be present on either the Active or Passive nodes. 
• XHA with IPv4 and IPv6: both the Active and Passive Nodes must be configured with only one 

IPv6 address. Multiple IPv6 address may prevent successful creation of XHA. For complete 
information, refer to Managing XHA on page 715.

When adding an IPv6 address, you must include the netmask in the parameter.
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To remove an IPv6 address:

1 Type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

2 Type modify eth0 and press ENTER.

3 Type remove ipv6 address <IPv6_address/netmask>, and then press ENTER.

4 Type save and press ENTER.

Configuring Speed, Duplex, and Auto-negotiation settings

BlueCat strongly recommends keeping speed, duplex, and auto-negotiation at their default settings. 

However, we recognize that sometimes it is necessary to configure these options for network 
environments that use switches that need specific speed and duplex settings rather than automatically 
negotiated settings. 

To configure speed, duplex, and auto-negotioation settings:

1 Type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

2 Type modify eth0 and press ENTER. The prompt changes to indicate you are configuring the 
interface.

3 Type set speed <10|100|1000> and press ENTER.

4 Type set duplex <full|half> and press ENTER.

5 Type set autoneg <on|off> and press ENTER.

6 Type save and press ENTER. The Administration Console saves your settings and reboots the 
appliance.

Proteus> configure interfaces

Proteus:configure:interfaces> modify eth0

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> add ipv6 address 2001:db8::AC10:FE02/64

Proteus:configure:interface:eth0> save

Proteus:configure:interfaces> exit

Proteus:> configure network

Proteus:configure:network> set ipv6 gateway 2001:db8::AC10:FE01

Proteus:configure:network> save

Proteus:configure:network> exit

Do not try to configure half-duplex communication. If you try to configure half-duplex, Proteus 
prevents you from saving the setting and an error message appears. For more information about 
duplex settings contact BlueCat Networks at: BlueCat Networks Customer Care

Autonegotiation is a requirement for using the 1000BASE-T standard. To set the speed at 1000 
Mbits/sec you must first set autonegotiation on.
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Network settings
Set gateways for IPv4 and IPv6 networks and virtual addresses.

Viewing Network settings

View general and specific network settings, including gateways and virtual addresses from the Main 
Session mode of the Administration Console.

To view network settings:

• From Main Session mode, type show network and press ENTER. A list of IPv4 and IPv6 network 
gateways opens.

Example: 

Proteus> configure interfaces

Proteus:configure:interfaces> modify eth0

Proteus:configure:interfaces> set speed 100

Proteus:configure:interfaces> set duplex full

Proteus:configure:interfaces> set autoneg off

Proteus:configure:interfaces> save

Save interface details for eth0

The new Administration Console places all IPv4 and IPv6 addressing under the configure interfaces 
command of the configuration mode, while the gateway parameter is under the configure 
network command. For details on configuring interface settings, refer to Setting an IPv4 address 
on page 682.

• You cannot configure interface and network settings of Adonis appliances that are part of a 
functioning XHA pair. Configure interface and network settings before creating a high-
availability pair.

• You cannot configure interfaces if the Adonis is under Proteus control. Remove the Adonis from 
Proteus control to configure interfaces.

• You cannot configure interfaces if network redundancy (bonding) is enabled. Disable 
redundancy from the Administration Console to configure interfaces. Disabling bonding will 
also remove the Adonis from Proteus control.

• XHA with IPv4 only: no IPv6 addresses must be present on either the Active or Passive nodes. 
• XHA with IPv4 and IPv6: both the Active and Passive Nodes must be configured with only one 

IPv6 address. Multiple IPv6 address may prevent successful creation of XHA. For complete 
information, refer to Managing XHA on page 715.

Proteus> show network

IPv4 Gateway = 192.168.10.1

IPv6 Gateway = 2001:db8::1
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Configuring Network Settings

The configure network command allow you to change IPv4 and IPv6 gateways and virtual addresses.

To configure network settings:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure network and press ENTER.

2 Press Tab to view a list of available commands, or type ? to view a description of each 
available item:

▪ Exit—exit from network configuration mode.

▪ Help—display help information.

▪ History—display the current session’s command line history.

▪ Save—save changes for the network.

▪ Set—set interface details

▪ Show—display network details.

Setting an IPv4 Gateway

View and change the IPv4 network gateway.

• You cannot configure interface and network settings of Adonis appliances that are part of a 
functioning XHA pair. Configure interface and network settings before creating a high-
availability pair.

• You cannot configure interfaces if the Adonis is under Proteus control. Remove the Adonis from 
Proteus control to configure interfaces.

• You cannot configure interfaces if network redundancy (bonding) is enabled. Disable 
redundancy from the Administration Console to configure interfaces. Disabling bonding will 
also remove the Adonis from Proteus control.

• XHA with IPv4 only: no IPv6 addresses must be present on either the Active or Passive nodes. 
• XHA with IPv4 and IPv6: both the Active and Passive Nodes must be configured with only one 

IPv6 address. Multiple IPv6 address may prevent successful creation of XHA. For complete 
information, refer to Managing XHA on page 715.

You must set first the IPv4 address and netmask in Interfaces Configuration mode before 
setting the network gateway.

• You cannot configure interface and network settings of Adonis appliances that are part of a 
functioning XHA pair. Configure interface and network settings before creating a high-
availability pair.

• You cannot configure interfaces if the Adonis is under Proteus control. Remove the Adonis from 
Proteus control to configure interfaces.

• You cannot configure interfaces if network redundancy (bonding) is enabled. Disable 
redundancy from the Administration Console to configure interfaces. Disabling bonding will 
also remove the Adonis from Proteus control.

• XHA with IPv4 only: no IPv6 addresses must be present on either the Active or Passive nodes. 
• XHA with IPv4 and IPv6: both the Active and Passive Nodes must be configured with only one 

IPv6 address. Multiple IPv6 address may prevent successful creation of XHA. For complete 
information, refer to Managing XHA on page 715.
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To set an IPv4 gateway:

1 Type configure network and press ENTER.

2 Type set gateway <IPv4_gateway> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

Example:

Setting an IPv6 Gateway

View and change the IPv6 network gateway.

To set an IPv6 gateway:

1 Type configure network and press ENTER.

2 Type set ipv6 gateway <IPv6_address> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

If your gateway does not match your interface, you will receive the following prompt:

Failed: Gateway doesn’t match network for IP address: 192.168.10.10 and 
Netmask: 255.255.255.0. Enter the set gateway command again with the correct gateway 
address, or modify the IP address in Interfaces Configuration mode.

Proteus> configure network

Proteus:configure:network> set gateway 192.168.10.1

Proteus:configure:network> save

Save gateway details

You must first the IPv6 address and netmask in Interfaces Configuration mode before 
setting the network gateway.

• You cannot configure interface and network settings of Adonis appliances that are part of a 
functioning XHA pair. Configure interface and network settings before creating a high-
availability pair.

• You cannot configure interfaces if the Adonis is under Proteus control. Remove the Adonis from 
Proteus control to configure interfaces.

• You cannot configure interfaces if network redundancy (bonding) is enabled. Disable 
redundancy from the Administration Console to configure interfaces. Disabling bonding will 
also remove the Adonis from Proteus control.

• XHA with IPv4 only: no IPv6 addresses must be present on either the Active or Passive nodes. 
• XHA with IPv4 and IPv6: both the Active and Passive Nodes must be configured with only one 

IPv6 address. Multiple IPv6 address may prevent successful creation of XHA. For complete 
information, refer to Managing XHA on page 715.
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After you have configured the interface and network options the Proteus web interface should be 
available on the network.

System settings
Enter system configuration mode to view and configure settings related to hostname, the state of 
network redundancy/bonding (enabled or disabled), and STIG-compliance.

Viewing system settings

View hostname and version information, the state network redundancy/bonding, as well as STIG-
compliance and hardware profiles.

To view system settings:

• From Main Session mode, type show system and press ENTER.

Example:

Configuring system settings

Run the configure system command to set the hostname and enable/disable STIG-compliance.

To configure system settings:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure system and press ENTER.

2 Press Tab to view a list of available commands, or type ? to view a description of each 
available item:

▪ Exit—exit from System Configuration mode.

Proteus> configure network

Proteus:configure:network> set ipv6 gateway 2001:db8::1

Proteus:configure:network> save

Save gateway details

Proteus> show system

Hostname = host1.example.com

Bonding = Disable

Stig Compliance = Disable

Product = Proteus

Version = 4.0.0

Vendor = BlueCat

Memory = 4096 MB

HD Size = 500 GB
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▪ Help—display help information.

▪ History—display the current session’s command line history.

▪ Save—save changes to system settings.

▪ Set—set the system settings.

▪ Show—view system information.

Hostname

By convention the hostname for the Proteus appliance is a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN).

To view the current hostname:

1 Type configure system and press ENTER.

2 Type show hostname and press ENTER.

Example:

To set the hostname:

1 Type configure system and press ENTER.

2 Type set hostname <hostname.example.com> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER. The hostname details are saved.

Example:

Network redundancy
Proteus v4.0.0 and greater support network redundancy through Active/Backup port bonding on the 
Proteus appliance. The Active/Backup bonding mode provides fault tolerance when the primary 

You cannot change the hostname of Adonis appliances that are part of a functioning XHA 
pair. Ensure you have properly configured hostname and other system settings before 
creating an XHA pair.

Proteus> configure system

Proteus:configure:system> show hostname

Hostname = new.server

Proteus> configure system

Proteus:configure:system> set hostname host1.example.com

Proteus:configure:system> save

Save system details
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interface (eth0) fails. Multi-port Adonis appliances running Adonis v7.0.0 can also be configured with 
active/backup or active/active 802.3ad port bonding for network redundancy.

Viewing the state of network redundancy
Use the Proteus Administration Console to view the state of bonding/network redundancy on the 
appliance. 

To view the status of Proteus network redundancy:

1 From Main Session mode, type show system bonding and press ENTER.

If bonding is disabled, you will see the following:

If bonding is enabled, you will see the following:

Disabling network redundancy
Proteus network redundancy can only be enabled from the Proteus user interface. If needing to disable 
network redundancy, BlueCat recommends to disable bonding from the Proteus user interface. 
However, you can also disable bonding from the Proteus Administration Console.

Enabling/disabling redundancy may require re-wiring of your network switch. BlueCat strongly 
recommends scheduling a maintenance window for any changes to network redundancy/port 
bonding.

Network redundancy is supported on Proteus appliances and 4-port Adonis appliances only. For 
customers running Proteus or Adonis virtual machines, BlueCat Networks recommends using the 
virtual server’s infrastructure redundancy mechanism for physical interfaces.

• You must enable Proteus network redundancy from the Proteus user interface. For details, 
refer to Enabling network redundancy on Proteus on page 73.

• You must enable network redundancy on Adonis servers from the Add Server and Replace 
Server pages of the Proteus user interface. For details, refer to Configuring Network 
Redundancy in the Proteus Administration Guide.

Proteus> show system bonding

Bonding = Disable

Proteus> show system bonding

Bonding = Enable

If you would like more detailed information regarding the state of Proteus bonding, SSH 
into Proteus as root and check the content of the /proc/net/bonding/bond0 file. Refer 
to the Linux Internet Bonding Driver HOWTO for further specifications.

Disabling redundancy may require re-wiring of your network switch. BlueCat strongly recommends 
scheduling a maintenance window for any changes to network redundancy/port bonding.
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To disable Proteus network redundancy:

1 Log in to the Administration Console as the administrator.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure system and press ENTER.

3 Type set state no-bonding and press ENTER.

Example:

STIG compliance

Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIG) are a set of high security standards and measures for 

servers and other network appliances. Depending on the security policies in place at your organization, 
STIG-compliance might be a requirement of your Proteus appliance. 

Use the Administration Console to enable STIG compliance and change the default password of the 
bluecat user account. This account has the login name bluecat and the default password is bluecat.

To enable STIG compliance:

1 Log in to the Proteus Administration Console as the admin (by default, user name admin, 
password admin).

2 From Main Session mode, type configure system and press ENTER.

3 Type set stig-compliance enable and press ENTER.

4 At the prompt, type Y/y and press ENTER to confirm your selection. The Proteus server 
restarts to implement the changes.

5 Log in again with user name bluecat and password bluecat. At the prompt for your current 
UNIX password, enter bluecat.

Proteus> configure system

Proteus:configure:system> set state no-bonding

Enable STIG before changing passwords
You must first enable STIG compliance before changing the bluecat account password.

Proteus:configure:system> set stig-compliance enable

With STIG compliance enabled, direct root access is no longer available through either 
SSH or an attached console.
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▪ If you do not receive a prompt for your current UNIX password, proceed to step 7.

6 At the New password prompt, enter a new password for the bluecat user. This reduces the risk 
of unauthorized access.

7 With STIG compliance enabled, type the following command to become a root user:

8 Type the root password. You now have root access.

Disabling STIG compliance
By default, STIG compliance is disabled on Proteus and Adonis appliances. Once STIG compliance is 
enabled, however, you may wish to disable STIG compliance when working on a STIG-compliant 
configuration before deploying the server, or if STIG-compliant features are enabled unintentionally. 

To disable STIG compliance:

1 Log in to the Proteus Administration Console as the admin (by default, user name admin, 
password admin).

2 From Main Session mode, type configure system and press ENTER.

3 Type set stig-compliance disable and press ENTER.

4 At the prompt, type Y/y and press ENTER to confirm your selection. The Proteus server 
restarts to implement the changes.

Proteus will prompt users to change the bluecat user password on new/clean installations of 
Proteus v4.0.0 or greater. In other scenarios, Proteus may not prompt you to change the bluecat 
password. STIG customers should ensure that the bluecat user password is STIG compliant if STIG 
has been enabled on the system.

The alphanumeric password should be a minimum of 14 characters and employ special 
characters.

su -

• BlueCat Networks recommends that you also change the default admin, and root 
login account password at this time.

• As part of the enhanced security policy, Proteus user accounts are required to be 
maintained regularly. The passwords for the admin account and bluecat account 
expire every 60 days (the root password never expires). In order to prevent 
database replication failure, make sure to change admin and bluecat passwords 
every 60 days.

Proteus:configure:system> set stig-compliance disable

With STIG compliance and auditing disabled, you now have root access.
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System Time
Run the configure system-time command to set the time zone, time, and date. Setting the time zone 
allows you to set the date and time at once. Setting the time zone ensures that the appliances respond 
correctly to the time changes that occur when we change the clocks to daylight savings time. This is 
important for ensuring uninterrupted service.

Viewing System Time

View the current time, date, and time zone from Main Session mode of the Administration Console.

To view current system time settings:

• From Main Session mode, type show system-time and press ENTER. A list opens with the 
current time, date, time zone, and status of system time.

Configuring System Time

Run the configure system-time command to set date and time parameters on the system.

To configure system time:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure system-time and press ENTER.

2 Press Tab to view a list of available commands, or type ? to view a description of each 
available item:

▪ Exit—exit the system-time context with a check for any unsaved changes.

▪ Help—display help information.

▪ History—display the current session’s command line history.

▪ Save—save changes to system-time.

▪ Set—set system-time details.

▪ Show—display system-time details.

Setting the Time Zone

Set the time zone on the system manually, or using the Posix TZ format. Setting the time zone allows 
you to set the date and time at once. Setting the time zone ensures that the appliances respond 
correctly to the time changes that occur when we change the clocks to daylight savings time. This is 
important for ensuring uninterrupted service.

Proteus> show system-time

System Time:= Enable

      Time = 16:29:57

      Date = 01/01/12

      Timezone = Etc/UTC
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To set the time zone:

1 Type configure system-time and press ENTER.

2 Type set timezone and press ENTER. A prompt and list of time zones opens. You must identify 
a location so the time zone rules can be set correctly.

3 Type <1 -10> to select a time zone—go to step 4; or type 11 to specify the time zone using the 
Posix TZ format—go to step 7.

4 If you chose an option between 1 and 10, select a country from the numbered list and press 
ENTER. These options vary depending on the geographical area you chose in the previous 
step.

5 After selecting a country, next select a time zone from the numbered list. This list varies 
depending on the country you chose in the previous step.

6 A prompt will ask you to confirm your time zone. Type 1 for Yes or 2 for No and press ENTER.

7 If you chose option 11 (Posix TZ format), enter a value for the TX environment variable. For 
example, the Eastern time zone in North America is 5 hours behind UTC (-5 UTC). In this 
example you could enter a variable such as EST-5.

8 A prompt will ask you to confirm your time zone. Type 1 for Yes or 2 for No and press ENTER.

Once you confirm the time zone, Proteus updates the time zone automatically and returns to 
the system-time configuration prompt.

Please identify a location so that time zone rules can be set correctly.

Please select a continent or ocean.

1) Africa

2) Americas

3) Antarctica

4) Arctic Ocean

5) Asia

6) Atlantic Ocean

7) Australia

8) Europe

9) Indian Ocean

10) Pacific Ocean

11) non - I want to specify the time zone using the Posix TZ format.

The following information has been given:

         Canada

         Eastern Time - Ontario - most location

Therefore TZ=’America/Toronto’ will be used.

Local time is now          Fri Jan 13 05:10:55 EST 2012

Universal Time is now Fri Jan 13 10:10:55 UTC 2012

Is the above information OK?

1) Yes

2) No
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Setting the Time

Manually set the time on the system.

To set the time:

1 Type configure system-time and press ENTER.

2 Type set time <hh:mm:ss> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER. The system-time details are saved.

Setting the Date

Manually set the date on the system.

To set the date:

1 Type configure system-time and press ENTER.

2 Type set date <MM/DD/YYYY> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER. The system-time details are saved.

Static routes
Add static routes in Proteus to indicate where the system should send packets intended for certain IP 
addresses. Packets to be sent to hosts on the same subnet as the Proteus appliance can be routed 
directly to that subnet. The same procedures can be used to manage either IPv4 or IPv6 routes.

Viewing Static Routes

After configuring static routes in Proteus, you can view details by running the show command.

To view the static routes:

• From Main Session mode, type show static-routes and press ENTER.

The Administration Console displays a list of static-routes configured on the system.

After you set the time, you should redeploy the configuration to synchronize the system 
time and the system log. 

IPv4 and IPv6 static routes are persisted by Proteus after a reboot of the Proteus or 
Adonis server, or after performing a software upgrade.
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Example:

Configuring static routes
Run the configure static-routes command to add or remove a static route in Proteus.

To configure static routes:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure static-routes and press ENTER.

2 Press Tab to view a list of available commands, or type ? to view a description of each 
available item:

▪ Add—add a static route.

▪ Exit—exit the system-time context with a check for any unsaved changes.

▪ Help—display help information.

▪ History—display the current session’s command line history.

▪ Remove—remove a static route.

▪ Save—save changes to system-time.

▪ Show—display system-time details.

Adding static routes
Run the configure static-routes command from Main Session mode to add static routes in Proteus to 
improve routing efficiency.

IPv4 addresses

To add a static route to the routing table via IPv4 address:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure static-routes and press ENTER.

2 Type add route network <IPv4address|network segment> mask <0-32> via-address 
<IPv4address> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

Proteus> show static-routes

IPV4 Static Routes:

    1. Network=10.0.0.5, Mask=32, Via Address=192.168.191.12

IPV6 Static Routes:

    1. Network=2001:db8::AC10:FE01, Mask=64, Via Address=2001:db8::1
Proteus>

• If adding a network segment, you cannot enter 0.0.0.0.
• The via address must be on the same subnet as the Service or Management interface.
• The via address cannot be the network gateway.
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IPV6 addresses

To add a static route to the routing table via IPv6 address:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure static-routes and press ENTER.

2 Type add route network <IPv6address|network segment> mask <0-128> via-address 
<IPv6address> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

Example:

Removing static routes
Remove static routes added via the Administration Console.

To remove a static route for an IPv4 address:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure static-routes and press ENTER.

2 Type remove route network <IPv4address|network segment> mask <0-32> via-address 
<IPv4address> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

Example:

Proteus> configure static-routes

Proteus:configure static-routes> add route network 10.10.10.5 mask 32 via-
address 192.168.1.10

Proteus:configure static-routes> save

• If adding a network segment, you cannot enter 0::0.
• The via address must be on the same subnet as the Service or Management interface.
• The via address cannot be the network gateway.

Proteus> configure static-routes

Proteus:configure static-routes> add route network 2001:db8::AC10:FE01 mask 
64 via-address 2001:db8::1

Proteus:configure static-routes> save

Proteus> configure static-routes

Proteus:configure static-routes> remove route network 10.10.10.5 mask 32 
via-address 192.168.1.10

Proteus:configure static-routes> save
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To remove a static route for an IPv6 address:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure static-routes and press ENTER.

2 Type remove route network <IPv6address|network segment> mask <0-128> via-address 
<IPv6address> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

Example:

DNS Name Servers
Proteus uses DNS servers to navigate the local network and the Internet. You can add multiple name 
servers to Proteus to resolve DNS queries from other appliances and to enable contact with the BlueCat 
Networks update server. You can configure the name servers using name-server configuration mode.

Viewing Name Server details
From the Main Session mode, run the show command to view name server IP addresses, domain names, 
and search-domains.

To view name server details:

• From the Proteus prompt, type show name-server and press ENTER. A list of name server IP 
addresses, domain names, and search-domains opens.

Proteus> configure static-routes

Proteus:configure static-routes> remove route network 2001:db8::AC10:FE01 
mask 64 via-address 2001:db8::1

Proteus:configure static-routes> save

Proteus> show name-server

Name Servers:

     IP Address = 192.168.10.11

Domain Names:

     Domain Name = www.example.com

Search Domains:

     Search Domain = myexample
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Configuring Name Servers

Run the configure name-server command to add domain names and IP addresses of DNS servers 
managed by Proteus.

To configure name servers:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure name-server and press ENTER.

2 Press Tab and press ENTER to view a list of available commands, or type ? to view a 
description of each configurable item:

▪ Add—add a name server property.

▪ Exit—exit name server configuration mode with a check for unsaved changes.

▪ Help—display help information.

▪ History—display the current session’s command line history.

▪ Remove—remove a name server property.

▪ Save—save changes for name server details.

▪ Show—displays a list of all the name servers.

Adding a Name Server

You can add multiple DNS servers for Proteus to reference.

To add a name server:

1 Type configure name-server and press ENTER.

2 Type add address <IPv4_address|IPv6_address> and press ENTER.

3 Type add domain-name <www.example.com> and press ENTER.

4 Type add search-domain <myexample> and press ENTER.

5 Type save and press ENTER.

Removing a Name Server

Name servers cannot be modified; they can only be added or removed. From the configure name-

server command you can remove IP addresses, domain names, and search domains.

To remove a name server:

1 Type configure name-server and press ENTER.

2 Type remove address <IPv4_address|IPv6_address> and press ENTER.

3 Type remove domain-name <www.example.com> and press ENTER.

Modifications to a name-server configuration may not take immediate effect in some services, 
including DHCP. If DHCP service is running, you should restart DHCP after saving changes to the 
name-server configuration.
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4 Type remove search-domain <myexample> and press ENTER.

5 Type save and press ENTER.

Mail service
You can configure the Proteus mail service to send email using a particular SMTP host.

Viewing Mail settings

View current mail settings from the Main Session mode of the Administration Console.

To view mail settings:

1 From Main Session mode, type show mail and press ENTER. The Administration Console 
displays email and SMTP host settings.

Configuring Mail service
Run the configure mail command to enter mail service configuration mode.

To configure mail service:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure mail and press ENTER.

2 Press Tab and press ENTER to view a list of available commands, or type ? to view a 
description of each available item:

▪ Exit—exit mail configuration mode with a check for any unsaved changes.

▪ Help—display help information

▪ History—display the current session’s command line history.

▪ Save—save changes to mail service.

▪ Set—set mail service properties.

▪ Show—display mail details

Use Tab Completion to display the variables for each parameter you want to remove.

Proteus> show mail

Email = jsmith@examplehost.exampledomain.com

SMTP Host = smtp.examplehost.exampledomain.com
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Setting the SMTP host
Set the SMTP host from the mail service configuration mode. The SMTP host handles outgoing mail for 
Proteus.

To set the SMTP host:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure mail and press ENTER.

2 Type set smtp-host <example.examplehost.exampledomain.com> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER. The Administration Console save your settings and resets the 
Proteus server.

Setting the Sender address
The sender address identifies the account that Proteus uses to send mail.

To set the sender address:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure mail and press ENTER.

2 Type set sender-address <example@example.com> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER. The Administration Console saves your settings and resets the 
Proteus server.

Adonis configuration and system settings
This section describes important system and configuration settings on Adonis appliances. From the 
Adonis Administration Console, you can set the administration password, reset the deployment 
password and deployment certificate, remove managed Adonis appliances from Proteus control, 
disable redundancy/bonding, and configure Dedicated management on multi-interface Adonis 
appliances and virtual machines.

Removing Adonis from Proteus control
You can remove a managed Adonis appliance from Proteus control if you need to configure settings on 
the Adonis appliance itself.

To reset Adonis from Proteus control:

1 Type configure system and press ENTER.

The address you enter should be a valid SMTP account that Proteus can use to send mail.

These commands can be performed from the Adonis Administration Console only.
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2 Type set state no-proteus-control and press ENTER. The Adonis server is immediately removed 
from Proteus control.

Adonis passwords
Adonis passwords are managed from the Adonis Administration Console. You can set the administration 
password to any value, as well as reset the deployment password to its factory-set value using the 
Administration Console.

Setting the Administration Password
This is the password you use to log in to the Adonis Administration Console. When you first log in to the 
Administration Console a warning appears advising you to change your administration password to one 
that uses a stronger hashing algorithm. 

To set the Adonis admin password:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure users and press ENTER.

2 Type modify admin and press ENTER.

3 Type set password <newpassword> and press ENTER. Proceed to step 5.

OR

Type set password and press ENTER.

4 At the prompt, type your <newpassword> and press ENTER.

5 Type save and press ENTER. Adonis saves the new password for the admin user.

Resetting the Deployment password
You can reset the deployment password back to its default factory setting from Configuration mode of 
the Adonis Administration Console

To reset the Deployment Password:

1 From Main Session mode of the Adonis Administration Console, type configure system and 
press ENTER.

If bonding is enabled on the Adonis server, removing the Adonis from Proteus control will 
also disable bonding.

To return the Adonis server to Proteus control, you must enable or replace the server 
from the Proteus user interface.

Password:

***WARNING*** It is recommended that you change the admin password as it is using a 
weaker hashing algorithm. After changing it, it will be using MD5. 

-adonis-$>
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2 Type set deployment-password default and press ENTER. The deployment password is 
immediately reset to its default value (bluecat).

Resetting the Deployment certificate
In certain situations, such as with Crossover High Availability (XHA), Adonis may create a new 
certificate and replace the factory-set certificate on both the server and client. Proteus always has a 
single current certificate and the ability to revert to the factory installed certificate. If these 
certificates continue to match, you can deploy new configurations. However, if the certificates 
become mismatched, you may have to reset the appliance certificate to its factory-set value (the 
certificate that shipped with your appliance).

To reset the deployment certificate:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console as the administrator.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure system and press ENTER.

3 Type set deployment-certificate default and press ENTER. The deployment certificate is 
immediately reset to its default value.

Configuring Dedicated Management
If operating a multi-interface Adonis appliance or virtual machine, you must first reset the Adonis from 
Proteus control (for Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus), enable Dedicated Management, 
assign an IPv4 address to the Management interface, and set the default gateway. For more 
information on dedicated management with multi-interface Adonis servers, refer to Configuring 
Adonis Servers on page 496.

To enable Dedicated Management:

1 Connect a network cable to the MGMT/eth2 port of a multi-interface Adonis appliance.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

3 Type modify eth2 and press ENTER.

4 Type set address <IPv4address> and press ENTER.

Ensure the Management interface is on the same subnet as the Proteus appliance. This subnet 
must be different than the Adonis Service interface subnet (by default, eth0). If necessary, plug 
Proteus into the Management switch, and run the configure interfaces command to assign an IP 
address to Proteus for the Management subnet.

Due to the complexity of the task, existing customers wishing to upgrade their Proteus and Adonis 
appliances and enable dedicated management should first contact BlueCat Customer Care for 
more information and assistance: https://care.bluecatnetworks.com

Adonis servers currently managed by Proteus must first be reset from Proteus control BEFORE 
enabling dedicated management.
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5 Type set netmask <IPv4netmask> and press ENTER.

6 Type save and press ENTER.

7 Type exit and press ENTER.

8 Type set dedicated-management enable and press ENTER. Dedicated management is now 
enabled.

9 Type exit and press ENTER until you return to Main Session mode.

Disabling Dedicated Management

If you would prefer not to separate Services and Management traffic onto two different subnets, you 
can disable Dedicated Management from the Adonis Administration Console. Disabling Dedicated 
Management will disable eth2 and return all SSH, SNMP, and Command Server traffic to eth0.

To disable Dedicated Management:

1 Log in to the Proteus user interface.

2 Select the Servers tab, then click on the name of the multi-interface Adonis server.

3 Click the server name and select Disable. The Adonis appliance is now disabled.

4 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console.

5 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

6 Type set dedicated-management disable and press ENTER. Dedicated management is disabled 
on eth2. eth0 is now used for both Management and Services.

7 Type exit and press ENTER.

The IP address of the Management interface must be on a different subnet than the Services 
interface.

Adonis> configure interfaces

Adonis:configure:interfaces> modify eth2

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> set address 192.168.10.10

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> set netmask 255.255.255.0

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> save

Adonis:configure:interfaces:eth2> exit

Adonis:configure:interfaces> set dedicated-management enable

Configuring dedicated management in your network environment is a serious and complex task. 
Modifying or disabling dedicated management should NOT be performed without first contacting 
BlueCat Networks Customer care for information and assistance: 
http://care.bluecatnetworks.com

Adonis> configure interfaces

Adonis:configure:interfaces> set dedicated-management disable

Adonis:configure:interfaces> exit
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8 Connect a network cable from the Proteus appliance to a switch that is on the same subnet as 
the Service interface of the Adonis appliance (by default, eth0). Disconnect the network 
cable from eth2 is desired.

9 Log in to the Proteus Administration Console.

10 From Main Session mode, run the configure interfaces command and assign an IP address to 
Proteus that is on the same subnet as the Service interface of the Adonis appliance (by 
default, eth0).

11 Return to the Proteus user interface. From the Servers tab, replace the Adonis appliance 
using the IP address of the Services interface (by default, eth0).

Configuring the XHA Backbone Connection
This section describes how to configure the XHA Backbone Connection on the XHA interface (eth1) of 
an Adonis appliance. Refer to this section if you did not configure the XHA backbone when initially 
adding your Adonis server to Proteus or when creating an XHA pair. This section is also intended for 
customers who were running an Adonis server with software version 6.1 or earlier and have recently 
updated to the latest version and need to set the XHA Backbone Connection for their XHA pairs.

To set the XHA Backbone Connection:

1 Log in to the Adonis Administration Console.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure interfaces and press ENTER.

3 Type modify eth1 and press ENTER.

4 Type set address <IPv4address> and press ENTER.

5 Type set netmask <IPv4netmask> and press ENTER.

6 Type save and press ENTER.

7 Type exit and press ENTER until you return to Main Session mode.

8 Return to the Proteus user interface and edit the XHA pair, making sure to enter the same 
IPv4 addresses and netmasks you set on the Adonis servers. For complete details, refer to 
Editing an XHA pair on page 734.

Perform the following procedure for both Adonis servers in the XHA pair.

The IPv4 address of the XHA Backbone Connection must be on a different subnet than eth0. If 
dedicated management is enabled, the IPv4 address of the XHA backbone must be on a different 
subnet that the Service interface and the Management interface.
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Crossover High Availability (XHA)
This chapter describes how to create and manage the Crossover High Availability (XHA) service on 
Adonis appliances.

The Basics
Adonis Crossover High Availability (XHA) provides disaster recovery through the use of redundant 
appliances: XHA makes two Adonis servers function as a single server. If one of the servers fails for any 
reason, the other takes its place and continues providing services. The pair appears as a single server 
for DNS queries because both servers share an IP address. Each server in the pair has its own IP 
addresses for management through Proteus.

Key terms
• Active node—the master Adonis server in an XHA pair.

• Break XHA—the act of returning the Adonis servers in an XHA pair to their original stand-alone 
states; usually performed for testing purposes or to change network architecture.

• Crossover High Availability—Adonis redundancy for disaster discovery whereby two Adonis 
servers (an Active node and a Passive node) act as a single entity; abbreviated as XHA.

• Passive node—the enslaved master in an XHA pair. The passive node monitors the Active node 
and becomes the active master if it determines that the Active node is not responding.

• Repair XHA—a function used after the replacing Adonis hardware in an XHA pair; Repair XHA 
ensures that the replaced server has the correct configuration to rejoin the pair. 

• XHA—abbreviation of Crossover High Availability (Adonis redundancy).

• XHA Backbone Connection—the hard wired connection used for data synchronization on the 
XHA/eth1 interface between Adonis appliances in an XHA pair; to avoid split-brain scenarios 
(where both servers are active or passive at the same time), the use of XHA Backbone 
Communication is mandatory.

• XHA Failover—XHA offers automatic failover between Adonis servers: if the Active node fails, 
the Passive node takes over. XHA also allows for manual failover from the Proteus user 
interface.

• XHA pair—a pair of Adonis servers (with the same server profile) acting as a single entity; an 
XHA pair is comprised of a virtual IP address; if dedicated management is enabled on the 
Adonis servers, the XHA pair is comprised of a virtual IP address for both the Service and 
Management interfaces.

Caution.

Customers running XHA with Adonis v6.7.1 or earlier must upgrade each Adonis server in an XHA 
pair to Adonis v7.0.0. This will ensure the proper continuity and functionality of services. For 
further details, refer to Managing XHA on page 715.
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First steps
Depending on your Proteus user role and goals, you can start with different XHA-related tasks and sub-
tasks:

Managing XHA

Updating XHA

Actions and concepts Description

XHA with Dedicated 
Management enabled

Create an XHA pair with Dedicated Management enabled either with IPv4 
only, or IPv4 and IPv6.

XHA with Dedicated 
Management disabled

Create an XHA pair with Dedicated Management disabled either with 
IPv4 only, or IPv4 and IPv6.

Viewing XHA status With an XHA pair created in Proteus, view the interface and network 
details for the XHA cluster and Active and Passive nodes.

Deploying to an XHA pair How to deploy data to an XHA pair. After creating an XHA pair, 
deployment is strongly recommended to ensure correct operation of 
services.

Viewing Server Logs for 
an XHA pair

View logs for the individual Adonis servers in the XHA pair.

Editing an XHA pair Edit the name of the XHA pair, XHA Backbone Connection, Deployment 
Validation Options, and the Kerberos Service Principal.

Adding and removing the 
XHA Backbone 
Connection

If an XHA Backbone was not set when adding the Adonis servers or when 
creating the XHA pair, you can add/remove the IPv4 address and netmask 
for the XHA Backbone Connection on the XHA interface (by default eth1).

Actions and concepts Description

Updating servers in an 
XHA pair

Update Adonis servers in an XHA pair with the latest major release of 
Adonis software.

Applying patches to an 
XHA pair

Apply the periodic patches to Adonis software to an XHA pair.

Updating an existing 
XHA pair that has 
software earlier than 
version 6.1

How to update Adonis servers running Adonis software older than version 
6.1.
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XHA maintenance

How Adonis XHA works
An XHA pair is a set of two Adonis appliances (an active node and a passive node) that Proteus manages 
as a single virtual server. Like any normal managed server, the pair can have both deployment roles 
and deployment schedules.

The IP address of the active node is removed from the active node’s physical interface and is assigned 
to a virtual interface. This eliminates the need to reconfigure any DNS clients already set to contact 
the IP address of the active node. A new physical IP address is provided for the active node while it is 
part of an XHA pair.

For Adonis appliances with dedicated management enabled, the IPv4 address of the Management 
interface will be assigned to a virtual interface.

XHA uses an enslaved master as a passive node. The passive node monitors the active node and 
becomes the active master if it determines that the active node is not responding.

XHA performs data replication between the two nodes to ensure that the passive node always has up-
to-date data and that failover occurs seamlessly. Data replication can be performed through the 
servers’ standard network connections, or through an optional XHA Backbone Communication 
connection operating on the XHA interface (by default, eth1) of each server.

Actions and concepts Description

Repairing XHA After replacing the physical Adonis appliance in an XHA pair, use the 
Repair XHA function to ensure the new appliance has the same 
configurations to rejoin the XHA pair.

Breaking XHA Return the Adonis servers in an XHA pair to their original stand-alone 
states.

Performing a Manual 
XHA Failover

If necessary, perform a manual XHA failover from the Proteus user 
interface.

To avoid split-brain scenarios (where both servers are active or passive at the same time), the use 
of XHA Backbone Communication is mandatory.

• When configuring the XHA Backbone for Adonis XHA, it is important that the IPv4 addresses of 
the XHA interfaces (by default, eth1) are not on the same subnet as the Service interface (by 
default, eth0) and non-routable IP’s. For Adonis appliances with dedicated management 
enabled, the IPv4 addresses of the XHA interface must be on a difference subnet as the 
Management interface (by default, eth2).

• If you are currently using the XHA/eth1 ports for another purpose, you can reset and then 
reconfigure them for XHA communication, but you cannot use the eth1 ports for XHA 
communication and for their previous purpose.

• If you are upgrading from a previous version of Adonis, you must delete each eth1 port to reset 
it. Previous versions of Adonis software did not support eth1, and eth1 is not reset 
automatically. 

• If you are running an XHA pair with XHA Backbone communication configured over switches or 
WAN, you must use different sets of IPv4 addresses when configuring the eth1 interface of the 
Active and Passive nodes.
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The diagram below illustrates the creation of an XHA pair using Adonis servers with dedicated 
management disabled.

• When creating XHA, you must add a new IPv4 address for eth0, as the original IPv4 address of 
Adonis 1 becomes the virtual IP address of the XHA cluster.

You can also specify an optional ping address that the servers in the pair can use to help determine the 
status of their network connection. The ping address must be accessible to both servers in the pair.

Adonis 1
eth0: 192.168.1.10
eth1: 10.10.10.20

Adonis 2
eth0: 192.168.1.20
eth1: 10.10.10.30

Before XHA

After XHA

XHA Pair
Active Node IP Address 192.168.1.30
Passive Node IP Address 192.168.1.20

Virtual IP Address 192.168.1.10

Data synchronization
on eth1
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XHA with Dedicated Management enabled
Multi-interface Adonis appliances with dedicated management enabled can also be configured for XHA. 
With services and management split between the Service and Management interfaces, XHA with 
dedicated management requires the use of virtual IPv4 addresses for both the service interface and 
the management interface.

The diagram below illustrates the creation of an XHA pair using Adonis servers with dedicated 
management enabled.

• When creating XHA with dedicated management, you must add new IPv4 addresses for the 
Service interface (eth0) and the Management interface (eth2), as the original IPv4 addresses of 
Adonis 1 becomes the virtual IP addresses of the XHA cluster.
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XHA with Dedicated management enabled and NAT

Adonis servers behind NAT with dedicated management enabled can also be configured for XHA. When 
adding Adonis NAT servers with dedicated management enabled, you will need to enter the Inside NAT 
addresses for the Service IPv4 address fields for the Active and Passive servers. 

The diagram below illustrates the creation of an XHA pair using Adonis servers behind NAT with 
dedicated management enabled:

• Proteus communicates with the XHA pair exclusively through the Management interface (eth2)

• Enter the Inside NAT IP addresses of the XHA pair when configuring the XHA pair in the Proteus 
interface

• XHA pair communicates with its clients on a different network/subnet (eth0) using the Outside 
NAT IP address.

Caution.

Dedicated management and NAT
While Adonis NAT appliances with dedicated management enabled can be configured for XHA, the 
features and functionality of dedicated management are not supported over NAT. 
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Requirements for creating an XHA pair
Before you create an XHA pair in Proteus, you must have the following requirements in place:

• You must have at least two connected and managed Adonis servers in the configuration. The 
servers must be of the same profile, such as two Adonis 1750 or Adonis 1000 units. For details 
on adding servers, refer to Working with Servers on page 596.

• The Active and Passive nodes must be at the same software version and the same patch level 
before creating an XHA pair.

• In order to create an XHA pair with the Active node on which the dedicated management 
interface enabled, the dedicated management interface on the Passive node must be enabled.

• The Active and Passive nodes must be on the same network.

• XHA with IPv4 only: no IPv6 addresses must be present on either the Active or Passive nodes.

• XHA with IPv4 and IPv6: both the Active and Passive Nodes must be configured with only one 
IPv6 address. Configuring multiple IPv6 addresses may prevent successful creation of XHA.

• The servers for the XHA pair must not be associated with a deployment schedule. For 
information on viewing the servers in a deployment schedule, refer to Setting Scheduled 
Deployment on page 614.

• The server intended for the passive role must not be associated with a deployment role. For 
instructions on how to view the deployment roles assigned to a server, refer to Viewing 
Deployment Roles on page 596.

• Remove any old certificates and create identical time settings on both appliances.

• To avoid split-brain scenarios (where both servers are active or passive at the same time), the 
use of XHA Backbone Communication is mandatory.

• If you are currently using the XHA/eth1 ports for another purpose, you can reset and then 
reconfigure them for XHA communication, but you cannot use the eth1 ports for XHA 
communication and for their previous purpose.

• If you are running an XHA pair with XHA Backbone communication configured over switches or 
WAN, you must use different sets of IPv4 addresses when configuring the eth1 interface of the 
Active and Passive nodes.

• If you are upgrading from a previous version of Adonis, you must delete each eth1 port to reset 
it. Previous versions of Adonis software did not support eth1, and eth1 is not reset 
automatically.

• Do not try to configure half-duplex communication. If you try to configure half-duplex, Adonis 
prevents you from saving the setting and an error message appears. For more information 
about duplex settings contact BlueCat Networks: BlueCat Networks Customer Care

• To be sure of reliable XHA service, use NTP to control the time on both servers.
• You cannot use XHA with Anycast, because they are mutually exclusive.
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Using the XHA Backbone Connection
For a secure and reliable high availability failover, Bluecat strongly recommends a hardwired XHA 
Backbone connection for data transfer between the Active and Passive nodes.

To use the XHA Backbone:

1 Connect an Ethernet cable to the XHA/eth1 ports on each Adonis server, as shown below.

2 Log in to the Proteus user interface, and add the Adonis servers to Proteus. You can configure 
the IPv4 address for the XHA Backbone connection when adding a server, or when creating an 
XHA pair.

For details on adding an Adonis server to Proteus, refer to Configuring Adonis Servers on page 
496.

For details on creating an XHA pair in Proteus, refer to Managing XHA on page 715.

Note.

To locate the XHA/eth1 ports on your Adonis appliances, refer to the installation posters that 
came with your appliances.

Caution.

If you are running an XHA pair with XHA Backbone communication configured over switches or 
WAN, you must use different sets of IPv4 addresses when configuring the eth1 interface of the 
Active and Passive nodes. This is not mandatory if using a direct connection to the eth1 interface 
on each Adonis appliance. For more information and assistance with XHA with switches, contact 
BlueCat Customer Care at https://care.bluecatnetworks.com

eth1

Active Server Passive Server

eth1
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Managing XHA
This section describes creation of an XHA pair under the following scenarios:

XHA with Dedicated Management enabled

• Creating an XHA pair with Dedicated Management enabled—IPv4 only

• Creating an XHA pair with Dedicated Management enabled—IPv4 and IPv6

XHA with Dedicated Management disabled

• Creating an XHA pair with Dedicated Management disabled—IPv4 only

• Creating an XHA pair with Dedicated Management disabled—IPv4 and IPv6

This section also describes editing and deleting an XHA pair, deploying a configuration to an XHA pair, 
updating server nodes, repairing and breaking XHA, and viewing server logs.

XHA with Dedicated Management enabled
XHA with dedicated management enabled requires the use of new IPv4 addresses for both the 
Management interface (eth2) and the Services interface (eth0). When creating an XHA pair with IPv4 
and IPv6, you must also configure a new IPv6 address for the Services interface.

• For more information on the prerequisites for creating an XHA pair, refer to Requirements for 
creating an XHA pair on page 713.

Creating an XHA pair with Dedicated Management enabled—IPv4 only
Creating an XHA pair is the process of taking a single server object from an Adonis that is running DNS, 
DHCP, or both, and adding a second appliance to act as the passive backup master for the appliance.

Prior to creating an XHA pair with IPv4 only and Dedicated Management enabled, ensure Dedicated 
Management has been enabled and properly configured on both Adonis servers.

To create an XHA pair with IPv4 only:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

Caution.

The Active and Passive nodes must be at the same software version and the same patch level 
before creating an XHA pair.

Caution.

• You cannot configure interface and network settings of Adonis appliances that are part of a 
functioning XHA pair. Configure interface and network settings before creating a high-
availability pair.

• You cannot configure interfaces if the Adonis is under Proteus control. Remove the Adonis from 
Proteus control to configure interfaces.

• You cannot configure interfaces if network redundancy (bonding) is enabled. Disable 
redundancy from the Administration Console to configure interfaces. Disabling bonding will 
also remove the Adonis from Proteus control.

Caution.

XHA with IPv4 only
When running XHA with IPv4 only, you must ensure that NO IPv6 addresses are present on either 
the Active or Passive nodes.
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2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click New and select XHA. The Create XHA page opens.

4 Under Servers, specify the active and passive servers:

▪ Beside Active Server, click  Add. The Select Server page opens. Select a server from the 
list and click Select.

▪ In the Password field, type the deployment password for the server (by default, bluecat).

▪ Repeat these steps for the Passive Server.

▪ To remove a server, click Remove.

5 Under XHA IP Address Settings, complete the following:

▪ Dedicated Management Interface

Note.

Adonis servers selected for an XHA pair must be of the same server profile. For example, both 
servers must be Adonis 1000 units.

Note.

Deployment is required after successful XHA creation in order to ensure the correct operation of 
all services.

Note.

Proteus will create an XHA cluster using the IP addresses of the Active server as the virtual IP 
addresses (VIP).
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▪ Active Server New IPv4 Address—(only for Adonis servers with dedicated management 
enabled) enter a new IPv4 address for the Management interface (eth2) for the active 
server. This is the physical management interface of the active server used during creation 
of the pair. The original IP address of the active server is assigned to the virtual 
management interface.

▪ Services interface

▪ Active Server New IPv4 Address—enter a new IPv4 address of the Service interface 
(eth0) for the active server. This is the physical services interface of the active server used 
during creation of the pair. The original IP address of the active server is assigned to the 
virtual services interface.

▪ Ping Node

▪ Require Ping Address—select to use a ping IPv4 address for the XHA pair. When selected, 
the Ping Address field appears.

▪ Ping Address—this field appears only when Require Ping Address is selected. Enter 
an IPv4 address that is accessible to both servers in the XHA pair.

6 Under XHA Communication Interface, complete the following:

▪ Enable XHA Backbone Communication—select this check box to enable XHA data 
replication through the XHA/eth1 ports on the servers in the XHA pair. When selected, the 
IPv4 address and netmask fields for the active and passive servers appear:

▪ Active Server IPv4 Address (eth1)—enter the IPv4 address of the XHA interface for the 
active server.

▪ Active Server IPv4 Netmask (eth1)—enter the IPv4 netmask of the XHA interface for the 
active server.

▪ Passive Server IPv4 Address (eth1)—enter the IPv4 address of the XHA interface for the 
passive server.

▪ Passive Server IPv4 Netmask (eth1)—enter the IPv4 netmask of the XHA interface for the 
passive server.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add. The XHA pair appears under the Servers tab of the Configuration Information page.

Note.

Proteus will detect if you are adding Adonis servers with dedicated management enabled.

Note.

If you added an XHA backbone IPv4 address when initially adding your Adonis server to Proteus, 
that value will be used to populate the fields for the active and passive servers. If desired, you can 
edit the IP addresses and netmasks to overwrite the initial XHA backbone settings.

Caution.

If you are running an XHA pair with XHA Backbone communication configured over switches or 
WAN, you must use different sets of IPv4 addresses when configuring the eth1 interface of the 
Active and Passive nodes. This is not mandatory if using a direct connection to the eth1 interface 
on each Adonis appliance. For more information and assistance with XHA with switches, please 
contact BlueCat Customer Care at https://care.bluecatnetworks.com

Note.

You cannot disable NTP service for an Adonis node that is part of an active XHA pair. For 
more information on NTP, refer to Network Time Protocol on page 565.
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Wait three to four minutes for the Adonis servers to finish the configuration. After this time, you 
should be able to query the pair for information.

• At this point, you are managing the XHA pair as a single entity, although it has two physical 
nodes. You can now view the status of the XHA cluster and the active and passive nodes to 
verify interface and network settings. For details, refer to Viewing XHA status on page 726.

• If you are satisfied with the status of the XHA pair, you should deploy DNS/DHCP to the XHA 
pair to ensure proper operation with Proteus. For details, refer to Deploying to an XHA pair on 
page 732.

Creating an XHA pair with Dedicated Management enabled—IPv4 and IPv6
Prior to adding Adonis servers to Proteus and creating an XHA pair with IPv4 and IPv6 and Dedicated 
Management enabled, ensure you have completed the following from the Adonis Administration 
Console of each Adonis server:

• Management interface (eth2)—configured an IPv4 address and netmask.

• Services interface (eth0)—configured one IPv6 address and netmask. OPTIONAL: you can 
configure an IPv4 address and netmask on the Services interface, or you configure these when 
adding the server to Proteus.

• Gateway—set both an IPv4 and IPv6 network gateway.

• Dedicated Management—enabled on each Adonis server.

To create an XHA pair with IPv4 and IPv6:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

Caution.

The Active and Passive nodes must be at the same software version and the same patch level 
before creating an XHA pair.

Caution.

XHA with IPv4 and IPv6
When running XHA with IPv4 and IPv6, both the Active and Passive Nodes must be configured with 
only one IPv6 address. Configuring multiple IPv6 addresses may prevent successful creation of 
XHA.

• When adding each Adonis server to Proteus, the IPv4 and IPv6 configurations of the Services 
interface (eth0) will be detected when clicking the Detect Server Settings button.

• DO NOT edit/modify the detected IPv6 configuration. Modifying the detected IPv6 
configuration may prevent successful creation of the XHA pair.
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3 Under Servers, click New and select XHA. The Create XHA page opens.

4 Under Servers, specify the active and passive servers:

▪ Beside Active Server, click Add. The Select Server page opens. Select a server from the list 
and click Select.

▪ In the Password field, type the deployment password for the server (by default, bluecat).

▪ Repeat these steps for the Passive Server.

▪ To remove a server, click Remove.

5 Under XHA IP Address Settings, complete the following:

▪ Dedicated Management Interface

▪ Active Server New IPv4 Address—(only for Adonis servers with dedicated management 
enabled) enter a new IPv4 address for the Management interface (by default, eth2) for the 
active server. This is the physical management interface of the active server used during 

Note.

Adonis servers selected for an XHA pair must be of the same server profile. For example, both 
servers must be Adonis 1000 units.

Note.

Deployment is required after successful XHA creation in order to ensure the correct operation of 
all services.

Note.

Proteus will create an XHA cluster using the IP addresses of the Active server as the virtual IP 
addresses (VIP).
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creation of the pair. The original IP address of the active server is assigned to the virtual 
management interface.

▪ Services interface

▪ Active Server New IPv4 Address—enter a new IPv4 address of the Services interface 
(eth0) for the active server. This is the physical services interface of the active server used 
during creation of the pair. The original IP address of the active server is assigned to the 
virtual services interface.

▪ Active Server New IPv6 Address—enter a new IPv6 address of the Services interface for 
the active server.

▪ Ping Node

▪ Require Ping IPv4 Address—select to use a ping IPv4 address for the XHA pair. When 
selected, the Ping Address field appears.

▪ Ping Address—this field appears only when Require Ping Address is selected. Enter 
an IPv4 address that is accessible to both servers in the XHA pair.

6 Under XHA Communication Interface, complete the following:

▪ Enable XHA Backbone Communication—select this check box to enable XHA data 
replication through the XHA/eth1 ports on the servers in the XHA pair. When selected, the 
IPv4 address and netmask fields for the active and passive servers appear:

▪ Active Server IPv4 Address (eth1)—enter the IPv4 address of the XHA interface for the 
active server.

▪ Active Server IPv4 Netmask (eth1)—enter the IPv4 netmask of the XHA interface for the 
active server.

▪ Passive Server IPv4 Address (eth1)—enter the IPv4 address of the XHA interface for the 
passive server.

▪ Passive Server IPv4 Netmask (eth1)—enter the IPv4 netmask of the XHA interface for the 
passive server.

7  Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add. The XHA pair appears under the Servers tab of the Configuration Information page.

Note.

Proteus will detect if you are adding Adonis servers with dedicated management enabled.

Note.

If you added an XHA backbone IPv4 address when initially adding your Adonis server to Proteus, 
that value will be used to populate the fields for the active and passive servers. If desired, you can 
edit the IP addresses and netmasks to overwrite the initial XHA backbone settings.

Caution.

If you are running an XHA pair with XHA Backbone communication configured over switches or 
WAN, you must use different sets of IPv4 addresses when configuring the eth1 interface of the 
Active and Passive nodes. This is not mandatory if using a direct connection to the eth1 interface 
on each Adonis appliance. For more information and assistance with XHA with switches, please 
contact BlueCat Customer Care at https://care.bluecatnetworks.com

Note.

You cannot disable NTP service for an Adonis node that is part of an active XHA pair. For 
more information on NTP, refer to Network Time Protocol on page 565.
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Wait three to four minutes for the Adonis servers to finish the configuration. After this time, you 
should be able to query the pair for information.

• At this point, you are managing the XHA pair as a single entity, although it has two physical 
nodes. You can now view the status of the XHA cluster and the active and passive nodes to 
verify interface and network settings. For details, refer to Viewing XHA status on page 726.

• If you are satisfied with the status of the XHA pair, you should deploy DNS/DHCP to the XHA 
pair to ensure proper operation with Proteus. For details, refer to Deploying to an XHA pair on 
page 732.

XHA with Dedicated Management disabled
XHA with dedicated management disabled requires the use of a new IPv4 addresses for the eth0 
interface. When creating an XHA pair with IPv4 and IPv6, you must also configure a new IPv6 address 
for the eth0 interface.

• For information on the prerequisites for creating an XHA pair, refer to Requirements for 
creating an XHA pair on page 713.

Creating an XHA pair with Dedicated Management disabled—IPv4 only
Creating an XHA pair is the process of taking a single server object from an Adonis that is running DNS, 
DHCP, or both, and adding a second appliance to act as the passive backup master for the appliance.

Prior to creating an XHA pair with IPv4 only and Dedicated Management disabled, ensure you have 
completed the following from the Adonis Administration Console of each Adonis server:

• eth0 interface—configured an IPv4 address and netmask

• Gateway—set an IPv4 network gateway.

• Dedicated Management—disabled on each Adonis server

To create an XHA pair with IPv4 only:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

Caution.

The Active and Passive nodes must be at the same software version and the same patch level 
before creating an XHA pair.

Caution.

• You cannot configure interface and network settings of Adonis appliances that are part of a 
functioning XHA pair. Configure interface and network settings before creating a high-
availability pair.

• You cannot configure interfaces if the Adonis is under Proteus control. Remove the Adonis from 
Proteus control to configure interfaces.

• You cannot configure interfaces if network redundancy (bonding) is enabled. Disable 
redundancy from the Administration Console to configure interfaces. Disabling bonding will 
also remove the Adonis from Proteus control.

Caution.

XHA with IPv4 only
When running XHA with IPv4 only, you must ensure that NO IPv6 addresses are present on either 
the Active or Passive nodes.
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3 Under Servers, click New and select XHA. The Create XHA page opens.

4 Under Servers, specify the active and passive servers:

▪ Beside Active Server, click Add. The Select Server page opens. Select a server from the list 
and click Select.

▪ In the Password field, type the deployment password for the server (by default, bluecat).

▪ Repeat these steps for the Passive Server.

▪ To remove a server, click Remove.

5 Under XHA IP Address Settings, complete the following:

▪ Services interface - Active Server New IPv4 Address—enter a new IPv4 address of the 
Service interface (eth0) for the active server. This is the physical interface of the active 
server used during creation of the pair. The original IP address of the active server is 
assigned to the virtual interface.

▪ Ping Node - Require Ping Address—select to use a ping IPv4 address for the XHA pair. When 
selected, the Ping Address field appears.

▪ Ping Address—this field appears only when Require Ping Address is selected. Enter an 
IPv4 address that is accessible to both servers in the XHA pair.

6 Under XHA Communication Interface, complete the following:

Note.

Adonis servers selected for an XHA pair must be of the same server profile. For example, both 
servers must be Adonis 1000 units.

Note.

Deployment is required after successful XHA creation in order to ensure the correct operation of 
all services.

Note.

Proteus will create an XHA cluster using the IP address of the Active server as the virtual IP 
address (VIP).
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▪ Enable XHA Backbone Communication—select this check box to enable XHA data 
replication through the XHA/eth1 ports on the servers in the XHA pair. When selected, the 
IPv4 address and netmask fields for the active and passive servers appear:

▪ Active Server IPv4 Address (eth1)—enter the IPv4 address of the XHA interface for the 
active server.

▪ Active Server IPv4 Netmask (eth1)—enter the IPv4 netmask of the XHA interface for the 
active server.

▪ Passive Server IPv4 Address (eth1)—enter the IPv4 address of the XHA interface for the 
passive server.

▪ Passive Server IPv4 Netmask (eth1)—enter the IPv4 netmask of the XHA interface for the 
passive server.

7 Under NAT, set the following NAT (Network Address Translation) options:

▪ Enable NAT Support—select to enable NAT support. When selected, the following fields 
appear. This is the virtual IP address for the XHA pair behind NAT.

▪ Active Server IPv4 Address (Inside)—enter the inside NAT IPv4 address for the active 
server.

▪ Passive Server Address (Inside)—enter the inside NAT IPv4 address for the passive 
server.

▪ Active Server New Address (Inside)—enter a new inside NAT IPv4 address for the active 
server. This is the new physical IP address for the Active server..

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Add. The XHA pair appears under the Servers tab of the Configuration Information page.

Wait three to four minutes for the Adonis servers to finish the configuration. After this time, you 
should be able to query the pair for information.

• At this point, you are managing the XHA pair as a single entity, although it has two physical 
nodes. You can now view the status of the XHA cluster and the active and passive nodes to 
verify interface and network settings. For details, refer to Viewing XHA status on page 726.

• If you are satisfied with the status of the XHA pair, you should deploy DNS/DHCP to the XHA 
pair to ensure proper operation with Proteus. For details, refer to Deploying to an XHA pair on 
page 732.

Note.

If you added an XHA backbone IPv4 address when initially adding your Adonis server to Proteus, 
that value will be used to populate the fields for the active and passive servers. If desired, you can 
edit the IP addresses and netmasks to overwrite the initial XHA backbone settings.

Caution.

If you are running an XHA pair with XHA Backbone communication configured over switches or 
WAN, you must use different sets of IPv4 addresses when configuring the eth1 interface of the 
Active and Passive nodes. This is not mandatory if using a direct connection to the eth1 interface 
on each Adonis appliance. For more information and assistance with XHA with switches, please 
contact BlueCat Customer Care at https://care.bluecatnetworks.com

Note.

You cannot disable NTP service for an Adonis node that is part of an active XHA pair. For 
more information on NTP, refer to Network Time Protocol on page 565.
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Creating an XHA pair with Dedicated Management disabled—IPv4 and IPv6
Prior to adding Adonis servers to Proteus and creating an XHA pair with IPv4 and IPv6 and Dedicated 
Management disabled, ensure you have completed the following from the Adonis Administration 
Console of each Adonis server:

• eth0 interface—configured an IPv4 address and netmask; configured one IPv6 address and 
netmask.

• Gateway—set both an IPv4 and IPv6 network gateway.

• Dedicated Management—disabled on each Adonis server.

 To create an XHA pair with IPv4 and IPv6:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click New and select XHA. The Create XHA page opens.

Caution.

The Active and Passive nodes must be at the same software version and the same patch level 
before creating an XHA pair.

Caution.

XHA with IPv4 and IPv6
When running XHA with IPv4 and IPv6, both the Active and Passive Nodes must be configured with 
only one IPv6 address. Configuring multiple IPv6 addresses may prevent successful creation of 
XHA.

• When adding each Adonis server to Proteus, the IPv4 and IPv6 configurations of the Services 
interface (eth0) will be detected when clicking the Detect Server Settings button.

• DO NOT edit/modify the detected IPv6 configuration. Modifying the detected IPv6 
configuration may prevent successful creation of the XHA pair.

Note.

Adonis servers selected for an XHA pair must be of the same server profile. For example, both 
servers must be Adonis 1000 units.
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4 Under Servers, specify the active and passive servers:

▪ Beside Active Server, click Add. The Select Server page opens. Select a server from the list 
and click Select.

▪ In the Password field, type the deployment password for the server (by default, bluecat).

▪ Repeat these steps for the Passive Server.

▪ To remove a server, click Remove.

5 Under XHA IP Address Settings, complete the following:

▪ Services interface

▪ Active Server New IPv4 Address—enter a new IPv4 address for the Services interface 
(eth0) for the active server. This is the physical interface of the active server used during 
creation of the pair. The original IP address of the active server is assigned to the virtual 
interface.

▪ Active Server New IPv6 Address—enter a new IPv6 address for the Services interface 
(eth0) for the active server.

▪ Ping Node

▪ Require Ping IPv4 Address—select to use a ping IPv4 address for the XHA pair. When 
selected, the Ping Address field appears.

▪ Ping Address—this field appears only when Require Ping Address is selected. Enter 
an IPv4 address that is accessible to both servers in the XHA pair.

6 Under XHA Communication Interface, complete the following:

▪ Enable XHA Backbone Communication—select this check box to enable XHA data 
replication through the XHA/eth1 ports on the servers in the XHA pair. When selected, the 
IPv4 address and netmask fields for the active and passive servers appear:

▪ Active Server IPv4 Address (eth1)—enter the IPv4 address of the XHA interface for the 
active server.

▪ Active Server IPv4 Netmask (eth1)—enter the IPv4 netmask of the XHA interface for the 
active server.

▪ Passive Server IPv4 Address (eth1)—enter the IPv4 address of the XHA interface for the 
passive server.

Note.

Deployment is required after successful XHA creation in order to ensure the correct operation of 
all services.

Note.

Proteus will create an XHA cluster using the IP addresses of the Active server as the virtual IP 
addresses (VIP).

Note.

If you added an XHA backbone IPv4 address when initially adding your Adonis server to Proteus, 
that value will be used to populate the fields for the active and passive servers. If desired, you can 
edit the IP addresses and netmasks to overwrite the initial XHA backbone settings.

Caution.

If you are running an XHA pair with XHA Backbone communication configured over switches or 
WAN, you must use different sets of IPv4 addresses when configuring the eth1 interface of the 
Active and Passive nodes. This is not mandatory if using a direct connection to the eth1 interface 
on each Adonis appliance. For more information and assistance with XHA with switches, please 
contact BlueCat Customer Care at https://care.bluecatnetworks.com
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▪ Passive Server IPv4 Netmask (eth1)—enter the IPv4 netmask of the XHA interface for the 
passive server.

7 Under NAT, set the following NAT (Network Address Translation) options:

▪ Enable NAT Support—select to enable NAT support. When selected, the following fields 
appear. This is the virtual IP address for the XHA pair behind NAT.

▪ Active Server IPv4 Address (Inside)—enter the inside NAT IPv4 address for the active 
server.

▪ Passive Server Address (Inside)—enter the inside NAT IPv4 address for the passive 
server.

▪ Active Server New Address (Inside)—enter a new inside NAT IPv4 address for the active 
server. This is the new physical IP address for the Active server.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Add. The XHA pair appears under the Servers tab of the Configuration Information page.

Wait three to four minutes for the Adonis servers to finish the configuration. After this time, you 
should be able to query the pair for information.

• At this point, you are managing the XHA pair as a single entity, although it has two physical 
nodes. You can now view the status of the XHA cluster and the active and passive nodes to 
verify interface and network settings. For details, refer to Viewing XHA status on page 726.

• If you are satisfied with the status of the XHA pair, you should deploy DNS/DHCP to the XHA 
pair to ensure proper operation with Proteus. For details, refer to Deploying to an XHA pair on 
page 732.

Viewing XHA status
The XHA pair appears on the Servers tab as a single server. The individual Adonis servers are no longer 
listed as they now act as the Active and Passive nodes within the XHA cluster.

To view XHA status:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of a server node. The server’s Details tab opens.

Note.

You cannot disable NTP service for an Adonis node that is part of an active XHA pair. For 
more information on NTP, refer to Network Time Protocol on page 565.
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4 Click the XHA server name menu and select View XHA Status. The XHA Status page opens.
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The Servers Status section lists the following details for the servers in the XHA pair:

• Name—the name of the server. While the servers are in the XHA pair, HA-NODE1 is appended to 
the server name of the Active node, and HA-NODE2 is appended to the server name of the 
Passive node.

• Available—indicates if the server is currently connected to Proteus.

• Version—the software version running on the server.

• Management Interface—the new IPv4 address of the Management interface (eth2) on the Active 
node (NODE-1); the original IPv4 address of the Management interface on the Passive node 
(NODE-2)

• Services IPv4 Address—the new IPv4 address of the Service interface (eth0) on the Active 
node (NODE-1); the original IPv4 address of the Service interface on the Passive node (NODE-
2).

• Services IPv4 Netmask—the netmask of the Service interface (eth0) on both the Active and 
Passive nodes.

• Services IPv6 Address—the optional IPv6 address of the Service interface (eth0) on both the 
Active and

• Services IPv6 Subnet—the subnet of the optional IPv6 address of the Service interface (eth0) 
on both the Active and Passive nodes.

• XHA Backbone Enabled—the state of the XHA backbone, either Yes or No. The XHA Backbone 
can be enabled when adding an Adonis server to Proteus, or when creating an XHA pair.

• XHA Backbone IPv4 Address—the IPv4 address of the XHA interface (eth1) on both the Active 
and Passive nodes.

• XHA Backbone IPv4 Netmask—the netmask of the XHA interface (eth1) on both the Active and 
Passive nodes.

• XHA Status—the current role of the server in the XHA pair, either Active or Passive.

• Data Synchronization State—the state of the data replication connection on the server.

• Local Role—the role of the server in data replication, either Primary or Secondary.

• Peer Role—the role of the server’s peer in data replication, either Primary or Secondary.

• Local System State—the state of the server, Initializing, Normal, or Degraded.

• Peer System State—the state of the server’s peer, Initializing, Normal, or Degraded.

To view the status of the XHA cluster:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of a server node. The server’s Details tab opens.
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4 Under Interfaces, click the server hostname. The Interface Details page opens.

The General section lists the following details for the XHA cluster:

▪ Management Interface—the original IPv4 address of the Management interface (by default, 
eth2). This is the virtual management IP address of the XHA cluster.

▪ Services IPv4 Address—the original IPv4 address of the Service interface (eth0). This is the 
virtual services IP address of the XHA cluster.

▪ Services IPv4 Netmask—the IPv4 netmask of the Service interface (eth0).

▪ Services IPv6 Address—the optional IPv6 address of the Service interface (eth0).

▪ Services IPv6 Subnet—the subnet of the optional IPv6 address of the Service interface 
(eth0).

▪ Redundancy Enabled—the current status of redundancy through the Bonding interface 
(eth3), ether Yes or No.

From this page you can also view Tags associated with the XHA cluster, view Access Rights, or view 
the Audit Trail.

To view the status of the Active or Passive node:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

Note.

The management interface of the virtual IP address is eth0:0. If network redundancy is enabled on 
the nodes in your XHA pair, the management interface of the virtual IP address becomes bond0:0. 
You can view the Management interface by running the show interfaces command from the from 
the Adonis Administration Console.
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3 Under Servers, click the name of a server node. The server’s Details tab opens.

4 Under Servers, click the server name-NODE-1 to view the status of the Active node, or click 
server name-NODE-2 to view the status of the Passive node. The server’s Details tab opens.

The General section lists the following information on the Active node:

▪ Object ID—the object identification number for the server.

▪ DHCP Enabled—indicates if the DHCP service is enabled on the server.

▪ DHCP Validation Override—displays Yes if the DHCP deployment validation setting is set at 
the server level, or displays No if the server uses the DHCP deployment validation setting 
set for the configuration.

▪ DNS Enabled—indicates if the DNS service is enabled on the server.

▪ DNS Validation Override—displays Yes if the DNS deployment validation setting is set at the 
server level, or displays No if the server uses the DNS deployment validation setting set for 
the configuration.

▪ HA Ping Address—for an XHA (Crossover High Availability) pair, displays the ping node 
address for the XHA pair.

▪ In XHA Mode—indicates if the server is part of an XHA pair.

▪ Monitoring Setting—indicates that the server is using either the default monitoring service 
or overrides specific to the server.

▪ Name—the name of the server.

▪ Private Address—the private address of the server in a High Availability pair.

▪ Profile—indicates the type/model of Adonis server.

▪ DNS Kerberos Service Principal—displays the Kerberos principal the server uses to 
authenticate clients performing DNS updates.

▪ DHCP Kerberos Service Principal—displays the Kerberos principal the server uses to 
authenticate clients performing DHCP updates.

▪ Managed—if the server is currently managed by Proteus.

▪ XHA Backbone Enabled—indicates if the XHA interface (eth1) has been enabled for XHA 
data replication.

5 Under Interfaces, click the server hostname to view interface details for the Active or Passive 
node:
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The General section lists the following:

▪ Management Interface—on the Active node, the new IPv4 address of the Management 
interface (eth2) set when creating the XHA pair; on the Passive node, the original IPv4 
address of the Management interface set when adding the server to Proteus.

▪ Services IPv4 Address—on the Active node, the new IPv4 address of the Service interface 
(eth0) set when creating the XHA pair; on the Passive node, the original IPv4 address of the 
Service interface set when adding the server to Proteus.

▪ Services IPv4 Netmask—the IPv4 netmask of the Service interface (eth0).

▪ Services IPv6 Address—the optional IPv6 address of the Service interface (eth0).

▪ Services IPv6 Subnet—the subnet of the optional IPv6 address of the Service interface 
(eth0).

▪ XHA Backbone IPv4 Address—the IPv4 address of the XHA interface (eth1). This IPv4 
address can be set when initially adding an Adonis server to Proteus, or can be set when 
creating an XHA pair.

▪ XHA Backbone Netmask—the IPv4 netmask of the XHA interface (eth1).

▪ Redundancy Enabled—the current status of redundancy through the Bonding interface 
(eth3), ether Yes or No.

From this page you can also view Tags associated with the XHA cluster, view Access Rights, or view 
the Audit Trail.
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Deploying to an XHA pair
Deploying to an XHA pair is similar to deploying to a normal server.

To deploy data to an XHA pair:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, select the XHA pair(s) to which you wish to deploy data.

4 Click Action and select Deploy. The Confirm Server Deploy page opens.

5 Under Confirm Server Deploy, verify the name of the XHA pair.

6 Under Services, select the services to be deployed to the server: DNS, DHCP, DHCPv6, and 
TFTP.

7 Under Deployment Preference, select Force DNS full deployment to perform a full 
deployment. By default, Proteus always tries to perform a differential deployment, where it 
updates only those records that have changed since the last deployment. Select this check 
box to perform a full deployment, forcing Proteus to deploy all DNS data.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Yes.

For instructions on how to view the status of all active deployments, refer to Tracking 
deployment on page 619.
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Viewing Server Logs for an XHA pair
You can view server logs for an XHA pair to review server activity.

To view server logs:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the XHA pair. The Details tab for the XHA pair opens.

4 Click the XHA pair name menu and select View Logs. The log file page opens.

5 From the Log File drop-down menu, select the type of log you want to view: 

▪ Command Server—the command server is the application running on Adonis servers that 
controls deployment and all other connections to it. The log details events that are directly 
related to the command server. 

▪ DNS—a filtered view of the system log displaying events related to DNS.

▪ System—information about the central functions on the Adonis server including DNS and 
DHCP data.

▪ Update—contains information on updates performed on the Adonis server.

▪ DHCP—a filtered view of the system log displaying events related to the DHCP service.

▪ DNS Validation—information from the DNS validation process performed on data deployed to 
the server.

▪ Zone Validation—information from the DNS zone deployment validation process performed 
on data deployed to the server.

▪ DHCP Validation—information from the DHCP validation process performed on data 
deployed to the server.

6 In the Number of lines fields, select the number of lines of the report to view. Click the 
button beside the text field and enter a value between 10 and 50,000 in the text field, or 
click the button beside the drop-down menu and select a value from the list. 

7 Click View. The log viewer page opens.

For more information on working with the log view page, refer to Viewing Adonis Server Logs on page 
581.
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Editing an XHA pair
You can edit the name and settings for the XHA pair. Editing an XHA pair is similar to editing a single 
server.

To edit an XHA pair:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of the XHA pair. The Details tab for the XHA pair opens.

4 Click the XHA pair name menu and select Edit. The Edit XHA page opens.

5 Under XHA IP Address Settings, edit the name for the pair in the Name field.

6 Under XHA Communication Interface, edit the following:

▪ Enable XHA Backbone Communication—select/deselect this checkbox to enable/disable 
XHA data replication through the XHA/eth1 ports on the servers in the XHA pair. When 
selected, the IPv4 address and netmask fields for the active and passive servers appear:

▪ Active Server IPv4 Address (eth1)—edit the IPv4 address of the XHA interface for the 
active server.

Note.

If you added an XHA backbone IPv4 address when initially adding your Adonis server to Proteus, 
that value will be used to populate the fields for the active and passive servers. If desired, you can 
edit the IP addresses and netmasks to overwrite the initial XHA backbone settings.

Caution.

If you are running an XHA pair with XHA Backbone communication configured over switches or 
WAN, you must use different sets of IPv4 addresses when configuring the eth1 interface of the 
Active and Passive nodes. This is not mandatory if using a direct connection to the eth1 interface 
on each Adonis appliance. For more information and assistance with XHA with switches, contact 
BlueCat Customer Care at https://care.bluecatnetworks.com
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▪ Active Server IPv4 Netmask (eth1)—edit the IPv4 netmask of the XHA interface for the 
active server.

▪ Passive Server IPv4 Address (eth1)—edit the IPv4 address of the XHA interface for the 
passive server.

▪ Passive Server IPv4 Netmask (eth1)—edit the IPv4 netmask of the XHA interface for the 
passive server.

7 Under Deployment Validation Options, edit the validation options for DNS and DHCP 
deployment zone files:

▪ Override configuration level DHCP deployment validation settings—select/deselect the 
check box to permit/deny the server to inherit the deployment validation settings set at 
the configuration level. If selected, the Check DHCP configuration on deployment check box 
appears.

▪ Check DHCP configuration on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of 
the dhcpd.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Override configuration level DNS deployment validation settings—select/deselect the 
check box to set deployment validation options that are specific to the server. If selected, 
the Check DNS configuration on deployment and Check DNS zones on deployment check boxes 
appear:

▪ Check DNS configuration on deployment—select/deselect the check box to check the 
syntax of the named.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Check DNS zones on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of each DNS 
zone file and validated data deployed from Proteus. This is equivalent to setting the -i 
switch for the named-checkzone tool. When selected, the DNS Zones Deployment Validation 
Setting section opens on the page.

Under DNS Zones Deployment Validation Setting, complete the following:

▪ Post-load zone integrity validation—performs syntax checks based on the mode you select 
for this option. Select one of the following modes:

▪ Full—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-
zone hostnames

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Local—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to an A or AAAA record, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Full-sibling—performs the same checks as in Full mode but does not check the glue 
records.

▪ Local-sibling—performs the same checks as in Local mode but does not check the 
glue records.

▪ None—disables all post-load zone integrity checks.

▪ Check names—Checks names. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus 
handles conditions found by this check.
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▪ Check if MX records are IP addresses—checks if MX records point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if MX records point to CNAME records—checks if MX records point to a CNAME 
record rather than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for the 
named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles 
conditions found by this check.

▪ Check if NS records are IP addresses—checks if NS record point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -n switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if SRV records point to CNAME records—checks is SRV record point to a CNAME 
record rather than A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -S switch for the 
named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles 
conditions found by this check.

▪ Check for non-terminal wildcards—checks for wildcards in zone names that do not appear 
as the last segment of a zone name: for example, mail.*.example.com. Non-terminal 
wildcards are permissible, but you may want to be alerted to their presence. This is 
equivalent to setting the -W switch for the named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore or Warn to 
determine how Proteus handles conditions found by this check.

For the preceding options, Ignore, Warn, or Fail have the following effects:

▪ Ignore—Ignores the condition, so it is not logged in the Zone Validation server log. 
Deployment proceeds with the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Warn—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment proceeds with 
the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Fail—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment fails. The existing 
DNS data is left in place and the new data is not deployed.

8 Under Kerberos Service Principal, set the DNS and DHCP service principals:

▪ Enable DNS Service Principal—select to specify the security credential for the DNS service 
to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When you select this check 
box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and service principal from 
the Realm and Principal drop-down menus.

▪ Enable DHCP Service Principal—select this check box to specify the security credential for 
the DHCP service to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When 
you select this check box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and 
service principal from the Realm and Principal drop-down list.

9 Under Additional Information, enter the new user-defined value for the active server in the 
XHA pair. This section only appears if you have added optional user-defined fields for the 
server object type.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Update.
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Adding and removing the XHA Backbone Connection
If you did not already configure the XHA backbone connection when adding an Adonis server or 
creating your XHA pair, you can add the XHA Backbone connection without needing to break XHA. 

To add the XHA Backbone connection:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of the XHA pair. The Details tab for the XHA pair opens.

4 Click the XHA pair name menu and select Edit. The Edit XHA page opens.

5 Under XHA Communication Interface, select the Enable XHA Backbone Communication check 
box. If you previously configured the XHA Backbone when adding the Adonis server or creating 
XHA, the IPv4 addresses and netmasks for the Active and Passive nodes will be pre-populated 
with the existing values—continue to step 6. If this is your first time configuring the XHA 
Backbone connection, complete the following:

▪ Active Server IPv4 Address (eth1)—enter the IPv4 address of the XHA interface for the 
active server.

▪ Active Server IPv4 Netmask (eth1)—enter the IPv4 netmask of the XHA interface for the 
active server.

Note.

For details on adding an Adonis server, refer to Configuring Adonis Servers on page 496.

For details on creating XHA, refer to Managing XHA on page 715.

Caution.

If you are running an XHA pair with XHA Backbone communication configured over switches or 
WAN, you must use different sets of IPv4 addresses when configuring the eth1 interface of the 
Active and Passive nodes. This is not mandatory if using a direct connection to the eth1 interface 
on each Adonis appliance. For more information and assistance with XHA with switches, contact 
BlueCat Customer Care at https://care.bluecatnetworks.com
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▪ Passive Server IPv4 Address (eth1)—enter the IPv4 address of the XHA interface for the 
passive server.

▪ Passive Server IPv4 Netmask (eth1)—enter the IPv4 netmask of the XHA interface for the 
passive server.

6 Click Update. Proteus returns you to the Details tab. Under General, XHA Backbone Enabled 
should read, No.

Removing the XHA Backbone Connection
If you have re-configured your network implementation and wish to re-allocate the XHA interface (by 
default, eth1) on your Adonis servers, you can disable the XHA Backbone connection from your XHA 
cluster.

To disable the XHA Backbone connection:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of the XHA pair. The Details tab for the XHA pair opens.

4 Click the XHA pair name menu and select Edit. The Edit XHA page opens.

5 Under XHA Communication Interface, deselect the Enable XHA Backbone Communication 
check box.

Note.

The XHA Backbone can be disabled without needing to break XHA.
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6 Click Update. Proteus returns you to the Details tab. Under General, XHA Backbone Enabled 
should read, No.

Updating servers in an XHA pair
You can apply software updates to the Adonis servers in an XHA pair. If the servers are already at the 
current software version, the Update function is unavailable.

When you apply updates, Proteus updates both the active and passive nodes. Proteus first updates the 
passive server, and then performs an XHA failover to change the roles of the servers. Proteus then 
updates the second server.

To update the XHA pair:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the XHA pair. The Details tab for the XHA pair opens.

4 Click the XHA pair name menu and select Update. The Confirm Server Updates page opens.

5 Under Confirm Server Updates, confirm the XHA pair that you wish to update. 

Note.

The XHA Backbone connection is now disabled, but the IPv4 address assigned to the XHA interface 
(by default, eth1) remains on the node. Viewing the interface details of the respective Adonis 
nodes will allow you to view the XHA Backbone IPv4 address and netmask. For details, refer to 
Viewing XHA status on page 726.

Caution.

Adonis 1925/BlueCat High Security DNS 500 customers only
Customers running XHA with HSM-enabled Adonis 1925 or BlueCat High Security DNS 500 
appliances must perform an XHA failover after successfully upgrading an XHA pair to Adonis 
v7.0.0.

Adonis HSM is not supported on Adonis v7.0.6 or greater. Adonis HSM customers are advised to 
maintain their Adonis software version at Adonis v7.0.0 P2.

Note.

Deployment is required after a successful server update in order to ensure the correct operation 
of all services.
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6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Yes to apply updates if they are available, or click No to return to the XHA pair Details 
tab.

8 Once the upgrade is complete, deploy to the XHA pair to ensure the upgrade is stable and 
services are functioning properly.

Applying patches to an XHA pair
BlueCat Networks will periodically release software patches for Proteus and Adonis. If a patch is 
available for Adonis, you can use Proteus to apply the patch to the Adonis servers in an XHA pair.

To apply a patch to an XHA pair:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the XHA pair. The Details tab for the XHA pair opens.

4 Click the XHA pair name menu and select Apply Patch. The Confirm Server Updates page 
opens.

5 Under Confirm Server Patch, confirm the XHA pair that you wish to update.

6 Under Available Patches, select a patch file from the drop-down menu.

7 Under Change Control section, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step 
is optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Yes.

Updating an existing XHA pair that has software earlier than version 6.1
Adonis appliances running software predating version 6.1 do not support the use of eth1 for XHA data 
replication. To update XHA pairs running earlier versions of the Adonis software so that they can use 
eth1 for data replication, follow these steps:

Note.

Customers running XHA with HSM-enabled Adonis 1925/BlueCat High Security DNS 500 appliances 
must perform an XHA failover after successfully upgrading an XHA pair to Adonis v7.0.0.

For details, refer to Performing a Manual XHA Failover on page 745.
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1 In Proteus, update the appliances in the XHA pair to the current software version. For more 
information, refer to Updating servers in an XHA pair on page 739.

2 On each Adonis appliance, log in to the Adonis Administration Console and configure the eth1 
network port. For more information on configuring the eth1 port on Adonis, refer to 
Configuring the XHA Backbone Connection on page 706.

3 Connect a network cable between the eth1 ports on each Adonis appliance in the XHA pair. To 
locate the eth1 ports on your Adonis appliances, refer to the installation posters that came 
with your appliances.

4 In Proteus, edit the XHA pair. Under XHA Communication Interface, enable XHA backbone 
communication and set the IPv4 addresses and netmasks for XHA/eth1 interface of teh Active 
and Passive nodes. For more information on editing an XHA pair, refer to Editing an XHA pair 
on page 734.

Repairing XHA
Use the XHA repair function after physically replacing a server in the XHA pair. The repair function 
ensures that the replaced server has the correct configuration to rejoin the pair.

Before using the XHA repair function in Proteus, ensure that the replacement or repaired server is 
running correctly and that it has the same IP address as the original server.

Repairing XHA rules
BlueCat Networks strongly recommends running the same version of Adonis software on both the 
Active and replacement nodes. If the Active node is running the latest version of Adonis software, and 
the replacement node is running an older software version, the replacement node will be 
automatically upgraded to match the version of Adonis software running on the Active node. This will 
allow XHA replacement to complete successfully.

Caution.

• If both appliances in an XHA pair fail, you should re-deploy standalone servers first, and then 
re- create the XHA pair instead of trying to repair it.

• If multi-interface Adonis appliances are used in XHA, the replacement or repaired server must 
be configured with the exactly same gateway, management IP address, netmask, and 
management style (dedicated management service is enabled or disabled.) as the disconnected 
server. For more information about Adonis interface settings, refer to Adonis configuration 
and system settings on page 702.

• The number of interfaces on the replacement or repaired server must match the number of 
interfaces on the disconnected server.

• If using XHA with IPv6, a single IPv6 address configured from the Proteus user interface can be 
assigned to both the Active and Passive nodes; OR, no IPv6 addresses must be assigned to 
both the Active and Passive nodes.
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The following table describes the general XHA repair rules depending on the Adonis versions in place.

To repair an XHA pair:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click on the XHA pair. The Details tab for the XHA pair opens.

Active Node Replacement Node Expected behavior

Latest version of 

Adonis software

Matches Repair completes.

Does not match Adonis software version on the replacement node 
will be automatically upgraded to the latest version 
as on the Active node and the repair completes. 

For example, if the software version on the Active node 
is v7.0.0 and the version on the replacement node is 
v6.7.0 or v6.7.1, the Adonis software version on the 
replacement node will be upgraded to v7.0.0 when 
repairing XHA.

Older version of 
Adonis software

Matches Repair cannot complete.

Currently, Proteus v4.0.0 or greater supports Repair 
XHA for Adonis v7.0.0 only. Upgrade the Active node to 
the latest version of Adonis software before attempting 
to Repair XHA.

Does not match Repair cannot complete.

For example, if the software version on the Active node 
is v6.7.1 and the software version on the replacement 
node is v6.7.0 or v7.0.0, then the repair cannot 
complete.

Note.

In order for Repair XHA to function properly, the Active node must be connected and managed by 
Proteus.

Caution.

Re-apply latest software patches immediately after XHA repair
After performing an XHA repair, the patch on the passive node will revert to the base Adonis 
v7.0.0 software version. Immediately re-apply the patch currently on the Active node to the XHA 
pair to update the Passive node. For example, if Adonis v7.0.6 is running on both the Active and 
Passive nodes of an XHA pair, performing an XHA repair will revert the software version of the 
Passive node to Adonis v7.0.0. Re-apply patch v7.0.6 to the Passive node of the XHA pair.
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4 Click the XHA pair name menu and select Repair. The Repair XHA page opens.

5 Review the information in the XHA and Repair Servers sections of the page:

▪ The XHA section lists the name and server profile of the XHA pair.

▪ The Repair Servers section lists the servers in the XHA pair.

6 Under Repair Servers, enter the password for the unknown server in the Password field.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Repair.

Breaking XHA
It may be necessary to break an XHA pair, for example, to troubleshoot issues on each node separately. 
Whenever you break an XHA pair, you should verify that all services provided by the new standalone 
server are operational before the server re-enters full production.

Breaking an XHA pair returns each server to its original stand-alone state, so they appear on the 
Servers tab as individual servers. The server that held the active role remains connected to Proteus, 
while the server that held the passive role is disconnected and has HA-NODE2 appended to its name. 
Each server is re-assigned its original IP address.

To break an XHA pair:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the XHA pair. The Details tab for the XHA pair opens.
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4 Click the XHA pair name menu and select Break. The Break XHA page opens.

5 Review the information in the XHA and Break Options sections of the page:

▪ The XHA section lists the name and server profile of the XHA pair and the type of 
appliances in the pair.

▪ The Break Options section lists the individual servers, their connection status, their active 
or passive state in the pair, and their IP addresses. If Dedicated Management is enabled, 
this section lists the IPv4 address of the Management interface (eth2).

6 If the XHA pair cannot be broken, select the Break XHA configuration in Proteus interface only 
check box. This option breaks the XHA pair in Proteus even if the XHA settings are not removed 
on the actual servers.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Break.

If you cannot break the XHA pair, contact clientcare@bluecatnetworks.com or call 416-646-8433 
or 1-866-491-2228 for 24/7 support.
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XHA Failover
Under normal operation, XHA automatically fails over in the event of a hardware, network or service 
failure related to the Active node. However, you can perform a manual XHA failover for maintenance 
or verification purposes.

Performing a Manual XHA Failover
When you perform an XHA failover manually, the roles of the servers in the XHA pair are reversed: the 
passive server becomes the active node, and the formerly active server becomes the passive node.

If a server is disconnected, the Failover function is unavailable for use.

To perform an XHA failover:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the XHA pair. The Details tab for the XHA pair opens.

4 Click the XHA pair name menu and select Failover. The XHA Failover page opens.

5 Review the information in the XHA and Failover sections of the page:

▪ The XHA section lists the name and server profile of the pair.

▪ The Failover section lists the individual servers, their connection status, their active or 
passive state in the pair, and their IP addresses. If Dedicated Management is enabled, this 
section lists the IPv4 address of the Management interface (by default, eth2).

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

XHA failover does not move custom firewall rules between nodes
During XHA failover, custom firewall rules are not moved nor applied to the Active and Passive 
nodes of an XHA pair. Any custom firewall rules must be applied to both nodes individually. For 
more information, refer to Knowledge Base article 3848 on BlueCat Customer Care.
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7 Click Failover.
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Chapter 17
Proteus DDW and Managed 
Windows Servers
This chapter describes how to use Proteus DDW software and DDW servers to manage Windows DNS and 
DHCP servers in Proteus. Additional topics include managing Windows DNS and Windows DHCP.

The Basics
Proteus DDW is a software interface or proxy used to manage Windows DNS and DHCP servers in 
Proteus. If you want to add a Windows DNS or Windows DHCP Server to Proteus, you must perform the 
following:

1 Install Proteus DDW software on a Windows server to create a Proteus DDW server.

2 Add the newly created Proteus DDW server to Proteus.

3 Add Managed Windows servers to Proteus.

4 Import DHCP and/or DNS data from the Managed Windows server into Proteus.

5 Change Managed Windows servers to Read-Write mode.

6 Deploy the configuration.

From this point, Proteus manages your Windows DNS and DHCP servers.
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Key terms
• Active Directory—Windows directory service.

• Address pool—the child object of a scope which contains the start and end address (Windows-
only term)

• DDW—BlueCat terminology referring to DNS and DHCP for Windows.

• Managed Windows Server—A Windows DNS/DHCP server managed by the Proteus DDW. Before 
you can add a Windows server, you need to add a Proteus DDW server to Proteus, and then link 
the managed Windows server to the Proteus DDW.

• Proteus DDW Server—The management interface between Proteus and Windows servers that 
provides DNS and DHCP services.

• Read-Only mode— In order to import data from a Windows server into Proteus, the server must 
be in Read-Only mode.

• Read-Write mode—After you have imported data from a Windows server into Proteus, you can 
switch the Windows server to Read-Write mode to begin managing DNS and/or DHCP services.

• scope—a DHCP network (Windows-only term)

• superscope—two or more DHCP scopes on a single physical segment (Windows-only term; the 
Proteus equivalent of a superscope is a shared network)

• split-scope—two or more Windows DHCP servers controlling a DHCP address pool (Windows-only 
term)

• WINS—Windows Internet Name Service; used for forward lookups to resolve NetBIOS names to IP 
addresses

• WINS-R—Windows Internet Name Service Reverse; used for reverse lookups to resolve IP 
addresses to NetBIOS names

First steps
Depending on your Proteus user role and goals, you can start with different DDW-related tasks and sub-
tasks:

Proteus DDW

Actions and concepts Description

Creating a Proteus DDW 
server

Install Proteus DDW software on a Windows server to create a Proteus 
DDW server. The Proteus DDW server acts as a proxy between a Windows 
DNS/DHCP server and Proteus.

Adding a DDW Server to 
Proteus

Add the newly created Proteus DDW server to Proteus. This allows 
Proteus to manage a Windows DNS or DHCP server.

Working with Proteus 
DDW servers

Perform day-to-day or maintenance tasks related to the Proteus DDW 
server, such as viewing logs, connecting to the DDW server, and disabling 
and replacing the Proteus DDW server.
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Managed Windows Servers

Windows DHCP

Windows DNS

Actions and concepts Description

Adding Managed 
Windows Servers

With a Proteus DDW server added to Proteus, you can now add a Managed 
Windows DNS or DHCP server.

Changing a Managed 
Windows Server to Read-
Write Mode

Managed Windows Servers are added to Proteus in Read-Only mode, but 
must be changed to Read-Write mode in order for Proteus to deploy data 
to the servers.

Working with Managed 
Windows Servers

Move deployment roles, update hostnames, add a published interface, 
view logs, or edit and delete Managed Windows Servers.

Actions and concepts Description

Importing Windows DHCP 
data into Proteus

Import DHCP data from a newly added Managed Windows DHCP Server.

Windows Scopes, Split-
Scopes, and Superscopes

How to manage Windows scopes in Proteus as IPv4 networks.

Windows DHCP 
Reservations

Use Proteus to create DHCP reserved addresses, the equivalent of DHCP 
reservations on a Windows server.

Configuring Windows 
DHCP Client Options

Configure options for clients of a Managed Windows DHCP Server.

Setting Windows DHCP 
Lease Times

Configure default lease times on a Managed Windows DHCP Server.

Actions and concepts Description

Importing DNS Data into 
Proteus

Import DNS data from the newly added Managed Windows Server into 
Proteus.

Working with DNS zones Configure forward and reverse lookup zones.

Working with Active 
Directory

Manage Active Directory zones, deployment roles, and the AD-Elect 
server.

Zone-level Deployment 
Options

Configure and deploy DNS deployment options at the zone level on a 
Managed Windows Server.

Server-Level Deployment 
Options

Configure DNS deployment options at the server level to define behavior 
of Windows DNS servers.
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Proteus DDW
A Proteus DDW server is a proxy or management server for a Managed Windows Server in Proteus. If you 
want to add a Windows DNS or Windows DHCP server to Proteus, you must first create a Proteus DDW 
server by installing the Proteus DDW software on a Windows server, then add that Proteus DDW server 
to Proteus.

How Proteus manages Windows servers
Proteus DDW software is installed on a stand-alone or member Windows server. Each Proteus DDW 
server can then manage up to 50 Windows DNS and DHCP servers. Because the Proteus DDW server does 
not need to be part of the same domain as the Windows servers it is managing, you can use one Proteus 
DDW server to manage Windows servers in several different domains.

Server modes
A Managed Windows server can operate in one of two modes, Read-Only mode or Read-Write 
mode. You can import data into Proteus when a Managed Windows server is in Read-Only mode. 
After you have imported the data, you switch the Managed Windows server to the Read-Write mode, 
and you can begin managing the DNS and DHCP services.

Read-Only mode
In Read-Only mode, Proteus monitors DNS and DHCP information from your Windows servers; it does 
not manage the servers. While the servers are is in this mode, you import DNS and DHCP data into 
Proteus.

You can also define a schedule to periodically import DNS and DHCP data from your Windows servers. 

While in Read-Only mode, you cannot deploy data from Proteus to your Windows servers.

To prevent users from modifying DNS and DHCP data that may conflict with the imported Windows 
data, Proteus disables the controls to objects from a Read-Only server. This ensures that the data in 
Proteus is an accurate reflection of the Windows data while in Read-Only mode.
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When a server is in Read-Only mode, you will continue configuring data using the Microsoft 
Management Console (MMC).

DNS and DHCP data is sent from Windows to Proteus in two ways:

• Import (and re-import which includes reconciliation).

• Notification (only dynamic objects: DNS resource records and DHCP leases are sent to Proteus 
by this method).

Read-Write mode
After you have imported the Windows DNS and DHCP data into Proteus, you can switch each Managed 
Windows server from Read-Only to Read-Write mode.

After switching the server to Read-Write mode, you can begin managing the DNS and DHCP data on 
that server from Proteus. Proteus manages DNS objects such as zones, resource records, and options, 
and DHCP objects such as scopes, reservations, and options.

During deployment, Proteus updates the existing data on the Managed Windows servers.

Proteus sends DNS and DHCP data to Windows via the deployment mechanism. Windows continues to 
send dynamic objects (DNS resource records and DHCP leases) to Proteus via notifications.

Proteus DDW Server system requirements
A Proteus DDW server is a necessary component of managing a Windows DNS or Windows DHCP server 
with Proteus. The following table shows the minimum system requirements for the Windows server on 

which you wish to install the Proteus DDW software.

DNS and DHCP data cannot be imported into Proteus after the Managed Windows server is in Read/
Write mode.

Do not use the Microsoft Management Console to modify a Managed Windows server in 
Read/Write mode.
Using the MMC to modify a Managed Windows server already in Read/Write mode may result in a 
loss of data. After a Managed Windows server has been switched to Read/Write mode, you must 
make changes to the server from the Proteus user interface. 

Component Requirement

CPU(s) 2.5 GHz

Memory 8GB minimum, 16GB recommended

Disk Size 10MB for software, up to 60GB for log and debug information

Operating System
Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server 2008 SP2
Windows Server 2003 R2 SP2, Windows Server 2003 SP2

Note.

Currently, Proteus DDW software version 4.0.0 or greater cannot be installed on Windows Server 
2012, but it can manage Windows servers running Windows Server 2012.
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Supported Windows Operating Systems
Proteus can manage the following versions of Windows Server:

Ports
TCP port 10042 and TCP/UDP port 10045 must be open on the Windows server and on any firewalls 
between Proteus and the Proteus DDW server for Proteus to connect to and communicate with the 
Proteus DDW server.

DNS and DHCP RPC Services
DNS RPC and DHCP RPC service must be enabled. For Windows Server 2003, you must apply the patch 
described in Microsoft Security Bulletin MS07-029. For more information about the Windows patch, 
refer to http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/bulletin/ms07-029.mspx

Time Synchronization
Ensure that the system times on Proteus and the Proteus DDW server are synchronized. 
Preferably, the system times should be synchronized using a Network Time Protocol (NTP) service. 
Proteus can be configured to provide NTP service. For more information, refer to Network Time 
Protocol on page 565.

Computer Browser Service
As part of the installation process, you are asked to enter account information for the user account 
representing the DDW service. If the Computer Browser service is running and is not blocked by an on-
board firewall, you can browse for the user information. If the Computer Browser service cannot be 

Version Type Platform

Windows Server 2012 Standard and Enterprise 64-bit

Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard and Enterprise 64-bit

Windows Server 2008 SP2 Standard and Enterprise 32-bit and 64-bit

Windows Server 2003 R2 SP2 Standard and Enterprise 32-bit and 64-bit

Windows Server 2003 SP2 Standard and Enterprise 32-bit and 64-bit

Port # Protocol Notes Purpose In/Out

10042 TCP
Server 

Management Port
Secure management / connectivity 
to the Proteus DDW server

Bidirectional

10045 TCP/UDP Notification Port
Proteus DDW server to Proteus 
notification (for example: DDNS, IP 
leases)

Bidirectional
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running for any reason, you can type the user information statically. For more information, refer to 
Installing Proteus DDW software on page 23.

Creating a Proteus DDW server
The first step in managing a Windows server in Proteus is to create a Proteus DDW server. To create a 
Proteus DDW server you must install Proteus DDW software on a stand-alone Windows server. The 
server should not be a domain controller and should not be running DNS or DHCP services.

Installing Proteus DDW software
To install Proteus DDW on the Windows server, you must use a Windows user account that has sufficient 
permissions to install and start Windows services, and to access the system through the Event Viewer.

Proteus DDW User Account

Installing the Proteus DDW software on a Windows server creates and starts a Windows service called 
the Proteus DNS and DHCP Manager Service (Proteus DDW service). This service must run as a user 
account. If you create a user account for the service, you must grant the account the Log on as a 
service user right to the local machine, or you can use the Local System account. The user account can 
be a Domain or local user account, depending on whether the server is a member of a domain. 

You should configure the following settings on the selected Windows user account:

• Clear User must change password at next login.

• Select User cannot change password, and Password never expires.

• Clear Account is disabled.

Once you have configured these settings you can install the Proteus DDW server software.

• On Windows Server 2003 R2 SP2 or earlier, Computer Browser service usually runs by default.
• On Windows Server 2008 R2 SP2 or earlier, you might need to configure the service to run.

Note.

For more details on the DDW Server Authentication Credentials required to manage Windows DNS 
and DHCP servers, refer to Knowledge Base article 3834 on BlueCat Customer Care.
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To install the Proteus DDW server software:

1 Launch proteus-ddw-setup-4.0.0.exe. The Proteus DNS and DHCP Manager dialog box opens.
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2 Click Next. The License Agreement page opens.

3 Read the license agreement, then select I accept the terms of the license agreement and click 
Next. The Proteus Connection Password page opens.
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4 In the Password field, enter a password. In the Confirm password field, re-enter the 
password and click Next. The Proteus DNS and DHCP Manager Service Logon Account page 
opens.

5 In the User name field, enter the name of a user account. Use the format 
domainname\username if the user account is a member of a Windows domain, or 
computername\username if the computer is not a domain member. You must specify a user 
account that can log on as a service. In the Password field, enter the DDW user password.

You must specify a password to be used when you add DDW servers and Windows 
servers to Proteus. The password can contain any alphanumeric characters and can 
be of any length.
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6 Click Next.The Choose Destination Location page opens.

7 Select an installation location: click Next to use the default (C:\...\BlueCat 
Networks\Proteus DDW) or click Change to select a custom installation location. The 
Configure Firewall page opens.

8 Select Let Setup modify the Windows Firewall configuration to automatically open the ports. 
To leave the ports closed, select Do not make any changes. I'll do it manually after 
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installation. However, you must then open the ports manually after completing the 
installation. Click Next. The Ready to Install the Program page opens.

9 Click Install. The Setup Status page opens while Proteus DDW is installed. When installation is 
complete, the InstallShield Wizard Complete page opens.

10 Click Finish.

Verifying Installation of Proteus DDW server software
After you have installed the Proteus DDW software, you should verify the installation.

TCP port 10042 (command server from Proteus to DDW) and TCP/UDP port 10045 
(notifications from DDW to Proteus) must be open on the Windows server for DDW to 
communicate with Proteus.

If the .NET Framework is not present on the server, it is installed at this time.
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To verify the installation of Proteus DDW server software:

1 From the Windows Start menu, select Control Panel>Administrative Tools, and then select 
Services. The Services dialog box opens.

2 Scroll through the list of services and locate the Proteus DNS and DHCP Manager service. 

3 In the Status column, ensure that the service shows Started.

4 In the Startup Type column, ensure that the service is set as Automatic.

5 Close the Services dialog box.

The Proteus DDW server software is now installed.

During installation, the DDW adds configuration files to the Program Files directory (or Program 
Files x86) if you installed the DDW on a 64-bit computer.

Now that you have created a Proteus DDW server, the next step is to add the Proteus DDW server 
to Proteus.

Adding a DDW Server to Proteus
You must add a Proteus DDW Server to a Proteus configuration before you can add a Managed Windows 
server.

Ensure that the system times on Proteus and the Proteus DDW server are synchronized. Preferably, 
the system times should be synchronized using a Network Time Protocol (NTP) service. Proteus can 
be configured to provide NTP service. For instructions on configuring NTP services in Proteus, 
refer to Network Time Protocol on page 565. Alternatively, you can set the Windows server so 
that its time is a few seconds ahead of the Proteus server.
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To add a Proteus DDW server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration. 

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click New, and then select Server. The Add Server page opens.

4 Under Server, complete the following:

▪ Profile—select Proteus DDW from the drop-down menu

▪ Name—enter a name for the Proteus DDW server. This name is used only in the Proteus 
interface and is not associated with any deployed data.

▪ IPv4 Address—enter the IP address of the Windows server on which you installed the 
Proteus DDW software

▪ Hostname—enter the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of your Windows server

▪ Connect to server—by default, this option is selected. It allows Proteus to connect to the 
server once it is added. Deselect this check box if you do not want to connect to the server 
at this time.

5 Under Server Authentication Credentials, set the credentials needed to manage Windows DNS 
and DHCP servers:

▪ Domain Name—enter the NETBIOS domain name of the Windows Active Directory domain to 
which the managed Windows servers associated to this particular DDW server belong.

▪ Username—enter the name of a user account that has sufficient permissions to manage 
Windows DNS and DHCP.

▪ Password—enter the password of the user account.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

For more details on the DDW Server Authentication Credentials required to manage Windows DNS 
and DHCP servers, refer to Knowledge Base article 3834 on BlueCat Customer Care.
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7 Click Add. The Proteus DDW server appears on the Servers tab.

With a Proteus DDW server added to Proteus, you can now add a Windows DNS or Windows DHCP 
server. For details, refer to Managing Windows DNS on page 810 and Managing Windows DHCP on 
page 784.

Working with Proteus DDW servers
With a Proteus DDW server added to Proteus, you can work with the Proteus DDW server in several 
ways. This section describes how to edit, disable, and delete Proteus DDW servers, as well as repairing 
and remove Proteus DDW software from the Proteus DDW server, and viewing Proteus DDW server logs.

Connecting to Proteus DDW servers
If you added a Proteus DDW server to Proteus but chose not to connect upon initial configuration, use 
the Connect function to have Proteus manage the Proteus DDW server.

To connect to a Proteus DDW server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click the name of a Proteus DDW server that is not managed by Proteus. The 
Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name and select Connect. The Connect Server page opens.

5 Under Server, confirm the Management Interface IP address, hostname, and password.

▪ Name—enter a name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus user interface and 
is not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ IPv4 Address—the IPv4 address assigned to the server.

▪ Hostname—the hostname used for the server on the network.

▪ Password—enter the server password (by default, bluecat).

Connecting to the Proteus DDW server may take several minutes.
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6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Connect.

Disabling Proteus DDW servers
Disable a Proteus DDW server if you need to take it offline for repair. After you disable a Proteus DDW 
server you cannot import from or deploy to any Managed Windows servers under its control. After you 
disable the Proteus DDW server, you can remove it from the network for repair.

To disable a Proteus DDW server:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Server, click the Proteus DDW server. The server’s Details tab opens.

3 Click the server name, then select Disable. The server is now disabled.

Replacing Proteus DDW servers
You must use the Replace function to replace a Proteus DDW server with a new server that has the 
Proteus DDW software installed. You can also use this function to change the IP address or the 
connection password. 

Before replacing the Proteus DDW server, you must run the ResetFromProteusControl Windows Batch 
File located in the \Program Files\BlueCat Networks\Proteus DDW folder. The batch file performs the 
following actions:

• Stops the Proteus DNS and DHCP Manager Service

• Deletes the cert.pfx file

• Empties the ServerMap.csv file

• Start the Proteus DNS and DHCP Manager Service

To run the ResetFromProteusControl.bat file:

1 Launch a command prompt window.

If the Proteus DDW server was running when you disabled it, Proteus continues to receive 
notifications. To stop Proteus from receiving notifications, you must also stop the Proteus DNS and 
DHCP Manager service.

Disable appears in the object name menu only while the server is connected to Proteus. 

You must disable the server in Proteus before you can replace it. After you disable a Proteus DDW 
server it cannot send notifications to Proteus. After you replace a Proteus DDW server, you must 
import data from all of the Read-Only Windows servers it manages, or deploy data to all Read-
Write servers before Proteus can receive notifications. 
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2 Navigate to the \Program Files\BlueCat Networks\Proteus DDW directory. 

3 If you are running Proteus DDW on a 64-bit operating system, the BlueCat Networks folder is 
located in the Program Files (x86) folder.

4 In the command prompt window, type ResetfromProteusControl.bat and press ENTER.

To replace a Proteus DDW server:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Server, click a Proteus DDW server. The server’s Details tab opens. 

3 Click the server name, then select Disable. The server is now disabled.

4 Click the server name, then select Replace. The Replace Server page opens.

5 Under Server, edit the server name, address, host name and password:

▪ Name—enter a name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ Default Interface Address—enter the IP address assigned to the server.

▪ Full Host Name—enter the hostname used for the server on the network.

▪ Password—enter the password.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Replace. The replacement server is now enabled. 

Enabling Proteus DDW servers
Enabling a server returns a disabled server to operation. Use the Enable function to restore the server 
to operation after repairing or performing maintenance on the server.

To enable a Proteus DDW server:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Server, click a Proteus DDW server. The server’s Details tab opens.

3 Click the server name, and then select Enable. The server is now enabled.

Alternatively, you can double-click the batch file from the Windows Explorer interface.

You do not need to enable the server because this occurs automatically during the replacement 
procedure.
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Editing Proteus DDW servers
While a DDW server is enabled, you can edit its name, hostname, and Server Authentication 
Credentials. While it is disabled, you can edit its name, Management address, and Server 
Authentication Credentials.

To edit a Proteus DDW server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a Proteus DDW server. The server’s Details tab opens.

4 Click the server name, and then select Edit. The Edit Server page opens.

5 Under Server, edit the following:

▪ Name—edit the name of the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ IPv4 Address—edit the IPv4 address of the Windows server on which you installed the 
Proteus DDW software (can only be edited when DDW server is disabled).

▪ Hostname—enter the host name used for the server on the network (can only be edited when 
DDW server is disabled).

6 Under Server Authentication Credentials, edit the domain name, user name, and password of 
a user account that has sufficient permissions to manage Windows DNS and DHCP.

▪ Domain Name—edit the name of the domain to which this account belongs.

▪ Username—edit the name of the account.

▪ Password—edit the password for the account.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Update.

Deleting Proteus DDW servers
Delete a Proteus DDW server if it is no longer in use, or if you are restructuring your network 
architecture and consolidating DDW servers.

To delete a Proteus DDW server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more Proteus DDW servers.

You cannot delete a Proteus DDW server if it has any connected Managed Windows servers. You 
must delete the connected Managed Windows server or move it to a different DDW server before 
deleting the Proteus DDW server.
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4 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

5 Under Delete Options, deselect the check box, Delete server(s) without connecting to Proteus 
DDW server.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Yes.

Repairing the Proteus DDW software
Repairing the Proteus DDW software re-installs the application without first removing it. The following 
procedure explains how to repair the Proteus DDW software on your Windows server. 

To repair Proteus DDW software:

1 Locate the installer for your current version of DDW software that you copied to the Windows 
server. 

Only select the Delete server(s) without connection to Proteus DDW server check box if the 
DDW server can no longer be reached by Proteus.
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2 Log in as the Windows administrator and launch the DDW installer (for example, proteus-ddw-
setup-4.0.0.exe). The Proteus DNS and DHCP Manager dialog box opens.

3 Select Repair. 

4 Click Next. The Proteus DDW software is re-installed on the Windows server. When installation 
is complete, the Maintenance Complete page opens. 

5 Click Finish. The Proteus DDW software is now re-installed on the Windows server.

Removing Proteus DDW software
Follow these steps to uninstall the Proteus DDW software from your Windows server. You can remove 
the software using the Windows Control Panel or the installer for the same version of DDW software 
currently on the Windows server.

To remove Proteus DDW software using the Windows Control Panel:

1 Log in as the Windows administrator and use Add or Remove Programs or Programs and Features 
to remove Proteus DDW software:

▪ Windows Server 2003 R2 SP2 or earlier: From the Windows Start menu, select Control Panel 
> Add or Remove Programs. The Add or Remove Programs dialog box opens.

▪ Windows Server 2008 / 2012 R2 SP2 or earlier: From the Windows Start menu, select 
Control Panel > Programs and Features. The Programs and Features dialog box opens.

2 From the applications list, select Proteus DNS and DHCP Manager. 

3 Click Remove. You are prompted to confirm that you want to remove Proteus DNS and DHCP 
Manager.

4 Click Yes. Proteus DDW software is removed from the Windows server.

To remove Proteus DDW software using the installer:

1 Locate the Proteus DDW server installer that you copied to the Windows server. 
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2 Log in as the Windows administrator and launch the installer for your current version of DDW 
software (for example, proteus-ddw-setup-4.0.0.exe). The Proteus DNS and DHCP Manager 
dialog box opens.

3 Select Remove.

4 Click Finish. You are prompted to confirm that you want to remove Proteus DNS and DHCP 
Manager.

5 Click Yes. The Uninstall Complete page opens.

6 Click Finish. Proteus DNS and DHCP Manager is removed from the Windows server.
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Viewing Proteus DDW Server Logs
The Proteus DDW server includes a server log file that contains interactions that occur between itself 
and Proteus, and between itself and its Managed Windows servers. You can view this log by selecting 
View Logs from the DDW server in the Proteus user interface.

To view the Proteus DDW server log file:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Server, click a Proteus DDW server.

3 Click the server name, and then select View Logs. The View Logs page opens.

4 In the Number of lines field, select the number of lines you want to view: 

▪ Select the option beside the text field, and then type a value between 10 and 50, 000 in 
the text field, 

OR 

▪ Select the option beside the drop-down menu, and then select a value from the drop-down 
menu.

5 Click View. The contents of the log file appears on the Log Viewer page. 

Querying the Software Version
You can find out which software version the Proteus DDW server is running from the Server Control 
menu.

To query the server version:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page. 

2 Under Server, click a Proteus DDW server.

3 Click the Proteus DDW name, then select Server Control. The Server Control page opens.

4 From the Action to perform drop-down menu, select Server version query.

5 Click Execute. The server version appears on the Server Control Result page.

Managed Windows Servers
You can manage Windows DNS and Windows DHCP servers in Proteus through the use of a Proteus DDW 
server, which must be added to Proteus BEFORE adding a Windows DNS or Windows DHCP server.

Windows DNS and Windows DHCP servers under Proteus control are referred to as Managed Windows 
Servers. You typically add the Managed Windows Servers in Read-Only mode into Proteus and import 
the DNS and DHCP data. After the data has been imported, notifications begin and DHCP lease and DNS 
resource record data is sent dynamically to Proteus. After you switch the servers to Read-Write mode, 
you set all DNS and DHCP configurations in Proteus, and then deploy the configuration to the Managed 
Windows server(s). In Read-Write mode, you manage Windows DNS and DHCP services directly from 
Proteus without using the Microsoft Management Console (MMC) or other Windows tools.
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Managing Windows servers in Proteus involves three activities: 

• Import—add a Windows server to Proteus in Read-Only mode and import DNS and DHCP objects 
from the Windows DNS and DHCP server into Proteus.

• Notification—receive information dynamically about DHCP leases and DNS resource records 
from Windows servers from a polling mechanism built into the Proteus DDW server. 

• Deployment—create DNS and DHCP objects such as zones, resource records, scopes, and 
options in Proteus, then deploy them to Managed Windows servers in Read-Write mode.

Prerequisites
Before you add a Managed Windows server to Proteus, ensure you complete the following 
prerequisites:

• Create a Proteus DDW server. For details, refer to Creating a Proteus DDW server on page 753.

• Ensure the user account corresponding to the authentication credentials on the Proteus DDW 
server has sufficient permissions. For details, refer to Account Permissions on page 769.

Account Permissions
When you add a Managed Windows server to Proteus, you must ensure that the user account 
corresponding to the authentication credentials on the Proteus DDW server (or overridden on the 
Managed Windows server) has sufficient read permissions to import data in Read-Only mode and Read-
Write permissions to deploy data in Read-Write mode. This will allow you to manage DNS and DHCP 
services running on domain controllers, member servers, and stand-alone servers. 

DNS Requirements

• To import DNS data from a domain controller, member server or stand-alone server, the user 
account must have read permissions to the DNS server and all child objects.

• To deploy DNS data to a domain controller or member server, the user account must have read 
and write permissions to the DNS server and all child objects.

• To deploy data to a stand-alone DNS server, you must be logged in as a member of the local 
Administrators group, or the local Administrator account.

• Members of the DNSAdmins group have sufficient permissions to deploy DNS data to a domain 
controller, with the exception of the _msdcs zone. You must grant read-write permissions to 
the DNSAdmins group to be able to deploy this zone. 

Notification is automatic and does not require a manual process to receive information.

On Windows Server 2008 R2 or earlier, User Account Control allows remote DNS administration by 
the Administrator account, but blocks it for members of the Administrators group. 

To re-enable remote administration, refer to <http://support.microsoft.com/kb/951016>.
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DHCP Requirements

• To import data from a DHCP server, the user account must have sufficient privileges to read 
data on that server. Members of the DHCP Users group have sufficient permissions to import 
DHCP data from a domain controller, member server or stand-alone server. 

• To deploy data to a DHCP server, the user account must have sufficient privileges to read, 
write, and delete data on that server. Members of the DHCP Administrators group have 
sufficient permissions to deploy DHCP data to a domain controller, member server or stand-
alone server. 

Adding Managed Windows Servers
After you have created at least one Proteus DDW server and set the other prerequisites, you can start 
adding Managed Windows servers to Proteus. DNS and/or DHCP (or both) services must be running on a 
Windows server before you can add that server to a Proteus configuration.

To add a Windows Server to Proteus:

1 Log in to Proteus and select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

• You cannot change a server from Read-Write to Read-Only mode. For more information, refer 
to Changing a Managed Windows Server to Read-Write Mode on page 773.
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3 Under Servers, click New and select Server. The Add Server page opens.

4 Under Server, complete the following:

▪ Profile—select Managed Windows Server from the drop-down menu.

▪ Name—enter a name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ IPv4 Address—enter the IPv4 address assigned to the server.

▪ Connect to server—by default, this option is selected. It allows Proteus to connect to the 
server once it is added. Deselect this check box if you do not want to connect to the server 
at this time.

▪ Password—enter the password you used when you installed the Proteus DDW.

▪ Read-Only mode enabled—select this check box to enable read-only mode.

5 Under Proteus DDW, select a server from the drop-down menu. 

Windows servers should be added in Read-Only mode in order to import data properly. Once the 
Windows server is added to Proteus and the data has been imported and sent via notification to 
Proteus, change the Windows server to Read-Write mode and deploy.
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6 Under Server Authentication Credentials, select the Inherit authentication credentials from 
linked Proteus DDW check box. 

7 Under DNS and DHCP Availability, set the following DNS and DHCP service options:

▪ Select DNS Enabled if the Windows server provides or will provide DNS services. 

When you manage Windows DNS from Proteus, you must select a DNS view. All DNS data 
from the Windows server is imported into this view, and only DNS records contained in this 
view are deployed. If your configuration does not yet contain a view, or if you want to add 
a different view, select the Enter View Name option, and then enter a name for the view.

▪ Select DHCP Enabled if the Windows server provides DHCP services.

8 OPTIONAL—You can create a schedule for data imports from Managed Windows servers.

9 Under Import Schedule, select the Enable import Schedule check box, and then set the 
following parameters:

▪ Start Time—enter the start time in these fields and select AM or PM.

▪ Start Date—enter a date in the format DD MMM YYYY (for example, type 10 JAN 2011 for 
January 10 2011), or click the calendar button to select a date.

▪ Frequency—to import data just once at the specified time and date, select Once. To 
import data at a regular interval, select Every, enter a value in the text field, and then 
select a time interval from the drop-down menu.

10 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

11 Click Add. The server is added to the Proteus configuration.

With a Managed Windows server added to Proteus, the next step is to change the server to Read-Write 
mode.

If you want to use unique credentials for the Managed Windows server, deselect the Inherit 
authentication credentials from linked Proteus DDW check box, and then enter the Domain 
name, User name and Password. The domain name must be the domain name of the Windows 
Active Directory domain to which this server belongs. If the server is not a member of a domain, 
enter the server’s NETBIOS computer name.

If DHCP Enabled is initially deselected for a Managed Windows Server and is later enabled by 
editing the Managed Windows Server object, DHCP Import from the Managed Windows Server will 
function normally, but DHCP lease notifications from the Managed Windows Server will not be sent 
to Proteus. To resolve this issue, restart the Proteus DNS and DHCP Manager service on the Proteus 
DDW server.

When a Managed Windows server is in Read-Write mode, the Import Schedule section of the Add 
Server and Edit Server pages is not available and the following message appears:

Import schedule functionality is available only in Read-Only mode.
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Changing a Managed Windows Server to Read-Write Mode
In order to manage DNS and/or DHCP data from Proteus, you must change the server to Read-Write 
mode. Read-Write mode lets you deploy DNS and DHCP data from Proteus to Managed Windows servers. 

To change a server to Read-Write mode:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Server, click a Managed Windows server. The server’s Details tab opens.

3 Click the server name, and then select Edit. The Edit Server page opens.

4 Under Server, deselect the Read-Only mode enabled check box.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Update. The Windows server is now in Read-Write mode.

7 Deploy.

Deploying data from Proteus to Managed Windows servers
A full deployment will force Proteus to deploy all data. You can choose to deploy DNS and/or DHCP 
data.

To perform a deployment:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more servers.

Changing a Managed Windows server from Read-Only mode to Read-Write mode is a one-way oper-
ation. You cannot change a server from Read-Write mode back to Read-Only mode.

You must deploy DNS and/or DHCP services to Managed Windows servers after changing them to 
Read-Write mode. Deployment informs the DDW that Proteus is managing dynamic data. An error 
message will appear in Proteus if you try to manage (modify or delete) any dynamic resource 
records in Proteus without first deploying to the Managed Windows servers.

Do not use the Microsoft Management Console to modify a Managed Windows server in 
Read/Write mode.
Using the MMC to modify a Managed Windows server already in Read/Write mode may result in a 
loss of data. After a Managed Windows server has been switched to Read/Write mode, you must 
make changes to the server from the Proteus user interface. 
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3 Click Action and select Deploy. The Confirm Server Deploy page opens.

4 Under Confirm Server Deploy, review the list of servers to be updated.

5 Under Services, select the services to be deployed to the server: DNS and/or DHCP.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Yes.

To set add a Scheduled Deployment:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

For instructions on how to view the status of all active deployments, refer to Tracking 
deployment on page 619.
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3 Expand the Deployment Schedules section and click New. The Add Scheduled Deployment 
page opens.

4 Under General, enter a descriptive name for the schedule in the Name field.

5 Under Scheduled Time, set the time and frequency for the schedule:

▪ Start Time—type the start time in these fields and select AM or PM.

▪ Start Date—type a date in the format DD MMM YYYY or click the calendar  button to 
select a date.

▪ Frequency—to deploy just once at the specified time and date, select Once. To deploy at a 
regular interval, select Every, type a value in the text field, and select a time interval from 
the drop-down list.

6 Under Servers, set the servers for the deployment:

▪ Click Add server. The Select Server page opens.

▪ Select the check boxes of the server(s) you wish to add and click Select. The selected 
server(s) appear in the Servers section.

When setting the frequency and time interval, consider the amount of time needed to complete 
the deployment. Do not select a time interval shorter than the time needed to complete a 
deployment.
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▪ Click Remove to remove a server from the list (optional)

7 Under Services, select the check boxes for the services to be deployed: DNS and/or DHCP.

8 Under Status, set the state of the deployment schedule:

▪ Active—when selected, the schedule is active and deployment occurs at the specified time 
or frequency. When not selected, the schedule is not active and deployment does not 
occur.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add.

For more information on deployment in Proteus, refer to Managing Deployment on page 609.

Working with Managed Windows Servers
With a Managed Windows server added to Proteus, you can compare Read-Write / Read-Only status by 
customizing the servers table, change authentication credentials, view log files for the Managed 
Windows servers, move to a new Proteus DDW server, move Deployment Roles, update hostnames, and 
edit and delete the Managed Windows server.

Customizing the Servers table
If you want to compare the Read-Only and Read-Write status of several Managed Windows servers, you 
need to customize the Servers table that appears on the Servers tab.

To customize the Servers table:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

For instructions on how to view the status of all active deployments, refer to Tracking 
deployment on page 619.

For more information on full and differential DNS deployment, refer to Types of deployment on 
page 622.
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2 In the Server section, click Settings, then select Customize Table. The Customize Table 
Columns For: Server page appears.

3 Under Customizable Columns, double-click Read-Only Mode in the Available list. The name 
moves to the Selected list. 

4 To position the column in the table, click the name in the Selected list, and then click the 
Move Up or Move Down arrow.

5 Click Update. The Read-Only Mode column appears in the Servers table.

Changing server authentication credentials
If you have changed the authentication credentials on the Windows server, you must change the 
credentials in Proteus as well. All authentication changes must be performed on Windows first and 
then on Proteus, because Proteus verifies the authentication during Add or Edit operations. 
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Notifications from a Managed Windows server stop immediately if the authentication credentials 
change on that server, and they restart only after you have modified Proteus so it matches the 
credentials in Windows. 

To change the Authentication Credentials of a Managed Windows server:

• If the Managed Windows servers inherit their credentials from the Proteus DDW server, make 
the changes on the Proteus DDW server.

• If a Managed Windows server does not inherit credentials from the DDW server, make the 
changes directly on the Managed Windows server.  

Editing a Managed Windows Server
For Managed Windows servers, you can change the server name, Read-only mode settings, linked 
Proteus DDW server, server authentication credentials, DNS and DHCP availability, and import schedule 
settings.

To edit a Managed Windows server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a Managed Windows server. The server’s Details tab opens.

4 Click the server name and select Edit. The Edit Server page opens.

5 Under Server, complete the following:

▪ Profile—select Managed Windows Server from the drop-down menu.

▪ Name—edit the name of the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ IPv4 Address—edit the IPv4 address assigned to the server.

▪ Read-Only mode enabled—deselect this check box to enable read-write mode, or leave the 
check box selected to maintain the server in read-only mode.

A Cannot connect to server message may appear under certain conditions:

• If the authentication credentials are incorrect.
• If the selected services are not running on the target server.
• If the selected server is unreachable.

If you update the permissions of the Windows account used to manage DNS and DHCP services, you 
must restart the Proteus DNS and DHCP manager service on the DDW server. This ensures that 
Proteus can recognize the elevated permission level.

Windows servers should be added in Read-Only mode in order to import data properly. Once the 
Windows server is added to Proteus and the data has been imported and sent via notification to 
Proteus, change the Windows server to Read-Write mode and deploy. For more details, refer to 
Changing a Managed Windows Server to Read-Write Mode on page 773.
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6 Under Proteus DDW, select a Proteus DDW server from the drop-down menu.

7 Under Server Authentication Credentials, select the Inherit authentication credentials from 
linked Proteus DDW check box. 

8 Under DNS and DHCP Availability, set the following DNS and DHCP service options:

▪ Select DNS Enabled if the Windows server provides or will provide DNS services. 

When you manage Windows DNS from Proteus, you must select a DNS view. All DNS data 
from the Windows server is imported into this view, and only DNS records contained in this 
view are deployed. If your configuration does not yet contain a view, or if you want to add 
a different view, select the Enter View Name option, and then enter a name for the view.

▪ Select DHCP Enabled if the Windows server provides DHCP services.

9 You can create a schedule for data imports (optional) from Managed Windows servers.

10 Under Import Schedule, select the Enable import Schedule check box, and then set the 
following parameters:

▪ Start Time—enter the start time in these fields and select AM or PM.

▪ Start Date—enter a date in the format DD MMM YYYY (for example, type 10 JAN 2011 for 
January 10 2011), or click the calendar button to select a date.

▪ Frequency—to import data just once at the specified time and date, select Once. To 
import data at a regular interval, select Every, enter a value in the text field, and then 
select a time interval from the drop-down menu.

11 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

12 Click Add. The server is added to the Proteus configuration.

In some situations, you might need to move a Managed Windows server to a different Proteus DDW 
server. For example, if the original Proteus DDW server is not working, and you need to create a 
new server. After you create the new Proteus DDW server, you must link the Managed Windows 
server to the new Proteus DDW server.

If you want to use unique credentials for the Managed Windows server, deselect the Inherit 
authentication credentials from linked Proteus DDW check box, and then enter the Domain 
name, User name and Password. The domain name must be the domain name of the Windows 
Active Directory domain to which this server belongs. If the server is not a member of a domain, 
enter the server’s NETBIOS computer name.

If DHCP Enabled is initially deselected for a Managed Windows Server and is later enabled by 
editing the Managed Windows Server object, DHCP Import from the Managed Windows Server will 
function normally, but DHCP lease notifications from the Managed Windows Server will not be sent 
to Proteus. To resolve this issue, restart the Proteus DNS and DHCP Manager service on the Proteus 
DDW server.

When a Managed Windows server is in Read-Write mode, the Import Schedule section of the Add 
Server and Edit Server pages is not available and the following message appears:

Import schedule functionality is available only in Read-Only mode.
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Viewing Managed Windows Server Logs
Each Managed Windows server includes a server log file that contains all interactions that occur 
between itself and the DDW server, including data related to DNS and DHCP imports, notifications, and 
deployment. You can view this log by selecting View Logs from the Proteus User Interface.

To view a Managed Windows server log file:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Servers, click a Managed Windows server. The server’s Details tab opens.

3 Select the server name, and then select View Logs. The View Logs page opens.

4 In the Number of lines fields, select the number of lines you want to view. Select the  
button beside the text field and type a value between 10 and 50,000 in the text field, or 
select the radio button beside the drop-down menu and select a value from the list.

5 Click View. The log viewer page opens.

Moving Deployment Roles
The Move Deployment Roles feature is used to move deployment roles from one server to another. For 
example, you can add two separate Other DNS servers each representing the same external DNS server 
to Proteus. One server has a host name only from an import of delegation, and the second server has 
an IP address from an import of a stub zone. 

Because you only need a single Other DNS server representing the external server, you can delete one 
of them. However, before you delete it you can use the Move Deployment Roles feature to move the 
roles to the other server. 

To move a deployment role:

1 Click the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

You cannot move deployment roles if the source server has deployment options associated with it: 
you must remove all deployment options before moving the roles. Because you cannot remove 
deployment roles associated with a server in Read-Only mode you use this feature to move roles 
between other DNS servers or servers in Read-Write mode.
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2 Under Server, click the Managed Windows server that has the deployment roles you want to 
move.

3 Click the server name, then click Move Deployment Roles. The Move Deployment Roles page 
appears.

4 Click Select Server Interface of the destination server. The Select Server Interface page 
appears.

5 Click the destination server.

6 Select the destination server interface, then click Add.

7 Under Role Types, select the deployment roles you want to move:

▪ Select the Move DNS Deployment Roles check box to move DNS deployment roles to the 
destination server. 

▪ Select the Move DHCP Deployment Roles check box to move DHCP roles to the destination 
server.

8 Click Apply. The deployment roles move to the destination server.

Updating Hostnames
If you need to change the hostname of a Managed Windows server, you must update this name in 
Proteus so that imports, notifications, and deployments continue to function properly. During an 
import from a Read-Only server or a deployment to a Read-Write server, the hostname is updated 
automatically.

You can also update the server’s hostname in Proteus from the Update Host Name menu item. 

To update the hostname of a Managed Windows server:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Server, click a Managed Windows server. The server’s Details tab opens.

3 Click the server name, then select Update Host Name. The Full Hostname is updated with the 
new hostname information.
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Deleting Managed Windows servers
Deleting a Managed Windows server removes the server from control of the Proteus DDW server. 
When deleting a Managed Windows server, you can select an option to delete the server without 
connecting to the Proteus DDW server. For example, you might choose this option if the Proteus 
DDW server has been inadvertently deleted from Proteus, or if the Proteus DDW server is 
unreachable due to network conditions.

To delete a Managed Windows Server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more Managed Windows servers.

4 Click Action, and then select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

Do not select the Delete server(s) without connecting to Proteus DDW check box. Use this 
option only if the DDW server is no longer accessible. Selecting it may leave the Managed Windows 
server under control of the DDW server, even after you delete the server from Proteus. 

Choose this option if the DDW server has been inadvertently deleted from Proteus, or if network 
conditions make the DDW server unreachable.
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5 Under Delete Options, deselect the check box, Delete server(s) without connecting to Proteus 
DDW server.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Yes.

Adding a Published Server Interface
In Proteus, one of the properties of a server object is the server interface. A server interface includes 
the server’s Fully Qualified host name and its IP address. Proteus uses two types of server interface: 

• Network—the default network interface that represents the physical interface on the server.

• Published—an interface used to associated addresses that may be on the other side of a 
Network Address Translation (NAT) gateway or firewall.

DNS and DHCP deployment roles are assigned to a server interface rather than to the server object 
itself. If you need to publish a DNS server’s host or glue record that uses a different IP address from its 
network interface, you must add a published interface and assign the deployment role to this 
interface. 

To add a published interface:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Server, click a server. The server’s Details tab opens.

Only select the Delete server(s) without connection to Proteus DDW server check box if the 
DDW server is unavailable and you want to force Proteus to delete the selected servers.

During an import, Proteus always assigns the deployment role to the network interface, even if 
the server is on the other side of an NAT device. As a result, you need to manually create a 
published interface for the Windows server behind a NAT device and assign the deployment role to 
that published interface. 
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4 Under Interfaces, click New. The Add Interface page opens.

5 Under Interface, set the following server interface parameters:

▪ Type—indicates the function of the server interface. Published is the only option available.

▪ Hostname—type the fully qualified domain name for the server.

▪ IPv4 Address—type the IPv4 address for the published interface.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes.By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add to save the interface and return to the server’s Details tab, or click Add Next to 
create another server interface.

Managing Windows DHCP
This section explains how Proteus manages Windows DHCP servers. You can use Proteus to import and 
configure DHCP data such as scopes, address pools, and options.

Windows DHCP services
Proteus allows you to manage Windows DHCP services. From Proteus you can import DHCP scopes, 
pools, exclusions, reservations, and options, including pre-defined options and vendor classes. 
Managed Windows DHCP servers send DHCP leases to Proteus by a notification mechanism that ensures 
the lease information on Proteus is up-to-date.

Windows DHCP objects
Some of the terms used when configuring DHCP in Windows are different from those used in Proteus. 
Windows DHCP uses the terms scopes and address pools as container objects for DHCP. A scope defines 
the size of the network. An address pool is a child object of a scope and contains a start and an end 
address. Proteus uses the terms IP network and DHCP range for DHCP objects. A Proteus IP network 

For any technical issues related to Windows DHCP servers, contact Microsoft Technical Support or 
check the Microsoft Support site at: http://support.microsoft.com. 

For more information about Windows DHCP services, refer to Microsoft documentation.
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object can be considered as almost equivalent to the Windows scope, and a DHCP range is similar to 
the Windows address pool.

DHCP Deployment Roles
In Proteus, each IP network must be assigned a Master DHCP deployment role before you can deploy it 
to a Managed Windows DHCP server. There are only two types of DHCP deployment roles:

• Master—indicates a functional DHCP server. 

• None—indicates that the server is not responsible for a particular DHCP scope.

You can add DHCP deployment roles at two levels, block level and network level:

• If you add a deployment role at block level, all child blocks and networks in that block inherit 
that role, unless you configure a different role at the child block or network level. 

• If you add a deployment role at network level, it affects only that specific network.

During the import process, Proteus assigns a DHCP Master role automatically at the network level for 
each imported scope.

For more information on DHCP deployment roles, refer to DHCP Deployment Roles on page 310.

Importing Windows DHCP data into Proteus
To bring Windows DHCP data from a Windows server into Proteus, you must perform an import 
operation.

You need to complete several tasks before you can import DHCP data into Proteus:

• Add a DDW server to Proteus.

• Add the Managed Windows server to Proteus (in Read-Only mode).

• Create IPv4 parent blocks for every DHCP scope that you intend to import. 

Parent IPv4 blocks must exist in Proteus before you can import DHCP scopes from a Managed Windows 
server. If the parent block does not exist, Proteus does not import the DHCP scope. If the parent block 
exists, Proteus creates the network automatically as part the import process. 

Windows Object Proteus Object

DHCP Scopes IPv4 Networks

Pools/Ranges DHCP Ranges

Reservations DHCP Reserved IP addresses

Vendor Classes Vendor Profiles

Exclusions Exclusions

Predefined Options DHCP Custom Options

DHCP Options (server, client, reservation) DHCP Client Deployment Options

DHCP Settings (lease length, conflict detection) DHCP Service Deployment Options

You must be logged in to Proteus as an Administrator before you can import data from Managed 
Windows servers.
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For example, if you wanted to import a number of DHCP scopes in the 192.168.0.0 address space (such 
as 192.168.0/24, 192.168.1.0/24, and 192.168.2.0/24), you would first create a parent block such as 
192.168.0.0/16. 

For complete details on creating IPv4 blocks, refer to Working with IPv4 blocks on page 179.

To import a DHCP configuration:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Servers, click a Managed Windows server. The server’s Details tab opens.

3 Click the server name, then select Import. The Import Configuration Details page opens.

4 Under General, select the Import DHCP configuration check box.

5 Click Import. The server’s Details tab opens. 

The import process does not include DHCP leases. These are sent to Proteus as part of the 
notification process. After the initial import from a Windows DHCP server, all existing leases are 
sent to Proteus during the first notification.
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Working with Imported DHCP data
When you import data only from a Read-Only server, the data (networks, DHCP ranges, deployment 
options), is marked as Read-Only and DHCP reserved.

While the server is in Read-Only mode you can view the imported data, but you have limited abilities 
to change it in Proteus. For example, you cannot assign IP addresses in a Read-Only network, and you 
cannot delete deployment roles to a Read-Only server or a Read-Only network. This ensures that the 
data in Proteus and the data on the Managed Windows server are as consistent as possible. 

Read-Only DHCP Restrictions

To maintain consistency between the data on a Read-Only Windows DHCP server and Proteus, the 
following actions are prevented within the UI.

• Deployment—You cannot deploy to a Read-Only DHCP server.

• Deployment Roles—You cannot delete deployment roles associated with a Read-Only DHCP 
server.

• Deployment Options—You cannot delete or modify deployment options imported from a Read-
Only server. You cannot add deployment options that point to a Read-Only server.

• Read-Only Networks—You cannot perform the following actions on a Read-Only network:

▪ Edit 

▪ Resize 

▪ Split

▪ Move

▪ Assign Template

▪ Create new DHCP range

▪ Merge selected DHCP ranges

▪ Share

• IP Addresses within a Read-Only Network—You cannot assign new IP addresses from a Read-Only 
network, and you cannot modify or delete existing addresses. This includes all allocation 

For troubleshooting purposes, you can delete a network that you imported from a Read-Only DHCP 
server. 
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types. You cannot add options to DHCP reserved IP addresses, and you cannot edit them or 
delete them.

• DHCP Ranges—You cannot create new DHCP ranges within a Read-Only network. You also cannot 
edit, resize or delete existing Read-Only ranges.

Default Gateway and DHCP Imports
When you create an IPv4 network in Proteus, by default, the first address after the network ID is 
allocated as the default gateway address. If you do not explicitly define the Router option in Proteus, 
then the default gateway address is deployed to a Managed Windows server as the scope-level 
Router 003 option. If you define the Router option in Proteus, the address defined within the option 
overrides the default gateway option.

Importing the Router Option

During the import of a DHCP scope, the default gateway address allocation is not set as a result of the 
import: only the DHCP Router option (if configured) is imported. If the IP network existed in Proteus 
before you imported the corresponding scope, the default gateway address is removed during the 
import. For more details on scopes, refer to Windows Scopes, Split-Scopes, and Superscopes on page 
789.

Viewing DHCP Import Logs
The DHCP Import Log shows information about the most recent Import from a Managed DHCP server.

To view the DHCP Import Log:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Servers, click a Managed Windows server. The server’s Details tab opens.

3 Click the server name, then select View DHCP Import Log. The View Import Log page opens.

The log shows the following information:

Read-Only networks are skipped during with the Find First Available IPv4 Network. The Find First 
Unassigned IPv4 Address function skips IP Addresses within Read-Only networks.
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▪ Started—the time at which you started importing data.

▪ Finished—the time at which you finished importing data.

▪ Added—items successfully imported from the Managed Windows server.

▪ Skipping—items ignored during the import, including a reason.

▪ Total Time—time taken to reconcile the imported DHCP data.

Windows Scopes, Split-Scopes, and Superscopes
This section describes how to manage Windows DHCP scopes, split-scopes, and superscopes.

Windows DHCP Scopes
Windows DHCP scopes represent the available IP addresses that can be assigned to dynamic clients. A 
DHCP scope can contain a number of child objects including a DHCP range, scope-level options, 
reservations and address exclusions. DHCP scopes are imported into Proteus as IP networks. The child 
objects are imported as part of the network.

Windows DHCP Scopes in Proteus

Proteus imports active DHCP scopes from Managed Windows servers as IPv4 networks. If the network 
(of the same-size or overlapping) does not already exist in Proteus, the scope is imported. If the same-
size or overlapping network already exists, Proteus applies reconciliation rules to determine if it can 
import the scope. If the scope meets these rules, Proteus imports it. If a conflict prevents Proteus from 
importing the scope, it appears as SKIPPED in the DHCP Import Log. For more details, refer to 
Importing Windows DHCP data into Proteus on page 785.

Inactive Scopes

In Windows, an administrator can de-activate a DHCP scope. When the scope is inactive, clients cannot 
receive any addresses from it. Proteus does not import inactive scopes: if you want to import a scope, 
you must activate it first.

You cannot import data in from a Managed Windows server after you switch it to Read-Write mode in 
Proteus. Consequently, if you need to manage a scope that is inactive on a Managed Windows server 
you must create the corresponding network in Proteus, assign it a DHCP Master deployment role, and 
then deploy it.

Deploying a network to a Managed Windows server that includes the inactive scope will activate that 
scope. BlueCat Networks recommends that you create such a scope only if you intend to activate it.

Resizing IPv4 Networks

To change the size of the Windows DHCP scope on a Managed Windows server, you can resize the IPv4 
network in Proteus, and then deploy the changes.

Upon deploying a resized network, the corresponding DHCP scope in Windows is deleted and a new 
DHCP scope is created. This behavior is similar to Windows because you cannot change the size of 
a Windows DHCP scope without first deleting it

If you delete a DHCP scope in Windows but do not delete the corresponding network on Proteus, it 
is re-added during the next deployment.
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Split-Scopes
In a split-scope network, two or more Windows DHCP servers each control part of a DHCP address pool. 
Split-scopes can be used to provide limited redundancy between servers for a range of DHCP 
addresses. If one of the servers fails, the other continues to assign leases for its part of the pool. The 
two servers do not communicate and therefore do not share any information, so an available address 
on a failed server cannot be allocated by the other server and is unavailable to the network.

When designing a network that includes split-scopes, it is important to size each pool so that if one 
server becomes unavailable the other server has enough addresses to support the hosts on the network 
for at least a short period of time. Within the same network segment the scopes are generally split in 
half. When the scopes are divided between two locations, the local server should contain a larger 
percentage of the addresses while the remote range contains fewer addresses.

If your DHCP configuration includes DHCP reserved addresses, the reserved addresses must be 
deployed to both servers sharing the scope. When you configure scope-splitting from Proteus, the 
reserved addresses are deployed to both Managed Windows servers.

Windows DHCP Split-Scopes in Proteus

Proteus can import a split-scope configuration from two Managed Windows DHCP servers. Windows 
DHCP split-scopes are usually configured in one of two ways:

• The same DHCP scope exists on both servers; each server has an adjacent address pool. 

• The same DHCP scope exists on both servers with the same address pool defined; each server 
excludes the other server’s part of the address pool. This happens if you use the Split-Scope 
Wizard on Windows Server 2008 or greater.

Proteus can import both types of configuration. In each case, the DHCP scopes on both servers must be 
identical. The other rules for importing split scopes are slightly different.

Example 1: Each server contains the same DHCP scope (192.168.1.0/24). The address pool is split 
into two parts, Server1 has one part (192.168.1.10 to 192.168.1.100) and Server2 has the other part 
(192.168.1.101 to 192.168.1.200). 

After you import from the first DHCP server, the following data is added to Proteus:

▪ The IPv4 network that corresponds to the imported DHCP scope.

▪ The DHCP range (including any exclusions or reservations).

▪ A Master DHCP deployment role at the network level.

After you import data from the second DHCP server, the following changes are made on Proteus:

▪ The DHCP range expands to include the part from the second server.

▪ A split address is added in the range, representing the IP address at which to divide it. 

▪ The second server is added as a secondary server to the existing DHCP deployment role.

To import this configuration as a split-scope, the address pools between the two servers must be 
contiguous. If there is a gap between the two pools, Proteus does not import the pool from the second 
server.

Proteus supports scope-splitting between two Windows servers only.

The order of the servers from which you import data does not affect the result of the import.
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Example 2: Each server contains the same DHCP scope (192.168.1.0/24). Each server also has the 
same address pool (192.168.1.10 to 192.168.1.200). Server1 excludes a part of the address pool 
(addresses .101 to .200) and Server2 excludes the complementary part of the address pool 
(addresses .10 to .100). 

After you import from the first DHCP server, the following data is added to Proteus:

▪ The IPv4 network that corresponds to the imported DHCP scope.

▪ The DHCP range (all IP addresses being assigned by the other server are excluded from the 
range).

▪ A Master DHCP deployment role at the network level.

After you import from the second DHCP server, the following changes are made on Proteus:

▪ The exclusion range is removed from the DHCP range.

▪ A split address is added in the range, representing the IP address at which to divide it. 

The second server is added as a secondary server to the existing DHCP deployment role.

When it imports this configuration, Proteus examines the exclusion ranges within the address pools. If 
the largest exclusion ranges are adjacent to each other, the data is imported from the second server 
and the split-scope configuration is created. If the exclusion ranges are not adjacent to each other, 
Proteus does not import data from the second server.

Configuring Split-Scopes

When you create a split-scope configuration in Proteus, it is deployed to the two Managed Windows 
servers in the following manner:

• The same DHCP scope is deployed to both servers.

• Each server receives a separate address pool based on the split point, as described in the 
Example1 in Windows DHCP Split-Scopes in Proteus on page 671.

If the network contains any DHCP reserved addresses, the reservations are deployed to both servers. 
However, because the reservation falls outside the range on one server, the range on that server 
expands to accommodate the DHCP reservation. Any IP addresses that lie between the reservation and 
the start of the range are excluded. This is discussed in greater detail in Windows DHCP Reservations 
on page 797.

To set up split-scopes:

1 Navigate to an IPv4 network and select the Deployment Roles tab.

2 Click New, then select DHCP Role. The Add DHCP Role page opens.

3 Under Role, select Master from the Type drop-down menu.

4 Under Server, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens. Select a 
Windows server and click Add.

5 Click Select Secondary Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

6 Select another Windows server, then click Add.

When you add a server, a Failover Config section appears on the Add DHCP Role page.

Scope-splitting requires that two servers be specified on the Add DHCP Role page. If a second 
server is not specified, a warning appears during deployment indicating that a second server is 
required.
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7 On the Add DHCP Role page, click Add.

8 Select the DHCP Ranges tab. 

9 Click New. The Add IP4 Network DHCP Range page opens.

10 Under Address Range, type the start and end IP addresses for the DHCP range in the Start 
and End fields. In the Name field, enter a name to describe the range. 

11 Under Scope (Range) Split, select Scope Split Windows Network. A set of options and fields 
appears in the Scope (Range) Split section. Set the following scope-splitting options:

▪ Exclude Server 1—excludes the entire DHCP range from Server 1. The entire range is active 
for Server 2. 

▪ Exclude Server 2—excludes the entire DHCP range from Server 2. The entire range is active 
for Server 1. 

▪ Split Address—type an IP address at which to divide the range. The range is divided 
between the servers with the split address assigned to the active range on the first server.

12 Click Preview to show the active and excluded ranges for Server 1 and Server 2.

As an example, you could have a DHCP range between 10.0.0.10 and 10.0.0.200 split at 
10.0.0.100, with the split address 10.0.0.100 assigned to the Active range on Server 1.

13 Click Add. The DHCP range appears on the DHCP Ranges tab.

14 On the DHCP Ranges tab, click the range you just defined. The Details page for the range 
opens.

▪ To edit the name and DHCP alert settings for the range, click Edit.

▪ To edit the address range and scope-splitting settings, click Resize. 

To set the DHCP ranges table to display the Scope Split Address column:

1 Click Settings, then select Customize Table.

2 Select Scope Split Address from the list of customizable columns.

3 To add the column to the Selected list, click Select.

4 Click Update.

To clearly identify DHCP ranges that use scope-splitting, set the DHCP ranges table to display the 
Scope Split Address column.
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Superscopes
A DHCP superscope is used when you need to create two or more logical IP subnets on a single physical 
segment. The Proteus equivalent to a superscope is a shared network. Shared networks are deployed 
to Windows servers as superscopes.

Importing Superscopes into Proteus
Proteus imports scopes that are part of a superscope configuration as individual networks. You must 
create the tag objects and share the networks after you import data from a Managed Windows server.

Configuring Shared Networks
To configure shared networks, you must create tag groups and share the networks when you 
import data from Managed Windows servers. Proteus imports only the individual scopes as 
networks along with DHCP child objects. You need to configure superscopes as shared networks.

To configure shared networks:

1 Select the Groups tab. The Groups page opens.

2 Under Tag Groups, click New. The Add Tag Group page opens.

3 Under Name, enter a name for the shared network tag group. 

4 Click Add. The new tag group appears in the Tag Groups page.

5 Click the new tag group. The tag group details page opens with the Tags tab selected.

6 Click New. The Add Tag page opens.

7 In the Name field, enter a name for the shared network tag.

8 Click Add. The new tag appears on the Tags page.

9 Select the IP Space tab. The Configuration information page opens.

10 Select the Details tab.

11 Click the configuration name, then select Edit. The Edit Configuration page opens.

12 Click the Associate Shared Network Tag Group link. The Select Shared Network window 
appears.

13 Select the option for the shared network tag group you created in step 12, then click Select.

14 Click Update. The configuration is now associated with the shared network tag group.

15 Navigate to an IP network that is to be part of the shared network.

In the Windows interface, the object ID Proteus generated for the shared network appears in the 
properties of the Windows superscope.

A shared network includes at least two IP network objects. 

BlueCat Networks recommends a name such as Shared Networks, or Superscopes.
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16 Click the network name, then select Share. The Select Tag window opens.

17 Select a tag, then click Add.

18 Repeat steps 15 through 17 to add other IP networks to the shared network.

For more information on shared networks, refer to Shared Networks on page 291.

The Share option is not available until you associate an object tag with a configuration as 
described above.
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Managing Windows DHCP ranges
In Proteus, a DHCP range is a child object of an IPv4 network that represents the IP addresses available 
to be allocated by the DHCP server. DHCP ranges have a starting IP address and an ending IP address. 

Windows DHCP Ranges in Proteus
Proteus imports Windows DHCP address pools as DHCP ranges. After the initial import of a DHCP scope 
and address pool, you can continue to import changes to the DHCP range while the server is in Read-
Only mode. If you resize the address pool on the Managed Windows server, the DHCP range is resized 
on the next import. To maintain consistency between the data on the Managed Windows server and the 
data in Proteus, while the server is in Read-Only mode, you cannot modify or delete the DHCP range in 
Proteus.

Viewing Windows DHCP Leases
The import process does not include DHCP leases. Leases are sent to Proteus as part of the notification 
process. After the initial import from a Windows DHCP server, all existing leases are sent to Proteus. 
Thereafter, leases are sent to Proteus once per minute by default. You can view the history of DHCP 
leases handed out by the Managed Windows servers. You can view the DHCP lease history for a specific 
IPv4 network or for all networks within an IPv4 block.

To view Windows DHCP lease history:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks section, click an IPv4 block. The Address Space tab for the IPv4 block 
opens.

4 Select the DHCP Leases History tab. The DHCP Leases History section opens.

The DHCP Leases History section displays the following information:

▪ Active IP Address—lists the IP addresses that are actively leased or that have a history of 
having been leased. The icon beside the address indicates the state of the address. For 
more information on IP address type icons, refer to Address types on page 213.

▪ Lease Time—displays the date and time the lease was granted.

▪ Expire Time—displays the date and time the lease is to expire.

▪ Number of Transactions—displays the number of transactions performed to assign, renew, 
or terminate the lease. The table is initially sorted in descending order, based on the 
number of transactions.

▪ State—displays the current state of the lease, such as DHCP Allocated, DHCP Free, or DHCP 
Reserved.

▪ Circuit ID—shows information specific to the circuit from which the request came.

▪ Name—the name you created for the IP address.

▪ Remote ID—shows information that identifies the relay agent.

5 To view the details for an address, click an address in the Active IP Address column. To view 
the details for a server, click a server in the Primary Server or Secondary Server columns.

To view the DHCP lease history for a specific network, click an IPv4 network. On the network 
page, select the DHCP Leases History tab.
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Windows DHCP Exclusions
DHCP exclusions represent IP addresses that will not be assigned dynamically from a Managed Windows 
DHCP server. In Proteus, you can create one or more exclusion ranges within the DHCP range. 

Windows DHCP Exclusions in Proteus
Exclusions in a Windows DHCP address pool are imported as exclusion ranges and are represented in 
Proteus with a white icon with a diagonal line through it. 

After you import a DHCP scope with exclusions, you can view imported exclusions in two places:

▪ The Details tab of a DHCP range.

▪ The IP addresses in a network.

Configuring Windows DHCP Exclusions
You can configure and deploy exclusions in one of two ways:

• By creating exclusions when you edit or resize a DHCP range.

• Static or Reserved IP addresses are also deployed as exclusions automatically for addresses 
that are configured statically or as reserved provided you select the Split around Static or 
Reserved addresses.

To create a DHCP exclusion range:

1 Click the IP network that contains the DHCP range you want to edit.

2 Select the DHCP Ranges tab.

3 Select the DHCP Range. The IPv4 DHCP Range page opens.

4 Select the DHCP Range, then select Edit from the menu.

5 Within the DHCP Exclusion Range section of the page, enter the start address and the end 
address of the range you want to exclude in the Start and End text entry fields.

6 To exclude a single address, enter the same address in the Start and End text entry fields.

7 Click Update.

Exclusion Ranges that Border DHCP ranges

These are a special case. If the exclusion range borders the starting or ending IP address of the DHCP 
range, the address pool is shortened to the first or last valid IP address in the range on Proteus. For 
example, if you created the following DHCP range: 192.168.1.50—192.168.1.100, and then created 
an exclusion range of 192.168.1.50—192.168.1.55 the deployed address pool would be 
192.168.1.56—192.168.1.100.  

If you need to exclude IP addresses that border the first or the last IP addresses in a range, 
BlueCat Networks recommends that you start (or end) the range without including bordering 
exclusions.
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Windows DHCP Reservations
DHCP reservations ensure that a specific MAC address always receives the same IP address dynamically. 
In Proteus, the equivalent of a DHCP reservation is a DHCP reserved address. DHCP reserved addresses 
are always excluded from a DHCP address pool. This ensures that an IP address is assigned only to a 
specific MAC address.

In Proteus, you can create a DHCP reservation both inside and outside a DHCP range; however, while 
Windows Server 2003 or greater allows you to create a DHCP reservation outside of a DHCP range, 
Windows Server 2008 or greater, and Windows Server 2012 or greater, do not. 

Deploying a reservation outside of a DHCP range to a Managed Windows server (2008 or greater) 
creates an invalid configuration, however, Proteus helps to avoid this problem. If you create a 
reservation outside of a DHCP range and deploy it to a Managed Windows server (2003 or greater, or 
2008 or greater) upon deployment, the DHCP address pool in Windows expands to include the 
reservation. Any additional IP addresses created inside the enlarged range are deployed as exclusions.

Creating DHCP Reserved Addresses
If you create a DHCP reserved address in a Proteus IPv4 network without creating a DHCP range, an 
address pool is created on Windows to accommodate the reservation. If the reservation is a single IP 
address, then the corresponding address pool will be a single address as well. If you create more than 
one reserved address, the address pool is built using the two reservations as the start and end points. 

To create a DHCP reserved address:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Click the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the IP Space tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under IPv4 Blocks, create an IPv4 block.

4 In the IPv4 block, create an IPv4 network.

5 In the IPv4 network create a DHCP range.

6 On the IPv4 Network Details page, select the Addresses tab.

7 Click an IP address or select the check box for an IP address inside the DHCP range.

8 Click Action, then select Assign.

9 From the Allocation Type drop-down menu, select DHCP Reserved.

10 In the MAC Address field, enter the MAC Address of the client.

11 In the Host Name field (optional), type the DNS name of the client or select the Same As 
Zone check box.

12 In the IP Address Name field, enter a descriptive name for the reservation (optional).

13 Click Add.

As a best practice, BlueCat Networks recommends that you configure DHCP reserved addresses 
inside the DHCP range.

You can edit the IP address name and the MAC address of a DHCP reserved address, and you can 
modify device settings.
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Windows DHCP Client Deployment Options
DHCP client deployment options are used to assign information that clients require, such as the IP 
addresses of routers, DNS servers, and domain names. After you have defined vendor options and DHCP 
custom option definitions you can assign them as client options.

Mapping of Windows Options to Proteus Client Options

Windows DHCP Options in Proteus
When you import data from a Managed Windows DHCP server, any existing server-level, scope-level or 
reservation-level options are included during the import.

Proteus imports server-level options at the Managed Windows server level, whether or not you are 
importing any DHCP scopes. During re-import, any changes made to server-level options on Windows 
are changed on Proteus. 

Proteus imports scope-level options at the IP network level. Each imported option appears with a 
server association in the user interface showing the server from which the option came. If you import 
the same option from multiple servers, the option appears multiple times at the network level, each 
with a separate server association. During re-import, any changes you made to scope-level options in 
Windows are changed on Proteus.

Proteus imports reservation-level options at the DHCP-reserved level. During re-import, any changes 
you made to reservation-level options in Windows are changed on Proteus. 

Windows Options Proteus Client Options

Windows Server Options DHCP Client Options at server level for importing and deploying

Windows Scope Options DHCP Client Options at IP network level for importing and deploying

Windows Reservation Options DHCP Client Options at DHCP Reserved level

Although server-level options are inherited by DHCP scopes on Windows when deployed, the 
server-level options are not visible at the IP network level in Proteus.

While the managed server is in Read-Only mode, you cannot modify nor delete deployment 
options. You cannot add any new deployment options at the server level while the managed server 
is in Read-Only mode. 
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Reference: DHCP Client Deployment Options deployable to Managed 
Windows Servers

The following table lists the DHCP client options that Proteus can deploy to a Managed Windows DHCP 
server:

Option Code Option Name

2 Time Offset

3 Router

4 Time Server

5 IEN Name Server

6 DNS Server

7 Log Server

8 Cookie Server

9 LPR Server

10 Impress Server

11 Resource Location Server

12 Host Name

13 Boot Size

14 Merit Dump File

15 Domain Name

16 Swap Server

17 Root Path

18 Extensions Path

19 IP Forwarding

20 Non-local Source Routing

21 Policy Filter Masks

22 Max Datagram Reassembly

23 Default IP Time-to-live

24 Path MTU Aging Timeout

25 Path MTU Plateau Table

26 Interface MTU

27 All Subnets Local

28 Broadcast Address

29 Perform Mask Discovery

30 Mask Supplier
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31 Router Discovery

32 Router Solicitation Address

33 Static Routes

34 Trailer Encapsulation

35 ARP Cache Timeout

36 IEEE 802.3 Encapsulation

37 Default TCP Time-to-live

38 TCP Keep Alive Interval

39 TCP Keep Alive Garbage

40 NIS Domain

41 NIS Server

42 NTP Server

43 Vendor Encapsulated Options

44 WINS/NBNS Server

45 NetBIOS over TCP/IP NBDD

46 WINS/NBT Node Type

47 NetBIOS Scope ID

48 X-Window Font Server

49 X-Window Display Manager

64 NIS+ Domain Name

65 NIS+ Server

66 TFTP Server Name

67 Boot File Name

68 Mobile IP Home Agents

69 Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTP) Server

70 Post Office Protocol (POP3) Server

71 Network News Transport Protocol (NNTP) Server

72 World Wide Web (WWW) Servers

73 Finger Server

74 Internet Relay Chat (IRC) Server

75 Street Talk Server

76 Street Talk Directory Assistance (STDA) Server

150 TFTP Server Address

Option Code Option Name
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Configuring Windows DHCP Client Options
You can assign DHCP client options at several levels within Proteus: 

• Configuration—options assigned at this level are inherited by all child objects including new 
servers, networks, and DHCP reservations.

• Server—options assigned at this level are deployed to Managed Windows servers as server-level 
options, and inherited by scopes.

• IP Block—options assigned at this level are inherited by all child networks in Proteus and are 
deployed to Managed Windows servers as scope-level options.

• IP Network—options assigned at this level are deployed to Managed Windows servers as scope-
level options.

• DHCP Reserved—options assigned at this level are deployed to Managed Windows servers as 
Reservation-level options.

• DHCP Range—options assigned at this level are not deployed to a Managed Windows DHCP 
server. This is because you cannot assign options to DHCP pools in Windows.

For more information on DHCP options in Proteus, refer to DHCPv4 Deployment Options on page 263.

To create a DHCP client deployment option:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the Deployment Options tab.

4 Under Deployment Options, click New, then select DHCP Client Option. The Add DHCP Client 
Deployment Option page appears.

176 IP Telephone

252 WPAD URL

DHCP options set at Configuration level override those set at the server level. If you add the same 
option at the server level it is ignored.

Option Code Option Name
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5 Under General, select the option from the drop-down menu and set its parameters:

Option—select a DHCP client deployment option. When you select an option, parameter fields 
for the option appear.

6 Under Servers, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server select Specific Server, and then select a server 
from the drop-down menu.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another client deployment option.

Setting Conflict Detection
The Conflict detection attempts parameter on a Windows DHCP server instructs the server to attempt 
to ping the IP address it is about to assign to determine if the IP address is already in use. This helps to 
prevent duplicate IP addresses on the network. In Windows, this parameter takes the number of pings 
as its value.

In Proteus, you set the Conflict Detection option at the server level.

To set Conflict Detection:

1 Select the server for which you want to add the Conflict Detection option.

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Under Deployment Options, click New, then select DHCP Service Option. The Add DHCP 
Service Deployment Option page appears.

4 From the Options drop-down menu, select Update Conflict Detection.

5 Select the Enabled check box.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add.

For more information on configuring DHCP Service options, refer to Setting DHCPv4 Service 
Deployment Options on page 264.

The Proteus Ping Check option also modifies the Conflict Detection parameter in Windows. You can 
set Ping Check at different levels. However, unlike the Conflict Detection option, you can only use 
the Ping Check option to enable or disable Conflict Detection.
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Windows DHCP Custom Options
DHCP custom options are useful when you are working with software or devices that need a 
nonstandard DHCP option. DHCP custom options in Proteus are called pre-defined options in Windows 
Server 2003/2008/2012 or greater.

A pre-defined option in Windows contains three mandatory fields: name, data type, and code, and one 
optional field: description. In Proteus custom options have five mandatory fields: 

• Option Code 

• Name 

• Display Name 

• Description

• Type

Custom option types are named differently in Proteus and on Windows. The following table shows the 
custom option equivalents across the two systems. 

Pre-defined DHCP Options in Proteus
Proteus imports pre-defined option definitions as DHCP Custom Option Definitions. These appear on a 
configuration’s DHCP Settings tab. Custom option definitions are not subject to reconciliation during 
re-imports. If you need to modify the option code or option type in Windows while the server is in 
Read-Only mode, you must delete the custom option definition in Proteus, and then re-import the data 
from the Managed Windows server.

In Windows DHCP, if an option is not defined, you must create a new pre-defined option definition for 
it. After you create the definition, you can assign the option at the server, scope, or reservation levels. 

Mapping of Proteus Custom Option Types to Windows Pre-defined Option Types

Custom Option Type Proteus Windows Server 2003—2012 or greater

IPv4 Address IPv4 Address IP Address

Text Text String

Unsigned 8-bit Integer Unsigned Integer 8bit Byte

Unsigned 16-bit Integer Unsigned Integer 16bit Word

Unsigned 32-bit Integer Unsigned Integer 32bit Long

Unsigned 64-bit Integer Unsigned 64-bit Integer (Windows) Long Integer

Signed 8-bit Integer Signed Integer 8bit No Equivalent

Signed 16-bit Integer Signed Integer 16bit No Equivalent

Signed 32-bit Integer Signed Integer 32bit No Equivalent

Boolean Boolean No equivalent

IPv4 Mask IPv4 Mask IP Address

String String No equivalent

Binary Binary (Windows) Binary

Encapsulated Encapsulated (Windows) Encapsulated
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While there are many examples of options that do not exist in Windows DHCP as options, three are of 
particular interest: 150 (TFTP server), 176 (IP Telephones), and 252 (WPAD).

In Proteus these options are used frequently, so they have been built into the system and are available 
for assignment as DHCP client deployment options. Because these option codes already exist in 
Proteus, you cannot create new custom option definitions for them in the Proteus UI, and you cannot 
import them into Proteus as new custom option definitions. However, although the definitions are 
ignored during import, assignments of these pre-defined options (server, scope or reservation levels) 
are included as part of the import. 

Assignments of these pre-defined options are imported into Proteus. As with other options, server-
level options are imported at the server level, scope-level options are imported at the network level, 
and reservation-level options are imported at the DHCP reserved address level.

You create DHCP custom option definitions from a configuration’s DHCP Settings tab. After you 
create a custom option definition, it is available as a DHCP client option. 

Creating DHCP Custom Option Definitions
You create DHCP custom option definitions in Proteus from the DHCP Settings tab. After you create a 
custom option definition, you can assign it at the various levels within Proteus as a DHCP client option.

To add a DHCP custom option definition:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the DHCP Settings tab.

4 Expand the DHCP Custom Option Definition section and click New. The Add DHCP Custom 
Option Definition page opens.

5 Under General, define the custom option:

▪ Option Code—select the DHCP option code number.

▪ Name—type a descriptive name for the custom option. The name cannot begin with a 
number and cannot contain spaces.

▪ Display Name—enter the name which will be displayed on....

▪ Description—describe the purpose or reason for this custom option.

▪ Type—select a type from the drop-down list:

▪ IPv4 Address

▪ Text

▪ Unsigned Integer 8bit

▪ Signed Integer 8bit

▪ Unsigned Integer 16bit

▪ Signed Integer 16bit

If a deployment to a Read-Write server includes options 150, 176, or 252, the Proteus name for the 
option definition overwrites the pre-defined option definition name in Windows.

Option assignments that have invalid values because they have custom definitions with an 
incompatible type are ignored (and logged).
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▪ Unsigned Integer 32bit

▪ Signed Integer 32bit

▪ Unsigned Integer 64bit (Windows)

▪ Boolean

▪ IPv4 mask

▪ String

▪ Binary (Windows)

▪ Encapsulated (Windows)

▪ Allow Multiple—this checkbox appears when you select IPv4 Address from the Type drop-
down list. When you select the checkbox, multiple addresses are permitted in the option. 
When it is not selected, only a single address is permitted in the option.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add to add the custom option and return to the DHCP Settings tab, or click Add Next to 
add another custom option. 

Assigning DHCP Custom Options
You can assign a DHCP custom option at any level where a native DHCP client deployment option can 
be assigned. 

To assign a DHCP custom option:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the level at which you wish to assign the option.

3 Click the Deployment Options tab.

4 Under Deployment Options, click New, then select DHCP Client Option. The Add DHCP Client 
Deployment Option page opens.

5 Under General, select the option and set its parameters.

▪ Option—select the DHCP custom option from the list. After you select an option, 
parameters fields for the option appear. Type information in the fields to define the option.

6 Under Servers, select the servers to which the option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server select Specific Server, and then select a server 
from the drop-down menu.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the custom option and return to the Deployment Options tab. 

During deployment, Proteus ignores custom options that are not supported in Windows.

You can add DHCP custom options in other places including network and DHCP reserved addresses.
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Windows DHCP Vendor Profiles
The Proteus equivalent of a Windows DHCP vendor class is a vendor profile. In Proteus, a DHCP Vendor 
Profile allows you to assign options to DHCP clients based on a vendor-supplied identifier. A vendor 
profile is the container that stores a specific set of DHCP vendor options. Devices such as IP phones or 
set-top boxes often use DHCP options that are device–specific. A vendor profile allows you to create 
and collect one or more unique deployment options into a single entity, and then assign these options 
where required.

When you have created the vendor profile and populated it with the appropriate options, you can 
assign these options at any level where DHCP client deployment options can be assigned.

You can import vendor classes from a Managed Windows DHCP server. You can also configure vendor 
profiles on Proteus and deploy them to a Managed Windows DHCP server.

Mapping of Proteus options to Windows options

DHCP Vendor Classes in Proteus

Proteus imports Windows vendor class definitions as vendor profile definitions. You can view these 
imported definitions on the Administration page. Vendor profiles are not affected by reconciliation 
during re-imports. All re-imports of the same vendor profile are ignored, even if they have been 
changed on the Managed Windows server. If you need to re-import a modified vendor class definition, 
you must delete the vendor profile in Proteus, and then re-import the data from the Managed Windows 
server.

Mapping of Proteus Vendor Profiles to Windows Vendor Classes

Custom Option Type Proteus Windows Server 2003—2008

IPv4 Address IPv4 Address IP Address

Text Text String

Unsigned 8-bit Integer Unsigned Integer 8bit Byte

Unsigned 16-bit Integer Unsigned Integer 16bit Word

Unsigned 32-bit Integer Unsigned Integer 32bit Long

Unsigned 64-bit Integer Unsigned 64-bit Integer (Windows) Long Integer

Signed 8-bit Integer Signed Integer 8bit No Equivalent

Signed 16-bit Integer Signed Integer 16bit No Equivalent

Signed 32-bit Integer Signed Integer 32bit No Equivalent

Boolean Boolean No equivalent

IPv4 Mask IPv4 Mask IP Address

String String No equivalent

Binary Binary (Windows) Binary

Encapsulated Encapsulated (Windows) Encapsulated
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Configuring DHCP Vendor Profiles
In Proteus you configure vendor profiles from the Administration page. Any profiles that you import or 
create are considered to be global in Proteus and you can use them in any Proteus configuration. This 
also means that vendor profile definitions are deployed to any Managed Windows DHCP server. 

To create a DHCP vendor profile:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Administration tab.

3 Under Data Management, click DHCP Server Settings. The DHCP Server Settings page opens.

4 Click Vendor Profiles. The DHCP Vendor Profiles page opens.

5 Under Vendor Profiles, click New.The Add DHCP Vendor Profile page opens.

6 Under General, complete the following:

▪ Identifier—enter the device’s vendor identifier.

▪ Name—enter a name for the vendor profile. This name is a user-friendly identifier and does 
not provide any DHCP functionality.

▪ Description—enter a description of the vendor profile

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add.

After you create the vendor profile, you must configure the individual options that form the device 
settings.

Setting Windows DHCP Lease Times
The default lease time on a Windows DHCP server is 8 days. If you deploy a configuration with DHCP 
data without setting the Default Lease Time deployment option, the lease time associated with DHCP 
scopes is not modified.

To set the lease time in Proteus:

1 Select the level at which you want to set the lease time.

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DHCP Service Option. The Add DHCP Service Deployment Option page 
opens.

4 From the Options drop-down menu, select Default Lease Time.

5 In the Length of Time field, enter a value. From the drop–down menu, select a unit of time 
(Seconds, Minutes, Hours, or Days).

6 Under Servers, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server select Specific Server, and then select a server 
from the drop-down list.

7 Click Add to assign the option.

To set an Unlimited duration, set the maximum value (4,294,967,295 seconds) at the Default 
Lease time option.
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Windows DHCP and Dynamic DNS
By default, Windows DHCP is configured to dynamically update PTR records on behalf of client 
computers. Clients capable of dynamically updating their own records attempt to update DNS on their 
own. You can change this default behavior so that the DHCP server updates both the host records and 
the PTR records on behalf of clients. The following table shows Windows DHCP settings for controlling 
Dynamic DNS updates and their Proteus equivalents.

Configuring DDNS from Windows DHCP servers
On a Windows server, you can configure DDNS settings at the DHCP server (or IPv4 node in Windows 
2008 or greater) scope, or reservation levels. Proteus imports DDNS settings at several levels: 

• Settings configured at the server level are imported at the server level. 

• Settings configured at the scope level are imported at the network level. 

• Settings configured at the reservation level are imported at the DHCP reserved IP address 
level.

To enable dynamic updates from a Windows DHCP server:

1 Navigate to the level at which you want to set the option. You can set this option at either 
the configuration or server levels.

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DHCP Service Option. The Add DHCP Service Deployment Option page 
opens.

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select DDNS Updates.

5 Select the Enabled check box.

6 Under Servers, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server select Specific Server, then select a server from the 
drop-down menu.

7 Click Add.

When a Windows DHCP lease expires, Windows does not notify Proteus of the expiry. After 
Windows deletes the expired lease, Windows notifies Proteus of the change and Proteus deletes 
the lease in its database and in the Proteus web interface. The result is that the lease information 
shown in Proteus may be slightly behind actual conditions on the Windows server. That is, expired 
DHCP leases may not be reported to Proteus until several minutes after the lease expires.

DHCP Setting in Windows Proteus Service Deployment Option

DDNS—Enable DNS dynamic updates DDNS Updates—enabled

DDNS—Disable DNS dynamic updates DDNS Updates—disabled

DDNS—Dynamically update DNS A and PTR records only if 
requested by the DHCP Clients

Client Updates—enabled

DDNS—Always dynamically update DNS A and PTR records Client Updates—disabled
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To disable dynamic updates from a Windows DHCP server:

1 Navigate to the level where you want to set the option. You can set this option at either the 
configuration or server levels.

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DHCP Service Option. The Add DHCP Service Deployment Option page 
opens.

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select DDNS Updates.

5 Deselect the Enabled check box.

6 Under Servers, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server select Specific Server, then select a server from the 
drop-down menu.

7 Click Add.

To configure a Windows DHCP server to update only a client’s PTR records:

1 Navigate to the level at which you want to set the option. You can set this option at either 
the configuration or server levels.

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DHCP Service Option. The Add DHCP Service Deployment Option page 
opens.

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select Client Updates.

5 Select the Enabled check box.

6 Under Servers, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server select Specific Server, then select a server from the 
drop-down menu.

7 Click Add.

To configure a Windows DHCP server to update a client’s host and PTR records:

1 Navigate to the configuration or server level.

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DHCP Service Option. The Add DHCP Service Deployment Option page 
opens.

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select Client Updates.

5 Clear the Enabled check box.

6 In the Servers section, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server select Specific Server, then select a server from the 
drop-down menu.

7 Click Add.
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Managing Windows DNS
This section explains how Proteus manages Windows DNS servers. In Proteus, a DNS view is the parent 
object for DNS zones. Although Windows does not support views, you must create a view in Proteus 
before you can import or deploy DNS data.

Proteus provides an environment from which you can manage all of your Windows DNS servers. Proteus 
manages the following types of DNS data:

• Forward zones and resource records

• Reverse zones (for deployment only)

• Server-level and zone-level settings

• Stub zones

• Conditional forwarding

• Delegation

In both Read-Only and Read-Write modes, Managed Windows DNS servers send Dynamic DNS (DDNS) 
resource records to Proteus using a notification mechanism, which ensures that this information is up-
to-date in Proteus.

Windows DNS Deployment Roles
Proteus uses DNS deployment roles to determine the zone type and the server that is hosting the zone. 
Deployment roles are also used to create Name Server (NS) and glue resource records on a DNS server. 
Proteus does not display NS or glue records in the web interface. To publish NS and glue records to DNS 
zones running on a Windows DNS server, you add the deployment role at the zone level. 

For example, to create a standard primary zone on a Windows server, you add the Master deployment 
role at the zone (or parent view) level in Proteus. During deployment, the NS record (and glue where 
applicable) is added to the zone. You add deployment roles for forward zones roles at either the zone 
or view level. 

You can create eight types of deployment roles in Proteus. 

Proteus imports deployment roles at the zone level during the import process.

Proteus Deployment Role Windows Zone

Master Deployment role Standard Primary

Hidden Master Deployment role Standard Primary with no NS record published in zone

Slave Deployment role Standard Secondary

Stealth Slave Deployment role Standard Secondary with no NS record published in zone

AD-integrated Master Deployment role Standard Primary stored in Active Directory

Forwarding Zone Deployment role Conditional Forwarding

Stub Deployment role Standard Primary Stub 

None Deployment role Clears all data from the server to which it is applied.

Proteus does not support Stub zones or conditional forwarding stored in Active Directory. These 
zone types are not imported, and they are not affected during deployment.
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Deployment Roles for Forward Zones
When you assign deployment roles at the view level in Proteus they are inherited by all child zones 
(unless overridden by a different role at the zone level). Similarly, if you assign a deployment role at 
the zone level, any sub-zones inherit it. For example, if you assigned the AD-integrated Master 
deployment role to a zone named example.com and a child zone named subzone.example.com also 
existed in Proteus, the child zone would inherit the AD-integrated Master deployment role. On the next 
deployment, both zones would be created on Windows.

Deployment Roles for Reverse Zones
Proteus does not display in-addr.arpa zones in the user interface. Instead, you set deployment roles at 
the block, or network levels to deploy reverse space.

Importing DNS Data into Proteus
In order to bring Windows DNS data from a Windows server into Proteus, you must perform an import 
operation.

Proteus can import the following types of objects:

• Zones

• Resource Records

• Server-level settings (including Recursion and Forwarding)

• Zone-level settings (including Allow Zone Transfer, Notify and Dynamic Update)

• Delegation

• Conditional Forwarding

You need to complete several tasks in Proteus before you can import DNS data:

• Add a DDW server to Proteus.

• Add the Managed Windows server to Proteus (In Read-Only mode).

• Create IPv4 parent blocks and IPv4 networks for every host Resource Record that Proteus needs 
to import.

Parent IP blocks and IP networks must exist in Proteus before you can import DNS host records from a 
Managed Windows server. If the network does not exist, Proteus does not import the host record. 
Similarly, parent IPv6 blocks and networks must exist before you can import AAAA records.

For example, if you wanted to import host1.example.com which pointed to the IP address 
192.168.1.50, you would first need to create the 192.168.1.0/24 (or something similar). 

While it is possible to assign a deployment role for the same DNS server to zones in two or more 
different views, only the view associated with the Managed server will be deployed. If you have 
enabled the Data Checker, the following warning will be displayed: Conflicting DNS Deployment 
Roles on Managed Windows server. For more information about enabling the Data Checker, refer 
to the Proteus Administration Guide. 

You must be logged in to Proteus as an Administrator before you can import data from Managed 
Windows servers.

When you import DNS data, Proteus creates the Top Level Domains automatically. 
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For more information about creating IP Blocks and Networks, refer to IP Address Space on page 169.

DNS data is imported on a server-by-server basis. You do not need to create DNS zones in Proteus 
before starting to import data; the zones are created during the import process.

After you have switched the Managed Windows server to Read-Write mode you may use the data in its 
unmodified state, or you can configure it in Proteus, and then deploy it to the Managed Windows 
server. After the import process has finished and you have validated the data, you should change the 
Managed Windows server to Read-Write mode. 

To import DNS data:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Server, click the Managed Windows Server that contains the DNS data you want to 
import. The server’s Details tab opens.

3 Click the server name, and then select Import. The Import Configuration Details page opens.

4 Under General, select the Import DNS configuration check box.

5 Leave the Re-import Resource Records check box clear.

6 Click Import. The server’s Details tab opens.

All zones (including child objects) and all server level options are imported. 

You must deploy your data immediately after you switch a Managed Windows server to Read-Write 
mode.

The Import option appears in the drop-down menu only when the Details tab is selected on the 
Server page.
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DNS resource records are not part of subsequent imports, instead, resource records are sent 
from the Windows DNS server into Proteus through a notification mechanism. 

Viewing DNS Import Logs
After the DNS data is imported, view the import log to see the results of the most recent import.

To view the DNS Import Log:

• Click the server name, and then select View DNS Import Log. The View Import Log page opens.

The log shows the following information:

▪ Started—the time at which you started importing data.

▪ Finished—the time at which you finished importing data.

▪ Added—items successfully imported from the Managed Windows server.

▪ Skipped—items ignored during the import, including a reason.

▪ Failed—items unsuccessfully imported from the Managed Windows server.

Resource records are not imported during subsequent imports of the same zone. You may need to 
re-import resource records if a problem occurred that took a DDW server offline and Proteus was 
unable to receive notifications. In this case you can re synchronize the Resource Record data by 
selecting the Re-import Resource Records check box. Selecting this check box clears the 
resource records from all zones, and then re-imports them.
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To view the Imported zones:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under DNS Views, click the view. The DNS View page opens.

3 Under Top Level Domains, click the top level domain. The DNS Zone page opens.

The Sub Zones tab shows the newly imported zone.

The Editable State for the imported zone appears with a value of Read-Only.

Working with Imported DNS Data
You cannot modify imported DNS zone data or server-level settings in Proteus while the Managed 
Windows server is in Read-Only mode. This ensures consistency between the data on the Managed 
Windows server and its representation in Proteus. You can manipulate the zone data after you 
switch the server to Read-Write mode.

What makes a zone Read-Only?
The mode of the Master server, or AD-integrated elect determines whether the zone is Read-Only or 
Read-Write. For example, if the server with the master role is in Read-Only mode and one or more of 
the servers with the slave roles are in Read-Write mode, the zone is still considered to be a Read-Only 
zone.

It is still possible to add resource records to a Read-Only zone using the Bulk DNS Import feature. 
To return the zone data to a consistent state with that of the Windows DNS server, re-import DNS 
and select the Re-import Resource Records check box. 
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Working with DNS zones
A DNS zone of authority represents part of the DNS namespace (public or internal) that is managed by 
one or more DNS servers. DNS zones contain resource records and can have settings applied to them. 
You can import DNS zones from a Read-Only Windows DNS server, or you can create DNS zones from 
Proteus and deploy them to a Managed Windows DNS server. 

DNS Zones in Proteus
All DNS zones from a Read-Only Managed Windows server are imported into a view that you specified 
when you added the DNS server. The following objects are added in Proteus during an import:

• All supported resource records, provided the IP networks exist in Proteus (in the case of host 
records).

• Zone level settings are added as DNS deployment options at the zone level.

• Server level settings are added as DNS deployment options at the server level.

• The appropriate deployment role or roles are added at the zone level.

Other DNS server objects are created at the server level for any DNS servers not under Proteus 
control, or for any Managed Windows DNS servers that you have not added yet. 

For information on adding, editing, and deleting DNS zones, refer to Adding DNS Zones on page 337.

Master zones
A Master zone in Proteus is the equivalent of a standard primary zone in Windows. To deploy a master 
zone from Proteus, you must assign a Master deployment role at the zone level, its parent zone or the 
DNS view within which it is contained. In Proteus, while you add resource records to any zone, only 
zones assigned the Master or AD-Integrated Master deployment role deploy the resource records.

Importing Standard Primary Zones in Proteus
During the import of a standard primary zone (a primary zone not stored in Active Directory) the server 
hosting the primary copy of the zone is assigned the Master deployment role, and Proteus adds a Slave 
deployment role for every additional name server found in the Name Servers tab.

Proteus does not support importing or deploying of root zones from Windows servers. If a Windows 
DNS configuration contains a root zone, Proteus ignores it during the import process and during 
deployment.

All subsequent imports of the same zone do not include updates to resource records. Resource 
records are updated through notifications. You can choose to delete existing resource records and 
re-import during our import operation.
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Deployment roles need to be a associated with server, so Proteus assigns a server to every imported 
deployment role. If server objects representing the slave servers already exists in Proteus, then the 
imported deployment roles are associated with those existing server objects. If server objects for 
these name servers do not exist, the import process creates Other DNS Servers and associates them 
with the newly imported deployment roles.

Deploying Master zones
If a zone has been assigned the Master deployment role, it is deployed to Windows as a standard 
primary zone.

To assign a master deployment role:

1 Click the zone name.

2 Click the Deployment Roles tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Role.

4 From the Type drop-down menu, select Master.

5 Under Server Interfaces, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

6 Click the server to which you want to assign the role. The Server Interfaces section opens.

7 Click the server interface to which you want to assign the role, then click Add.

8 Click Add to add the deployment role and return to the DNS Zone tab, or click Add Next to add 
another deployment option.

Slave zones
A slave zone is the equivalent of a standard secondary zone in Windows. To deploy a slave zone from 
Proteus, you must assign a Slave deployment role at the zone level; its parent zone, or the DNS view 
within which it is contained. 

Importing Secondary Zones
During the import of a standard secondary zone the server from which you are importing is assigned 
the Slave deployment role. Proteus identifies the zone’s Master name server and assigns that server to 
the Master deployment role at the zone-level. If the server object representing the Master already 
exists in Proteus, it is used for the deployment role. If the server object was not previously added or 
imported, a new Other DNS Server is created and is used for the deployment role.

Deploying Slave Zones
If you assign the Slave deployment role to zone, it is deployed to Windows as a standard secondary 
zone.

To assign a slave deployment role:

1 Click the zone name.

A Master zone is not deployed if all of the following conditions are true:

• The master zone is empty in the Proteus user interface (it does not contain resource records).
• The master zone has not been managed (imported or deployed) by the DDW server.
• The same name master zone already exists on the target Windows server.
• The existing zone has records (other than SOA and NS records) shown on the MMC console.
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2 Click the Deployment Roles tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Role.

4 From the Type drop-down menu, select Slave.

5 Under Server Interfaces, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

6 Click the server to which you want to assign the role. The Server Interfaces section opens.

7 Click the Server Interface.

8 Click the server interface to which you want to assign the role, then click Add.

9 Click Add to add the deployment role and return to the DNS Zone tab, or click Add Next to add 
another deployment option.

Configuring a Secondary Zone as a Master
You may want to configure a DNS server hosting a secondary copy of a zone to be the master for 
another secondary server. For example, Server1 (located in North America) hosts the primary copy of 
the example.com zone. Server2 and Server3, (located in Europe) host secondary copies of the zone. 

While it is not uncommon to configure both European servers to request zone transfers from the single 
master, configuring Server2 to be the master for Server3 can save bandwidth because the distance 
between the two European servers is much less than the distance between Server1 and Server3.

By default, all secondary servers (known as slaves in Proteus) are configured to point to a single server 
as master. However, you can configure a slave to be the master for another slave using the following 
procedure:

1 Add the IP address of the slave acting as master in the Zone Transfer interface.

2 Add the Allow Zone Transfer deployment option to the slave acting as a master.

3 Add the Notify and Notify Additional Servers deployment options to the slave acting as a 
master.

To configure the zone transfer interface:

1 Navigate to the IP block, IP network, view, or zone for which you want to add the Slave 
Deployment Role. 

2 Click the Deployment Roles tab.

3 Click New, and then select DNS Role. The Add DNS Role page appears.

4 From the Type drop-down menu select Slave.

5 Under Server Interface, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page 
appears.

6 Click the server name, and then select the option for the server interface you want to use.

7 Click Add.

8 Under Zone Transfers, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

You can assign a slave deployment role to a server, but the zone is not deployed to the Managed 
Windows server until you add a Master or AD-integrated master deployment role to the zone.

Proteus is not able to import this configuration. After importing the zone data from all three 
servers, you must configure the Zone Transfer interface in Proteus.
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9 Click the name of the server that should hold the master role, and then select the option for 
the server interface you want to use.

10 Click Add.

11 Click Add at the bottom of the page.

Creating Reverse Zones
The Proteus web interface does not display reverse DNS zones. You can view in-addr.arpa zones and 
PTR records by using the MMC, or by querying them using DNS utilities such as nslookup or dig. A PTR 
record is automatically created for each host record in a forward zone if the Reverse Record 
checkbox is selected and you have configured the necessary deployment roles. 

Setting deployment roles at IP Block or Network levels
To create reverse zones on an Adonis DNS server under Proteus control, you must add DNS deployment 
roles at either the IP block or IP network. Just as forward zones are not created on managed DNS 
servers until you configure deployment roles at either the view or zone levels, reverse zones are not 
created until you have set a deployment role at either the IP network or block level. 

The following examples illustrate this point. For these examples, assume the following tasks are 
complete:

• You have created a configuration with at least one DNS server object.

• You have created a 192.168.0.0/16 IP block object and a 192.168.103.0/24 IP network object. 

• You have created a view named default and a zone named example.com.

• The deployment role of master is set at the view level.

• The example.com zone is marked as deployable.

Example1—Setting deployment role an IP block

1 Assign a deployment role of master at the 192.168.0.0/16 block level. Upon deployment, the 
168.192.in-addr.arpa zone is created on the Adonis server. 

2 Create a host record named test in the example.com zone that resolves to 192.168.103.50. 

3 Deploy the configuration.

Result: The PTR record 50.103 is created in the 168.192.in-addr.arpa zone. All PTR records are 
created with a two octet notation.
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Example 2—Setting deployment role an IP network

1 Remove the deployment role at the 192.168.0.0/16 block level.

2 Assign a deployment role of Master at the 192.168.103 IP network level. 

3 Deploy the configuration. Upon deployment, a 103.168.192.in-addr.arpa zone is created on 
the Adonis server.

Result: The PTR record, 50 is created in the 103.168.192.in-addr.arpa zone. All PTR records in this 
zone are written out with a single-octet notation.

Configuring Forwarding zones
You can configure a DNS server to forward queries to specific forwarders on a zone-by-zone basis. In 
Windows this is known as conditional forwarding. In Proteus, this is known as a forwarding zone.

When you import a conditional forwarder from a Managed Windows DNS server, the following data is 
added during the import process: 

• The zone with two deployment roles: a forwarder role assigned to the Managed Windows 
server, and a Master role assigned to the other DNS server (assuming that the Master is not 
managed from Proteus). 

• An Other DNS server object that represents the external DNS server. 

To create a forwarding zone:

1 Create an Other DNS server in Proteus. This external server represents the server hosting the 
destination zone for the forwarded queries.

2 Create the DNS zone in Proteus. The DNS zone represents the destination zone for the 
forwarded queries.

3 Assign the Master deployment role to the server hosting the forwarding zone.

4 OPTIONAL—Assign the Slave deployment role to any additional servers that will be forwarding 
the query.

5 Assign the Forwarder deployment role to the server hosting the forwarding zone.

To assign deployment roles for a forwarding zone:

1 Navigate to the forwarding zone’s Deployment Roles tab.

2 Click New, and then select DNS Role. The Add DNS Role page opens.

3 Under Role, from the Type drop-down menu, select Master.

4 Under Server Interface, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

5 Click the name of an Other DNS server. A list of server interfaces opens. 

6 Select the server interface you want to use, and then click Add.

7 On the Add DNS Role page, click Add Next.

8 Under Role, from the Type drop-down menu, select Forwarder.

9 Under Server Interface, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

10 Click the name of the server you want to host the forwarding zone. A list of server interfaces 
opens. 

Proteus does not support Conditional Forwarding zones stored in Active Directory, so it cannot 
import them or deploy them. However, any Conditional Forwarding zones stored in Active 
Directory are not affected during deployment. 
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11 Select the server interface, and then click Add.

12 Click Add to add the server and return to the Servers tab, or click Add Next to add another role.

Stub zones
Stub zones are similar to forwarding zones because they allow your server to send recursive queries 
directly to specific DNS servers. However, whereas a forwarding zone is just an entry in a configuration 
file, a stub zone is an actual zone file. It is named for the fact that it represents a stub of the actual 
authoritative master zone located on a different DNS server. A stub zone contains the authoritative 
zone’s SOA record, NS records, and possibly the glue records. The server hosting the stub zone gets 
these records from the master name server holding the authoritative zone. In Proteus, this zone type is 
often used with Other DNS servers (external DNS servers), where the Other DNS server represents the 
authoritative master.

Importing stub zones
When you import a stub zone from a Managed Windows DNS server, the following data is added during 
the import process: 

• The zone with two deployment roles: a stub role assigned to the Managed Windows server, and 
a Master role assigned to the other DNS server (assuming that the Master is not managed from 
Proteus). 

• An Other DNS server object that represents the external DNS server.

For more information on Other DNS servers, refer to Other DNS Servers on page 591.

Configuring stub zones
Configuring a stub zone involves the following:

1 Create an Other DNS server representing the master DNS server.

2 Create a zone in Proteus to represent the authoritative zone.

3 Assign the Master deployment role to the external server.

4 Assign the Stub deployment role to the Adonis server hosting the stub zone.

The DNS server hosting the stub zone contacts the master name server and updates the zone with SOA, 
NS, and glue records at regular intervals. In this view, the DNS server hosting the stub zone is kept up-
to-date of any changes to the name server and glue records.

When a client queries a stub server, the server sends a recursive query to one of the authoritative DNS 
servers listed in the stub zone. The authoritative server responds to the server hosting the stub zone. 
The stub server then responds to the client.

Proteus does not support Stub Zones stored in Active Directory, so it cannot import them or deploy 
them. However, any stub zones stored in Active Directory are not affected during deployment. 

Because stub zones require recursion, recursion is automatically enabled when you deploy a 
configuration with a stub zone.
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To assign a stub deployment role:

1 Click the zone name. The DNS Zone page opens.

2 Click the Deployment Roles tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Role. The Add DNS Role page opens.

4 From the Type drop-down menu, select Stub.

5 Under Server Interface, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

6 Under Servers, click a server name. 

7 Under Server Interfaces, select the radio button for the server interface you wish to use.

8 Click Add. The selected server interface appears in the Server Interface section.

9 Click Add Next at the bottom of the page.

10 From the Type drop-down menu, select Master.

11 Under Server Interface, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

12 Under Servers, click a server name.

13 Under Server Interfaces, select the radio button for the server interface you wish to use.

14 Click Add. The selected server interface appears in the Server Interface section.

15 Click Add at the bottom of the page. The Stub role appears on the DNS Zone page.
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Working with Active Directory
This section describes how to manage Active Directory zones, deployment roles, and the Active 
Directory-Elect (AD-Elect) Server.

Setting the Active Directory Integrated Master
An AD-integrated zone in Proteus is the equivalent of an Active Directory-Integrated zone in Windows. 
During import, standard primary zones stored in Active Directory are imported with the AD-integrated 
Master deployment role. Similarly, if you assign the AD integrated Master deployment role to a zone 
and then deploy the zone, it will be created as an Active Directory-Integrated zone in Windows.

To assign an AD-integrated master deployment role:

1 Click the zone name.

2 Click the Deployment Roles tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Role.

4 From the Type drop-down menu, select AD integrated Master.

5 Under Server Interfaces, click Select Server Interface. The Select Server Interface page opens.

6 Click the server to which you want to assign the role. The Server Interfaces section opens.

7 Click the server interface to which you want to assign the role, then click Add.

8 Click Add to add the deployment role and return to the DNS Zone tab, or click Add Next to add 
another deployment option.

Importing Active Directory Integrated Zones
When you import an AD-integrated zone into Proteus, the server from which you are importing is 
assigned the AD-Integrated Master deployment role for the zone. Any additional Name Server records 
present in the zone are imported as Slave Deployment roles. This is because Proteus cannot determine 
whether or not zones on the additional name servers are stored in Active Directory, or are slave zones.

For example, assume that you have two servers (server1.example.com, and server2.example.com) 
hosting an AD-integrated zone. If you import from server1 first, the import process assigns the zone 
two DNS deployment roles: server1 is assigned the AD-integrated Master zone and server2 is assigned 
the Slave deployment role. This is because the import process uses the Name server records to build 
the list of roles. After the initial import from Windows 1 the roles appear in the Deployment Roles 
section of the DNS Zone page.

An AD-integrated master zone is not deployed if all of the following conditions are true:

• The master zone is empty in the Proteus user interface.
• The master zone has not been managed (imported or deployed) by the DDW server.
• The same name master zone already exists on the target Windows server.
• The existing zone has records (other than SOA and NS records) shown on the MMC console.
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When you import from server2, the Slave deployment role changes to AD-Integrated Master. After you 
import from server1 and server2, both deployment roles are set to AD-Integrated Master.

Configuring the AD-Elect server

Microsoft Active Directory uses a multi-master replication model in which data can be written to any 
zone that is stored in Active Directory. A Windows administrator can manage any writable copy of a 
zone from the MMC. Proteus on the other hand, users a deployment model in which resource record 
data is deployed to a designated Active Directory integrated zone. After deploying the data to the 
designated servers, Windows replicates it to the other zones. Proteus includes a feature called AD-
Elect which allows the administrator to designate the server to which the data should be deployed.

Only one DNS server can be designated as the AD-elect per zone. When configuring the zone, the user 
determines which server should be AD-Elect. During an import, the first server from which we import is 
the AD-Elect server. 

The AD-Elect status has implications for Read-Only and Read-Write mode. In Read-Only mode, the AD-
Elect status determines the server from which Proteus receives resource records during the import and 
notification processes. In Read-Write mode, Proteus deploys resource records to the server with the 
elect status only.

Moving the AD-Elect Role
You can move the AD-Elect deployment role one server to another in both Read-Only and Read Write 
modes. 

To move AD-Elect role to a different server:

1 Select the Servers tab.Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Click the server that holds the Elect Role. The server details page opens.

3 Click the AD-Integrated Roles tab.

4 Under Elected Roles, select the check boxes of the zones for which you want to move the 
Elect status.

5 Click Action, then select Move Elect Status. The Move Elect Status page open.

6 Under Elect to Server, select the destination server from the Managed Windows server drop-
down menu.

It is important to import from all servers that are hosting copies of the zone before you switch to 
Read-Write mode and deploy. Otherwise, you could deploy the Slave deployment role to a domain 
controller, which would switch the zone to Secondary.

You cannot delete an AD-Elect deployment role, or delete a server that holds the AD-Elect 
deployment role if there are other servers that have AD-Elect deployment roles for the same zone. 
You must promote another server to the Elect status first.
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7 Click Confirm. Proteus returns you to the server details page.

To promote a server to hold the AD-Elect role:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Click a Managed Windows server that does not hold the Elect Role. The server details page 
opens.

3 Click the AD-Integrated Roles tab.

4 Under Non-Elected Roles, select the check boxes of the zones that you want to promote to 
Elect status.

5 Click Action, then select Promote to Elected. The Promote to Elected page opens.

6 Select the destination server.

7 Click Confirm. Proteus returns you to the server details page.

Reference: Resource Records with Windows DNS
You can create and edit resource records in Proteus. You can also import resource records from a 
Windows DNS server. For complete details, refer to Managing Resource Records on page 369.

Resource Record Types—Windows
Proteus supports the following types of resource records. After you switch a Managed Windows server 
to Read-Write mode, any new resource records added to a zone can be deployed to that server.

As with any role change, changing AD-Elect does not take effect until you import from 
the demoted and promoted servers in Read-Only mode, or until you deploy to the 
demoted and promoted servers in Read-Write mode.

Resource Record Type Description

Host Record Designates an IP address for a device. A new host requires a name and an IP 
address. Multiple addresses may exist for the same device.

CNAME Alias Record Specifies an alias for a host name. The alias record type requires a name.

TXT Text Record Associates arbitrary text with a host name. A text record includes name and 
text information. This record is used to support record types such as those 
used in Sender Policy Framework (SPF) e-mail validation.

HINFO Host Info Record Specifies optional text information about a host. The host info record 
includes CPU and OS information.

Service Record Defines services available within a zone, such as LDAP. A service record 
requires a name, priority, port, and weight. A lower priority value indicates 
precedence. The port value indicates the port on which the service is 
available. The weight value is used when multiple services have the same 
priority value; a higher weight value indicates precedence.

Mail Exchanger Record Designates the host name and preference for a mail server or exchanger. An 
MX record requires a name and a priority value. Priorities with a lower 
numeric value are chosen first in assessing delivery options.
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Generic Resource Record Types—Windows

Generic resource records are used to manage Resource Record types that are not natively managed in 
Proteus. You can manage the following types of Generic Records to a Managed Windows server.

Unsupported Resource Records—Windows
Proteus does not support the deployment of the following Generic resource record types to Managed 
Windows servers:

• AFSDB, APL, CERT, DNAME, DS, DHCID, IPSECKEY, ISDN, KEY, KX, LOC, MB, MG, MINFO, MR, NSAP, 
PX, RT, SINK, SPF, SSHFP, X.25.

Proteus does not support the import or notification of the following resource record types from 
Managed Windows DNS servers:

• AFSDB, ATMA, DNAME, DHCID, MG, MB, MINFO, NXT, KEY, RT, MR, SIG, X.25.

Importing Resource Records—Windows
Resource records are included during the initial import of a zone from a Managed Windows DNS server. 
After the initial import, resource records are no longer included in subsequent imports of the same 
zone, but they are sent to Proteus through the notification mechanism instead.

• If the DDW server is disabled or not available, and resource records data between the Windows 
zone and Proteus is out-of-synch you can reconcile resource records by selecting the Re-import 
Resource Records check box when you perform the next import.

• If you select this option, all existing resource records are deleted from all zones for which the 
server is master, and then re-added. While it is rarely necessary to perform a forced import, it 
is useful in the event that the DDW server fails and needs to be replaced. While the DDW 
server is not functioning, Proteus no longer receives notifications. To reconcile all resource 
records, a re-import is necessary.

Record Type Description

A (IPv4 Address) Maps hosts to IPv4 addresses.

A6 (IPv6 Address) Maps hosts to IPv6 addresses. 

AAAA (IPv6 Address) Maps hosts to IPv6 addresses. Normally, this record is created by 
adding a host record in Proteus and linking it to an IPv6 address.

PTR (Pointer) Provides a reverse mapping of an IP address to a host name.

RP (Responsible Person) Associates an email address and optional human-readable text 
data with a host.

WKS (Well-Known Service) Describes the well-known services supported by a particular 
protocol by a host.

If the parent IPv4 or IPv6 network does not exist in Proteus, the host records are skipped during 
import and are not brought into Proteus. Behavior during notification is somewhat different. If the 
parent network does not exist, Proteus creates a generic record in the zone to represent the host 
record.
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Deploying Resource Records
When you deploy a DNS zone with either a Master or Active Directory Integrated Master deployment role, resource 
records that exist in the zone on Proteus and that are supported by both Proteus and Windows DNS are created on 
the Windows server.

Linked Resource Records
Proteus links host records to IP addresses, and CNAME, MX, and SRV records to their associated host 
record. This ensures referential integrity, and helps prevent stale resource records in the DNS zone. 
For example, if you delete a host record, you also delete any CNAME, MX, and SRV records that are 
linked to that host.

In Proteus, the following DNS objects are linked:

• Host records are linked to IP addresses. The IP network must exist in Proteus before you can 
create the host record.

• CNAME (alias) are linked to either existing host records, existing CNAME records or to external 
host records.

• MX records are linked to either existing host records or to external host records.

• SRV records are linked to either existing host records or to external host records.

On the very first deployment of a zone, if a resource record that is supported by both Proteus and 
Windows exists on Windows but not on Proteus, it is deleted from the Windows server. On all 
subsequent deployments, records that exist in Windows but not on Proteus are not deleted. 

Deleting a dynamic A or AAAA host record on a Managed Windows server deletes the host record 
and any linked records from Proteus. However, the linked records still exist on the Managed 
Windows server until the next deployment.
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Start of Authority Records
SOA records are always imported at the zone level. If you switch a Managed Windows server to Read-
Write mode, and then decide to configure Start of Authority at a higher level, you must delete the SOA 
from the zone level. If you do not, the zone level option overrides the option set at the higher level.

You can set the SOA deployment option at the configuration, view, server, zone, IP block, and IP 
network levels. If you do not create a SOA deployment option in Proteus, when you deploy the data 
Proteus uses an SOA record with the following default parameters based on best practices.

Notifications
After the first import of DNS data from a Managed Windows server, a polling mechanism in the DDW 
notifies Proteus of any changes that occur to resource records inside a zone in Windows. This includes 
the addition of new records, deletion of existing records, and any changes to existing records.

Supported resource records added to a zone on a Managed Windows server by Dynamic DNS or created 
in the MMC are sent to Proteus by notification.  Records that are not supported by Proteus are ignored.

Resource records not received by Proteus as part of a notification appear in the server-specific DDW 
Server log, provided you have set the log level to debug. For more information about changing log 
levels, visit BlueCat Networks Customer Care.

• An imported Start of Authority (SOA) Resource Record does not include a server association, so 
it does not appear in the Editable State column after you import data from a Managed Windows 
server.

• When you import DNS data from a Managed Windows server, the SOA Resource Record is 
imported for Master and AD Integrated Master zones only. It is not imported for other zone 
types.

Proteus Windows Default Value (as deployed from 
Proteus)

Primary Server Primary Server—name of server n/a

Administrative Contact Email Responsible Person postmaster.no.email.please

Refresh Refresh Interval 60 minutes (1 hour)

Retry Retry Interval 10 minutes

Expire Value Expires After 30 days

Minimum Value Minimum (default) TTL 60 minutes (1 hour)

• Proteus does not deploy Serial Number formats (date or manual), to a Managed Windows server.
• The Retrieve button is not supported for a Managed Windows server.

Proteus does not display time-to-live (TTL) values for resource records brought in as part of 
notification if the record TTL is the same as the zone TTL.
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Subscribing to the Windows Import event notification
Use Notification Groups in Proteus to receive notifications for Windows Import Service events. 
Members of the Notification group who subscribe to Windows Import Service notifications receive 
warning messages when errors occur when importing data into Proteus.

To subscribe to Windows Import Service event notification:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on. Select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under Tracking, click Notification Groups. The Notification Group page opens.

3 From the Notification Groups page, click the name of your notification group. The Notification 
Group name page opens.

4 Click the notification group name and select Subscribe to Event Levels. The Subscribe to Event 
Levels page opens.

5 Under Event Level Subscription, select/deselect the check box to subscribe/unsubscribe to 
Error messages for Windows Import Service.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe the changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Subscribe.

You must create a Notification Group to subscribe to Windows Import Service notifications. For 
details, refer to Creating Notification Groups on page 647.
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Zone-level Deployment Options
In Proteus, zone-level deployment options, such as Allow Dynamic Updates, are imported from a 
Managed Windows server at the zone level. You can configure options at various levels in Proteus 
including configuration, view and zone, however, they are deployed to Windows at the zone level.

Proteus can import and manage the following zone-level options:

• Dynamic updates

• Allow Zone Transfers

• Notify

• WINS

Configuring Dynamic updates
You must enable the dynamic updates option before a DNS server can accept dynamic updates. On a 
Windows server, you can set dynamic updates in one of three ways:

• None—dynamic updates are not allowed.

• Nonsecure and secure—the Windows server can accept secure updates from Windows clients 
using Generic Security Service Transaction Signature keys (GSS-TSIG) as well as nonsecure 
updates from other sources.

• Secure only—dynamic updates are restricted to clients capable of authenticating themselves 
using GSS-TSIG.

The available settings depend on whether or not the zone is stored in Active Directory:

• If the zone is a standard primary zone, the only choice for allowing dynamic updates is 
Nonsecure and secure.

• If the zone is stored as an Active Directory-integrated zone, you can allow Nonsecure and 
secure or Secure only dynamic updates.

In Windows DNS, you configure dynamic updates at the zone level. In Proteus, you can set this option 
at the following levels: 

• Configuration

• Server

• View

• Zone

To configure dynamic updates:

1 Navigate to the level at which you want to set dynamic updates (configuration, Managed 
Windows server, or view).

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Option.

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select Allow Dynamic Updates.

5 From the Update Type drop-down menu, select either Windows or Mixed:

▪ If you are deploying only to Windows servers, select Windows.

▪ If you are deploying to an environment consisting of Windows servers and Adonis servers, 
select Mixed. If you select Mixed, you can specify a list of servers. In the Address field, 
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type the IP address for the server, and then click Add. You can add multiple servers to the 
list.

6 Select a Windows Dynamic Updates setting:

▪ Select Nonsecure and secure to allow updates from computers that are not capable of using 
GSS-TSIG.

▪ Select Secure only to allow updates only from computers capable of using GSS-TSIG.

7 Under Server, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration, select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server, select Specific Server, and then select a server 
from the drop-down menu.

8 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another deployment option.

Configuring the Allow Zone Transfers deployment option
BIND zones and Windows standard zones use the zone transfer mechanism. By default, zones stored in 
Active Directory do not use zone transfers unless there is a need to transfer zone data to a DNS server 
that is not a domain controller.

Proteus imports the Windows Zone Transfer setting as the Allow Zone Transfers DNS deployment option 
at the zone level. The following table represents the different examples of the way in which the Zone 
Transfers setting is configured in Windows and the way in which it is imported into Proteus.

Windows: Zone Transfers setting Proteus: Allow Zone Transfers 
deployment options

Check box clear None

Check box selected—Only to servers listed on the 
Name Servers tab (no additional severs listed in tab) 

None

Check box selected—Only to servers listed on the 
Name Servers tab (additional servers listed in tab) 

IP addresses of servers from the 
Name Servers tab

Check box selected—To Any Server Any

Check box selected—Only to the following servers Specified IP addresses

If you do not configure the Allow Zone Transfers option on Proteus it is disabled in Windows during 
deployment and zone transfers are not allowed.
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The Allow Zone Transfer deployment option can be set at the following levels:

• Configuration

• Server

• View

• Zone

• IP block

• IP network

To configure the Allow Zone Transfers option:

1 Navigate to the configuration, IP block, IP network, view, or zone in which you want to allow 
Zone Transfers.

2 Select the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Option.

4 Under General, select Allow Zone Transfer from the Option drop-down menu. The following 
three parameters will be populated:

▪ IP Address or name—allows zone transfer based on IPv4 or IPv6 blocks or individual IP 
addresses. Name presents legacy support for named ACLs before full support for ACL was 
added.

▪ Key—allows zone transfer based on a TSIG key.

▪ ACL—allows zone transfer to configured ACLs.

5 Under Server, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration, select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server, select Specific Server, then select a server from 
the drop-down menu.

6 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another deployment option.

Configuring Notify deployment options
Proteus imports the Windows Notify setting as two separate options: 

• Notify

• Notify Additional Servers deployment

When you deploy a zone that has been assigned a Master deployment role and at least one Slave 
deployment role, the Zone Transfers setting is automatically set to Allow Zone Transfers only to 
servers listed on the Name Servers tab. In this case, Proteus uses the deployment roles to 
determine these settings and does not require you to manually configure the Allow Zone Transfers 
option.

When Key or ACL is selected, the Exclusion check box will appear. Select the Exclusion check 
box to add an exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.

The Allow Zone Transfers deployment option should be set on the Master.
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Both options are imported at the zone level. The following table represents the different examples of 
the way in which the Notify setting is configured in Windows and the way in which it is imported into 
Proteus.

When the Notify option is enabled, a master DNS server sends messages to slave servers informing 
them that the zone has changed. After a slave receives a notify message, it requests a zone transfer 
from the master. The Notify and Notify Additional Servers deployment options can be set at the 
following levels:

• Configuration

• View

• Zone

• IP block

• IP network

When you deploy a zone that has been assigned a Master deployment role and at least one Slave 
deployment role, the Notify setting is automatically set to Automatically Notify servers listed on the 
Name Servers tab. In this case, Proteus uses the deployment roles to determine these settings and does 
not require you to manually configure the Notify and Notify Additional Servers options.

To enable the Notify option:

1 Navigate to the configuration, IP block, IP network, view, or zone in which you want to enable 
the Notify option.

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Option.

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select Notify.

5 Select the Explicit radio button to notify name servers listed in the Notify Additional Servers 
deployment option.

6 Under Server, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server, select Specific Server, then select a server from 
the drop-down menu.

7 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another deployment option.

Windows: Automatically Notify setting Proteus: Notify 
deployment option

Proteus: Notify Addi-
tional Servers deploy-
ment option

Check box clear False not applicable

Check box selected—Only to servers 
listed on the Name Servers tab (no 
additional severs listed in tab) 

False not applicable

Check box selected—Only to servers 
listed on the Name Servers tab 
(additional servers listed in tab) 

True IP addresses of servers 
from Name Servers 
tab

Check box selected—The following 
servers

True Specified IP addresses
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After you have added the Notify option, you can add the Notify Additional Servers option if you want 
the master server to notify specific slave servers.

To notify only specific servers:

1 Navigate to the appropriate level in Proteus (configuration, IP block, IP network, or zone).

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Option.

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select Notify Additional Servers.

5 In the Address field, enter the IP addresses of the secondary servers you wish to notify.

6 Under Server, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server, select Specific Server, then select a server from 
the drop-down menu.

7 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another deployment option.

Configuring WINS and WINS-R
A Windows DNS server can use Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) to lookup names that are not 
found on the DNS server. There are two WINS-related resource records:

• WINS—used in forward zones to resolve NetBIOS names to IP addresses.

• WINS-R—used in reverse zones to resolve IP addresses to NetBIOS names.

The WINS resource record is imported into Proteus as the Use WINS Forward Lookup deployment option 
at the zone level. Proteus cannot import WINS-R records. You can add the Use WINS Forward Lookup 
deployment option at the configuration, view, or zone levels. 

To configure the WINS deployment option:

1 Navigate to the level at which you want to configure the WINS option.

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Option.

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select Use WINS Forward Lookup.

5 Select Do not replicate this record if you are using a combination of Windows and Other DNS 
servers. This setting prevents the WINS record from being included in zone transfers to 
servers that do not recognize the WINS record.

6 In the Address field, enter the IP address of the WINS server, then click Add. You can add 
multiple IP addresses.

7 In the Cache Time out field, enter the cache timeout value to be applied to the record. 

The Cache Timeout value indicates how long the DNS server should cache any of the 
information returned in a WINS lookup. The default setting for Cache timeout is 15 minutes.

8 In the Lookup Timeout field, enter the lookup timeout value to be applied to the record.

The Lookup Timeout value specifies how long the DNS server should wait before timing out 
and expiring a WINS lookup performed by the DNS Server service. The default setting for 
Cache timeout is 2 seconds.

9 Under Server, determine the servers to which this option applies:
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▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server, select Specific Server, then select a server from 
the drop-down menu.

10 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another deployment option.

The WINS-R resource record is configured using the Use WINS Reverse Lookup deployment option in 
Proteus. You can add the Use WINS Reverse Lookup deployment option at the configuration, IPv4 block, 
or IPv4 network levels. 

To configure the Use WINS Reverse Lookup deployment option:

1 Navigate to the IPv4 block or network where you want to configure the WINS option.

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Option.

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select Use WINS Reverse Lookup.

5 If you are using a combination of Windows and Other DNS servers, select the Do not replicate 
this record check box. This setting prevents the WINS record from being included in zone 
transfers to servers that do not recognize WINS records.

6 In the FQDN field, enter the domain name that you want to be appended to the computer 
name returned by the WINS server.

7 In the Cache Timeout field, type the cache timeout value to be applied to the record.

The Cache Timeout value indicates how long the DNS server should cache any of the 
information returned in a WINS lookup. The default setting for Cache timeout is 15 minutes.

8 In the Lookup Timeout field, enter the lookup timeout value to be applied to the record.

The Lookup Timeout value specifies how long the DNS server should wait before timing out 
and expiring a WINS lookup performed by the DNS Server service. The default setting for 
Cache timeout is 2 seconds.

9 Under Server section, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server, select Specific Server, then select a server from 
the drop-down menu.

10 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another deployment option. 
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Server-Level Deployment Options
Deployment options are the options that define the behavior of the DNS services. You can set these at 
the server level, and throughout a configuration. 

Server-level deployment options define the behavior of DNS servers. In Proteus, you can define six 
types of server-level deployment option at the Managed Windows server level, and one at the DNS view 
level. These options are written to the Managed Windows DNS server during deployment.

You can manage the following Windows server-level settings from the Managed Windows Server level:

• Forwarding

• Forwarding Policy

• Maximum Cache TTL

• Maximum Negative Cache TTL

• Transfer Format

• DNSSEC Trust Anchors

• DNSSEC Enable

Configuring DNS Forwarding
Use DNS forwarding when you want a server to forward all queries for which it is not authoritative to 
one or more other DNS servers. The forwarding option accepts IP addresses as its values. 

To define a Forwarding DNS deployment option:

1 From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Click the DNS tab or the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click 
the DNS tab or IP Space tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration 
information page.

3 Navigate to the level at which you want to define the option, then click the Deployment 
Options tab.

4 In the Deployment Options section click New, and then select DNS Option. The Add DNS 
Deployment Option page appears.

5 From the Option list, select Forwarding.

6 If needed, select the Disable Forwarding for Child Zones check box.

7 In the Address field, enter the IP address of the DNS server for forwarding queries, then click 
Add. The address is added to the list. Repeat this step to add more addresses to the list.

8 To adjust the position of an address in the list, select the address, then click the Move Up 
and Move Down buttons to move the address up or down in the list

OR

Click and drag the address in the list.

To remove an address from the list, select the address, then click Remove.

9 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab.

You manage the Recursion setting using the Root Hints option at the view level in Proteus.
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Forwarding Policy
As well as the Forwarding option, you can configure a related option called Forwarding Policy. This 
option determines the forwarding behavior if the forwarder is not available. The Forwarding Policy has 
two settings:

• Forward First—The forwarding client tries to send the query to the forwarder. If the forwarder 
is not available, the client tries to resolve the query itself. This is the default value.

• Forward Only—The forwarding client tries to send the query to the forwarder. If the forwarder 
is not available, no response is returned. 

Proteus imports the Forwarding and Forwarding Policy deployment options at the DNS server level. You 
can configure this option at the server level, the configuration level, or the view level. In each case, it 
is deployed to the server level on Windows. 

To define the Forwarding Policy DNS deployment option:

1 From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab or the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so 
select the DNS tab or IP Space tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration 
information page.

3 Navigate to the level at which you want to define the option, then click the Deployment 
Options tab.

4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DNS Option. The Add DNS Deployment Option 
page opens.

5 From the Option list, select Forwarding Policy.

6 From the Specify list, select first or only.

7 Under Server, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server select Specific Server, then select a server from the 
drop-down menu.

8 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab.

Setting Maximum Cache TTL
Maximum cache Time-to-Live (TTL) defines the length of time that a positive response to a DNS query 
is held in cache. In Proteus, you can set the time in seconds, minutes, hours, or days. On the Windows 
server, the time is shown in seconds.

When deploying to Windows servers, you can set this option at the following levels:

• Configuration

• Server

• View

To set the Maximum Cache TTL option:

1 Navigate to the appropriate level in Proteus (configuration, Windows server, or view).

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Option.
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4 From the Option drop-down menu, select Maximum Cache TTL.

5 In the Time field, enter a value. From the drop-down menu, select a unit of time (Seconds, 
Minutes, Hours, or Days).

6 Under Server, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server select Specific Server, then select a server from the 
drop-down menu.

7 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab.

Maximum Negative Cache TTL
Nagavtive Cahce TTL defines the length of time that a negative response to a DNS query is held in 
cache. In Proteus, you can set the time in seconds, minutes, hours, or days. On the Windows server, 
the time is shown in seconds.

When deploying to Windows servers, this option can be set at the following levels:

• Configuration

• Server

• View

To set the Maximum Negative Cache TTL option:

1 Navigate to the appropriate level in Proteus (configuration, Windows server, or view).

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Option.

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select Maximum Negative Cache TTL.

5 In the Time field, type a value. From the drop-down menu, select a unit of time (Seconds, 
Minutes, Hours, or Days).

6 In the Server section, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server select Specific Server, then select a server from the 
drop-down menu.

7 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab.
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Setting Transfer Format 
The transfer format option is called BIND secondaries in Windows, and is enabled by default. It is used 
to enable or disable fast transfer format during zone transfers. Fast transfer optimizes zone transfers 
between BIND DNS servers and Windows DNS servers. BIND versions released before v4.9.4 do not 
support fast transfer.

Proteus imports the Transfer Format option at the managed server level. 

• If you enable the BIND secondaries option, the equivalent value in Proteus is the one-answer 
value.

• If you disable the BIND secondaries option, the equivalent value in Proteus is the many-answers 
value.

• If you delete the Transfer option in Proteus, and then deploy it, the setting reverts to its 
default value (enabled).

To set the Transfer format option:

1 Navigate to the server, configuration, or view level in Proteus.

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Option.

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select Transfer Format.

▪ To enable the BIND secondaries setting on the Managed Windows DNS server, select many-
answers.

▪ To disable the BIND secondaries setting on the Managed Windows DNS server, select one-
answer.

If you are setting the option at the configuration or view level, you can determine the servers 
to which this option applies. 

5 Under Server, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server select Specific Server, then select a server from the 
drop-down menu.

6 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another deployment option.
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Configuring DNSSEC Trust Anchors
DNSSEC Trust Anchors provide the public keys for trusted zones. Use this option to create a DNSSEC 
trusted anchor. This option is set at the server level. When you set this option, you specify a list of 
fully-qualified domain names and their Key Signing Keys (KSKs). Additionally, you will need 

the KSKs for the trusted zones from the zone administrators. 

To set the DNSSEC Trust Anchors option: 

1 Navigate to the appropriate level in Proteus (configuration, Windows server, or view). 

2 Click the Deployment Options tab. 

3 Click New, and then select DNS Option. 

4 From the Option drop-down menu, select DNSSEC Trust Anchors. 

5 In the FQDN field, enter a name of a Trust Anchor. In the Key field enter the valid DNSSEC 
key. For example:

257 3 5 Base64Key

where:

257 is the flag defined type of Key Signing Key (KSK).

3 is the protocol field.

4 is the algorithm field.

6 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab. 

Setting DNSSEC Enable
This option enables the server to respond to DNS requests from DNSSEC-aware servers. It can be set at 
the configuration, view, or server levels, and it should be set for any server to which signed zones are 
deployed. When setting this option, select the Enabled check box on the Add DNS Deployment 
Option page. To disable this option but leave the deployment option in place in Proteus, edit the 
option and deselect the Enabled check box. 

To set the DNSSEC Enable option:

1 Navigate to the appropriate level in Proteus (configuration, Windows server, or view).

2 Click the Deployment Options tab.

3 Click New, then select DNS Option.

DNSSEC Trust Anchors will not be imported from, and cannot be deployed to, Windows 
Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, and Windows Server 2012 non-R2 servers. Proteus 
does not prevent configuration of DNSSEC options for unsupported versions of Windows, 
since Proteus is not aware of the version of a Managed Windows Server. Manually adding 
and attempting to deploy DNSSEC options to an unsupported version of Windows will 
result in a deployment error.

DNSSEC Enabled options will not be imported from, and cannot be deployed to, Windows 
Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, and Windows 2012 non-R2 servers. Proteus does not 
prevent configuration of DNSSEC options for unsupported versions of Windows, since 
Proteus is not aware of the version of a Managed Windows Server. Manually adding and 
attempting to deploy DNSSEC options to an unsupported version of Windows will result 
in a deployment error.
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4 From the Option drop-down menu, select DNSSEC Enable.

5 Check Enable DNSSEC to enable DNSSEC key on Windows.

6 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab. 

View-level deployment options

Setting DNS Recursion
Recursion allows a DNS server to return queries about names for which it is not authoritative. Root 
Hints are the Proteus equivalent of the Windows recursion setting. Unlike the other server-level 
settings that Proteus imports at the Windows server level, the Recursion setting is imported at the 
view level. If you configured the names and IP addresses of the root name servers on the Root Hints 
tab of the Managed Windows server, these are added to the Root Hints option in Proteus.

Several other features in Windows DNS require recursion. These include forwarding, conditional 
forwarding, and stub zones. Configuring any of these settings enables recursion on the Managed 
Windows server.  

To set the Root Hints option: 

1 Select the DNS tab.Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Click a view. The DNS View page opens.

3 Click the Deployment Options tab.

4 Click New, then select DNS Option.

5 From the Option drop-down menu, select Root Hints.

6 In the Server section, determine the servers to which this option applies:

▪ To apply the option to all servers in the configuration select All Servers.

▪ To apply the option to a specific server select Specific Server, and then select a server 
from the drop-down list.

7 Click Add to add the deployment option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add 
Next to add another deployment option.

If you do not configure forwarding, forwarding zones (conditional forwarding) or stub zones in 
Proteus, or if you do not assign the Root Hints option, Recursion is disabled during deployment.

The DNS root name servers change from time to time. In the event of a change to one or more of 
the root servers, the Windows DNS server may receive an update file from Microsoft. Unless 
Proteus is also configured with these changes, it overwrites the Managed Windows server with out-
of-date information during the next deployment. You must ensure that the list of name servers in 
Proteus (Root Hints option) is always up-to-date.
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Proteus Database
This chapter describes the Proteus database, database backup, restoration, and maintenance.

About Proteus Database
BlueCat Networks Proteus comes with built-in PostgreSQL database to store data such as DHCP and DNS 
objects, configuration information, notifications, server information, events, and alerts.

The Proteus Database is functioning transparently to store the data. Because the database is built 
inside Proteus, you do not need to install or set up the database separately to get it functioning. 
However, you need to configure administrative features such as database backup, replication, 
restoration, or disaster recovery from the Administration Console.

First steps
Depending on your Proteus user role and goals, you can start with different database-related tasks and 
sub-tasks:

Database Backup

You must configure the Proteus database from the Additional Configuration mode of the 
Administration Console.

Actions and concepts Description

Creating or editing 
backup profiles

Create and configure database backup profiles in Proteus.

Manual backups Execute the backup on demand.

Configuring scheduled 
backups

Set the scheduled backup parameters.

Restoring database Restore database backup.
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Database Replication

Database Archive and Purge

Database Cleaner

Database Re-indexing

Actions and concepts Description

Replicating database for 
Proteus disaster 
recovery

Configure Proteus database replication for disaster recovery.

Performing database 
replication failover

Perform a database failover.

Breaking database 
replication

Remove database replication from servers.

Resetting Database 
Replication

Re-establish database replication.

Actions and concepts Description

Archiving and purging 
database on demand

Archive and purge database history information.

Enabling scheduled 
database archive and 
purge

Enable scheduled archive and purge.

Actions and concepts Description

Rules for merging 
duplicate host records

Rules to merge duplicate host records.

Running the database 
cleaner

Run the database cleaner.

Actions and concepts Description

Re-indexing database Re-index Proteus database.
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Database backup
Database backups can be performed on demand or scheduled to occur at set times and frequency. 
Backups are configured and managed through the Additional Configuration mode of the Administration 
Console. Backup files can be written to the local server or to a remote server using FTP. The backup 
process is logged to the syslog.

Proteus includes a pre-defined database backup profile named default. You can either use this default 
profile or create a new backup profile to perform a manual backup or scheduled backup.

Creating or editing backup profiles
Use configure backup <backup profile name> command to create your own backup profile and 
configure the settings as you wish, or edit the existing backup profile.

To create or edit a backup profile:

1 Log in to the Proteus Administration Console. For instructions, refer to Using the 
Administration Console on page 448.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

3 Type configure backup <backup profile name> and press ENTER. You will be entered into the 
backup configuration mode and the following default backup settings appear:

▪ ID—the name of the backup profile.

▪ Schedule—the day of the week or the frequency of the backup schedule, and the time of 
day at which the schedule runs. The default value is none.

▪ Files to keep—the number of backup files retained in the local or remote backup directory. 
The default value is 10. Valid values are between 2 and 20.

▪ File Prefix—a prefix appearing at the beginning of the backup file filename. A file prefix is 
required and must be one to 10 alphanumeric characters, without spaces. The default 
prefix is backup.

▪ Save local—when set to yes, backup files are saved on the local server in the /data/backup 
directory. When set to no, backup files are not saved on the local server. A backup schedule 
can save files both locally and remotely.

▪ Save remotely—when set to yes, backup files are saved remotely. When set to no, backup 
files are not saved remotely.

▪ Remote host—in a remote backup, the host name or IP address for the remote location 
where the backup files are saved. The default value is blank.

▪ Remote directory—in a remote backup, the directory where the backup files are saved. The 
default value is blank.

▪ Remote user—in a remote backup, the user name used to connect to the remote location. 
The default value is blank.

▪ Remote password—in a remote backup, the password for the user account used to connect 
to the remote location. The password does not appear on the screen.

4 Type schedule <weekday|everyday|none> <time> and press ENTER.

▪ The weekday parameter selects the day of the week on which to run the backup. Type any 
one of these values: everyday, monday, tuesday, wednesday, thursday, friday, saturday or 
sunday. 

▪ The time is specified using in the twenty-four hour clock format. For example, the value 
200 indicates 2:00 AM, while the value 1400 indicates 2:00 PM.
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▪ To create a backup that runs only when called by the execute backup command, type none 
in the weekday parameter.

5 Type keep-files <2-20> and press ENTER.

6 Type file-prefix <prefix> and press ENTER. The prefix must contain up to 10 alphanumeric 
characters without spaces.

7 Type save-local <yes|no> and press ENTER. When save-local is set to yes, backup files are 
saved on the local server in the /data/backup directory. When save-local is set to no, backup 
files are not saved on the local server. A backup schedule can save files both locally and 
remotely.

8 Type save-remote <yes|no> and press ENTER. When save-remote is set to yes, backup files 
are saved at a remote location that you can specify. When save-remote is set to no, backup 
files are not saved to a remote location. A backup schedule can save files both locally and 
remotely.

9 If configuring a remote backup, you must configure the remote host. Type remote-host 
<hostname> and press ENTER. For hostname, type the host name or IP address for the host. 
The host name may contain up to 255 characters without spaces. The remote host must be 
running an FTP service.

10 If configuring a remote backup, you must set the remote directory. Type remote-dir 
<directorypath> and press ENTER. For directoryPath, type the directory or directory path in 
which you want to save the backup files on the remote host. The directory path may contain 
up to 1024 characters without spaces.

11 If configuring a remote backup, you must set the remote user name. Type remote-user 
<username> and press ENTER. For username, type the user name used to log in to the remote 
host. The user name may contain up to 64 characters without spaces.

12 If configuring a remote backup, you must set the remote user password. Type remote-
password and press ENTER. You are prompted to enter a password.

13 At the password prompt, type the password to the remote host and press ENTER. The 
password may contain up to 64 characters without spaces. The following characters cannot be 
used in the password: ~ ; > $ < > ‘’ \ / “” & , : ^ [ ] ( ).

14 Type save and press ENTER. 

Viewing backup profiles
After creating a backup profile, You will be returned back to the additional configuration mode of 
the administration console. Verify if the profile has been successfully created with the settings 
you configured.

To view the list of all backup profiles:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type show backup and press ENTER. A list of all backup profiles appears with information in 
these columns:

ID—the name of the backup schedule.

If reviewing your changes before saving (show), the Remote password field will be left blank, even 
if you have set a remote password.
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Schedule—the day, time, and frequency of the backup schedule.

Local—indicates when backup files are set to be written to the local server in the /data/backup 
directory. Displays yes when backup files are set to be written to the local server, or no when 
backup files are set to be written to a remote server.

Remote—indicates when backup files are set to be written to a remote server. Displays yes 
when backup files are set to be written to a remote server, or no when backup files are set to 
be written to a remote server.

Host—when remote backups are configured, indicates the remote host to which backup files 
are saved.

Example:

Viewing information for the backup profiles
In the backup configuration mode, you can view information about the profile being edited, a specific 
backup profile, and all backup profiles.

To view information for the profile being edited:

• At the backup configuration prompt, type the show command:

A list of backup profile settings appears. For information on the backup profile fields, refer to 
Creating or editing backup profiles on page 843.

To view information for a specific backup profile:

• At the backup configuration prompt, type the following:

A list of backup profile settings appears. For information on the backup profile fields, refer to 
Creating or editing backup profiles on page 843.

To view information about backup profiles:

• At the backup configuration prompt, type the show all command:

Status: Enabled

ID Schedule 2 Local Remote Host

------- ----------------- -------- -------- ---------

default Sunday at 2:00AM yes no

You must run the configure additional command from Main Session mode in order to enter Backup 
Configuration mode.

:Config:backup:> show

:Config:backup:> show <backup profile name>

:Config:backup:> show all
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A list of all backup profiles appears with information in these columns:

▪ ID—the name of the backup schedule.

▪ Schedule—the day, time, and frequency of the backup schedule.

▪ Local—indicates when backup files are set to be written to the local server in the /data/
backup directory. Displays yes when backup files are set to be written to the local server, 
or no when backup files are set to be written to a remote server.

▪ Remote—indicates when backup files are set to be written to a remote server. Displays yes 
when backup files are set to be written to a remote server, or no when backup files are set 
to be written to a remote server.

▪ Host—when remote backups are configured, indicates the remote host to which backup 
files are saved.

Copying Backup profiles
Make a copy of a backup profile when you want to use an existing profile as a starting point for 
creating a new profile. When you copy a profile, the Schedule setting for the copy is set to none.

To copy a backup profile:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type copy backup <name1> to <name2> and press ENTER. For name1, type the name of an 
existing backup profile. For name2, type the name of the copy.

Deleting Backup profiles
Permanently delete existing backup profiles.

To delete a backup profiles:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type delete backup file <name> and press ENTER. For name, type the name of the backup 
profile you want to delete. You are prompted to confirm that you want to delete the backup 
profile.

3 At the prompt, type Y/yes and press ENTER.
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Manual backups
From Additional Configuration mode, you can manually perform a backup using an existing default 
backup profile (default), or you can also create a new backup profile and use that to perform a 
backup. 

Enabling the Backup Service
To perform a manual backup, you must first enable the backup service.

To enable the backup service:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type enable backup and press ENTER.

To disable the backup service:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type disable backup and press ENTER.

Performing manual backups
To perform a manual backup, issue the execute backup command. The backup process runs 
immediately. Only one backup can run at a time. Manually launching a backup does not affect the 
regular scheduled backup.

To manually perform a backup:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type execute backup <profile name> and press ENTER. For profile name, type the name of a 
backup profile defined in Proteus. 

Configuring scheduled backups
You can schedule a backup when creating a backup profile, or edit the existing backup profile to 
schedule. Proteus database backups will be performed at set times and frequency.

Configuring a scheduled backup
Scheduled backups can be configured and edited using the configure backup command from the 
Additional configuration mode of the administration console.

To configure a scheduled backup:

1 Log in to the Proteus Administration Console. For instructions, refer to Using the 
Administration Console on page 448.
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2 Type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration Console starts and the 
Proteus prompt changes.

3 Type configure backup <backup profile name> and press ENTER. You will be entered into the 
backup configuration mode and the following default backup settings are displayed:

▪ ID—the name of the backup profile.

▪ Schedule—the day of the week or the frequency of the backup schedule, and the time of 
day at which the schedule runs. The default value is none.

▪ Files to keep—the number of backup files retained in the local or remote backup directory. 
The default value is 10. Valid values are between 2 and 20.

▪ File Prefix—a prefix appearing at the beginning of the backup file filename. A file prefix is 
required and must be one to 10 alphanumeric characters, without spaces. The default 
prefix is backup.

▪ Save local—when set to yes, backup files are saved on the local server in the /data/backup 
directory. When set to no, backup files are not saved on the local server. A backup schedule 
can save files both locally and remotely.

▪ Save remotely—when set to yes, backup files are saved remotely. When set to no, backup 
files are not saved remotely.

▪ Remote host—in a remote backup, the host name or IP address for the remote location 
where the backup files are saved. The default value is blank.

▪ Remote directory—in a remote backup, the directory where the backup files are saved. The 
default value is blank.

▪ Remote user—in a remote backup, the user name used to connect to the remote location. 
The default value is blank.

▪ Remote password—in a remote backup, the password for the user account used to connect 
to the remote location. The password does not appear on the screen.

4 Type schedule <weekday|everyday|none> <time> and press ENTER.

▪ The weekday parameter selects the day of the week on which to run the backup. Type any 
one of these values: everyday, monday, tuesday, wednesday, thursday, friday, saturday or 
sunday. 

▪ The time is specified using in the twenty-four hour clock format. For example, the value 
200 indicates 2:00 AM, while the value 1400 indicates 2:00 PM.

▪ To create a backup that runs only when called by the execute backup command, type none 
in the weekday parameter.

5 Type keep-files <2-20> and press ENTER.

6 Type file-prefix <prefix> and press ENTER. The prefix must contain up to 10 alphanumeric 
characters without spaces.

7 Type save-local <yes|no> and press ENTER. When save-local is set to yes, backup files are 
saved on the local server in the /data/backup directory. When save-local is set to no, backup 
files are not saved on the local server. A backup schedule can save files both locally and 
remotely.

8 Type save-remote <yes|no> and press ENTER. When save-remote is set to yes, backup files 
are saved at a remote location that you can specify. When save-remote is set to no, backup 

• If you are creating a new backup profile to configure a scheduled backup, the default values 
appear.

• If you are editing an existing backup profile to configure a scheduled backup, the current 
settings for the profile appear.
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files are not saved to a remote location. A backup schedule can save files both locally and 
remotely.

9 If configuring a remote backup, you must configure the remote host. Type remote-host 
<hostname> and press ENTER. For hostname, type the host name or IP address for the host. 
The host name may contain up to 255 characters without spaces. The remote host must be 
running an FTP service.

10 If configuring a remote backup, you must set the remote directory. Type remote-dir 
<directorypath> and press ENTER. For directoryPath, type the directory or directory path in 
which you want to save the backup files on the remote host. The directory path may contain 
up to 1024 characters without spaces.

11 If configuring a remote backup, you must set the remote user name. Type remote-user 
<username> and press ENTER. For username, type the user name used to log in to the remote 
host. The user name may contain up to 64 characters without spaces.

12 If configuring a remote backup, you must set the remote user password. Type remote-
password and press ENTER. You are prompted to enter a password.

13 At the password prompt, type the password to the remote host and press ENTER. The 
password may contain up to 64 characters without spaces. The following characters cannot be 
used in the password: ~ ; > $ < > ‘’ \ / “” & , : ^ [ ] ( ).

14 Type save and press ENTER.

Enabling and disabling the Backup Service
For database backup schedules to run, the backup service must be enabled.

To enable the backup service:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type enable backup and press ENTER.

To disable the backup service:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type disable backup and press ENTER.

If reviewing your changes before saving (show), the Remote password field will be left blank, even 
if you have set a remote password.
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Viewing backup files
You can use several criteria to view information about your backup files:

• All backup files on the local server.

• Backup files created by a specific backup schedule.

• All backup files and their Proteus version numbers.

• Backup files and their Proteus version numbers created by a specific backup schedule.

To view the list of all backup files:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type show backup files and press ENTER. A list of backup files appears with information in 
these columns:

▪ Location—the directory on the local server where the backup files are saved.

▪ ID—the name of the backup schedule that created the backup file.

▪ Created—the date and time the backup file was created.

▪ Size—the size of the backup file.

▪ Filename—the filename of the backup file.

To view the list of backup files for a specific backup schedule:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type show backup files <name> and press ENTER. For name, type the name of a backup 
schedule. A list of backup files created by the specified backup schedule appears with 
information in these columns:

▪ Location—the directory on the local server where the backup files are saved.

▪ ID—the name of the backup schedule that created the backup file.

▪ Created—the date and time the backup file was created.

▪ Size—the size of the backup file.

▪ Filename—the filename of the backup file.

To view the backup file version information:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type show backup files version and press ENTER. A list of all backup files appears with 
information in these columns:

▪ ID—the name of the backup schedule that created the backup file.

▪ Version—the Proteus version number.

▪ Filename—the filename of the backup file.

To view the backup file version information for a specific backup schedule:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.
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2 Type show backup files version <name> and press ENTER. For name, type the name of a 
backup schedule. A list of backup files created by the specified backup schedule appears with 
information in these columns:

▪ ID—the name of the backup schedule that created the backup file.

▪ Version—the Proteus version number.

▪ Filename—the filename of the backup file.

Viewing backup status
Check the status of the database backup performed on demand or on schedule.

To view the backup status:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

2 Type show backup status and press ENTER. Backup status information appears within 
information in these columns:

▪ ID—the name of the backup schedule.

▪ Start Time—the date and time the backup started.

▪ End Time—the date and time the backup ended.

▪ Status—indicates the status of the backup schedule: success, failed, remote-failed, or 
running.

Restoring database
You can restore the Proteus database from a local backup file. When you restore the database from a 
backup file, Proteus automatically creates a backup of the existing database before restoring the 
database from the specified file.

To restore the database from a backup file, you first need to copy the backup file to the /data/backup 
directory on the appliance. After copying the file to the directory, you can log in to the Administration 
Console and restore the database.

To restore the database:

1 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

When you update your Proteus software, Proteus does not migrate local backup files from the 
earlier version of Proteus to the updated version. We recommend that you configure database 
backups to send backup files to a remote location, or that you move your local backup files before 
updating your system.

The database version must match the current version of the Proteus software and the correct 
patch level. Do not attempt to restore a database from an earlier version of Proteus to a more 
recent version. If you need to restore the database from an earlier version, or require assistance 
to perform the database restoration, contact Client Care. refer to How do I contact BlueCat 
Networks Customer Care? on page 14.
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2 Type execute restore <name> and press ENTER. For name, type the name of the backup file 
you want to restore. Proteus displays status information while it restores the database.

Proteus automatically creates a backup of the existing database before restoring from the selected 
backup file. The automatic backup appears in the /data/backup directory with the filename 
proteus.dat.nnnnnnnnnn.pre_restore, where nnnnnnnnnn is a unique identifier. The .pre_restore 
file is automatically compressed to minimise its size, so it is usually smaller than backup files created 
by your backup schedule.

You can retain and archive .pre_restore files as you would a normal database backup file, and you can 
restore your database from a .pre_restore file. To restore the database from a .pre_restore backup 
file, simply specify the filename with the execute restore command.

Database maintenance
The following database maintenance functions are available in the Proteus web interface:

Use the Database Archive and Database Re-index functions as part of ongoing database maintenance to 
keep the database at an efficient and manageable size. The Database Cleaner function addresses a 
specific issue and you need to use it only once to clean up your database.

Replicating database for Proteus disaster recovery
The failure of a Proteus server or its database can have serious consequences for a network. Proteus 
disaster recovery includes a system for application layer clustering, database replication, and manual 
system failover. The Proteus disaster recovery system consists of two or more servers each running its 
own set of applications, but connected to the same database running on a designated Primary server. 
Because the Primary server replicates its data to the Standby server or servers, Proteus always has a 
single source of data for disaster recovery.

The .pre_restore backup files are compressed, so Proteus cannot scan the file to determine the 
database version number. When restoring the database from a .pre_restore file, Proteus warns 
you that the backup file may not be compatible with the current version of the Proteus software.

If you are certain that the version numbers are compatible, type Yes to restore from the file.

If you are not certain of the database version number in the .pre_restore file, type No to cancel 
the restoration.

Functions Description

Database Replication configures a primary appliance with one or two standby servers to 
provide for database redundancy and disaster recovery.

Database Archive saves user transaction, system event, and user session information to 
files on the server and purges this information from the database.

Database Cleaner searches for and replaces host record objects that have the same host 
name, but that are assigned to multiple IP addresses. This function 
corrects a specific condition introduced by the migration tools in 
previous versions of Proteus.

Database Re-index rebuilds the Proteus database index. Use this function if you notice a 
decline in Proteus performance.
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Example 1—disaster recovery with one standby server:

A typical Proteus disaster recovery system consists of two Proteus servers. One server is the Primary 
server, and it holds the primary copy of the database. The second server is a Standby server, and it 
holds the replicated copy of the database.

Example 2—disaster recovery with two standby servers:

Proteus also supports the use of a second Standby server. When you configure database replication 
with two Standby servers, the Primary server replicates the database to both Standby servers.

Configuring database replication
To configure database replication, you must add the primary server to the standby server’s access list 
first so that the primary server can access the standby server for data replication. Database replication 
is managed from the Database Management link on the Administration tab.

To add primary database access to the standby database:

1 Log in to the Standby Proteus Administration Console. For instructions, refer to Using the 
Administration Console on page 448.

•  You must be a Proteus administrator to configure database replication.
• In order to configure database replication, the database version MUST match the current 

version of the Proteus software and the correct patch level.
• When you configure database replication, Proteus reboots all affected servers. The Primary 

server reboots first, followed by each Standby server in turn. All servers are unavailable for a 
few minutes while they restart.

• When Database Replication is configured, only the primary Proteus server can be accessed for 
performing changes and updates. The standby Proteus server CANNOT be accessed while in 
replication. All changes made will be written to the primary database and then replicated to 
the standby server through the replication service. 

When configuring or running database replication, ports 22, 1098, 1099, 4444, and 5432 must be 
open on the firewall between the affected Proteus appliances.

Standby ServerPrimary Server

Database Replication from
Primary to Standby

Users logged in to Standby
make changes in Primary database

Standby Server 1

Primary Server

Standby Server 2

Database     Replication
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2 Type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration Console starts and the 
Proteus prompt changes.

3 Type configure database and press ENTER.

4 Type add access <primary_database_IP_address> to add machines to the database access 
list.

5 Type save and press ENTER. The Administration Console saves your settings and the appliance 
restarts.

To remove an IP address from the database access list:

1 Type configure additional and press ENTER.

2 Type delete access <IP_address> and press ENTER.

3 Type save and press ENTER.

Configuring database replication from Proteus user interface

Configure settings for the Primary and Standby servers used in database replication.

To configure database replication:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Database Management, click Database Management. The Database Management page 
opens.

3 Click Database Replication. The Database Replication page opens.

Proteus> configure additional

-proteus-$ 

-proteus-$ configure database

-config-database-$

-config-database-$ add access <primary_database_IP_address>

The IP address for the primary database server is usually the same as the address of the Proteus 
server. 

-config-database-$ save

-proteus-$
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4 Click the Database Replication menu and select Configure. The Configure Database Replication 
page opens.

5 Under Configure Database Replication, set the following database replication parameters:

▪ Primary Server—displays the IP address for the server on which you are enabling database 
replication. This server becomes the Primary server.

▪ Standby Server 1—type the IP address for another Proteus server. This server becomes the 
first Standby server.

▪ Specify Optional Standby Server 2—select this checkbox to specify an optional Standby 
server. When you select this checkbox, the Standby Server 2 field appears.

▪ Standby Server 2—type the IP address for another Proteus server. This server becomes the 
second Standby database server.

▪ Compress Replication Files (Warning: CPU Intensive)—select this checkbox to compress 
the database replication files. Use compression when you have concerns about the network 
bandwidth between the Primary server and the Standby server or servers.

▪ Replication Queue Threshold (MB)—enter a value to specify the threshold size of the 
replication directory, in megabytes (MB). When the total size of the files in the replication 
data directory reaches this size, Proteus sends an SNMP trap to warn you that replication 
files may be accumulating on the Primary server and are not being replicated to the 
Standby server. The minimum value for this field is 16 MB; the default value is 1550 MB.

▪ Replication Break Threshold (GB)—enter a value to specify the threshold size of the 
replication break, in gigabytes (GB). When the total size of WAL files reaches this size, 
Proteus creates a replication_break file in /data/pgdata directory, waits for 10 minutes, 

Compressing the database replication files is a resource-intensive process and may affect overall 
performance.

To establish database replication again, refer to Resetting Database Replication on page 859.
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then breaks replication. The value ranges for this field range between 5 GB and 30 GB; the 
default value is 5 GB.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional, but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Continue. The Database Replication Configure Confirmation page opens.

8 Click Confirm. The Response page opens. The Proteus web interface is unavailable for a few 
minutes while the server restarts.

9 After the server restarts, click OK to log in to the Proteus user interface.

Viewing database replication details
View details on the state of database replication, including the IP addresses of the Primary and 
Standby servers, as well as the size (in MB) of the Replication Queue Threshold and Replication Queue 
Size.

To view database replication details:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click Database Management. The Database Management page opens.

3 Click Database Replication. The Database Replication page opens.

• The General section displays the following information:

▪ Database Replication—indicates if database replication is enabled or disabled.

▪ Primary Server—displays the IP address of the Primary server.

▪ Standby Server 1—displays the IP address of the first Standby server.

▪ Standby Server 2—displays the IP address of the second Standby server, if one is 
configured.

▪ Replication Queue Threshold (MB)—displays the warning threshold size of the replication 
data directory, in megabytes. WAL files will start to accumulate in the replication data 
directory if the network connection between the primary and standby servers is lost. When 
the total size of the files in the replication data directory reaches this size, Proteus sends 
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an SNMP trap to warn you that replication files may be accumulating on the server and are 
not being replicated to the Standby server.

▪ Replication Break Threshold (GB)—displays the warning threshold size of the replication 
break, in gigabytes (GB). When the total size of WAL files reaches this size, Proteus creates 
a replication_break file in /data/pgdata directory, waits for 10 minutes, then breaks 
replication. The values for this field range between 5GB and 30GB; the default value is 5 
GB. 

• The Status section displays the following information:

▪ Replication Status—displays the database replication service status.

▪ Replication Queue Size (MB)—displays the current size, in megabytes, of the database 
replication data file.

Performing database replication failover
If you need to shut down the Primary server for maintenance, you can perform a failover. The failover 
process promotes a selected Standby server to the Primary role, and converts the current Primary 
server to a Standby role. During the failover process, the database retains all committed transactions 
and becomes available in a stable, known, good state.

Use the Failover command when you need to perform maintenance work on the Primary server and 
want another server to temporarily maintain the Primary database. You can perform the failover from 
the Primary server or from a Standby server.

If the Primary server is not online, use the reset replication Administration Console command on the 
Standby server or servers. For more information, refer to Resetting Database Replication on page 
859.

To perform a database replication failover:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click Database Management. The Database Management page opens.

3 Click Database Replication.The Database Replication page opens.

To establish database replication again, refer to Resetting Database Replication on page 859.

• You must be a Proteus administrator to perform database replication failover.
• When you perform a database failover, Proteus restarts the Primary and Standby servers. All 

servers will be unavailable for a few minutes while they restart.

To perform a failover, the Primary database must be online. If the Primary server is offline, the 
Primary database is not available, so you cannot log in to the Proteus web interface on the 
Standby servers.
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4 Click Database Replication and select Failover. The Switch Primary Database to Selected 
Standby Server page opens.

5 Under Select Standby Server to Failover, select the new Primary server from the New Primary 
Server drop-down menu.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional, but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Continue. The Database Replication Failover Confirmation page opens.

8 Click Confirm. The Proteus web interface is unavailable for a few minutes while the server 
restarts.

Breaking database replication
You can also break database replication. Breaking replication removes database replication from 
servers and returns them to stand-alone operation. Each server then uses its replicated copy of the 
database.

Use the Break command when you want to remove database replication from your servers and return 
them to stand-alone operation. You can break database replication from the Primary server or from a 
Standby server.

If the Primary server is not online, use the reset replication Administration Console command on the 
Standby server or servers. For more information, refer to Resetting Database Replication on page 
859.

• You must be a Proteus administrator to break database replication.
• When you break or remove database replication, Proteus restarts the Primary and Standby 

servers. All servers will be unavailable for a few minutes while they restart.

To break replication, the Primary database must be online. If the Primary server is offline, the 
Primary database is not available, so you cannot log in to the Proteus web interface on the 
Standby servers.
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To break database replication:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click Database Management. The Database Management page opens.

3 Click Database Replication.The Database Replication page opens.

4 Click the Database Replication menu and select Break. The Database Replication Remove 
Confirmation page opens.

5 Click Confirm. The Response page opens. The Proteus user interface is unavailable for a few 
minutes while the server restarts. 

6 After the server restarts, log in to the Proteus user interface.

Resetting Database Replication
In critical database malfunction situations, such as a faulty Proteus server, a network communication 
failure between the primary and standby Proteus, or a break in WAL file accumulation, database 
replication between the primary and standby Proteus server(s) must be broken in order to return the 
active Proteus server to stand-alone operation.

Resetting database replication disables replication on a Proteus server (Primary or Standby server) and 
returns the active server to stand-alone operation.

Log in to the Administration Console and enter Additional Configuration mode. Use the reset 
replication command when the Primary server is offline and you need to disable replication on one or 
more Standby servers. You need to log in to the Administration Console on a Standby server and enter 
Additional Configuration mode to use the reset replication command.

To reset database replication:

1 Connect to the Proteus Administration Console on the server you want to reset. For 
instructions on how to connect to the Administration Console, refer to Connecting to the 
Administration Console on page 448.

2 Log in as the Proteus administrator.

3 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

4 Type reset replication, and press ENTER. A message appears when the server is set to 
standalone mode.

Database replication is now disabled on the server, and the server uses its replicated copy of the 
database. If you have another Standby server in your database replication configuration, reset 
replication on that server as well.

• In a normal operational situation, all replication related operations including configuring and 
breaking replication, should be performed from the Proteus web-based user interface.

• Resetting replication is only recommended for unexpected critical situations.

After resetting replication, scheduled deployment on the standby servers is disabled. In order to 
prevent possible duplicated deployment from Proteus servers, re-enable scheduled deployment on 
each standby Proteus server.
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Reset Replication Scenarios

How you reset and re-establish database replication depends on the critical situations that you are 
experiencing and how many Proteus servers you have in your database replication system. 

For example, if you are experiencing a simple network communication failure between the primary 
and standby Proteus servers and both servers are active, then you may want to reset the replication on 
the primary server to return it to stand-alone operation. 

However, if your primary server is physically damaged or mechanically unusable, then you may need to 
reset the replication on the standby server(s) to return it to stand-alone state and make it function as 
a primary server until you replace or repair the primary server.

In either case, if you are running multiple standby servers, you need to reset replication on all standby 
servers.

Case 1—Network Communication Failure

If the connection between the primary server and standby server(s) is lost and both are active, you 
need to reset replication on the primary server so that the replication can be disabled and the primary 
server performs in a stand-alone state until you solve the issue.

1 Log in to the Administration Console on the primary server.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

3 Type reset replication and press ENTER.

The primary server returns to a stand-alone service. You can now re-establish database 
replication between the primary and standby servers.

Case 2—Break in WAL file Accumulation

When the total size of WAL files reaches the maximum allowable replication break threshold size, 
Proteus creates the replication_break file in the /data/pgdata directory and breaks replication. 
When this occurs, you need to reset replication to establish database replication again.

1 Log in to the Administration Console on the original primary server.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

3 Type reset replication and press ENTER.

4 Re-create replication using the Proteus web-based user interface. For more information, 
refer to Configuring database replication on page 853.

Case 3—Disaster Recovery Case

If the primary server goes offline due to unexpected reasons, you need to reset replication on the 
standby server(s) depending on how many Proteus servers you have in your database replication 
system.

Single Standby Server:

If you have a single Standby server and the Primary server goes offline, perform the following actions:

1 Log in to the Administration Console on the Standby server.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

3 Type reset replication and press ENTER.
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The server returns to service and uses its copy of the replicated database. When the Primary 
server is returned to service, you can re-establish database replication between the two 
servers.

Two Standby Servers:

If you have two Standby servers and the Primary server goes offline, perform the following actions:

1 Log in to the Administration Console on the first Standby server.

2 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

3 Type reset replication and press ENTER.

4 Log in to the Administration Console on the second Standby server.

5 From Main Session mode, type configure additional and press ENTER. The old Administration 
Console starts and the Proteus prompt changes.

6 Type reset replication and press ENTER.

7 Grant access to the new primary database on the remaining standby server. For more 
information, refer to To add primary database access to the standby database: on page 853.

8 Log in to the Proteus web interface on the server that you want to become the new Primary 
server.

9 Configure database replication between the new Primary and Standby servers.

The servers return to service and use the replicated database from the new Primary server. When 
the original Primary server is returned to service, you can add the server to the database 
replication configuration.

Archiving and Purging database
Use the Database Archive and Purge function to periodically save user transactions, system events, 
and user session information from the Proteus database to files on the server. Doing this removes the 
information from the Proteus database. This information accumulates in the database over time and 
can substantially increase the size of the database. Periodically archiving and purging this information 
reduces the size and improves the performance of the database. Archived information can later be 
imported back into the database for review.

Archived data is written to the following files in the /data/archive directory on the Proteus server:

• access_rights_history.tbl

• entity_history.tbl

• entity_link_history.tbl

• event_log.tbl

• filter_history.tbl

• history.tbl

• lease_summary.tbl

• metadata_field_history.tbl

• metadata_value_history.tbl

• session_info.tbl
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After you perform archive and purge, you should move these files from the /data/archive directory 
and store them in a permanent repository.

You can import archived data back into the Proteus database. For assistance in importing archived data 
back into Proteus, contact BlueCat Client Care. refer to How do I contact BlueCat Networks 
Customer Care? on page 14.

Archiving and purging database on demand
Run the archive and purge function and set the number of days to keep the data after the purge.

To run Archive and Purge on demand:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click Database Management. The Database Management page 
opens.

3 Click History Archive and Purge. The History Archive and Purge page opens.

4 Click the History Archive and Purge menu and select Run Now. The Run Now page opens.

5 In the Keep history for field, enter a value for the number of days of event history to keep 
after the archive and purge operation. For example, setting this value to 5 means that the 
most recent five days of event history will remain in the database after the archive and purge 
operation. Events that occurred before the five day period are archived and purged. Valid 
values range from 1 to 3650 days.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click OK.

The Archive and Purge function overwrites these files each time you run an Archive and Purge 
operation. Be sure to move these files from the /data/archive directory after the Archive and 
Purge has finished.

BlueCat Networks strongly recommends performing a database backup before running the archive 
and purge function. For details, refer to Database backup on page 843.
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Enabling scheduled database archive and purge
Set a scheduled archive and purge operation.

To enable the scheduled database archive and purge:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click Database Management. The Database Management page 
opens.

3 Click  History Archive and Purge. The History Archive and Purge page opens.

4 Click the History Archive and Purge menu and select Schedule. The Edit History Archive and 
Purge Parameters page opens.

5 Under Data to Archive and Purge, set the following options:

▪ Enable—select this check box to enable archive and purge operations; deselect this check 
box to disable archive and purge operations.

▪ Keep history for—enter a value for the number of days of event history to keep after the 
archive and purge operation. For example, setting this value to 5 means that the most 
recent five days of event history will remain in the database after the archive and purge 
operation. Events the occurred before the five day period are archived and purged. Valid 
values range from 1 to 3650 days.

▪ Hour and minute fields—set the time for the archive and purge operation in the hour and 
minute fields.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional, but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click OK.

Viewing database archive and purge information
View current status of the History archive and purge function.

BlueCat Networks strongly recommends performing a database backup before running the archive 
and purge function. For details, refer to Database backup on page 843.
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To view Database Archive and Purge information:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click Database Management. The Database Management page 
opens.

3 Click History Archive and Purge. The History Archive and Purge page opens.

• The General section displays the following information:

▪ Enabled—indicates that an archive and purge schedule is enabled or disabled.

▪ Days of history kept—the number of days of event history to keep in the database.

▪ Scheduled Time—the date and time of the next archive and purge operation.

• The Status section displays the following information:

▪ Current Status—shows whether an archive and purge operation is scheduled.

▪ Last Run Date—the date and time of the last archive and purge operation.

▪ Last Run Duration—the length of time taken to complete the last archive and purge 
operation.

▪ Last Run Status—shows whether the last archive and purge operation was successful.

Database Cleaner
Use the Database Cleaner function to search for and replace host record objects that have the same 
host name, but that are assigned to multiple IP addresses. In previous versions of Proteus, the 
migration tools allowed you to import such duplicate host record objects. You should correct these 
objects to ensure that they work properly in the Proteus database and are consistent with the data on 
managed servers.

Rules for merging duplicate host records
When the database cleaner finds duplicate host record objects, the attributes of the host records are 
merged to create a host record with a single IP address. 
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Proteus uses the following rules to merge duplicate host records:

1 The first record in a series of duplicates becomes the final host record. The IP addresses from 
all duplicate records are assigned to the final host record.

2 Proteus assigns metadata for the host record from the first record in a series of duplicates. 
Metadata from subsequent records in the series of duplicates is included only if a value is not 
present in preceding records.

Example 1: The Comments field for the first record in a series of duplicates contains data. In 
this case, the data from the first record is assigned to the final record. Proteus discards the 
Comments field from all other records in the series of duplicates.

Example 2: The Comments field for the first record in a series of duplicates does not contain 
data. The Comments field for the second record in the series contains data. In this case, 
Proteus populates the Comments field for the final host record with the data from the second 
duplicate record.

3 Proteus assigns tags and favorites from each duplicate record to the final record.

4 Proteus assigns dependent records, such as CNAME, MX, and SRV records, from each duplicate 
record to the final record.

Proteus merges access rights based on unique users. If the same user is found for different access 
rights, Proteus assigns the most permissive right to the record.

Running the database cleaner
Use the database cleaner to find and replace host record objects that have the same host name, but 
that are assigned to multiple IP addresses.

To run the Database Cleaner:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click Database Management. The Database Management page 
opens.

3 Click Database Cleaner. The Database Cleaner page opens.

4 Select the Host Record Duplicates check box.

5 Click Check. The Duplicate Host Records page opens. 

▪ If there are no duplicate host records in the database, the No duplicate host records found 
message opens. Select the Administration tab to return to the Administration page.
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▪ If duplicate host records are present in the database, a table of records opens. The table 
displays the following information:

▪ Group NO—the group number for each group of duplicate records.

▪ NO—the number for each address in the entire set of duplicate records.

▪ Name—the host name for the record. Duplicate records that are to be merged with the 
first discovered record appear with a strike through the name. Click on a name to view 
the details for a record.

▪ Record Data—the IP address for the host record.

▪ Dependent Records—the number of dependent records for the host record.

▪ Dynamic—indicates if the host record is dynamic.

▪ View—indicates the DNS view for the host record.

▪ Configuration—indicates the Proteus configuration for the host record.

6 Click Merge All Duplicate Host Records. When the merge process is complete, the No 
duplicate host records found message appears.

7 Select the Administration tab to return to the Administration page.

Re-indexing database
Use the Database Re-index function when you notice a decline in Proteus performance that is not due 
to network load or other factors, or on the advice of BlueCat Customer Care when 
troubleshooting a support issue.

To re-index the Proteus database:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page on which you last worked, so select 
the Administration tab again to ensure you are working on the Administration page.

2 Under Data Management, click Database Management. The Database Management page 
opens.

3 Click Database Re-index. The Database Re-index page opens.

Re-indexing is a resource-intensive process, so we strongly recommend that you use it at times 
when there is low demand for Proteus services.
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4 Click OK. Proteus re-indexes the database.

The Database Re-index Result page opens.

5 Click OK.

The re-indexing process may take several minutes or hours, depending on the size of your 
database.
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Chapter 19
Proteus HSM
Proteus v4.0.6 includes support for DNSSEC with HSM. In order to store your DNS Security (DNSSEC) 
keys on a remote hardware security module you need to have purchased an HSM-compatible Adonis 
appliance and applied the HSM-enablement upgrade package to your Proteus server.

If you believe you have purchased an HSM-compatible Adonis appliance contact BlueCat Customer Care 
for assistance. For details on how you can improve the security of your DNSSEC environment with 
Proteus HSM, contact BlueCat Customer CARE at https://care.bluecatnetworks.com

The Basics
A Hardware Security Module (HSM) is a secure cryptographic processor that generates encrypted zone 
keys for secure DNS zone signing. The Proteus HSM solution employs a netHSM, which is a third-party 
HSM server providing key generation and zone signing over a network.

HSM extends and improves DNSSEC functionality by localizing key generation and master zone signing 
on the HSM server instead of the Proteus or Adonis appliance.

Depending on your Proteus user role and goals, you can start with different HSM-related tasks and sub-
tasks:

Before You Start

Proteus HSM is supported on Adonis 1925 and BlueCat High Security DNS 500 appliances only. 
Proteus HSM will NOT function with standard Adonis appliances.

HSM will NOT function if Dedicated Management is enabled on your Adonis 1925 or BlueCat High 
Security DNS 500 appliance. Disable Dedicated Management from the Adonis Administration 
Console prior to configuring the Adonis server in Proteus.

Concepts Description

Requirements Assemble the necessary hardware for a BlueCat HSM configuration, 
including Proteus and Adonis appliances, an HSM server(s) and a Remote 
File System. Click the link for complete details.

OPTIONAL: Copying 
Security World files

OPTIONAL: Copy Security World files from the RFS for upload into Proteus.
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Configuring HSM

Working with HSM

This section is a reference of supplemental and additional tasks you can perform after you have 
configured HSM in Proteus.

Steps Description

1 Creating an HSM 
configuration

Using the Proteus user interface, create an HSM configuration required for 
DNS deployment with DNSSEC-HSM.

2 Adding HSM servers to 
an HSM configuration

After creating an HSM configuration, you must add one or more HSM servers 
to perform key generation and secure zone signing.

3 Joining Proteus to the 
Security World

Join Proteus to the Security World either by uploading Security World files 
to the Proteus UI, or through the use of an RFS on your network (optional).

4 Enabling HSM on 
Adonis appliances

Enable HSM when adding Adonis servers to your HSM configuration. 
Enabling HSM on Adonis servers joins them to the Security World.

5 Creating a DNSSEC-
HSM signing policy

Create an DNSSEC-HSM signing policy.

6 Assigning the DNSSEC-
HSM signing policy

Once you have created an DNSSEC-HSM signing policy, you must configure 
the policy for zone signing.

7 Deploying DNS with a 
DNSSEC-HSM signing 
policy

Deploy DNS to your Adonis servers with the DNSSEC-HSM signing policy. This 
is the final step of configuring HSM.

Steps Description

1 Modifying an HSM 
configuration

Edit or delete an HSM configuration created in Proteus.

2 Managing the Security 
World

After initial configuration of the Security World and joining Proteus to the 
Security World, you can go back and change the Security World 
configuration mode (either using an RFS or uploading Security World files), 
update the Security World for Proteus (add, move, or remove HSM servers 
in the Security World), or remove Proteus from the Security World.

3 Managing HSM servers Details on editing and deleting HSM servers.

4 Managing DNSSEC-HSM 
keys

Details on performing emergency key rollover, automatic key generation, 
and e-mailing keys as trust anchors.

5 Performing dynamic 
updates with DNSSEC-
HSM

BlueCat recommends full DNS deployments with DNSSEC-HSM, but dynamic 
updates are also supported. Add Dynamic DNS deployment options and 
DDNS DHCP service options in order to perform dynamic updates.
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Key terms
The following key terms are used throughout the management of HSM.

• HSM cluster—Two or more HSM servers connected on the same network. An HSM cluster allows 
for redundancy in case the primary HSM server fails.

• HSM configuration—Proteus object that contains HSM servers and linked objects used by HSM-
DNSSEC.

• HSM key provider—An HSM provider is the tandem hardware server plus HSM client software used to 
securely sign DNS zones with DNSSEC-HSM. Currently, Proteus only supports Thales as an HSM 
provider.

• Key Blob—A Key Blob is the jargon term for the encrypted data that is sent along with private and 
public keys in an HSM transaction.

• RFS—Remote File System. Any type of Unix/Linux file system that acts as a logging server and 
central repository to synchronize keys and certificates generated by the HSM server. It is also 
involved in the initial setup and storage of Security World files.

• Security World—An infrastructure of security algorithms used to provide secure communication 
between the client(s) and the HSM server.

Overview: DNSSEC vs DNSSEC-HSM
This section provides a brief comparison between standard DNSSEC and DNSSEC with HSM (DNSSEC-
HSM).

Standard DNSSEC
DNSSEC was introduced to solve security issues with DNS. DNS was developed in a time where the 
Internet was much smaller and less malicious than it is today. It is based on an implicit trust between 
the client and the DNS server: the client trusts that the DNS server is authentic and that the data 
returned is valid. As the Internet grew, the DNS model left itself prone to attacks by malicious users 
who would hijack the DNS server or intercept and spoof the data.

DNSSEC solves the gap in DNS security by authenticating the host and data using public key 
cryptography. By verifying zone data and verifying the key used to sign the zone data, DNSSEC ensures 
the host is authentic and that the data sent has not been tampered with.

Proteus

DNS deployed with DNSSEC signing policy
Adonis DNS appliance

1

2

DNS zone(s) signed 
according to the DNSSEC 
signing policy
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This diagram provides a simplified look at standard DNSSEC in Proteus and Adonis. Prior to deployment, 
the following must be completed using the Proteus user interface:

• Create a DNSSEC signing policy.

• Assign the DNSSEC signing policy to a zone(s).

With a DNSSEC signing policy set and configured for zone signing, you can now deploy DNS.

1 From the Proteus UI, deploy DNS with the DNSSEC signing policy.

2 Adonis signs the zone(s) by creating RRSIGs, NSEC/NSEC3 records, and injecting DNSKEYs.

• Dynamic updates on Adonis are pushed to Proteus via notifications.

• Key Rollover happens on Adonis, triggered either by emergency key rollover, manual key 
rollover, or due to a new DNSSEC signing policy.

Both Private and Public Keys are stored on Adonis and Proteus.
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DNSSEC with HSM
DNSSEC-HSM adds a greater level of security by generating, signing, and storing encrypted keys on the 
HSM server instead of Proteus or Adonis appliances.

The following diagram provides a simplified look at the DNSSEC zone signing process with HSM:

1 Proteus joins the HSM Security World and synchronizes with the RFS/Security World files.

2 Proteus requests the HSM server to generate keys.

3 Proteus stores and backs-up keys into its database.

4 The HSM server returns the encrypted key data (Key Blob) to Proteus.

DNSSEC-HSM is not applicable to Windows servers.

• You can choose to configure the Security World either using an RFS or via upload of 
Security World files to Proteus.

• Joining Proteus to the HSM Security World only happens upon initial configuration.
• The RFS synchronization is configured for “No Authentication,” which is the preferred 

state for DNSSEC and HSM failover.
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5 Adonis joins the HSM Security World and extracts the Security World files.

6 Proteus deploys master zone data and the Key Blob to Adonis.

7 Adonis communicates with the HSM to export the ZSK and KSK from the Key Blob and add the 
DNSKEY record to the zone data. Adonis then sends zone data to the HSM server for zone 
signing with the DNSSEC-HSM signing policy. The HSM server performs the zone signing and 
returns the signed record to Adonis.

8 Adonis sends the deployment status to Proteus.

Upon successful signing, the client requesting the record will be granted access to the domain, for 
example, www.example.com.

Before you start
Before creating an HSM configuration in Proteus, ensure your HSM provider or network administrator 
has ensured your configuration meets the necessary hardware and software requirements.

Requirements
A BlueCat DNSSEC-HSM configuration requires a minimum set of hardware and software components. 
Make sure you have one of each of the following appliances installed on your local network before 
attempting to create an HSM configuration:

• Proteus 5500 appliance

• Proteus software v3.7.2 or later

• Proteus HSM software license (contact BlueCat Networks Customer Care for more details)

• Adonis 1925 or BlueCat High Security DNS 500 appliance

• Thales netHSM Hardware Security Module (HSM server)

• Remote File System (RFS) 

Joining Adonis to the HSM Security World only happens upon initial configuration.

HSM is supported on Proteus v4.0.6. However, HSM will NOT function if dedicated management is 
enabled on your Adonis 1925 or BlueCat High Security DNS 500 appliance. Disable dedicated 
management from the Adonis Administration Console prior to configuring the Adonis server in 
Proteus.

DNSSEC-HSM is supported by Adonis 1925 and BlueCat High Security DNS 500 appliances 
only.

The RFS can be any UNIX server.
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Prerequisites
With the help of your network administrator or HSM provider, ensure the following prerequisites are 
met:

1 HSM server has been setup and configured on your local network.

2 HSM Security World has been created. For more information on creating the HSM Security 
World, refer to the netHSM User Guide.

3 Proteus and Adonis appliances must be connected to the same local network as the HSM 
server and their IP addresses must be added to the client list of the HSM server. By default, 
the HSM server uses TCP port 9004, but if your environment uses a different port, this is also 
supported. For further details, refer to the netHSm User Guide.

4 Proteus has been properly set up with a configuration, DNS views, zones, deployment roles, IP 
blocks, networks and other necessary settings. For more details, refer to First Steps on page 
27.

5 A Remote File Server (RFS) has been setup and configured on the same network as the HSM 
server and Proteus and Adonis appliances. For more information on setting up and configuring 
a Remote File Server for HSM, refer to the netHSM User Guide.

• Only one RFS is supported per Security World.

• The Remote File Server is only needed for initial configuration of the Security World. 
Day-to-day operation of the HSM configuration does not require the RFS.

• Optional: You can also configure the Security World by uploading a compressed file 
to Proteus that contains the Security World files from the RFS. For details, refer to 
OPTIONAL: Copying Security World files on page 876.

• For more information on setting up the necessary HSM prerequisites, refer to the 
netHSM User Guide.

For assistance setting up your HSM environment contact BlueCat support by visiting our 
CARE website: https://care.bluecatnetworks.com
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OPTIONAL: Copying Security World files
A Remote File System is a requirement of the BlueCat HSM environment. However, if you do not want 
to use the RFS to join Proteus and Adonis to the Security World via the network, you must copy 
Security World files from the RFS and upload them to Proteus in order to configure the Security World 
using the Proteus user interface. Your HSM provider will employ an RFS for the initial creation of the 
Security World. Once the Security World has been created, you must compress Security World files 
from the RFS and copy them to a file system accessible by Proteus.

To copy the Security World files:

1 On the RFS, locate the following files in the directory, /opt/nfast/kmdata/local:

▪ world

▪ module_ (one or more files)

▪ card_ (one or more files)

2 Using archiving software, place all module files in a compressed folder. Compatible formats 
include .zip, .tar, .tgz, .bz2, and .tar.gz.

3 Copy the compressed folder to a file system accessible by Proteus (for example: local 
directory on Proteus, USB drive)

You will upload the compressed Security World files to Proteus to configure the Security World. 
However, first you must create an HSM configuration in Proteus. For details, see Creating an HSM 
configuration on page 877.
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Configuring HSM
This section describes the step-by-step process of setting up HSM in Proteus: from creating an HSM 
configuration, configuring the Security World, enabling HSM on Adonis appliances, to deploying DNS 
with a DNSSEC-HSM signing policy.

For details on managing HSM in Proteus, including editing and deleting HSM servers, managing the 
Security World, disabling HSM on Adonis appliances, and editing and deleting DNSSEC-HSM signing 
policies, refer to Working with HSM on page 899.

Configuring Proteus HSM involves the following:

1 Creating an HSM configuration

2 Adding HSM servers to an HSM configuration

3 Configuring the HSM Security World

4 Joining Proteus to the Security World

5 Enabling HSM on Adonis appliances

6 Creating a DNSSEC-HSM signing policy

7 Assigning the DNSSEC-HSM signing policy

8 Deploying DNS with a DNSSEC-HSM signing policy

Creating an HSM configuration
Zone signing with DNSSEC-HSM requires the creation of an HSM configuration in Proteus. An HSM 
configuration manages HSM servers and HSM linked objects (such as the DNSSEC-HSM signing policy), while 
standard Proteus configurations allow you to globally manage IPAM, DNS, DHCP, and Servers.

To create an HSM configuration:

1 Log in to Proteus as the administrator. By default, the user name and password are admin.

2 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

Ensure you have completed the necessary prerequisites before attempting to 
create or edit any HSM configurations. For details, refer to Prerequisites on 
page 875.

Proteus supports one HSM configuration only.
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3 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The HSM configuration information page opens.

4 Click New HSM Configuration. The Add HSM Configuration page opens.

5 Under HSM Configuration, complete the following:

▪ Name—enter a name for your HSM configuration.

▪ Key Provider—from the drop-down menu, select a key provider for your HSM configuration. 
Currently, only Thales HSM is supported.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

In order to store your DNS Security (DNSSEC) keys on a remote hardware security module you need 
to have purchased an HSM-compatible Adonis appliance and applied the HSM-enablement upgrade 
package to your Proteus server. If you believe you have purchased an HSM-compatible Adonis 
appliance, contact BlueCat Customer Care for assistance. For details on how you can improve the 
security of your DNSSEC environment with Proteus HSM, contact BlueCat Sales for pricing and 
implementation information.
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7 Click Add. Your HSM configuration has been created. Proteus returns you to the HSM 
configuration information page.

▪ New sections appear on the HSM configuration information page: Security World 
Configuration and Join Security World

After creating an HSM configuration, you must now add an HSM server(s) to that HSM configuration. For 
details, go to step 3 in Adding HSM servers to an HSM configuration on page 879.

Adding HSM servers to an HSM configuration
With an HSM configuration created in Proteus, you can now add HSM servers. The HSM server will 
generate DNSSEC keys that are defined by the DNSSEC-HSM signing policy which you will create in 
Proteus.

To add an HSM server:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The HSM configuration information page opens.

3 Click the HSM Servers tab.

• You can add multiple HSM servers (an HSM cluster) to an HSM configuration. BlueCat 
recommends adding at least two HSM servers for redundancy and disaster recovery.
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4 Under HSM Servers, click New and select HSM Server The Add HSM Server page opens.

5 Under HSM Server, complete the following:

▪ Name—enter a name for the HSM server

▪ IP Address—enter the IP address for the HSM server on your network

▪ Port—enter the port number of the HSM server (by default, 9004)

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Add, or click Add Next to add another HSM server. Your newly added HSM servers appear 
in the HSM Servers tab of the HSM configuration information page.

If you make an error when entering the IP address, you will receive the prompt, 
Invalid IP address. Ensure to enter a valid IPv4 address.
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With HSM servers added to your HSM configuration, the next steps are to configure the Security World, 
then join Proteus to the Security World. For details, go to step 3 in Configuring the HSM Security 
World on page 881.

Configuring the HSM Security World
Proteus must join the Thales HSM Security World in order to perform zone signing. Joining Proteus to 
the Security World consists of two parts: configuring the Security World, then joining Proteus to the 
Security World.

To configure the Security World:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The Details tab of the HSM configuration 
information page opens.

3 Under Security World Configuration, click Configure Security World. The Configure Security 
World page opens.

4 Under Configure Mode, select one of the following configuration methods:

▪ Use RFS—select if you will configure the Security World using a Remote File System. If 
selected, the RFS Address and RFS Port fields open.

Disconnected HSM servers will not be added to HSM configuration
As a best practice, verify that you are connected to all HSM servers listed in the Proteus 
user interface. To confirm the connectivity status of HSM servers, perform the 
following:

1. Log in to Proteus via SSH.

2. Run the following command:

Proteus should return ‘connection status OK’ for each HSM server. Ensure that the 
number of connection status messages matches the number of HSM servers you 
configured in the Proteus user interface.

If Proteus cannot connect to an HSM server(s), or if the confirmed connections are less 
that the number of HSM servers added to the Proteus user interface, refer to 
Troubleshooting on page 927.

hsm-status.sh
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▪ RFS Address—enter the IPv4 address of the Remote File System.

▪ RFS Port—enter the port number of the RFS (by default, 9004). Go to step 6.

▪ Upload Security World Files—select to configure the Security World using Security World 
files in a compressed folder on your local workstation.

5 Click Browse beside the Upload Security World Files field to locate the compressed folder 
containing the Security World files from the RFS on your workstation.

6 Click Configure. Proteus returns you to the HSM configuration information page.

Once configured, the Security World Configuration section displays details of your mode of 
configuration.

Next, you must join Proteus to the Security World. For details, go to step 3 in Joining Proteus to the 
Security World on page 882.

Joining Proteus to the Security World
After you have configured the Security World using either the RFS or Module Files, you must next join 
Proteus to the Security World. This involves associating Proteus with HSM servers already created in 
Proteus. Select HSM servers from the drop-down menu and re-order them as necessary; the top-most 
HSM server in the list acts as the Primary. Choose as many HSM servers as you wish, and set the order 
that allows for the fastest communication between Proteus and HSM servers.

To join Proteus to the Security World:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The HSM configuration information page opens.

The Security World Files must copied to your local workstation from the RFS. If you will 
not be using the RFS to configure the Security World, uploading the Security World files 
is mandatory. For details, refer to OPTIONAL: Copying Security World files on page 
876.

If using a Remote File System to join Proteus and Adonis to the Security World, the RFS is 
configured for “No Authentication,” which is the preferred state for DNSSEC and HSM failover. 
RFS-synchronization with “Authentication” would set authentication to a single HSM server, which 
could prevent other clients from joining the Security World.
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3 Under the Join Security World, click Join Proteus to Security World. The Join Security World 
page opens.

4 Under General, select an HSM Server from the HSM Servers drop-down menu and click Add. 
Repeat this step to add as many HSM servers as necessary.

5 To re-order the hierarchy of the HSM servers in the list, select an HSM server and click Move 
Up or Move Down. The HSM server at the top of the order will be the Primary; HSM servers below 
the Primary will be the Standby servers (Secondary, or Tertiary). Click Remove to delete an HSM 
server from the list.

6 Click Join. Proteus returns you to the HSM configuration information page.

Once Proteus has joined the Security World, additional options become available:

• Update the Security World Configuration—change the configuration mode for the Security 
World; either use an RFS, or upload Security World files. For details, refer to Updating the 
Security World configuration on page 904.

• Update Security World for Proteus—click to add, remove, or move the HSM servers in the 
Security World. For details, refer to Updating the Security World for Proteus on page 905.

• Remove Proteus from Security World—click to withdraw Proteus from the Security World. For 
details, refer to Removing Proteus from the Security World on page 906.

If running Proteus in Replication, you must manually join the Standby Proteus to the 
Security World. This involves breaking replication then logging into web-based user 
interface of the Standby Proteus and repeating the HSM configuration process:

• create an HSM configuration (use the same name and key provider)
• add the same HSM servers as the Primary (use the same port number)
• configure the Security World using the same mode as the Primary
• join the Standby Proteus to the Security World

After joining the Standby Proteus to the Security World, you must reset Proteus Replication. For 
complete details on breaking and resetting Proteus Replication, refer to Replicating database 
for Proteus disaster recovery on page 852.
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Next, you must enable HSM on Adonis appliances. For details, refer to Enabling HSM on Adonis 
appliances on page 884.

Enabling HSM on Adonis appliances
After adding HSM servers, configuring the Security World and joining Proteus to the Security World, the 
next step is to enable HSM support on Adonis appliances on your network.

To enable HSM on Adonis appliances:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

Disconnected HSM servers will not be added to HSM configuration
As a best practice, verify that you are connected to all HSM servers listed in the Proteus 
user interface. To confirm the connectivity status of HSM servers, perform the 
following:

1. Log in to Proteus via SSH.

2. Run the following command:

Proteus should return ‘connection status OK’ for each HSM server. Ensure that the 
number of connection status messages matches the number of HSM servers you 
configured in the Proteus user interface.

If Proteus cannot connect to an HSM server(s), or if the confirmed connections are less 
that the number of HSM servers added to the Proteus user interface, refer to 
Troubleshooting on page 927.

You must enable HSM on any Adonis 1925/BlueCat High Security DNS 500 appliances in your HSM 
configuration. Enabling HSM on Adonis allows the Adonis server to join the HSM Security World. 
DNS deployment will fail if the Adonis server is not part of the Security World.

HSM will NOT function if Dedicated Management is enabled on your Adonis 1925 or BlueCat High 
Security DNS 500 appliance. Disable Dedicated Management from the Adonis Administration 
Console prior to configuring the Adonis server in Proteus.

If using a Remote File System to join Proteus and Adonis to the Security World, the RFS is 
configured for “No Authentication,” which is the preferred state for DNSSEC and HSM failover. 
RFS-synchronization with “Authentication” would set authentication to a single HSM server, which 
could prevent other clients from joining the Security World.

hsm-status.sh
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2 Under Servers, click New and select Server. The Add Server page opens.

3 Under Server, complete the following:

▪ Profile—select either Adonis 1925 or BlueCat High Security DNS - 500 from the drop-down 
menu.

If you want to use the monitoring service, you must first enable SNMP on each Adonis server you 
intend to monitor. For details, refer to Configuring SNMP on Proteus on page 132.
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▪ Name—enter the name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ Management Interface—enter the IPv4 address configured for interface eth0 in the Adonis 
Administration Console.

▪ Hostname—The hostname used for the server on the network. For example, 
myhost.example.com

▪ Connect to server—by default, this option is selected. It allows Proteus to connect to the 
server once it is added. Deselect this check box if you do not want to connect to the server 
at this time.

▪ Upgrade to latest version—by default, this option is deselected. This provides a safe 
environment to add an Adonis server in Proteus without applying an unintentional software 
update. Select the check box only if you wish to apply the latest version of Adonis software 
once the appliance is under Proteus control.

▪ Password—The server password (by default, bluecat).

4 Under Additional Interfaces, complete the following:

▪ Click Detect Server Settings to allow Proteus to determine the type of Adonis appliance. 
Depending on the number of interfaces with which your Adonis appliance is equipped, the 
relevant fields that you may need to configure will become automatically available for you 
to configure.

For an Adonis 1925/BlueCat High Security DNS 500 appliance, you can only configure the 
following:

• Dedicated management must be DISABLED on Adonis 1925/BlueCat High Security DNS 500 
appliances prior to adding the server to Proteus control and enabling HSM.

• Adonis 1925/BlueCat High Security DNS 500 appliances use the eth0 interface for both services 
and management traffic.

IPv6 addresses cannot be used to connect to an Adonis appliance.

If you select the Connect to server check box, you must click the Detect Server Settings button 
in order to add the server to Proteus.

Once you have entered the password, the Detect Server Settings button under Connection 
Options becomes clickable.

The Detect Server Settings button checks for the following:

• Adonis software version
• Interface count
• state of Dedicated Management (enabled or disabled)
• IPv4 address and netmask of the Services interface
• IPv6 address and subnet of the Services interface
• Redundancy scenario

With dedicated management disabled, the fields under Service Interface are greyed out. The IP 
address will be the same for both the Management and Services Interfaces.
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▪ XHA Backbone—select the check box to configure the XHA interface and specify the IPv4 
address and netmask to be used for Cross High Availability (XHA). For more information 
about XHA, refer to Crossover High Availability (XHA) on page 707.

5 Under Deployment Validation Options section, set the validation options for DNS and DHCP 
deployment zone files:

▪ Override configuration level DHCP deployment validation settings—select the check box to 
permit the server to inherit the deployment validation settings set at the configuration 
level. If selected, the Check DHCP configuration on deployment check box appears.

▪ Check DHCP configuration on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of 
the dhcpd.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Override configuration level DNS deployment validation settings—select the check box to 
set deployment validation options that are specific to the server. If selected, the Check DNS 
configuration on deployment and Check DNS zones on deployment check boxes appear:

▪ Check DNS configuration on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of 
the named.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Check DNS zones on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of each DNS 
zone file and validated data deployed from Proteus. This is equivalent to setting the -i 
switch for the named-checkzone tool. If selected, the DNS Zones Deployment Validation 
Setting section opens on the page.

6 Under DNS Zones Deployment Validation Setting, complete the following:

▪ Post-load zone integrity validation—performs syntax checks based on the mode you select 
for this option. Select one of the following modes:

▪ Full—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-
zone hostnames

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Local—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to an A or AAAA record, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Full-sibling—performs the same checks as in Full mode but does not check the glue 
records.

▪ Local-sibling—performs the same checks as in Local mode but does not check the 
glue records.

▪ None—disables all post-load zone integrity checks.

▪ Check names—Checks names. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus 
handles conditions found by this check.

You cannot set the default gateway from the Proteus user interface—it must be set from the 
Adonis Administration Console before adding the server to Proteus. For details, refer to Setting 
an IPv4 Gateway on page 687.
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▪ Check if MX records are IP addresses—checks if MX records point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if MX records point to CNAME records—checks if MX records point to a CNAME 
record rather than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for the 
named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles 
conditions found by this check.

▪ Check if NS records are IP addresses—checks if NS record point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -n switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if SRV records point to CNAME records—checks is SRV record point to a CNAME 
record rather than A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -S switch for the 
named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles 
conditions found by this check.

▪ Check for non-terminal wildcards—checks for wildcards in zone names that do not appear 
as the last segment of a zone name: for example, mail.*.example.com. Non-terminal 
wildcards are permissible, but you may want to be alerted to their presence. This is 
equivalent to setting the -W switch for the named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore or Warn to 
determine how Proteus handles conditions found by this check.

For the preceding options, Ignore, Warn, or Fail have the following effects:

▪ Ignore—Ignores the condition, so it is not logged in the Zone Validation server log. 
Deployment proceeds with the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Warn—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment proceeds with 
the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Fail—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment fails. The existing 
DNS data is left in place and the new data is not deployed.

7 Under Kerberos Service Principal, set the DNS and DHCP service principals:

▪ Enable DNS Service Principal—select to specify the security credential for the DNS service 
to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When you select this check 
box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and service principal from 
the Realm and Principal drop-down menus.

▪ Enable DHCP Service Principal—select this check box to specify the security credential for 
the DHCP service to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When 
you select this check box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and 
service principal from the Realm and Principal drop-down list.

8 Under HSM Support, complete the following:

▪ Select the check box, Enable HSM Support. The Add Server page refreshes to show your HSM 
configuration and a drop-down menu of HSM servers.

▪ From the HSM Servers drop-down menu, select an HSM server and click Add. Repeat this 
step to add multiple HSM servers.

▪ To re-order the hierarchy of the HSM servers in the list, select an HSM server and click 
Move Up or Move Down. The HSM server at the top of the order will be the Primary; HSM 

HSM Support / Enable HSM Support is only available if you select Adonis 1925/BlueCat High 
Security DNS 500 from the Service Capability Profile drop-down menu. You must create an HSM 
configuration before you can enable HSM on an Adonis server (optional HSM-enablement upgrade 
required).
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servers below the Primary will be the Secondary, Tertiary. Click Remove to delete an HSM 
server from the list.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Add. Proteus returns you to the Server information page.

With HSM enabled on your Adonis appliances, the next step is to create an DNSSEC-HSM policy.

Creating a DNSSEC-HSM signing policy
Proceed with creating an DNSSEC-HSM signing policy only after you have completed the following:

• Created an HSM configuration in Proteus

• Added HSM servers

• Configured the Security World

• Joined Proteus to the Security World

• Enabled HSM on managed Adonis servers (Adonis 1925 and BlueCat High Security DNS 500 
appliances only)

An DNSSEC-HSM signing policy contains all of the parameters needed to define the Key Signing Key 
(KSK) and Zone Signing Key (ZSK) for a zone at the HSM server, including the settings for automatic key 
rollover.

Administrators can create and manage DNSSEC-HSM signing polices from Administration>DNSSEC 
Policy Management.

In the General section of the Details tab, you will see Enable HSM Support: Yes — this 
confirms that HSM has been enabled on the Adonis server. Also, the HSM Servers section 
lists the HSM server(s) linked to your Adonis server.

Disconnected HSM servers will not be added to HSM configuration
As a best practice, verify that you are connected to all HSM servers listed in the Proteus 
user interface. To confirm the connectivity status of HSM servers, perform the 
following:

1. Log in to Adonis via SSH.

2. Run the following command:

Adonis should return ‘connection status OK’ for each HSM server. Ensure that the 
number of connection status messages matches the number of HSM servers you 
configured in the Proteus user interface.

If Adonis cannot connect to an HSM server(s), or if the confirmed connections are less 
that the number of HSM servers added to the Proteus user interface, refer to 
Troubleshooting on page 927.

You can create a single DNSSEC signing policy that can be assigned to multiple DNS zones, or 
you can create multiple DNSSEC signing policies and assign each signing policy to a specific 
DNS zone.

hsm-status.sh
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To create an DNSSEC-HSM signing policy:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under General, click DNSSEC Policy Management. The DNSSEC Policy Management page opens.

3 Under DNSSEC Signing Policies, click New and select DNSSEC Signing policy. The Add DNSSEC 
Signing Policy page opens.

4 Under General, set the following parameters:

▪ Policy Name—enter a name for the DNSSEC-HSM policy.

▪ Signature Validity Period (days)—enter the number of days for which the RRSIG resource 
record is valid (by default, 10).

▪ Signature Re-Signing Interval (days)—enter the number of days before the end of the 
Signature Validity Period at which BIND resigns the zone. The default period is 2 days. For 
example, if the Signature Validity Period is 10 days and the Signature Re-Signing Interval is 
2 days, BIND resigns the zone on day 8 of the Signature Validity Period.

▪ Signature Digest Algorithm—indicates the algorithm used for the Delegation Signer (DS) 
record; select either SHA1 or SHA256. This algorithm applies only when you generate a DS 
record.

▪ Key Provider—select Thales HSM as your key provider. Proteus could be selected if you have 
not yet created an HSM configuration. However, BlueCat strongly recommends first creating 
an HSM configuration prior to defining an DNSSEC-HSM signing policy.

Thales HSM is available as a DNSSEC key provider only after applying the HSM license to 
Proteus. For details on obtaining the Proteus HSM license, contact BlueCat Networks 
Customer Care at http://care.bluecatnetworks.com
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5 Under Zone Signing Key Policy, set the following parameters:

Algorithm—select an algorithm for DNSSEC-HSM zone signing:

▪ Length (bits)—select the length of the ZSK in bits (by default, 1024).

▪ Override TTL—select this check box to set a override the default Time-To-Live for the ZSK. 
A text field and drop-down menu open. Enter a value in the text field and select a unit of 
time from the drop-down menu.

▪ Validity Period (days)—enter the number of days for which the ZSK is valid (by default, 30).

▪ Overlap Interval (days)—enter the number of days before the end of the Validity Period at 
which a new key is generated for key rollover (by default, 7). For example, if the Validity 
Period (days) is 30 and the Overlap Interval (days) is 2, the new key is generated on day 23 
of the ZSK’s validity period.

▪ Rollover Method—select a method to make the new ZSK available when the key rolls over 
(by default, Pre-publish).

▪ Pre-publish publishes the new key at the beginning of the Overlap Interval to 
advertise the availability of the new key.

Algorithm Description Adds to zone

RSASHA1 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC records

DSA* Uses DSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC records

RSAMD5 Uses RSA for authentication and MD5 for data integrity NSEC records

RSASHA1-NSEC3SHA1 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC3 records

DSA-NSEC3* Uses DSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC3 records

RSASHA256 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-256 for data integrity NSEC records

RSASHA512 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-512 for data integrity NSEC records

RSASHA256-NSEC3 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-256 for data integrity NSEC records

RSASHA512-NSEC3* Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-512 for data integrity NSEC records

*These algorithms are only available if you select Proteus as your key provider.

The RSAMD5 algorithm is no longer recommended for generating DNSSEC keys. For more 
information, refer to RFC4641, RFC4034 and RFC3110. For more information on DNSSEC 
algorithms, refer to http://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-sec-alg-numbers

The Zone Signing Key and Key Signing Key must both use either NSEC or NSEC3 records. You cannot 
use NSEC for one key, and NSEC3 for the other key. You can used different algorithms for the ZSK 
and KSK, but the algorithms for each key must create the same type of resource record.

For example, you can select RSASHA1 for the ZSK and DSA for the KSK. However, you cannot select 
RSASHA1 for the ZSK and DSANSEC3SHA1 for the KSK. Proteus presents a warning if you select 
incompatible algorithms for the ZSK and KSK.

The Override TTL for the ZSK must be the same as the Override TTL for the KSK.
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▪ Double-signing signs the zone and each resource record with both the existing key 
and the new key at the beginning of the Overlap Interval.

▪ New Key Signing Interval (days)—enter the number of days before the end of the Validity 
Period that the resource records in the zone are signed by the new key and simultaneously 
unsigned by the old key (by default, 3). This parameter is only present when you select 
Pre-publish as the Rollover Method.

▪ Protection Type—select module (default).

6 Under Key Signing Key Policy, set the following parameters:

Algorithm—select the algorithm for DNSSEC-HSM zone signing:

▪ Length (bits)—select the length of the KSK, in bits (by default, 2048).

▪ Override TTL—select this check box to set a override the default Time-to-Live value for the 
KSK. A text field and drop-down list open. Enter a value in the text field and select a unit 
of time from the drop-down menu.

▪ Validity Period (days)—enter the number of days for which the KSK is valid (by default, 
360).

Algorithm Description Adds to zone

RSASHA1 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC records

DSA* Uses DSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC records

RSAMD5 Uses RSA for authentication and MD5 for data integrity NSEC records

RSASHA1-NSEC3SHA1* Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC3 records

DSA-NSEC3* Uses DSA for authentication and SHA-1 for data integrity NSEC3 records

RSASHA256 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-256 for data integrity NSEC records

RSASHA512 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-512 for data integrity NSEC records

RSASHA256-NSEC3 Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-256 for data integrity NSEC records

RSASHA512-NSEC3* Uses RSA for authentication and SHA-512 for data integrity NSEC records

*These algorithms are only available if you select Proteus as your key provider.

The RSAMD5 algorithm is no longer recommended for generating DNSSEC keys. For more 
information, refer to RFC4641, RFC4034 and RFC3110. For more information on DNSSEC 
algorithms, refer to http://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-sec-alg-numbers

The Zone Signing Key and Key Signing Key must both use either NSEC or NSEC3 records. You cannot 
use NSEC for one key, and NSEC3 for the other key. You can used different algorithms for the ZSK 
and KSK, but the algorithms for each key must create the same type of resource record.

For example, you can select RSASHA1 for the ZSK and DSA for the KSK. However, you cannot select 
RSASHA1 for the ZSK and DSANSEC3SHA1 for the KSK. Proteus presents a warning if you select 
incompatible algorithms for the ZSK and KSK.

The Override TTL for the KSK must be the same as the Override TTL for the ZSK.
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▪ Overlap Interval (days)—enter the number of days before the end of the Validity Period at 
which a new key is generated for key rollover (by default, 14). For example, if the Validity 
Period (days) is 365 and the Overlap Interval (days) is 14, the new key is generated on day 
351 of the ZSK’s validity period.

▪ Rollover Method—select a method to make the new KSK available when the key rolls over 
(by default, Double Signing).

▪ Pre-publish publishes the new key at the beginning of the Overlap Interval to 
advertise the availability of the new key.

▪ Double-signing signs the zone and each resource record with both the existing key 
and the new key at the beginning of the Overlap Interval.

▪ Key Signing Interval (days)—enter the number of days before the end of the KSK Validity 
Period that the resource records in the zone are signed using the new key and are 
simultaneously unsigned by the old key. This parameter is only present when you select 
Pre-publish as the KSK Rollover Method.

▪ Protection Type—select module (default).

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add. Proteus returns you to the DNSSEC Policy Management page.

With the DNSSEC-HSM policy defined, the next step is to assign the policy to a zone. For details, go to 
step 2 in Assigning the DNSSEC-HSM signing policy on page 893.

Assigning the DNSSEC-HSM signing policy
Once you have created an DNSSEC-HSM signing policy, you can now apply the policy to a DNS zone. If 
you have not yet created a zone or DNS view in Proteus, refer to the chapter, DNS on page 323.

To assign an DNSSEC-HSM signing policy to a DNS zone:

1 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under DNS Views, click the name of a DNS view. The Top Level Domains section opens.

3 Under Top Level Domains, click the name of a top level domain. The Sub Zones section 
opens.

4 Click the DNSSEC tab. The Zone Signing, Zone Signing Keys, and Key Signing Keys 
sections open.

Currently, a limitation exists whereby a space in the name of a DNS view may affect deployments 
with DNSSEC zone signing. If you are adding a DNS view that will be linked to a DNSSEC-HSM 
signing policy, the name of the view cannot contain spaces. For more details, refer to the 
following knowledge base article on the BlueCat Customer Care support site:

https://care.bluecatnetworks.com/ics/support/KBAnswer.asp?questionID=4145
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5 Under Zone Signing, click Configure Zone Signing. The Configure Zone Signing page opens.

6 Under General Options, select the Signed check box.

7 From the Signing Policy drop-down list, select a DNSSEC-HSM signing policy.

8 Click Update. Proteus applies the DNSSEC signing policy and the zone signing and key 
information appears on the DNSSEC tab.

When you sign a DNS zone, Proteus automatically enables the DNSSEC Key Auto Generate option for the 
configuration. This means that all keys will automatically roll over according to the key parameters set 
in the signing policy. For more information on the DNSSEC Key Auto Generate option and emergency 
key rollover, refer to Managing DNSSEC-HSM keys on page 918.

Next, you must deploy your DNSSEC-HSM signing policy to the Adonis appliances on your network. For 
details, go to step 2 in Deploying DNS with a DNSSEC-HSM signing policy on page 895.

If Proteus cannot connect to any HSM servers, you will receive the following error:

THALES_API_ERROR

Make sure Proteus is connected to all HSM servers prior to assigning the DNSSEC-HSM 
signing policy.
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Deploying DNS with a DNSSEC-HSM signing policy
With your DNSSEC-HSM policy configured for zone signing, you can now deploy DNS to the managed 
Adonis servers in Proteus using the Deploy function.

• The Deploy function is available on the Servers tab. Use this function to deploy data to one or 
more servers, and to select the services you want to deploy. When you launch a deployment, 
Proteus examines the configuration and automatically determines if it should perform a full or 
differential deployment.

To deploy DNS with an DNSSEC-HSM signing policy:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Servers, select the check box for one or more servers.

BlueCat strongly recommends performing a full deployment with DNSSEC-HSM.

Proteus has an object count limit of 2000, that when reached will automatically trigger a full 
deployment rather than a differential deployment (this includes quick deploy function). Object 
updates that count towards this limit are DDNS updates, user updates and DHCP updates (for 
example, regular history items). This applies to all deployable servers in Proteus (for example, 
crossing the 2000 updated object limit will trigger a full deployment on any server regardless of 
what zones those changes occurred in). This was designed as protection in case there are huge 
changes that have happened since the last deployment. When a large number of changes occur, 
Proteus deploy fully because calculating the history differences may take more time than actually 
deploying.

Currently, a limitation exists whereby a space in the name of a DNS view may affect deployments 
with DNSSEC zone signing. If you are adding a DNS view that will be linked to a DNSSEC-HSM 
signing policy, the name of the view cannot contain spaces. For more details, refer to the 
following knowledge base article on the BlueCat Customer Care support site:

https://care.bluecatnetworks.com/ics/support/KBAnswer.asp?questionID=4145
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3 Click Action and select Deploy. The Confirm Server Deploy page appears.

4 Under Confirm Server Deploy, review the list of servers to be updated.

5 Under Services, select the DNS check box.

6 Under Deployment Preference, select Force Full DNS Deployment to perform a full 
deployment. By default, Proteus always tries to perform a differential deployment, where it 
updates only those records that have changed since the last deployment. Select this check 
box to perform a full deployment, when you want Proteus to deploy all DNS data.

7 Under Change Control section, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step 
is optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Yes.

Depending on the size of your DNS zone(s), deployment can take some time to complete. You can use 
the Deployment Status function in Proteus to check on the progress of deployment.

Validating deployment
Use the Deployment Status function in Proteus to check on the progress of DNS deployment with 
DNSSEC-HSM.

To view deployment status:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.
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2 Under Servers, click Action and select Deployment Status. The Deployment Status page 
opens.

• The Current Deployments section displays the following information:

▪ ID—displays the number for the deployment. Proteus counts the number of deployments 
and displays the deployment number here and in the Recent Deployments section. The 
number of deployments starts again from 1 when you reboot Proteus.

▪ a system identification number for the deployment event.

▪ Server—displays the server or servers to which data is being deployed.

▪ Service(s)—displays the service or services being deployed. These can be DNS, DHCP, 
DHCPv6, and TFTP.

▪ Progress—displays the progress for the service or services being deployed. The service 

actively being deployed is indicated with bold text and a  pointer icon. Deployed services 
and services that have not been successfully deployed appear in grey text with a status 
description in [square brackets].

▪ Action—when servers are queued for deployment, displays a Cancel link. Click the Cancel 
link to cancel the queued deployment.

• The Recent Deployments section displays the following information for deployments that 
occurred in the past 10 minutes:

▪ ID—displays the number for the deployment. Proteus counts the number of deployments 
and displays the deployment number here and in the Current Deployments section. The 
number of deployments starts again from 1 when you reboot Proteus.

▪ Server—displays the server or servers to which data is deployed.

▪ Service(s)—displays the service or services that have been deployed. These can be DNS, 
DHCP, DHCPv6, and TFTP.
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▪ Result—displays each service deployed to the server and a status indication in [square 
brackets] for each service.

▪ Status—displays an icon indicating the overall status of the deployment event:

 indicates that all services deployed successfully.

 indicates that some services did not deploy successfully.

 indicates that none of the services deployed successfully.

 indicates that deployment was cancelled.

 indicates that deployment validation logged warnings for the deployment.

▪ Deployed Time—displays the completion time for the deployment.

From this page, you can cancel queued deployments and view deployment events that occurred in the 
last 10 minutes. Administrators can follow a link to the Events List page to view all deployment events.

For complete information on using the Deployment Status function in Proteus, refer to the chapter, 
Events, Transaction, and Reports in the Proteus Administration Guide.

Upon successful deployment, configuration DNSSEC-HSM is complete. For details on editing an HSM 
configuration, and editing and deleting HSM servers and DNSSEC-HSM signing polices, refer to Working 
with HSM on page 899.

The link, Deployments that occurred more than 10 minutes ago, appears only for 
Administrator users. This link does not appear for Non-Administrator users.

Deployment will fail if Adonis cannot connect to any HSM servers. If deployment fails, 
DNS service cannot be restarted; BIND will not start unless there is a valid connection to 
an HSM server. Make sure the Adonis HSM patch has been properly applied and Adonis 
has joined the Security World while the firewall is enabled.

Disconnected HSM servers will not be added to HSM configuration
As a best practice, verify that you are connected to all HSM servers listed in the Proteus 
user interface. To confirm the connectivity status of HSM servers, perform the 
following:

1. Log in to Proteus/Adonis via SSH.

2. Run the following command:

Proteus should return ‘connection status OK’ for each HSM server. Ensure that the 
number of connection status messages matches the number of HSM servers you 
configured in the Proteus user interface.

If Proteus cannot connect to an HSM server(s), or if the confirmed connections are less 
that the number of HSM servers added to the Proteus user interface, refer to 
Troubleshooting on page 927.

hsm-status.sh
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Working with HSM
This section describes working with and modifying HSM configurations, HSM servers, and DNSSEC-HSM 
policies. If you have not yet configured an HSM configuration and deployed DNS with an DNSSEC-HSM 
policy, refer to Configuring HSM on page 877.

Topics discussed in this section include the following:

• Modifying an HSM configuration

• Managing the Security World

• Managing HSM servers

• Managing Adonis HSM servers

• Managing DNSSEC-HSM keys

• Performing dynamic updates with DNSSEC-HSM

• Troubleshooting

Modifying an HSM configuration
Once you have created an HSM configuration in Proteus, viewing, editing, and deleting options become 
available to you from the HSM configuration information page.

Viewing HSM configuration details
View details of your HSM configuration from the HSM Configuration information page.

To view details of your HSM configuration:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

• Proteus HSM supports database failover and disaster recovery. For details, refer to Proteus 
Database on page 841.

• Adonis HSM supports XHA. For details, refer to Crossover High Availability (XHA) on page 
707.
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2 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The HSM configuration information page opens.

The HSM configuration information Details tab provides top-level information for an HSM 
configuration.

• The General section displays the following information about your HSM configuration:

▪ Object ID—the object identification number for the server.

▪ Key Provider—displays the name of the HSM key provider; currently, only Thales is 
supported.

▪ Name—the name of the HSM configuration.

• The Configure Security World section contains a hyperlink to let you configure the HSM 
Security World. Once the Security World has been configured, either by using an RFS or a 
module file, this section lists the following configuration details:

▪ Join Mode—the mode chosen to configure the Security World; either RFS or MODULE FILE.

▪ RFS Address—the IPv4 address of the Remote File System (only displayed if RFS is the 
chosen mode of configuration).

▪ RFS Port—the port number of the Remote File System (only displayed if RFS is the chosen 
mode of configuration).

▪ Module File: the file name with extension of the chosen module file (only displayed if 
Module File is the chosen mode of configuration).

• The Proteus Join Security World section contains a hyperlink to let you join Proteus to the 
HSM Security World. Once Proteus has joined the Security World, this section lists the 
following:

▪ Joined—the status of Proteus joining the Security World; either Yes or No.

▪ HSM servers—the HSM server(s) in the Security World.

▪ Update Security World for Proteus—hyperlink to let you update the list of available HSM 
servers in the Security World.
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▪ Remove Proteus from Security World—hyperlink to withdraw Proteus from the Security 
World.

• The Tags section shows tags applied to the HSM configuration. Click Tags to manage tags for 
the HSM configuration. If no Tags or Tag Groups exist, No Data is displayed.

• The Access Rights section shows access rights assigned to the server. Click the New Access 
Right link to add a new access right. For more information, refer to Access Rights on page 154.

• The Audit Trail section provides a link to view the transaction history for the server. Click View 
Audit Trail to view the Audit Trail page.

HSM Servers tab

• Select the HSM Servers tab to add and delete HSM servers. For details, refer to Managing HSM 
servers on page 907.

Linked Objects tab

• Select the Linked Objects tab to view the objects linked to the HSM configuration.

▪ DNSSEC Policy—lists the names of the DNSSEC-HSM signing policies linked to the HSM 
configuration. You can click the name of the DNSSEC-HSM policy to view further details of 
the policy, view objects linked to the policy, or edit the signing policy.

Editing an HSM configuration
Once you have created an HSM configuration, use the HSM Configuration page in Proteus to edit your 
existing HSM configuration. You can change the name of your HSM configuration, enable/disable HSM 
support, and select your HSM key provider.

To edit an HSM configuration:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.
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3 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The HSM configuration information page opens.

4 Click the HSM configuration name menu and select Edit.The Edit HSM Configuration page 
opens.

5 Under HSM Configuration, edit the following:

▪ Name—change the name of your HSM configuration.

▪ Key Provider—from the drop-down menu, select a key provider for your HSM configuration.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. This step is optional but 
might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Update. Your HSM configuration is updated. Proteus returns you to the HSM configuration 
information page.
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Deleting an HSM configuration
Remove your HSM configuration from Proteus.

To delete an HSM configuration:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

3 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The HSM configuration information page opens.

Before attempting to delete an HSM configuration, you must remove all objects 
linked to the HSM configuration. 
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4 Click the HSM configuration name menu and select Delete. The Confirm Delete page opens.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. This step is optional but 
might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Yes.

Managing the Security World
After configuring and joining Proteus to the HSM Security World, you are then able to add, remove, or 
move the HSM servers in the Security World, and remove Proteus from the Security World.

Updating the Security World configuration
You can change the configuration mode for the Security World from the Details tab of the HSM 
configuration information page.

To update the Security World configuration:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

3 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The HSM configuration information page opens.

If you have objects linked to your HSM configuration, you will receive a warning 
prompt asking you to remove these objects before deleting the HSM configuration.
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4 Under Security World Configuration, click Update Security World Configuration. The 
Configure Security World page opens.

5 Under Configure Mode, select one of the following configuration methods:

▪ Use RFS—select if you will configure the Security World using an RFS. If selected, the RFS 
Address and RFS Port fields open.

▪ RFS Address—enter the IPv4 address of the Remote File System.

▪ RFS Port—enter the port number of the RFS (by default, 9004). Got to step 7.

▪ Upload Security World Files—select to configure the Security World using Security World 
files in a compressed folder on your workstation.

6 Click Browse beside the Upload Security World Files field to locate the compressed folder 
containing the Security World files from the RFS on your workstation.

7 Click Configure. Proteus returns you to the HSM configuration information page.

Once configured, the Security World Configuration section displays details of your mode of 
configuration.

Updating the Security World for Proteus
After Proteus has joined the Security World, you are given the option to add, remove, or move HSM 
servers in the Security World.

To update the Security World for Proteus:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

3 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The HSM configuration information page opens.

The Security World Files must copied to your local workstation from the RFS. If you will 
not be using the RFS to configure the Security World, uploading the Security World files 
is mandatory. For details, refer to OPTIONAL: Copying Security World files on page 
876.
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4 Under Security World Configuration, click Update Security World for Proteus. The Configure 
Security World page opens.

5 Under General, complete any of the following:

▪ to add a new HSM server, select an HSM server from the HSM Servers drop-down menu and 
click Add.

▪ to re-order the HSM server hierarchy, select an HSM server from the list and click Move Up 
or Move Down. The top-most HSM server acts as the Primary. HSM servers below the 
Primary act as Standby servers (Secondary, Tertiary).

▪ to remove an HSM server from the Security World, select the HSM server from the list and 
click Remove.

6 Click Update. Proteus returns you to the HSM configuration information page. Under Join 
Security World, you can confirm the updates to the HSM servers.

Removing Proteus from the Security World
If you make changes to your HSM network configuration, it might be necessary to remove Proteus from 
the Security World. After Proteus has joined initially, you can remove Proteus from the HSM Security 
World.

To remove Proteus from the Security World:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

3 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The HSM configuration information page opens.

HSM servers can only be removed one at a time.
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4 Under Join Security World, click Remove Proteus from Security World. The Remove Proteus 
from Security World page opens.

5 Under General, confirm that Proteus will be removed from the HSM server list.

6 Click Remove. Proteus returns you to the HSM configuration information page.

Under Join Security World, no Security World details should be listed (only the hyperlink to 
join Proteus to the Security World remains).

Managing HSM servers
Once you have added an HSM server to Proteus, you can view server details and linked objects from 
the Proteus user interface, as well as edit and delete HSM servers. You can also add multiple HSM 
servers (an “HSM cluster”) to Proteus.

Viewing HSM server details
View details of connected HSM servers from the HSM Servers tab of the HSM Configuration information 
page.

To view HSM server details:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

For redundancy and disaster recovery, BlueCat recommends adding at least two 
HSM servers.
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2 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The HSM configuration information page opens.

3 From the HSM configuration information page, click the HSM Servers tab.

▪ The HSM Servers section displays a list of connected HSM servers

▪ From this page you can add a new HSM server, delete an existing HSM server, or edit details 
of a specific HSM server.

Editing HSM servers
You can change the name and IP address of the HSM server in your HSM configuration, as well as the 
name and IP address of the RFS.

To edit an HSM server:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The HSM configuration information page opens.

3 From the HSM configuration information page, click the HSM Servers tab.

If changing the IP address of the HSM server and/or the Remote File Server, ensure to 
update all connected Adonis appliances with the new IP addresses.
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4 Under HSM Servers, click the name of the HSM server you wish to edit. The HSM server 
information page opens.

5 Click the HSM server menu and select Edit.The Edit HSM Server page opens.

6 Under HSM Server, edit the following:

▪ Name—change the name for the HSM server

▪ IP Address—change the IP address of the HSM server on your network.

▪ Port—change the port number of the HSM server (by default, 9004)

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Update. Proteus returns you to the HSM server information page.

Deleting HSM servers
Remove an HSM server from your HSM configuration.

To delete an HSM server:

1 Select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the 
Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the Administration page.

2 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The HSM configuration information page opens.

3 From the HSM configuration information page, click the HSM Servers tab.

If you make an error when entering the IP address, you will receive the prompt, 
Invalid IP address. Ensure to enter a valid IPv4 address.

You will receive an error message if trying to delete an HSM server that is currently in 
use. Ensure that any HSM servers you want to remove from an HSM configuration are 
not active.
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4 Under HSM Servers, click the name of your HSM server. The HSM server information page 
opens.

5 Click the HSM server name menu and select Delete. The Confirm Delete page opens.

6 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

7 Click Yes. Proteus returns you to the HSM configuration information page.

To delete multiple HSM servers:

1 From the HSM configuration information page, click the HSM Servers tab.

2 Under HSM Servers, select the check boxes for the HSM servers you wish to delete.

3 Click Action and select Delete Selected. The Confirm Delete page opens.

4 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

5 Click Yes. Proteus returns you to the HSM configuration information page.

Monitoring HSM servers
Proteus HSM currently supports minimalistic SNMP monitoring. You can add an SNMP trap server to 
receive SNMP traps whenever Proteus or Adonis detect HSM failures. These SNMP traps include an OID 
(object identifier) and a human-readable description of the HSM issue. For more information on SNMP, 
including steps on adding an SNMP trap server, refer to Simple Network Management Protocol on 
page 566.

HSM failover and disaster recovery
BlueCat strongly recommends clustering at least two HSM servers for failover and disaster recovery.

When the primary HSM server goes down either for scheduled maintenance, or as a result of 
hardware error or network outage, failover to the standby HSM server occurs automatically. 
However, there is a known limitation in the second failover once the primary HSM server goes back 
online.

In the event that a failover is triggered on the primary HSM server, the secondary HSM server will 
be promoted to primary status. Once the primary HSM server resumes normal operation, however, 
BIND must be re-started in order to complete the failover from the secondary back to the primary 
HSM server. Currently, this is a limitation of the Thales netHSM server hardware.
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Managing Adonis HSM servers
With Adonis HSM servers now managed by Proteus, you can perform several maintenance operations if 
needed, such as disabling, enabling, and replacing an Adonis server, editing, and deleting an Adonis 
server, and disabling HSM on an Adonis server.

Editing Adonis servers
Edit the name, deployment options, and HSM settings of an Adonis 1925/BlueCat High Security DNS 500 
appliance.

To edit HSM on Adonis appliances:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Servers, click the name of the Adonis server you wish to edit. The Details tab for the 
Adonis server opens.

3 Click the server name menu and select Edit. The Edit Server page opens.

You must enable HSM on any Adonis 1925/BlueCat High Security DNS 500 appliances in 
your HSM configuration. Enabling HSM on Adonis allows the Adonis server to join the HSM 
Security World. DNS deployment will fail if the Adonis server is not part of the Security 
World.
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4 Under Server, edit the following:

▪ Profile—select either Adonis 1925 or BlueCat High Security DNS - 500 from the drop-down 
menu.

▪ Name—enter the name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ Hostname—The host name used for the server on the network. For example, 
myhost.example.com

▪ Management Interface—enter the IPv4 address configured on the eth0 interface in the 
Adonis Administration Console.

5 Under Deployment Validation Options, edit the validation options for DNS configuration and 
zone files:

▪ Override configuration level DHCP deployment validation settings—select/deselect the 
check box to permit/deny the server to inherit the deployment validation settings set at 
the configuration level. If selected, the Check DHCP configuration on deployment check box 
appears.

▪ Check DHCP configuration on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of 
the dhcpd.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Override configuration level DNS deployment validation settings—select/deselect the 
check box to set deployment validation options that are specific to the server. If selected, 
the Check DNS configuration on deployment and Check DNS zones on deployment check boxes 
appear:

▪ Check DNS configuration on deployment—select/deselect the check box to check the 
syntax of the named.conf file and validate data deployed from Proteus.

▪ Check DNS zones on deployment—select the check box to check the syntax of each DNS 
zone file and validated data deployed from Proteus. This is equivalent to setting the -i 

If you want to use the monitoring service, you must first enable SNMP on each Adonis server you 
intend to monitor. For details, refer to Simple Network Management Protocol on page 566.

• Dedicated Management must be DISABLED on Adonis 1925/BlueCat High Security DNS 500 
appliances prior to adding the server to Proteus control and enabling HSM.

• Adonis 1925/BlueCat High Security DNS 500 appliances use the eth0 interface for both services 
and management traffic.

IPv6 addresses cannot be used to connect to an Adonis appliance.

• The Management Interface field is only available after you have first disabled the managed 
Adonis server.

• If you wish to change the IPv4 address of the Management interface, you must first re-configure 
the IPv4 address of the Management interface using the Administration Console, disable the 
server in Proteus, and then edit the server with the new IPv4 address.

• If you are replacing the Adonis server hardware with a new appliance of the same type, you 
should first disable the active Adonis server, swap out the Adonis appliances, then replace the 
server in Proteus. The new appliance receives the Proteus name and hostname from the old 
server.

• For more details, refer to Server Maintenance on page 604.
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switch for the named-checkzone tool. When selected, the DNS Zones Deployment Validation 
Setting section opens on the page.

Under DNS Zones Deployment Validation Setting, complete the following:

▪ Post-load zone integrity validation—performs syntax checks based on the mode you select 
for this option. Select one of the following modes:

▪ Full—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-zone 
hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to A or AAAA records, for both in-zone and out-of-
zone hostnames

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Local—checks for the following conditions:

▪ If MX records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If SRV records refer to A or AAAA records, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If Delegation NS records refer to an A or AAAA record, for in-zone hostnames.

▪ If glue address records in the zone match those specified by the child.

▪ Full-sibling—performs the same checks as in Full mode but does not check the glue 
records.

▪ Local-sibling—performs the same checks as in Local mode but does not check the 
glue records.

▪ None—disables all post-load zone integrity checks.

▪ Check names—Checks names. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus 
handles conditions found by this check.

▪ Check if MX records are IP addresses—checks if MX records point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if MX records point to CNAME records—checks if MX records point to a CNAME 
record rather than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -M switch for the 
named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles 
conditions found by this check.

▪ Check if NS records are IP addresses—checks if NS record point to an IP address rather 
than an A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -n switch for the named-
checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles conditions 
found by this check.

▪ Check if SRV records point to CNAME records—checks is SRV record point to a CNAME 
record rather than A or AAAA record. This is equivalent to setting the -S switch for the 
named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore, Warn, or Fail to determine how Proteus handles 
conditions found by this check.

▪ Check for non-terminal wildcards—checks for wildcards in zone names that do not appear 
as the last segment of a zone name: for example, mail.*.example.com. Non-terminal 
wildcards are permissible, but you may want to be alerted to their presence. This is 
equivalent to setting the -W switch for the named-checkzone tool. Select Ignore or Warn to 
determine how Proteus handles conditions found by this check.

For the preceding options, Ignore, Warn, or Fail have the following effects:
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▪ Ignore—Ignores the condition, so it is not logged in the Zone Validation server log. 
Deployment proceeds with the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Warn—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment proceeds with 
the zone data containing the condition.

▪ Fail—Logs the condition in the Zone Validation server log. Deployment fails. The existing 
DNS data is left in place and the new data is not deployed.

6 Under Kerberos Service Principal, set the DNS and DHCP service principals:

▪ Enable DNS Service Principal—select to specify the security credential for the DNS service 
to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When you select this check 
box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and service principal from 
the Realm and Principal drop-down menus.

▪ Enable DHCP Service Principal—select this check box to specify the security credential for 
the DHCP service to use to authenticate keys requested by the GSS-TSIG protocol. When 
you select this check box, Realm and Principal fields appear. Select a Kerberos realm and 
service principal from the Realm and Principal drop-down list.

7 Under HSM Support, complete the following:

▪ Select the check box, Enable HSM Support. The Add Server page refreshes to show your HSM 
configuration and a drop-down menu of HSM servers.

▪ From the HSM Servers drop-down menu, select an HSM server and click Add. Repeat this 
step to add multiple HSM servers.

▪ To re-order the hierarchy of the HSM servers in the list, select an HSM server and click 
Move Up or Move Down. The HSM server at the top of the order will be the Primary; HSM 
servers below the Primary will be the Secondary, Tertiary. Click Remove to delete an HSM 
server from the list.

8 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

9 Click Update. Proteus returns you to the Server information page.

Disabling Adonis servers
Disabling a server stops all deployments, DDNS updates, and DHCP services. The server can then be 
removed from the network for repair. A server must always be disabled before it is repaired or 
replaced, even if it has failed and is no longer connected to the network.

Disabling the server with the Disable function informs Proteus to stop its attempts to contact the 
server and maintain services. After repairing a disabled server, use the Enable function to reconnect 
the server.

To disable an Adonis server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

In the General section of the Details tab, you will see Enable HSM Support: Yes — this 
confirms that HSM has been enabled on the Adonis server. Also, the HSM Servers section 
lists the HSM server(s) linked to your Adonis server.
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3 Under Servers, click a server name. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Disable. The Adonis server is now disabled.

Enabling Adonis servers
Enabling a server returns a disabled server to operation. Use the Enable function to restore the server 
to operation after repairing or performing maintenance on the server.

To enable an Adonis server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a server name. The Details tab for the server opens.

4 Click the server name menu and select Enable. The server is now enabled.

Replacing Adonis servers
A server must first be disabled in Proteus before it can be replaced. Use the Replace function to 
replace an Adonis server with a new unit of the same type.

When a server is replaced in Proteus, the new unit receives the Proteus name and host name for the 
old server, along with the full deployment of services from Proteus. BlueCat recommends using the 
same IPv4 address as was used on the old server on the new replacement Adonis server. This will allow 
the new Adonis server to easily re-join the HSM Security World.

To replace an Adonis server:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select a configuration.

2 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so click the Servers tab 
again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Under Servers, click a server name. The Details tab for the server appears.

The Disable function only appears in the object name menu when the server is connected to 
Proteus. 

You must use only Adonis 1925 or BlueCat High Security DNS 500 appliances when replacing any 
Adonis appliance in your HSM environment. If adding a non-HSM Adonis appliance, you will receive 
the following error: CommandNotSupportedException: Command: 61 not supported by the 
server.

The new replacement Adonis server could have a new password and IPv4 address, but this new 
IPv4 address must already be one of the allowed clients in the HSM Security World client list. For 
details on how to add a client to the HSM Security World client list, refer to the netHSM User 
Guide, or contact your HSM provider.
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4 Click the server name menu and select Replace. The Replace Server page opens.

5 Under Server, set the server name, address, and password:

▪ Name—enter a name for the server. This name is used only in the Proteus interface and is 
not associated with deployed DNS data.

▪ IPv4 Address—enter the IPv4 address assigned to the server.

▪ IPv6 Address—OPTIONAL—enter an optional IPv6 address for zone delegation and DNS.

▪ Hostname—enter the hostname of the Adonis appliance on the network.

▪ Password—enter the deployment password of the Adonis appliance (by default, bluecat).

▪ Upgrade to latest version—by default, this option is deselected. This provides a safe 
environment to add an Adonis server in Proteus without applying an unintentional software 
update. Select the check box only if you wish to apply the latest version of Adonis software 
once the appliance is under Proteus control.

6 Under Change Control section, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step 
is optional but might be set as required.

7 Click Replace.

8 Deploy to the newly replaced Adonis server.

You cannot connect to an Adonis appliance using an IPv6 address; you must provide an 
IPv4 address.

Deployment is required after successfully replacing a server in order to ensure correct operation 
of all services.
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Disabling HSM on Adonis appliances
Disable HSM support on an Adonis appliance and withdraw it from the HSM Security World.

To disable HSM on an Adonis appliance:

1 Select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the Servers 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

2 Under Servers, click the name of the Adonis server on which you wish to disable HSM. The 
Server information page opens.

3 Click the HSM server name menu and select Edit.The Edit Server page opens.

4 Under HSM Support, deselect the check box, Enable HSM Support. The Edit Server page 
refreshes to remove your HSM configuration and HSM drop-down menu.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Update. Proteus returns you to the Server information page.

For complete details on managing Adonis appliances, refer to Adonis Servers on page 496.

Disconnected HSM servers will not be added to HSM configuration
If an HSM server loses network connectivity while replacing the HSM-enabled Adonis 
server, the replace function may timeout and the Adonis server will not be replaced. If 
you are connected to at least one HSM server you will have service, however.

As a best practice, verify that you are connected to all HSM servers listed in the Proteus 
user interface. To confirm the connectivity status of HSM servers, perform the 
following:

1. Log in to Adonis via SSH.

2. Run the following command:

Adonis should return ‘connection status OK’ for each HSM server. Ensure that the 
number of connection status messages matches the number of HSM servers you 
configured in the Proteus user interface.

If Adonis cannot connect to an HSM server(s), or if the confirmed connections are less 
that the number of HSM servers added to the Proteus user interface, refer to 
Troubleshooting on page 927.

In the General section of the Details tab, you will see Enable HSM Support: No — this 
confirms that HSM has been disabled on the Adonis server.

hsm-status.sh
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Managing DNSSEC-HSM keys
At the Zone level, select the DNSSEC to view sub-sections on Zone Signing, Zone Signing Keys, and 
Key Signing Keys.

The Details tab of each Zone Signing Key or Key Signing Key contains a complete list of properties for 
the respective keys. From this page, you can review the details of the key, create an email message 
containing the key, perform an emergency key rollover, and delete the key.

To email the key as a Trust Anchor:

• Click the key name and select E-Mail as Trust Anchor. Your email application opens and creates 
a new mail message containing the key in Trust Anchor format.

To email a key as a DNS Key:

• Click the key name and select E-Mail as DNS Key. Your email application opens and creates a 
new mail message containing the key in the DNS Key format.

To perform an emergency rollover:

• Click the key name and select Emergency Rollover. The Rollover Confirmation page opens.

• Click Yes.

To delete the DNSSEC key:

1 Click the key name and select Delete. The Confirm Delete page opens.

2 Click Yes.

For more information on performing an emergency key rollover, refer to Performing Emergency 
Key Rollover on page 921.
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Managing DNSSEC Key Rollover and Generation

Proteus normally handles the generation and roll over of DNSSEC keys automatically. Proteus creates 
Zone Signing Keys (ZSKs) and Key Signing Keys (KSKs) for a zone automatically when you sign the zone. 
ZSKs and KSKs roll over automatically according to the key parameters in the DNSSEC-HSM signing 
policy.

However, there may be situations where you need to generate or roll over keys on demand:

• When automatic key generation is disabled, use the Auto Generate Keys function when you 
want to manually generate ZSKs and KSKs to replace existing keys that are within their Overlap 
Interval. Keys that are not within their Overlap Interval are not affected by this function. For 
information on setting the Overlap Interval, refer to Creating a DNSSEC-HSM signing policy on 
page 889.

This function can be used at the zone level for all keys in a signed zone.

• When a DNSSEC key is compromised, use the Emergency Rollover Active Keys function. You use 
this function to immediately roll over your existing keys.

This function can be used at the zone level for all keys in a signed zone, or at the key level for 
individual DNSSEC keys.

Managing Automatic Key Generation
You can enable and disable automatic DNSSEC key generation for all zones in a configuration. When 
you sign a DNS zone or reverse zone, key generation is enabled automatically. Normally, automatic key 
generation should be left enabled. Disable automatic key generation only when you want to manually 
control the generation and rollover of DNSSEC keys.

To set the Key Auto Generate option:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down list, select your configuration.

2 Select the DNS or IP Space tab.

3 On the DNS or IP Space tab, select the Details tab.

4 Under Configuration Settings, select Define DNSSEC Auto Generate Key settings link.

After using these functions, you must deploy the configuration to re-sign the zone on your 
servers.
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5 The DNSSEC Key Auto Generate Settings page opens.

6 To disable automatic key generation, deselect the Activate Key Auto Generate check box.

To enable automatic key generation, select the Activate Key Auto Generate check box.

7 Click Update.

Using Automatic Key Generation

Use the  Auto Generate Keys function when automatic key generation is disabled and you want to 
manually generate new keys for a signed DNS zone or reverse zone. To be regenerated, keys must be 
within their Overlap Interval as defined in the key parameters in the DNSSEC signing policy. For 
information on setting the Overlap Interval, refer to Creating a DNSSEC-HSM signing policy on 
page 889.

To generate new keys:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select your configuration.

2 From the DNS or IP Space tab, navigate to a DNS zone or reverse zone.

3 Select the DNSSEC tab.

4 Click the DNS zone name and select Auto Generate Keys. A message appears and describes the 
results of the key generation.

After using the Auto Generate Keys function, you must deploy the configuration to re-sign the 
zone on your servers.
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▪ If new keys are generated, the following message appears:

▪ If no new keys are generated, the following message appears:

5 Click OK.

6 Deploy DNS.

Performing Emergency Key Rollover
You can perform an emergency key rollover at the DNS zone or reverse zone level, or for selected 
DNSSEC keys. When you perform the rollover at the zone or reverse zone level, all keys in the zone are 
affected. When you select a key and perform the rollover, only the selected key is affected.

To perform an emergency rollover for all keys in a zone:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select your configuration.

2 From the DNS or IP Space tab, navigate to a DNS zone or reverse zone.

3 Select the DNSSEC tab.

After performing an emergency key rollover, you must deploy the configuration to re-sign the 
zone on your servers.
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4 Click the DNS zone name, IPv4 block name, or IPv4 network name and select Emergency 
Rollover Active Keys. The Rollover Confirmation page opens.

5 Under DNSSEC Key(s) Rollover, review the message to confirm that you have selected the 
correct items to roll over.

6 Click Yes.

7 Deploy DNS.

To perform an emergency rollover for a specific DNSSEC key:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select your configuration.

2 From the DNS or IP Space tab, navigate to a DNS zone or reverse zone.

3 Select the DNSSEC tab.

4 Under Zone Signing Keys or Key Signing Keys, select the key that you wish to roll over.

5 Click Action and select Emergency Rollover Active Keys. The Rollover Confirmation page 
opens.

6 Under DNSSEC Key(s) Rollover, review the message to confirm that you have selected the 
correct items to roll over.

7 Click Yes.

8 Deploy DNS.
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Performing dynamic updates with DNSSEC-HSM
BlueCat recommends performing full deployments with DNSSEC-HSM, however, depending on your 
network configuration or environment, dynamic updates can also be performed.

You must configure the following DNS options for DDNS to function:

• Allow Dynamic Updates—takes an ACL, match list, or TSIG key as an argument. Only addresses 
or keys matched on the list are allowed to send updates to the server for that zone.

You must configure the following DHCP Service options for DDNS to function:

• DDNS Updates—indicates whether the server should attempt a DDNS update when the lease is 
confirmed.

• DDNS Domain Name—the domain name appended to this client’s hostname to form an FQDN. 
This is also the name of the zone to be updated with this client’s record.

• Client Updates—indicates whether client updates should be used to maintain DDNS records for 
this client. When selected, the client updates its own DNS record on the server. If not 
selected, the DHCP server performs the update. This option is required for DDNS.

You may configure the following DHCP Service options to enhance DDNS functionality:

• DDNS TTL—an integer value from 0 to 4,294,967,295 in seconds indicating the default TTL for 
DDNS records.

• DDNS Host Name—the hostname for DDNS updates for the client. If no value is specified, the 
zone creates a name for the records.

• DDNS Reverse Domain Name—the reverse domain name appended to this client’s hostname to 
form a reverse record. By default, this value is in-addr.arpa.

Allowing dynamic updates

Configure the Allow Dynamic Updates deployment option to permit dynamic updates with DNSSEC-
HSM.

To allow dynamic updates:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select your configuration.

2 Select the DNS tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the DNS tab again 
to ensure you are working with the DNS information page.

3 Navigate to the DNS zone level and click the Deployment Options tab.
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4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DNS Option. The Add DNS Deployment Option 
page opens.

5 Under General, complete the following:

▪ Option—select Allow Dynamic Updates from the drop-down menu. When an option is 
selected, parameter fields for the option appear.

▪ Update Type—select Adonis from the drop-down menu.

▪ IP Address or name—allows update based on IPv4 or IPv6 or individual IP addresses. 
Name presents legacy support for named ACLs before full support for ACL was added.

▪ Key—allows updates based on a TSIG key.

▪ ACL—allows updates to configured ACLs.

6 Under Server, select the servers to which the dynamic updates will apply:

▪ All Servers—applies the deployment option to all servers in the configuration.

▪ Specific Server—applies the deployment option to a specific server in the HSM 
configuration. Select a server from the drop-down list.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the deployment option and return to the Deployment Options tab.

When Key or ACL is selected, the Exclusion check box will appear. Select the Exclusion check 
box to add an exclusion to a DNS ACL or TSIG key.
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Adding DDNS DHCP Service options
For DNSSEC-HSM in Proteus, you can add the following DHCP service options to enhance DDNS 
functionality:

• DDNS Domain Name

• DDNS Host Name

• DDNS Reverse Domain Name

• DDNS TTL

• DDNS Updates

DHCP service deployment options are used to configure parameters such as lease times, class 
matching, and DDNS settings. They can be assigned from these levels: 

• configuration

• IP block

• IP network

• DHCP range

• server

To add DDNS DHCP service options:

1 Select the My IPAM tab. From the configuration drop-down menu, select your configuration.

2 Select the IP Space tab. Tabs remember the page you last worked on, so select the IP Space 
tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration information page.

3 Click the Deployment Options tab.

4 Under Deployment Options, click New and select DHCP Service Option. The Add DHCP Client 
Deployment Option page opens.

5 Under General, complete the following:
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▪ Option—select a DDNS service deployment option. When you select a DDNS option, 
parameter fields for the option appear.

6 Under Servers, select the servers to which the option applies:

▪ All Servers—applies the deployment option to all servers in the configuration.

▪ Specific Server—applies the deployment option to a specific server in the configuration. 
Select a server from the drop-down list.

7 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

8 Click Add to add the option and return to the Deployment Options tab, or click Add Next to 
add another option.

DHCPv4 Service option Description

DDNS Domain Name Specifies the domain name appended to this client’s hostname to form 
an FQDN. This is also the name of the zone to be updated with this 
client’s record.

DDNS Host Name Specifies the hostname that should be used for DDNS updates for this 
client. If no value is specified, the zone creates a name for the records. 
In the General section, define the following parameters:

• Type—select the type to be used as part of a DDNS hostname value: 
IP Address, MAC Address, or Fixed. If the Fixed type is selected, 
you need to specify the exact DDNS hostname value to be used in the 
Data field.

NOTE: The Fixed type only appears for MAC address and DHCP 
reserved IPv4 address object types in the Proteus user interface.

• Position—specify where you wish to add the data value to the IP 
address or MAC address to create the DDNS hostname. Select 
Prepend to add the data value specified in the Data field in front of 
the IP address or MAC address. Select Append to add the data value 
specified in the Data field at the end of the IP address or MAC 
address.

• Data—specify data value that will be used to be prepended or 
appended to the IP address or MAC address. If you have selected 
Fixed in the Type field, this value will be used for the DDNS 
hostname.

DDNS Reverse Domain Name Specifies the reverse domain name appended to this client’s hostname 
to form a reverse record. By default, this value is in-addr.arpa.

DDNS TTL Specifies the default TTL for DDNS records, specified as an integer value 
from 0 to 4,294,967,295 seconds. The values can be set in seconds, 
minutes, hours or days.

DDNS Updates Indicates whether the server should attempt a DDNS update when the 
lease is confirmed. When the Enabled check box is selected, the DHCP 
server updates DNS records on the DNS server.
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Troubleshooting
This section provides tips and workarounds for possible issues you might encounter with HSM 
connectivity.

Cannot deploy DNS to Adonis servers
Ensure there is a valid connection between Adonis appliances and the HSM server. Should connection 
between Adonis and the HSM server fail, Adonis may have issues with deployment and restarting DNS 
service.

Upon initial setup of your Proteus HSM environment, ensure the following:

• Ensure the names of any DNS views associated with your DNSSEC-HSM signing policy do not 
contain spaces. If necessary, rename the DNS view and use underscores instead of spaces.

• IP addresses of all Adonis servers have been added as clients to the HSM server (this should 
have been performed by your HSM administrator)

• The Adonis firewall is enabled and the firewall rules about HSM are active

• From the Proteus user interface, make sure to select the check box ‘Enable HSM’ when adding 
an Adonis to the HSM configuration. Enabling HSM allows the Adonis server to join the HSM 
Security World, which is necessary for DNS deployment.

Disconnected HSM servers will not be added to HSM configuration
As part of an HSM cluster, if an HSM server loses network connectivity while Proteus is joining the 
Security World, or while you are adding an HSM-enabled Adonis server to Proteus, the HSM server port 
and IP address will be discarded. Neither Proteus nor the HSM-enabled Adonis server will attempt to 
connect to the HSM server once network connectivity is restored.

Verifying HSM connectivity

To verify that you have lost connectivity to an HSM server:

1 Log in to Proteus/Adonis via SSH.

2 Run the following command:

▪ <9004> is the HSM port number and <172.31.248.100> is the IPv4 address of the HSM server

If the HSM is connected properly, it should return information about the connected HSM.

If you still do not receive output, the HSM server is disconnected. Contact your network administrator 
to assist in re-connecting the HSM server to the network. Once the HSM server has been re-connected, 
return to the Proteus interface to re-add the HSM server.

Currently, a limitation exists whereby a space in the name of a DNS view may affect deployments 
with DNSSEC zone signing. If you are adding a DNS view that will be linked to a DNSSEC-HSM 
signing policy, the name of the view cannot contain spaces. For more details, refer to the 
following knowledge base article on the BlueCat Customer Care support site:

https://care.bluecatnetworks.com/ics/support/KBAnswer.asp?questionID=4145

anonkneti -p <9004> <192.168.10.10>
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Re-adding HSM servers

With the HSM server re-connected to your network, you must re-add the HSM servers to the Security 
World, and re-add the HSM server to each HSM-enabled Adonis server.

To re-add the HSM server to Proteus:

1 From the Proteus user interface, select the Administration tab. Tabs remember the page you 
last worked on, so select the Administration tab again to ensure you are working with the 
Administration page.

2 Under General, click HSM Configurations. The HSM configuration information page opens.

3 Under Security World Configuration, click Update Security World for Proteus. The Configure 
Security World page opens.

4 Under General, select the previously disconnected HSM server from the list and click 
Remove.

5 Click Update. Proteus returns you to the HSM configuration information page. Next, you must 
re-add the HSM servers.

6 Under Security World Configuration, click Update Security World for Proteus. The Configure 
Security World page opens.

7 Under General, select an HSM server from the HSM Servers drop-down menu and click Add. 

8 Click Update. Proteus returns you to the HSM configuration information page. Under Join 
Security World, you can confirm the updates to the HSM servers.

Next, you must re-add the HSM server for each HSM-enabled Adonis server in your HSM configuration.

To re-add the HSM server to Adonis:

1 From the Proteus user interface, select the Servers tab. Tabs remember the page you last 
worked on, so select the Servers tab again to ensure you are working with the Configuration 
information page.

2 Under Servers, click the name of the HSM-enabled Adonis server you wish to edit.

3 Click the server name menu and select Edit. The Edit Server page opens.

4 Under HSM Support, complete the following:

▪ Select the check box, Enable HSM Support. The Add Server page refreshes to show your HSM 
configuration and a drop-down menu of HSM servers.

▪ From the HSM Servers drop-down menu, select the previously disconnected HSM server 
and click Remove. If necessary, repeat for multiple HSM servers.

5 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

6 Click Update. Proteus returns you to the Server information page. Next, you must edit the 
HSM-enabled Adonis server again.

7 Click the server name menu and select Edit. 

8 Under HSM Support, complete the following:

HSM servers can only be removed one at a time. Repeat step 4 to remove multiple 
HSM servers.

HSM servers can only be added one at a time. Repeat step 7 to add multiple HSM 
servers.
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▪ Select the check box, Enable HSM Support. The Add Server page refreshes to show your HSM 
configuration and a drop-down menu of HSM servers.

▪ From the HSM Servers drop-down menu, select the previously disconnected HSM server 
and click Add. If necessary, repeat for multiple HSM servers.

9 Under Change Control, add comments to describe your changes. By default, this step is 
optional but might be set as a requirement.

10 Click Update. Proteus returns you to the Server information page.

In the General section of the Details tab, the HSM Servers section lists the HSM server 
linked to your Adonis server.
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Appendix A

Network Requirements
This appendix includes information on locating Proteus in your network.

• Proteus in the Network on page 931 describes factors affecting the placement of Proteus and 
Adonis appliances in your network.

• Proteus service ports on page 932 lists the ports used by Proteus, and indicates required and 
optional ports.

• Adonis Firewall requirements on page 934 lists the ports used by Adonis, and indicates the 
required and optional ports.

Proteus in the Network
Proteus should always be installed in a trusted part of the network. If you require remote access to 
Proteus within the trusted part of the network, the use of a virtual private network (VPN) is 
recommended. Topology designs should take into account that Proteus is designed for use on the 
internal network and does not contain its own firewall.

Adonis appliances contain a packet-filtering firewall that is dynamically configured according to the 
services in use on the appliance. Therefore, Adonis appliances can be safely deployed in any part of 
the network. Adonis is designed to be secure for use on hostile network segments, such as in DMZ 
environments.

Proteus needs to be accessed by administrators and it needs to contact other servers. Proteus also 
must be able to receive notifications from the servers it is managing. Proteus and Adonis both require 
communication on various TCP and UDP ports depending on the services that are configured on the 
appliances. For information on services and ports, refer to Proteus service ports on page 932and 
Adonis Firewall requirements on page 934.

Network topology
Proteus makes possible many different types of server topologies. Traditional DNS best practices still 
apply to much of the topology of a Proteus-designed network. Beyond the recommendation that 
Proteus reside in a trusted part of the network, the rest of the topology can change.

BlueCat Networks Professional Services provides the best source of information on the design 
phase of Proteus networks. Our experienced and knowledgeable staff can assist with creating 
secure and efficient designs that fulfill the technical and business requirements of the most 
complex networks. For information on contacting BlueCat Networks, refer to How do I contact 
BlueCat Customer Care? on page 20
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Proteus service ports
The following ports are used by Proteus:

Port # Protocol Purpose Description In/Out Optional

21 FTP Backup
Scheduled backup configured to 
save to a remote server

Bidirectional Optional

22 TCP SSH2 (secure shell)
SSH/SCP connectivity to 
appliances, SSH connectivity to 
IPMI SMASH shell

Bidirectional Optional

25 TCP/UDP SMTP Email notification Out Optional

53 TCP/UDP DNS DNS, Discovery In*
See note below

Optional

68 UDP
DHCP-assigned IP address, 
iDRAC Client Port

Bidirectional Optional

69 UDP TFTP iDRAC Client Port Bidirectional Optional

80 TCP
HTTP, managing IPMI 
on Adonis 1750 using 

browser

Management port for Proteus 
access, managing IPMI on 
Proteus 2150 and 5000 using 
browser

Bidirectional
Optional

(See note)

162 SNMP SNMP trap Bidirectional Optional

88 TCP/UDP Kerberos
Kerberos/Active Directory 
authentication

Bidirectional Optional

1098 TCP JBoss RMI Service Bidirectional Optional

1099 TCP JBoss Naming Service Bidirectional Optional

123 UDP NTP
Network Time (client) (in from 
user ports)

In Optional

123, 
1023-
65535

UDP NTP Network Time (client) Out Optional

161 UDP SNMP Polling SNMP management Bidirectional Optional

162 UDP SNMP Traps SNMP management Out Optional

389 TCP/UDP LDAP LDAP authentication Bidirectional Optional

443 TCP

HTTPS, Managing 
IPMI on Proteus 2150 

and 5000 using 
browser

Secure management port used 
for Proteus access, managing 
IPMI on Proteus 2150 and 5000 
using browser

Bidirectional
Optional

(See note)

623 TCP/UDP
Managing IPMI on 
Proteus 2150 and 

5000
IPMI lights out management Bidirectional Optional

636 TCP LDAP SSL support Bidirectional Optional

1812 TCP/UDP RADIUS RADIUS authentication Bidirectional Optional
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3269 TCP LDAPS LDAPS for global catalog (GC) Bidirectional Optional

4444 TCP JBoss RMI/JRMP invoker port Bidirectional Optional

4445 TCP JBoss Pooled Invoker Bidirectional Optional

4446 TCP JBoss HA Pooled invoker Bidirectional Optional

5432 TCP/UDP Database access Reporting, Disaster Recovery Bidirectional Optional

8083 TCP JBoss RMI dynamic class loader port Bidirectional Optional

10042 TCP
Server 

Management Port

Secure management and 
connectivity to Adonis / Proteus 
Management Agent for Windows

Bidirectional Required

10045 TCP/UDP Notification Port

Adonis / Proteus Management 
Agent for Windows to Proteus 
notification (for example: 
DDNS, IP leases)

Bidirectional Required

• In—an inbound connection to Proteus. This means that the Proteus server is accepting 
connections coming from external machines. For example, if you are running a SSH server on 
Proteus, external machines can connect to the Proteus SSH server.

• Out—an outbound connection from Proteus. This means that a logged-in user on Proteus can 
connect to a service on an external machine. For example, if you have a SSH server running on 
an external machine, you can connect to the external machine from the Proteus server using 
SSH.

• Bidirectional—means both In and Out.

Port notices
• When using HTTP, port 80 is required and port 443 is optional. When using HTTPS, port 443 is 

required and port 80 is optional.
• If running Proteus in replication, port 10045 must be set as bidirectional (in/out).
• When configuring or running database replication, ports 22, 1098, 1099, 4444, and 5432 must 

be open on the firewall between the affected Proteus appliances.

* By default, BIND does not initiate outgoing queries using port 53. BIND initiates all outgoing TCP 
queries from a random ephemeral port (by default, 32768 - 61000). UDP queries are initiated from 
the range 1024 - 65535.

Port # Protocol Purpose Description In/Out Optional
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Adonis Firewall requirements
The following ports are used by Adonis when it is operating under Proteus control:

Port # Protocol Purpose Description In/Out Optional

22 TCP SSH2 (secure shell)

• SSH/SCP connectivity to 
appliances

• SSH connectivity to IPMI 
SMASH shell

• iDRAC connectivity

Bidirectional Optional

23 Telnet iDRAC iDRAC connectivity Bidirectional Optional

25 TCP/UDP SMTP Email notification Out Optional

53 TCP/UDP DNS DNS server In*
See note below

Optional

67 UDP DHCP DHCP server In Optional

68 UDP DHCP DHCP server Out Optional

69 UDP TFTP TFTP service for file transfer Bidirectional Optional

80 TCP IPMI, iDRAC
• Managing IPMI on Adonis 

1750 using browser
• iDRAC connectivity

Bidirectional Optional

88 TCP/UDP Kerberos
Kerberos/Active Directory 
authentication

Bidirectional Optional

123 UDP NTP
Network Time (client) (in 
from user ports)

In Optional

123, 1023-
65535

UDP NTP Network Time (client) Out Optional

161 UDP SNMP Polling SNMP management Bidirectional Optional

162 UDP SNMP Traps SNMP management Out Optional

179 TCP Anycast BGP protocol Bidirectional Optional

389 TCP/UDP LDAP LDAP authentication Bidirectional Optional

443
TCP

HTTPS
IPMI

• Managing IPMI on Adonis 
1750 using browser

• iDRAC connectivity
Bidirectional Optional

623 UDP

Managing IPMI on 
Adonis 500, 750 and 

1000 by IPMIView 
utility

IPMI lights out management Bidirectional Optional

623
TCP/UDP

RMCP/
RMCP+

• Managing IPMI on 
Adonis 1750

• Managing iDRAC

• IPMI lights out 
management

• iDRAC connectivity
Bidirectional Optional

647/847 TCP DHCP Failover
DHCP Failover 
communication ports

Bidirectional Optional
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694 UDP XHA
XHA State information 
(heartbeat)

Bidirectional Optional

1812 TCP/UDP Radius Radius authentication Bidirectional Optional

5900 iDRAC

Virtual Console keyboard/
mouse, Virtual Media 
Service, Virtual Media 
Secure Service, and Virtual 
Console video

Bidirectional Optional

7788/7789 TCP XHA
XHA disk partition data 
replication

Bidirectional Optional

9773 TCP/UDP
Monitoring SDX on 

Adonis VMs
Facilitating SDX monitoring 
on Adonis VMs

Bidirectional Required

10042 TCP
Proteus 

Management Port

Secure management / 
connectivity to Proteus 
appliances

Bidirectional Required

10045 TCP/UDP Notification Port
Proteus to Proteus 
notification (for example: 
DDNS, IP leases)

Bidirectional Required

* By default, BIND does not initiate outgoing queries using port 53. BIND initiates all outgoing TCP 
queries from a random ephemeral port (by default, 32768 - 61000). UDP queries are initiated from 
the range 1024 - 65535.

Port 10045 is used only when Adonis is under Proteus control.

• In—an inbound connection to Adonis. This means that the Adonis server is accepting 
connections coming from external machines. For example, if you are running a SSH server on 
Adonis, external machines can connect to the Adonis SSH server.

• Out—an outbound connection from Adonis. This means that a logged-in user on Adonis can 
connect to a service on an external machine. For example, if you have a SSH server running on 
an external machine, you can connect to the external machine from the Adonis server using 
SSH.

• Bidirectional—means both In and Out.

Port # Protocol Purpose Description In/Out Optional
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Proteus Data Checker Rules
This appendix lists the rules of the Proteus Data Checker. Each section includes the effect of the rule, 
its association in the Proteus web interface, and how to detect and fix the issue.

• Error Messages on page 937 lists rules that will trigger error messages.

• Warning Messages on page 940 lists rules that will trigger warning messages.

• Information Messages on page 945 lists rules that will generate information messages.

For details on using Data Checker in the Proteus web interface, refer to Data Checker on page 119.

Data Checker Rules

Error Messages

E-01:CNAME Record Looping

Note.

As updates are made to Proteus and Adonis software, Data Checker rules may be added, modified, 
or removed. As a result, the following lists of Data Checker Error and Warning Messages may not 
be contiguous. If you have any questions regarding Data Checker rules and messages, contact 
BlueCat Customer Care: http://care.bluecatnetworks.com

Description: A CNAME record might point to another and then that record points to the initial value. 
This is a variant of the CNAME chaining rule.

Severity: Error

Effect Deployment fails.

Association: All CNAME records involved in the loop.

How to Detect: Identify the CNAME record that links to a second CNAME record. Follow the link to 
determine if the reference is accurate.

Fix Link the CNAME record to an existing host record or external host record. If the record 
does not exist, create it.
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E-02: Deployment Profiles (Zone / View) without master role

E-03: Validate Generic Records

E-04: Invalid DHCP Match Class Values within DHCP Match Class

Description: Deployment role of slave exists without a master.

Severity: Error

Effect Deployment fails.

Association: View/Zone (deployable or non-deployable) where role is defined.

How to Detect: Look for a view or zone with no master or hidden master deployment role. 

Fix Assign a deployment role of master or hidden master in addition to or instead of the 
slave role.

Description: Generic record contains invalid data from previous versions of Proteus that did not 
perform strict validation.

Severity: Error

Effect Deployment fails.

Association: Generic record

How to Detect: The RDATA value of the generic record should be validated for compliance, and the 
record type should be verified to ensure it is not one of the following reserved types:

• SOA
• SIG
• TSIG
• TKEY
• IXFR
• AXFR

Types should also be verified against known types in the BlueCat DNS API.  Any record 
that contains invalid RDATA or unsupported record type should be flagged.

Fix Correct the record that is generating the error.

Description: Match values in a match class are invalid based on conditions in the class. If a user 
changes the match condition of a match class, without updating the match values, then 
the match values become invalid. 

Severity: Error

Effect Deployment fails. 

Note: The Proteus user interface does not allow you to change the match conditions so 
that they conflict with the match values. To override this behavior, select the Ignore 
error check with existing match values and update. Then match values should be 
corrected manually.

Association: Configuration
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E-05: Reverse Mapping Zones without Master

E-06: ENUM Zones without Master 

E-07: Windows Dynamic Updates option with Adonis servers only 

How to Detect: Check the match values within a match class based on the match condition.

Fix Ensure that the match values in a match class are valid.

Description: Reverse mapping zones without a master role for same view.

Severity: Error

Effect Deployment fails.

Association: Reverse mapping zones (IPv4 block or network) where role is defined.

How to Detect: Look for a view or zone with no master or hidden master deployment role.

Fix Assign a master deployment role (normal, hidden, AD-Integrated if Windows) to the IP 
block or network.

Description: Deployment role of slave exists without a master.

Severity: Error

Effect Deployment fails.

Association: ENUM zone (deployable and non-deployable) where role is defined.

How to Detect: Examine the deployment roles for an ENUM zone and flag if no master (normal or 
hidden) is present.

Fix Set a master or hidden master deployment role at the ENUM zone or set a master or 
hidden master deployment role at the view level so that the ENUM zone inherits the 
correct roles. 

Description: Windows dynamic updates option is set for Windows dynamic updates and this 
configuration contains Adonis servers only.

Severity: Error

Effect Deployment fails

Association: Configuration

How to Detect: Configuration contains Adonis servers only. DNS option Allow Dynamic Updates 
contains Windows settings only and is set to be deployed to all servers. Allowing 
dynamic updates to an Adonis server requires an ACL, this option’s parent is flagged.

Fix Remove the Allow Dynamic Updates option, and then re-apply it using the Adonis 
Update Type.
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E-08: Configuration using DNS ACLs cannot be deployed to Adonis pre-7.0.6 

Warning Messages

W-01: CNAME Record Chaining

W-03: DNS View not visible

Description: Attempt to deploy DNS configuration referencing custom DNS ACLs to Adonis v7.0.0 or 
earlier is blocked.

Severity: Error

Effect Deployment fails

Association: Adonis version 7.0.0 or earlier

How to Detect: Verify that custom DNS ACLs do not have linked objects that are deployable to Adonis 
v7.0.0 or earlier.

Fix Upgrade Adonis to v7.0.6 or greater, or modify DNS deployment options and DNS64 
configurations set to deploy to Adonis v7.0.0 or earlier by removing references to 
custom DNS ACLs.

Description: CNAME records should not be chained together.

Severity: Warning

Effect DNS resolvers may return an error when attempting to resolve a CNAME chain. CNAME 
(alias) records should only be linked to A (host records).

Association: A CNAME Record that points to another CNAME.

How to Detect: Examine CNAME records that link to other CNAME records. Any CNAME that points to 
another should be flagged.

Fix Link the CNAME record to an existing host record or external host record. If the record 
does not exist, create it.

Description: DNS View might be hidden because another view might encompasses its range.

Severity: Warning

Effect One or more of the views are hidden. Resolvers and applications will not be able to 
access records from hidden views.

Association: View
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W-06: IPv4 Address space is reserved

How to Detect: Examine the match-clients and deny-clients options (or lack thereof) from all views to 
determine if the settings from one view might be hiding another. For example, if two 
views have been configured to match addresses from the 10.0.0.0/8 IP block, then the 
first view listed in the named.conf.active file receives the traffic, and the others will 
not. Flag the hidden view.

This warning is displayed in the following scenarios:

• Two or more views without a Match Clients or Deny Clients deployment option set.
• Match Clients option values (overlap or same) match clients option values in 

different views.
• Deny Clients option values (overlap or same) deny clients options values in different 

views.

Fix If the configuration has two views, configure only one view without Match Client and/or 
Deny Client deployment options. If the configuration has more than two views, 
configure each view so that they have unique values in the Match Client and/or Deny 
Client deployment options.

Description: Certain blocks of IPv4 space are reserved. 

Severity: Warning

Effect Assign addresses that might not be routable on the Internet.

Association: IPv4 Networks or IPv4 Blocks

How to Detect: Match against reserved address space:

• 0/8 (reserved)
• 1/8 and 2/8 (unallocated)
• 5/8 (unallocated) 
• 7/8 (administered by ARIN)
• 23/8 (unallocated)
• 27/8 (unallocated)
• 31/8 (unallocated)
• 36/8 and 37/8 (unallocated)
• 39/8 (unallocated)
• 42/8 (unallocated)
• 46/8 (IANA)
• 49/8 and 50/8 (unallocated)
• 100/8 through 111/8 (unallocated)
• 112/8 through 115/8 
• 127/8 (loop back)
• 173/8 through 185/8 (unallocated)
• 186/8 and 187/8 
• 197/8 (AfriNIC)
• 223/8 (unallocated)
• 224/8 through 239/8 (multicast)
• 240/8 through 255/8 (future use)

Blocks in these ranges should be flagged. For more information refer to: http://
www.iana.org/assignments/ipv4-address-space)
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W-07: Record name might create compatibility problems

W-08: ENUM Numbers exceed the maximum of 15 digits

W-09: DNS deployable without deployment roles

Description: Users can legally use the space character and other ASCII values for record names.

Severity: Warning

Effect Some applications might not process the name properly.

Association: Resource Record

How to Detect: Examine resource records that contain characters that are not typical, yet valid in 
domain names. For example:

• space character 
• brackets ( ), [ ], { } 
• quote characters (single and double)
• Symbols (@ # $ % ^ & ! ~)

Any record name that contains one or more of the above characters should be flagged.

Fix If necessary, remove the character that generated the warning.

Description: Users can create ENUM numbers that exceed the maximum of 15 digits as set by the 
Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T).

Severity: Warning

Effect Might not get used by application.

Association: ENUM zone or number

How to Detect: Search the database for NAPTR Group or E164 Zone types that have an absolute name 
containing more than 15 digits. 

Fix Limit the ENUM number to a maximum of 15 digits.

Description: Zone is deployable, but there are no roles to make sure it gets deployed.

Severity: Warning

Effect Zone is not deployed.

Association: Zone

How to Detect: Search for deployable zones that have no deployment roles (zone with deployable 
checkbox selected and no DNS roles).

Fix Add the deployment role to either the zone’s parent view or the zone itself. At least 
one of the deployment roles must be master or hidden master.
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W-10: SOA values are too short/long

W-11: DHCP lease time is too short/long

W-12: DHCP max lease time is too short/long

Description: The refresh, retry, expire, and minimum values are above or below recommended 
settings.

Severity: Warning

Effect Zone is deployed, but strange behavior with BIND and caching might occur.

Association: Entity where SOA option is defined.

How to Detect: Examine SOA option values against acceptable values:

• Refresh Value—RFC 1912 recommends a value between 1200 to 7200 seconds(20 
minutes to 2 hours if you are not worried about a small increase in bandwidth use, or 
longer (2 to 12 hours) if Internet connection is slow or is started on demand).

• Retry Value—should be 120 to 7200 seconds (2 minutes to 2 hours).
• Expire Value—RFC 1912 recommends a value between 1209600 to 2419200 seconds 

(2 to 4 weeks).
• Minimum Value—RFC 2308 recommends 3600 to 10800 seconds (1 to 3 hours).

Any SOA record that fails to meet any of the above criteria is flagged.

Fix Adjust SOA values to be within suggested ranges.

Description: Lease times might be too short or too long.

Severity: Warning

Effect Short lease times create an extra load on a DHCP server and longer times might cause 
lease to be unavailable for use when the DHCP client is removed from the network.

Association: Entity where option is defined

How to Detect: Examine DHCP lease time option and flag if a lease time has been set to one of 
following:

• Lease time less than 1 hour (RFC 1541/2131).
• Lease time longer than 7 days.

Fix Adjust lease times to longer than values.

Description: Max lease times might be too short or too long.

Severity: Warning

Effect Entity where option is defined

Association: Short lease times create an extra load on a DHCP server and longer times might cause 
lease to be unavailable for use when the DHCP client is removed from the network.
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W-15: ENUM zone deployable without deployment roles

How to Detect: Examine DHCP maximum lease time options and flag the owning entity if:

• Lease time is less than 1 hour (RFC 1541/2131)
• Lease time is longer than 7 days
• Max lease time is less than DHCP lease time 

Fix Adjust lease times.

Description: ENUM Zone is deployable but there are no roles to make sure it gets deployed.

Severity: Warning

Effect ENUM Zone is not deployed

Association: ENUM Zone

How to Detect: Search for deployable ENUM zones that have no deployment roles.

Fix Add a deployment role to view or to the ENUM zone.
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W-16: DHCP Deployable to one Windows server with scope splitting

W-17: Adonis dynamic updates option with Windows servers only

Information Messages

I-01: Root zone found

I-02: Zone contains resource records but not deployable

Description: The network contains a DHCP role with a primary Windows server, and the DHCP range 
contains a scope-split address.

Severity: Warning

Effect DHCP deployment role contains only a primary Windows server.

Association: Network

How to Detect: On the network, if the DHCP role contains only a primary windows server, and the DHCP 
range contains a scope-split address, then flag it.

Fix Add a second DHCP deployment role for a second Windows DHCP server.

Description: Adonis dynamic updates option with Windows servers only.

Severity: Warning

Effect Windows servers do not need an ACL. Proteus Management Agent considers the option 
values “Nonsecure and secure”.

Association: Configuration

How to Detect: Configuration contains Windows servers only.  DNS option Allow Dynamic Updates 
contains ACL only and is set to be deployed to all servers. As this option for Windows 
does not require ACL but Windows updates flag, this option’s parent will be flagged.

Description: A root zone was configured by the user, which is not common.

Severity: Information

Effect User might wonder why recursion is not working as intended. A view with an internet 
root overrides any deployment options related to recursion.

Association: Configuration

How to Detect: Examine the configuration to see if a root zone exists. If so, flag the configuration with 
this issue type.

Description: The zone contains resource records, but has not been marked as deployable.

Severity: Information

Effect The zone will not be deployed.
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I-03: DHCP deployable network without DHCP role 

I-04: DHCP deployable network where DNS role does not exist

I-05: TLD zone is deployable

Association: Zone

How to Detect: Search for a zone where resource records exist, but the Deployable checkbox is not 
selected. 

Fix Select the Deployable checkbox.

Description: A DHCP range or reserved addresses exist for a network where DHCP roles are not 
present.

Severity: Information

Effect DHCP range is not deployed.

Association: Block/Network

How to Detect: Examine the network to determine if DHCP deployable data exists. If so, and the 
network does not contain a DHCP role (only a DHCP Master role), flag it.

Fix Add the DHCP deployment role at either the IPv4 block or network level.

Description: DHCP deployable network is present with DHCP roles but no means to update DNS 
names.

Severity: Information

Effect DHCP does not update DNS. 

Association: Network

How to Detect: Examine networks to determine if a DHCP deployment role exists with no accompanying 
DNS role (only Master and Hidden Master DNS roles) and flag the network with this 
issue.

Fix Add a DNS deployment role to the network.

Description: TLD is deployable.

Severity: Information

Effect The TLD might be marked as deployable when this is not intended.

Association: Zone

How to Detect: Flag all TLD zones that have the  “deployable” value set.

Fix Clear the deployable checkbox at the TLD.
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I-06: ENUM Zone contains numbers but not deployable

I-07: DHCP Deployable to Adonis ignoring scope splitting 

Description: The ENUM zone contains numbers, but it does not have the deployable flag set.

Severity: Information

Effect The ENUM zone is not deployed.

Association: ENUM Zone

How to Detect: Examine ENUM zone to determine if numbers exist but the “deployable” flag is not set. 
If so, flag the ENUM zone with this issue type.

Fix Set the deployable checkbox at the ENUM zone.

Description: This network contains a DHCP role with an Adonis server, and the DHCP range contains a 
scope-split address.

Severity: Information

Effect User might think an Adonis server performs scope-splitting.

Association: Network

How to Detect: Search for a network that is configured for scope-splitting but has only Adonis servers 
for deployment roles Adonis servers, and then flag it.

Fix Remove scope-splitting from the DHCP range under the affected network.
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Appendix C

iDRAC and IPMI 
This appendix describes setup and configuration of Integrated Remote Access Controller (iDRAC) and 
Intelligent Platform Management (IPMI) for Proteus appliances and BlueCat Address Manager 
appliances.

iDRAC
The Integrated Remote Access Controller (iDRAC) allows remote control and monitoring of your 
appliance.

iDRAC provides remote access to the Virtual Console and information on the state of the physical 
appliance, such as battery condition, fan RPM, intrusion, and other parameters. You can also modify 
IPv4 and IPv6 settings and remotely reboot the appliance and access remote disk images through 
iDRAC.

iDRAC DHCP timeout
By default, DHCP is enabled on iDRAC and configured with a five minute timeout period. If iDRAC 
cannot obtain an IP address within five minutes, iDRAC disables DHCP. If DHCP becomes disabled, you 
must either assign a static IP address or re-enable DHCP via the Configuration Utility / Virtual Console.

Compatible iDRAC appliances
iDRAC can be configured on the following appliances:

Proteus 3300, 5500

BlueCat Address Manager 3000, 6000

Proteus 3300*, 5500* and BlueCat Address Manager 6000 appliances have a separate iDRAC port. 
You need to configure the IP address of the iDRAC port when you set up iDRAC.

* iDRAC post marked with a wrench  symbol.

• The five minute DHCP timeout period begins when you first power on the appliance.
• On models without a power switch on the rear of the appliance, the iDRAC card receives power 

when you plug in the appliance. On models with a power switch on the rear of the appliance, 
the iDRAC card receives power when you plug in the appliance and turn on the rear power 
switch. In both cases, you do not need to turn on the power switch on the front of the 
appliance to apply power to the iDRAC card.

• Removing and then reapplying power to the appliance does not reset the iDRAC DHCP timeout 
period.
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Configuring iDRAC
Configure iDRAC during the pre-boot power-on self-test (Post) phase. After initial setup and 
configuration of iDRAC settings, you can access it through the iDRAC web interface (iDRAC7 and iDRAC6 
only).

Assign a static IPv4 or IPv6 address to the iDRAC port using the iDRAC Configuration Utility directly on 
the appliance. You can then use this IP address to connect to iDRAC remotely via the iDRAC web 
interface.

To access the iDRAC Configuration Utility:

1 Power on or restart the appliance by removing the front cover and pressing the power switch 
on the front panel.

During the preboot phase, wait until the following text appears in the Configuration Utility 
window:

iDRAC7

iDRAC6

2 If running iDRAC7, press F2. The BlueCat System Setup menu opens, displaying the following 
options:

If running iDRAC 6, press Ctrl+E immediately. The iDRAC6 Configuration Utility window opens, 
displaying the following options:

There are two versions of iDRAC software — Enterprise and Express. iDRAC7 Enterprise and iDRAC6 
Enterprise include remote access via web browser to the Virtual Console.

BlueCat Address Manager 3000 supports iDRAC7 Express.

BlueCat Address Manager 6000 supports iDRAC7 Enterprise.

F2 = System Setup

Press <Ctrl-E> for Remote Access Setup within 5 sec.....

System Setup Main Menu

System BIOS

iDRAC Settings

Device Settings

iDRAC6 LAN .................................................... On

LAN Parameters ................................................ <ENTER>

Virtual Media Configuration ................................... <ENTER>

Smart Card Logon .............................................. <ENTER>

System Services ............................................... <ENTER>

LCD Configuration ............................................. <ENTER>

LAN User Configuration ........................................ <ENTER>

Reset To Default .............................................. <ENTER>

System Event Log Menu ......................................... <ENTER>
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Configuring static IPv4 settings
This section describes how to manually set a static IPv4 address, static gateway, and static subnet 
mask, and DNS Servers.

iDRAC7

To configure static IPv4 settings:

1 From the System Setup Main Menu, select iDRAC Settings and press ENTER. The iDRAC 
Settings menu opens.

2 Press the Down arrow key to select Network and press ENTER. The Network Settings menu 
opens.

3 Confirm that the Enable NIC option is Enabled.

4 Press the Down arrow key to view the following IPv4 settings:

If you do not see the iDRAC Configuration Utility window, allow the system to finish booting, 
restart your appliance, and then try again.

iDRAC Settings

iDRAC Settings Version                                                  1.50.50.21

iDRAC Firmware Version                                                  1.55.55

System Summary

System Event Log

Network

Alerts

Front Panel Security

Virtual Media

vFlash Media

Lifecycle Controller

Power Configuration

Thermal

System Location

User Configuration

Smart Card

IPv4 Settings

Enable IPv4                                                             <Enabled>

Enable DHCP                                                             <Enabled>

Static IP Address                                                  [192.168.10.10]

Static Gateway                                                     [192.168.10.1]

Static Subnet Mask                                                 [255.255.255.0]

Use DHCP to obtain DNS Server address                                 <Disabled>

Static Preferred DNS Server                                        [0.0.0.0]

Static Alternate DNS Server                                        [0.0.0.0]
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5 Press the Up and Down arrow keys to highlight Enable IPv4, and then make sure it is set to 
Enabled. Press the Space bar to toggle between Disabled and Enabled.

Press the Right arrow key to go to the next field each time. When you have finished, press 
ENTER.

6 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Enable DHCP, and then make sure it is set to 
Disabled. Press the Space bar to toggle between Disabled and Enabled.

7 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Static IP Address, and press ENTER. Type the static 
IPv4 address you want to assign to the iDRAC port and press ENTER. 

8 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Static Gateway and press ENTER. Type the address of 
the static gateway for your network and press ENTER.

9 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Static Subnet Mask and press ENTER. Type the address 
of the static subnet mask for your network and press ENTER.

10 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Use DHCP to obtain DNS Server address, and then 
make sure it is set to Disabled. Press the Space bar to toggle between Disabled and 
Enabled.

11 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Static Preferred DNS Server, and press ENTER. Type 
the address of the static preferred DNS server and press ENTER.

12 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Static Alternate DNS Server, and press ENTER. Type 
the address of the static alternate DNS server and press ENTER.

13 Press Esc to return to the iDRAC Settings menu.

14 If you do not want to configure any other settings, press Esc again. A dialog window opens.

15 Select Yes and press ENTER.

The pre-boot phase continues.

If you wish to obtain automatic addresses from DHCP, set Enable DHCP to Enabled.

The iDRAC port must have an unique IPv4 address—it cannot use any of the following addresses:

• the physical address of the appliance
• the Anycast address, if you enabled Anycast
• the virtual address, if you are configuring an Adonis appliance that is part of an XHA pair. This 

does not apply to Proteus.

In an XHA pair, iDRAC in each appliance must have an unique IP address.

If you wish to obtain automatic addresses for your DNS servers from DHCP, set Use 
DHCP to obtain DNS Server address to Enabled.

Settings have been changed. Do you want to 
save the changes?

Yes No
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iDRAC6

To configure static IPv4 settings:

1 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Lan Parameters and press ENTER. The top part of the 
Lan Parameters configuration window opens, showing the Common Settings.

2 Press the Down arrow key to see the following IPv4 Settings:

3 Press the Up and Down arrow keys to highlight IPv4, and then make sure it is set to Enabled. 
Press the Space bar to toggle between Disabled and Enabled.

4 Press the Down arrow key to highlight IPv4 Address Source, and then make sure it is set to 
Static. Press the Space bar to toggle between DHCP and Static.

5 Press the Down arrow key to highlight IPv4 Address and press ENTER.

6 Enter the IP address you want to assign to the iDRAC port. Press the Right arrow key to go to 
the next field each time. When you have finished, press ENTER.

7 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Subnet Mask and press ENTER.

8 Type the address of the subnet mask for your network. Press the Right arrow key to go to the 
next field each time. When you have finished, press ENTER.

9 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Default Gateway and press ENTER.

10 Enter the address of the default gateway for your network. Press the Right arrow key to go to 
the next field each time. When you have finished, press ENTER.

IPv4 Settings

IPv4 ..................................................... Enabled

RMCP+ Encryption Key ..................................... <ENTER>

IPv4 Address Source ...................................... Static

IPv4 Address ............................................. XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX

Subnet Mask .............................................. XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX

Default Gateway .......................................... XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX

DNS Servers from DHCP .................................... Off

DNS Server 1 ............................................. XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX

DNS Server 2 ............................................. XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX

If you wish to obtain automatic addresses from DHCP, set IPv4 Address Source to DHCP.

The iDRAC port must have an unique IP address—it cannot use any of the following addresses:

• the physical address of the appliance
• the Anycast address, if you enabled Anycast
• the virtual address, if you are configuring an Adonis appliance that is part of an XHA pair. This 

does not apply to Proteus.

In an XHA pair, iDRAC in each appliance must have an unique IP address.
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11 Press the Down arrow key to highlight DNS Servers from DHCP, and then make sure it is set 
to Off. Press the Space bar to toggle between On and Off.

12 Press the Down arrow key to highlight DNS Server 1, and press ENTER.

13 Type the address of the first DNS server. Press the Right arrow key to go to the next field each 
time. When you have finished, press ENTER.

14 Press the Down arrow key to highlight DNS Server 2, and press ENTER.

15 Type the address of the second DNS server. Press the Right arrow key to go to the next field 
each time. When you have finished, press ENTER.

16 Press Esc to return to the Configuration Utility window.

17 If you do not want to configure any other settings, press Esc again. A small utility window 
opens.

18 Select Save Changes and Exit and press ENTER.

The pre-boot phase continues.

Configuring static IPv6 settings
This section describes how to manually set a static IPv6 address, static gateway, and static subnet 
mask, and DNS Servers.

If you wish to obtain automatic addresses for your DNS servers from DHCP, set DNS Servers from 
DHCP to On.

Save Changes and Exit

Discard Changes and Exit

Return to Setup
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iDRAC7

To configure static IPv6 settings:

1 From the System Setup Main Menu, select iDRAC Settings and press ENTER. The iDRAC 
Settings menu opens.

2 Press the Down arrow key to select Network and press ENTER. The Network Settings menu 
opens.

3 Confirm that the Enable NIC option is Enabled.

4 Press the Down arrow key to view the following IPv6 settings:

5 Press the Up and Down arrow keys to highlight Enable IPv6, and then make sure it is set to 
Enabled. Press the Space bar to toggle between Disabled and Enabled.

6 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Enable Auto-configuration, and then make sure it is 
set to Disabled. Press the Space bar to toggle between Disabled and Enabled.

iDRAC Settings

iDRAC Settings Version                                                  1.50.50.21

iDRAC Firmware Version                                                  1.55.55

System Summary

System Event Log

Network

Alerts

Front Panel Security

Virtual Media

vFlash Media

Lifecycle Controller

Power Configuration

Thermal

System Location

User Configuration

Smart Card

IPv6 Settings

Enable IPv6                                                             <Disabled>

Enable Auto-configuration                                               <Enabled>

Static IP Address 1                                                     [:: ]

Static Prefix Length                                                    [64 ]

Static Gateway                                                          [::]

Link Local Address                                                      ::

Use DHCPv6 to obtain DNS Server address                                 <Disabled>

Static Preferred DNS Server                                             [::]

Static Alternate DNS Server                                             [::]

If you want to obtain automatic addresses from DHCP, set Enable Auto-configuration to 
Enabled.
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7 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Static IP Address 1 and press ENTER.

8 Type the IPv6 address you want to assign to the iDRAC port and press ENTER.

9 If it is necessary to change the standard 64-bit prefix length, press the Down arrow key to 
highlight Static Prefix Length and press ENTER.

10 Enter the number of digits in the IPv6 prefix length, using the Left and Right arrow keys to 
select the digit if necessary, and then press ENTER. The prefix length is the (decimal) number 
of contiguous high-order bits of the address that comprise the network part of the address.

11 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Static Gateway and press ENTER.

12 Type the address of the default gateway for your network. Press the Right arrow key to go to 
the next field each time. When you have finished, press ENTER.

13 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Use DHCPv6 to obtain Server address, and then make 
sure it is set to Disabled. Press the Space bar to toggle between Disabled and Enabled.

14 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Static Preferred DNS Server and press ENTER.

15 Type the address of the static preferred DNS server. Press the Right arrow key to go to the 
next field each time. When you have finished, press ENTER.

16 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Static Alternate DNS Server and press ENTER.

17 Type the address of the static alternate DNS server. Press the Right arrow key to go to the next 
field each time. When you have finished, press ENTER.

18 Press Esc to return to the iDRAC Settings menu.

19 If you do not want to configure any other settings, press Esc again. A dialog window opens.

20 Select Yes and press ENTER.

The pre-boot phase continues.

iDRAC6

To configure iDRAC IPv6 settings:

1 Select LAN Parameters on the iDRAC6 Configuration Utility window and press ENTER.

The iDRAC port must have an unique IP address—it cannot use any of the following addresses:

• the physical address of the appliance
• the Anycast address, if you enabled Anycast
• the virtual address, if you are configuring an Adonis appliance that is part of an XHA pair. This 

does not apply to Proteus.

In an XHA pair, iDRAC in each appliance must have an unique IP address.

If you want to obtain automatic addresses for your DNS servers from DHCPv6, set Use DHCPv6 to 
obtain Server address to Enabled.

Settings have been changed. Do you want to 
save the changes?

Yes No
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2 Press the Down arrow key to view the following IPv6 settings:

3 Press the Up and Down arrow keys to highlight IPv6, and then make sure it is set to Enabled. 
Press the Space bar to toggle between Disabled and Enabled.

4 Press the Down arrow key to highlight IPv6 Address Source, and then make sure it is set to 
Static. Press the Space bar to toggle between AutoConfig and Static.

5 Press the Down arrow key to highlight IPv6 Address 1 and press ENTER.

6 Type the IP address you want to assign to the iDRAC port and press ENTER.

7 If it is necessary to change the standard 64-bit prefix length, press the Down arrow key to 
highlight Prefix Length and press ENTER.

8 Enter the number of digits in the IPv6 prefix length, using the Left and Right arrow keys to 
select the digit if necessary, and then press ENTER. The prefix length is the (decimal) number 
of contiguous high-order bits of the address that comprise the network part of the address.

9 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Default Gateway and press ENTER.

10 Type the address of the default gateway for your network. Press the Right arrow key to go to 
the next field each time. When you have finished, press ENTER.

11 Press the Down arrow key to highlight DNS Servers from DHCP, and then make sure it is set 
to Off. Press the Space bar to toggle between On and Off.

12 Press the Down arrow key to highlight DNS Server 1 and press ENTER.

IPv6 Settings

IPv6 ...................................... Enabled

IPv6 Address Source ....................... Static

IPv6 Address 1 ............................ XXXX:XX::XXX:XXXX:XXXX

Prefix Length ............................. 064

Default Gateway ........................... XXXX:XX::XXX:XXXX:XXXX

IPv6 Link-local Address ................... ::

IPv6 Address 2 ............................ ::

DNS Servers from DHCP ..................... Off

DNS Server 1 .............................. XXXX:XX:X:X:X:XXX:XXXX:XXXX

DNS Server 2 .............................. XXXX:XX:X:X:X:XXX:XXXX:XXXX

If you wish to obtain automatic addresses from DHCP, set IPv6 Address Source to DHCP.

The iDRAC port must have an unique IP address—it cannot use any of the following addresses:

• the physical address of the appliance
• the Anycast address, if you enabled Anycast
• the virtual address, if you are configuring an Adonis appliance that is part of an XHA pair. This 

does not apply to Proteus.

In an XHA pair, iDRAC in each appliance must have an unique IP address.

If you wish to obtain automatic addresses for your DNS servers from DHCP, set DNS 
Servers from DHCP to On.
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13 Type the address of the first DNS server. Press the Right arrow key to go to the next field each 
time. When you have finished, press ENTER.

14 Press the Down arrow key to highlight DNS Server 2 and press ENTER.

15 Type the address of the second DNS server. Press the Right arrow key to go to the next field 
each time. When you have finished, press ENTER.

16 Press Esc to return to the Configuration Utility window.

17 If you do not want to configure any other settings, press Esc again. A small utility window 
opens.

18 Select Save Changes and Exit and press ENTER.

The pre-boot phase continues.

Setting the iDRAC web access password
iDRAC7 and iDRAC6 feature web-based software for remote connectivity. The default username is root 
and the default password is calvin. You should change this password before logging in to iDRAC.

iDRAC7

To change the iDRAC7 web access password:

1 If you are not in the iDRAC Configuration Utility, restart the appliance, then press F2 when 
prompted. The BlueCat System Setup menu opens.

2 From the System Setup Main Menu, select iDRAC Settings and press ENTER. The iDRAC 
Settings menu opens.

3 Press the Down arrow key to select User Configuration and press ENTER. The User 
Configuration menu opens.

Make sure the Account User Name is root.

4 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Change Password and press ENTER. The Create New 
Password dialog window opens.

Save Changes and Exit

Discard Changes and Exit

Return to Setup

After you have logged in to iDRAC as root, you can create individual iDRAC user accounts, and 
then assign privileges to the users.

iDRAC Settings > User Configuration                               1.50.50.21

iDRAC Firmware Version                                            1.55.55

User ID                                                           2

Enable User                                                       <Enabled>

User Name                                                         [root ]

LAN User Privilege                                                <Administrator>

Serial Port User Privilege                                        <Administrator>

Change Password                                                  [******]
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5 Type the new password and press ENTER. The Confirm New Password dialog window opens.

6 Retype the new password and press ENTER.

7 Press Esc to return to the iDRAC Settings menu.

8 If you do not want to configure any other settings, press Esc again. A dialog window opens.

9 Select Yes and press ENTER.

iDRAC6

To change the iDRAC6 web access password:

1 If you are not in the iDRAC Configuration Utility, restart the appliance, then press Ctrl+E 
when prompted. The iDRAC Configuration Utility opens.

2 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Lan User Configuration and press ENTER. The Lan User 
Configuration window opens.

3 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Account User Name. Make sure the Account User Name 
is root.

4 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Enter Password, and then type the new password.

5 Press the Down arrow key to highlight Confirm Password, and then retype the new password.

6 Press Esc to return to the Configuration Utility window.

7 Press Esc again. A small utility window opens.

8 Select Save Changes and Exit, and then press ENTER.

The web-access password is case-sensitive.

Settings have been changed. Do you want to 
save the changes?

Yes No

Auto-Discovery ................................................ Enabled

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Provisioning Server ........................................... <ENTER>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Account Access ................................................ Enabled

Account User Name ............................................. [root ]

Enter Password ................................................ [****** ]

Confirm Password .............................................. [****** ]

The Account User Name and Password are case-sensitive.

Save Changes and Exit

Discard Changes and Exit

Return to Setup
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Connecting to iDRAC remotely
Connect to the iDRAC7 or iDRAC6 web interface using a web browser on your local machine or 
workstation.

To connect to the iDRAC web interface:

1 On your workstation, launch a web browser.

2 In the address bar, type https://ip_address, where ip_address is the IP address assigned to the 
iDRAC port, and then press ENTER. The iDRAC Login screen opens.

3 Log in to the iDRAC interface using the password you created in Setting the iDRAC web access 
password on page 958. The default username is root.

4 Click Submit. The web interface page opens.

To use your web browser as a Virtual Console:

1 Make sure System Summary is displayed on the Properties tab, and then click Launch in the 
Virtual Console Preview group.

or

2 Click the Console/Media tab, and then click Launch Virtual Console. 

The Virtual Console window opens. Click in this window to access it.

To log out of iDRAC:

1 In the upper-right corner of the main window, click Logout to close the session.

2 Close the browser window.

If your browser shows a problem with the website’s security certificate, click Continue to this 
website. You will continue to see a Certificate Error.

iDRAC on Proteus 3300/5500, and Bluecat Address Manager 3000/6000 appliances include the 
Virtual Console Preview, Virtual Console, and Virtual Media tab items shown below.
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Reference: iDRAC6 web interface

The iDRAC6 web interface displays functions and controls as determined by your choices in the tree-
view on the left of the page, and then under tabs across the top of the page.

The following tables provide a summary of the iDRAC6 web interface functions.

System Items

This section applies to iDRAC6 only. If you require reference material on the iDRAC7 web 
interface, contact BlueCat Customer Care.

Select the item in the tree-view, and then click a tab to show its options. Click the Help button to 
show additional information about each function.

Tab Function Description

Properties System Summary Shows the condition of batteries, temperature, 
voltage, and power monitoring. Previews, and 
allows access to the Virtual Console (Enterprise 
version only). Shows the system description, BIOS 
version, service tag, host name, OS name. 
Launches often-used tasks. Shows recently-logged 
events.

System Details Shows details of the server chassis and of iDRAC6 
including MAC addresses, IPv4, and IPv6 
configuration.

Setup First Boot Device Changes the boot device order, selects the first 
boot device.

Remote Syslog Settings Sets the remote syslog settings that allow logs to 
be written to an external syslog server.

Power Power Control Turns the system off or on, performs a power cycle 
or a graceful shutdown.

Power Budget Shows the minimum and maximum power levels 
for the server. Sets a power capping limit.

Logs System Event Log 
(hardware events)

Saves the log as file, clears the log, prints or 
refreshes the log.

Post Code Shows details of when the server was last booted 
through power-on self-test.

Last Crash Screen Shows a snapshot of information when the system 
last crashed.

Boot Capture Plays recordings of the last three boot cycles.

Alerts Platform Events Configures the action to be taken if specific 
hardware fails. Sets up which failures generate an 
alert to SNMP destinations.

Trap Settings Configures IPv4 or IPv6 address of SNMP hosts for 
trap settings.
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Remote Access Items

E-mail Alert Settings Configures e-mail addresses to receive alert 
messages.

Console/Media
(Proteus 3300 and 
Proteus 5500)

VIrtual Console and 
Virtual Media

Shows the remote console and virtual media 
information. Click Launch Viewer to access the 
Virtual Console.

Configuration Configures your remote console and virtual media 
information.

VFlash SD Card Displays and configures properties of the VFlash 
card plugged into the SD card slot of the server.

Remote File Share Remote File Share Specifies an image file in a remote file share, and 
mounts it using Network File System or Common 
Internet File System.

Tab Function Description

Properties iDRAC Information Shows the attributes and values of iDRAC6.

Network/Security Network Configures network settings.

Users Configures users settings.

Directory Service Configures iDRAC directory service.

SSL Generates a certificate signing request to send a 
certificate authority.

Active Directory Configures the active directory settings.

Serial Configures the serial interface.

Serial Over LAN Configures serial over lan settings.

Services Views and changes the iDRAC interface. Includes 
local configuration, web server, Telnet, RACADM, 
and SNMP settings.

Smart Card Configures Smart Card login.

Logs iDRAC Logs Shows identity, time, and IP address of whoever 
logged in. Prints or saves as a file.

Update Firmware Update Updates or rolls back iDRAC firmware.

Session Management Sessions Shows who is currently logged in to iDRAC.

Troubleshooting Identify Identifies the server you are communicating with 
by blinking an LED on the front and rear panel.

Diagnostics Console Allows you to diagnose iDRAC hardware by typing 
commands and clicking Submit. Resets the iDRAC.

Tab Function Description
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Other Tree-view Items

Virtual Console Items
The following table provides a summary of the functions available from the drop-down menu at the top 
of the iDRAC6 Virtual Console.

Item Description

Batteries Shows the current condition of CMOS and ROMB 
batteries.

Fans Shows the redundancy status and rpm of fans.

Intrusion Shows chassis open or closed status.

Power Supplies Shows the status of optional redundant power 
supplies.

Removable Flash Media Shows the location and status of removable Flash 
media.

Temperatures Shows the temperature probe reading from the 
system board.

Voltages Shows the voltage status at multiple points in the 
server.

Power Monitoring Shows the power consumption, current, and 
available headroom. Shows graphs of power 
consumption and current over a selectable period.

LCD Shows the current message displayed on the front 
panel LCD.

Item Function

Virtual Media Launch Virtual Media

File Capture to File

Exit

View Refresh

Full Screen

Exit

Macros Ctrl-Alt-Del

Alt-Tab

Alt-Esc

Alt-Space

Alt-Enter

Alt-Hyphen
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Macros (cont’d) Alt-F4

Alt-PrntScrn

F1

Pause

Tab

Ctrl-Enter

SysRq

Alt-SysRq

Alt-LShift-RShift-Esc

Ctrl-Alt-Backspace

Alt-F1 to Alt-F12

Ctrl-Alt-F1 to Ctrl-Alt-F12

Tools Session Options

Single Cursor

Stats

Power Power On System

Power Off System

Graceful Shutdown

Reset System (warm boot)

Power Cycle System (cold boot)

Help Contents and Index

About iDRAC6 Virtual Console

Item Function
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IPMI
Proteus appliances include an IPMI card that allows remote control and monitoring.

The IPMI card provides remote access to the Administration Console without the need to enable SSH. 
The IPMI card also provides information on the state of the physical appliance, such as internal 
temperature, disk speeds, fan performance, and other parameters.

By default, DHCP is enabled on the IPMI card and is configured with a five minute timeout period. If 
the IPMI card cannot obtain an IP address within five minutes, the card disables DHCP. If DHCP on the 
IPMI card becomes disabled, you must either assign the card a static address, or re-enable DHCP.

Configuring IPMI
To configure the IPMI card, you need to have access to the root command prompt, either through a 
direct connection to the appliance or through an SSH client. For instructions on connecting to the 
appliance, refer to Connecting to the Administration Console on page 665.

To view the IP addresses assigned to the IPMI card:

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -m and press ENTER. Proteus displays the IP address and MAC address for the 
IPMI card.

To disable DHCP on the IPMI card:

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -dhcp off and press ENTER. DHCP is disabled on the IPMI card. You can now assign 
a static IP address for the card.

To assign a static IP address for the IPMI card:

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

Compatible IPMI appliances
IPMI can be configured on the following appliances:

Proteus 2150, 5000

• The five minute DHCP timeout period begins when you first apply power to the appliance.
• On models without a power switch on the rear of the appliance, the IPMI card receives power 

when you plug in the appliance. On models with a power switch on the rear of the appliance, 
the IPMI card receives power when you plug in the appliance and turn on the rear power 
switch. In both cases, you do not need to turn on the power switch on the front of the 
appliance to apply power to the IPMI card.

• If the IPMI card cannot obtain an IP address within the five minute period, it disables DHCP. 
DHCP on the IPMI card remains disabled until you re-enable it in the Administration Console. 
Removing and then reapplying power to the appliance does not reset the IPMI DHCP timeout 
period.
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2 Set the IP address for the IPMI card: type ipmicfg -m ip_address, where ip_address is the IP 
address you want to assign to the IPMI card, and press ENTER.

3 Set the subnet mask for the IPMI card: type ipmicfg -k subnet_mask, where subnet_mask is 
the subnet mask for your network, and press Enter.

4 Set the gateway for the IPMI card: type ipmicfg -g gateway, where gateway is the gateway for 
your network, and press ENTER. The IPMI service is now enabled.

To re-enable DHCP on the IPMI card:

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -dhcp on, and press ENTER. DHCP is enabled on the IPMI card.

IPMI commands
This section provides the available IPMI command parameters and instructions on executing the 
commands. For complete instructions on how to use the IPMI control console, refer to the Supermicro 
Intelligent Platform Management Interface Tools CD-ROM shipped with your appliance.

The IPMI card must have an unique IP address—it cannot use any of the following addresses:

• the physical address of the appliance
• the Anycast address, if you enabled Anycast
• the virtual address, if the appliance is part of an XHA pair 

In an XHA pair, the IPMI card in each appliance must have an unique IP address.

Parameters Description How to execute

-m To display the IP address and MAC 
address for the IPMI card

1 Log in to Proteus as root.
2 Type ipmicfg -m and press ENTER.

-m <ip_address> To set the IP address for the IPMI 
card. 

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -m <ip_address> and press 
ENTER.

-a <mac_address> To set the MAC address for the 
IPMI card

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -m <mac_address> and press 
ENTER.

-k To display the subnet mask for the 
IPMI card

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -k and press ENTER.

-k <subnet_mask> To set the subnet mask for the 
IPMI card

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -k <subnet_mask> and press 
ENTER.

-dhcp To get the DHCP status on the IPMI 
card

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -dhcp and press ENTER.

-dhcp on To enable or re-enable DHCP on 
the IPMI card

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -dhcp on and press ENTER.

-dhcp off To disable DHCP on the IPMI card 1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -dhcp off and press ENTER.
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Using the IPMI web interface

To connect to the IPMI web interface:

1 On your workstation, launch a web browser.

2 In the address field, type http://ip_address, where ip_address is the address you assigned to 
the IPMI card. The IPMI interface appears.

-g To display the gateway address for 
the IPMI card

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -g and press ENTER.

-g <ip_address> To assign the gateway IP address 
for the IPMI card

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -g <ip_address> and press 
ENTER.

-r BMC cold reset 1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -r and press ENTER.

-garp on To enable the gratuitous ARP 1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -garp on and press ENTER.

-garp off To disable the gratuitous ARP 1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -garp off and press ENTER.

-fd To reset the IPMI card to the 
factory default

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -fd and press ENTER.

-ver To display the firmware revision 1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -ver and press ENTER.

-vlan To display the VLAN status for the 
IPMI card

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -vlan and press ENTER.

-vlan on 
<VLANtag>

To enable the VLAN and set the 
VLAN tag. If <VLANtag> is not 
specified, it uses previously saved 
value.

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -vlan on <VLANtag> and press 
ENTER.

-vlan off To disable the VLAN for the IPMI 
card

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -vlan off and press ENTER.

-raw To send a RAW IPMI request and 
print response

1 Log in to Proteus as root.

2 Type ipmicfg -raw and press ENTER.

The IPMI web interface connection is used to access Adonis 1750R and 1750RH 
appliances, as well as BlueCat DNS & DHCP Server 45, 60, 100, 100DC, and BlueCat 
Security DNS 500.

Parameters Description How to execute
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3 Log in to the IPMI interface. The default user name is ADMIN and the default password is 
ADMIN. The IPMI interface page appears.

IPMI Web interface functions and controls
The IPMI web interface groups functions and controls under buttons on the left of the page. Click a 
button to expand it and show its options. This table provides a summary of the IPMI console functions 
and controls. For complete instructions on how to use the IPMI control console, refer to the 
Supermicro Intelligent Platform Management Interface Tools CD-ROM that came with your appliance.

The IPMI interface user name and password are case-sensitive.

Button Function Description

Remote Control KVM Console Keyboard, Video, Mouse Console. Provides access to the 
Proteus Administration Console through your web browser.

SOL Console Serial Over LAN Console. Proteus does not support this 
function.

Remote Power Provides controls to power on, power down, and reset the 
Proteus appliance.

Virtual Media Floppy Disk Creates one or two virtual floppy disk drives on the Proteus 
appliance using 1.44 MB floppy disk images.

CD-ROM Image Creates one or two virtual CD-ROM drives on the Proteus 
appliance, using 800 MB CD-ROM images.

Drive Redirection Allows you to share a drive on your local workstation with the 
Proteus appliance.

Options Provides options for Virtual Media devices.
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System Health Chassis Control Displays general information about the Proteus appliance and 
provides controls to power on, power down, power cycle, 
and reset the appliance.

Monitor Sensors Displays monitoring information for the IPMI sensors in the 
appliance.

System Event Log Displays a log of IPMI sensor events.

Alert Settings Allows you to configure alert and action events for item 
monitored by the IPMI card.

User Management Change Password Allows you to change your password on the IPMI card. The 
password set here is for the IPMI card only and does not 
affect any Proteus user password.

Users & Groups Allows you to create users and groups on the IPMI card. The 
users and groups set here are for the IPMI card only and do 
not affect any Proteus users or groups.

Permissions Allows you to set permissions for users and groups on the IPMI 
card. The permissions set here are for the IPMI card only and 
do not affect any Proteus users, groups, or access rights.

KVM Settings User Console Allows you to set performance options for the KVM Console.

Keyboard / Mouse Allows you to set keyboard and mouse options for the KVM 
Console.

Device Settings Network Allows you to configure the network connection settings for 
the IPMI card. The options set here are for the IPMI card only 
and do not affect the Proteus network connections.

Dynamic DNS Allows you to enable and set options for Dynamic DNS on the 
IPMI card. The options set here are for the IPMI card only and 
do not affect any Proteus DNS functions.

Security Allows you to enable HTTPS, access restrictions by IP 
address, and user blocking on the IPMI card. The options set 
here are for the IPMI card only and do not affect any Proteus 
security settings.

Date / Time Allows you to set the date, time, and NTP options on the IPMI 
card. The options set here are for the IPMI card only and do 
not affect the Proteus system date, time, or NTP settings.

Event Log Allows you to set logging options on the IPMI card. The 
options set here are for the IPMI card only and do not affect 
any Proteus event logs.

Maintenance Device Information Displays device information for the IPMI card.

Event Log Displays the event log for the IPMI card.

Update Firmware Allows you to update the IPMI card software using a local file 
uploaded from your workstation.

Unit Reset Allows you to reset the USB service on the IPMI card, and to 
reset the IPMI card itself.

Button Function Description
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Version 4.0.6
SNMP Manager Setup and 
BlueCat MIB Files
This appendix contains details on setting up the SNMP Manager and a reference list of the BlueCat MIB 
files. For details on configuring SNMP, refer to Configuring SNMP on Proteus on page 132.

SNMP Manager Setup
When the local Proteus settings are complete and the service is activated, some further setup may be 
required on the SNMP monitor or trap server. Proteus provides support for the MIB-II SNMP standard 
objects and the required MIB files for this are in the directory usr/share/snmp/mibs. 

When loaded into the SNMP manager, these files provide object IDs and descriptions for the Proteus 
SNMP objects.

BlueCat MIB Files
BlueCat appliances support all of the MIB-II SNMP standard objects. MIB files for these objects are in 
the directory /usr/share/snmp/mibs.

There are also Proteus- and Adonis-specific MIB files that you can copy to your SNMP manager. When 
these files are loaded into the SNMP manager, they provide object IDs and descriptions for all of the 
Proteus and Adonis SNMP objects. You can download the BlueCat MIB files from the Proteus online help. 

Proteus Polled Objects

The following table lists the Proteus-specific SNMP polled-objects in the file PROTEUS-IPAM-MIB.txt.

Each Proteus MIB OID (object identifier) begins with the following prefix:

.1.3.6.1.4.1.13315 (iso.org.dod.internet.private.enterprise.BlueCat Networks)

All Proteus object IDs begin with the same prefix, but it is omitted from the OID column below.

You may need to configure the type of authentication required to log into Proteus and poll it from 
an SNMP manager.

SNMP Object OID Description

.proteusObjects .100.200.1 Proteus Objects container

.jboss .100.200.1.1 JBoss Objects container

.jbossDaemon .100.200.1.1.1 Reserved for future use
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Proteus Traps
The PROTEUS-IPAM-MIB.txt file also contains trap objects. The Proteus-specific traps fall into two 
groups:

• JBoss

• Proteus Application

The following table lists the Proteus SNMP traps in the file PROTEUS-IPAM-MIB.txt.

Each Proteus MIB OID (object identifier) begins with the following prefix:

.jbossStats .100.200.1.1.2 JBoss Statistics container

.activeThreadCount .100.200.1.1.2.1 Number of active JBoss threads

.freeMemory .100.200.1.1.2.2 Amount of free memory in the Java Virtual Machine

.maxMemory .100.200.1.1.2.3 Maximum amount of free memory in the Java Virtual 
Machine

.threadPoolQueueSize .100.200.1.1.2.4 Size of the Thread Pool Queue

.txCommitCount .100.200.1.1.2.6 Number of commited transactions

.txRollbackCount .100.200.1.1.2.7 Number of rolled back transactions

.txActiveCount .100.200.1.1.2.8 Number of transactions currently active

.dbInUseCount .100.200.1.1.2.9 Number of database connections currently in use

.jbossHeartBeat .100.200.1.1.3 JBoss Heartbeat Objects container

.heartBeatUptime .100.200.1.1.3.1 Uptime of the JBoss hearbeat

.jbossColdStart .100.200.1.1.4 JBoss Cold Start Objects container

.coldStartTime .100.200.1.1.4.1 Cold start time for JBoss

.jbossCommon .100.200.1.1.5 JBoss Common Objects container

.trapCount .100.200.1.1.5.1 Trap count for JBoss

.notificationMessage .100.200.1.1.5.2 Notification message from JBoss

.notificationSequenceNumber .100.200.1.1.5.3 Notification sequence number from JBoss

.proteusApp .100.200.1.2 Proteus Application Objects container

.proteusDHCPAlert .100.200.1.2.1 DHCP Alert Objects container

.dhcpRange .100.200.1.2.1.1 DHCP Range for the DHCP Usage Alert

.dhcpRangeHDRatio .100.200.1.2.1.2 Host Density Ratio for the DHCP Range

.dhcpRangeHighWatermark .100.200.1.2.1.3 Host Density Ratio High Watermark for the DHCP Range

.dhcpRangeLowWatermark .100.200.1.2.1.4 Host Density Ratio Low Watermark for the DHCP Range

.serverCountInQueue .100.200.1.2.2.1 Number of servers that have deployments currently 
queued

.executingServerCount .100.200.1.2.2.2 Number of servers that have active deployments

SNMP Object OID Description
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.1.3.6.1.4.1.13315 (iso.org.dod.internet.private.enterprise.BlueCat Networks)

All Proteus object IDs begin with the same prefix, but it is omitted from the OID column below.

Adonis Polled Objects

The following table lists the Adonis-specific SNMP polled-objects in the files BCN-DHCPV4-MIB.mib, 
BCN-DNS-MIB.mib, BCN-TFTP-MIB.mib, BCN-NTP-MIB.mib, BCN-COMMANDSERVER-MIB.mib, BCN-
SYSTEM-MIB.mib, and BCN-HA-MIB.mib.

Each Adonis MIB OID (object identifier) begins with the following prefix:

.1.3.6.1.4.1.13315 (iso.org.dod.internet.private.enterprise.BlueCat Networks)

All Adonis object IDs begin with the same prefix, but it is omitted from the OID column below.

SNMP Trap OID Description and SNMP Objects

.proteusObjects .100.200.1 Proteus Objects container

.proteusTraps .100.200.2 Proteus Traps container

.jbossTraps .100.200.2.1 JBoss Traps container

.jbossHeartbeatTrap .100.200.2.1.1 Reports information on the JBoss heartbeat.

jbossHeartbeatTrap sends the following SNMP objects:

• heartBeatUptime
• trapCount
• notificationMessage
• notificationSequenceNumber

.jbossColdstartTrap .100.200.2.1.2 Reports information on JBoss cold start.

jbossColdstartTrap sends the following SNMP objects:

• coldStartTime
• trapCount

.proteusAppTraps .100.200.2.2 Proteus Application Traps container

.jbossProteusMsgTrap .100.200.2.2.1 Reports JBoss trap events.

jbossProteusMsgTrap sends the following SNMP objects:

• trapCount
• notificationMessage

.jbossProteusDHCPAlertTrap .100.200.2.2.2 Reports Proteus DHCP Alert events.

jbossProteusDHCPAlertTrap sends the following SNMP objects:

• trapCount
• dhcpRange
• dhcpRangeHDRatio
• dhcpRangeHighWatermark
• dhcpRangeLowWatermark
• notificationMessage
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BCN-DHCPV4-MIB.mib:

SNMP Object OID Description

.bcnDhcpv4SerOperState .3.1.1.2.1.1 Current running state of the service:

• 1—Running
• 2—Not running
• 3—Starting
• 4—Stopping
• 5—Fault

.bcnDhcpv4FirstAlertIpAddr .3.1.1.2.1.2 Returns the IP address identifying either subnet 
or pool for which the available IPs have been 
exhausted

.bcnDhcpv4LeaseStatesSuccess .3.1.1.2.1.3 Number of successful DHCP leases issued per 
second

.bcnDhcpv4LeaseTable .3.1.1.2.2.1 Current lease table

.bcnDhcpv4LeaseEntry .3.1.1.2.2.1.1 Information about a particular DHCP lease

.bcnDhcpv4LeaseIP .3.1.1.2.2.1.1.1 IP address of the lease

.bcnDhcpv4LeaseStartTime .3.1.1.2.2.1.1.2 Start time of the lease

.bcnDhcpv4LeaseEndTime .3.1.1.2.2.1.1.3 End time of the lease

.bcnDhcpv4LeaseTimeStamp .3.1.1.2.2.1.1.4 Timestamp for the lease

.bcnDhcpv4LeaseMacAddress .3.1.1.2.2.1.1.5 The Hardware address (MAC address) of the 
lease

.bcnDhcpv4LeaseHostname .3.1.1.2.2.1.1.6 The client hostname of the lease

.bcnDhcpv4SubnetTable .3.1.1.2.2.2 Current subnet table

.bcnDhcpv4SubnetEntry .3.1.1.2.2.2.1 Information about a particular DHCP subnet

.bcnDhcpv4SubnetIP .3.1.1.2.2.2.1.1 IP address of the subnet

.bcnDhcpv4SubnetMask .3.1.1.2.2.2.1.2 IP mask of the subnet

.bcnDhcpv4SubnetSize .3.1.1.2.2.2.1.3 Size of the subnet

.bcnDhcpv4SubnetFreeAddresses .3.1.1.2.2.2.1.4 Number of IP addresses available in the subnet

.bcnDhcpv4SubnetLowThreshold .3.1.1.2.2.2.1.5 Low threshold for available free addresses in the 
subnet

.bcnDhcpv4SubnetHighThreshold .3.1.1.2.2.2.1.6 High threshold for available free addresses in 
the subnet

.bcnDhcpv4PoolTable .3.1.1.2.2.3 Current pool table

.bcnDhcpv4PoolEntry .3.1.1.2.2.3.1 Information about a particular DHCP pool

.bcnDhcpv4PoolStartIP .3.1.1.2.2.3.1.1 Start IP address in the pool

.bcnDhcpv4PoolEndIP .3.1.1.2.2.3.1.2 End IP address in the pool

.bcnDhcpv4PoolSubnetIP .3.1.1.2.2.3.1.3 Subnet IP address of the pool
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BCN-DNS-MIB.mib:

.bcnDhcpv4Poolsize .3.1.1.2.2.3.1.4 The size of the pool

.bcnDhcpv4PoolFreeAddresses .3.1.1.2.2.3.1.5 The number of IP addresses available in the pool

.bcnDhcpv4FixedIPTable .3.1.1.2.2.4 Current DHCP subnet tables in configuration

.bcnDhcpv4FixedIPEntry .3.1.1.2.2.4.1 Information about a particular DHCP subnet

.bcnDhcpv4FixedIP .3.1.1.2.2.4.1.1 One of the current fixed IP addresses in the 
DHCPv4 configuration

.bcnDhcpv4AlarmSeverity .3.1.1.3.1.1 Severity classification for the alarm

.bcnDhcpv4AlarmInfo .3.1.1.3.1.2 Descriptive information about the alarm event

.bcnDhcpv4SubnetAlertIpAddr .3.1.1.3.1.4 Returns the IP address identifying a subnet for 
which the available IPs have been exhausted

SNMP Object OID Description

.bcnDnsSerOperState .3.1.2.2.1.1 Current running state of the service:

• 1—Running
• 2—Not running
• 3—Starting
• 4—Stopping
• 5—Fault

.bcnDnsSerNumberOfZones .3.1.2.2.1.2 Number of zones loaded

.bcnDnsSerTransfersRunning .3.1.2.2.1.3 Number of zone transfers currently in progress

.bcnDnsSerTransfersDeferred .3.1.2.2.1.4 Number of zone transfers currently deferred

.bcnDnsSerSOAQueriesInProgress .3.1.2.2.1.5 Number of SOA queries in progress

.bcnDnsSerQueryLogging .3.1.2.2.1.6 State of query logging:

• 1—On
• 2—Off

.bcnDnsSerDebugLevel .3.1.2.2.1.7 Debug log level. Ranges from 0 to 99:

• 0—No logging
• 99—Maximum level of logging

.bcnDnsStatSrvQrySuccess .3.1.2.2.2.1.1 Queries resulted in a successful answer

.bcnDnsStatSrvQryReferral .3.1.2.2.2.1.2 Queries resulted in referral answer

.bcnDnsStatSrvQryNXRRSet .3.1.2.2.2.1.3 Queries resulted in non-existent record 
responses with no data

.bcnDnsStatSrvQryNXDomain .3.1.2.2.2.1.4 Queries resulted in non-existent domain 
responses with no data

.bcnDnsStatSrvQryRecursion .3.1.2.2.2.1.5 Queries which caused the server to perform 
recursion lookups to find the final answer

SNMP Object OID Description
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BCN-TFTP-MIB.mib:

BCN-NTP-MIB.mib:

.bcnDnsStatSrvQryFailure .3.1.2.2.2.1.6 Number of failed queries that did not result in 
non-existent domain or record

SNMP Object OID Description

.bcnTftpSerOperState .3.1.3.2.1.1 Current running state of the service:

• 1—Running
• 2—Not running
• 3—Starting
• 4—Stopping
• 5—Fault

.bcnTftpSerDirs .3.1.3.2.2.1 Number of directories on the TFTP sub-tree

.bcnTftpSerFiles .3.1.3.2.2.2 Number of files on the TFTP sub-tree

.bcnTftpSerFilesSize .3.1.3.2.2.3 The sum of the size of all files in kilobytes

.bcnTftpSerPartialList .3.1.3.2.2.4 The TFTP information is partial

SNMP Object OID Description

.bcnNtpSerOperState .3.1.4.2.1.1 Current running state of the service:

• 1—Running
• 2—Not running
• 3—Starting
• 4—Stopping
• 5—Fault

.bcnNtpSysLeap .3.1.4.2.2.1 Two-bit warning of an impending leap second to 
be inserted in the NTP timescale

.bcnNtpSysStratum .3.1.4.2.2.2 Indicating the stratum of the local clock:

• 0—Unspecified
• 1—Primary reference
• 2 to 255—Secondary reference

.bcnNtpSysPrecision .3.1.4.2.2.3 Signed integer indicating the precision of the 
various clocks, in seconds to the nearest power 
of two

.bcnNtpSysRootDelay .3.1.4.2.2.4 The total roundtrip delay to the primary 
reference source at the root of the 
synchronization subnet, in seconds.

.bcnNtpSysRootDispersion .3.1.4.2.2.5 The maximum error relative to the primary 
reference source at the root of the 
synchronization subnet, in seconds

.bcnNtpSysRefld .3.1.4.2.2.6 The particular reference clock

SNMP Object OID Description
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.bcnNtpSysRefTime .3.1.4.2.2.7 The local time when the local clock was last 
updated

.bcnNtpSysPoll .3.1.4.2.2.8 The minimum interval between transmitted 
messages, in seconds as a power of two

.bcnNtpSysPeer .3.1.4.2.2.9 The current synchronization source

.bcnNtpSysFreq .3.1.4.2.2.10 The clock frequency offset

.bcnNtpSysclock .3.1.4.2.2.11 The current local time

.bcnNtpSysSystem .3.1.4.2.2.12 The type of the local operating system

.bcnNtpSysProcessor .3.1.4.2.2.13 The type of the local processor

.bcnNtpSysJitter .3.1.4.2.2.14 Indicates how much the individual pulses vary 
from second to second

.bcnNtpPeersVarTable .3.1.4.2.3.1 A table listing the peers known to the server as 
well as summary information of their state

.bcnNtpPeersVarEntry .3.1.4.2.3.1.1 A logical row in the bcnNtpPeersVarTable

.bcnNtpPeersAssocId .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.1 Assocation ID of the peer

.bcnNtpPeersConfigured .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.2 A bit indicating that the association was created 
from configuration information and should not 
be demobilized if the peer becomes 
unreachable

.bcnNtpPeersPeerAddressType .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.3 The internet address type of the peer

.bcnNtpPeersPeerAddress .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.4 The internet address of the peer

.bcnNtpPeersPeerPort .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.5 16-bit port number of the peer

.bcnNtpPeersHostAddressType .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.6 The internet address type of the host

.bcnNtpPeersHostAddress .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.7 The internet address of the host

.bcnNtpPeersHostPort .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.8 16-bit port number of the host

.bcnNtpPeersLeap .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.9 Two-bit code warning of an impending leap 
second to be inserted in the NTP timescale

.bcnNtpPeersMode .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.10 The association mode:

• 0—Unspecified
• 1—Symmetric active
• 2—Symmetric passive
• 3—Client
• 4—Server
• 5—Broadcast
• 6—Reserved for NTP control messages
• 7—Reserved for private use

SNMP Object OID Description
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.bcnNtpPeersStratum .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.11 Indicates the stratum of the peer clock:

• 0—Unspecified
• 1—Primary reference
• 2 to 255—secondary reference

.bcnNtpPeersPeerPoll .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.12 Poll interval of the peer

.bcnNtpPeersHostPoll .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.13 Poll interval of the host

.bcnNtpPeersPrecision .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.14 Signed integer indicating the precision of the 
various clocks, in seconds to the nearest power 
of two

.bcnNtpPeersRootDelay .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.15 The total roundtrip delay to the primary 
reference source at the root of the 
synchronization subnet, in seconds

.bcnNtpPeersRootDspersion .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.16 The maximum error relative to the primary 
reference source at the root of the 
synchronization subnet, in seconds

.bcnNtpPeersRefId .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.17 The particular reference clock

.bcnNtpPeersRefTime .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.18 The local time when the local clock was last 
updated

.bcnNtpPeersOrgTime .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.19 The local time at the peer when its lastest NTP 
message was sent

.bcnNtpPeersReceiveTime .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.20 The local time when the latest NTP message 
from the peer arrived

.bcnNtpPeersTransmitTime .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.21 The local time at which the NTP message 
departed the sender

.bncNtpPeersReach .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.22 A shift register of NTP.WINDOW bits used to 
determine the reachability status of the peer

.bcnNtpPeersOffset .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.23 Filter offset

.bcnNtpPeersDelay .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.24 Filter delay

.bcnNtpPeersDispersion .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.25 Filter dispersion

.bcnNtpPeersJitter .3.1.4.2.3.1.1.26 Indicates how much the individual pulses vary 
from second to second

SNMP Object OID Description
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BCN-HA-MIB.mib:

BCN-COMMANDSERVER-MIB.mib:

BCN-SYSTEM-MIB.mib:

SNMP Object OID Description

.bcnHaSerOperState .3.1.5.2.1.1 Current running state of the service:

• 1—Standalone
• 2—Active
• 3—Passive
• 4—Stopped
• 5—Stopping
• 6—BecomingActive
• 7—BecomingPassive
• 8—Fault

SNMP Object OID Description

.bcnCommandServerSerOperState .3.1.7.2.1.1 Current running state of the service:

• 1—Running
• 2—Not running
• 3—Starting
• 4—Stopping
• 5—Fault

SNMP Object OID Description

.bcnSysIdProduct .3.2.2.1.1 OIDs for the object obtained from BCN-
PRODUCTS-MIB

.bcnSysIdOSRelease .3.2.2.1.2 The BlueCat Networks running OS release

.bcnSysIdSerial .3.2.2.1.3 Serial number usually assigned to a hardware 
platform

.bcnSysIdServiceTag .3.2.2.1.4 Manufacturer service tag

.bcnSysIdPlatform .3.2.2.1.5 Platform identification

.bcnSysIdVendorPlatform .3.2.2.1.6 Platform vendor identification

.bcnSysIdServicesTable .3.2.2.1.7 Enumerates the services available on the system

.bcnSysIdServicesEntry .3.2.2.1.7.1 A logical row in the bcnSysIdServicesTable 
object

.bcnSysIdServicesIndex .3.2.2.1.7.1.1 Table index

.bcnSysIdServicesOID .3.2.2.1.7.1.2 The OID of the service available on the system

.bcnSysIdServicesStateTS .3.2.2.1.7.1.3 Last time this particular service changed state
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Appendix D: SNMP Manager Setup and BlueCat MIB Files
Adonis Traps
The BCN-DHCPV4-MIB.mib, BCN-DNS-MIB.mib, BCN-TFTP-MIB.mib, BCN-NTP-MIB.mib, BCN-
COMMANDSERVER-MIB.mib, and BCN-SYSTEM-MIB.mib. files also contain trap objects. The Adonis-
specific traps fall into the following groups:

• DNS

• High Availability

• Command Server

• DHCP

• Replication

• TFTP

• NTP

The following table lists the Adonis SNMP traps in the file BCN-DHCPV4-MIB.mib, BCN-DNS-MIB.mib, 
BCN-TFTP-MIB.mib, BCN-NTP-MIB.mib, BCN-COMMANDSERVER-MIB.mib, BCN-SYSTEM-MIB.mib, and 
BCN-HA-MIB.mib.

Each Adonis MIB OID (object identifier) begins with the following prefix:

.1.3.6.1.4.1.13315 (iso.org.dod.internet.private.enterprise.BlueCat Networks)

All Adonis object IDs begin with the same prefix, but it is omitted from the OID column below.

SNMP Trap OID Description and SNMP Objects

.bcnDhcpv4AlarmNotif .3.1.1.3.0.1 Returns when the DHCPv4 service has transitioned state or a 
particular event has been detected on the service

.bcnDhcpv4FailOverState .3.1.1.3.1.3 Current state of the DHCP failover:

• 1—Startup
• 2—Normal
• 3—Communications interrupted
• 4—Partner down
• 5—Potential conflict
• 6—Recover
• 7—Paused
• 8—Shutdown
• 9—Recover done
• 254—Recover wait

.bcnDnsAlarmNotif .3.1.2.3.0.1 Returns when the DNS service has transitioned state or a 
particular event has been detected on the service

.bcnTftpAlarmNotif .3.1.3.3.0.1 Returns when the TFTP service has transitioned state or a 
particular event has been detected on the service

.bcnNtpAlarmNotif .3.1.4.3.0.1 Returns when the NTP service has transitioned state or a 
particular event has been detected on the service

.bcnHaAlarmNotif .3.1.5.3.0.1 Returns when the HA service has transitioned state or 
particular event has been detected on the service

.bcnCommandServerAlarmNo
tif

.3.1.7.3.0.1 Returns when the COMMANDSERVER service has transitioned 
state or a particular event has been detected on the service
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Linux Polled Objects

The following table lists the Linux system-specific SNMP polled-objects in the HOST-RESOURCES-
MIB.mib, UCD-SNMP-MIB.mib, and IF-MIB.mib files. Proteus uses these MIBs to report memory, CPU, 
network, and Disk utilization.

UCD-SNMP-MIB:

The memory usage metric describes the real and swap memory counters of an Adonis server.

The CPU usage metric describes CPU’s system, user, nice, and idle counters of an Adonis server.

.bcnSysAlarmNotif .3.2.3.0.1 Returns when the system starts, reboots or shouts down

SNMP Object OID Description

.memTotalSwap .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.4.3.0 Total swap size

.memAvailSwap .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.4.4.0 Available swap size

.memTotalReal .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.4.5.0 Total RAM in machine

.memAvailReal .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.4.6.0 Total RAM used

.memTotalFree .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.4.11.0 Total RAM free

.memShared .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.4.13.0 Total RAM shared

.memBuffer .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.4.14.0 Total RAM buffered

.memCached .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.4.15.0 Total cached memory

SNMP Object OID Description

.ssCpuUser .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.11.9.0 Percentage of user CPU time

.ssCpuSystem .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.11.10.0 Percentages of system CPU time

.ssCpuIdle .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.11.11.0 Percentage of idle CPU time

.ssCpuRawUser .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.11.50.0 Raw user CPU time

.ssCpuRawNice .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.11.51.0 Raw nice CPU time

.ssCpuRawSystem .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.11.52.0 Raw system CPU time

.ssCpuRawIdle .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.11.53.0 Raw idle CPU time

The values for these objects vary depending on the number of CPU cores on Adonis server. In order 
to obtain the accurate value, divide the value by the number of CPU cores which can be obtained 
using .hrProcessorTable object in HOST-RESOURCES-MIB.mib file.

SNMP Trap OID Description and SNMP Objects
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IF-MIB:

The NIC utilization metric describes inbound and outbound traffics of an Adonis server.

HOST-RESOURCES-MIB:

The disk utilization metric describes the percentage usage of disk root on an Adonis server.

SNMP Object OID Description

.ifTable.ifEntry.ifDescr .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.2 Statistics for all network interfaces

.ifTable.ifEntry.ifInOctets .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.10 Total number of octets received on the 
interface including framing characters

.ifTable.ifEntry.ifInUcastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.11 Number of packets not addressed to a 
multicast or broadcast address

.ifTable.ifEntry.ifOutOctets .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.16 Total number of octets transmitted out of 
the interface, including framing 
characters

.ifTable.ifEntry.ifOutUcastPkts .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.17 Total number of packets not addressed to 
a multicast or broadcast address, 
including packets discarded or not sent

SNMP Object OID Description

.hrStorageTable.hrStorageEntry.hr
StorageDescr

.1.3.6.1.2.1.25.2.3.1.3 Description of the type and instance of 
the storage

.hrStorageTable.hrStorageEntry.hr
StorageSize

.1.3.6.1.2.1.25.2.3.1.5 The size of the storage

.hrStorageTable.hrStorageEntry.hr
StorageUsed

.1.3.6.1.2.1.25.2.3.1.6 The amount of the storage allocated

.hrProcessorTable .1.3.6.1.2.1.25.3.3 Total number of CPU cores on Adonis 
server
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For safe operating procedures, ensure compliance with the guidelines below.
FCC Notice
This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following conditions:

• This device may not cause harmful interference.

• This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired 
operation.

No (Telecommunications Network Voltage) TNV-connected PCBs shall be installed.

Warning
This is a Class A product. In a domestic environment, the product may cause radio interference in which case 
the user may be required to take adequate measures.

© 2014. All rights reserved.

CAUTION CAUTION

Do not remove the cover from the appliance. The cover is 
to be removed only by qualified personnel. There are no 
serviceable parts provided inside.

Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) precautions are required 
before handling the appliance. Wear a wrist strap with an 
appropriate ground connection.

CAUTION CAUTION

To prevent the unit from overheating, never install the 
appliance in an enclosed rack or room that is not properly 
ventilated or cooled. For proper air flow, keep the front 
and back sides of the appliance clear of obstructions and 
away from the exhaust of other equipment.

There is danger of an explosion if the battery is replaced 
incorrectly. Replace only with the same or equivalent type 
recommended by the appliance manufacturer. Contact 
technical support if you need to replace a battery.

CAUTION CAUTION

Before servicing, power off the appliance by using the rear 
panel switch. If the appliance does not have an On/Off 
switch, then unplug the power cord.

Failure to properly ground the appliance, either by 
circumventing the 3-wire grounding-type plug or by using a 
power outlet that is improperly grounded, can create a 
potentially hazardous electrical situation.
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